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MEMORANDA .

1892 . May 16. THE Hox. LOVELL Burch TT CLARENCE, Senior Puisne Justice, having

quitted the Island on May 12, 1892, on leave , ARCIBALD CAMPBILI, L 1WRIE ,

Esquire, District Judge of Kandy, was sieru ini a acting Puisne Justic : .

July 5 . THE Hox . HENRY Dias, Junior Puisue Justice, retired .

July 7. GEORGE HENPY WITHERS; Iisquire, Advocate, was sworn in as acting Puisine
Justice.

July 11. THE HON. SIR SAMUEL GREVIER, Kt . , Attorney -General, having returnel to the

Island , and CHARLES PETE : LAYARI), Esquire, Solicitor -General, hay ng left

Ceylon on leare,J. H. TEMPLER, Esquire, Crown Counsel, was sworn in as

acting Solicitor -General.

September 23 . The Hox . A. C. LAWRIE was confirmed in the office of Puisne lustice.

October 31. THE HON. Su : SAMUEL GRENIER, Kt , Attorney -General, died.

November 1 .

CHARLES PETER LAYARD, Esquire , Solicitor-General, was appointed tempora

rily and provisionally to the office of Attorney -General, and took the oails of

office on November 8 .

November 10 . J. H. TEMPLER, Esquire, Crown Cöuusel, was sworn in as acting Solicitor
General.

December 14. The How G. H. Withers was confirmed in the office of Puisne Justice as
from January, I , 1893, on which date the Hon . L. B. CLARENCE retired from

tlie Bench .

De ember 15. PONNAMBALA I RAMANATHAN, Esquire, C.M.G., Advocate, having been

appointed Solicitor-General, took the oaths of office .

1863. April 14. The Hox . SU : BRUCE LOCKHART Bursside, Ki . , Chief Justice, left the Island
on leave.

April 24. THE HON . A. C. LAWRIE , Senior Puisne Justice, was sworn in as acting
Chief Justice. DODWELL. FRANCIS BROWNE, Esquire, District Judge' of

Colombo, was sworn in as Commissioner of Assize to preside at the first

Criminal Sessions of the Southern Circuit.

July 15. D. F. BROWNE, Esquire. District Judge of Colombo , was sworn in as acting

Puisne Justice .

July 31. The Hox. SIR B. I .. BURSSIDE , kt . , ChiefJustice, retired .
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Abatement of action .

Page ,

tration to her deceased husband's estate - the

marriage having been in the community of

propertySec Civil PROCEDURE , 26.

Added parties.

See CIVIL, PROCEDURE , 22 .

Held entitled in her capacity of administratrix

to maintain an action in respect of the entirety

of a leasehold interest which had belonged to

the common estate, notwithstanding her own

rigiit to one -half of such interest as surviving

spouse .Adding parties.

See CIVI , PROCEDURE , 16 .

CIVIL, PROCEDURE , 40 .

Fer BURNSIDE, C. J.-l'pon the death of Que

of the spouses the entire common estate vests,

in the first instance, in the administrator of the

deceased , for disposal among the persons legally

entitled to individual shares of it .

Per LAWRIE, J.-An executor or administrator

can administer and realise only such estate as

the deceased had testing powers over. The ad.

ministrator of a deceased spouse cannot, there.

fore, deal with the entire common estate, but

only with the half to which the heirs or legatees

of the deceased lave right.

D. C. Colombo, No. C. 713. PERERA V.

SILVA 150

4. - Administration --Right of heirs of deceased

mortgagee to sue - Necessity for administras

tion to whole estate - Practice.

9

Administration .

1.- Administrator-- Right to retain funds

Control of Court-Order to pay money

into Court - Joint administration - Proce.

dure.

An administrator has the right, until the es

tate is closed, to retain in his hands the funds of

the estate for the purposes of administration.

Although an administrator is generally sub

jected tothe control of the court, an orderupon

him to pay money in his hands into court is not

justified, unless such order is shown to be neces.

sary for the protection of creditors or heirs in

consequence of the misconduct or default of the

administrator.

D. C. Colombo ( Testamentary ), No. 5,001.

In the inatter of the estate and effects

of LANSEGEY ANDRIS PERERA DHARMA

GUNEWARDENE Mohandiram deceased

2.-- Administration - Substituted plaintiffs -- Ac

lion lo set aside claim - Civil Procedure

Code, section 247.

A judgment-creditor having died, persons

claiming to be his heirs were substituted plain

tiffs in his room and, having issued writ, seiz

ed certain property, which was claimed by a

third party. The court having upheld the claim

the substituted plaintiffs brought the present

action under section 247 of the Procedure Code

against claimant, who in his answer took excep

tion to plaintiffs maintaining the action without
taking out administration to the deceased credi.

tor's estate .

Held (reversing the judgment the

District Court) that the plaintiffs having been

substituted plaintiffs in the original action , and ·

having seized the property as judgment.credi.
tors, were entitled to maintain this action to

have such property declared executable under

their judgment.

D. C. Galle, No. 476. WEERAKOON v.
NIKULAS

3. - Administration – Marriage in community

Administrator of deceased husband's estate

-- Powers over entire matrimonial estate

-Widow -udministratrix .

A widow who had takeri out letters of adminis.

A mortgagee who was married in the commu.

nity of property died leaving a widow and chil.

dren surviving, who sued on the mortgage as

his legal representatives, averring that the

deceased's moiety of the common estate was

worth Rs . 700 only, and that the plaintiffs were
therefore entitled to sue without taking out let.

ters of administration .

Held that, in determining whether the adminis

tration was necessary , regard should be had to

the entire estate (and not to the deceased's

moiety only ), and as this exceeded Rs. 1,000 in

value, administration could not be dispensed

with .

D. C. Negombo, No. 743. NONOHAMY v. PERERA 153

See Civit, PROCEDURE, 27 .

Civit . PROCEDURE , 47

DONATIO INTER VIVOS,of

Adoption .

See KANDYAN LAW .

48

Affray.

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 9.

66 Alter .”

See MUNICIPAL COUNCUS ORDINANCE .

Amendment of plaint.

See PRESCRIPTION , 3 .
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Fer CLARENCE, J. - Although, under the Civil

Procedure Code, pleadings are not to go beyond

answer except by special leave, yet it ' a defend

ant's answer contains averments requiring to
be wet, it is none the less incumbent on the

plaintiff to meet them , either by obtaining leave

to reply or by asking the court, under section 146

ofthe Code, to frame an issue upon defendant's
answer.

Appeal.

Seo CIVIL PROCEDURE, 4.

Civil, PROCEDURE, 7 .

CIVIL, PROCEDURE, 18 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE , 23.

CIVIL, PROCEDURE, 24 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 29.

( IVIL, PROCEDURE , 32 .

CIVIL, PROCEDURE, 40 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE , 48 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 49 .

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , I.

MAINTENANCE , 1 .

Judgment of the District Court affirmed by

CARENCE and DIAS, JJ . , BURNSIDE , C. J. , dis.

senting.

D. C. Colombo , No. C. 581. WEERAWACO

v. THE BANK OF MADRAS 11

arbitration ,

See Civil, PROCEDURE, 18.

Assault.

See Road ORDINANCE..

Barking of dogs.

See NUISANCE .

Betting,

See GAMING , 2 .

Bhuddhist Temple.

See LEASE, I.

Business, place of

See Civil, PROCEDURE, 12 .

Bye-law .

See FISHING , I.

Assessment for rates ,

See EJECTMENT, 3.

Assets , realisation of

See Civil, PROCEDURE, 46 .

Assignment,

See MORTGAGE .

Assignment of judgment.

See Civii, PROCEDURE , 45 .

Civil, PROCEDURE , 53 .

Attorney, power of

Sce CIVIL, PROCEDURE, 6 .

Attorney-General , appeal by

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 7 .

( 'ause of action .

I .-- ause of action-- Declaration of title to land

Ouster - Pleuding - Evidence.

Wliere an action for declaration of title to

land is based upon an ouster, and both the title

and the ouster are put in issue

Held that the action must failuuless the

ouster is proved, and that it is not competent

for the court, upon a fictitious cause of action, to

decide the were question of title .

Award .

See Civii, PORCEDURE, 18 .

PRACTICE , 6.

D. C. Colombo, So. C , 1,250. LENOPAMI V.

SAMUEL .. 101

Banker and Customer.

Banker and customer - Necessity for demand by

cheque - Note indorsed by customer and held

by banker - Right of banker to debit note to

customer's account - Notice of dishonour-

Pleading - Replication, necessity for - Civil

Procedure Code, sections 79, 146.

Iu the ordinary relation of banker aud custom

er, it is not necessary that the customer's

demand for the balance due to him should

be by cheque. Any demand , if not complied

with , will entitle the customer to recover such

balance by action.

A banker, holding as indorsee a promissory
note payable at his bank, upon which the custom

er is liable as an indorser, is entitled upon

dishonour of the note to debit the customer's

account with the amount thereof, provided due

notice of dishonour has been given to the custom

2. - Cause of action - Joney paid -- Implied pro.

mise - Sale of paddy field by Government

Payment of grain tax by mortgagee - Liability

ofowner .

The owner of a paddy field gifted it in 1885

to defendant subject to an already existing
mortgage. The field having been seized and

sold by Guvernment for the grain tax due for

the year 1887, the plaintiff, an assignee of a

decree obtained upon the mortgage paid to
Government the aniount for which the land was

sold and had the sale cancelled , and brought the
present action to recover the amount from

defendant.

Held that the circumstances disclosed a good

cause ofaction , as the law implied a promise oni
defendant's part to reimburse plaintiff the

amount of the tax .

1C. R. Batticaloa, No. 977. VELAITHER V

NALLATAMBYer .
1 20
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title to land or ejectment) and costs, although

such costs exceed Rs. 200.

A decree in defendant's favour for costs alone

is a decree for a
awarded " within the

meaning of section 299, and entitles the defend

ant, where such costs exceed Rs. 200, to writ

against plaintiff's person.

D. C. Kandy, No. 2,510. Soy9A v . Soisa .. 15

4. - Civil Procedure - Security in appeal

Tendering of security- Time within

which security must be perfected -Notice of

appeal - Civil Procedure Code, section 756 .

Under section 756 of the Civil Procedure Code

it is not sufficient for a party wishing to appeal

from the judgment or order of a District Judge

to tender security in appeal within 20 days from

the judgment or order appealed against, but lie

must perfect the security by entering into the

security, bond within the time limited.

D. C. Batticaloa, No. 327. KANDAPPEN v .

ELLIOTT

2

17

PAGE.

See Civil PROCEDURE , 9.

FISHING , 2 .

PRESCRIPTION, 3 .

ROAD ORDINANCE .

Civil Procedure .

1. - Stamps - Guardianship proceedings - Civil

Procedure Code, Chap. XL . - Ordinance No.

3 of 1899 — Construction .

Guardianship proceedings under Chapter XL.

of the Civil Procedure Code are not liable to

stamp duty ; and this exemption extends to ap

plications under that chapter in the way of

summary procedure, notwithstanding the pro
visions of section 373 of the Civil Procedure

Code .

D. C. Kurunegala (Guardianship ) No. 12.

In the matter of the guardianship of

RICHARD and JAMES Henry, minors

2.- Promissory note - Action by indorsee against

makers— Traverse of averment of present.

ment - Admissibility of evidence to prove

excuse for non -presentment- Civil Procedure

Code — Pleading - Agreement between debtor

and creditors to pay to a trustee-- Payment

to the trustee-Defence.

According to the rules of pleading laid down

in the Civil Procedure Code, an excuse for non

presentment must be specially pleacked by a

statement of facts relied on in that behalf.

When the presentment of a promissory note is

averred in the plaint and traversed in the

answer, such averment is not proved by evidence

showing circumstances of excuse or waiver of

presentment, nor is such evidence admissible in

the absence of necessary averments in the plaint.

Where to an action by the endorsee against

the makersof a promissory note it was pleaded

that the defendants and the plaintiff and other

holders of promissory notes of defendants had

agreed that the defendants should pay all monies

then due by them on promissory notes, of which

the note sued upon was one, in certain instal

ments to certain one ofthe creditors as trustee

for the rest and for defendants, the trustee

undertaking in the meantime to retire such notes

when due, and that the defendants had in pur

suance of the agreement paid all the instaluients

to the trustee

CN5 .-- Curator - Property of minors-Person

titled to take charge under a will or deed

-Executor of will of parent , Guardian

appointed by will - Civil Procedure Code,

sections 582, 583 , 585.

A testator died leaving a will whereby he dis

posed of his estate in favour of his minor children ,

and naming an executor whom he also appoint

ed guardian of the children .

Held reversing the order of the District Court,

that the executor was not a person entitled to

have charge of the property of the minors
by virtue of the will within the meaning of

section 585 of the Civil Procedure Code, and

the court was therefore not bound to grant him

a certificate of curatorship.

The testator by appointing the executor eu

trusted to him the task and charge of distribut:

ing his assets generally, but not any special

trust to take charge of the minors ' shares or hold

them in trust for the minors.

D. C. " Galle, No. 2,948. In the matter of

the ininor children of SIMAN PERERA

ABEYWARDANA. ABEYWARDANA V. ABEY.

ADEERA
19

Held that the agreement and payment to the

trustee thereunder was a good defence to the

plaintiff's action on the note .

D. C. Colombo, No. 2,173 . SADAYAPPA

CHETTY v. LAWRENCE
3

3. — Civil Procedure - Execution against the

person - Decree for plaintiff for land and

costs --- Costs exceeding Rs. 200 — Civil Pro.
cedure Code, sections 209, 298, 299.

A writ of execution against the person of a

judgment-debtor can only issue after a writ

against his property has issued and been return

ed with one of the returns specified in section

298 of the Civil Procedure Code.

A plaintiff is entitled to take the defend .

aut's person in execution only when he recovers

a sum of money and such sum exceeds Rs. 200 ;

but not for costs of suit when he recovers some

other specific relief (such as a declaration of

6.- Sequestration , Action by corporation - Princi.

pal officer - Shioff of Bank- Power of Allor

ney, sufficiency of - Practice - Civil Procedure

Code, sections 653, 654, 655 .

In an application for obtaining sequestration

of a defendant's property under section 653 of

the Civil Procedure Code, the affidavit required

by that section to establish that the defendant

is fraudulently alienating his property need not

necessarily be that of the plaintiff himself but

inay be that of any person having knowledge of
the facts .

The shroff of a bank is a principal officer"

of such corporation within the meaning of sec

tion 655 of the Code, and is competent to make

affidavit in substitution for the affidavit of the

plaintiff required by sectious 650 and 653.

A bank corporation sued by attorney, who

was authorized by his power “ to sue for, recover

and receive" every debt due to the corporation ;

" to sue, arrest , attach, destrain , sieze, sequester,

imprisou, and coudesun, and out of prison
!
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again release, acquit , and discharge all persons ” :

" to sigu , draw, make, or endorse any other security

or securities in which the said bauk is now or may

hereafter be interested or concerned or to which

the signature of thesaid Bank may be necessary

or required" ; and further “ to sign , deliver, and

execute all deeds, conveyances, and assurances to

which the said bank may become a party, and

generally to act , do , manage and transact all and

every such matters, and things in and about the

premises in as full and ample a manner as the

said bank could do."

the absence of express provisions to the contrary,

a note payable at that place.

In an action brought in the District Court of

Negombo by the endorsee against the maker, who

was resident in Chilaw , of a promissory note

made at Chilaw , but indorsed at Negombo

Held that under section 9 of the Civil Pro

cedure Code the District Court of Negombo had

no jurisdiction.

D. C. Negombo , No 213. NARAYEN CHETTY

FERNANDO
30

10--- Civil Procedure - Insufficiently stamped

plaint - Objection by defendant-- Taking

plaint of the file -- Answer on the merits

Practice.

22

35

Held that under the authority contained in the

above power the attorney could bind the bank by

deed in all matters appertaining to a suit which

he was authorized to bring, and in any proceeding

for sequestration in such suit he was competent

to execute the bond required to be entered into by

the plaintiff under section 654 of the Code .

D. C. Colombo, No. C 469. THE BANK OF

MADRAS V. PonNESAMÝ MODELLY

7. - Appeal - Security - Dispensing with security

by consent - Application to appeal out of

time -- Practice - Civil Procedure Code, sec

tion 756.

The provisions of the Civil Procedure Code as
to security in appeal are intended for the benefit

of respondent parties, who may waive such bene
fit at their option .

Accordingly, where a respondent consented to

dispense with security in appeal

Held, that the appeal lay without security, not

withstanding theprovisions of section 756 of the

Civil Procedure Code.

Where a plaint is insufficiently stamped the
proper course for the defendant is at once to take

steps to have it taken off the file and not to wait

till the trial and then take exception to the

sufficiency of the pleading.

C. R. Colonibo, No. 2,333. FERNANDO v.

FERNANDO .

11-- Civil Pro e - Want of particulars in

plaint - Answer on the merits - pleading

-Motion to take the plaint of the file

-Irregularity .

An objection to a pleading for want of parti

culars is not a matter to be set up by plea. A

party requiring more particulars should ,' before

pleading to the merits, take the objection by

way of motion to take the pleading off the file.

Accordingly, where in an action for land the

plaint did not disclose the plaintiffs' title to the

shares of the land claimed or who the other

shareholders were, and where the defendants

filed an answer denying the plaintiffs' title and

also taking legal objection to the non -disclosure

and non -joinder of the other shareholders, and

on the day of trial moved to take the plaint off
the file .

Held that the defendants' procedure was irre.

gular.

C. R. Galle, No. 940 .

JANSZ

JAYASEKERA

25

On

35

8. - Practice - Service of summons-Service

proctos - Service out of the jurisdiction

Substituted service --- Appearance -- Civil Pro

cedure Code, sections 29, 69, 72 , 85 .

The defendant in an action by way of summary

procedure on liquid claims was represented upon

appearance to the summons by a proctor, whose

proxy authorized him generally to defend the

action . By virtue of this proxy the proctor took

exception to the procedure , and after an appeal to

the Supreine Court the plaintiffs were directed 10

proceed by way of regular procedure. Тlle

proctor also applied to dissolve a sequestration of

defendant's property, and unsuccessfully appealed

against the refusal of his application . The plain

tiffs then issued summons by way of regular

procedure, and service was effected the

proctor.

Held, affirming the judgment of the District
Court, that the service on the proctor was a good

service under section 29 of the Civil Procedure

Code.

D. C. Colombo, No. C. 469. THE BANK OF

MADRAS v. PONNESAMY MODELLY

9. - Jurisdiction --Promissory note mnade at one

place and indorsed at another - Action by
indorsee against maker - Cause of action

Civil Procedure Code, sections 5, 9.

A promissory note made at a certain place, the
waker being described as of the same place, is, iu

D. C. Chilaw , No. 152 . MUDALY APPU

HAMY v. TiKERALA

12 --Jurisdiction -- Residence of defendant - Civil

Procedure Code, section 9.

The place where a party defendant carries on

business is not a place where he resides, within

the meaning of section 9 of the Civil Procedure

Code, so to give jurisdiction to the court

within whose local limits such place is situated .

D. C. Kaidy, No. 4,171. KANAPPA CHETTY
SAIBO & Co.

as

on V.
37

26

13. - Civil Procedure--Non -joinder - Debt due to

several joint creditors— Service tenure

Commuted payment - Action by some of

several shareholders of a panguwa - Civil

Procedure Code, section 17.

In the case of a debt due to several joint.

creditors jointly the debtor cannot be sued

piecemeal,but all the creditors must join in one

action, notwithstanding the provisions of section
17 of the Civil Procedure Code.

The povision of section 17 of the Code, to the
effect that no action shall be defeated by reasou

of the non - juinder of parties, means that when

the non -joindler is apparent, in the face of which
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63

38

the court cannot proceed, the court instead of

dismissing the action should allow plaintiff to

add parties, if application is made in that behalf.
Wien two out of three co -owners of a panguwa

sued the tenants for their share of the coinmuted

payment due in respect thereof

Held , that there was here a non-joinder of plain .

tiffs,and, in the absence ofan application to add

the remaining co -owner, the action was rightly

dismissed .

C. R. Kegalla, No. 49. LKKU BANDA v .

LAPAYA

14. - Claim in execution --- Claim upheld - Right

of execution -debtor to bring action to set aside

claim - Civil Procedure Coue, sections 241 ,

247

debtor, whose property when seized in exe

cution has been successfully claimed by a third

party, is entitled to maintain an action against

The claimant under section 247 of the Civil Pro

cedure Code.

C. R. Panadura , No. 559. SILVA v Sula .

15.-- Civil Procedure-- Mortgage bond, action on

Summary Procedure on liquid claims-Civil

Procedure Code, Chapter LIII.

The summary procedure on liquid claims under

Chapter LIII. of the Civil Pocedure Code is not

applicable to actions on mortgage bonds.

1. C. Anuradhapura, No. 54 . DISSANAIKE

v . DE ZILVA

16. Civil Procedure - Intervention - Adding par

ties Action for title to land - Claim adverse

to both parties --Civil Procedure Code , sections

67

Procedure Code, and they have therefore no juris

diction generally to issue sequestration for the

protection, pendiente lite, of property the subject of

litigation .

So held by BURNSIDE, C. J. , aud LAWRIE , J. , dis .

sentiente Dias, J.

D. C. Galle , No. 1,020. SEYADORIS »

HENDRICK

18.--- Arbitration - Reference in pending suit

Award Appeal - 1 ivil Procedure Code, str

tions 687, 690, 692,

No appeal lies from an order entering up judy.

ment in terms of an award made upon a voluntary

reference in a peurling suit , even when the party

aggrieved wishes not to attack the award on

its merits but to question its validity on legal

grounds.

D. C. Kandy, No. 4,383 . CASSEEM V PACKEER

19.--Civil Procedure-- Death of sole plaintiff

Substitution oflegal representative-- Applica

tion by way ofsummary procedure - Motion

Civil Procedure Code, sections 91 and 395.

In applications under Chapter XXV. of the Civil
Procedure Code the provision of section 105 re

quiring such applications to be by petition is

restricted in its operation to cases where the court

has a judicial discretion to exercise in the matter

of the application, but when , as under section 395,

the court hasno discretion, the application should

not be by petition byway of summary procedure

but hy motion as directed by section 91 of the
Code.

Under the Civil Procedure Code the practice of

reviving judgments does not obtain and such

revival is not required.

A dual motion to substitute a person in the

room of a deceased plaintiff and to revive judg.

ment and issue execution is bad for irregularity,

because the applicant must be on the record be.
fore he cau ask for revival of judgment or for

execution .

D. C. Galle, No. 49,861. ABEYEWARDENA
v MARIKAR

30

55

18, 19

76

The plaintiff sued defendant in ejectment claim .

ing title to a half share of the lands in litigation.

The defendant being in default of answering, the

case was set down for ex -parte hearing on a certain

day. In the meantime certain third persons, who

denied plaintiff's right and alleged title in them

selves to the whole of the lands, were upon their

application added as parties to the action.

Hill, that inasmuch as any judgment either

for plaintiff or for defendant would not affect the
added parties, they were not interested in any

question involved in the action within the meani

ing of section 18 of the Civil Procedure Code,

aud ought not to have been added as parties to
the action .

Per DIAS, J.- The application to be added as

parties was in the nature of an intervention under

the old procedure whicli was abolished by section

19 of the Civil Procedure Code.

D. C. Ratnapura, No. 146 . APPUHANY V

LOKUHAMY

17. -Sequestration --District Court -- Jurisdiction

-- Common law -- Injunction -- Rules and Or.

ders, 1833--Ordinance No. 8 of 1846 -- Ordi

nance No. 15 of 1856, sections 4 and 5 - Ordi.

nance No. ur of 1868,section 24 - Courts Ordi.

nance , No. 1 of 1889, section 22- Civil Pro .

cedure Code chapters XLVII. XLVIII. I.

The power of district courts to issue writs of

sequestration is now limited to cases of fraudulent

alienation of property , as provided by the Civil

57

20 , - Civil Procedure - Minor action by - Applica.

tion to have next friend appointed— Plaint

Civil Procedure Code, Chapter XXXV.

An application for the appointment of a next

friend under Chapter XXXV. of the Civil Procedure

Code must be accompanied by the plaint in the

action intended to be brought, in order that the

court may exercise its judgment as to whether

it is to the interest of the minors that the action

should be brought.

D. C. Kalutara, No. 68. In the matter of an

application for the appointment of a next

friend. FERNANDO V FERNANDO

21.-- CivilProcedure--Costs - Execution - Costs due

in interlocutory proceedings - Writ against

person - Decree - Ciril Procedure Code, sections

298, 299, 353 .

An interlocutory order for costs is an order for

the payment of money within the meaning of

section 353 of the Civil Procedure Code and is

enforceable in like manner a decree for

money, and if the costs exceed R. 200 in aniount,

1 writ against the person may be sued outfor

8
2

as
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their recovery even before the termination of the
case .

82

96

V.

D. C. Colombo, No. ( 87. PULLENAYAGAM

v PULLENAYAGAM

22 — Civil Procedure - Intervention- Added par

ties--Parties improperly added - Admissi

bility of defendant's documents - Documents

not specified in list - Claim in reconvention

-Civil Procedure Code, sections 50, 51 , 52 , 54 ,

58, III , 112 , 113 .

Since the Code came into operation , interven

tion in a pending action can only be permitted in

pursuance of and in conformity with the provi
sions of section 18 .

Where, thicrefore, certain parties were added

as defendants to a pending action, upon their

own application, they not being parties who

ought to have been joined or whose presence

was necessary to enable the court effectually to
settle all the questions involved in the action,

and a trial was had upon issues settled, by

consent, as between theni and the plaintiff and

as between the plaintiff and the original defend

ants, resulting in a judgment for plaintiff against

both the original and added defendants

The Supreme Court, upon appeal by tlie parties

so added , quashed all the proceedings at the trial

as between them and the plaintiff, affirming the
decree against the original defendants who had

not appealed .

A defendant who claims a judgment in recon

vention is boundby the provisions of sections 50

and 51 of the Code requiring a plaintiff to specify

in a list annexed to his plaint and to produce in

court the documents on which he relies , and a

document not so specified or produced is not ad

missible in evidence without the express leave of

the court under section 54.

D. C. Kurunegala , No. 23. PUNCHIRALA V

PUNCHIRALA

23 - Civil Procedure , Proctor -- Petition of ap

peal-- Signature by one proctor for another

-Advocate's signature - Civil Procedure

Code, section 755.

A petition of appeal of a defendant, commenc

ing ---" The petition of appeal of the defendant by

his proctor” who was named --way sigued “for's
that proctor by another and was also countersign

ed by an advocate.

Held that the signature of one proctor for the

other was bad, but that the petition of appeal

having also been signed by an advocate fulfilled

the requirements of section 755 of the Civil Pro
cedure Code .

D. C. Colombo, No. C 2,273 . ASSAUW

BILLIMORIA

24 - Appeal- Order under Small Tenements

Ordinance, 1882 - Appealable time--Mode

of reckoning - Practice - Notice to quit

Ordinance No. I of 1882, section 8-civil

Procedure Code, section 754.

An appeal against an order made under the
Sınail l'enements Ordinance, 1882 , must be lodged

within five days of the order, and such time must

be reckoned in the manner prescribed for appeals

from courts of requests by section 754 of the Civil

Procedure Code .

In the case of an ordinary inonthly tenancy

from month to mouth , a notice given on

PAGE .

January 30 and requiring the tenant to quit “ at
the end of February rext” .

Held a good notice .

C. R. Colombo , No. 616. BABAPULLE v.

DOMINGO

25 - Claim in execution -- Order conclusive to

what extent- Claim disallowed as too late
l'endee of claimant - Civil Procedure

Code, sections 242 , 243 , 244,245,and 247 .

An order made under section 245 of the Civil

Procedure Code, disallowing a claim to land
seized in execution, is conclusive against the

claimant, not only as to possession, but as to title ,

unless within fourteen days he institutes au

action to establish his right to the land . Such

order is equally conclusive against any subse

quent transferee from the claimant, and is a bar

to any action by such transferee for the recovery
of the land ,

So held by BURNSIDE, C. J. , and WITHERS , J.

Per LAWRIE , J. - The order is couclusive only

in respect of the particular seizure made, and as

between the claimant and the purchaser under

such seizure . If such seizure be released , the

order will not estop the claimant from ·again
asserting 'a right against a new seizure.

D. C. Badulla , No. 246. MENACHY

GNANAPRACASAM .. 97

26 - Practice-dction order lo abate - Case

“ stouck off ” -Res Judicata --Lis pendens

Minoi, conveyance of land by -- Repudia .

tion-- Prescriptione - Interruption by pre

vious action - Civil Procedure Code, sec

tions 402, 403

An action , instituted before the date when the

Civil Procedure Code came into operation, was

after that date · struck off, no steps having

been taken for more than year and a day " .

A subsequent action having been brought on

the same cause of action --

Held that the “ striking off ” of the previous

action did not amount to an order abating the

action , under section 402 of the Code, and was

therefore 110 bar, under section 403, to the new

action .

The owner of certain land gifted it by deed to

his minor sou B , and died in 1873 , when ad .

ministration was taken out to his estate. The

administrator sold and conveyed the land to the

defendant in 1876 and put him in possession. B,

still being a minor, in 1881 conveyed the land to

defendant in confirmation of the administrator's

conveyance, but in 1884, after attaining majority,

conveyed it to the plaintiff, without however

executing any express repudiation of his pre

vious conveyance. ' b's conduct in the adminis

tration proceedings, during his minority , was

such as in the opinion of the court estopped him

froiu questioning the administrator's title .

In an action of ejectment

Held that B's conveyance of 1881 was not

void, but voidlable only by B by express repudia

tion after attaining majority, and that the mere

execution of the conveyance to plaintiff did not

amount to such repudiation , and plaintiff's title

therefore failed .

D. C. Kegalle, No. 128. SIRIWARDENE V.

BANDA .. 99

84

86
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30. - Practice - Decree for immediate payment of

claim - Subsequent application for payment

by instalments - Civil Procedure Code, sec

lion 194 .

27 .-- Civil Procedure- Testamentary action --Judi.

cial settlement -Administration of estates of

persons dying previous to the Code - Civil

Procedure Code, Chapter LV ., sections 725 , 726.

Tlie provisions of Chapter LV . !of the Civil

Procedure Code relative to the judicial settlement

of au executor or administrator's account do not

apply to the estates of persons who died previous

to the Code coming into operation .

Semble, per WITHERS, J. , that under the Code

one of several joint adiuinistrators, who is also

one of the next of kin of deceased , may petition

for the judicial settlement of accounts by the

other administrators as well as himself, but,

where the joint administrators have filed their

final accounts , one of them cannot compel them

to exhibit their accounts over again without dis

closing material prima facie probative of errors

in those accounts.

III

II2

D ) . C. Colombo ( Testamentary) No. 5,001.

In the matter of the estate and effects

of LANSEGEY ANDRIS PERERA DHARMA

GUNAWARDANE 105

28.-- eivil Procedure --Decree for possession of

property --Resistance to execution - Resistance

by person other than judgment-debtor -- Peti

tion of complaint, requisites of - Inzestigation

of claim - Civil Procedure Code, sections 325 ,

326, 327.

Where a decree has been once entered for the

payment of a sum of money, it is not competent

for the court to vary the decree by subsequent

order allowing the amount of the decree to be

paid by instalments.

C. R. Kandy, No. 1,668. CARPEN v .

NALLAN

31.--Civil Procedure -- Dormant judgment - Rezi

i'ul--Jugment entered before the Code came

into operation --Prescription --Ordinance No.

22 of 1871 , section 5-Civil Procedure Code,

sections 2, 337 , 347 .

Julyments passed before the Civil Procedure
Code came into operation are not governed , on

the question of limitation , by section 337 of the

Code, but by the previously existing law .

D. C. Kalutara , No. 36,247 . WIJESEKERA

V. JAYASURIA

32.-- Civil Procedure-Appeal-Deposit of costs of

sei ving notice of appeal - Limit of time for

making such deposit - Civil Procedure Code,

Section 756.

The deposit of a sum of money, under section

756 of the Civil Procedure Code, to cover the ex

pense ; of serving notice of the appeal on the res

pondent, must be made within 20 days, aul, in

the case of a court of requests, within 14 days

from the date of the decree or order appealed

against, and such deposit is a condition prece.

dent to the right of prosecuting and appeal.

D. C. Colombo, No. C 2,328. HENDERSON

V. DANIEL

33.---Civil Procedure - ppeal to Privy Council

Application for certificate - Security for costs

ofhearing in review - W'hen and how given

Civil Procedure Code, section 783.

The nature, amouit, and sufficiency of the

security for costs to be given by an appellant,

upon his application for a certificate under sec
tion 781 of the Civil Procedure Code preparatory

to appeal to the Privy Council, must be determine

ed by the Supreme Court upon the appellant's

petition after due notice to the respondent, and

ile mere deposit of a sum of money with the

registrar by way of such security is insufficient,
unless it be received with the consent of the res.

pondent.

) . C. Galle, No. 55,354. ISMAIL, LEBBE V

MOHAMADO CASSIM .

D. C. Colombo, No. C 1,251 . JACKSON V

THE COLOMBO COMMERCIAL Co.

33. - Civil Procedure - Replication, necessity for

Pleading - Settlement of issues - Civil Pro

cedure Code, sections 79, 813.

Uuder the Civil Procedure Code there is no

necessity for a replication to any new watter iu

the answer, but such new matter will be taken as

denied , or if the plaintiff desires to question its

sufficiency as an answer to the declaration, he

may at the trial have an issue settled by the court

on the point.

D. C. Kandy, No. 5,619. LOKUHAMY V

SIRIMALI

A petition, presented under section 325 of the

Civil Procedure Code, complaining of resistance

to a proprietary decree, although it is required by

section ? 27 to be registered and numbered as a

plaint in an action, need not contain all the re

quisites of a plaint, such as disclosing a cause of

action against the respondents. No formal plead

ings need be filed , but the court should , upon the

petition being presented, proceed to investigate

the respondent's claim as if an action had been

instituted against him by the decree -holder.

123

DOMINGI' v .D. C. Maunar, No. 8,231 .

SANDARASEKERE 108

29.--- Civil Procedur - Decree nisi - Decree abso

Inte for default - Appeal- Civil Procedure

Code, sections 86, 87.

124

No appeal lies from a decree nisi for default

of appearing or answering, uor from any order

making such decree absolute on the ground

either of defendant's failure to appear to shew

cause against it or of his not shewing sufficient

cause . If such decree be made absolute on the

former ground, the defendant may within a rea

sonable time move the court to set it aside on

proof that he was prevented from appearing to

the decree nisi by reason of accident or misſor

tune, or by not having received due information

of the proceedings, and upon refusal of his appli

cation may appeal. But if the defendant appear

in due time and shew cause against the decree

nisi and the same be made absolute, the defend .

ant has no further remedy: by appeal or other

wise.

D. C. Badulla, No. 370 . SACHCHIAPPA

CHETTY 1. MUTToo KANKANI
ΥΠΟ 125
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35.- Civil Procedure--Appeal to Privy Council

-Final or definitive judgment- Amount

involved - Civil right - Decree for damages

not yet assessed -Ordinance No. 1 of 1889,

section 42-Civil Procedure Code, sections

780, 781— Inventions Ordinance, No. 6 of

1859, section 34.

137

36.- Civil Procedure - Death of sole plaintif

Substitution of minor heirs - Application for

appointment of next friend , requisites of

Irregularity.

In the case of the death of a plaintiff in an ac

tion , the application for the substitution of the

next of kin as plaintiffs in the room of the deceas.

ed plaintiff and for the appointment of a next
friend of the next of kin , being minors, may pro

perly be made in one petition .

C. R. Galle, No. 1,183. Don Louis

BASTIAN . ..

37 .-- Civil Procedure --Co creditors - Bond

favor of several persons- Action by one to

recover his share of the debt - Plaint - Civil

Procedure Code, section 17 .

It is open to one of several joint mortgagees
to sue on the bond for his share of the amount

due, by making his co -inortgagees defendants to
the action , if they refuse to join him as plaintiffs.

D. C. Galle No. 253, IC L. R. 85, followeit.

D. C. Kegalle, No. 108. RAYMENIKA v .

VANDERPUT.

38 .-- Civil Procedure - Claim exccution

Order disallowing claim - Claimantnot lead

ing evidenie - Action brought to set aside

order on claim - Practice--Costs -- Civil Pro

cedure Code, section 247 .

A claimant, although he has not appeared or

led any evidence at the investigation in support

of his claim , can , in the event of the claim being

(lisallowed, bring an action under sectiou 247 of

the Code to establish the right which he claims

to the property. But in such case the plaintiff,

although successful, must pay the defendants'

costs.

D. C. Galle , No. 1,172 . SILA v . Wijk

1

By section 52 of the Charter of Justice, 1833 ,

re -enacted in section 42 of the Courts Ordinance,

1889, an appeal to Her Majesty in Her Privy
Council is given in any civil suit against any final

judgment, decree, or sentence of the Supreme
Court, or against any rule or order having the

effect of a final or definite sentence, subject to the

following rules: first, that such judgment, decree,

sentence, rule, or order shall first be brouglit by

way of review before the Supreme Court collec
tively ; secondly, that any such judgment, decree,

sentence, or order in review shall be given or pro
nounced for or in respect of a sum or matter at
issue above the amount or value of Rs . 5,000 , or

shall involve directly or indirectly the title to

property or to some civil right exceeding that
value; and thirdly, that the person aggrieved by

such judgment, decree , order, or sentence in re

view shall within 14 days apply to the Supreme

Court by petition for leave to appeal .

Chapter LXIII., secti n 779, of the Civil Proce

dure Code enacts that subject to the provisions

of the Courts Ordinance , 1889, a party may appeal

against any final judgment, decree , or sentence

of the Supreme Court, or againstany rule or order

having the effect of a fival or definitive judgment,

decree, or sentence ; and (section 780 ) that who

ever desires to appeal under this Chapter must

apply within two calendar months by petition

to the Supreme Court to have the judgment,

decree, sentence, rule, or order against which he

is desirous so to appeal broughtbefore the Su

preme Court collectively by way of review, such

petition (section 781 ) stating the grounds of ap

peal and praying for a certificate either that, as

regards amount, or value, and nature , the case

fulfils the requirements of section 42 of the Courts

Ordinance, 1889, or that it is otherwise a fit one

for appeal to Her Majesty in Council. The per

son aggrieved by the judgment, decree, order,

or sentence in review shall ( section 783 ) , if lie

desires to appeal, apply by petition within four

teen days for leave to appeal.

138

SINHA

143

Held by BURNSIDE , C. J. , and LAWRIE, J. (dubi.

tante LAWRIE , J. ) that the limitations as to finality

and value imposed by the above provisions ap

plied as well to the original judgment of the Su

preme Court as to that pronounced in review .

In an action for the infringement of a patent, a

judgment of the Supreme Court, holding that

plaintiff's patent had been infringed and granting
an injunction , but directing an enquiry as to

damages, which had not yet been assessed -

Held not to satisfy the requirements of the

above enactments either as to finality or value,

and to be therefore not appealable .

Per BURNSIDE, C. J.-The words in section 781,

“ or that it is otherwise a fit one for appeal to Her

Majesty ', have probably crept into the Code

through inadvertency, and not through any deli .

berate intention to confer on the SupremeCourt

an unlimited discretion to allow such appeals .

D. C. Colombo , No. C 1,251 . JACKSON v .

THE COLOMBO COMN " RCIAL Co.

39.-- Civil Procedure-- Resistance to execution of

proprietary decree --llrit of possession - Party

put in possession under writ subsequently dis

possessed - Civil Procedure Code, sections 325

and 326 - Jurisdiction .

Section 325 of the Civil Procedure Code enacts

that if the officer charged with the execution of

a writ for delivery of possession of property is

resisted or obstructed by any person or if after

the officer las delivered possession " the judgment

creditor is hindered by any person in taking

complete and effectual possession " the judgment

creditor may complain of such resistance or ob .

struction by petition, and section 326 and the

following sections provide for dealing with the

matter of such petition .

Where a judgment- creditor, who had been

duly put in possession of certain land under a

proprietary decree on June 3 , 1892 , and had

| subsequently on September 21, 1892, been dis

possessed again by the judgment-debtor, com

plained to the court by petition --

Helt that the judgment-creditor was not en

titled to proceed under the above sections of the

( ode .

Per LAWRIE , J. , on the ground that although in

case of disturbance shortly after delivery of pos.

session the court has the power to deal with a

complaint under the above sections with the
..

127
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view of compelling complete and lasting obe

dience to its decree , get where, as in the present

case, the disturbance takes place several weeks

after, the only remedy is by in view action .

Per WITHERS, J., on tbe ground that the hin.

drunice in taking complete possession contem .

plated by section 325 is one occurring at tbe

time of and not at any time after delivery if

possession , and should at all events follow as in

stantly upon delivery of possession as the cir.

cumstances of the case will permit .

D. 0. Kandy, No. 4,684 . MENIKA

HAMY . 145

40.—Civil Procedure - Action in ejectment

Adding of parties - adjudication of qu 8
tions involved in the action - Irregularity

Forin of order to add parties , Practice

Appeal Revision - Civil Procedure Code,

sections 18 and 19.

In an action in ejectment, where the defend.

ants pleaded title in themselves and others

whom they referred to in the answer , the court,

wlien the action came ou for trial, considered that

the presence of the persons named in the answer

was necessary to enable the court to adjudicate

upon all the questions involved in the action , and

ordered the case to be struck off the trial roll for

the purpose of adding them as defendants

Held , tbat no parties otber than the original

parties were necessary to enable the court effec.

tually and completely to adjudicate upon and

settle any question involved in the action, and
that the order to add the persons named in the

answer was improper.

Held, further, that, when the order is properly

made to add new parties as defendants, the form

of such order should be one directing the plaint

and summons to be Amended by the addition of

their names as defendants and directing the

plaintiff to cause those parties to be duly served

with copies of the summonses and of the plaint

further amended as plaintiff might be advised

within a certain time from the date of the order,

and that it is irregular to order the case to be

taken off the trial roll for that purpose .

D. C. Kalutara , Nr. 521. WIRARATNE v.

EXSOHAMY 157

41. - Civil Procedure - Action by minor - Ap.

pointment of next friend - Application by

way of summary procedure - Defendant to
the action - Respondent-- Civil Procedure

Code , sections 375, 377, 478, 481, 492, 494,

and 5012 .

Iu an application for the appointment of a

nest friend of a minor for the purpose of insti

tuting an action on behalf of the minor, tbe

intended defendant need not be made respondent

to the petition notwithstanding the provision to

that effect in section 481 of ibe Civil Procedure

Code, which only applies to cases where a

petition for a minor to be represented bya next

friend is made in the course of cr as iucidental

to an action .

When an action is brought on behalf of a

minor withont the due appointment of a next

friend , the proper course for tbe defendant is not

co file answer , but at once to move the court to

bave the plaint taken off the file.

D. C. Chilaw , No. 401 , MOHAMMADO UM

v. CADER MOHIDEEN 163

PAGE .

42.- Receiver - Civilprocedure, Appointmentof

receiver- Action for lan between co - owners

-Right to or interest in land- Preservation

of property- Protection of pecuniary interest

ofowners - CivilProcedure Code, section 071 .

Plaintiff and defendunt became purchasers of a

crown land at an auction sale. After the pura

cbase i be defendant dug certain plumbago pits in

the land and began to take out plumbago, and the

plaintiff instituted this action, claiming bis share

of the plumbago and praying for at writ of seques .

tration. Subsequently , but before the summons

was issued to defendant, plaintiff appliedunder

Chapter L of the livil Procedure Code for the

appointment of a receiver, alleging that defendant

was continuing the mining operations and appro

priating the plumbago to himself, and that the

defendant not being possessed of property the

plaintiff would not be able to recover the value of

bis share of the plumbago. The court granted

the application . At the date of the action the

crown bad not made any grant to either plaintiff

or defendant, but at tte date of the order of che

court appointing a receiver & grant had been

made out in favour of tbe plaintiff and defendant ,

though not delivered .

Held, that the order appointing a receiver was

improperly made

By LAWRIE, J., on the grounds ( 1 ) that sommons

not having been issued the action bad not com.

menced at the date of the order, and , therefore, the

land in question was not the subject of an action

in respect of which a receiver could be appointed

under the Civil Procedure Codr ; (2 ) that a receiver

could be appointed for the protection of the pro

perty itself and not of the pecuniary interest of

the applicant, and it not being shown that the

defendant was mismanaging the property, the

reason for the appointment of a receiver did not

exist ; and (3 ) that in the case of co-owners , a re .

ceivership ouglio not to be allowed any more than

an injunction , except in the case of waste, wbich

was not shown here.

By WITHERS , J. , on the ground that the appli.

Cation being one incidental to the main action and

not a separute independent matter of summary

procedure, it was incumbent on the plaintiff to

shew that not merely at the date of the order but

at the date of the institution of the action he had

a right to or interest in the land within the mean.

ing of section 671 of the Civil Procedure Code ,

aud as at the date of the action the crowu grant

had not been made, the plaintiff had then bad vo

such rigbt io or inierest in the land.

D. C. Galle, No. 1,020. SEYADORIS V.

HENDRICK 167

43. - Civil Procedure - List of documents relied

on by a plaintiff-Requisites of such list

Admissibility of documents - Civil Proce

dure Code, section 51- Plending - Action

in ejectment- Particulars of title - Plaint.

The list of documents relied on by a plaintiff

in an action and required to be annexed to the

plaint by section 51 of the Civil Procedure Code

sbould succintly state the names of the parties,

dates, and nature of the instruments and other

particulars sufficient to enable the defendant to

understand what is going to be proved and to

make necessary inquiries relating to them ; and

there must also be shewn a clear connection ofYA
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the documents with the plaintiff and the subject

mutter of the action . Otherwise the documents

referred to in such list are not admissible in

evidence. So held by LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ .

In an action for title to land and recovery

of possession

Held by BURNSIDE , O.J. , and WITHERS, J., that

where the plaintiff has a present fee simple abso.

lute in the premises it is sufficient to state that

fuck in the plaint and it is not necessary to

pload all che steps in the title.

But held by WITHERS, J. , that if a plaint

alleges that the estate once in another has now

vested in the plaintiff, it must state the name of

that other and the date and nature of the convey

ance . If the plaintiff has only a particular

estate as distinct from one in fee simple or if in

The case of an estate in fee simple it is not yet

in possession , the steps in the title must be indi

cated and the nature of the instruments passing

it must be stated .

D. C. Batticaloa No. 108. 9 S. C , C. 185, 1

C. L. R. 75 referred to and commented on .

D. C. Colombo, No. C 1.143. ABUBAKAR

v . PERERA 170

44. - Civil Procedure— “ Summary procedure ”

--- Petition - Civil Procedure Code,

tions 91 , 282 .

The "11mmary procedure” provided by

Chapter XXIV. of the Civil !Procedure Code can

only be adopted in cases to which it is expressly

made applicable by the Code .

An application by an execution -creditor for an

order confirming a cale under section 58 of the

Fiscals Ordinance, 1867—

Held , to have been properly made by motion ,

under seccion 91 of the Civil Procedure Code .

D. C. Badulla, No. 26,776. PITCHA BAWA

MEERA LEBBE 174

45.-Civil Procedure Assignment of judgment

- Substitution of assignee as plaintif

Discretion of court - Non -service of sum

-Practice - Civil Procedure Code ,

section 339 .

Under section 339 of the Civil Procedure Code,

the court has a discretion to grant or refuse the

applicarion of an a -signee of a decree to have his

mame substituted in the record of the decree for

that of the original plaintiff, and to have the

decree executed, hut such discretion should be

exercised reasonably and on sufficient material .

Non service of the original summons and

decrep nisi on the defendant is not of itself a

good case for disallowing such an application .

D. 0. Galle, No. 549. PUNCHI APPU V,

BABANCHI 177

46.--Civil Procedure-- Realisation of assets-

Seizure of money due to judgment-debtor
Several decree holders - Claim to concur .

rence ~ Civil Procedure Code, section 352 ,

and sections 230, 279.

The mere seizure by the fiscal of money due

to a judgment.debtor in the hands of a third

party is not " realisation " of the asset within the

meaning of section 352 of the Civil Procedure

Code, and it is open for other creditors who have

applied at that stage for execution of monoy

Page.

decrees against the same judgment.debtor to
claim in concurrence .

D. C. Ratnapura, No. 267. SOYZA
WIRAKOON 178

47 .--Civil Procedure - administration Rights

of widow to administration - Next of kin

-Conflict of claims- Enquiry as to assets
l'osts — Civil Procedure Code, section

523.

A widow is under section 523 of the Civil Proce .

dure Code, entitled in letters of administration
to her deceased husband's estate in preference to

the next of kin , notwithstanding that the court
is satisfied, on a couflict of claims to administra.

tion between her and one of the nest of kini ,

that she has been a party to an attempt to deprive
the estate of some of its assets.

Any enqniry as to whether any particular

asset is part of the estate and as to the conduct

of the widow with reference thereto is premature

at the stage at which such couflicting claims to

administration are considered .

D. 0.Colombo ( Testamentary! No, C 213 .
In the matter of the estate of $ L. M.

A RAMADO LEBBE MARIKAR deceased .

MAHAMADO A'LI V. SELLA VATCHIA 179

48.—Civil Procedure -- Appeal- Motion to strike
out count in the plaint- Proxy

Proctor's authority to sue

An order disallowing a motion with liberty to

renew it at a future time is not an appealablo
order.

Where a proxy authorized the proctor to sne

on a promissory note, but the plaint, when filed

alto contained money count for the considera .

tion of the note

Held , by WITHERS, J. , that the prosy was

sufficient authority to introduce the money

count in the plaint.

D, C. Colombo , No. C3,677 . Muttiau v .

PERUMAL CHETTY 180

49.-Civil Procedure — Probate - order nisi

Costs --- Appeal Form of objection to de .

cree by respondent - Civil Procedure Code,

Chapter xxxviii , and sections 753 and 772. -

A respondent to an appeal, who wishes undnu

saction 772 of the Civil Procedure Code to take

an ohjection to the decree which he might have

taken by way of appeal, must furnish to the

Supreme Court before the day of hearing i stnte

ment of the grounds of objection set forth in

duly numbered paragraphs. luis not sufficient

merely to serve on tbe appellant notice that cer

tain specific objections will be taken .

Upon the day for shewing cause againat on

order nisi made under section 526 of the Civil

Procedure Code , the respondent showed as cause

that no copy of the petition had been served to .

gether with the order nisi, as required by sec .

tion 379. The district court held that the peti

tion should have been so served, but , without dis

charging the order, enlarged the time for shewing

cause and directed the petition to be served in

the meantime, making each party bear his own

costs, as the practice of the court had been not

to serve the petition, and the question was now

raised for the first time.

Held that the court had a discretion to en .

V, ...

mon 8
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large the time instead of discharging the order,

and that such discretion bad been properly

txercised .

Held also, that the respondent , baving suc.

cessfully resisted making the order absolute, was

entitled to his costs, and there was no sufficient

renrcn for departing from the rule that costs
follow the event.

D , C. Colombo (Testamentary) No. 281C.

In the matter of the estate and effects

of ALEEMA UMMA deceased .

NEYNA V. NEYNA .

D. C. Col inbo ( Testamentary ) No. 285 0 .

In the matter of the last will and testa

meur of Fernando deceased .

FEINANDO V. FERNANDO 181

49. - Mortgage -- Mortgagee's decree --- Seizure-

Claim - Action to set aside claim--Validity

of mortgagee's decree as against claimant

Rules and Orders of 18.33-vjivil Proce

dure Code, section 247 .

In an action t . ) recover a mortgage debt , insti.

tuted prior to the evartment of the Civil Pro

cedure Code, the plaint prayed for a mortgagee's

decree declaring the mortgaged land specially

bound and executable fir the debt. The sun

mons ic defendant, and she rule nisi for difault

of appearance to the summons, only called upon

dereudint to answer the mon « y claim on the

boud , but did not mention the pruyer for a

mortgagee's decree , Judgment was passed by

defnulu of appearance, with a special mortgagee's

decro ay prayed.

Held , that ihe mortgagee's decree was regular.

Jy ubiained, and so long as it remained of record

bound the land and could not be questioned by

ans party claiming the land by uitle acquired

subsequent to such decree.

D. C. Colombo, No 1,473 C , Rudd v.

Loos. 188

51. - Civil Procedure - Claim in execution

Murtyage decree, enforcement of – 1 laim .

ant's title acquired subsequent to mortgage

--Action under section 247 of the Civil

Procedure Code-Hypothecary action

Roman Dutch Law-Practice.

In the case of a mortgage, where a person in

possession of the property upon a title acquired

wder the morigigor subs quently to the mort

gage is not made u party co the mortgage suit,

such person can rightfully claim the property
when seized in execution under a mortgage

decree obtained by the mortgages against the

mortgagor.

An action under section 247 of the Civil Proce.

dure Cod «, so far as regards an execution.credi.

tor, is limited to the purposeof having it declar .

ed that the property seized is liable to be sold

in execution of his decree. Consequently sich

action is not available the holder of a mort

gage decree against a successful claimant,

whose ticle , thongh derived from the mortgagor,

is not subject to or affected by the mortgage

decree , but in order to realise the mortgaged

property in the bands of such claimant, the

decree -holder must bring a distinct and separate

hypothecary action as contemplated by the

Roman Dutch Law.

D. C. Kalutara, No. 626, MORAES VEDE

RALE V. ANDRIS APPU 191

Page.

52. - Civil Procedure--Action against company

-Recognised agent - Power of manager to

appoint proctor - Authority of proctor to
sign petition on behalf of company

Appealable order- Authority of proctor to

sign petition appealed - Ordinance No. 22

of 1806 — Civil Procedure i'ode, sections 24,

25, 27, 470, 471 , 755

A joint stock company , as a corporation aggre

gate, cannot appear in an occiun , and is conse

90-1tly not entitled to tak advantage of the

provisions of section 24 of tha Civil Procedure
Code as to " , cognised agen's" , but its plaint

or answer misi (under section 470 ) be subscribed

on behalf of the company by any member, direc

tor , secretary, manager , or other principal officer

cbercof, who is able to deposo to the facts of the

Where such company appears to an

action by ill altorney, such attorney must be

appointed under its seal , or be appointed by an

! g - 110 empowered under the company's seal to

bring or defend an action ,

A joint suck company was sued as defendant

in : '11 action , and an interim injunction obtained

which the compiling polied to dissolve . The

application wily made clirough a proctor appoint.

..d by a person pro'essing to be the recognised

a gent and manager of the company. The district

court ruled That the recognised agent could not

appoint a proctor, whereupon the agent himself

signed the petition , which was then partly heard .

The compilny uppealing against the above

rulino

Held , that such ruling once and for all termi

nated the question before the court and was

therefore appealable.

Held also, what the company's application and

the proxy to their proctor not having been taken

off the file or revoked, such appeal was properly

biled by such proctor.

D. C. Oilombo , N. 3,762 0. The SINGER

MASUFACTURING ( ' o . THE SEWING

MACHINES CO., LTD . 200

53.-Civil Procedure - Assignment of judgment

-Action on assignment--Application for

substitution of assigneeas plaintiff -- Cause

of action - Civil Procedure Code, section

339.

A judgmnt obtained against the present

defendance in a previous action was assigned to

the preseno plaintiff, by the judgment creditor.

An applica'ion by the assignee to be substituted

plaintiff in the original action , which wils oppos

ed by the defendants on the ground of the deed

of assignment being a forgery, was disallowed

by the court, whercupon the assign6e brought

the present action on the assignment to recover

the amount of the assigned judgment.

Held , that the action was well brought

By Lawrie , A. O.J., the ground that

although the assignee of a judgment could not

in the first instance bring a separate action on

the assignment, yet he could do so, when we had

been prevented by defendant's opposition from

being substituted plaintiff in the original action

and proceeding to execution therein .

' By WITHERS, J. , on the ground that the

assignee could sue in a separate action for the

judgment debt, subject only to his being depris

V.

on
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ed of costs or having to pay costs if such action

was unnecessarily or vexatiously brought.

D. O. Kalutara, No 571 . WEERAWAGOE

FERNANDO 207

See BANKER AND CUSTOMER.

93

Claim in execution .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 14 .

Civil PROCEDURE, 25.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 37

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 51 .

Clerk.

Clerk-Wrongful dismissal,Domestic servant

-Notice-Action for a
month's wages in

lieu of notice .

A clerk as such is not a doinestic servillie " ,

and is not entitled before dismissal to a mouth's

notice or a month's wages , unless the terms of

bis engagement were on the footing of the custom

as to the month's potice or month's wages 11 = ual.

ly governing the contracts of domestic servants
with their employers.

C.R. Gampola, No. 649. WIJESINGHE V.

Ryan ...

See CBIMINAL LAW, 7 .

CHIMINAL LAW , 12 .

Commuted payment.

See Civil PROCEDURE, 13 .

Company, action against.

See Civil PROCEDURE, 52.

Compensation.

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 4.

Compounding offence.

See UXIMINAL Law , 3

Concurrence.

.ee Civil PROCEDURE, 46 .

Continuing offence.

cee CRIMINAL LAW, 5

Co - owners, action between .

See Civil PROCEDU LE, 42 .

Corporation , action by.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 6.

Costs.

See Civil PROCEDURE, 3.

Civil PROCEDURE, 21 .

( ' ivil PKOCEDURE, 32.

Civil PROCEDURE, 33.

Civil PR. CEDURE, 38.

Civil PROCEDURE, 47 .

CIVIL PRI CEDURE, 49 .

PRACTICE, 7.

Criminal Law.

1. - Criminal Law- Robbery- Theft-- " Drs .

honest " taking - Wrongful 1088 — Penal

Code, sections 21 , 22 , 306 , 379, 380 .

To constitute tbe offences of theft or robbery

PAGE

under the Penal Code, the taking of the property

must be with the intention of causing permanent

and not merely temporary deprivation, and wuch

intention must exist at the time of the taking.

Where; therefore, the accused person bad , in a

moment of anger, forcibly luken from the com.

plainant and carried away a bill-hook with which

the complainant had struck at a dog belonging

to the accused

Held, that the accused in taking away the bill .

hook had not commitird the offence of robbery

within the meaning of the Penal Code, in the

absence of evidence of such subsequent conduct

on his part is showed that he originally had the

intention of permanently depriving the com

plainant of the article.

D. C. Criminal , Kurunegalit, No. 2.446.

The QUEEN 2. KANAGASABAY 14

2. - Theft - Claim of Right- Bona fides

Colourable title - Criminal law.

When a person charged with theft sets up a

claim of right to the propert.y , it is not neces .

sary for such defence to prove that be bad even

acolourable titla to the property . It is sufficient
if he bona fide believed the property to be his .

P. C. Gampola, No. 11,442 . SAMINADEN
PULLE V. CORNELIS APPU . ... 22

3. - Criminal law - Voluntarily causing hurt

Compounding - Withdrawl of case--Power

of magistrate to refuse - Ceylon Penal

ode, section 314 Criminal Procedure

Code, section 355.

À party complainant has a right at any time

before trial to compound an offence undis scc .

tion 355 of the Criminal Procedure Code and to

withdraw the charge, but after the defend : 1110

bus pleaded it is competent to the police mugis .

trate to refuse to allow the charge to be with :

driwn, notwithstanding the fact of the offence

huving been compounded .

P 0. Kalulara , No. 13,078 . Louis V.

Davit

4. - Criminal law - Misconduct in a " public

place ” while intoxicated— Police station

place to which public have access — Ceylon
Penal Code, sections 343, 488 .

A police station is not a public place” with

in the meaning of section 488 of the Ceylon

Prinal Code.

P. ( ! , Gampola, No. 12,946 . PIETERSZ V.

WIGGIN 111

5. - Criminal Law - Encroachment on street

Continuing offence - Institution of plaint
- Limitation Ordinance No. 7 of 1887,

sections 175, 283.

The offence, created by section 175 of the

Municipal Councils Ordinance, 1887, of erecting

an obstruction or encroachment on a street, is

a continuing offence so long as the encroach.

ment is maintained. and a prosecution is not

barred by section 283 if not instituted within
three months from the date whep the encroach

meut was first made .

M.C.Colombo, No. 5,104. AKBAR V. SLEMA

LEBBE 127

5
7
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10.-6 .-- Criminal law - Criminal intimidation - Inju .

11 - Threat of procuring imprisonment-
Čevlon Penal Code, Sections 43, 483, 486 -

Charge - Criminal procedure.

Section 483 of the Ceylon Penal Code enacts :

* Whoever threatens another with any injury

to his person , reputation, or property .

with intent to cause that person . to omit

to do any act which that person is legally entit

led to do, as the means of avoiding the execution

of such threat, commits criminal intimidation ."

Section 43 defines “ injury” as " air hari

whatever illegally caused to any person in body;

mind, reputation, or property."

Held that a threat of procuring by means of

a false case a person's imprisonment if he should

make a certain complaint was not a tlıreat of an

injury contemplated by the Penal Code, inasmuch

as imprisonment by a competent court of justice

is notharm illegally caused to the person under

going it .

P. C. Mannar, No. 42.4 . Casix 1. KALIA..

-- Criminal law --Mischief -Cutting and wound

ing a trespassing animal - Ceylon Penal

Code, section 408 - Evidence.

Cutting a bull with a katty wliile trespassing

on a man's land, even when coupled with the fact

of ill-ieeling existing between the accused person

and the owner of the animal,

Held not necessarily to amount to the offence

of mischief within the meaning of section 408 of

tlie Ceylon Penal Code.

P. C. Kandy, No. 15,118 . RANGHAMY V.BODIA 176

133

11. - Criminal law - Criminal trespass--Change

-- Intent to commit an olence - Vischief .
Evidence --ievlon Penal Coute, sections 38.

409, 427 , and 433 .

In a prosecution for criminal trespass under

section 427 of the Penal Code, wliere ihe offence

consists in an entry upon property with intent to

commit an offence, the offence which the defend

ant is alleged to have intended to commit must

be specified in the charge.

Tlie plucking of such fruits as coconuts or jak
from trees does not amount to the offence of

* mischief” as defined in section 108 of the Penal

Code. inasmuch as such plucking does not cause

the destruction of the trees or fruits or any such

change in thew or in their situation as destruy's

or diminishes their value or affects them in

juriously.

P. C. Colonibo (Additional), No. 190 .

ANDREE V. COOREY . ,

7.- Criminal land - Breach of trust - Clerk or

sertant - General deficiency in accounts

Chwge - Ceylon Penal Code, sections 388, 391

-Evidence .

Mere failure to pay over sus received by a

clerk or servant for his employer does not in

itself constitute the offence of criminal breach of

trust under the Ceylon Penal Code ; and in a

charge of breach of trust against a clerk or ser
vant it is not sufficient to prove a general defi

ciency in accounts, but there must be evidence

of some specific sum having been misappropri

ated or converted to the defendant's use .

P. C. Colombo, No. 22,645 . BICHINAS 1 .

CONRAD

203

135

S. - Criminal lant - Vischief - Iliongful loss -

Intent - Proo Coulon Penal Code Setion

408 .

In a prosecution for mischief it is not incum .

bent on the prosecutor to prove that the accused

intended to cause or kuew that he was likely to

cause loss or damage to any known individual

provided the act complained of was a wilſul act

committed in respect of property of which there

would naturally be some owner.

P. C. Matara , No. 17,279 . Dissa v . SUBE .

12.---Criminal breach of trust - Public servant

-Duty-- Implici contract- lleud clerk of

the District Road Committee - Ordinarie

1o. 10 of 1861 --Ceylon Penal Code, scilions

358, 389, 391 , 392 .

The offence of criminal breaci of trust bra

public servant and punishable wider section 392

of the Cevlon Penal Code is not committed in

respect of monies received by the public servant

on account of his employer and misappropriated
by him , unless it is inis aluty in his capacity as

such public servant to receive such monies.

But where money is actually received by himi

there is an implied obligation on his part to pay

it , and misappropriation thereof by him comes
within tlie definition of the offence of criminal

breach of trust under section 388 of the Ceylou

Penal Code and is puuishable under section 389.

D. C. Crim . Puttalam , So. 23. THE QUEEN

1. Costa ..

HAMY 1.12

2005

Sce FOREST ORDINANCE, 5 .

Criminal Procedure.

9.- Criminal law - Using criminal force -- In

tent - dit done in defence of property - Pub.

lic servant - Ceylon Penal Code, scitions

88, 90 , 92 , 343.

The complainant, a fiscal's officer charged with

the execution of a writ against a certain personi,

came to the defendant's liouse and was proceed

ing to seize certain moveable property as belong

ing to the execution -debtor when the defendant

ran up and claiming the property as his own pre
vented the seizure by pulling the complainant

by the hand to the outer verandah .

Held that the above facts did not disclose any

intent on defendant's part to cause injury, fear,

or annoyance to the complainant, and the defend

ant therefore did not commit the offence of using

criminal force under section 343 of the Ceylon

Penal Code.

P. C Galle , No. 8,610 . GOONEWARDENE

V. KADER ..

1.-- Criminal Procedure - Appeal- Von -sumi iry

case - Order of discharge - Appeal by the

complainant --Criminal Procedure Code, sic
tions 105 and 406.

Au appeal lies at the instance of a complainant

from an order discharging the defendant in a

case not summarily triable, but tlie Supreme

Court would not in general interfere oi such

appeal and would leave the question of commit

ting the defendant for trial to be dealt with by

the Attorney -General's Department.

P. C. Kandy, No. 12,481 . KALU BANDA V.
PUSUMBA ... 149 1
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2.-Criminal Procedure - Sentence -- Imprison

ment and fine-Warrant of distress

Further imprisonment in lieu of fine

Jurisdiction- Criminal Procedure Code, sec

tions 17, 378.

Where an accused person is sentenced to a fine,

if the court desires to award any term of impri

sonment in default of payment of the fine under

section 17 of the CriminalProcedure Code, such

award should be made at the time of and as part

of the original sentence.

Where the sentence was one of fine without

any alternative term of imprisonment, and no

property being found upon distress issued , the

court then imposed a term of imprisonment in

lieu of the fine.

Held that the second sentence of imprisoul

ment was illegal.

D. C. Badulla ( Criminal) No. 4,130 . Tre

QUEEN V. VIDANĘ ..

3. - Criminal Procedure - Witness - Inability to

execute bond for appearance before court

Remand - Criminal Procedure Code, sections

181 , 182 .

Inability of a witness to execute a bond for

appearanc
e before a superior court under section

181 of the Criminal Procedur
e Code is not a

ground for remandin
g him to jail.

P. C. Nuwera Eliya, No. 6,394. THE

QUEEN V. FLYNN

4.-- Criminal Procedure - Compensation - Crown

costs - Evidence - Criminal Procedure Code,

sertions 222 , 223 .

A police magistrate is bound to liear all the

evidence the complainant mar o fer in support of

the prosecution before he can make an order for

compensation and crown costs on thie ground of

the complaint being frivolous and vexa :ious.

P. C. Avisawella, No. 11,286 . PAULU V.

DANIEL

5. - Criminal Procedure -- Proclamation- Allach

ment of property - Confiscation--Criminal

Procedure Code, sections 62, 63 , 64 .

Before a police magistrate can issue a procla

mation under section 62 of the Criminal Proce

dure Code there must be some sworn informa

tion before him that the accused person has

absconded or is concealing hiniself.

When attachment of property is inade under

section 63 of the Criminal Procedure Code the

property becomes forfeited to the Crown only at

the expiration of the twelve months mentioned

in section 64 , but no order of court is necessary

in that behalf.

49

conduct a person convicted of an offence, is ex

pressly applicable only to offences “ punishable

with iot more than three years' imprisonment ” .

Held that the words “ punishable with not

than three years' imprisonment”. mean

* punishable by the court before which the con

viction was obtained " .

D. C. Trincomalee ( Criminal) No. 2,353 .

QUEEN v. KRISNEN ..

7.- Criminal Procedure - Appeal by Attorney:

General- Petition , how lodged -- Forward

ing by post - Practice.

The petition of appeal of the Attorney -Gen

eral in a criminal case must be lodged in court

by the Attorney -General or by some person au.

thorised by him , and the requirements of the

Criminal Procedure Code are not satisfied by

tbe transmission of the petition by post.

D. C. Kurunegala (Criminal) No. 2,450.

THE QUEEN V. HERAT

8. - C ! iminal procedure. Charge not
rily triable - Acquittal - Powers of police

magistrate-Ceylon Penal Code, section

317 - Criminal Procedure Code, section

168.

In a case not summarily triable an order of

acquittal recorded by a police magistrate aniounts

only to a discharge under section 168 of the

Criininal Procedure Cole and is appealable .

On a complaint against a person for commit
ting grievous hurt under section 317 of the

Perial Code, the police magistrate investigated .

the case , and holding that though the lefendant

di:l cause the hurt complained of be acted in self

difei.ce, recorded an oriler of acquittal

Held that the police magistrate liad no power

to deal with the question of self -defence and

determine the prosecution , for in a case not

summarily triable though he miglit discharge

an accused person if be considered there was 110

evidence to go to a jury, yet if he found there

was such evidence he could not adjudicate upoir

the worth of any suggested defence but should

proceed with the case with a view to committal

to a higher court .

P. C. HATTON No. 12,011. MATHES V.

SAMSEEDIN

9-Criminal Procedure - Charge for an offence

not summarily triable - Trial for a lesser

offence - Riot -- Affray - Powers of police ina ,

gistiate --Consent of defendant- Cevlon Penal

Code, sections 145, 157 - Criminal Proce

dureCode, section 242.

Where after evidence an accused is charged hy

a police magistrate for an offence not sammarily

triable and is not discharged fron the matter of

charge, it is not conpetent for the police

magistrate, while such charge is still pending,

to forniulate another charge for a lesser offence

arising out of the same circtruistances and to try

the accused summarily thereon.

P. C. Nuwara Eliya, No. 7,321 . CHRIS

TIAN V. PEDRIS APPU

10 .-- Criminal Procedure-- Judgment- Offence-

Charge - Criminal Procedure Code,

51

165.

LEMESURIER v .P. C Matara, No. 15,04 .
15,601

62

19 :

ABESAKERE

6. - Criminal Procedure - Probation - First Offen

ders Ordinance, 1891--- Offence finishable

with not more thin thiee veurs' impri

sonment – Voluntarily causing grievous hurt

– Power of court to release on probation

-Ceylon Penal Code, Section 316 - Crimi

nal Procedure Code, Schedule II.-- Ordinance

V0.6 of 1891, section 1 .

The Ordinance No. 6 of 1891 , which em

powers a court to release on probation of good

Sec

tion 372 .

The offence for which a person is condemned

or of which he is acquitted should be specified
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in the judgment itself as directed in section 372

of the Criminal Procedure Code , and it is not

enougli to refer in the judgment to the charge.

P. C. Jaffna, No. 10,008. MURIGASI V.

ARUMOGAM

Crown Costs .

79

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 4 .

Curator.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 5 .

Custom .

See FISHING , 2 .

Cut .

See FOREST ORDINANCE , 4 .

Decree nisi ,

sanie as

Documents, list of

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 22 .

CIVII, PROCEDURE, 43.

Domestic Servant.

See CLERK ,

Donatio inter vivos.

Administration - Donatio inter vivos - Gift

taking effect after death of donor— Testa

mentary dispositon - Settlement.

A deed of gift after recitiug that the donor

owned and possessed certain lauds by virtue of

deeds herewith “ delivered " proceeded as fol

lows : - " Whereas I do hereby determine that

all the property aforesaid being divided into

three, two- third shares thereof should go to my

son Kader Mohideen and one-third share to

my daughter Sego Umma, I shall during my

life -time hold and possess the same, and that

after my death the said lands shall become the

property of ny said two children or their heirs

or administrators and that they and their heirs

and administrators shall divide the

herein appointed and uninterruptedly possess

the same for ever as their own , I do

hereby further declare that hereafter I cannot

revoke this deed ."

Helt that the above iustrunent did not amount

to a testamentary disposition but was a settle

ment inter vivos, which took effect at once , and

that on the death of the donor the value of the

property dealt with by the instrunent should be

excluded in deciding whether the estate of the

deceased required administration .

D. C. Chilaw , No. A400. In the matter

of tiie estate of NEINA MOHAMMADO

Dormant Judgment.

See Civii, PROCEDURE, 31.

Ejectment.

1. - Ejectment— Title - Crown grant - Prescrip
tion , Possession previous to action .

In an action of ejectment plaintiffs claimed

title by prescriptive possession , and defendant

under a Crown grant. Plaintiffs established in

evidence that the land had for a series of years

been cultivated by private parties, under some of

whom they claimed, and that in Government

wattoors dated 15 and 24 years before action the

land hau ixen described as belonging to private

parties.

A judgment in favor of the plaintiffs was

affirnied by the Supreme Court (CLARENCE, J. ,

dissenting ) -

By BURNSIDE , C. J..on the ground that although

it lay upou plaintiffs suing is ejectment to

prove their title as against defendant's Crown

grant they had established a prescriptive pos

session even as against the Crown.

By Dias. J., on the ground that plaintiffs

hadproved that the land was their own and not

Crown property at the date of the grant.

D. C. Colombo, No. 87,427. 8 S. C. C. 31 , con

sidered .

See CIVIL PEOCEDURE, 29 .

Deed of gift.

Settlement- Fidei-commissum - Deed of gift

Life rent- Joint property - Survivorship

Ordinance No. 21 of 1844 - Construction of
deed.

A deed of gift granted by owners of land to

their daughter and son -in -law by way of dowry

on the occasion of their marriage purported to

“gift and make over to the said two persons in
paravani” certain lands and houses. The deed

proceeded to provide that the donees “ are em

powered to possess up to the end of their ii.es"

and that after the death of the donees “ the heirs,

descendants , executors, and administrators of

both of them are empowered to possess for ever
and do anything they please with then ”, and

that tlie donors , “ their heirs, descendants, ad

ministrators, or executors cannot hereafter exer

cise any power or lay any claim with respect to "

the lands gifted .

Helt that under the above gift the donees took

only a life estate in severalty witli remainder to

the children to be born of the marriage.

The daughter, one of the donees, having died

intestate and without issue of the marriage

Helt that on her death a half share of the pro

perty reverted to the donors, and that neither

hier administrator nor the surviving donee had

any interest in that half,

D. C. Kaudy, No. 5,312 . KEPPITIPOLA V.

BANDARANAYAKE

See REGISTRATION, I.

Dewa Nileme.

See LEASE , I.

Detinue.

52

173

See PROCTOR'S LIEN.

Diga marriage.

See KANDYAN LAW , 2 .

District Court, powers of

See CIVIL, PROCEDURE , 17 .

D. C. Kegalle, No. 6,371 . SELLA NAIDE

v. CHRISTIE 43
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2.-Ejectment--- Title to land - Mortgage - Con

z'eyance of land by mortgagor to assignee

of norlage decree -- Prior sale of land

against mortgagor under writ - Judicial
sale.

Sce Civil, PROCEDURF, 40 .

CIVII, PROCEDURE , 43 .

Evidence.

A mortgagor of a certain laud, against whom

judgment and mortgage decree had passed in a

suit upon the mortgage bond, by a private con

veyance, in which the mortgagee joined to signify
his consent, sold the land to au assignee of the

mortgage decree in satisfaction of the mortgage.

Previous to this sale the same land had been

sold under a simple creditor's writ against the

mortgagor to a purchaser, who duly obtained a

fiscal's transfer and entered into possession.

In an action in ejectment by the purchaser

under the private conveyance against the pur

chaser at the fiscal's sale

Held that the former had no title to the land

as against the latter.

D. C. Galle, No. 394. Sando V. JBEY
GOONEWARDANE

See CAL'SE OF ACTION, 1 .

CIVIL, PROCEDURE, 2 .

CRIMINAL, I, 1W , 7.

CRIMINAL LAW , I.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 4 .

FOREST ORDINANCE , 5 .

GAMING , 2 .

MUNICIPU , COUNCILS ORDINANCE , 1 .

PRESCRIPTION, 2 .

PROMISSORY NOTE , I.

Execution .

91

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 3 .

CIVIL, PROCEDURE , 21 .

CIVII, PROCEDURE, 28 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE , 39 .

CIVI , PROCEDURE , 51 .

HIUSBAND AND WIFE , 2 .

Road ORDINANCE .

3. - Ejectment - Sale of rents , issues, and profits

-Right to possession - ssessment for rates

-Failure to pay taxes- Legality of war

rant of distress - Ordinance No. 6 of 1873

-Ordinance No. 18 of 1884-Ordinance

No. 7 of 1887, sections 127, 133 , 139, 151 ,

159.

Executor.

1.-- Execulor - Estate of creculor - Will dispos

ing of property in one district--Pources of

executor as to the property - Probate - Sutics

sion ab intestato - Sale by executor .

In the absence of any special restriction in a

will excluding from the executor's power any

part of the testator's estate, the executor's
power extends to the whole of the estate, though

if any part of the estate is left uudisposed of br

the will such part lias to be distributed as under

an intestacy .

Therefore, a purchaser from the executor of

l property uvdisposed of by the will acquires

good title as against the heirs or persons claim
ing under them .

D. C. Kalutara, No. 40,428. SILVA

PERERA

V.

53

For default of payment of certain municipal

taxes and rates two warrants were issued for

their recovery under the provisions of the Muni
cipal Councils Ordinance, 1887 , on January 29,

1890, returnable on March 15 ; two others on May

20, returnable on July 10 ; and two others on
July 23 , returnable on September 15 . luler

these warrants the plaintiffs' house in respect

of which the taxes and rates were due was seized

on July 9, and ou September i the “ rents issues

and profits ” of the house for a period of four

yearswere sold and purchased by the defendant,

who entered into possession of thehouse

In an action of ejectment against the deſeud

ant

Held , by BURNSIDE, C. J. , and WITHERS, J. ,

( dissentiente LAWRIE , J. ) that the sale was invalid ,

the warrants having expired on their returnable

dates, and it being essential to a valid sale that

both the seizure and the sale should take place

before such returnable dates ; and further tbat

a sale of the rents, issues, and profits of land con

ferred on the purchaser no right to possession

as agaiust the owner or any person holding under

him , but merely the right to recover any rent

accruing from a tenant or occupier, or the value
of any profits derived from the land.

Per LAWRIE , J. - The warrant did not expire

on their returnable dates, the authority of the

officer entrusted with them not being limited

by those dates. He was simply required to

certify on those dates what he had done byvirtue

of the warrants. The sale of the rents, issues,

and profits conveyed to the defendant the right

to demand these from the owner or his tenant

in possession, and the defendant having got into

peaceful possession ought not to be ejected until

the owners tendered or secured to him a fair rent

for the four years .

D. C. Kandy, No. 5,368. THE COMMIS

SIONER OF THE LOAN BOARD V. RATWATTE

2. - Executoi - Estate of an erecutor in Ceylon

-Specific devise -- Title of devisee -Time

of vesting - E.recutor's asscnt - Notarial

instrument - English Law -- Roman Dutch

Law

In a question, under a specific devise of land ,

as to the necessity of the executor's assent for

the validity of the devisee's title

Held , per BURNSIDE, C. J. - In Ceylon, if a

person dies intestate, all his immoveable property
passes to his administrator; but if he leaves a

will, ouly such property as is not specifically

devised passes to his executor. Lands specifically

devised vests in the devisee immediately on the

testator's death , by virtue of the devise contain :

ed in the will, but the devisee's title is imperfect,

the land remaining liable for the testator's debts

in due course of administration . The executor's

right to resort to property so devised for pay
ment of debts is an interest in land , of which he

can divest himself only by deed duly executed .

Per LAWRIE , J.-The titlein land specifically

devised passes, by virtue of the devise, to the

devisee , but that' title may be defeated by the114
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creditors of the testator or by the executor in the

course of realizing the estate for payment of

debts. Until the debts are paid the devisee may

be required either to relinquish the land or con

tribute to the extent of its value towards pay

ment of debts. The devisee's title may be per

fected by securing the executor's assent to the

devise. Such assent need not be evidenced by

notarial deed , and need not even be express, but

may be implied .

Per WITHERS , J.-An executor in Ceylon is a

different person from the executor under the
Roman-Dutch Law, who had no more powers

than the will gave him , and did not represent

the testator. An executor or administrator in

Ceylon does represent the deceased for purposes

of administration and has the status and powers

of a legal representative, and by probate or

letters estate commensurate with those

powers, sufficient for administration and limited

thereto, passes to him . No assent of the executor

or adwinistrator is necessary to pass title to the

heirs appointed by the will or the heirs-at-law ,

for they have this title on the death of the testa

tor or intestate, subject to the suspension of

enjoyment during administration and subject to
the limited estate or title of the executor or

administrator. The executor's or administrator's

duties concluded , his powers and estate dis

appear, and what remains after liquidation is

left free for enjoyment by the heirs.

D. C. Colombo, No. C 1,187 . MOHAMADO

CASSIM V. CASSIM MARIKAR ..

Fidei- commissum .

an

72

See DEED OF GIFT.

Page.

part of the sea or at any particular time ean be

acquired by any custom among fishermen regu
lating the times and places of fishing.

But where a fisherman has actually begun

fishing operations and is prevented by force or
violence from exercising his occupation or is dis

turbed therein by another, then an action accrues

to him to recover compensation .

C. R. Trincomalie, No. 722. ARUMOKAM

v . TAMPIYA
205

Forest Ordinance .

1.– Timber - River drift— “ Land " -Forest Or.

dinance No. 10 of 1885 , section 46 .

The term “ land " in section 46 of the Forest

Ordinance, No. 10 of 1885, means a defined space

of land and does not include a river-bed or a

high road

P. C. Panadura, No. 7,214. ASSISTANT

GOVERNMENT AGENT, KALUTARA V,

AARON
99

2 ,-Forest Ordinance - Removing timber with .

out permit - Breach of rules under Ordi.

nance - Rules published in Government

Gazettee - Proof - Presumption in Favor of
Crown - Conviction , form of - Criminal

Procedure Code, Section 372 - Ordinance

No. 10 af 1885, Chapters II and III, and

sections 41 and 46-0 dinance No. 1. of

1892, section 27 .

The judgment of a police magistrate should

specify the offence of which , and the section of

the Penal Code or other law under which, the

accused is convicted .

In a prosecution for breach of rules prescribed

under section 41 of the Forest Ordinance, 1885,

it must be shown that the land in question is

not included in a reserved or village forest.

P. C. Pasyala, No. 12,242 , LEWIS

SENANAYAKE
149

3. - Forest Ordinance — Removing “ timber "

without a pass -- Forest-produce - Ordinance

No. 10 of 1885, sections 44, 46 -- Ordinance

No. 1 of 1892, section 27 .

Since thepassing of the Ordinance No. 1 of 1892,
removal of timber withouta pass as distinguished

from forest-produce is not an offence.

P. C. Gampola, No. 13,750. MARIKAR V.

DIAS
158

4 .-- Forest Ordinance — " Cut” -Felling and

removing trees - Ordinance No. 10 of 1885,

sections 40, 45 and 46 —- Ordinance No. 1 of

1892, section 27.

In section 40 of theOrdinance No. 10 of 1885 the

word “ cut" means the act of simply cutting and

not actually cutting downl, and therefore evidence

proving the felling of a tree will not support a

charge of cutting the tree .

P. C. Rakwana, No. 7,984. MADUWANWALA

v. FREDERICK 162

5. - Criminal law - Unlicensed digging for plum

bago , Forest Ordinance No. 10 of 1885

Breach of rules framet under section 41
--Mens rea -- Bona fide mistake - Crown

land- Evidence.

Section 41 of Ordinance No. 10 of 1885 provides

“ Firm offer " .

See SALE OF GOODS.

Fiscal .
V.

See PRACTICE , 2 .

PRACTICE , 5 .

Fishing.

1. - Bye- law -- Ultra vire - Fishing without li.

cence -- Ordinance No. 7, of, 1876, sections

35, 79 — Local Board of Nuwara Eliya-

Bye-law No. 54 ofMay 29, 1888.

Ordinance No. 7 of 1876, section 35 , authorises

the Local Boards thereby established to make

bye-laws, inter alia, " for regulating the mode

and times of fishing," and section 79 makes

the breach of such bye-laws an offence punishable

by fine.

A bye-law, framed by a Local Board under the

above section, prohibited fishing in certain waters

within its limits without a license from the

Chairman of the Board.

Held that the bye-law was ultra vires of the

Local Board.

P. C. Nuwara Eliya, No. 5,551 . TRING

HAM V. VOLLENHOEVEN

2. - Fishing - Right of exclusive fishing - Sea

Cause of action .

No right of exclusive fishing in any particular

18
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Guardianship proceedings.

See CIVIL, PROCEDURE, I.

Husband and wife .

1. — Husband and wife - Separate estate --Mort

gage of separate property by wife - Written

consent of husband - Validity of bond

Matrimonial Rights Ordinance, 1876, sec

for the making of rules, inter alia, for regulating

or prohibiting the digging for plumbago in any

forest not included in a reserved or village forest,

A rule framed under the above section enacted

that “ no person shall dig plumbago on any land

at the disposal of the Crowu except on peruission
granted under licence” in a prescribed form .

Held that the condition of mind of the accused

person is not an element in the offence created by

ihe above enactinents, and therefore a bona fide

nistake that a Crown land in which plumbago is

dug is private property affords no defence.

Hold also that in a charge for breach of the

above rule it must be proved that the land is

forest land at the disposal of the Crown and not
included in a reserved or village forest, and that
the deposition of a witness that the land is

" Crown land” does not amount to such proof.

P. C. Galle, No. 8,614. TATHAM V. UGA

Forest produce.

tion 9 .

169

A mortgage created by a woman married after

the proclamation of the Ordinance No. 15 of

1876 , over inmoveable property belonging to her
separate estate, amounts to an act disposing

of and dealing with ” such property within the

meaning of section 9 of the Ordinance, and

requires the written consent of her husband for

its validity.

When such consent has not been given , the

creditor cannot even recover the debt due on the

bond , inasmuch as the general personal incapa

city of a married woman to bind herself by con

tract renders the instrument inoperative even as

a simple money bond .

D. C. Tangalle, No. 8o . SILVA v. DISSA

NAYAKE

See Forest ORDINANCE, 3.

Frauds and Perjuries Ordinance.

See LEASE , 2.

123

IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, I.

IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, 4.
2. - Husband and wife — Thesawalame -- Dell

incurred by husbanit during marriage

Divorce a mensa et thoro - Liability of

acquired property to satisfy such debt

Claim in érečution - Rights of wife .

The property acquired during marriage by a

husband and wife , who are governed by the

Thesawalame, remains liable for debts incurred

by the husband during marriage, 11otwithstand- .

ing a subsequent decree of divorce a mensa '61
thoro between the husband and wife.

D. C. Jaffna, No. 22,887. KATPARUVALOE
MENATCHIPILLE ..

)

132

owner .

Sce KANDYAN LAW , 3.

Hypothecary action .

Gaming.

1. - Gaming -- " Public place” - “ Place to which

public have access whether as of right or

not - Ordinance No. 17 of 1889, section 3,
subsection 2 - Construction .

The word “ access " in section 3 subsection 2 of

the Ordinance No. 17 of 1889 means legal access,

i. e ., access as of right or by the express or tacit

licence of the owner of the land , and not such

access as would constitute a trespass against the

The land of a private individual, whether en

closed or not, the entering of which would be a

trespass against the owner, is not a place to which

the public have access within the meaning of the

Ordinance.

P. C. Panadura, No. 5,211 . PERERA V.

PERERA

2 .--Gaming - Betting - Acts of gaming - Betting

for a stake - Evidence - Charge - Ordinance

No. 17 of 1889, sections 3 and 4 .

To make an actof betting "unlawful gaming "

under section 3 of Ordinance No. 17 of 1889 the
betting must be for a stake.

In a prosecution for unlawful gaming under

the Ordinance theact or acts on the part of the
accused, alleged to constitute unlawful gaming,

must beparticularized in the evidence and should

be specified in the judgment of the court.

P. C. Panadure, No. 8,345. DON SIMAN V.

SINNO APPU

See Civil PROCEDURE, 51 .

6 Immoveable property .

1.- " Planter's share"' - Interest in land

Notarial agreement- Ordinance No. 7 of

1840, section 2— Prescription .

A “ planter's share" is an interest in land

within the meaning of section 2 of Ordinance No.

7 of 1840, and cannot be acquired by the planter

except by means of a notarial instrument or pres.

criptive possession .

Prescription with reference to a " planter's

share " begins to run , not from the date wlien the

planting commenced, but from the completion of

the agreement, when the planter has taken his

share and begun to possess it adversely to the

owner of the land.

D. r. Matara, No. 35,819. JAYASUŘIA V.
OMAR LEBBE MARCAR

193

Grain tax .

6

See CAUSE OF ACTION, 2 .

Guardian .

See CIVIL, PROCEDURE, 5 .

2 .- 'Cause of action-Agreement to sell land

subject to an usufructuary mortgage- Re

fusal of mortgageć to be redeemed - Action

for damages under the agreement - Penalty.
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- Jurisdiction - Application for order to

prosecute petition in a particular court

--Procedure - Ordinance No. 7 of 1853,

sections 16, 17 , 20 , and 26.

Section 16 of Ordinance No. 7 of 1853 directs

the petition for the sequestration of the estateof
any person as insolvent to be made to the District

Court of the district in which the debtor shall

have resided or carried on business for six months

next immediately preceding the time of filing

such petition .

Section 17 empowers the Supreme Court to

order any such petition to be prosecuted in any

District Court without reference to the district in

which the debtor resided or carried on business .

In an application to the Supreme Courtunder

section 17 of the Ordinance for an order to

prosecute a petition in the District Court of

Kandy by a person who had resided in Kandy

but who had been arrested under a civil writ

issued from the District Court of Colombo and

had lain in jail in Colombo upon committal there.
uider for over 21 days

Helt that the proper court for a petitioner,

who has lain in prison for more than 21 days

under a writ in execution of a judgment, to sub.

mit a petition for the sequestration of his own

estate is the court of the district in which he

resided or carried on business for six months

immediately prior to his incarceration, and that,

the District Court of Kandy thus already having

jurisdiction , the application could not be enter.

tained .

Held further, that to an application under

section 17 of the Ordinance must be annexed

the petition , the declaration of insolvency, the

account and affidavit , intended to be submit

ted by the petitioner for the sequestration of his

own estate, so that the Supreme Court might be

satisfied as to the bona fide intention of the peti

tioner to initiate insolvency proceedings.

In the matter of the application of ALUT

WELEARATCHIGEY DON ELIASDE SILVA ..

49

By a notarial instrument defendant agreed to

sell to plaintiff a land belonging to him and then

under mortgage to a third party with right of

possession, the plaintiff agreeing to redeem that

mortgage and pay certain other debts of defend

ant and to pay the balance purchase money , to
defendant. The agreement was to be fulfilled

within one month of its date . The mortgage was,

upon the teruis of it , to be on foot for a period of

three years, which was still unexpired, and the

mortgagee upon the request of the plaintiff refus

ed to be redeemed. Thereupon plaintiff sued de

fendant for the damages agreed upon for non

fulfilnient of the contract, the plaint averring that

defendant had “ in collusion " with the mortgagee

induced him not to accept plaintiff's tender.

Held that the mortgagee was not bound to

accept the money and release the mortgage till

the three years had expired , and that the plaintiff's

action failed , inasmuch as the plaintiff, having on

the face of the agreement express notice of the

Hiortgage, must be taken to have notice of the

terms of the mortgage.

D. C. Trincomalee, No. 23,288. ISMALEVAI

MARKAR V. KATYER Saibo

3.- Registration - Deed affecting land- Plead

ing - Practice - Ordinance No. 14 of 1891,

section 17 .

A party, who has not specially pleaded it , is not

entitled to rely on the priority conferred by the

Registration Ordinance on deeds affecting land.

C. R. Kandy, No. 1,834. Saiboo V. SIRI.

MALE

4.
: - Immoveable property - Interest in land

License to draw loddy-Possession--Nota.

rial instrument - Ordinance No. 7 of 1840,

section 2 .

An agreement, by which an owner of land lets

the cocoanut trees standing thereon for drawing

toddy and which involves a license to enter upon

the land for that specific purpose only, is not one

affecting an interest in land, and need not there.

fore be contained in a notarial instrument.

C. R. Panadure, No. 719. FERNANDO V.

THEMARIS

Implied contract .

See CRIMINAL LAW , 12.

Implied promise.

See CAUSE OF ACTION, 2 .

Indorsce against maker, action by

See Civil PROCEDURE, 2 .

CIVIL Procedure, 9.

Injunction.

See Civil PROCEDURE, 17.

Instalments, payment by

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 30.

Insolvency.

Insolvency -- Lying in jail for debt- Resi

denee previous lo pelilion for sequestrilion

146

162

Interest in land .
183

See IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, I.

IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, 4.

Intervention .

See Civil, PROCEDURE, 16.

Civil, PROCEDURE, 22 .

PRACTICE , 4.

Interlocutory proceedings,

due in

costs

See CIVIL, PROCEDURE, 21 .

Inventions Ordinance .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 35.

Judicial Settlement.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 27.

Jamaica Rum .

See SPIRITS .
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Judgment.

Sec Cm PROCEDURE . 30 .

CITI, PROCEDURE , 31 .

Jurisdiction .

See Civi , PROCEDURE , 9 .

CITI, PROCEDURE , 12.

CIVII, PROCEDURE , 17 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 39.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 2 .

INSOLVENCY.

PARTITION .

PRACTICE , 3 .

of lessee's enjoyment - Re-entry --Cancella

tion of lease.

A lessor has a lien for rent due upon the goods

of the lessee brought upon the demised premises,

but lie cannot, by way of preventing the removal

of the goods and so preserving his lien, enter

upon the premises and exclude the lessee there .

from . Such entry and exclusion constitute an

interruption by the lessor of enjoyment of the

demised premises, discharging the lessee from

liability for future rent, and eutitiing him to an

nulment of the lease and to damages

D. C. Colombo , 1.944 C. MEERA Lebbe

MARIKAR V. BELL

2. - Landlord and tenant - Notice to quit

Monthly tenancy-- Requisite length of such
notice --- Double rent.

94

Jurisdiction , service of summons

out of.
To terminate a montlily tenancy there must be

a complete calendar month's uotice ; that is to

say, the notice must be given before the com

mencement of the month at the expiry of which

the tenancy is to determine

Accordingly, in the case of a monthly tenancy

commencing from the first day of the month, a

notice to qnit given on the first day of a month

requiring the tenant to quit the premises at the

end of that month ,

Held to be a bad notice .

See Civil. PROCEDURE, 8.

Kandyan Law ,

1 .-- Kandyan lawu - Adoption --Requisites of

Publii declaration In adoptive parent,

To establish an adoption under the Kandyan

law there must be evidence amounting to a

public declaration of the adoption for purposes of

inheritance.

D. C. Kandy, No. 2,781 . PUSUM BAHAMY V.

KEERALA..

2 .---Kandyan LW--Diga marriage-- Forfeiture

01 inheritance Registered marriage --Or

ainance No. 3 of 1870 , section 11 .

The exclusion under the Kandyan law of a diga

married daughter from a share in her father's

property still attaches to a daughter who goes

out in diga, even though the marriage is invalid

by reason of its non -registration under the pro

visions of Ordinance No. 3 of 1870 .

C. R. Kandy, No. 1,114 . KALU v . Howa

KIRI

C. R. Kalutara, No. 840. FONSEKA V. JAYA

WICKRAMA
53.

134

3.-Landlord and tenant- Action for rent- Mis

description of land demised --Representa
tion as lo acrenge- Fraud- Reduition of

vent - Reform of the iustrument of demise

Defence-- Counter claim - Remedy.

In a question as to the defence to an action of

covenant for rent arising out of the acreage of

land demised being found to be less than that

stated in the instrument of demise

54

76

3. -- Kandyan Lane - Husband and wife - Right
of husband in deceased wife's estate

Paraveny property.

Under Kandyan Law a husband is not entitled

to any life interest in the paraveny property of

his deceased wife.

D. C. Kegalle, No. C 85. DINGIRIHAMY V.

MENIKA

See PRESCRIPTION , I.

Land.

See FOREST ORDINANCE, I.

IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY .

Land Acquisition.

See PRACTICE , 4 .

PRACTICE , 6.

Held per LAWRIE, A. C. J. - Where there is no

fraud on the part of the lessor and the lessee gets

the whole estate or corpus which he meant to take

on lease, an error in the description of the proper.

ty as consisting of so many acres does not entitle

the lessee to a reduction of the rent . But where

the lessee does not get the whole estate, he may

claiin either a proportionate reduction of the rent,

or a recision of the contract as founded upon an

error in essentialibus.

Per WITHERS J. - Irrespective of fraud, where a

lease is ad quantitatem and the extent of land is

found to be less than the lease purported to de

inise , the lessee is entitled to a reduction of the

rent. He must, however, claim this relief by

bringing the actio locali himself, or if he is sued

by the lessor , he must affirmatively demand , by

way of counter - claim , a reform of the instrument

of demise as to the quantity of land and as to the

amount of rent payable thereuwder, and a dimninu .

tion of the past and future rent. But in the

absence of such counter-claim and the instrument

standing unreforined, he has no defence to an

action on the part of the lessor for payment of

arrears of rent or for re-entry.

D. C. Colombo, No. 2,533 C. STORK V.

ORCHARD ..

Landlord and Tenant.

1. - Landlord and tenant - Lease - Tacit hypo .

thec for rent - Lien - Interruption by lessor 184
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Lease .

1.-- Buddhist temple -- Incumbent - Dewa Nileme---

Right to lease so as to bind successor---

building lease .

The question whether the incumbent of a Bud

dhist temple can grant long leases of temple

property so as to bind his successor must be decided

according to the circunstances of each case, the

principle being that such dealing with temple pro .

perty should be consistent with the interests of the

temple.

Where the Dewa Nileme of the Kandy Mali

gawa grauted a building lease for 35 years ---

Held that the lease was bindiug upon the

Dewa Nileme's successors in office, who could not

therefore treat the lessee or his repsesentative as a

mere trespasser but could only seek to terminate

the tenancy for breaches of covenaut, if any ,

D. C. Kandy, No. 4,288. GIRAGAMA DEWA

NILEME V. HENAYA

2 .-- Frauds and perjuries --- Verbal agreement for

lease-- Refund ofmoney paid on such agree

ment- Notarial instrument-- Ordinance No. 7

of 1840.

Money paid in pursuance of a contract, which is

void under the Ordinance No. 7 of 1840 for want of

a notarial instruiuent but which is not performed ,

is recoverable by action.

C. R: Panwila No. 3,713 Gren . ( 1873-74 ) Pt . II . ,

46

42

P. 34 , followed.

191

A mortgagor of land died intestate leaviug a

widow and certain minor children . The mort.

gagor put the bond in suit, iuaking the widow

party to the actiou “ for herselfand on belialf of the

children ", and obtaiued a judgment for money

and a mortgage decree.

In an action by the children against the pur.

chaser under the mortgagee's writ

Held that the judgineut and decree in the

mortgage suit were inoperative against the

children , they not having been represented there .

in by a guardian ad litem , and that they were

entitled to a decree for half the mortgaged

property as against the purchaser.

D. C. Kandy, No. 4,213. MATHES APPU

v . HABIBU MARIKAR

Sec CIVIL PROCEDURE , 5 .

CIVIS, PROCEDURE , 20.

CIVIL PROCEDURE , 26 .

CIVII, PROCEDURE , 41 .

Nortgage.

Limitation --Bond payable after notice

Breach of condition -- Assignment - Power

of assignee to Sue -- O ; dinance No. 22 of

1871 , seciion 6 .

By a bond dated April 29, 1878, the obligors

declared themselves “ held and firinly bound unto

" (the obligee) in the penal sum of Rs. 44,000, for

the payment whereof we bind ourselves our

" heirs executors administrators and assigns : " >

and the condition on the boud was as follows:

“ that if we (the obligors) shall and will well and

“ truly pay or cause to be paiul uuto ( the obligee)

" and his aforewritten the sum of Rs . 22,000 on

“ receiving from (the obligee) or his aforewritten

" three months' notice in writing desiring repay .

ment of the said sun and in'erest thereon at the

" rate aforesaid (such notice however not to be

" given until twelve months after the date hereof)

thien this boud to be void ,” &c.

By deed dated July 7, 1882, the obligee assigned

the bond to two other parties, who were thereby

constituted and appointed “ iny true and lawful

attorney and attorneys in the name of me (the

obligee ) and my aforewritten to ask, demand," & c.

No part of the principal or interest having been

paid, the assignees of the bond sued the obligors

thereon in their own names, alleging that they '

had on January 19, 1889, given notice in writing

to the obligors requiring payment three months

thereafter,

The libel was filed on April 24 , 1889, and sum

mons issued on April 25, 1889.

Held that the bond was once with a condition

to pay on three munuthis' notice in writing, that

limitation began to run only from the breach

of that condition , viz . , failure to pay on three

months' notice in writing, and that therefore the

present action was not barred by the provisions

of section 6 of Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 .

Held , by WITHERS, J. , that , notwithstanding

the absence of words in the boud making it pay

able to the assigns of the obligee, the bond was

assignable, and the assignees could by our law

sue in their own names, the power given to

them in the deed of assigument to sue in

the name of the original obligee being only pro

abundanti cautela .

C. R. Matara, No. 1,456 GREGORIS V. TIL

LEKERATNE

See LANDLORD AND TENANT, 1 .

LANDLORD AND TENANT, 3 .

REGISTRANION , 2 .

Legal Representative .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 19.

CIVIL PROCEDURE , 36 .

Lien .

See LANDLORD AND TENANT, 1 .

Lis Pendens .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 26 .

Maintenance.

1.-- Maintenance - Refusal to make order for

maintenance - Appeal - Ordinance No. 19 of

1889, sections 3, 14 , and 17 .

No appeal lies agaiust the refusal of a police

magistrate to make an order for maintenance

under the Maintenance Ordinance, 1889.

P. C. Colombo , No. 3,760. FERNANDO v .

LAMPERUMAL.

P. C. Colombo, No. 165. SELESTINA

PERERA

Mens rea .

See FOREST ORDINANCE . 5 .

Minor.

Vinors, action against-- Practice - Mortgage

--Guardian ad litem-- Interest of minors in

land - Inheritance.

66

SS
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D ), C. Colombo, No. 1,636 . RAMEN CHETTY
V. FERDINANDS 194

PAGE .

effecting an entire change, and did not cover the
conversion of a cesspit privy into a dry earth
closet, and that therefore the defendant commit

ted no offence in resistiug the execution of an
order which the Chairman had so made.

P. C. Colombo, No. 19,216. GUNESEKERA

V. MANUEL 78

Next friend , appointment of.

See Civil. PROCEDURE, 20 ,

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 36 .

Civil , PROCEDURE, 41 .

See CIVIL, PROCEDURE , 15.

EJECTMENT, 2 .

HUSBAND AND WIFE , 1 .

MINOR .

Municipal Councils Ordinance.

1. - Public street -- Encroachment - Obstruction in

street --V'erandah - Ortinarice 107 of 1887 ,

section 175 – Usei by public - Evidence

Survey -- Ordinance No. 4 of 1866 , section 6.

The Municipal Councils Ordinance No. 7 of 1887,
section 175 , makes it an offence to set up any

obstruction or encroachment in any street .

In a charge under the above enactment against

the owner of a house by the side of one of the

streets in the Pettah of Colombo,where the alleged
obstruction consisted in the defendant having

closed up with walls the two sides of the verandah

along the side of the street

Held that, the verandah prima facie being

private property, no obstruction to street

within the meaning of the Ordinance was proved

in the absence of evidence of the ser of the

verandah by the public as a thoroughfare.

An old survey of 1844 made by a person described

as Town Surveyor and since deceased, in which
the verandah in question marked as

encroachment, having been received in evidence-

Held that, even if the survey was admissible

without proof ofits genuineness or correctness,
under section 6 of Ordinance No. 4 of 1866, though

it did not purport to be signed or made by the

Surveyor-General or an officer acting on his behalf,

it did not prove that the verandah was

encroachment on the street, inasmuch as a survey ,

though it might prove the position and size of

roads, buildings , and other objects delineated

thereou , was not proof of any matters beyond the

special skill or knowledge of the surveyor, such

as that any particular part was a " reservation "

or an " encroachment” .

M.C. Colombo, No. 5,104. AKBAR V. SLEMA

LEBBE

Next of kin .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 47.

Non-joinder.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 13 .

Notice of appeal.

See Civil, PROCEDURE, 4 .

Civii, PROCEDURE, 32 .

Notice to quit.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 24 .

LANDLORD AND TENANT, 2 .

a

Nuisance.

was an

an

Nuisance --Barking of dogs - Ordinance No. 15

of 1863, section 1 , subsection 4 - Interpre

tation .

Ordinance No. 15 of 1862, section 1. enacts (sub

section 4) " whosoever shall keep in or upon any

house, building, or land occupied by him any
cattle , goat, swine, or other animal so as to be a

nuisance to or injurious to the health of any

person , shall be liable to a fine. "

Held that the generic term " other animal” in .

cludes a dog, and that permanent interference

with comfort, such as occasioned by dogs which

being tied and kept in a neighbour's compound

bark with little or no intermission during the

night, is a nuisance within the purview of the

Ordinance and punishable as such .

P. C. Matara, No. ,869. SNOWDEN V.

RODRIGO

175

2.

113

Ouster .

See CAUSE OF ACTION , I.

-“ Alter " -Construction -- Chairman Munici.

pal Council, power of - Ordinance No. 7

of 1887, section 209 - Cesspit privy -- Dry

earth closet.

Section 209 of the Municipal Councils Odinance,

1887, provides that all drains, privies, and cesspits

within the Municipality shall be under the survey

and control of the Chairman, and shall be altered ,

repaired , and kept in order at the cost of the

owuers, and that if suich owner neglects after

notice in writing for that purpose to alter, repair,

and put the same in order in the manner required

by the Chairinan , the Chairman may cause the

same to be altered, repaired, and put in order in

the inauner required .

In a prosecution under section 183 of the Penal
Code for resistance to certain officers empowered

to carry out an order made by the Chairman to

clean out and stop up a cesspit privy and convert
it into a dry earth closet under the provisions of

the above enactnient-

Held that the word “ alter " in the above

section of the Ordinance meant varying without

Ordinances.

No. 8 of 1834, section 2 .

Soe PRESCRIPTION , 2.

No. 7 of 1S.jo.

See LEASE , 2

No. 7 of 1840, section 2 .

See IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, I.

IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, 4.

No. 10 of 1814 , section 26.

See SPIRITS .

No. 21 of 1844.

See DEED OF GIFT.

No. 8 of 1846.

See CIVI , PROCEDURE, 17 .

No. 7 of 1853 , sections 16 , 17 , 20, 26 ,

See INSOLVENCY,
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No. 15 of 1856, sections 4, 5 .

SeeCIVIL PROCEDUE, 17 .

No. 6 of 1859 , section 34 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 35 .

No. 10 of 1861.

See CRIMINAL LAW, 12 .

ROAD ORDINANCE .

No. 15 of 1862, section 1 , subsection 4.

SeeNUISANCE.

No. 8 of 1863 , sections 38 , 39.

See REGISTRATION , 2.

No. 8 of 1863, section 39 .

See REGISTRATION , I.

No. 10 of 1863, section 8.

See PARTITION .

No. 4 of 1866 , section 6.

See MUNICIPAL COUNCILS ORDINANCE ,

No. 22 of 1866 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 52.

No. II of 1868, section 24.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 17 .

No. 3 of 1870, section 11 .

See KANDYAN LAW, 2 .

No. 22 of 1871 , section 3 .

See PRESCRIPTION , I ,

PRESCRIPTION , 2 ,

No. 22 of 1871 , section 5 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 31 .

No. 22 of 1871 , section 6.

See MORTGAGE.

No. 22 of 1871 , sections 8 , 9 .

See PRESCRIPTION, 3 .

No. 6 of 1873 .

See EJECTMENT, 3.

No. 3 of 1876, sections 8, 9, 10, II , 13 , 34, 35 .

See PRACTICE , 6.

No. 3 of 1876, sections II , 32 .

See PRACTICE , 4 .

No. 7 of 1876, sections 35 , 79.

See FISHING, 1 .

No. 15 of 1876 .

See ROMAN DUTCH LAW.

No. 15 of 1876 , sectiou 9 .
See HUSBAND AND WIFE , I.

No. II of 1882 , section 8 .

See Civil, PROCEDURE , 24 .

No. 2 of 1883 sections 21 , 22 , 366, 379 , 380 .

See CRIMINAL, LAW , I.

No , 2 of 1893, sections 38, 409, 427 , 433.

See CRIMINAL LAW , II .

No. 2 of 1883, sections 43 , 483, 486 .

See CRIMINAL LAW, 6.

No. 2 of 1883, sections 88, 90 , 92, 343 .

See CRIMINAL LAW, 9 .

No. 2 of 1883, sections 145, 157 .

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 9.

No. 2 of 1883, section 314.

See CRIMINAI, LAW , 3.

No. 2 of 1883, section 316.

See CRIMINAL. ProceduE 6 .

No. 20 +853, section 317.

S”. CRIMINAI, PROCEDURI , 8 .

No. 2 of 1883, sections 343, 488 .

See CRIMINAI, LAW , 4 .

No. 2 of 1883 , sections 389 , 389, 391 , 392.

See CRIMINAL LAW , 12 .

No. 2 of 1983 , sections 388, 391.

See CRIMINAI, LAW , 7.

No, 2 of 1883, section 108.

See CRIMINAI, LAW , 8 .

See CRIMINAI, LAW , 10.

No. 3 of 1883. Schedule II.

See CRIMINAI, PROCEDURE, 6.

No. 3 of 1883 , sections 17 , 378.

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 2.

No. 3 of 1883 , sections 62, 63 , 64.

See CRIMINAI, PROCEDURE , 5.

No. 3 of 1883, section 168.

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 8.

No. 3 of 1883, sections 181 , 182.

See CRIMINAL, PROÇEDURE, 3.

No. 3 of 1883, sections 222, 223 ,

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 4.

No. 3 of 1883, section 242.

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 9.

No. 3 of 1883, section 355.

See ÜRIMINAL, LAW , 3 .

No. 3 of 1893, section 372 .

See CRIMINAL LAW , 10 .

FOREST ORDINANCE, 2 .

No. 3 of 1883, sections 405 , 406.

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , I.

No. 18 of 1884.

See EJECTMENT, 3.

No. 31 of 1884 .

See Road ORDINANCE .

No. io of 1885,

See FOREST ORDINANCE , 5 .

No. 10 of 1885, Chapters II, and III. , sections 41 , 46.

See FOREST ORDINANCE, 2.

No. 10 of 1885, sections 40, 45 , 46.

See FOREST ORDINANCE, 4.

No. 10 of 1885, sections 44, 46 .

Sxe FOREST ORDINANCE, 3 .

No. 10 of 1885 , section 46 .

See FOREST ORDINANCE, I.

No. 7 of 1887 , sections 127, 133 , 139, 151 , 159.

See EJECTMENT, 3 .

No. 7 of 1887 , section 175 .

See MUNICIPAL COUNCILS ORDINANCE , I.

No. 7 of 1887 , sections 175 , 283 .

See CRIMINAL LAW , 5 .

No. 7 of 1887 , section 209.

See MUNICIPAL, COUNCILS ORDINANCE, 2,

No. 1 of 1889, section 22 .

See CIVI , PROCEDURE, 17.

No. 5 of 1889 , section 42 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 35 .

No. 1 of 1884 , section 75 .

See PRACTICE , I.
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No. 2 of 1889, sections 2 , 337, 347 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 31 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 5 , 9.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 9.

No. 2 of 1889, section 9.

See CIVILPROCEDURE , 12.

No. 2 of 1889, section 17 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 13 .

Civil PROCEDURE, 37 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 18, 19.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 16.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 40,

PRACTICE, 4 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 24 , 25, 27 , 470, 471 , 755 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 52 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 29, 69, 72 , 85.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 8 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 50, 51 , 52, 54 , 58, iii , 112 , 113.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 22.

No. 2 of 1889, section 51 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 43.

No. 2 of 1889, sections 79, 146 .

See BANKER AND CUSTOMER ,

No. 2 of 1889, sections 79, 813.

See CIVILPROCEDURK, 34.

No. 2 of 1889, sections 86, 87.
See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 29.

No. 2 of 1889, sections 91 , 282.

See CIVILPROCEDURE, 44 .

No. 2 of 1889 , sections 91 , 395.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 19.

No. 2 of 1889, section 194.

See CIVILPROCEDURE, 30.

No. 2 of 1889, sections 209, 298, 299 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 3.

No. 2 of 1889, sections 241 , 247.

See Civil PROCEDURE, 14 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 242, 243, 244, 245, 247.

See CIVILPROCEDURE, 25.

No. 2 of 1889, section 247.

See ADMINISTRATION, 2 .

ADMINISTRATION, 38.

ADMINISTRATION, 50 .

ADMINISTRATION, 51 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 298, 299, 353.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 21 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 325, 326.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 39

No. 2 of 1889, sections 325, 326, 327.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 28.

No. 2 of 1889, section 339 .

See CivilPROCEDUEL, 45.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 53.

No. 2 of 1889, sections 352, 230, 279.

See CivilPROCEDURE, 46 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 375, 377, 478, 481, 492 , 494, 502 .

Sec CIVIL PROCEDURE , 41 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 402, 403.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 26 .

No. 2 of 1889. section 523 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 47.

Nu ? 01 1884, sections 582 , 583 , 585 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , S.

No. 2 of 1889, sections 653 , 654, 655 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 6 .

No 2 of 1889, Section 671 .

See Civil PROCEDURE, 42 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 687, 690, 692.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 18.

Vo . 2 of 1889, chapter xxxv .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 20

No. 2 of 1889, chapter xxxviii , sectious 758, 772

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 49 .

No. 2 of 1889, chapter xl .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 1 .

No. 2 of 1889, chapter xlii , xlviii , 1 .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 17 .

No. 2 of 1889, chapter liii.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 15 .

No. 2 of 1889, chapter lv , sertion3 723 , 726.

See Civil PROCEDURE, 27 .

No. 2 of 1889. section 754 .

See CIVIL, PROCEDURK , 24 .

No. 2 of 1889, section 755.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 23 .

No. 2 of 1889, section 756

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 4

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 7.

CIVI , PROCEDURE, 32 .

No. 2 of 1889, sections 780, 781 .

See Civil, PROCEDURE , 35 .

No. 2 of 1889, section 783.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 33 .

No. 17 of 1889, section 3, subsection 2.

See GAMING , I.

No. 17 of 1889, sections 3, 4 .

See GAMING, 2 .

No. 19 of 1889, sections 3, 14, 17.

See MAINTENANCE, I.

No. 3 of 1890.

See Civil PROCEDURE, I.

No. 3 of 1890, Part II .

See PRACTICE, 2.

No. 6 of 1890 , sections 5, 6. 16, 17.

See SALT ORDINANCE.

No. 6 of 1891, section 1 .

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 6.

No. 14 of 1891, section 17.

See IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, 3.

No. I of 1892, section 27.

See FOREST ORDINANCE, 2.

FOREST ORDINANCE , 3.

FOREST ORDINANCE , 4.

Paddy field .

See CAUSE OF ACTION , 2 .

Panguwa.
Sec CIVIL, PROCEDURI , 13 .

Paraveny.

See KANDYAN LAW , 3.
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Partition .

Sale of land--Action for partition-- Auction

- Agreement not to bid—Notice ofsale

- horegulurity - Practice--Jursidiction

-Ordinance No. 10 of 1863, section 8.

At the sale of land under a decree in a partition

suit the land was knocked down for a sum amount.

ing only to half the appraised value to one of

the parties to the suit, who had agreed with

another of the parties that they should not bid

againsteach other and that the laud, if purchased ,

should be shared between them.

Upon an application in the partition suit by

some of the other parties to set aside the sale , --

Held (Dias, J. , dissenting ), that the agreement

between the purchaser and the other party pot

to bid agaipst each other and to divide the land,

if purchased, was not inequitable - and did not

vitiate the sale .

D. C. Matara , No. 34,392. WETTESINHR, V.

JAYAN 33

Petition of appeal.

Su CIVIL PROCEDURE, 23 .

Petition of complaint, requisites of.

See Civil PROCEDURE, 28.

Plaint.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 10.

Civil PROCEDURE, II .

" Planter's share."

See IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY , 1 .

Pleading.

See BANKER AND CUSTOMER.

CAUSE OF ACTION, I.

CIVIL PROCEDURE , 2 .

Civil PROCEDURR, 10.

CIVIL PROCEDURE , IÍ .

Civil PROCEDURE, 24.

Civil PROCEDURE , 27 .

IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, 3 .

PRACTICE, 6.

PROMISSORY Nore, 1 .

PROMISSC RY NOTE , 3 .

VENDOR AND PURCHASER .

Police Station .

See CRIMINAL LAW , 4 .

Practice.

1. - Practice - Order firing case for hearing

- Appealable order -- Courts Ordinance,

1889, section 75 .

An order fixing a case for trial is not an appeal.

able order under section 75 of the CourtsOrdi.

nance, 1889.

D. C. Kandy, No. 4,417 . LE MESURIER

v. LE MESURIER

2. - Practice - Stamp - Summons unserred

-Reissue of summons - Fiscal- Ordi

nance No. 3 of 1890, Part II.

PAGE.

A summons once issued and returned unsery .

ed by reason that the defendant was not to be

found does not require, when reissued , to be

stamped anew with the duty imposed either by
Part II. or Part IV . of the Schedule to the Stamp

Ordinance, 1890.

D. C. Kandy, No. 5,380. SINGHO APPU v.

MENDIS

3 .-- Practice - Order upholding claim in

execution - Ex parte proceedings - Ap

plication to set aside order--Jurisdiction .

An inquiry into a claim to property seized in

execution should be made with notice to allpar.

ties concerned , including the judgment creditor

and judgment debtor.

Where a claim was made to property seized in
execution and the district judge Geld an inquiry

into the claim withoutpotice to the plaintiff and
ordered the seizure to be released

Held , that the district judge had power, upon

application of plaintiff and aponbeing satisfied

ofthe want of notice, to open up the proceedings

and inquire into the claimh anew in the presence

of the parties.

D. C. Kandy, No. 4,169. RANGAPPA THk.

WAR V. KUDADUREGE 45

4. - Practice- Land acquisition --- Libel of

reference- -Claimants .Parties not

named in the libel - Intervention ,

Ordinance No. 3 of 1876, sections in

and 32 - Civil Procedure Code, sections

i8 and 19.

In the matter of a reference under the Land

Acquisition Ordinance 1876 , to which the only

claimaits who appeared before the Government
Ageớt were parties defendant and in which the

questions submitted were as to the amount of

compensation and the respective rights of these
parties, the district court inquired into the

claims of certain other persons who appeared

before it but who did not regularly make them .

selves parties to the record .

Held , that the district court had no authority

to inquire into the claims of persons other than

the original claimants and the proceedings in

that respect were irregular.

Per WITHERS, J - Inasmuch as by section 32

of the Land Acquisition Ordinance 1876 the pro

ceedings are subject to the practice and procedure
in ordioary, civil suits, no person can interveve

in any, such proceeding otherwise than as pro
vided in section 18 of the Civil Procedure Code.

D. C. Galle, No. 55,943. TEMPLER V.

SENEVIRATNE
70

5.-Practice - Process - Returnable day

Time within which process should be

returned - Fiscal, liability of.

The fiscal entrusted with the service of a pro

cess has the whole of the returnable day to

wake return to the process and is not in default

until the expiration of that day.

D. C. Badulla, No. 399. PALANIANDY v.

RANGASAMY . F. C. FISHER, FISCAL ofthe

Province of Uva, appellant

6.-Land acquisition - Libel of reference

Award-- Tender ofamount of compensa

tion -- Pariies unable to agree as to respec.

21 122
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by the occupant against his adversary. But if
the action is abandoned or lost, the period of its

pendency enures to the benefit of the party in
possession,

D. C. Kandy, No. 4,646 . UNAMBUWE

JUNOHAMA 103

2. - Prestription - Adverse possession , requi

sites of - Acknowledgment of title

Ordinance No. 8 of 1834 , section 2–

Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 , section 3–

Burden of proof - Evidence.

Observations by the Supreme Court on the

requisites of adverse possession necessary under

the Ordinances for acquiring title to land by

prescription .

D. C. Colombo, No. 98,202. JAIN CARIM

V. RAHIM DHOLL .. 118

3. - Prescription - Amendment of plaint

Addition of a new cause of action

Relation back to writ of summons

Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 , sections 8
and 9.

152

PAGE .

tive interests-- Pleading -- Practice - Ir

regularity - Ordinance No. 3 of 1876,

sections 8, 9, 10, 11 , 13 , 34 , and 35.

In proceedings under the Land . Acquisition

Ordinance 1876 the Government Agent, after he

has made his award as to the amount of compen

sation , should tender the amount to the claimants,

and such tender is a condition precedent to any

reference to court, and should be averred in the

libel of reference.

If the Government Agent agrees with the

claimants as to the amount of compensation, he

cannot, in , making a reference by reason of the

claimants not being agreed among themselves as

to their respective interests in the land, re-open

the question of the amount of compensation, and
the sole matter which he can refer and which the

court can adjudicate upon is as to the apportion

ment of the amount determined by the Govern

ment Agent among the claimants,

If, however, the Government Agent does not
agree with the claimants as to the amount of com

pensation, then in referring that matter to the

court he cannot refer with it any question as to

the respective interests of the claimants in the

land. But the court may, if a dispute arises
among theclaimants after it has determined the

amount of compensation, adjudicate upon the

respective rightsof the claimants to the amount

so determined.

D. C. Galle, No. 4,035 . ELLIOT V. PODI

HAMY

7. - Practice -- Costs of appeal- Taxation .

Costs of appeal include costs incurred in the

court below for the purpose of forwarding the

appeal to the Supreme Court, and which costs

the taxing officer of the court below is compétent
to deal with .

D. C. Kegalla, No. 85. DINGIRIHAMY V.

KALU MENIKA 154

See ADMINISTRATION , 4.

Civil PROCEDURE, 6.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 7.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 8 .

Civil PROCEDURE, 10.

CIVIL PROCEDURE , 24.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 26 .

Civil PROCEDURE, 30.

CIVIL PROCEDURE , 38 ,

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 10 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 45.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 51 .

CRIMINAI, PROCEDURE, 7 .

IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, 3 .

MINOR.

PARTITION .

Prescription .

1. - Prescription - Adverse possession - In

terruption by pending action -- Kandy
an Law ,Revocability of deed of gift

Ordinance No. 22 of 1871, section 3 .

The institution of an action for the recovery

of land against a party in adverse possession

does not, if unsuccessful , interrupt such posses

sion . Duriug the pendency of the action such

possession isin suspense, and tiine is not gained

187

Where after the institution of an action on a

promissory note the plaint was amended by the

addition of an alternative count for goods sold

and delivered

Held, that this new cause of action related back

to the date of the original writ of summons, and

the period of limitation in respect thereto should

be reckoned up to that date and not up to the

date of the amendment of the plaint.

C. R. Colombo, No. 4,126. MORRIS v.

DIAS

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 26 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 31 .

EJECTMENT, 1 .

MORTGAGE.

Presentment of promissory note .

See Civil PROCEDURE, 2 .

Privy Council , appeals to .

See Civil Procedure, 33 .

Civil PROCEDURE, 35 .

Probation of first offenders.

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 6.

Process.

See PRACTICE, 5 .

Proctor , service of summons on.

See Civil, PROCEDURE , 8 .

Proctor's Lien .

Proctor's lien -- Title deeds - Mortgage

-Action in detinue.

The plaintiffs, owners of a certain land, having

agreedwith F to sell the land to him and to take

from him a mortgage thereof for the purchase

money, delivered the title deeds of the land to

defendants as proctors and notaries of F , for the

purposeof drawing the conveyance and mortgage

bond . The instruments were duly drawn and

executed, and the plaintiffs subsequently repur
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chased the land in execution of a judgmenton

their mortgage, but the defendants detained the

title deeds from plaintiffs claiming a lien onthem
for their fees which were to be paid and were due

See CIVIL PROCEDURE 2.

CIVIL PROCEDURE 9.

Public Place .

by F.

66

32

In an action by plaintiffs against defendants for

the recovery of the title deeds

Held , that in the absence of any special agree

ment or of circumstances indicating a contrary

intention , the inference was that the plaintiffs in

delivering the deeds did not intend to part with

the possession of them absolutely in favour of F,

andno right to such possession passed to F even

on the execution of the conveyance in his favour,

and that therefore neither did the defendants as

F's proctors and notaries acquire a lien over the

title deeds for the fees dueby F or any right to

detain them from the plaintiffs .

D. C. Colombo, No. C 1,142. ANDERSON , V.

Loos

Proctor.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 23.

Promissory Note.

1. - Promissory note - Signature on blank

paper - Authority to fill up - Plea of

non est factum - Evidence Variance

--Pleading - Bills of Exchange Act,

1882, section 20

The aigning and delivery ofa blank stamp paper

in order thatit may be convertedinto a promissory

note operates as a prima facie authority to fill it up

for any amount that may be covered by the

stamp.

Per CLARENCE, J.-Any agreement restricting

such authority must be specially pleaded, and is not

provable under a mere traverse of the making of
the note.

D. C. Colombo , No. 1,763. MURUGAPPA

CHETTY V. PERUMAL KANGANY

2.- Promissory note - Stamp - Note payable

on demand— " Postage Revenue, Five

Cents ” stamp - Admissibility of note

in evidence - Ordinance No. 3 of 1890 ,

section 5 - Proclamation of August

1 , 1890 .

Since the Stamp Ordinance, No. 3 of 1890, and

the Proclamation ofAugust 1 , 1890 , issued there.

under, a promissory note payable on demand,

bearing a stamp of the denomination “ Postage

Revenue,Five Cents” , is not duly stamped and is

inadmissible in evidence .

D. C. Kandy, No. 4,967. . WATSON
ALLAGAN KANGANY

3. - Promissory note - Granting of a note

on account of a debt - Satisfaction

Extinguishment of a debt - Remedy

Composition - Pleading.

The taking of a bill or note on account of a debt

does not extinguish the liability for the debt, but

only suspends the remedy, which revives if the
bill or note is dishonoured; but where the bill or

note is taken expressly in satisfaction of the debt,

the debt is extinguished and the only remedy

thereafter is on the instrument.

D. C. Colombo , No. C 509. ARUNASALEM

CHETTY V. VEERAWAGO

See GAMING, I.

Public Servant.

See CRIMINAL LAW, 9.

CRIMINAL LAW, 12.

Public Street.

See MUNICIPAL COUNCILSORDINANCE, I.

Receiver.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 42.

Reconvention .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 22.

Registration .

1. - Registration - Deed of gift , Valuable

consideration--Priority -- OrdinanceNo.

8 of 1863, section 39.

The operation of section 39 of the Land Regis

tration Ordinance, 1863, in favour of deeds regis

tered before deeds earlier in date, is confined to

deeds made for valuable consideration.

Therefore a deed of gift does not, by reason of

prior registration, prevail over anotherdeed of gift
prior indate.

D. C. Galle , No. 55,837 . MOHAMADU

HAMIDU V. RAHIMUTTU NATCHIA

2. - Registration - Usufructuary mortgage

-Lease - Mortgagee's interest seizedin
satisfaction of previous judgment

Fiscals conveyance — Priority in regis

tration - Real property, conveyance of

by fiscal - Ordinance No. 8 of 1863,

sections 28 and 39.

A mortgageewith right to possessionof the mort.

gaged land in lieu of interest can legally lease the

property to third parties.

Where an usufructuary mortgagee leased the

mortgaged property to a third party for a certain

term , and subsequently his right, title , and interest

in the property as such mortgagee was seized

under writ against him and sold to a purchaser

who registered the fiscal's transfer prior to the

registration of the lease

Held (BURNSIDE, C. J. , dissentiente ), that the

purchaser at fiscal's sale , by reason of prior regis

tration of the transfer to him, had a right to the

possession of the property preferent to the lessee .

D. C. Galle , No. 994. UDUMA LEBBE v.

SEGO MOHAMMADO

See IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, 3 .

Replication, necessity for.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 34 .

Res judicata .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 26.

Resistance to execution of decree .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 28 .

86

89

158

143
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CIVIL PROCEDURE, 39 .
A writing in the terins- " I agree to sell to..

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 51 . .the plumbago now at their wills at the

following prices, viz. , lumps at Rs. 145 per tou;
Revision . chips at Rs. 75, and dust at Rs. 50, " and signed

bythe owner of the goods.

See Civil PROCEDURE, 40. Held ( Lawrie J. dissenting), to contain a com
plete contract of sale and not a mere offer to sell .

River bed. Held also that, even if it were av offer only, the

See Forest ORDINANCE 1.
party to whoin the offer was made could only

accept or reject thegoods as a whole, and it was

Riot.
not competent for him to accept part of the goods

and compel the owner to receive back the rest.

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 9. D. C. Colombo, No. 119 C. SANDORIS SILVA

v. VOLKART BROTHERS 197

Road Ordinance .

Salt Ordinance ,

Cause of action - Warrant of arrest

- Execution - Non -paymentof commu Salt Ordinance - Possessing salt with

tation tax - Ordinances No. 10 of 1861
out license - Possessing contrary to tenor

and No. 31 of 1884 — Liability of officer
of license— Weighing - Ordinance No.

excuting warrani-- Assault - Hand 6 of 1890, sections 5 , 6, 16, and 17 .

cuffing Upon a charge of possessing 51 cwt, of salt with

An officer to whom a warrant is issued for the
out a license under s. 16 of the Ordinance No. 6 of

arrest of a person for non -payment of commu.
1890 , it appeared that defendant bad lawfully

tation under the Road Ordinance is protected from
purchased a quantity of 280 cwt . for the possession
of which a license was issued to him , and that

civil liability in executing the warraut, even

though the tax is not actually due and the warrant
upon the salt being re -weighed shortly afterwards

had been irregulary issued .
there were found 2851 cwt., the charge being laid

But the warrant does not protect him in respect
in respectof the excess.

of any assault coinmitted byhim in the course of
Held , that the offence disclosed was not that

the arrest or any detention longer than is neces.
charged, but the offence of possessing salt con

sary ; nor is he justified in handcuffing the person
trary to the license .

arrested unless there is necessity, the burden of P. C. Puttalam , No. 1,959. SALT INSPECTOR

proving which lies on hiin . OF PUTTALAM V. NONIS 155

D. C. Kandy, No. 4,237. PERERA V. ALLIS 39 Security in appeal .

Roman Dutch Law. See CIVIL CROCEDURE, 7 .

Tacit hypothec of children over property
CIVIL PROCEDURE, 4 .

ofsurvivingparent- Marriage in com
Sequestration .

munity - Continuance of community

between surviving parent and children See Civil PROCEDURE, 6.

- Roman Dutch Law -- The Matri CIVIL , PROCEDURE , 17 .

monial Rights and Inheritance Ordi.
Service tenure

nance No. 15 of 1876.
See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 13.

The principle of the Roman Dutch Law , by

which the community of property exisiting Shroff of Bank
between the surviving spouse who remained in

possession and the childreu until a division of the See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 6.

estate was effected , was uever adopted iu Ceylon ,

nor was the principle by which the children were Small Tenements ( !rdinance .

giveu a tacithypothec over all the property of the

surviving spouse for the share inherited by them See Civil, PROCEDURE, 24.
from thedeceased spouse .

D. C. Colombo , No. C. 422. WIJEVEKOON V. Spirits.
GOONEWARDENE 59

Rum - Jamaica rum-- Imported spirits

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 51 . -Ordinance No. 10 of 1844, section 26.
EXECUTOR , 2.

VENDOR AND PURCHASER.
The provisions of the Ordinance No. 10 of 1844

as to sale of spirits mentinned therein apply to

Rules and Order3, 1833 .
such spirits whether manufactured out of or in

Cevlon .

See Civil PROCEDURE, 17 .
Accordingly,the uulicensed sale ofJamaica ruin

Civil PRECEDURE, 50 .
imported into Ceylon
Held, to be an offence under section 26 of the

Rum . Ordinance .

See SPIRITS.
P. C. Kalutara, No. 13 , 205. SUVA V. DORIS 71

Sale of goods . Stamp .

Sale of goods — Cantract— “ Firm offer "
See CIVIL PROCEDIRE, 1 .

Right of purchaser to accept parl
PRACTICE, 2

Writing, construction of.
PROMISSORY NOTE , 2 .
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Substituted service.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, S.

Summary procedure .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 19.

Civil PROCEDURE, 41 .

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 44 .

Summary procedure on liquid claims.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 15 .

Summons, service of on proctor.

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 8.

Taking plaint off the file .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE, 10.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, 11 .

Taxation of costs.

See PRACTICE, 7 .

Thesawaleme.

See HUSBAND AND WIFE, 2.

Timber.

See FOREST ORDINANCE, 3.

Toddy.

See IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY, 4.

Trustee, payment to .

See CIVIL PROCEDURE , 2 .

Vendor and purchaser.

Vendor and purchaser- Warranty of title

-Sale of land— Covenant to warrant

and defend - Implied warranty , Rom

an Dutch Law - Construction ofdeed

Pleading - Demurrer.

A deed of conveyance contained the following

covenant : - " I do hereby declare that I did no act

whatever previously to invalidate this sale and

I do agree to settle all disputes that may arise

in respect thereto."

Held, that the above covenant was limited to

the vendor's own acts and to disputes arising

therefrom and did not amount to a general cove.

nant to warrant and defend title .

In an action by the vendee against the vendor

under the above conveyance, the plaint averred

that " by the said deed the defendant represent.

ed that he was the owner of the said land and

promised to warrant and defend the plaintiff's

title to it.” It then averred that a third party

having ousted plaintiff from a portion of the

land, plaintiff raised an action and gave notice

thereof to defendant and called upon him to

warrant and defend . The plaint further averred

“that in breach of his promise defendant failed

to warrant and defend his title " to the portion

in question , and it then proceeded to state that

to the defendant had no title whatever to the said

allotment and his alleged title thereto

absolutely defective."

PAGE.

Held , per BURNSIDE, C. J. , and WITHERS, J. ,

that the above was a declaration of an express

covenant for title , which was not contained in

the conveyance, and was therefore bad on de .

murrer .

D. C. Badulla, No. 28,689. SILVA V. OSSEN

SAIBO ..
79

Verandah .

See MUNICIPAL COUNCILS ORDINANCE, I.

Warrant,

See ROAD ORDINANCE.

Warrant and defend.

See VENDOR AND PURCHASER.

Warranty.

1.- Warranty – Sale of oil in pipes— War

ranty as to pipes-- Construction of

contract- Action for breach ofwarranty

as to pipes.

A contract in writing for the sale of “ 100 tons

good merchantable coconut oil , in pipes, with

small packages to suit stowage. Delivery in

November- December, 1890 , at Rs. 330 per

ton in good merchantable condition f. o. b.

Ship named by buyers."

Held , to contain an express warranty that the

pipes and packages as well as the oil were in

gooe merchantable condition and fit for ship

ment at the time of delivery under the contract.

D. C. Colombo , No. 2,222. DELMEGE V.

FREUDENBERG

2 .-- Sale of goods-- Warranty - Misrepre

sentation- Eviction - Repetition ofprice .

By Roman Dutch Law there is implied in

every contract of sale of goods a warranty by the

vendor that the purchaser shall have the absolute

and dominant enjoyment of the goods. But

before the purchaser can recover damages for

breach of such warranty, or claim back the price,

he must suffer eviction by the judgment of a

competant court that the goods were the property

of some third party. Such judgment is not

binding on the vendor unless he is called upon to

warrant and defend the purchaser's title .

D. C. Colombo, No. C 868. ABDUL ALLY V.

CADERAVALOE 165

See VENDOR AND PURCHASER.

Water Closet.

See MUNICIPAL COUNCILS ORDINANCE, 2 .

Will .

Will - Proof of execution — Probate - Prac

tice.

The question whether a will which has never .

been admitted to probate can be proved incident.

ally in an action in support of title to property
discussed .

D. C. KALUTARA No. 514. SILVA V. GOONE

WARDANE 140

Witness .

See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE , 3 .
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Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J.

( Fibruary 4 and 11 , 189.)

Piro Kamolio } KALU BANDA V. PUSUMBA.

ment. sentence, or order" ofa Police Court ; and

this Court has so heid . Here, the discharge is

upon the instructions of the Attorney -General's

Department (whose instructions the Magisirate

is bound to obey ), and it is submitted the pro

priety of it may be questioned by appeal. It

would be idle to re- refer the appellant 10 the

very authority by whose action be is aggrieved.

Cur, adv. vult.

casesCrimiunt procedure - Appeal - Non - summary

Order of discharge Appeal by the complainant

Criminal Procesure ode, secs ., 405 406 .

An appeal lies at the ins'ance of the complainant

from an order discharging ihe defendunt n a case

not summarily triable ; but the Supreme Cout

would not in generaliut riere on such appeal, and

would leave tiie ques io : 1 of comunining the dele , d.

ant for trial to be deait with by the Altoruey

Generai's D+ paitment.

This was a prosecution for an offence not sum

marily triable by the Police Magistrate . А

charge having been framed , the case was refer.

red tv Crown Counsel, upon whose instructions

the Magistrate subsequently discharged the de .

fendant. Thereupon the cumplainaut appealed .

Wendt for complainant appellant .

Dornhorst, for defendant respondant, took the

objec ion that no appeal lay . The Supreme

Cuurt had declined to interfere with the refusal

of Magistrates to commit, on the ground that

such interference wouid bring the Court into

conflict with the Attorney -General's Depart

ment, who iright refuse to prosecute upon the

committal.

Wendt for the app llant. The appeal clearly

lies, sec . 406 of the Criminal Procedure Code

giving the riglat to appeal against “ any juc'g

On February 11 , 1892, the following judgmen

was delive: ed :

BURNSIDE, C. J.-- This is an appeal in a non

summary case against an order aischarging the

accused. The order was made under instruc

lions from the Attorney-General's Department.

That we have a right on appeal to reverse

these orders I do not doubt ; but the question is,

whether, except under especial circumstances,

we sliould exerci e thatright. I tbinkuot ; we

cannot compel the Attorney -General to file an

indictment, and the decision of this Court would

only be brutum fulmen , unle-s indeed the cir

cumstances were such as would justify this

Court in the position , that the refusal to act in

accordance with the opinion of the Court was

due to more than conscientious wotives and

official discretion .

It is better to leave these questions to be dealt

with by th . authority to which they have ben

e pecially committed by the Legislature , viz . ,

the Attorney -General's Departmeut.

Affirmed
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Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , and DIAS, J. which was enacted long after. It is apparently

( February 19 and 26 , 1892. )
argued that guardianship proceedings fall with

in the description “ civil procedure ” in Part II .

D. C., Kurunegala, In the matter of the Guar- of Schedule B, whereas they clearly are includ .

(Guardianship ) dianship of RICHARD and ed in " testamentary proceedings" , for which

No, 12 . JAMES HENRY, Minors. Pait III . specially provides. And it is siguifi

Stamps - Guardianship proceedings - Civil Procedure
cant that Part III . , by rendering liable to cuty

code, chap. xl. - Ordinance No. 3 of 1890 - Construc. " every pleading other than a petition ", would

tion . seem expressly to exempt such a petition as the

Guardiauship proceedings under chap. xl, of
present . Part II . again , expre-sly imposes a

the Civil Procedure Code are not liable to stamp duty on a certificate of curatorship under

duty ; and ihis exeuption extends to applications

under that chapter in the way of summary proce.
chap . xl . and on every account filed there

dure, notwithstanding the provisions of sec. 373 of under, implying that all other connected

the Civil Procedure Code. proceedings are to be on blank. A practical

Revision . difficulty in requiring a stamp is the imposs bi

lily of ascertaining the " value” involved in a
On October 19, 1891 , an application purport

guardianship pe ilion , the duty being ad valorem .

ing to be made under sec . 591 of the Civil
No duty being clearly and unmistakeably im

Procedure Code was submitted in this matter
posed , the Ordinance must be construed so as

on behalf of a year relative of the minors for the
to inflict the least burden on the subj - ct.

purpose of recalling the certificate of guardian

ship . The petition, affidavit, and appointment
Hay in reply.

Cur, adv. vult.

of proctor tendered were all unstamped. The

Secretary of the Court, before passing the papers, On February 26 , 1892, the following judg

asked for the directions of the Court on the ment was delivered :

qu stion of stamps. The learned District Judge
BURNSIDE. C J. — After very mature considera

(P. Arunachalam) ruled that no stamps were tion I am of opinion that the ruling in this
required in guardianship proceedings, and order

case by the Di - trict Judge is right, and should

edthat the papers submitted be accepted and
be affirmed. The Judges of this Court had

notice issued to the guardian in terms of the
issued instructions to the Registrar, on the

prayer of the petition .
question being submitted to them , that guardian .

The Acting Solicitor - General then moved in ship proceedings were subject to the samp

the SupremeCourt on behalf of the Crown fr duties imposed by the Stamp Act on civil pro

revision of the District Judge's order, and notice ceedings as contradistinguished froin testamen

having been issued to the applicant, the matter tary proceedings ; and the question having arisen

came on for argument on February 19, 1892 . before the District Judge as to whether such

Hay, A. S.-G., for the Crowo . The order proceedings were liable to stamp duties at all ,

under revision is wrong. The petition and
he has decided that they are not, and the Crown

connected papers required to be stamped. It is lias brought the mafier before us to be dealt with

presented under sec. 591 of the Civil Procedure on revision of the District Judge's judgment.

Code, which directs the application to be " by The reasons advinced by the District Judge

way of summary procedure" ; and summary for his judgment seem to be conclusive . It is

procedure is regulated by sec . 373,which requires not denied that previous to the passing of the

a " duly stamped" petition . The value of the Civil Procedure Code applications for guardian

stamp must be determine 1 by the Stamp Ordi. ship proceedings were not subject to stamp

nance, 1890 , which , in Part II . of Schedule B, duties under the old Stamp Acts . No express

prescribes an ad valorem duty ou " every petition” reference is made to such proceedings either in
in the District Court. the old acts or in the recent act of 1890 ; and if

Dornhorst for the applicant. The District the recent act applied, it can only be because of

Judge's order was right. Under the procedure that part of it which contains the duties ou law

obtaining before the Code 110 stamp duty was
proceedings.

levied on guardianship proceedings, and there Now, it is , in the first place, to be observed

is good reason for the exemption . In the gener- that all the duties on law proceedings are gra

ality of cases the minor's estate , as forming duated with respect to the value of the property

part of his parents' property , has just paid to which they refer, or the claim in money ; and

probate or administration duty, and this would considering that guardianship cases in their
make a double tax. The Code itself made no primary initiation do not necessarily involve

express change in the law ; but it is sought to any question of a money value , it is not

support the charge under the Stamp Ordinance | illogical to conclude that such a mode of
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adjustment of stamp duties was not intended to such averment is not proved hy evidence showing

apply to them .
ciicunstances of excuse or waiv.’r of presentinent,

nor is uch evid -uce allwissible in the ab.ence of

Then again , a special and one duty only is necessary avements in the plaint .

prescribed for every certificate of curatorship
Where to an actiou by the indorsee against the

under chap. xl . of the Code, and another duiy
makers of a promissury bute it was plead d lha the

defeudlants and the plaintiff and other holders of
on accounts filed thereunder. This would seem promissory nolis of difendants band agreed at the

to exclude the position that any other duties
defudauis shoidot pay all monies then due by theiu

01 promissory uoles, of which the nule -u - nipon
were chargeable in respect of proceedings of the

was one, in certain instalments to certain one ofthe

same nature, more especially if such cuntention creditors as trustee for the rest and fur deiendants ,

involved the conclusion that these very especial the trustee und staking in the meantime to retire
such potes wlien due, and that the defendants bad

ly taxed proceedings were also liable to taxation iu pur -011ce of the agreement paid ali tue juslal .

under the general imposts on all law proceed
ments to the trustee ;

ings. Held, that the agreement and payment to the

trustee thereunder was a guod defence to the plain.
Sec. 591 of the Code does certainly require tiff's action on the uole.

that an application such as that under considera

tion shall be by petition by way of summary
The plaintiff as indorsee of a promissory note

dated July 10 , 1888 , payable atthe office of the
procedure ; and sec. 373 directs that it should be

N - w Oriental Bank Corporation , Colombo, sued
upon a " duly " stamped written petition , or it

the defendants as makers thereof, the plaint
may be made orally upon the " requisite ” stamp

aver ring due presentmeut of the note at the
being furnished ; but I see nothing in these

uffice of the said Bauk .
words to preclude the conclusion that , if the law

does not require a stampin a particular proceed
The defendants, among other things, devied

ing by way of summary procedure, a petition in the presentment of the note, and further pleaded

such a matter could be presented unstamped.
in substance that it was agreed between the

defendants , one Wytelingam (in whose favour
Then again , as the learned District Judge has

the note in question and other notes had been
put it , statutes which impose a pecuniary burden

made) and the holders of the said notes , one of

on the people must be strictly construed , and

char.es upon the subject must be imposed by
whom was the plaintiff, that Wytelingain should

pay and retire all the said notes and that the
clear and unambiguous language. The subject

Jefe:idants should by a deed agree to pay to

is not to be taxed, unless the language by which
Wytelingam the monies due on the notes by

the tax is imposed is perfectly clearand free from
monthly instalments of Rs . 1,000 ; that it was

doubt . In case of doubt the constiuctiou most
further agreed that Wytelingam should be the

beneficial to the people inust be adopted . agent and trustee of the said holders for the

There are great doubts in this case, and we purpose of receiving such payments, and that

must uphold the District Judge's ruling against the plaintiff and other holders then agreed and

the tax. promised that if the defendants should so pay

Wytelingam , such payment should discharge
DIAS, J. , concurred .

defendants from all obligations arising on the

Affirmed . said notes. The answer proceeded to state that

in pursuance of such agreement the defendants
: 0 :

by a certain deed (which was pleaded as part of

Present : -- CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ . the answer) engaged themselves to pay to Wyte

lingam the sums of money due on the said notes

( December 18 , 1891 , and January 19, 1892.)
in instalments as agreed , and that in terms of

D. C. , Colombo, SADAYAPPA CHETTY V. the deed the defendants did pay all the instal

LAWRENCE. mients to Wytelingain .

Promissory note-Aetion by indorsee against makers The plaintiff in his replication , among other

Traverse of averment of presentment- Admissibility things, denied the agreement pleaded , and deni
of evidence to prove excuse for non -presentment - ed that Wytelingain ever was his agent or

Civil Procedure Code - Pleading -Agreement between
trustee, or that the defendants paid to Wytelin

debtor and creditors to pay to a trustee - Payment to

the trustee - Defence.
gam the amuunt of the note sued upon or that

Wytelingam was authorized by plaintiff to re
Accoriling to the rules of pleading laid down in

the Civil Procedure Corle, an excuse for non -present.
ceive payment of the same.

went of a promissory note or a waiver oſ presentment

must be sp cialis plended by a statement of facts
The deed pleaded in the answer was an indenture

relied on in that behalf . dated July 18, 1888, between the deſendants and

When the presentment of a promissory note is
Wytelingam , which, after reciting that the defend .

averred iu tue plaiut aud traversed in the answer, ants were indebted to Wytelingaw ou certain notes

No. 2,173 . }
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specified in a schedule A (among them being the lingam personally. Further, the note sued on

jote -ued on and to certain other personis vil liad not been endorsed to plaintiff at the date of

noles specified in a schedule B, and that they the deed , and is in fact scheduled therein ag

had requesied W.telingam to give them time being held by Wytelingam . Therefore the

for payment of ihe notes in his favour and to agreement pleaded is no defeuce in this parti.

obtain time from the other persons for cuiar action .

payment of the no : es in their favour, which

Dornhorst(Sampayo with hiın ) for the respond.Wytelingam agreed to do, witnessed that

ents . The evidence of the all . ged promise to
the defendants engaged themselves to pay

pay after the voie fell due was not admissible

to Wytelingar Rs. 1.000 monthly , that Wyle .

uider he special averment of presentment.

lingam bound bimself to apply such pay
The fa ts attempled to be given in evidence

ments in reduciiou of the amounts due to him

constitute an excu e for non -presentment ; but
sálf and other creditors on the notes in schedules

such excuje if relied on should have been
A and B, and to allow any of the said noies to be

specially plea led. Under sec . 40 of the Procedishonoured and not sue or allow the other

dure Code, which corresponds to Order xix . , r . 4
creditors to sue on any of the said notes, and to

under the Judicature Acts, every " material fact"
save and indemnify defendants from all liability

ou the said notes. The deed also contained a
must be pleaded , and therefore such a special

matter as au excuse for non presentment should
hypothecation of the stock - in -trade in a certain

defendants, as security
be p'ended. Th cases cited are old authorities,

shop belonging to
and do not apply to in dern pleadings. Even if

for the due performance of the agreements on

defendants' part.
otherwise, all that they d d decide was that a

promise to pay was prima facie evidence of

At the trial the plaintiff so'ght to meet the
presentm -11t. But here it is adınitted that there

was in fact no pre-entmentat all ; and therefore
denial of the presentment of the note for pay.

the cases citer do not help the other side . As
ment by evidence (wlii h was objected to) , to the

regards the main defence, it is submitted that
effect that when the noie fell due the defendants

informed him of their inability to meet it and
the agreement and payment thereunder, as to

which the District Judge fou'ıd for the defend
requested him to accept a part payment, and

ants , afford a good defence in law. It is not
renewal for the balance, but that they did not

shown that the n te had not been endorsed to
either pay part or review for the balance. The

piaiutiff at the date of the agrerinen '. The deedlearned District Judge (Owen Morgan ) dis
scheduled the notes merely a 'cording to the

believed the plaintiff's account of the cause of
payees, and not with reference to the holders at

11011- presentment; and as to the agreement plead
The time. Further, it is shown that the agree

ed in the answer and payment to Wytelingam
ment, to which the plaintiff was a party, em

thereunder, he found for the defendants, and he
braced all the notes of defendant's outstanding

dismi- sed the plaintiff's action with costs .
at the time , whoever were the holders .

The plaintiff appealed. 1. Grenier in reply.

Withers ( 1. Grenier w'th him ) for the appel
Cur, adv. vult.

lant. The learned District Judge was wrong in On1 January 19, 1892 , the following judgments

holding there was n presentment of the note . were delivered :

There is evidence, which it is s ' :bmitted ought

to be acc :pttd by the Curt, that when the note
Clarence , J .-- Plaintiff declares on a proniis

fell due the defendanis informed plaintiff of
sory note payable at the New Oriental Bank

their inability to pay and requested him to retire
Corporation made by defendants in favour of

it , promising to settle with him . This evidenice ,
one Wytelingam , and by him endorsed to plain

it is submitied , was admissible under the aver . tiff. Plaintiff appeals from a judgment dismiss

nient of presentment, and is prima facie proof
ing his action with costs .

that the note had been presented : Lundie v. Defendants admit the making of the note , but

Robertson , 7 East 231 ; Croxon v . Whitehall traverse plaintiff's averment of presentment, and

Worthen, s M. & W. 5. Then as to the alleged
also set up a defence, the substance of which is a

agreement, it is submitted that it affords no plea that by agreementbetween plaintiff andWy
defence to the action The plaintiff is no party telingam and other creditors of defendants it was

to the deed, which on the face of it shows that arranged that defendants should pay the moneys

it was not entered into in consequence of an due on the note now sued on and other notes to

arrangement with creditors butwas an independ . Wytelingam in trust for defendants and cre

ent agreement between defendants and Wyte- ditors, and that defendants did so pay Wytelin
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gam . Plaintiff denies that there was any such

agreement.

It is not contended oir plaintiff's part that the

nule was presented at the New Oriental Bank

Corporation for payment by defendant. As to

this , plaintiff deposed that, on the day when the

note fell due, defendants came to him and in

formed him of their inability to meet it, and ask

ed him to accept part payment and a renewal for

the balance, to which he assented ; but defend

ants did not keep their promise to pay part and

renew for the balance,

This will be a val d excuse for non -present.

ment ; but , in my opinion , according to the rules

of pleading laid down in our Procedure Code,

such an excuse for not presenting should be

pleaded as such by a s'atement of the facts

relied on in that belialf. I do not think it was

open to plaintiff to meet d . fendant's traverse of

his averment of presentment by deposing to

an excuse for non -presentment or a waiver of

presentment. But the main defence opposed by

defendants to plaintiff declaration is the plea .

already mentiulleel, of an agreement between

defendants and plaintiff, Wytelingam and other

creditors of defendants, and a paynient to W’yle

lingam under that agreement. The agreement

is not very clearly picad < d ; but the substance of

the agreement as pleaded seems to be, that

plaintiff and Wyte.ingam and other holders of

detendants' note , agree with defendants that

Wyielingam should retire all the notes and be

repaid by defendants in monthly instalments,

Wytelingam being a trustee for himself and the

other creditors of the moneys so received from

defendants, and defendants giving Wytelingam

a notarial obligation in the amount of the notes

included in the agreement.

Defendants did execute the notarial deel in

favour of Wytelingam , and thereby promised to

pay Wytelingam the amounts of a number of

notes included in two scliedules. The note now

sued on is included in scliedule A, which sche

dule notes of which Wytelingam was payee.

The learned District Judge says in this judg

ment that this note had not been endorsed to

plaintiff at this time. I do not, however, find

any evidence as to the date when Wyteliigam

endossed the note . It does not follow from the

note being included in schedule A that Wyte

lingam was then still the holder, for the

schedules seem to classify the notes according

to who were the payees . However that may be,

if the defendants' story of the agreement is true ,

the intention seems to have been to make

Wytelingam a means of collecting all the notes

and so the note would either way be within the

scope of the agreement.

The direct evidence offered by defendant in

proof of the agreement is entirely that of second

defendant, who says that at a meeting belween

himself, Wytelingam , and plaintiff, and several

other Chetty creditors of defendants , at Wyte

lingam's house, this arrangeinent was agreed

upon . Neither Wytelingau nor any of the other

Chetties are called .

There are, however, some corroborative cir

cumstauces going to lend support to second

defendant's narrative. Ile says - aud the matter

is one oil wluch lie could at once have been

contadictedu the factbeotherwise -- that noneot

the other Chetlics bave sued him . Plaintiff is

the only one who has slied defendauls, and he

was not prompt in suing. Defendants have

also adduced substantial evidence in proof that

they did make to Wytelingam the payments

coi responding to the scheduled nutes . And

l.lslly, there is the circumstance that plaintiff,

when examined as a witness in a previous action ,

which has alieady been before us in appeal, in

wh.ch the Chartered Mercantile Bank was plain

liff and he was defendant, admitted that Wyte

lingam was appointed a trustee to recover moneys

due lu himse i aud utlier creditors,

The learned District Judge believes that the

agreement which defendanis sit up was made,

and so uplolds defendants' plea, and I see no

reason Wily we should lake upuri owu selves to

say that he is wrong.

Upon the point as to presentment, I think that

plaintiff failed . He alleged due presentment;

and we evide11ce which he offered , to prove a

good reason1 wliy there was 110 presetment,was,

iu my opinion , rightly objected to . There is also

no reason why we sliould pronounce the District

Judge to have been wrong in upholding the de

feudants' main defence.

Dias, J.-- This is an action by the endorsee of

a promissory note against the makers. The

wote was payable at the New Oriental Bank Cor

poration . Admitting the note , the detendants

deny the due presentment, and set up a special

plea to the effect thit there was an agreeme'it

between them and their creditors, including the

plaintiff, with regard to ile payment of this and

other notes then held by the defendants' credit

ors . On the question of presentment, there does

not seem to have been any presentment at all,

but the plaintiff tried to excuse the non -present

ment by evidence, whiclı he was not entitled to

do in the absence of any averment in the plead

ings. This, however, is a minor matter ; but the

defence principally relied on by the defendant is

the agreement pleaded in the answer.

Inawellconsidered judgmenttheDistrict Judge
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upheld the defendants' contention founded on I must quash all the proceedings. I do not

the agreement, and he gives very good reasons hesitate to do so , because on the law the Magis

for that opinion, and I agree with my brother rate is mistaken . He holds, that because a

Clarence that the judgment should not be dis- place is unenclosed it becomes a public place to

turbed . which the public wave access whether as of

Affirmed. right or not” within the Ordinance relating to

gaming. The word " access" must be presumed

to wean legal access ; and the word " place" must

Present . - BURNSIDE , C. J.— ,
be construed to mean either public place, to

which the public have of course legal access as

(October 1 and 6, 1891.) of right , or a private place to which they may

have legal access , whether as of right or by the
P.C. , Panadura,

PERERA V. PERERA , tacit consent or express license of the owner. It
No. 5,211 .

cannot be held thai because a trespasser on tlie

Gaming - " Public place " - " Place to which the public
land of a private individual, by jumping over the

have access whether as of right or not” - Ordi. fence, obtained access to the place, therefore

nance No. 17 of 1889, sec. 3, sub -sec. 2 – Construction . such a place would be within the Ordinance. A

The word " access " in sec. 3 sub-sec . 2 of the
person who obtains access to imcncl. sed land,

Ordinance No. 17 of 1889 means legal access , i. e. , without a right or the consent or license of the
access as of right or by the express or tacit licenee of owner , is as much a trespasser as one who in the

the owner of the land, and not such access as would
same way obtains access to enclosed land , and if

constitute a trespass against the owuer.
the Magistrale's interpretation of the Ordinance

The land of a private individual, whether enclos. were right , then a person who jumped over an

ed or vot, the entering of which would be a trespass enclosure would be a person having access ,
against the owner, is vot a place to which the public

though not f right, to ile place he trespas-ed
have access withiu the meaning of the Ordinance.

011 , and so the place would be a public place be

This was a prosecution for unlawful gaming cause the person had access to it , though not of

under OrdinanceNo. 17 of 1889. The place in right. Besides which,it wou'd give the Ordin
which the gaming was alleged to have taken ance universal application , as it is not possible

place was described in the evidence as follows :- to imagine any place in this Island to which the

" The garden belongs to the accused . It is not public may not have access either of rightor not.

enclosed. It adjoins the high road - there is 110 Set aside.

fence between it and the higlı road . It is not a

residing land . Anybody can go ou it from the

high road." Present : - BURNSIDE, C.J. , and DIAS, J.

The defendants appealed from a conviction. (February 26 and March 4, 1892. )

Dornhorst for defendauts appellant.

Dumbleton , C. C. , for the Crown.
D. C. , Matara, JAYASURIA V. OMAR LEBBE

No. 35,819 MARCAR.

Cur. adv. vult. “ Planter's share" - Interest in land - Notaria ! agree

meni - Ordinance No. 7 of 1810, sec . 2-- Prescrip

On October 6, 1891 , the following judgment
tion .

was delivered :
A “ planter's share " is av interest in land within

the meaning of sec . 2 of Ordinance No. 70ſ 1840, and

BURNSIDE, C. J.- I cannot affirm the convic- cammut be acquired by the p'anter except by maus

tion , because I cannot find out what offence the
of a notarial instrument or prescriptive possession .

accused have been convicted of. The plaint dis
Prescription with reference to a " planter's share "

closes ub offence : it says they " engaged in un
begins to run , not from the dule whe'u the planting

commenced , but from the completion of the agree

lawful gaming, betting with dice and money." inevt, when the planter las lakeu bis share and be.

This is not the proper description of any offence guu to possess it adverse ly to the owner of the laud.

within the Ordinance. Then , the Magistrate This was an action under sec . 247 of the Civil

says that the charge was framed and read to the Procedure Code to have it declared that certain

accused . If it was, it has been omitted from the property seized under a writissued at the instance

record . I cannot find it . Then, the Magistrate of the plaintiff was the property of his judg

says, he convicts each of the accused under sec. ment debtor, and liable to be sold under

4 of Ordinance No. 17 of 1889. Now, that section the writ . The property was described in the

creates no offence, but merely imposes a penalty plaint as " the planter's share or interest, being

on “unlawful gaming”, and within that terın is one- half of the trees of the second planta

included nearly a dozeu different offences ; so that tion " of certain gardens. The auswer denied

: 0 :
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the title of the plaintiff's judgment debtor ; Browne (Morgan with him) for respondent.

and further pleaded that even if the judgment In the case of a planter like the present , who

debtor planted the land as alleged , he had had with the owner's knowledge entered

110 right to any planter's interest in the on the land , planted and possessed for many

lauds, because he had not planted under any years , to deny his right for waut of a notarial

notarial agreement. The defendant further al- agreement would be to make the Ordinance of

leged title in himself upon a deed of transfer. Frauds work fraud. The right of the planter

Admittedly there was no notarial agreement apart from notarial agreement has been recog

between the owners of the lauds and the planter ; uised in our Courts for over thirty years without

but the District Judge found that the plain- question till now : C. R. , Calpentyn , 17,716 ,

tiff's judgment debtor had been in posses- Ram . Rep. 60 62 , p . 113. No one would buy

sion of the planter's share ever since he com- planted land without enquiring iuto or allowing

menced the planting of the lands , i. e ., for a for and protecting himself against planter's

period of ten years , and held that he had rights . Even if prescriptive possession has to

llierefore acquired an interest in the lands by be established , such possession must coni

prescription .
mence to run from the first acis done in asser

The defendant appealed from a judgment tion of the right now clained , such as the first

in , favour of the plaintiff. occupation of the land, or the first planting

Doruhorst for appellant. The question for
season completed . At least it must run froni

the first perception of profits, which in cocoanut
decision in this case is one of vast importance.

planting may be other than the nuts .

Cu what is termed a “ planter's interest” be

acquired otherwise than by deed ? The pro
Dornhorst in reply .

Visions of Ordinance No. 7 of 1840 are clear Cur. adv. vult.

and explicil , and require a votar ally executed
On March 4 , 1892 , the following judgments

dieed to pass an interest in really, Custom , were delivered :

however ancient, cannot override the statu

lory law . The decision in 8 S. C. C. 67 with
BURNSIDE , C. J.-This is an appeal by thede

fendanl , being
regard to ande cultivation ap lies. There, not

wiier of certain l.ind, against

wi hstanding an admitled immemorial custom ,
a judgment in favour of the plaintiff, execu

tion creditor, who claimed the right to seize

supporlel by a Full Court decision ( 7 S. C. what is called the “ planter's share " in the

C. 71 ) , it was held that the agreement for defendant's land belonging to the planter, the

thie ande share could not be proved by parol, execution debtor.

liut should be evidenced by a notarial deed . A custom has prevailed throughout the mari

The present case will illustrate the danger and time provinces, ihe origin of which is perhaps

injustice which might result from an avoidance coerai with the ownership of land, whereby

of the Ordinance of Frauds and the admission eslates in land have been created and knowu

o parol testimony. The appellant is the owner
as " planters' sharis” in first or second “plant.

by purcha - e of the freelold of this land , and
ations" . A cultivator, with the leave of the

owner of the land, would plant a portion, or
must be taken to have satisfied himself about

perlapis all of it , with cocoanut, jak , areca , or
t'lle before purchasing. It would be unjust other irees of that character, of slow growth and

1o admit parol evidence of a planter's interest long lived , upon an agreement or understanding

which could override his registered title by that when they came into bearing the planter

purchase wlien it is remembered that a prior should have such an interest in them as might

demise, or even conveyance or mortgage, be agreed on . In some cases the planter would

would be of no avail, if not registered . It
have a certain number of the trees with the

is conceded that a planter's interest, like any ground on which t ! ey stood and with right

olier interest in land,
to live on the land and to go over it to take care

may be acquired
of the trees and pluck the fruit. In some

by prescriptive pos ession . But the question is , cases the planter's share would be a certain

when does the planter begin to possess adverse- portion of the fruit itself. In some cases he

ly to the fee-owner ? Is it when the plants would have the right to retain tlie trees which

are put on the ground, or when they begin he had planied until lie had been paid at a

to bear ? It is submitted that prescription stipulated price for each by the owner of the

would not begin from the lime the planter land , and in fact often upon some customary

commences to plant , because the possession
rule which applied to these plantations. But

then would not be adverse to the owner. It
in all cases the interest acquired by the planter

has been recognised as a right of property in

1111151 he shown positively in each case when the land separaie fronu and adverse to that of

the possession became adverse, which it is the owner, to be dealt with by the planter at
submited is not showu here . it his own will , to be sold by him , inherit

a
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able by his lieirs , subject to his devise, and to his

creditors for his debts in all respects, as an

other property. However convenient and bene .

ficial this simple mode of acquiring an interest

in land and iniproving the land itself may be , it

has undoubtedly been the source of much litiga

tion and consequent crime, because the evidence

of ownership is left to depend on mere verbal

agreement and tradition , supported by witnesses

prone to perjury and deeply interested on both

sides. That title so acquired should have re

mained unchallenged since the passing of the

Ordinance No. 7 of 1840 is a proof of how inter

woven with the actual possession of the land this

custom had become ; but it being now distinctly

challenged in this case, we cannot avoid dealing

will it .

the party making the same or by some person

lawſully authorised by him or her in the presence

of a licensed notary public and two or more wit

nesses present at the same time, the execution of

such witnesses being duly attested by suclı notary

and witnesses . This Court has already given a

judgment to the same eff. ct with reference to

what are known as cultivations in ande, and the

Legislature at once stepped in and met the matter

by legislation .

Sec. 2 of the Ordinance No. 7 of 1810 enacts

that " no sale, purchase, transfer, assignment,

or mortgage of land or other immoveable pro

perty, and 110 promise, bargain , contract, or

agreement for effecting any such object , or for

establishing any security, interest, or incum

brance affecting laud or other immoveable pro

perty (other than a lease at will , or for any period

110t exceeding one month ), nor any contract or

agreement for the future sale or purchase of any

land or other itamoveable property, shall be of

force or avail in law, unless the saine shall be in

writing and signed by the party making tlie

same, or by some person lawfully authorised by

him or her, in the presence of a licensed notary

public and two or more williesses present at the

same time, and unless the execution of such

writing, deed , or instrument be duly attested by

such 110'ary and witnesses ” .

It was urged that a title to these plantations

might be obtained by prescription . That is an

undeniable proposition ; but looking to the diffi

culties of proof as to the moment when the

possession of the planter became adverse to that

of the owner in order that a title by prescription

might begin to run , I think we are compelled to

say that such a title must at most be very pre

carious, and courts should be extiemely cautious

in upholding title alleged to be so acqui: ed . In

the case before us the respondent urges that the

planter had had an adverse interest from the

moment he planted the trees, and the District

Judge upheld that contention ; but we cavnot.

The planter planted with the leave of the owner.

When , then , did that leave terminate ? Sure y

not at the moment tlie last sod was covered over

each individual seed or around each plant, be

cause it was still under the owner's license that

the planter cultivated the plant to bring it to

growth and to a crop, when his reward was to

begin . It was then said that the adverse interest

would be created so soon as the planter took his

share. This seems more reasonable ; but would

the prescription so acquired run only in respect

of the particular tree from which the crop was

gathered ? And, in respect of a plantation, would

there be a different litle by prescription depend

ent on the time when each tree began to bear ?

In this case the evidence to create a title by

prescription , even on the theory just propounded,

is utterly insufficient for the purpose.

Now , I do not think the Legisla :ure did or

could have appr. hended the absolute revoluti 11

which this section necessarily effected in the

tenure of land and in the rights of property under

a communal system in a country where the peas

antry were gossly ignorant of the formalities

which had been prescribed, by which alone land

was to be transmitted ,and which were not accept

able to most of thein , wliere 110 , or at most an

imperfect, system of registration existed , and

where infinitesimal shares of laud were the in

dividual and collective support of a prædial

population who had been accustomed to deal

with it and give and accept title to it and create

estates in it by the most simple formalities. The

property which is sought to be acquired under

the description " planter's share " is undoubtedly

an interest in land and ; under the section it can

only be created and a good title acquired to

it by the formalities prescribed, viz.., by writing by

We are therefore bound to rule, however much

we may regret it , that the respondent has failed

to shior any legal title, such as the Ordinance

requires, or by prescription , to what is called the

planter's share, and the judgment in the Court

below must be set aside and judgment entered

for the deterdant appellant with costs in both
Courts.

Dias , J.-The plaintiff obtained a decree in the

Court of Requests against one Davit and another,

and, through the Fiscal , seized the planter's share ,

being one halfof the trees of the second plantation

ofa garden called Kongahawatte, when the defend
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ant , who is the owner of the soil , claimed the same. quity , and continues up to the present time, there

According to my reading of the answer, the defend . can be no doubt. I may remark that the share of

ant does not deny the existence of a 2nd planta. the planter in the land which he plants is not uni

tion in that garden , but denies that it was made by form . In some parts of the country the planter

Davit. In fact, he says that the 2nd and 3rd takes half of the trees, and in others half of the

plantations were made by the owner, one Wije- soil as well . Much depends upon the nature of the

singhe Mudaliyar , under whom apparently the de . ground. If it is either forest or old jungle, the

fendant clainis . There is a further waterial aver. planter gets a smaller share, because he has the

ment in the answer, to the effect that the 2nd plan- benefit of the surface cultivations , such as hill

tation was made eight years ago, and the planter's paddy, kurakkan, and so forth , for about two or

right cannot be enforced in the abseuce of a bind . three years ; but if the land is an abandoned chena

ing agreement between the planter and the owner or scrub jungle, the planter gets a larger share ,

of the soil . The above averment is evidently in . such as half of the trees, and in some cases half of

tended to meet an averment in the plaint to the the soil as well . The above are some of the in.

effect that Davit had obtained a prescriptive title cidents of this kind of tenure ; and if they are to

to the planter's share in question . This planter's be established by oral evidence we should be open

share stands in three contiguous plots of ground, ing a door to much perjury and false swearing .

and the planter was Davit, and Wijesinghe Muda . On a careful consideration of the matter in all its

liyar was the owner of the soil . According to the bearings, I think it more desirable that contracts

plaintiff's evidence the trees on these plots ofground
of this kind should be reduced to writing as re

have just blossomed , so the planter had not time quired by Ordinance 7 of 1840. The planter's

enough to acquire title by adverse possession . interest as above described is an interest in land

Davit's right, if any, can only be sustained by a within the clear meaning of the Ordinance of 1840 ;

written agreement duly executed as required by and there being no written agreement the plaintiff's

our Statute of Frauds . Admittedly there is no such action fails, and it should be dismissed . On the

written agreement ; and as against the defendant, question of costs I had some doubts, as the ques.

who is the present owner of the soil, the plaintiff tion raised is a novel one ; but as the defendant

has to establish Davit's right to the plauter's share has taken the objection in the answer, and the

in question. This he cau only do in one of two plaintiff nevertheless carried the case to trial, the

ways, viz . , ( 1 ) by a duly executed notarial agree- costs should follow the event , aud the plaintiff

ment, or (2 ) by a title acquired by adverse posses- must pay the costs in both Courts .

sion ; and as I bave already pointed out , neither of
Reversed .

these courses is open to the plaintiff. It was con

tended for the respondent that by long usage, hav.

ing the force of law , a planter's interest in iand

can be acquired without a uotariai writing . This Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , and DIAS, JJ

raises a question of great importance affecting

small native coconut gardens throughout the
( February 19 and March 8 , 1892. )

whole of the maritime provinces . There is hardly
In the matter of the estate and

a native garden in which persons other than the
D. C. , Colombo ,

effects of LANSEGEY ANDRIS

soil owner have not an interest as planters . Al .
(Testamentary) PERERA DHARMAGUNEWAR

No. 5,001.
most all the land cases which come up in appeal DANE, Mohandiram , deceased .

before us are concerned , more or less, with plant .
Administrator - Right to retain funds - Control of Court

er's interests , which by long usage seem to have Order to pay money into Courl - Joint administra .

acquired the form of a tenure , acquiesced in by the tion -Procedure.

people and recognised by the Courts . But I may

remark in passing that in these cases the planter's
Au administrator has the right , until the es

tate is closed, to retain in his hands the funds of the

right is based on a title by prescription acquired estate for the purposes of administration .

by ten years' adverse possession . In this case Although au admiuistrator is generally subject

there is no such prescriptive right in the planter,
to the control of the Court, an order upon him to

pay mouey iu his hands into Court is not justified,

who seems to have comwenced the plantation 15 unless such order is shown to be necessary for the

years ago ; and I canuot agree with the District protection of creditors or heirs in consequence of

ihe misconduct or default of the administrator.

Judge as to the time when prescription should

begin to run , i. e . , from the time the plants were put The appellant, one of three administrators in this

on the ground . I am not aware of any authentic matter , and the respondents , the two other ad

documents or records which deal with this kind of ministrators having filed accounts , the Court

tepure ; but that it bad its origin in remote anti- ordered that the administrators should examine
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Judge seems to have thought that this was within

his power, because from the appellant's accounts it

appeared that he had this amount in hand , and the

District Judge says he has no right to retain it. I

know of no authority by which an executor or ad.

ministrator can be ordered to bring into Court the

proceeds of the estate which he represents, which

have reached his hands. No doubt an adminis.

trator is subject to the control of the Court, and

the Court might make such orders, for the pro.

tection of creditors or devisees or next of kin , as

became necessary in consequence ofthe misconduct

or default of the administrator ; but until the ad.

ministration is closed the adininistrator is entitled

to retain the funds of the estate in his hands for

the purpose of weetiug his liabilities as adminis.

trator to the creditors .

each other's accounts and agree or disagree as to

their correctness. The appellant then filed a state

ment of objections to the respondents ' accounts,

and the Court referred the accounts and the objec .

tions to the Secretary for report. The Secretary

subsequently submitted to Court that he was un

able to report as to the correctness of the accounts

in the absence of vouchers, or as to the validity

of the appellant's objections without explanation

from the respondents . The Court thereupon

ordered that the objections by one party and the

explanation by the other party should be made in a

certain form .

The Court also, at the instance of the respondents,

ordered the appellant to bring into Court a sum of

Rs . 1,877'09, the reason stated being that the appel.

lant's account as compared with that of the res

pondents ' showed that he had that amount in hand ,

which the learned District Judge said he had no

right to detain .

An appeal was taken from the order upon the

appellant to bring the above amount into Court .

Sampayo (Dornhorst with him) for appellant . The

administrator is entitled to retain funds of the

estate until distribution . Even assuming the Court

has power to make the order appealed against,

there must be sufficient ground shewn , and the

Supreme Court has deprecated the exercise of such

a power ; D. C., Int. Colombo, No. 4,244 , 7 S. C. C.

110. Besides , such an order could only follow upon

an inquiry ; but here the accounts are still under

consideration , and it does not even appear that the

actual sum ordered to be brought in is in the hands

of the appellant .

Pereira for respondents . An administrator is

always subject to the control of the Court , which it

is submitted was rightly exercised in this

Actual misconduct is not necessary to be proved .

The amount ordered to be paid into Court is a clear

balance in the appellant's hands , as shewn by a

comparison of his account and that of the respond.

ents . The District Judge was therefore right in

making the order, pending the settlement of the

accounts .

Drnohorst in reply.

Cur. adv . vult.

On March 8, 1892, the following judgments were

delivered :

BURNSIDE, C. J.-The order appealed against is

that the appellant, one of three administrators of the

same estate , bring into Court a sum of Rs . 1,877.09.

The order was made by the District Judge on

the motion of counsel for two of the administra.

tors, who are the respondents on this appeal, in the

course of the discussion in a testamentary proceed

ing of the accounts of the appellant . The District

case .

If he fail to close the administration in due time,

or, having closed it, fail to account to those entitled

to the residue, he may be compelled to do so in a

proper suit instituted against him by the proper

parties ; but the Court has no power to make an

order ex mero motu such as that appealed against.

The grant of administration to three different

people has occasioned these difficulties. It is a

fundamental rule of Court to prefer a sole adminis.

tration to a joint one . The law discourages joint

administration , and it should never be granted, ex

cept in cases of the utmost exigency or necessity .

The order appealed against is set aside.

DIAS, J. - Three administrators were appointed to

administer the estate of the deceased , and , as might

have been expected they are at cross purposes, two

of them apparently acting together against the

third . The respondent administrators filed an ac

count which purports to be a final account, and call.

ed upon their co -administrator to file his account,

which he did on the 27th of October, 1891. These

accounts were referred to the Secretary of the Court

for report, and on the 21st of December, 1891, he re

ported , for reasons given by him, that he was un.

able to make a report , Some proceedings then took

place and some explanations and objections were

filed by both parties , and the District Judge being

unable to make anything of the accounts, cut the

matter short by ordering the appellant to pay into

Court a sum of Rs . 1,877'09, which is said to be in

the hands of the appellant according to his own

account . Against this order the present appeal is

taken . The reasons given by the District Judge are

very meagre. As a general rule executors and ad.

ministrators are entitled to retain the assets of the

estates which they administer till they are distri

buted in due course of law . They administer

the estate subject to the control of the Court,

and under certain circumstances the Court
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has the power to call upon them to pay into Court

moneys in their hands , but this power must be ex

ercised on good and strong grounds. What the

District Judge seems to have done in this case is to

take the appellant's account and pick out all the

credit items and call upon him to bring them into

Court. Without taking a general account of the

administration of the three administrators it is im.

possible to say for how much of the assets each is

responsible, and the difficulty is further enhanced

by the circumstance that the three administrators

are also heirs of the estate . I think the order ap

pealed from must be set aside with costs .

Set aside.

tiff. The defendants in answer, after pleading cer

tain matters of law , set up the making and indorse

ment of the note, and averred due presentment and

notice of dishonour to plaintiff, who had failed to

pay it, whereupon it had been debited to his account

-the plaintiff acquiescing therein -- and the note

itself delivered to a messenger sent by plaintiff. In

the event of plaintiff being held entitled to recover,

the defendants claimed in the alternative Rs. 1,00125

as due upon the note .

There was no replication , and at the hearing no

issues were framed . The District Judge gave judg

ment for the defendants.

The plaintiff appealed .
- : 0 :

Present: -BURNSIDE , C.J. , CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ.

(November 24 , 1891, and January 19, 1892. )

D.C. , Colombo, WEERAWAGO V. the BANK OF

No. C. 581. MADRAS,

Banker and customer - Necessity for demand by

}

cheque- Note indorsed by customer andheld by the

Layard, A. A.-G. ( Browne with him ) for the appel

lant . The District Judge's ruling as to the necessity

for a demand by cheque was erroneous . The de

mand need not be by cheque alone : Foley v. Hill, 2

H. L. C. 28. A banker has not the right to debit

the amount of a note against his customer, where

the latter is an indorser, though he may do so where

the custumer is the maker who corresponds to the

acceptor of a bill of exchange : Kymer v . Lawrie ,

18 L. J. Q. B. 218. Even if it were otherwise, the

defendants have failed to prove that plaintiff had

due notice of dishonour,

banker - Right of banker to debit note to cus

tomer's account - Notice of dishonour - Pleading

-Replication , necessity for - Civil Procedure

Code, sections 79 , 146.

Iu the ordinary relation ofbanker and customer,

it is not necessary that the customer's demand

for the balance due him should be by cheque. Any

demand, if not complied with, will entitle the

customer to recover such balance by action .

A banker, holding as indorsee a promissory note

payable at his bank, upon which the customer is

liable as an indorser, is entitled upon dishonour of

the note to debit the customer's account with the

amount tbereof, provided due notice of dishonour

has been given to the customer.

Per CLARENCE, J.-Although , under the Civil

Procedure Code, pleadings are not to go beyond

answer except by special leave, yet if a defendant's

auswer contains averments requiring to be met, it is

none the less incumbent upon plaintiff to meet

them, either by obtaining leave to reply or by asking
the Court, under section 146 of theCode, to frame

an issue upon defendant's averments .

Judgment of the District Court affirmed by

CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ. , BURNSIDE, C.J., dissenting.

The plaintiff, a customer having a current deposit

account with the Bank of Madras, sued the bank to

recover the sum of Rs. 1,039-64 as the balance due

to him . He averred that the bank sought to charge

him with Rs. 1,000 due upon a promissory note al

leged to have been made in plaintiff's favour and

by him indorsed to a third party , who had indorsed

it to the bank, the bank alleging that upon dis

honour of the note , its amount had been debited to

plaintiff's account, and the note itself returned to

plaintiff's messenger. The plaint proceeded to nega

tive the making of the note , the indorsement by

plaintiff, and the delivery to a messenger of plain

Dornhorst (de Saram with him) for the defendants.

The general law as to repayment on cheques alone

is not disputed ; but in the present case a special

contract requiring the drawing of a cheque has

been averred in the answer and not traversed .

Further, the plea that plaintiff acquiesced in the

debit to his account has not been met by any tra

verse , nor by the framing of an issue on the point

at the trial . Where new matter is averred in an

answer the Court will always give leave to put in a

replication. But in the present case there is a claim

in reconvention which entitles plaintiff to reply as

of right. Plaintiff did not reply or ask for leave to

file a replication as he should have done, and must

be taken to have admitted the averments in the

answer. Among these averments was the allegation

of due notice of dishonour to plaintiff, and it was

therefore not incumbent on defendants to prove

such notice. Even assuming the notice to have

been put in issue , the defendants have proved it.

Browne, in reply .

Cur. adv. vult.

On January 19, 1892 , the following judgments

were delivered :

BURNSIDE, C. J.-To dispose of this appeal intelli

gibly , - forthe pleadings have thoroughly embarass

ed what undoubtedly were the real issues which the
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parties to the suit decired should be decided-it is as a matter of law , a bank is only bound to pay on

best to state what the law is on the two points a cheque . Upon this issue , therefore, the plaintiff

which are really in dispute . The first is, what are was entitled to judgment, as the defendant bank

the ordinary legal relations between a banker and does not deny that a formal demand was made for

his customer in respect of the payment of money whatever balance was really due to the plaintiff,

lodged by the latter in the bank ? The case of The defendant bank has set up a special contract ,

Watts v. Christie , 18 L. J. Ch. 173 , clearly decides that it was only to pay on cheque ; but there is no

that it is the duty of a banker to pay the debt due evidence whatever of such a contract .

to the customer pursuant to the order, cheque, or

draft of the latter. The customer may order the

On the second issue, the defendant bank has in
debt to be paid to himself or anybody else, or he

my opinion also failed . I take it that the burthen

may order it to be carried over or transferred from

of proving the special fact alleged by the defend .
his own account to the account of any other person
he pleases. He may do so by written instrument ant bank, that the plaintiff had directly acquiesced

in the bank charging his account with the amount
or verbal direction ; but the banker is entitled to

of the note, lay on the defendants. Counsel for

require some written evidence of the order for the

the defendants referred to the pleadings as shew.
transfer.

ing that the defendants' allegation to that effect

had not been traversed . That is undoubtedly so ;

The learned District Judge was therefore wrong but we have before us the record of what took place

in holding that the demand can only be made by at the trial , at which the defendants treated the

cheque. No doubt the banker and his customer allegation as directly traversed , and a burthen on

may make a special contract, varying the ordinary the defendant bank which counsel laboured to dis.

legal relations ; but I do not think it is seriously charge. The defendant bank cannot now fall back

contended that there was any such contract in this on the pleadings and say : " I was not bound to

case. It certainly was pleaded by both parties , but prove the fact, because the plaintiff has not denied

there is not a tittle of evidence to support any it. " The defendants have certainly failed to estab

special contract. The second point is , in what lish any subsequent acquiescence by the plaintiff

relation does the banker stand to a customer with in his account being charged with the amount of

respect to notes in the hands of the bank as iudor. the note . I cannot accept the story of the delivery

sees, on which the customer is liable as an indorser ? of the note to some unnamed person , whose present

If a note is payable at the bank, the acceptance existence seems mythical, as in any way evidence

of such a note or its indorsement in blank by that the plaintiff acquiesced in what had been

customer is tantamount to an order from him to done .

his banker to pay the note to the person who is

legal holder for value when the note becomes due ;
Then , if that proof has failed , has the defendant

and if the bank itself be the holder, the bank has the
bank otherwise established its right as a creditor of

undoubted right to treat the amount of the note as
the plaintiff on the note ? In my opinion it has not.

a debt due from the customer to the bank, and set Before the defendant bank could have recovered

it off against any balance which may be due to the on the note it was bound to prove as against the
customer, or claim it in reconvention in an action

plaintiff that he was an indorser in blank, and that

at the suit of the customer, it being, however,

incumbent on the bank, like every other holder, to

every proper condition precedent had been observ .

establish clearly that all the necessary preliminary
ed , in order to render the plaintiff liable by reason

of the default of the maker. The defendants have

steps , such as uvlice of dishonour, etc. , had been

observed to make the customer liable upon the

singularly failed in this respect. The indorsement

has been specially denied . The best evidence of
note to the bank for its amount.

that indorsement was the production of the note it.

self ; and it was not competent to the defendant

Had the learned District Judge followed the bank to enter upon the secondary proof by which
practice prescribed by the Code, he should they sought to establish the existence and indorse

have set down the issues which were to be ment of the note, until they had accounted for the

tried , and properly they would have been those absence of the note . If it had been satisfactorily

of law and fact to which I have just alluded , proved that the note had been delivered to the

and which were in fact disposed of. And the plaintiff, then notice to produce it ought to have

question for us to decide is, whether they have been given , and , failing the production , the defend .

been rightly disposed of. I have already said ant bank might have resorted to secondary

that the District Judge has erred in his ruling that, evidence .
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Then again, the evidence that the note had been dishonor was handed by defendants to plaintiff's

presented for payment and dishonoured is not sutti- kanakepulle. Oral evidence of contents of the note

cient to my mind, nor do I think due notice of dis- was adduced by defendants, though no notice had

honour was given. The mere posting of notice to been given to plaintiff to produce the original. That

some address, without showing how it was presumed oral evidence might under those circumstances have

that address would find the plaintiff, is not sufficient. been objected to. Plaintiff, however, made no ob

The defendant bank, therefore, has failed to estab. jection to its admission , and we may take it that

lish that, as holder of a note which the plaintiff had plaintiff waived the objection and assented to the

indorsed and which was dishonoured by the maker, contents of the note beiny eridenced in this way.

the bank was in a position to sue the plaintiff for the The district judge finds that plaintiff did indorse the

amount of the note, and consequently the defendant the note to Arun: salem who indorsed it to defen

Lank is not in a position either to charge it to the dants, and with that findin ; I see no reason to be

plaintiff's current account, or to claim the amount in dissatisfied .

reconvention in this action ,
But before bankers under such circumstances could

In my opinion the judgment of the learned district
debit the customer with the amount of a note, the

judge should be reversed , and judgment entered for
dne notice of dishonor to the customer must be

the plaintiff with costs. Whilst the pleadings are established . There was evidence in this case on both

singularly bungling, I think all the facts which were sides, and if we had to say whether defendants have

necessary rightly to dispose of the real contest between
proved due notice of dishonor by evidence, we could

the parties were gone into before the district judge, not say that defendants have proved it. As to the

and neither party has been prejudiced by the embar handing of the dishonored nute to plaintiff's

rassinents which the state of the pleadings might kanakepulle, the date when that was done is not
otherwise have created .

ascertained and the requisites of a proof of notice

CLARENCE, J.-I am of opinion that this judgment through the Post Office are nut fulfilled . Plaintiff is

should stand. Defendants are bankers and plaintiff not the maker but an indorser of the note, and con

is a customer of the bank, and the contest between sequently it would have to be shown that the notice

the two parties is—whether defendants are within was properly addressed and posted . Now, the witness

their right in debiting plaintiff's current account with who was examined as to the posting of the notice

the amount of a certain promissory note payable at said that he addressed the notice to plaintiff at the

defendants ' bank and purporting to have been drawn address, Keyser Street, Pettah, and there is no evi

by one Sivagurunathen in favor of plaintiff and by dence that plaintiff lived or had any place of busi

plaintiff indorsed to one Arunasalem Chetty and by ness in Keyser Street.

Arunasalem Chetty indorsed and handed to defend- Bus in fact plaintiff had raised no issue as to

ants for collection . Plaintiff denies that Sivaguruna- notice of dishonor . In his plaint the plaintiff in

then made the note or that plaintiff indorsed it . It anticipation of the defence alleged certain negatives

is admitted that plaintiff, upon learning that defend- concerning the note, but not concerning disbonor.

ants had debited his account with the amount of the Defendants then answered expressly averring notice

note, demanded payment of his balance in full, with of dishonor. Now, it is true that under the Procedure

which demand defendants did not comply, and plain- Code pleadings are not to go beyond answer except

tiff now sues therefor. by special leave, but none the less if a defendant:dt

A preliminary point is taken by defendants, that answer contains averments requirin : to be met, it före

plaintiff has not averred a demand by cheque. I upon the plaintiff to meet them , either by obtairshed.es

agree with the Chief Justice that point is not main leave to reply or by asking the Court to framith king

tainable . It is admitted that a demand was made issue ( see section 146) upon the defendants' aversot e an

and refused , and that is enough to support plain- but neither of those courses did plaintiff adopt onments,

tiff's action, if in fact there was a balance due to fore, I am vf opinion that the necessary poj ep There

plaintiff. notice of dishonor is established on the pint as to

If it be true that this note was indorsed by plaintiff I am therefore for affirming this judgmen opleadings.

to Arunasalem and by him indorsed and handed to

the bank for collection , then the bank have a right to Dias, J.- The defendants are bankers

debit laintiff's account with the amountof the note, plaintiff' isa customer, aud the qnest- kers and the

provided always that due notice of dishonor was

ion is whether

the defendants are entitled to debiet the plaintiff'.

given to plaintiff. The plaintiff denies that such a current account with the amount of...!

note was made by Sivagurunathen or indorsed by on which the plaintiff is liable as an indorser. The
a promissory note

hiinself. The defendants' case is , that the note after points at issue are not very cleSarly brought out in

8

A with costs.
18t
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the pleadings, and it is to be regretted that no settle- The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the

ment of issues took place before the trial ; but for all judgment of the Supreme Court .

practical purposes the material issues were tried and The accused appealed from a conviction upon a

decided , viz. , whether the note in question was indors- charge of robbery under section 380 of the Penal

ed by the plaintiff and wheiher under the circums- Code.

tances the bank had a right to debit the plaintiff with Dornhorst, for the appellant.

the amonnt of the promissory note which was dis

honoured . I pass over the other question adrested to

Hay, A , S.-G. , for the Crown.

by the district judge as to payments by cheques,
Cur, ade'. vult.

simply remarking that I do not agree with the district On February 11 , 1892 , the following judgment was

judge . With regard to the indorsement of the note
delivered

by the plaintiff, that was not proved by the best

evidence, that is , the note itself, but the parole evi
BURNSIDE, C, J.-The appellant in this case was

dence offered was not objected to and I assure that
charged with robbery under section 380 of the Code.

the objection was waived . The plaintiff's liability
I take it, for the purposes of the legal question that

on the note as indorser having been established , the was raised in appeal on behalf of the first acoused

Dext question is whether the defendants have placed appellant, that the case for the Crown is that the first

themselves in a position to debit the plaintiff with the
accused's dog rushed out at the complainant, who

amount of the note. As indorser the plaintiff is

struck it with a bill-hook which he had in his hand ,

clearly entitled to notice of dishonour before he can
The accused got angry, rushed at the complainant and

be made liable on the note, and unless he is so liable,
snatched the bill-book from him , and took it away,

the bankers who are the bolders of the note had no
and he is charged with and convicted of the robbery

of it.

right to debit the plaintiff with the amount . The
It is contended for the first accused that what he

question of notice is a question of fact, and the aver

ment in the answer of notice has not been traversed
did was not robbery but only a civil trespass. For

by any pleading, but at the trial some eviilence Wing
the Crown, the Solicitor-General urged that this was

adduced on both sides which satisfied the district
robbery within the Code ; that even if the accused

judge, and I see no reason to think that he is wrong .
may not have intended to cause wrongful gain to

I agree with my brother Clarence that the judgment
himself he intended to cause wrongful loss to the com

should be attirmed .
plainant, and so the taking was dishonest.

Affirmed .
By secti n 22 of the Code it is ordained that who

ever does anything with the intention of ciusiny

wrongful loss to another person is said to do that

Present : - BURNSIDE, C. J.
thing “ dishonestly " ; and theft by section 366 of the

Code is defined as follows : - " whoever, intending to

( January 28, and February 11 , 1892.) take dishonestly any moveable property out of the

possession of any person without that person's consent,

D) . C. Criminal ,

Kurunegala, THE QUEEN V, KANAGASABAY .

moves that property in order to such taking, is said to

No. 2,446 .
commit theſt " ; and by section 379 “ theft ” is rob.

bery if in order to the committing of the theft the

Criminnl Law - Robbery Theft- " Dishonest ” taking offender uses force of a particular description .

Wrongful gain-- Wrongful loss — Penal Code, The contention of the Solicitor -General no doubt

séuctions 21 , 22 , 366 , 379, 380 . seems most logical, and yet it does not scem to coin .

To constitute the offence of theft or robbery under

cide with our preconceived idea of a theftuous taking,

thePenal Code, the taking of the property must be
i. e, such a taking as is done secretly, or , if forcibly,

with the intention of causing permanent and not mere. with an intention of causing loss to the party from

ly , tempoirary deprivation, and such intention inust
exist at thetime of the taking.

whom the property is taken, with some corresponding

Where, therefore , the accused person had , in
gain to the taker.

moment of nger, forcibly taken from the complain. Į say “ some" , because it will be remembered that,

antand carrier away a bill-hook with which the com

plainant had struckat a dog belonging to the accused
although in R. v . Cabbage, R. & R. 292 , six judges

Held, that the accused in taking away the bill-hook
against five held that it was not necessary that the

had not committed the offence of robbery within the taker should act lucri causa, yet two of that majority

meaning of the F'enal Code, in the absence of evidence

of such subsequent conduct on his part as showed

were of opinion that in the case before them evidence

that he originally had the intention of permanently
of lucrum might he discerned ; and indeed if Mr. Soli

depriving the compla iuant of the article. citor's contention goes to the extent that the mere
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taking in such a case as that before us would be has issued and been returned with one of the returns

sufficient evidence of a wrongful taking to satisfy the
specified in saction 298 of the Civil Procedure Code.

A plaintiff is entitled to take the defendant's person

requirements of the code, then I think the position in execution only when he recovers a sum of money and

goes too far. For, it may well be that the accused , such sum exceeds Rs. 200 ; but not for costs of suit

before he moved the property, had not any precon
when he recover some other specific relief (such as a

ceived dishonest intention at all . The taking may
declaration of title to land or ejectment) and costs,

although such costs exceed Rs. 200.

have been simply an impulsive act in which the only A decree in defendant's favour for costs alone is a

decree for a
wotive was retaliation , and without any intention of

sum awarded ”, within the meaning of

section 299, and entitles the defendant, where such costs

causing permanent loss or gain ; as, for instance , exceed Rs. 200, to writ against plaintiff's person.

where after keeping the article for a moment the

taker returned it or offered to return it to the person
The plaintiff in this action obtained a declaration

of title to certain lands with a decree in ejectmentfrom whom it was taken.

The Code especially requires that the intent should
and also a decree for costs . The costs were subse

exist at the time of the act, and I venture to submit quently taxed at Rs. 824 · 65 . A writ against property

my humble opinion that it did not depart from the
for the recovery of the amount of costs having been

principle of the Civil Law and of the Common Law,
issued certain recoveries were made and there was left

that the intention wust be to cause permanent and
a balance of Rs. 614 : 35 for which writ against pro

not temporary deprivation.
perty was reissued . The fiscal thereafter returned

Now , if there were no more evidence in a prose that copy writ had been duly served upon the defend

cution of this kind than that an accused had forci ants and they had been called upon to pay the

bly taken away an article with which he considered
amount of the writ or to surrender property , but they

had failed to do so . Thereupon the plaintiff applied
an injury had been done, which he resented, it might

for a writ of execution against the person for the re
be fairly contended for him that there was no

evidence of a dishonest taking, and if there was
corery of the costs still due. The district judge dis

allowed the application, holding that execu'ionevidence that soun after he had taken the article

he had offered to return it or done something against the person could only issue where there was a

negativing an intentionintention to deprive the owner
substantive judgment for a sum of money exceed

permanently of it , there would be stronger evidence ing Rs . 200, and could in no case issue for costs

alone .

to negative any persumption of a dishonest taking :

but if there were evidence that after the taking the
The plaintiff appealed.

accused dealt with the property as his own by taking Dornhorst, for the appellant. Plaintiff is entitled

it away with him or the like, then it would be a to a writ of execution against defen :lant's person .

question of fact whether the original taking had not The question is -- is a decree for costs , in favour

been with the dishonest intent which the Code pre- either of plaintiff or defendant, a decree for a

sıribes : and yet, eren such evidence might not pre- “ sum awarded " ? Section 188 which provides the

clude the conclusion that the subsequent dealing form No. 41 in Schedule Il puts a judgment for

with the property was the result of an intent which costs on the same footing as a substantive decree .

supervened after the taking and did not precede it , Therefore, a decree for costs entitles the party to

in which event the requirements of the Code would move for a writ against person , provided the costs

still be unsatisfied , to constitute the offence of robbery. exceed Rs. 200. If the district judge's view , that

[ His lordship then examined the evidence, and there must be a substantive money judgment before

upon the weight of evidence set aside the conviction .] execution against the person can issue , be pushed

Set aside . to its logical extent, a party in a land suit , with a

decree for costs taxed at Rs. 2,000, would not be

Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J., and Dias , J.
entitled to a wiit against person , but a person with

a money judgment for Rs. 201 would be entitled .

(March 8 and 18 , 1892.)
The law could not have intended such an anomaly.

D. C. Kandy, SOYSA V. The policy of the Code was to prevent oppression

No. 2,510.
and restrict the issue of writs against person at

Cirul Procedure - Execution against the person- the instance of money lenders unless the judgment

Decree for plaintiff for lanıl and costs— Costs Pir- was for a sum orer Rs. 200. The law has been

ceeding Rs . 200 Civil Proreilure Code, sections changed only to this extent , that whereas under the

209, 298 , 299. old law the limit of a money judgment carrying

A writ of execution agaiust the person of a judgment execution against person was Rs. 100, it is now

debtor can only issue after a writ against his property Rs . 200. This view was upheld in D. C. Kanily,

0 :

y }
SOYSA .
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No. 90.917, 6 8. C. C. 50. [He also referred to D. C. defendant for a sum by way of costs alone is a decree

Colombo, No. 87 C, 9 S.C. C. 123.] “ for a sum awarded . "

I have had some difficulty in coming to this latter
Browne, for the defendants . It is submitted the

conclusion in consequence of the form No. 60 which
district judge was right. The first enactment on this

is provided in the schedule to the Ordinance, and
subject of execution against the person was section

164 of the Insolvency Ordinance, 1853 , which res
which suggests that the writ against person can

issue only at the suit of the plaintiff. But I do nottricted this remedy to cases in which the amount

think the form can be allowed to restrict a meaning
" claimed or recovered " exceeded Rs. 100. In the

which is clearly within the words of the section .
case reported 6 8. C. C. 50 it was held that whatever

Then arises the question - is a decree for the plain
a plaintiff might recover, if he had claimed more than

Re . 100 he could enforce his judgment by taking de tiff, embracing a substantive matter together with

fendant's person ; and if such a plaintiff had proved costs, such a decree as maybe said to be a decree
wherein “ the sum awarded ” is “ exclusive of inter

unsuccessful, defendant might take his person for the

est and costs " ? I am afraid that, to whatever re
costs, however small in amount. In consequence of

sult it may lead , I must hold that it certainly is not .this decision, Ordinance No. 24 of 1881, section 5,

It is a decree which is specific in one respect and
was passed , which confined imprisonment to cases in

wbich the sum recovered exceeded Rs. 100, exclusive
includes costs, which the explicit wording of section

299 of the Code excludes.
of interest and of costs. This Ordinance was inter

preted in D. C. Kandy, No. 96,125 , 7 S. C. C. 164, I am fortified in this opinion by several sections

where it was held that a successful defendant was of the Code. Section 209 says, an order for the pay

entitled to take the plaintiff's body in execution of ment of costs only - mark the word " only " -- is a

decree for money.
costs of nonsuit. The Code has repealed this Ordi Section 224 (g) provides for

nance ; and the Code, it is submitted,intended in all exe
execution only when the claim is for a debt due

cases to exclude execution against the person for costs upon the decree . Then in sections 320 and 323 ,

and the forms 62 and 63 given for executing decreesmer :ly. If costs are not to be taken into account to

eke out a small sum recovered , why should execution against property , that part of the decree which

be allowed for costs pure and simple ? According refers to costs is omitted. There is no form of

to plaintiff, if be recovered Rs. 180, and Rs. 21 for execution for costs upon a substantive decree with

costs ; and it is only under the circumstances and
costs , he could not arrest defendant ; but if he got

a declaration of title and nothing in money and in the manner which are specified in section 321

taxed his costs at Rs. 201 , he could . That is an with regard to moveable property , aud section 324

anomaly which the Code does not contemplate. If with regard to immoveable property, that the substan

a plaintiff sues for land , he has his remedy by writ
tive decree may be enforced , and no notice is taken

of costs. And section 334 and 835 seem to con
of possession and ejectment, but he cannot take de

fendant's person for his costs . Where he merely
clude the matter. What the remedy is for costs

upon such decreesand there must be some remedyrecovers a sum of money, that must be over Rs. 200
-I am not called on to decide in this case .or he cannot clain the remedy.

Practically then I arrive at these conclusions as
Dornhorst, in reply.

the result of the Ordinance :-A writ against person
Cur. adv. vult.

can only issue in any case after a writ against pro

On March 18 , 1892 , the following judgments were
perty has been issued (section 298.)

delivered :

It can only be issued, by a plaintiff, in an action

BURNSIDE, C. J.-I have come to the following
for money when he recovers & sum with interest, not

conclusion after carefully reading the several clauses including costs , amounting to Rs. 200 or over

of the Civil Procedure Code. ( section 299).

The person of a judgment debtor is only liable to A defendant, having a decree for costs only, may

be taken in execution after execution against property issue execution against person on a judgment, when

has been returned with one of the returns (a) (b ) (c) the sum awarded for costs amounts to Rs. 200 in

(d) prescribed in section 298 .

Under section 299 the words “ the sum award- A plaintiff, obtaining a specific decree in respect

ed ” refer as well to a decree in favour of the of moveable or immoveable property with costs, can

defendant as of the plaintiff. A decree in favour of a never issue execution against the person , whatever

any action .
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D. Cobaszicaloa,

answer .

the costs may be , because the decree is not one for Present :-- BURNSIDE, C. J. , and Dias, J.

money, but for some substantive relief together with

costs , and execution could not go for costs alone ( February 26 , and March 18 , 1892.)

because there is no sum awarded exclusive of costs.

D. C. Batticaloa ,
The learned counsel for the appellant suggested KANDAPPEN V. ELLIOTT .

No. 327 .

a way out of the difficulty by reading the clause

in question as applying only to money decrees
Ciril procedure - Security in appeal — Tendering''

and not touching the old law as to execution on

of security - Time within which security must be
deerees for substantive relief or specific remedy. I

perjected— Notice of appral - Civil Procedure Code,
am afr: vid we cannot do this without openly defying

section 756 .

the entire provisions of the Code , which in many

cases , and notably the sections which I have quoted ,
Under section 756 of the Civil Procedure Code, it is

unmistakably provides for execution upon such de- not sufficient for a party wishing to appeal from the

judgment or order of a district judge to tender secu.
crees , and we ought not to apply one law to one set

rity in appeal within 20 days from the judgment or
of cases and one to another.

order appealed against, but he must perfect thesecurity

I do not doubt that the correct reading of the by entering into the security bond within the time
limited.

Civil Code is as I have stated , but I do not pretend

to understand , much less to explain , the reasons -- if The plaintiff sued the defendant for the recovery

there are any – for the distinctions which have been of the value of certain bark alleged to have been

made.

illegally seized and appropriated by the defendant,

The judgment must be affirmed. who was described in the caption to the plaint as the

Government Agent of the Eastern Province . On

Dias , J. - The plaintiff in this case obtained a October 28 , 1891 , a proctor produced an unstamped

decree in ejectment with costs, and moved for a writ
proxy from the defendant and moved for time to file

against the person of the second defendant for the
The plaintiff opposed the motion and ob

costs which amounted to some Rs . 800. The district

jected to the proctor appearing for the defendant at
judge refused the application on the ground that

all , on the ground that the proxy was not stamped .
execution against person cannot be issued for costs .

The district judge , however, accepted the proxy and
According to section 299 of the Civil Procedure ( 'ode

allowed the motion, holding that the defendant was

no execution against person can issue when the sum entitled to proceed without stumps. The plaintiff

awarded , inclusive of interest , if any , up to date of desiring to appeal from the order duly filed on No.

decree shall not amount to Rs . 200 and upwards.
vember 11 , 1891 , a petition of appeal, and on Novem

In calculating the amount the interest after the date
ber 21 issued a notice to the defendant that the

of the decree and the costs of suit are expressly

petition of appeal baving been filed the plaintiff
excluded . This section evidently had in view a de .

would on November 23 tender as security in appeal
cree for a sum of money, whether in favour of the

certain specified property . On November 23 the
plaintiff or the defendant, but what is important in

plaintiff accordingly tendered security , but the dethe consideration of the question in hand is that it

fen lantobjecting to the shortness of the notice given ,
excludes costs in the computation . Where there is

the district judge adjourned the matter to December
a substantive decree with costs, the costs are merely

4 , when after some discussion the security was ac
an incident of the decree , and the effect of the section

cepted by the district judge , and the plaintiff entered
in my opinion is , that when , as in this case, the

into the necessary bond to prosecute the appeal.
plaintiff obtained a substantive decree , he cannot

Thereafter the appeal was forwarded to the Supreme
issue execution against the person of the defendant

Court and came on for argument on February 26 ,for costs , though the amount of such costs be
1892 .

Rs. 200 or more. On the other hand if the defen

dant obtains a decree for costs only, it is a decree Hay, A. S.-G. , for the respondent , took the preli

for a sum awarded as costs within the meaning of minary objection that the security was out of time

the section , and if such costs exceed Rs. 200 the and the appeal could not therefore be entertained .

defendant can have a writ against the person . The

point is one of some nicety, but on the whole I think Sampayo, for the appellant , contended that the

the district judge took a correct view of the matter , provisions of the Procedure Code as to security had

and his order must be affirmed. been substantially complied with . Section 756 only

required that the security should be tendered within

Affirmed. the time specified. The entering into the bond was
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the ac Present :-BUANSIDE , C. J.a mere formal matter , which followed upon

ceptance of the security so tendered .

Hay , A. S.-G. , contra .

(August 13 and 20 , 1891.)

P. C. Nuwara Eliya,
TRINGHAM v. VOLLENHOVEN .

No. 5.551 . ,Cur. adv. vult .

On March 18 , 1892, the following judgments were

delivered :

BURNSIDE, C. J. - There can be no question that

the proceedings on this appeal abated in the Court

below , and we must reject the appeal.

By section 754 of the Code the petition of appeal

must be presented within ten days from the day

when the decree was pronounced, and by section

756 , after a petition of appeal has been presented

the appellant must forthwith give notice to the

respondent that he will on a particular day , within

20 days from the date of the pronouncing of the

decree , tender security for the respondent's costs of

appeal.

Bye-law- -Ultra vires-Fishing without license - Or

dinance No 7 of 1876 , sections 35 , 79—-Local Board

of Nuwaru Eliya - Bye-law No.54 of May 29, 1888 .

Ordinance No. 7 of 1876, section 35, authorizes the

Local Boards thereby established to make bye-laws. ,

inter alia . " for regulating the mode and times of fish

ing ” and section 79 makes the breach of such bye-laws

an offence punishable by fine .

A bye -law , framed by a Local Poard under the above

section, prohibited fishing in certain waters within its
limits without a license from the Chairman of the Board.

Held , that the bye-law was ultra vires of the Local

Board .

Now under this provision it is not sufficient that

the appellant, within 20 days of the pronouncing of

the judgment to be appealed frem , should give notice

of his intention to tender security ; he must do so

forthwith on the filing of the appeal , and he must

actually tender the security within the 20 days and

within sufficient time to enable the Court to accept

or reject it , and the security must be either by a bond

with one or more sufficient sureties , or by way of

mortgage of immoveable property , or by deposit and

hypothecation by bond of a sum of money sufficient

to cover the costs of appeal and to no greater amount.

He cannot perfect his security after the lapse of 20

days , whatever he may have done before , and it

should be borne in mind that if the security tendered

should turn out insufficient, or does not satisfy the

requirements of the clause and the court reject it , the

appellant cannot tender fresli security after 20 days ,

but the proceedings abate . That is what happened

here : the appellant put in his appeal, gave notice

and then put in his security , but he did not give the

notice forthwith as required by the section , and con

sequently he could not perfect his security . The

proceedings on the appeal abated , and we must reject

the appeal.

The Bye-law No. 54 of the Bye -laws of the Local

Board of Nuwara Eliya of May 22 , 1888 , framed

under section 35 of the Ordinance No. 7 of 1876 and

published in the Government Gazette of June 29 , 1888,

enacted that “ no person shall fish in Nuwara Eliya

or Barrack Plains lakes or in any streams flowing

into them , unless he shall have obtained a license

from the Chairman of the Board for that purpose " ,

and Bye -law No. 55 provided certain fees for such

licenses .

The defendant was charged under section 79 of

the Ordinance with having fished in the Nuwara

Eliya lake without having obtained a license from

the Chairman of the Local Board of Nuwara Eliya,

in breach of the above bye -law . The magistrate

acquitted the defendant, holding that the defendant

had committed no offence, as the bye - law , necessitat

ing the payment of a fee for the license , was ultra

vires ; and the Attorney - General appealed ,

Withers, for the appellant.

Dornhorst, for the respondent .

Cur. adv. vult .

On August 20 , 1891 , the following judgment was

delivered :

Dias , J.-This appeal must be rejected, the ap

pellant not having given the necessary security with

in time. The mere tendering of security within time

is not sufficient. It must be perfected within the

time allowed by law.

BURNSIDE, C. J .-- This was a prosecution on a

plaint that the accused fished without having a

license from the Chairman of the Local Board of

Nuwara Eliya for that purpose , in breach of Bye .

law No. 54 of May 29 , 1888 , and thereby committed

an offence against Ordinance No. 7 of 1876 The

defendant admitted that he had fished bot denied

that it was an offence . The bye -law in question ,

made and approved of in the way these bye -laws

usually are , prohibited any one from fishing without

a license, and this license was only granted on pay .

ment of a fee. The magistrate acquitted the accusedAppeal rejected .
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WARDANA .

and the Attorney -General has appealed , but no law first respon lent Don Andris Abeyadeara be appoint

officer appeared to support the appeal. Mr. Withers ed curator over the property of the minors, that the

supported it for the complainant, the Secretary of petitioner be appointed joint curator with the first

the Local Board of Nuwara Eliya . The magistrate respondent, ani that the petitioner be appointed

thou cht that no authority was given t the Local guardian of tire persons of the minors. The first

Board to make a bye -law whereby a tax was imposed . respondent to this petition then appliel by petition

I do not care to express any opinion on that point, to be appointed curator over the property and guar

because it is clear that sub -section 10 of section 35 of dian over the persons of the ininors, claiming a right

Ordinance No. 7 of 1876 , which empowers Local under the will to have charge of tire persons and

Boards to make bye -laws " for regulating the modle property of the minors . This latter petition was

and times of fishing' ' , did not empower the Local opposed on the ground of miscon luct by the petition

Board to make a bye -law prohibiting fishing alto- er in his a lininistration of his testator's estate . The

gether without their license . I am surprised that two petitions were consolidated and heard on the

any other construction was possible . The bye -law is same day .

ultra vires and a nullity, and the defendant was pro- The district judge granted a certificate of curator

perly acquitted. ship to Don Andris Abeya leera with costs, holding

Affirmed. that inasmuch as he was appointed guar.lian under

the will , the court was bound under section 585 of

Present :-CLARENCE and Dias , JJ . the Civil Procedure Code to grant liim a certificate

( October 27 , and November 8 , 1891. )
of curatorship . The petition of Henry Perera

Abeyawardana was refusel , the district judge hold

In the matter of the minor
D. C. Galle,

ing that there was no provision under the Co :le for

children of SIMON PERERA ABEYA

( Testamentary) the appointment of joint curators , and that no appli

No. 2,948. cation for the appointment of a guardian of the
ABEYAWARDANA V. ABEYADEERA.

persons of the minors was necessary, the father

Curator --Property of minors — Person entitled to take
having appointed one by his will . The executor

Don Andris Abeyadeera was ordered to pay his own

charge under will or deed - Executor of will of pa
costs of this petition .

rent-Guardian appointed by will—Civil Procedure
Both parties appealed .

Code, sections 582 , 583 , 585 .

Dornhorst (Wendt with him) for the petitioner ,

A testator died leaving a will whereby he disposed of Henry Perera. This is a petition for the grant of a

his estate in favour of his minor children, andnaming certificate of curatorship to the executor, or to the

an executor whom he also appointed guardian of the
children .

petitioner or to both jointly . Under section 582 of

Held, reversing the order of the district court, that the Code a party who shall claim a right to have

the executor was not a person entitled tohave charge of charge of property in trust for a minor under a will

the property of the minors by virtue of the will, within
the ineaning of section 5-5 of the Civil Procedure Code, or deed may apply to the district court for a certifi

and the court was therefore not bound to grant him a cate of curatorship : but under section 583 , any

certificate of curatorship .
relative or friend of a minor may apply by petition to

The testator, by appointing the executor, entrusted to

him the task and charge of distributing his assets, gene have a fit person appointed to take charge of the

rally, but not any special trust to take charge of the property and person or either property or person of
minors' shares or hold them in trust for the minors.

a minor. The petitioner is the uncle of the minors

Appeal against an order of the district court on and applies under this section . It is submitte l that ,

two petitions , relative to the appointment of a cura- in default of the executor applying for a certificate,

tor over the property , and guardian of the persons , this appellant was entitled to move to protect the

of the minor children of Simon Perera Abeya- minors' interests . The executor has to administer

wardana .
the estate to a certain point . Thereafter his place

Simon Perera Abeyawardana by his will devised must be taken by a curator of the minors' estate.

certain property to his children and appointed Don The policy of the law is that the interests of the

Andris Abeyadeera, Francis Perera Abeyawardana minors should be kept under the control of some one

and Dinister Perera Abeyawardana to be executors other than the executor . The executor has merely

thereof, and he also appointed Don Andris Abeyadeera to collect the assets , anil cannot be regarded as a

to be the guardian of his children , Henry Perera trustee for an indefinite time of the property of the

Abeyawardana, a brother of the testator , alleging in minors ,

his petition that the estate of the said testator was Browne, for the petitioner, Don Andris Abeyi

not being properly administered , prayed that the deera. The executor , it is submitted, is eatitled to
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take charge of the minors' property, without any executor to bear his own costs out of his own pocket.

certificate under section 582 which is merely per . From this order both petitioners appeal.

missive in its terms. The testator's intention , in The district judge appears to have thought that

appointing liin guardian of the children , in addition section 585 of the Code left him no option but to

to making him executor, was clearly to dispense with commit the curatorship to the executor. To that

any other protection of their interests . Even apart position we do not assent. Section 585 requires the

from section 582 , the executor to whoin the testator court to grant the certificate of curatorship to any

has entrusted the administration of his whole estate person entitled under a will or deed to have charge of

is the best person to be vested with the custody of the minors' property . The executor is not such a

the minors' property . The Code does not contem- person . The testator by appointing him executor

plate a joint curatorship, and such an appointment entrusted to him the task and charge of distributing

is in principle mischievous. his assets , generally, but not any special trust to take

Dornhorst, in reply . The acts of maladministra
charge of the minors ' shares or hold them in trust for

the minors .

tion admitted by the executor render him unfit to be
In the absence of a person absolutely entitled to

appointed curator in any case .
the curatorship and willing to unlertake it , the court

Cur. adv. vult . may appoint some other fit person . It might well be

that the testator having trusted the executor with the

On November 3 , 1891 , the following judgments distribution of his assets anl also with the guar.lian

were delivered :

ship over his children's persons, the court would con

CLARENCE , J. - These are two several appeals from
sider him a proper person to be also entrusted with

an order made by the district court upon two con
the curatorship over the property . But in view of

solidated applications by petition for the appointment
the admissions made by the executor in the witness

box we should hesitate to commit any charge to him .
of a curator of the property of the minor children of

Simon Perera Abeyawardana deceased .
Should it ever be necessary in the minors' interest

for the executor to be called to account, it is the

Simon and his wife Charlotte made a joint will in
curator on whom would fall the duty of protecting

1882 containing dispositions in favour of their child
the minors' interests , and if there be any reason to

ren and of the survivor of the spouses, and appointed

suspect the executor's bona fides, that is a reason for
the surviving spouse executor . Charlotte predeceas

appointing some independent person to act for the
ed Simon , who afterwards died in December 1890 ,

minors . Now , the executor admitted in the witness

leaving four minor children of the marriage, and a will
box that he had wilfully omitted from his inventory

whereby le disposed of all his estate in favour of the

considerable itens of the testator's assets . If we
four children , appointed his brother in - law Andris

and two of the sons executors , and also appointed
had been dealing with the matter as judges of first

Andris guardian of the children . Probate was grant
instance, we most certainly would have considered it

improper to commit the curatorship to the executor
ed to Andris , the children being all still minors.

under those circumstances, and we cannot affirm
Thereafter, in June last , Henry Abeyawardana, a

the order which the district judge has made in that

brother of the testator, applied by petition to the behalf.

district court for the appoint ment of a curator of the
It does seem desirable , under such circumstances ,

minor children , that is a curator for their property ,
that some fit person be appointed to protect the

and asked that one of three things might be done ,
minors ' interests as curator. Whether the petitioner

viz . , that the executor Andris might be appointed , Henry Perera is a suitable person we do not under

or the petitioner himself, or both jointly.
take to say—we note that he seems to be disputing

After this the executor Andris petitioned that lie
with the executor concerning certain items of pro

himself be appointed curator .
perty which the executor claims for the estate , and

These applications are made under Chapter XL of
Perera sets up a private claim on his own account .

the Procedure Code and were consolidated and taken It may be that neither of these petitioners should be

up together. The two petitioners , the executor and appointed curator.

the testator's brother Henry , were both examined We shall simply set aside the order committing

and the district judge made an order committing the the curatorship to the executor and send the matter

curatorship to the executor, ordering at the same back to the district court in order that the district

lime the petitioners to bear their own costs , the judge may in his discretion after due enquiry appoint

of I
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some fit person . We see no reason to interfere court's decision in an action at law , in a suit in

in the executor's favour with the district judge's equity, and in any matter other than an action or

order as to costs. We shall therefore leave him to suit. Each of these imports a final decision so far

pay the costs of his petition including costs of his as concerns the court pronouncing it, the only differ

appeal. The costs of the other petition ( including ence being in the form of the proceeding in which

appeal costs ) may be left to be disposed of hereafter. it is passed. Onslow v. Commissioners of Inland

Revenue, L. R. 25 Q. B. D. 465. The repealed Ordi-.

Dias , J.-I quite agree with my learned brother
nance No. 11 of 1868 (section 79) used the same

that the order of the district judge must be set aside.
terms, " judgment, decree , or order" in conferring

The executor on his own showing is quite unfit to
the right of appeal, but that Ordinance clearly

be appointed curator over the minors, and the peti
contemplated " interlocutory ” orders also, as is

tioner Henry Perera, in my opinion, is not in a better
shown by section 75 ; and so appeals against inter

position . He seeing to set up a claim on his own
locutory orders were formerly permitted , but they

account to some of the estate property, so his interest cannot be now.

is adverse to that of the minors. Under the circum.

stances, the best course to be followed is to send the Dornhorst, for the appellant. The appeal clearly

case down to the district court for further enquiry lies . The argument to the contrary is exactly in

and for the appointment of a disinterested person as
the teeth of the Code. Section 75 of the Courts

the curator of the minors. Ordinance permits the appeal against any “ order ” ,

Set aside. and " order " is defined by the interpretation clause

(section 5 ) of the Procedure Code. The definitions

Present :-CLARENCE and Dias , JJ . of " decree " and " order " put it beyond doubt

that the former is used to designate a final

( July 10, 1891. ) decision, in whatever form of proceeding

D. C. Kandy, pronounced, and the latter an interlocutory order
No.4,411.. } Le Mesurier v. Le Mesurier.

merely, such as that now in question. Accordingly,

Practice - Order fixing case for hearing - Appealable an order rejecting a plaint, which is final in its oper

order - Courts Ordinance, 1889, section 75 .
ation , is classed as a “ decree" . The district judge

has in effect overruled the defendant's plea to the

An order fixing a case for trial is not an appealable jurisdiction without hearing him , for the previous
order under section 75 of the Courts Ordinance, 1889.

fixture for its discussion has been removed and a

This was an action by a wife for a separation from day fixed for the hearing, presumably on the merits.

bed and board with the custody of the children . In Withers, in reply. Even assuming the appeal

his answer the husband pleaded to the jurisdiction lies , the defendant, if he alleges the order was

of the court. Upon the filing of defendant's plea, made ex parte , should have moved the district court

the case was fixed for May 18 for argument thereon, to vacate it , and not have appealed direct.

but on May 11 plaintiff's proctor moved to discharge
The judgment of the court was delivered by :

this order and fix an early day for the hearing of

the action . Defendant's proctor had no notice of CLARENCE, J. - This appeal is dismissed with costs ,

this application , but was in court when it was made, On April 21 the learned district judge in the presence

and was heard in opposition to it. The district of both parties fixed May 18 for discussion of the

judge allowed the application , and ordered the case defendant's objection to the jurisdiction. Thereafter,

to be entered on the trial roll for hearing on May 28 . on May 11 , plaintiff's proctor applied to the court to

The defendant appealed.
alter that arrangement . It does not appear that

previous notice of that application had been
Dornhorst, for the appellant.

given to the other side, and it would not have been

Withers, for the respondent, took the preliminary proper to ask the court er erte to alter an arrange

objection that no appeal lay. It is true that section ment already made inter partes. We cannot, how

75 of the Courts Ordinance , 1889 , gives the right of ever, regard what took place on May 11 as ex parte,

appeal against any " order" of a district court, but because the defendant's proctor was in court and was

the direction of the court now appealed against is heard in opposition to the application . The district

not an " order " within the meaning of that section . judge then altered the arrangement previously made,

It is submitted that " order" must be limited , for and directed the case to be entered in the trial roll

purposes of appeal, to " final order" . Section 75 for hearing on May 28. Defendant seeks to appeal

uses the terms “ judgment", "decree" , and "order" , from that order. It is a matter within the discretion

respectively appropriate to the expression of the of the court to fix days for hearings, trials, and argu
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ments, and in my opinion a direction given by a

district judge fixing a particular day for consideration

of a case is not an appealable order within section 75

of the Courts Ordinance . If either party has been

aggrieved by the fixture made by the court, that may

be taken into consideration by the court of appeal in

the event of appeal being taken against the substan

tive order made by the district court on the day so

fixed . It was however argued that the learned

district judge here did something more than merely

alter the date previously fixed , in that he directed the

case to be set down for trial. I see nothing to appeal

from in the so -called " order" from that point of

view . The defendant of course had a right to have

his plea to the jurisdiction disposed of, and it doubt

less would be disposed of when the case came to be

heard on May 28 .

Appeal dismissed .

and it may prevail although the defendant may not

have , as the magistrate puts it, " a ghost of a right

to the land ” . The policy of the law in theftuous

matters is to ascertain quo animo the property was

taken . It is impossible to read the evidence without,

in every line of it , discovering that the accused be

lieved that he had the right to the fruit ; and I my

self go further and say that, if the evidence points

to anything, it is that the complainant is seeking

upon some recent conveyance to silence an objection

able antagonist in title, who has had possession long

before the complainant became a purchaser.

The accused took the fruit openly as before, and

not as a thief would, and the complainant's witness

Thammal, who agreed to buy and yet did not buy

" stoleu property" , is not free from the suspicion

that he was deeply interested in the success of the

complainant's move.

The magistrate says : “ if the accused had proved

some colourable title to the land, I should have been

satisfied ; because if this defence is to be accepted,

every thief of prædial products has only to set up

a claim to the land.”

This will only happen when a magistrate fails to

discriminate between mere fictitious assertion of a

claim to the land and a bona fide claim of right ,

even though there may not be even a colourable

title" to the land.

Conviction set aside and the accused acquitted .

Reversed.

0 :

Present : - BURNSIDE , C. J.

(Jarch 3 and 4, 1892. )

P. C. Gampola, | SAMINADEN PULLE V. CORNELIS

No. 11,442 . } APPU.

Theft - Claim of right - Bona fides - Colourable title

Criminal law ,

When a person charged with theft sets up a claim of

right to the property, it is not necessary for such defence

to prove that he had even & colourable title to

the property. It is sufficient if he bona fide believed the

property to be his . 0 :

cer

Present :-BURNSIDE ,C. J. , CLARENCE and Dias, JJ .

( September 1 and 11 , 1891.)

D. C. Colombo, | THE BANK OF MADRAS V. PONNE ,

No. C469. SAMY MOODELLY.

The defendant was charged with theft of a

tain quantity of arecanuts, the complainant alleging

the defendant had plucked the puts from trees in

a garden belonging to him . The defendant admit

ted the plucking and removal of the nuts, but claim

ed the garden as his own property. Upon the

evidence the magistrate held that the defendant

had not even “ a colourable title" to the land, and

convicted the defendant.

The defendant appealed.

Dornhorst, for the appellant.

There was no appearance for respondent.

Cur. adv. vult.

On March 4, 1892 , the following judgment was

delivered :

Sequestration - Action by corporation — Principal oti

cer - Shroff of bank - Power of attorney, sufficiency

of —Affidavit - Practice - Civil Procedure Code,

sections 653, 654, 655 .

In an application for obtaining sequestration of a

defendant's property under section 653 of the Civil

Procedure Code, the affidavit required by that section

to establish that the defendant is fraudently alienating

his property need not necessarily be that of the plain.

tiff himself, but may be that of any person having

knowledge of the facts.

The shroff of a bank corporation is a “principal

officer" of such corporation within the meaning of

section 655 of the Code, and is competent to make

affidavit in substitution for the affidavit of the plain

tiff required by sections 650 and 653.

A bank corporation sued by attorney, who was

authorized by his power " to sue for, recover, and re

ceive” every debt due to the corporation ; " to sue,

arrest, attach, distrain , seize, sequester , imprison, and

condemn and out of prison again to release, acquit, and

BURNSIDE , C. J.-- The learned magistrate in this

case, whilst correctly stating the crucial matter for

his decision , has misapprehended the effect of the

defence and the bearing of the evidence on it . Вопа

vides is a good defence, independent altogether of

-the question in whom the title to the land really lies ,

1
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discharge all persons " ; " to sigu, draw , make, or en . tration . This motion was after discussion disal.

dorse any other security or securities in which the said
lowed by the district judge.

bank is now or may hereafter be interested or concerned,

or to which the signature of the said bank may be
The defendant appealed.

necessaryorrequired " ; and further “ to sign, deliver, and

execute all deeds, conveyances, and assurances to which

the said bank may become a party, and generally to
Dornhorst ( Wendt and Sampayo with him ) for the

act , do, manage and transact all and every such matters appellant. This sequestration was wrongly issued,
and things in and about the premises in as full and and should have been dissolved on defendant's
ample a manner as the said bank could do.”

application . The requirements of the Code have
Held , that under the authority contained in the

above power, the attorney could bind the bank by deed not been complied with in plaintiff's application .

in all matters appertaining to a suit which he was Those requirements must be strictly enforced, for

authorized to bring, and in any proceeding for seques- this court has pointel out ( D. C. Colombo , No.

tration in such suit he was competent to execute the

bond required to be entered into by the plaintiff under
36,919 , Ram. ( 1864) 120) that " sequestration heed.

section 654 of the Code. lessly granted nay be ruin to a commercial firm ” ,

that it is " a burdensome and expensive process

This was an action by the Bank of Madras, a bank
which should not be granted unless under an impera

constituted under the Indian Presidency Banks Act,
tive necessity ” , and that this court thinks itself

1876 , against the defendant on certain promissory “bound to be particularly strict” . The present

notes. Upon filing the plaint , the plaintiff upon application was irregular, in that the affidavits used,

petition moved for and obtained a mandate of seqes- those of Mr. Noble and the bank's shroff, did not

tration under section 653 of the Civil Procedure comply with the law .comply with the law. As to Mr. Noble's, no doubt

Code on the ground of fraudulent alienation of he could make affidavit on behalf of the corporation ,

property by defendant. The affidavit upon which but that is only if he is “ a person having personal

the mandate was obtained were those of Donald
knowledge of the fact of the cause of action " , and

Noble, manager and attorney of the bank, who had he must “ depose from his own personal knowledge”

also as attorney signed the proxy of the plaintiff's (section 655) . Now, Mr. Noble's affidavit is relied

proctor, and of C. Ramalingam , the shroff of the
upon for proof of the debt, and all he says is that he

bank. The affidavit of Donald Noble, among other assumed the managership subsequently to the incur

things , stated that he had examined the books of ring of defendant's debt,and that from an examination

the bank, and found from them that the defendant
of the books (which he did not keep himself) defendant

wan indebted to the bank in the amount claim. appears to be indebted . That is not enough. Then

ed on the promissory notes in question , that the as to the shroff's affidavit, he is not a “ principal

bank had no adequate security for the same, and officer ” of the bank, and does not even call himself

that upon certain information given him by C. such. He does not establish that defendant's quit

Ramalingam, the shroff, he verily believed that ting the island was with the fraudulent intent to

the defendant was , with a view to avoid pay- avoid payment, or that there was fraudulent aliena

ment of his debt to the bank, alienating his tion of property, and the fact he deposes to

property. The afli lavit of C. Ramalingam , after of his own knowledge do not lead to that con

circumstances of the defendant's clusion . By the terms of section 653, it is the

trade in Ceylon, his departure from Ceylon, and his plaintiff's own affidavit ” (or in the case of a cor

indebtedness to the bank at the date of such de poration, the principal officer's) that must estab

parture , set out certain facts upon which he based lish both the debt and the fraudulent alienation ,

his belief that the defendant was fraudulently alien- and the affidavit of the shroff cannot be allow

ating his property ; and the affidavit proceeded to ed to eke out that of the manager in this res

state that the promissory notes in question were all pect. Then, the security bond, the execution of

endorsel to the bank by the defendant by himself or which is a condition precedent to the issue of the

by his attorney, and that the discount proceeds of writ, was invalid , Mr. Noble not having had the

the notes were placed to the credit of the defend power to bind the bank by such an iustrument .

ant's current account at the bank . The security His
power is filed, and it does not empower him to

bond required to be given by plaintiff under section sue out sequestration - a special remedy-or to exe

654 of the Code, prior to the issue of sequestration, cute such a bond . The defendant's application to

purported to be executed by the plaintiff bank b ; recall the writ should therefore have been allowed .

their attorney Donald Noble.
Layard , A.A.-G. ( Browne and de Saram with him)

The mandate of sequestration having issued, for the respondents. The application for sequestra

and certain property having been sequestered, the tion was in every respect regular. As to the affidavits,

defendant thereafter moved to dissolve the seques it is clear that both Mr. Noble and the shroff are

stating the
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“ principal officers" of the bank , and either could have which should not be granted except under an imper

made the affidavit required of plaintiff by section ative necessity . To which , however, it may be

653 . Mr. Noble swears to his belief that defendant proper for us to add that sequestration is a remedy

fraudulently alienated his property, and also left provided for by law to litigauts; and if the procedure

Ceylon abandoning his property to irresponsible which the law prescribes, before it can be obtained ,

persons, and be gives the sources of his information were carefully observed and conserved in allowing it,

and the grounds of his belief. The shroff Ramalin- it cannot be said that it had been needlessly granted

gam establishes the iudorsing of the notes by or without due necessity . The sections 653, 654, and

defendant, and his departure from the island with- 655 of the Code apply to these proceedings. The

out appointing any representative. The terms of the main objection to the sequestration in this case is

latter part of section 653 , " by affidavit ” , certainly that the affidavits on wbich the sequestration was

do not limit the affidavit to that of plaintiff himself. granted, and the bond of the plaintiff, are insuffi

As under the repealed Ordinance No. 15 of 1856 cient.

such affidavit might be that of a third party quite Mr. Noble, being one of the principal officers of

unconnected with plaintiff or defendant, Mr. Voble's the bank corporation, is especially authorized to

power of attorney is amply sufficient to sustain the make the affidavit of material facts which section

sequestration . It not only empowers him generally 653 of the Code requires to be made by the plain

to bring and defend actions on behalf of the bank , tiff, who by such affidavit (with viva voce examina

but specially to “arrest, attach, distrain, seize, tion if the judge requires it) must satisfy the judge

sequester, imprison , and condemn and out of prison that he has a sufficient cause of action, that he has

again to release, acquit, and discharge all persons ” . no adequate security, that he does verily believe

Nothing could be fuller. The defendant's applica- that the defendant is fraudulently alienating his

tion was rightly refused .
property to avoid payment of his debt.

Dornhorst, in reply .
The proviso to section 655 requires that where

Cur. adv. vult. the person making the affidavit is other than the

On September 11 , 1891 , the following judgments plaintiff himself, he must have personal knowledge

were delivered : of the facts of the cause of action , and must in his

affidavit swear that he deposes from his own per.
BURNSIDE, C. J.-A sequestration was ordered

sonal knowledge of the matter .

in this case ex parte on November 17, 1890, of
I now turn to the affidavit of Mr. Noble . He

the defendant's property, to the annount of

swears that he is the agent and manager of the
Rs. 30,000 .

bank, that he has examined the books of the bank

In consequence of certain proceedings intervening
and finds that the defendant is indebted to the

which do not affect this appeal, this sequestratiou
bank in the sum claimed in the action , and that he

was continued until the 8th of July, when the dis
verily believes (giving the grounds for his belief)

trict judge made a final order disallowing a motion
that defendant and those representing him have

on behalf of the defendant to dissolve it, and the
fraudulently and with intent to avoid payment of

defendant appeals.
the debt alienated the property of defendant.

The action is by the Bank of Madras against the I do not think it posible to say that this affidavit

defendant a number of promissory notes, does not in every particular comply with the require

amounting to Rs. 23,000 and odd .
ments of the law referring to the affidavit of the

The plaintiff bank being a corporation, their plaintiff. But the Code requires in addition that

proxy to sue is signed by their attorney , Donald the plaintiff shall at the same time further establish

Noble, who has filed a certified copy of his power of to the satisfaction of the judge by affidavit, or, if the

attorney from the bank. Several objections have judge should so require, by viva voce testimony,

been taken to the regularity of the order of seques such facts as shall cause the judge to infer that the

tration which I will deal with seriatim . In the first defendant is fraudulently alienating his property

place, we may say that we see no reason to dissent
with intent to avoid payment of the debt, or that he

from the general proposition to which we were
bas quitted the island , leaving property belonging

referred in the case reported in Ramanathan, namely,
to him.

that sequestration needlessly granted may be ruin Now, it was contended thatthe affidavit here refer

to a commercial firm , and that it had been said that red to must be the affidavit of the plaintiff himself.
sequestration is a burdensome and expensive process The affidavit in this case was not the affidavit of the

on
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.

plaintiffs or of the principal inanager, Mr. Noble , but ties in which the said bank is now or may hereafter

of Ramalingam , the shroff of the bank . be interested or concerned or to which the signature

In my opinion there is no room for this contention . of the said bank may be necessary or required ,” and

The words of the law are sufficiently large to embrace further “ to sign , deliver and execute all deeds, con

the affidavit of any person who can speak to the facts veyances , and other assurances to which the said

from personal knowle Ige . The context of the Code bank may become a party, and generally to act, do ,

makes this clear. Where it intends that the affi lavit manage and transact all and every such matters an 1

shall be that of the plaintiff himself, it says " by his things in and about the premises in as full and ample

own affidavit ” -in this instance it says gener.ılly a manner as the said bank could do ;" concluding

* by affidavit.” But even assuming for the sake of with an agreement “ to ratify and confirm all and

argument that it was the personal affidavit of the whatsoever the said Mr. Noble shall lawfully do or

plaintiff that was requireil , it may be , as I have shewn, cause to be done in and about the premises.”

made " by any principal officer " of the corporation , I have no doubt whatever that under the general

and Ramalingam swears that he has been shroff of
powers contained in this instrument Mr. Noble

the bank for 20 years ; and the shroff of a bank cer- could bind the bank by deed in all matters apper

tainly comes within the category " any principal offi
taining to a suit which he was authorized to bring,

cer." I hold therefore that this objection signally fails .
and under the special powers also he was authorized

Then it was contended thaŭ the affidavit did not to " sequester" where sequestration was applicable,

disclose sufficient material to ground the inference and in respect of such sequestration he was specially

which the law requires . Turning to the affidavit authorized to execute every security to which the

itself, I find that it discloses facts within the personal signature of the said bank was necessary, and hence

knowledge of the witness , from which any judge the bond in this case is a good binding bond of the

would be justified in inferring that the defendant was plaintiff bank.

fraudulently alienating the property with intent to
The appeal must therefore be dismissed with costs.

avoid payment of the debt and that he had quitted the

Island leaving property belonging to him . Moreover, CLARENCE, J.-I am of the same opinion and have

thejudge granted the sequestration on these facts, and
nothing to add .

we cannot assume that he did not draw the inference

Dias , J.-I am of the same opinion .

on which alone he was justified in acting. The ob

jection , therefore , to the sufficiency of the affidavit
Appeal dismissed.

fails .

I now come to the next objection . By section 654
Present : -CLARENCE and Dias , JJ.

of the Code it is required that “ before making the

order the judge shall require the plaintiff to enter ( March 18 and April 8 , 1892.)

into a bond, with or without sureties , to the effect

that the plaintiff will pay costs and damages that
JAYASEKERA V. Jansz .

No. 940 .

may be awarded & c.” The plaintiffs' security bond

was executed by Mr. Noble as attorney of the bank , Appeal - Security - Dispensing with security by con

and it was contended that Mr. Noble had no power to sent ---Application to appeal out of time - Practice -

bind the corporation by such a bond . This has ne . Civil Procedure Code , section 756 .

cessitated a close scrutiny of the power of attorney
The provisions of the Civil Procedure Code as to

on which he represented the plaintiffs in the suit . It security in appeal are intended for the benefit of res .

recites that the intention of the bank was to appoint pondent parties, who may waive such benefit at their

" Mr. Noble attorney and agent for all and singular
option.

Accordingly, where a respondent consented to dis .
the purposes hereinafter mentioned,” and it then

penso with security in appeal

appointed him the true and lawful attorney of the Held, that the appeal lay without security, notwith

bank at Colombo “ to sue for recover and receive
standing the provisions of section 756 of the Civil

Procedure Code.

from all persons” every debt &c . due to the bank , and

also " to nominate attorneys , solicitors and proctors,
Application for leave to perfect appeal out of time.

to sign warrants to prosecute and defend, and to sue ,
The defendant in this action filed a petition of ap

arrest , attach , distrain , seize , sequester, imprison peal from the judgment of the commissioner within

and condemn and out of prison again to release the appealable time , and , the plaintiff's proctor

acquit and discharge all persons whomsoever who having consented to dispense with security in appeal,

shall or may be indebted ” , and also to sign , draw , the case book was forwarded to the Supreme Court

make or endorse any other security or securi- without such security. The Registrar, however,

- : 03

OND. Galle,
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returned the record for want of security in appeal. ant now appealed from a refusal of the district court

Thereupon the defendant by petition applied for to set aside a judgment for plaintiffs entered up ec

leave to perfect appeal out of time under Chapter LX parte for default of appearing and answering .

of the Civil Procedure Code , and the matter
The facts material to this report are fully stated in

of this application came on for determination on
the judgment of Cla :ENCE, J.

March 18 , 1892 .

Wendt, for appellant.
Dornhorst ( Wendt and Sampayo with him ) for the

appellant . The or lers and decree appealed from

Dornhorst, for respondent.
were irregularly male, there having been no legal

Cur. adv . vult .

service of suminons on defendant , and should have
On April 8 , 1892 , the order of the Supreme Court

been set aside on defendant's motion . Under section

accepting the appeal was delivered by :
59 of the Code summons must be personally served .

CLARENCE, J .-- This case comes before us in the Admittedly there was no such service in this case .

guise of an application for leave to appeal out of But defendant being out of the Island and the fiscal

time. In my opinion the appeal should be accepted having returned the summons unserved, upon plain

for the short reason that the defendant did appeal in
tiffs' motion the court directed substituted service

time, but his appeal was refused by our Registrar under section 60 by posting summons under register

under a mistaken view of the law . It appears that ed cover to defendant's address in India and by serving

the defendant filed his appeal petition in time, and a duplicate summons on Mr. Perera, proctor. It is

that the plaintiff by his proctor consented to dispense
submitted that this was irregular , for substituted

with security. The Registrar seems to have thought service is expressly made applicable under section 60

that a party cannot dispense with security . There I only to cases where the defendant is within the Island .

think the Registrar was wrong. The provisions as Even if the posting of the summons to defendant in

to security were framed for the benefit of respondent India be regarded as an attempt to serve out of the

parties and there is nothing to prevent a respondent colony under section 69 , the attempt failed because

party waiving the benefit if he thinks fit to do so. the registered letter was returned undelivered.

No order as to costs of this application . to service of duplicate summons on Mr. Perera , it is

of no effect because it was substituted service , which

as already submitted was not applicable . Nor can it

Present :-CLARENCE and DIAS , JJ .
be regarded as good original service . Mr. Perera

was not defendant's proctor at the time and had no

( December 11 and 16 , 1891.) authority to accept summons. He had indeed ap

D. C. Colombo , 1 The Bank OF Madras v . PONNE
peared for defendant on a previous proxy , but that

No. C 469 . SAMY MOODELLY.
proxy was limited to the action as it was then consti

tuted . The action originally was one of summary

Practice-Service of summons - Service on proctor- procedure under Chapter LIII of the Coce , and the

Service out of the jurisdiction -Substituted service previous proxy related and must be taken to have

- Appearance - Civil Procedure Code, sections 29 ,
been limited to those proceedings. That form of

69 , 72 , 85 .
action came to an end when the Supreme Court in

The defe dant in an action by way of summary pro the first appeal converted the action into one of or

cedure on liquid claims was represented upon appear- dinary procedure, and Mr. Perera's proxy then be

ance to the summons by a proctor, whose proxy autho. came exhausted . The action thereafter became

rized him generally to defend the action . By virtue of
this proxy, the proctor took exception to the procedure, virtually a new action , necessitating fresh summons

and after an appeal to the Supreme Court the plaintiffs and fresh appearance . The service of this fresh

were directed to proceed by way of regular procedure.

The proctor also applied to dissolve a sequestration of
summons on Mr. Perera at this stage was bad and

defendant's property , and unsuccessfully appealed did not bind defendant, and the decree based there

against the refusal of his application. The plaintiffs on is a nullity . Further , the er parte trial and the

then issued summons by way of regular procedure, and

service was effected onthe proctor
decree nisi following upon it were irregular. For,

Held, affirming the judgment of the district court ,
previous to the date of the ex parte trial , the defend

that the service onthe proctor was a good service under ant did appear through Mr. Perera in this new
section 29 of the Civil Procedure Cod :

action . The court therefore bad no jurisdiction to

This was an action by the Bank of Madras as proceed under section 85 as for a default of appear

holders , against defendant as indorser , of 23 promis- ance , and the decree nisi should have been set aside

sory notes. The case is reported, at two previous on defendant's motion . [ Counsel then argued the

s'ages , in 9 S. C. C. 169, and ante p . 22. The defend- case on the merits , contending that sufficient cause

-10 :
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had been shewn to permit of defendant being let in Code is not applicable. Upon the second occasion

to defend .] defendant failed in his endeavour to get rid of the

Browne (de Saram with him) for the plaintiffs res
sequestration which the district court had issued

in November last year.
pondents. The learned district judge was right in

Defendant now appeals

refusing the defendant's application and making the
from a refusal of the district court to set aside a

decree nisi absolute . It is submitted there was judgment entered up ex parte for default of appear

proper service of summons. This was not a case of
ing and answering.

substituted service , but of original service. In the It is desirable , in order to a disposal of this

first place, there was sufficient service out of the co- appeal , to go carefully through the proceedings

which have taken place.
lony . Under section 70 of the Code , the court could

prescribe the mode of such service , and in this ing- Plaintiffs declare on a number of promissory

tance it directed the summons to be posted under
notes and sue to recover a sum of about Rs . 26,400.

registered cover. Such posting was service without The action was begun in November last year ; the

delivery of the letter , especially as non-delivery ap.
plaintiff obtained a sequestration of property of

peared to have been due to refusal of acceptance by
defendand in Colombo upon grounds considered in

defendant who evidently knew what the letter con
the second judgment of this court, and sumnions was

tained . Again, the service on Mr. Perera was equi
then issued under Chapter LIII of the Code , the plain

valent to service on defendant. Mr. Perera's previ
tiffs endeavouring to proceed by the summary proce

dure under that chapter. In December last year and
ous proxy was not limited to any purpose , but was

subsequently defendant was represented in the
an ordinary one authorizing him generally to defend

the action . The action was one and the same all
action by his attorney Ayaturai Moodeli, Mr. C.

Perera, proctor, appearing in the case on proxy in
throughout , the mode of procedure only being differ

the usual manner .

ent , and it is submitted that Mr. Perera represented
Two proxies to Mr. Perera

are filed in the paper- book, one bearing date
defendant at all stages of the action on his first

December 22 , 1890 , and the other January 5 , 1891 .
proxy, though he purported to file a new proxy after

the issue of fresh summons. l’nder section 29 of
Each of the proxies empowered Mr. Perera to

defend the suit generally, and under these proxies

the Code , service of process on a party's proctor is as
Mr. Perera conducted the defence, including two

effectual for all purposes as service on the party
appeals by the defendant to this court. In June

himself and therefore the defendant in this case must

be taken to have been duly served through his proc
this year the case came before us upon cross ap

tor. As to the ex parte trial and the decree nisi , the
peals by both parties , and we then held that plain

proceedings, it is submitted, were regular. The de
tiffs were wrong in their attempt to proceed under

Chapter LIII, and left it open to plaintiffs to proceed

fendant had indeed appeared for certain purposes - to
in the ordinary manner. About this time also the

resist the proceedings by way of summary procedure
defendant was appealing from a refusal of the

on liquid claims, and to apply for dissolution of the

district court to dissolve the se juentration , and thatsequestration issued in the action-but he did not

appeal was dismissed in July.
appear to answer the plaint under the exigency of the

It was then deemed desirable on plaintiffs' part
new summons , within the meaning of section 72 .

to issue a fresh summons in the ordinary form .
There was thus default in " appearing' and the pro

Plaintiffs ' manager, Mr. Noble , maile affidavit of
cedure laid down in section 85 was properly followed.

defendant's attorney having left Ceylon and defend

Dornhorst, in reply . The term “ process” as used
ant himself being resident at a certain village in

in section 29 does not include a summons : it mani
Tanjore, and an application was made to the district

festly cannot , because before summons a defendant
court to allow service on the lefendant out of the

will not have a proctor in the action . “ Process ” in
juristliction . The learned district judge then

that section must be taken to mean court's directions
directed, as I understand , that the summons be

other than and subsequent to summons. served by posting it in a registered letter aldressed

Cur. adv . vult . to the defendant at the indicated address in Tan .

On December 15 , 1891 , the following judgments jore, and also directed a duplicate service to be made

on Mr. Perera , This order was made on July 24 .
were delivered :

The summons thus issued allowed 23 days to appear

CLAYENCE, J. - This case has now been argued in
and answer. The service upon Mr. Perera was

appeal for the third time. Upon the first occasion effected .

defendant succeeded in his contention that the If this appeal had to turn upon the service in

summary procedure under Chapter LIII of the India, I should feel difficulty in holding that any
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service in India has been established , but plaintiffs

have the service on Mr. Perera to fall baok upan .

Defendant had already appeared in the action as far

back as January by his proctor Mr. Perera, but it

was—and I think rightly - deemed necessary to

serve him with process under the general procedure,

calling on him to answer. Now, by section 29 of

the Code, service of process on a party's proctor is

sufficient, unless the court otherwise directs, and

Mr. Perera was the defendant's proctor. He had

been defendant's proctor from January. Appel

lant's counsel indeed contended that a summons is

not “ process " within the meaning of section 29.

Process in general includes summons, but in the

ordinary case it would not be possible for a plantiff

to serve his
summons through his defendant's

proctor, for the simple reason that until the defend

ant has appeared by a proctor he has no proctor

recognizable in the case .
The present cas : is

different. Mr. Perera had already status in the case

as defendant's proctor, and the service on him of

process calling on defendant to answer the plaintiffs'

claim was a good service on the defendant.

The process served on the defendant through

Mr, Perera is dated July 28 , and was served the

same day . It was , so far as is material for the

purposes of this appeal, in these terms- "You are

“ hereby summoned to appear in this court either

“ in person or by proctor within 23 days from the

“ date hereof, exclusive of such date, at 10 o'clock

“ of the forenoon to answer the abovenamed plain

" tiffs and you are hereby required to take notice

" that in default of your so appearing the action

" will be proceeded with and heard and determined

" in your absence." This is the ordinary form of

summons provided by the Code for the commence

ment cf an action .

With regard to appearance, the defendant had

already appeared in the action by Mr. Perera , and

if he had not so appeared the service on him through

Mr. Perera could not have been effected , but defend

ant had not, until this process was served on him ,

been called upon in the ordinary form to answer the

plaint. On August 20 , the first day available,

the defendant had not taken any further steps , and

the plaintiffs moved that the case be set down for

hearing ex parte, according to the provisions of section

85 of the Code , and it is material to note what took

place on that day. We have the learned district

judge's note of what took place . Counsel appeared

for Mr. Perera - not, be it observed , for the defend

ant--and contended that the service, including the

service on Mr, Perera , was not proper service on

defendant, and that Mr. Perera's proxy did not ex

tend to the general defence of the action , but only to

the abortive proceeding under Cbapter LIII. The

district judge held that good service on defendant

had been made, and then fixed the case for ex parte

trial on September 4.

I pause here to say Mr. Perera's contention , that

his proxies did not empower him to represent the

defendant at this stage of the case , was untenable .

Mr. Perera seems to have contended that the proxies

only extended to the resisting plaintiffs' attempt to

proceed summarily under Chapter LIII , I will not

stop to consider how far any such limitation of a

proctor's authority could be recognised by the court .

It is unnecessary to discuss any question of that

kind. The two proxies filed by Mr. Perera in De

cember 1890 and January 1891 distinctly authorised

him to defend the action generally. The plaint con

tained the plaintiffs' declaration against the defend

ant. What procedure the plaintiffs should or would

adopt for obtaining the relief asked for in the plaint ,

was another matter. The proxies filed by Mr. Perera

clearly empowered him to resist whatever proceed

ing plaintiffs miglit adopt in the action .

The district judge hai fixed the ex porte trial

under section 85 for September 4 , but the trial seems

to have been adjourned to September 18. In the

meantime, on September 17 , Mr. Perera filed a new

proxy purporting to be under authority from two

attorneys of defendant (other than the original

attarney) and moved for an order nisi to set aside the

order of July 21 as to service, and also the order of

August 20 setting down the case for ex parte trial.

This application was accompanied by an affidavit

made on September 17 by defendant's new attorneys,

I cannot find record in the paper book of the issue

of any order nisi on this application of defend .

ant's , or of any fiat by the district court al

lowing the appļication for one , but it should

seem that in soine form or other defendant's

application was recognised by the district court

and was discussed in the disirict cout on Sep

tember 28 ,

Meanwhile, when the case came on for ex parte

trial upon September 18 , we find the learned

district judge noting that Mr. Perera for defen

dant applied that the ex parte trial should stand

over pending the returnable day of “ the order

nisi " , referring no doubt to defendant's applica

tion just mentioned. Plaintiffs' counsel then dis

claimed having received notice of any order nisi,

and the ex parte trial proceeded, resulting in a

decree nisi for plaintiffs under section 85 of the
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cause .

on

Code. The decree nisi was made on September 18 was in consequence of plaintiffs having unsuccess .

and de fendant had till September 30 to show fully attempted to use the special procedure under

Chapter LIII. But though the defendant had in fact

On September 28 , defendant's application, al- “ appearel ” in the action 6 months ago, it was now

ready mentioned , to set aside the service of the necessary for him within the meaning of section 72

summons and the order for ex parte trial came
to appear to answer” under the ordinary proce.

for discussion. Defendant's counsel repeated the dure, viz. to attend the court either in person or by

contention that at the time when the district court his proctor and file his answer. Then , says section 72 ,

allowed service through Mr. Perera , Mr. Perera had “ if the parties appear in court,” “ the defendant

no proxy authorising him to represent defendant. shall be called upon to answer the plaint , ” and

The district judge dismissed defendant's application section 85 , as already mentioned , provides what is to

-order of dismissal dated October 5. happen if plaintiff attends and defendant does not.

Again defendant showed cause against the decree
Defendant's original "appearance " in the action 6

nisi and the discussion took place on October 7,
months back was not the “ appearance needed now,

when the district judge made the decree absolute.
Defendant had to appear in court in person or by

The defendant now appeals from these last two
his lawyer to answer. Did defendant so appear ?

orders of the district court, viz : the order made on I think that he did not, and though the learned

October 5, refusing to set aside the service and
district judge's expression that defendant had not

order for ex parte trial, and the order of October 7
“ entered appearance " is a little misleading, he was

making the decree absolute ; and substantially the
substautially right in his order, because the defend.

question for decision is - whether, instead of making
ant had not appeared in court to answer the plaint ,

the decree nisi absolute , defendant should have been within the meaning of section 72. It is true that

let in to answer and defend . There are , in fact, two
defendant's proctor Mr. Perera was in court, but

questions : first, were the proceedings under which only to contend that he did not now represent the

the decree nisi was entered vitiated by any irregu
defendant. We have the learned district judge's

larity, and if that question be answered in the note that counsel appeared before him on the return .

negative, then secondly, ought defendant to be still able day of the summons, not for the defendant but

let in to defend on the score of reasonable grounds for Mr. Perera, and argued that Mr. Perera did not

for the default on which the decree nisi was made. represent the defendant bevond the abortive pro

Now, so farasconcerns the first of these questions, ceediugs under Chapter LIII . Therefore I think

I think that the decree nisi was properly entered
that the learned district judge was right in holding

up. I was at first struck by the circumstance that that on the returnable day of the summons, which

the learned district judge purported to make the
called on defendant to appear to answer , the defend

decree nisi for default of appearance, whereas the
ant did not so appear, because Mr. Perera expressly

defendant had really appeared in the action by his
disclaimed representing the defendant. It would

proctor Mr. Perera as far back as December, 1890,
have been futile for the district julge to “ call on

otherwise he could not have been served through
the defendant to answer the plaint ” when no

Mr. Perera . But when you consider how the matter attended to represent him . Not only was it contend

really stood , the order is right. Under the ordinary
ed on September 18 that Mr. Perera's authority to

procedure in an action , the proceedings begin by represent the defendant had expired with the pro

the defendant being summoned to appear and
ceedings under Chapter LIII,but the same contention

Section 72 and subsequent sections pre was again pressed upon the district court upon

scribe what is to be done. On the returnable day “ if
defendant's formal application to get rid of the ser

“ the parties appear in court the defendant shall vice through Mr. Perera , and it was reiterated in

“ be called upon to answer the plaint. ” If the de- appeal before us .

fendant “ fails to appear on the day fixed for his We must therefore answer the first question in the

appearance and answer," the court, if satisfied that
negative , and hold that the order for ex parte trial

the defendant has been served with summons, is was rightly made. The only remaining question is,

required by section 85 to fix the case for ex parte whether defeudant has shown any circumstances

hearing in order to a decree nisi. Now, the present aruounting, within the meaning of section 86 , to

case stood unusual and extraordinary " reasonable grounds for his default " in appearing to

footing. The case was already over 6 months old

when the plaintiffs had to take the step of calling on

the defendant to answer to the plaint - a step ordi- As to that, if we look at toe history of the matter,

narily taken at the very beginning of an action . This ! res ipsa loquitur. At the outset of the case, in

one

answer .

upon an

answer .
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Dias, J .-- This case bas been so fully gone into by

my learned brother in his ju lyment that I have

noihing more to add to it , but I cannot let the case

pass without remarking that throughout the pro

ceedings the defendant seems to have hal bui one

object, that of avoidling or postponing the payment

of the debt. Lastly, the defendant attempted to

evade the service of the summons by repudiating

his own proctor, Mr. Perera. There is no foundation

for the contention that Mr, Perera represeuted the

defendant for a limited purpose only, but the proxies

tell a different tale . The defendant cannot be al

lowed to blow hot and cold , and make use of

Mr. Perera when it suits his purpose and throw

him overboard when it is convenient to do so . I

think with my learned brother that the appeal should

be dismissed with costs ,

Appeal dismissed ,

:03

Present : --CLARENCE and Dias, JJ .

( July 7 and 22 , 1891.)

D. C. Negombo, !
FERNARAYEN CHETTY v .

NANDO.No. 213 .

November 1890 , plaintiff obtained a sequestration

of defendant's property in Colombo upon materials

going to show prima facie, that defendant was fraudu

lently alienating his property. That sequestration

defendant unsuccessfully attempted to dissolve and is

still on foot. Plaintiffs then committed a mistake

in their procedure and attempted to proceed under

Chapter LIII , which did not apply. This defendant

was within his right in resisting. He did resist it ,

and by our order in appeal made last June, plaintiffs'

attempt to proceed under Chapter LIII was finally

knocked on the head and plaintiffs were told that

they could only proceed under the ordinary procedure,

For that plainíiffs had to call on defendant to appear

in court to answer to the plaint after the ordi.

nary fashion , and what subsequently took place

can only be
described as a determined and

protracted endeavour on defendant's part to evade

service of plaintiffs' process . Ayaturai Moodali,

who as defendant's attorney originally instructed

Mr. Perera for the defence, is now found to have

vanished , leaving no trace behind. Defendant

himself is in India . In May defendant gave a new

power of attorney to two new attorneys, who, how

ever, lay by and made no sign until September,

when they came forward and instructed Mr. Perera

and also made an affidavit of a very unsubstantial

character. Defendant having a proctor on the

record , plaintiffs served the new process on him ,

which under section 29 it was competent to plain

tiffs to do . I dismiss from consideration the attempt

at substituted service out of the jurisdiction which

in my opinion was abortive, but the service through

Mr. Perera was good. Defendant, when then served ,

did not appear to answer ; on the contrary his proctor

set up a frivolous contention that when he was served

he no longer represented the defendant. It is abund

antly clear that the line of conduct of the defence

has been directed to baffling plaintiffs by evading ser

vice of their process. Fortunately for plaintiffs they

served defendant through his proctor. But for that

they would, not improbably, have been unable to

serve him at all . Defendant had the opportunity of

coming in to answer and defend when he was served

through his proctor in July. This on a frivolous

pretence defendant abstained from doing, and he

must take the consequences. No reasonable grounds

are shown for defendant's default , on the contrary

there is every reason to believe that it was deliberate

and conceived in the desperate hope of being able to

get rid of the service .

For these reasons I am of opinion that the defend

ant's appeal should be dismissed with costs .

Jurisdiction - Promissory note made at one place and

indorsed at another - Action by indorsee against

maker -- Cause of action --Civil Procedure Code,

sections 5 , 9 .

1

1

A promissory note made at a certain place, themaker

being described is of the same place, is, in the absence

of express provision to the contrary, a note payable at
that place.

In an action brought in the district court of Negom .
bo by the indorsee against the maker, who was resident

at Chilaw, of a promissory note mnade at Chilaw but

indorsed at Negombo-

Held , that under section 9 of the Civil Procedure

Code the district court of Negombo had no jurisdiction ,

Action by indorsee against maker of a promissory

note .

The plaintiff obtained a decree nisi for default of

appearance by defendant upon suinmons served, and

the decree nisi was in due course made absolute .

Subsequently, the defendant came in and upon affi

dayit moved to set aside the decree. The district

judge refused the motion and the defendant ap

pealed.

Dornhorst, for appellant. The cause of action ,

which was the non -payment of the note , did not

arise at Negombo ; for the note, not being made

payable at any particular place, was payable wherr

it was made, viz . Chilaw . The court had therefore

1

1
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no jurisdiction in this case , and should have allowed of action is defined in section 5 of the Code as the

the defendant's application to set aside the judg- wrong for the redress of which the action is brought,

ment. inclu ling the refusal to fulfil an obligation. The

brea :h of contract attributable to defendant here is

Sampayo, for respondent. The indorsement at

an o ission to pay at Chilaw . Read v. Brown, 22
Negombo was sufficient to give jurisdiction. Q. B. D. 128, cited for plaintiff, turned on the words

C. R. Colombo, No. 54.714, 1 C. L. R. 10 ;Read v.

" cause of action wholly or in part” in the Mayor's
Brown, L. R. 22 Q. B. D. 128. Further, in the case

Cour! P'rocedure Act.

of negotiable instruments, indorsement is always

contemplated, and on the principle that a debtor
Nthing is averred in the plaint which confers any

juris liction on the Negombo district court, as jurismust seek his creditor, the maker of this note had to

diction is defined in our Code.

pay where the indorsee was , viz . at Negombo . The

cause of action therefore arose there. Then , the The judgment is set aside and the case sent back

objection, even if valid , comes too late. The defend- to the district court, plaintiff paying defendant's

ant did not appear to answer the plaint or to shew costs of the application in both courts.

cause against the decree nisi, and the judgment
Dias, J.-I am of the same opinion.

ought not now to be set aside on the ground urged .

Set aside.

Dornhorst, in reply. The cases cited do not apply .

They were decisions under systems of procedure

where “ cause of action " was understood to consist
Present : -- BUBNSIDE, C. J. ,

of the material facts in the case for the plaintiff and

could arise “ partly " in one place and " partly " in
(May 3, 1892 )

another. But “ cause of action as defined in the

Civil Procedure Code ( section 5) is different and D. C. Badulla,

must necessarily arise wholly in one place . In this
Criminal, THE QUEEN V. VIDANE.

No. 4,130.
instance , it was " the refusal to fulfil an obligation ” ,

i.e , the refusal to pay the note , which it is submit
Criminal Procedure - Sentence - Imprisonment and

ted was payable at Chilaw and not at Negombo.
fine-- Warrant of distress - Further imprisonment

Cur. adv. vult .
in lieu of fine -- Jurisdiction - Criminal Procedure

Code, sections 17 , 378 .

On July 22 , 1891 , the following judgments were

Where an accused person is sentenced to a fine, ifdelivered :
the court desires to award any term of imprisonment in

default of payment of the fine under section 17 of the

CLARENCE, J .-- I am of opinion that this order Criminal Procedure Code, such award should be made

inust be set as : le anl the defendant's application to
at the time of and as part of the original sentence.

have the judgment re -opened which was entered
Where the sentence was one of fine without any

alternative terın of imprisonment, and no property being
against him by default of appearance allowed, for the fund upon distress issued, the court then imposed å

reason that the plaint discloses on its face no juris- term of imprisonment in lieu of the fine

diction in the Negombo district court. Held, that the second sentence of imprisonment was

illegal .

Section 9 of the Procedure Code allows such an

action to be brought in the court within whose local The defendant in this case was convicted by the

limits of jurisdiction ( 1 ) the defendant resides or(2 ) district judge upon a charge under section 317 of

the cause of action arises or (3) the contract was the Penal Code and sentenced to imprisonment for

made. The contract entered into by defendant was a period of 2 months and to a fine of Rs . 25 . He

made at Chilaw , and the defendant resides at Chilaw, was committed to prison upon the sentence of

Then where did the cause of action against this de- imprisonment on March 31 , 1892, and warrant of

fendant arise ? The terms of the note are :- "_ “ Three distress having issued for the recovery of the fine,

months after date I the undersigned J , M, Fernando the fiscal returned nulla bona . Thereupon, on April

of Chilaw promise to pay to M. P. F. Fernando of 11 , 1892, the district judge imposed a further

Negombo," and so on . That is a note payable by the term of simple imprisonment for two months in

maker at Chilaw . See Buxton v . Jones, 1 M. & Gr. lieu of the fine and a second warrant of commit

83. That fact that the payee is averred to have ment was issued for the detention of the defend

indorsed the note to the plaintiff at Negombo is im. ant for this second term of imprisonment. The

material for the purpose of this question . Chief Justice having, upon a visit to the jail in which

1

?

“ Cause
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1

the defendant was detained , considered the second ment on her mortgage, under which the property

committal to be illegal caused the warrant of commit- was sold by fiscal and purchased by plaintiff. Plain

ment to be brought up to be dealt with by the Supreme tiff also sets up a title by prescription .

Court. Defendants put plaintiff to the proof of the gift to

Hay, A. S. G. , for the Crown , intimated that he Saidittu Umma and set up a title in themselves

could not support the commitment .
under a gift by Alip Usman Alamat of date April

23 , 1876, to defendants, who are the widow and a

The CHIEFJUSTICE held that underthe provisions of

the Criminal Procedure Code the award of any term
daughter of the donur . Plaintiff avers this gift

deed to be a forgery.
of imprisonment in default of the payment of a fine

must form part of the original sentence and that
The fiscal's sale under which plaintiff claims was

otherwise the court must be content with the result held in 1881 , but plaintiff got no conveyance till

of the warrant of distress for the recovery of the fine
1889. Of the execution of the gift deed pleaded by

and had no power, on the distress proving fruitless, plaintiff there is no evidence. The execution of the

to impose any term of imprisonment in lieu of the other gift deed pleaded by defendants is deposed to

fine. by a dismissed notary, who says that the donor exe

The second warrant of commitment was accord- cuted it in his presence. The district judge bases

ingly quashed , and it was ordered that the defendant his judgment on the assumption that both deeds

should be discharged on the expiration of the sub- were actually executed by the alleged donor, but

stantive sentence of imprisonment ,
upholds plaintiff's title on the ground that his deed

is registered whereas defendants' is not ; he appears

- : 0 :

also to be of opinion that there has been possession

Present: - CLARENCE and Dias, JJ.
on the part of plaintiff and those through whom he

claims.

( January 19 and February 4, 1892. )
Defendants appeal.

D. C. Galle, ( MOHAMADU HAMIDU v . RAHIMUT
The registration of plaintiff's gift deed does not

No. 55,937.1 TU NATCHIA.

affect the contest between the parties, inasmuch as

Registration - Deeds of gift - Valuable consideration- plaintiff's deed was not a conveyance made for valu

Priority - Ordinance No. 8 of 1863 , section 39 . able consideration , and the operation of section 39

of the Land Registration Ordinance 1863, in favor of

The operation of section 39 of the Land Registration

Ordinance, 1863, in favour of deeds registered before
deeds registered before deeds earlier in date , is con

deeds earlier in date, is confined to deeds made for valu . fined to deeds made for valuable consideration .

able consideration. Therefore , so far as paper title is concerned, de

Therefore, a deed of gitt does not, by reason of prior fendants' deed prevails over plaintiff's, apart from
registration, prevail over another deed of gift prior in

date the circumstance that the plaintiff's deed is not

proved . Plaintiff then has to fall back on his plea
Ejectment.

of the Prescription Ordinance. Plaintiff himself

The facts sufficiently appear in the judgment of appears according to his own account to be a member
CLARENCE J.

of the same family as defendants. The evidence

The defendants appealed from a judgment in
adduced on plaintiff's part as to possession of the

favour of the plaintiff.
property since 1876 is far from establishing in

Dornhorst, for appellants. plaintiff's favor a title by prescription .

J. Grenier, for respondent, I am of opinion that the judgment appealed from

Cur. adv . vult. must be reversed and judgmeut entered for defen

On February 4 , 1892 , the following judgments
dants with costs in both courts .

were delivered :
Dias, J.- On the question of registration, the

CLARENCE, J.-Plaintiff sues to eject defendants
Registration Ordinance does not help the plaintiff's

from a house and land. Plaintiff avers that Alip
Plaintiff has to fall back on his adverse

Usman Abamat, who admittedly owned the property,
possession , which is manifestly insufficient to give

conveyed it by died of gift dated July 15, 1876, to
him a title against the defendants. Defendants are

his daughter Saidittu Umma ; that Saidittu Umma entitled to julymout with costs in both courts .

in 1877 mortgage l to Miss Austin , who had judy Reversed .

( ase .
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Present :- BURNSIDE , C. J. , and CLARENCE and sale . It is not like a sale in execution , where the

district judge has special powers conferred on him
Dias , JJ.

to affirm or disallow it. The sale was ordered as

part of the partition decree by a commissioner duly

(June 12 and July 7 , 1891.) authorised and ordered to carry it out, and if he has

erred one way or the other, the remedy is against him ;

D. C. Matara, )
WETTESINGHE V.

or if his default is of such a nature as vitiates the

No. 34,392 .
JAYAN.

wbole sale, then there is no necessity to set it aside

it is a nullity and does not affect the rights of parties

Sale of land-- Action for partition - Auction - Agree- and their remedies remain for them . But even on

ment not to bid - Notice of sale - Irregularity- the grounds set up I don't think the order should

Practice Jurisdiction- Ordinance No. 10 of 1863, stand . I think it most dangerous to discredit public

section 8 .
sales like these, because one of the interested parties

thinks the property was sold for less than its value.

At the sale of land under a decree in a partition suit If any of the partic's concerned thought that the pro

the land was knocked down for a sum aniounting only

to half theappraised value to one of the parties to the
perty was being sold for less than its value , he had

suit, who hadagreed with another of the parties that the opportunity of bidding it up ; but they remain

they should not bid against each other and that the quiet and allow the sale to be concluded and then

land , if purchased , should be shared between them .
seek to set it aside . The commissioner has testified

Upon au application in the partition suit by some of that he gave timely notice of the day of sale , and I

the other parties to set aside the sale

cannot agree with the district judge that because he

Held (Dias,J. , dissenting) that theagreementbetween did not effect a sale on that day therefore he could
the purchaser and the other party not to bid against

each other and to divide the land, if purchased, was
not sell until he had given another six weeks ' notice.

not inequitable and did not vitiate the sale. The object of the law in requiring that six weeks'

notice of the sale should be given was no doubt to

This was a suit for partition of land , of which the

plaintiff and the defendants were owners in common .

prevent a precipitate sale following the order ; and

that time having elapsed, it cannot be said that no
The court, however, decreed a sale and appointed a

sale could be made without giving six weeks ' more
commissioner to carry it out. The commissioner

notice .

appraised the land at Rs . 300, and at the sale , which

had been adjourned for a fortnight after the date ad
I find nothing in the evidence that there was any

vertised , none of the parties having bid, the commis
fraud practised . It was quite legitimate for one of

sioner put it up for open competition, when the second
the parties interested to agree with the other or

defendant became the purchaser for Rs . 150 as the

others that if they did not bid the party purchasing
highest bidder . Thereupon the fourth , fifth , and sixth

defendants applied to the court in the partition suit to
would share with him or them, and it cannot I think

set aside the sale. It appeared at the inquiry upon the
rightly be said that they thereby prevented a fair sale

application that the plaintiff and the second defendant of the land. The non - agreeing parties had it in their

( the purchaser) had agreed that the plaintiff shonld power to run the land up if they wished to defeat

not bid at the sile aud that he should have half of such a combination .

the land if purchased. The distric : judge disuallowed

the sale and ordered a fresh commission to issue for
The parties ought to be left to the remedies which

the sale of the land .
are specially conserved to them by the proviso in

section 9 of the Ordinance , and I repeat that it

The second defendant appealed . seems to me a very dangerous practice to interfere

Dornhorst, for appellant.

with public sales like this , in which bidders should

rely on the bona fides and the official character of the

J. Grenier, for respondents. sale . More harm thau possible good will be done if

the public learn to distrust these sales as liable to be

Cur. adv. vult. set aside on some technical objection or dissatisfac

tion with the price which the property realizes.

On July 7 , 1891 , the following judgments were
Bidders will refrain from bidding and property will

delivered :
necessarily be sacrificed . The order is in my opinion

BUR SIDE , C. J.- I think the order in this case ultra vires, and there are not any grounds for disturb

was ultra virrs. This was a sale under the Partition ing the sale, and the appeal should succeed . The

Ordinance , and I can find no authority whatever for respondents will pay the costs of the appeal and of the

the disallowance summarily by the judge of such a proceedings in the district court to set aside the sale .
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CLARENCE, J. - In this case the district judge, not that second defendant should let plaintiff have half the

seeing his way to a partition of the land , decreed a land if he bought it . Supposing that to be so, i

sale, and appointed a commissioner to carry out the would not in my opinion be enough to open the

sale. Section 8 of the Ordinance requires six matter. There used to be a pass ge in Suyden's

weeks' notice of the sale to be given in such manner as Vendors and Purchasers to the effect that if the

the court may direct . In this instince notice was parties agree not to bid against each other” the

given by advertisem nt, but on the advertised day the court would open the biddings on that ground . In

salo was adjourned for a fortnight, and at the ad In re Carew's Estate, 26 Bear . 187 , Lord Romilly

journed sale the land was knocked down to the second considered that point and held it not established by

defendant for about half the sum of which the com authority that a sale can be invalidated by “ a mere

missioner says that he had appraised its value.

Certain other defendanis now ask that thet sale may

agreement between two persons, each desirous to

be set aside . Nothing turns on any point as to notice bug a lot , that they will not bid against each other".

of the sale day, the application to set aside the sale

These two gentlemen agreed not to bid against each

being based on objection to what actually passed on

othor, but that one should buy the lot if it could be

the occasion of the sale . Had I been in the district got for a certain price, and they would then divide it .

judge's place , I should not have entertained the ap- Lord Romilly thought that there was no case and no

plication in the first instance , because it was not principle on which such an agreement could be

made upon any affidavit. The appliction, however, deemed inequitable. I am aware of no authority

was entertained , and was discussed inter purtes, being since this case.

opposed by the plaintiff and (as I gathe: from the

district judge's note ) by the defendants other thun I am of opinion that the applicants' application

the applicants.
should be dismissed with costs. The appeal succeeds.

I do not think that there is any difficulty as to
the principles upon which such an application should Dias , J.-In this suit, which is a partition buit ,

be disposed of. I cannot doubt that up to the date the district judge made an order of sale , and one Mr.

when the property has become vested in the pur- Booy was appointed commissioner to carry out the

chaser by the judge's certificate nuentioned in sale . The commissioner marle his return to the

section 8 of the Ordinance the district court has commission , and on January 28, 1891 , Mr. C. H.

power at the instance of any party coucerned to Ernst, for fourth , fifth , and sixth defendants, moved

refuse to complete the sale upon proper cause shown . that the sale effected by the commissioner might be

The case is analogous to the “ opening of the bid . set aside for the several reasons set out in his appli

dings" in sales by the ( 'ourt of Chancery in England. cation . The proctor's motion was founded on the

When a sale takes place by order of court , and the bare application which had no affidavit to support it .

land has been knocked down to a purchaser, the court This application sets ont that the plaintiff and the

has clearly power, if justice reqaires, to open the
second defendant colluding together had succeeded in

biddings at any time short of the date when the sale obtaining the land for Rs. 150 , whereas it is worth

has been actually completed and order a resale. Rs. 500 . A day was fixed to hear the parties on the

matter of this application , and on March 10 the case

As to the grounds upon which biddings should be came on for hearing, and the plaintiff and the

so reopened , it is matter of legal history that before commissioner were then examined . From their evi

the Sale of Land by Auction Act 1867 was passed

there used to be some couflict between the English

dence it appears clear that the garden Kahatagaha

courts of law and equity as to the grounds on which

watte was koocked down to the second defendant,

in general auction biddings should be opened . We

much below its real value. The commissioner ap

certainly should be prepared to open the bid.lings in

praised the property at Rs. 300 , and at the first sale ,

a case of " fraud or improper conduct in the manage

which fell thrugh, the plaintiff himself bid Rs. 305 .

ment of the sale ” , the grounds on which alone The plaintiff's explanation of how he came to give up

in a sale by order of court the biddings can be opened his bid is very unsatisfactory. He admits that the

since the Act of 1867 .

second defendant, who bought the land for Rs. 150,

offered to give him , the plaintiff, one -half of the

In the present case it is not suggested that there land . It is evident that the plaintiff and the second

was any improper conduct on the part of the com- defendant have combined together to obtain the land

missioner who conducted the sale . It seems, how- for half of its real value. Besides, according to the

ever , to be suggested that the plaintiff and the second commissioner's evidence he did not give notice of the

defendant agreed not to bid against each other and sale as required by the Ordinance. Some pre .
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liminary objection seems to have been taken in the

district court on the ground that the application was

not supported by an affidavit, but I am not prepared

to give effect to this objection . All the facts con

nected with the dispute between the parties are now

before us , from which it appears that the sale was

not only irregular, but that the plainriff and the

second defendant acting together have prevented a

fair sale of the land . I would affirm the order.

back until the day of trial and then take exception to

the sufficiency of a pleading which he had previously

recognized . However, the defendant's wrong cannot

cuire the plaintiff's fault, and I set aside the judg

ment of the commissioner and send the case back to

enable him to deal with the matter regularly.

If the libel is insufficiently stamped the commis

sioner may order ii to be removed and the plaintiff

to pay the costs of his proceedings. The defendant

will , of course , bear his own costs -he should have

moved earlier . Or, tbe commissioner may allow the

plaintiff to affis proper stamps on paying the pre

scribed penalty.

Set aside.

0 :

Prosent : - BURNSIDE, C. J.
I say nothing as to the sufficiency or insufficiency

of the stainp .

( February 18 and 23 , 1892.)
I make no order as to costs of appeal .

C. R. Colombo, Fernando V. Fernando.
,

Sot aside.

0 :Civil procedure — Insufficiently stamped plaint

Objection by defendant- Taking plaint off the

fileAnswer on the merits - Practice.
Present :-CLARENOE and Dias, JJ .

( January 22 and February 19 , 1892.)

Where a plaint is insufficiently stamped the proper

course for the defendant is at once to take steps to have

it taken off the file and not to wait till the trial and

then take exception to the sufficiency of the pleading. D. C. Chilaw ,

No. 152 . MudaLY APPUHAMYV.TIKERALA .

Civil Procedure—Want of particulars in plaint

Answer on the merits-- Ploailing -- Mution to take

the plaint of the file - Irregularity.

The plaintiff sued defendant, claiming Rs. 48 as

damages for the alleged obstruction by defendant of

a footpath and water -course, in respect of which the

plaintiff claimed a right as lessee of the land . The

plaint was stamped with stamps to the value of 50

cents only. The defendant filed answer pleading on

the merits. But on the day of trial the defendant

objected to the plaint as being insufficiently stamped

and submit: ed that the action should be dismissed .

The learned commissioner upheld the defendant's

objection and dismissed the plaintiff's actiun with

costs.

An objection to a pleading for want of particulars is

not a matter to be set up by plea. A party requiring

more particulars should, before pleading to the merits,

take the objection by way of motion to takethe plead

ing off the file .

Accordingly, wherein an action for land the plaint

did not disclose the plaintiffs' title to the shares of land

claimed or wlio the other shareholders were, and where

the defendants filed an answer denying the plaintiffs'

title and also taking legal objection to the non -disclo

sure and non -joinder of the other shareholders, and on

the day of trial moved to take the plaint off the file

Held , that the defendants' procedure was irregular.

The plaintiff appenled.

Dornhorst, for appellant.

Pereira, for respondent.
The facts material to this report appear in the

judgment of CLARENCE, J.
Cur, adv. vult.

On February 23 , 1892 , the following judgment

was delivered :

BURNBIDE, C. J. - If the proceedings are insuffi

ciently stamped the proper course is to take them off

the file of the court. But a defendant cannot hang

The district judge thought that the plaint was

defectise in that it did not shew who were the co

owners of the plaintiffs who sued in respect of only

certain shares of land and in that it did not disclose

the plaintiffs' title. He therefore upheld the objec

tions taken to that effect in the answer and he also
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disallowed a motion on the part of the plaintiffs to to defendants' averments concerning title and con

file a list of documents on the ground that the docu- cerning boundaries. The case was then fixed for

ments of title should have been pleaded in and filed trial , but before the triat day had arrived defendants

with the plaint . He accordingly allowed with costs moved to amend their answer by adding an objection

a motion on defendant's part to take the plaint off that the plaint " does not disclose the title of plain

the file.
tiffs " . The district julge refused this application.

The plaintiff's appealed.
On the trial day defendants mored to have the

Dornhorst, for appellants. The defendants have plaint taken off the file. No written motion seems to

misconceived the procedure to be followed . The
have been made and we can only gather the grounds

argument of the matters of law raised in the answer of the motion from the district judge's note that

has been mixed up with a motion to take the plaint
defendants mored that the plaint be taken off the

off the file. The object of such a motion for want of file on the pleas raised in the answer and on general

particulars is to enable a defendant to answer, on the grounds of law ” . The district judge, after this appli

ground that without such particulars he is embar- cation had been discussed, made an order taking the

rassed and cannot answer. Here, the defendants plaint off the file and plaintiff's appeal .

have answered , and there is in fact an issue of title

on record . As to the non-disclosure and non-joinder . We cannot support the order. A defendant sued

of the other co -owners , such on objection cannot now in a suit based on an alleged title in plaintiff to

be maintained in view of the provisions of section 12 land is always entitled to have a disclosure of the

of the Civil Procedure Code , which enables one plaintiff's title, and such & disclosure is requir

co -owner of land to sue alone in respect of his share. el by section 40 of the Code ; but an objection

The district judge was therefore wrong in making for want of particulars is not a matter to be set

the order appealed from at this stage of the case . up by plea . If defendants desireddefendants desired to require

There was no appearance for respondents .

more particulars, they should at once, instead of

answering to the merits , have moved to bave the

Cur, adv. vult. plaint taken off the file for want of particulars,

such motion being made in the manner required

On February 19, 1892, the following judgments by section 91. As to the non -production of docu

were delivered :
ments of title or a memorandum of documents of

title at the time of filing the plaint, plaintiff

omits those matters at his own risk . It would

CLARENCE , J. - Plaintiff filed a plairt averring that appear, from the contentious advance in plain

first plaintiff owns Ambegahawatte, title not disclos- tiffs' petition of appeal , that plaintiffs are propos

ed , and one-sixth of Kongahawatte, title also not ing to rely not merely upon a prescriptive title

disclosed , that second plaintiff owns one-twelfth of but on some paper title . If so , they should have

Kongahawatte under a conveyance of date July 12 , disclosed it , and defendants on their side miglit and

1888 , earlier title not disclosed , and sue under should have taken that objection at once by motion

sectior: 247 of the Procedure Code to set aside an instead of answering on the merits. Both parties

adverse orler made under section 245. The plaint appear to liave mistaken their procedure. The order

also contains a general averment of a title by pre- we mike is — that all pleadings subsequent to the

scription , but no other averments of title. plaint be taken off the file , anil paintiffs allowed to

amend their plaint. Defendants' objection is tu non

Defendants answered, admitting having pointed joinder may be dealt with at the same time. All

out for seizure in execution certain shares of these costs incluriing those of this appeal left as costs in

lands , to which defendants set up title , and denying the cause.

plaintiffs' title to the extent claimed by plaintiffs.

The answer also disputed the correctness of the

boundaries assigned by plaintiffs to Ambeyahawatte
Dias, J. - In this case both parties misunderstood

and purported to demur to the plaint on the ground
the pr. cedure. The present order cannot stund , and

of the non -disclosure of plaintiffs' co -sharers and set
al peadlings subsequent to the plaint must be struck

out the names of certiin persons alleged by defend off, and the case must go back with liberty to amend

ants to be shareholders. -all costs will be costs in the cause .

* Plaintiffs replied to this answer and took issue as Set aside.
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Present :-BURNSIDE, 2. J. and CLARENCE, and He recorded that he felt reasonable doubt as to the

DIAS , JJ good faith of the defence for the claim on the second

note .

(May 15 and 26, and June 16 , 1891. )
I agree with the Chief Justice that the defendants

D. C. Kandy, KANAPPA CHETIY V. SAIBO AND CO. nzust be let in to appear and defend, so far as

No. 4,171. cerns the first note , the defence offered us to that

note being certainly sustainable prima facie. This
Jurisdiction - Residence of defendant - Place of busi

note purports to have been made in Colombo, and
ness --Civil Procedure Code, section 9 .

payable in Colombo . There is no averment that

The place where a party defendant carries on busi the defendants reside within the district of Kandy,

ness is not a place where he resides, within the meaning
but only that they “ carried on business ” within that

of section 9 of the Civil Procedure Code, so as to give

jurisdiction to the court within whose local limits such district. That does not satisfy the requirement of

place is situated. clause (a) in section 9 of the Code.

Action on promissory notes under Chapter LIII of
With regard to the other note , I do not think that

the Civil Proce :lure Code. we should take upon ourselves to interfere with the

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the
exercise by the learned district judge of his discretion
under sectlon 704.

judgments of CLARENCE and Dias JJ.

The order in appeal should be : --
The defendants appealed from an order refusing

Let iu defendants to appear and defend plaintiff's
them leave to appear and defend.

claim on the Rs . 126 : 38 note.
Wendt (Van Langenberg with him) for appellants.

Let in defendants to appear and defend plaintiff's
Dornhorst, for respondent.

claim on the Rs . 700 note on condition of paying intoCur. add. vult.

On June 16, 1891, the following judgments were court Rs . 700 with interest at 12 per cent from date

of action brought. If payment not ma le within tendelivered :

days from date of this order, plaintiff may have

Burnside , C. J. - The sole question which I have judgment.

to decide is that in which the jurisdiction of the No costs in appeal.

district court has been challenged , and I have no

Dias , J.--This is an action on two promissoryhesitation in saying that the district court had no

jurisdiction , notes by the indorsee against the makers. The first

The defendants did not reside within the jurisdic
note A is for Rs . 126 :38. It was made at Colombo

tion of the Kandy court. That they carried on busi payable at Colombo at the Bank of Madras. The

ness there, is not enough . The provisions of section second note Bºis for Rs. 700 and was made at Kandy.

9 of the Civil Procedure Code are emphatic. It is With regard to the first note, no part of the cause of

action accrued within the jurisdiction of the Kandy
the presence of the person of the defendant which

renders him amenable to the jurisdiction of the court. district court, but there is an allegation in the

So far, then , as the first note is affected , the de
libel that the defendants are carrying on busi

fendants should be permitted to defend and take ob partners in the district of Dickoya

jection to the jurisdiction.
which is a place within the jutisdiction of

the Kandy court. That allegation, in my opinion,
CLARENCE, J .-- Plaintiff sues the defendants on meets the requirements of section 9 of the Civil

two promissory notes purporting to have been made Procedure Code as to the residence of the defendants.

by defendants in favour of third parties and by the No questivu of jurisdiction arises with regard to the

payees indorsed to plaintiff. Plaintiff is proceeding other note. The plaintiff proceels under Chaper LIII

under the summary proce lure chapter ( Chapter of the Cole , and the district judge held that with

LIII) of the Code, and defendants appeal against an respert to the first note the defence set up by the des

order made upon their application for leave to ap- feudant is not prima facie sustainable , and as to the

pear and defend . second note he held that he had reasonable donlot as

The notes declared on are for Rs . 126 : 38 and Rs. to the good faith of the defence , and the district

700 respectively . In respect of the first, the defend- judge perunitted the defendants to defend the action

ants object that the Kandy district court has no juris- on paying into court the amount of both notes,and

diction . In respect of the second, the defendants against this judgment the defendants appeal. Se

desire to set up the defence of forgery. The learned veral objections were taken to the regularity of the

district judge refused to allow defendants to appear proceedings. The first is , that the requirements of

and defend except on the terms of payment into court. section 49 of the Code have been not complied with.

ness as
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Under section 49 the plaintiff is bound to indorse op the tenants for their share of the commuted payment

the plaint a memoranduin of the documents pro
due in respect thereof

Held, that there was here a non- joinder of plaintiff's
ducel, with as many copies on unstamped paper

and, in the absence of an application to add the remain

translated into the language of the defendant for ing co -owner, the action was rightly dismissed.

whom it is intended . All the defendants in this case

The plaintiffs, two in number, averring them
are Tamil speaking people, so the copies should have

been examined by the secretary and signed by him . A
selves to be entitled to a certain panguwa of a nin

memoran lum of the dounents is appended to the
dagama sued defendants as tenants thereof for the

plaint, and accorling to the report of the fiscal be
commuted payment due in respect thereof for the

servel on the first defen laut for himself and as attor
years 1888 and 1889. The defendants, among other

things, pleaded that a third party was owner of one
bey of the rest, a transla'ion of the sinmons to

third share by purchase from one of the vendors to
gether with a translation of the plaint and docu .

ments. According to this return all the require plaintiff's upon a conveyance prior to that upon

which plaintiffs claimed . The learned commissioner
ments of section 49 appear to have been complied

found this in defendants' favour and dismissed the

with . The defendants being partners, the service on

first defendant for himself and the rest of the defend
plaintiffs' action on the ground that plaintiffs were

entitled to only a two -third interest in the land and
ants appears to me to fulfil the requirements of sec

that, as the services were not divisible, no more was

tion 49. The only defect in the process is that the
the commuted value of such services,

memorandum and copies of the plaint etc. were not

examined and signed by the secretary of the court, The plaintiffs appealed,

but this is a mere technical objection which does not Browne ( Dornhorst with him) for the appellants,

vitiate all the proceedings, especially as the defenil
l'an Langenberg, for the respondents.

ants were not prejudicel by the omission , Tais

olisposes of the several objections urged in appeal. i Cur, arlv . vult.

The district judge ordered the defendants to pay ihe
On June 25 , 1891, the following judgment was

amount of both notes into court before defending
delivered :

the action . Chapter LIII of the Code gives the

district judge a discretion to impose the conditiou , CLARENCE, J. — The plaintiffs sue the defendants

when he is satisfied that the defence is not prima claiming Rs . 5.80 as due by defendants for commuted

facie sustainable. I would affirm the judgment. services for the years 1888 and 1889 in respect of

certain service lands of which defendants are admit

Set aside.

tedly the paraveni tenants , The plaintiffs do not

aver that they are lords or owners of the ninda-gama,

but merely that the ; are owners of the “ nila -pangu

Present :-CLARENCE , J. A panguwa I understand to be merely one

part or tract of the paraveni lauds of a nin la -gama.

( June 9 and 25, 1891. ) Passing this by, however, plaintiffs aver that Loku

Banda owned the " nila -panguwa" in question, that

C. R. Kegalle,

N. 94, Ukku BANDẠ v . Lapaya,
he died in 1882, leaving him surviving the plaintiffs

vendors his only children and heirs. They aver that

the services had been commuted by the Commis
Civil procedure - Non -joinder -- Debt due to several

si iners in 1870 at Rs . 2:90 for the panguwa and that
joint creditors -Service Tenure -Commuted pay .

diea lants paid this commutation down to 1887,
ment-- Action by some of several shareholders af a

Daien lant's answer is evasive as to Loku Banda's

prrguwa -Civil Procedure Code, section 17 ,
ownership of the nila -panguwa. The answer first

In the case of a debt cue to saveral creditors jointly,
almits it and then purports to deny it , A traverse

the debtor cannot be sned piecemeal, but all the credi; must be explicit : therefore I regard Loku Banda's

tors umst join in one action , notwithstanding the provi, ownership as not in issue .
sions of section 17 of the Civil Prod:ure Code.

No evidence whatever was adduced by plaintiffs,
The provision of section 17 of the Cole, to the effect but certain documeutary evidence was adduced by

that no action shall be defeated by reison of the non

jvinder of parties, means that when the non-1- joinder is deren lants, who proved an averment made in their
apparent, in the faca of which the court cannot proceed, answer , that one of plaintiffs' vendors had conveyed

the court instead of dismissin , the action should allow
plaintiff to itili pirties, if application is made in that

his are to a third person before the conveyance to

behalf.
| plaintiffs. The commissioner dismissed plaintiffs?

Where two out of three co -owners of a pan qu xa sued action on this ground and plaintiffs appeal .

10 :

wa. ”
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In my opinion the appeal fails, section 17 of the A warrant was issued to the defendant, a peace

Code notwithstanding. I can only read that section Officer, by the chairman of the district road com

as contemplating the continuance of actions when mitttee, Kandy, for the arrest of the plaintiff for

such continuance is possible. There are
cases in

alleged non -payment of commutation under the

which the court cannot deal with the subject matter Road Ordinance for 1990. The plaintiff had in fact

of a suit piecemeal. Apart from the question moot- pail the tax before the issue of the warrant, but the

ed by the commissioner whether the right to the ser.
defendant nevertheless executed the warrant. The

vices for a panguwa is divisible in the way contend- plaintiff was arrested at Attabage on Friday, Novem

ed for by plaintiffs, as to which I express no opinion, ber 21 , and according to the evidence he was struck

defendants have a right to object to being sued by the defendant when arresting him . The plaintiff

piecemeal for this debt. If plaintiffs sue to -day for was handcuffed and taken to the house of the defeu

their į of the lebt, the third share -holder may sue
dant and there detained, still handcuffed , till the

to -morrow for his ž . Defendauts have a right to next morping, when the handcuffs were taken off.

have all the three creditors joinel in one action and He was detained the whole of Saturday and was on

to be sued once for all. I think that the Ordinance Sunday taken to Gampola and thence, on Monday

contemplated this, when at the end of section 17 it November 24 , to Kandy, where he was pro

declares that “ if the consent of any one who ought duced before the chairman of the district road
“ tu be joined as a plaintiff cannot be obtained , he committee and ultimately dischargel. The plaintiff

“ may be made a defendant.” That section declares then brought this action for damages for illegal

that “ no action shall be defeated by reason of the arrest, for assault and illegul detention. The dis

* non- joinder of parties ." I take the trict judge ( L xurie ) dismissed the plaintiff's action .

meaning of that to be, that where a non-joinder is He held as follows :

apparent, in the face of which the court cannot

proceed, the court instead of dismissing plaintiff's
" In my opinion the de en lant did his duty. The

policy of the Ordinance under which he was acting is
action should allow plaintiff to add parties. Here

to arrest a man first and hear him afterwards . I'he

plaintiffs make no proposal to a:ld the missing co- 20th section of Ordinance 31 of 1884 prohibits the

shareholder , the ven :lee of one of their vendors, as a chairman from issuing a summons or any other des

cription of notice before he issues the warrant of ar
party, and therefore I think that I ought not to in

rest. It is only after a man is brought before him

terfere on this appeal.
under arrest, that the chairman under section 18 is

There are other points in the case which in the
require l to enquire into the charge. As I real the

above view it is unnecessary for me to touch on . Orlinauce the defendant as th : officer to whom the

[ His Lordship then animalverted upon certain warrant of arrest was entrusted had no power to

charges made agaiust the commissioner in the peti- delay to execute it. Even if the plaintiff ha 1produc

el a rec'ipt of payment of the tax the offi er had
tion of appeal and concluded by casting the appel

nu juris liction to decide whether that receipt proved
lants' proctor in costs . ] or dil not prove thatthe plaintiff was innocent of the

Affirmed . offence with which he was churzel. The defendant

was the executive officer bo ani to carry out a superi

Present : -BURNSIDE, C. J. and Dias, J. or or ler and to arrest the plaintiff woatever proof he

might tender that he was not guilty. The Legisla

( September 15 and 22 , 1891. ) ture throughout the Orlinance 31 of 1934 treats as

criminals and not as debtors all who do not labour or

D.C. Kands,} PERERA V. ALLIS .
who do not pay commutation . The Ordinance is

careful not to protect the ratepayer. In ordinary

criminal cases no warrant of arrest can issue unless

Cause of action - Warrant of arrest-- Execution - Non the magistrate has before him sufficieut material on

payment of commutation tax – Ordinance No. 10 of oath : by this Ordinance the power of the chairman
1861 and No. 31 of 1884 --Liability of officer exe- to issue a warrant may be exercisel (as in this case it

cuting warrant---Assault - Handcuffing.
probably was exercisel)on information wrong in fact

and on material which in a criminal case would have

An officer to whom a warrant is issned for the arrest
been held insufficient . At the time when the Ordi.

of a person for 1101 - payment of cominutation under the nance of 1884 was passed it was the fashion of Gov.

Road Ordinance is protected from civil liability in ernment to believe that Government Agents had

executing the warrant, even thongh the tax is not more capacity for administering justice than magis

actually due and the warrant has been irregularly trates or district judges and the checks which were

issued .
rightly placed on the issue of warrants by the latter

But the warrant does not protect him in respect of
were thought unnecessary restraints on the finer

any assault committed by him in the course of the
discretion of revenue officers.”

arrest or any detention longer than is necessary ; nor is

he justified in handeuffiing the person arrested unless

there is necessity; the burden of proving which lies on
The plaintiff appealed .

him .

: 0 :

11
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Dornhorst for the appellant. The arrest of plain

tiff was illegal. He had paid the tax, for default of

which the warrant iss lel, anlten lerelto the define

dant, when he offerel to arrest bim , proof of sub

payment, and the arrest subsequently effectel was

at defendant's own risk . By the terms of setion

18 of Ordinance No. 31 of 1834, the person arrestel

inust be taken “ without delay ” before the Chair

man . The delay of three days here was wholly un

justifiable, and for it the defendant is liable in

damages. He had also no right to handcuff the

plaintiff. Au officer bandcuffs bis prisoner at his

own risk , and he must show that this was necessary

in order to prevent his escape. Wright v . Court,

4 B. & C. 596. The defendant here has failed to

show any such necessity.

Wendt , for the defendant. It is submitted the

defendant is completely protected by the warrant, if

he did not exceed his lawful power in executing it .

As to this latter point, the district judge finds in his

favour. No doubt an officer has to justify the use

of handcuffs. Defendant has shown that plaintiff

resisted the arrest and assaulted defendant, and that

is a sufficient justification. As to the delay, the

defendant has showo - and the district judge accepts

the explanation - that he took plaintiff before the

chairman as early as could reasonably have been

expected.

the warrant, he wiis protected only s ) far as he actel

within the a thority given him by it , as well as in

conformity with the general law by which the execu

tion of all warrants is governel.

The warrant directed the defen lant to produce

the plaintiff before th : Chairman of the Road Com

mittee at the Kanly Kuhcheri, and even this Or

dinance itself requires that any person arrested shall

be taken without delay before the Cluairman of the

District Ral Comittee. It is atlmitted that the

arrest took place on the 21st , and it is in proof that

be was not produced before the Kachcheri until the

27th . Now this was clearly not justified by the

warrant.

The plaintiff also proves to my satisfaction that

he was struck by the peace officer, and I am convin

ced by the evidence that he was also handcuffel oue

entire night.

The learned district judge says that there is no

law which prohibits an officer entrustel with a war

raut from handcuffing the man arrested , and that it

is in comformity with the spirit of the Ordmane

that no pity should be shown. I will not deny that

it may be in conformity with the spirit of the Ordi

nance, but even this Orlinance does not in words

permit it .

The officer executing the warrant must be bound

by the general law , and that law is that, if an officer

handcuffs a prisoner, he assumes the onus of show

ing that it was pecessary so to do. In this case the

defen lant has simply deniel that the plaintiff was

handcuffed : that of itself negatives the existence of

any necessity to handluff him . That he was hand

caffed the district julge finds, and I support his

finding, and the plaintiff is therefore entitled to

ju:lyment for the assault in arresting him , for the

illegal detention and for the handcuffing, and I do

not think he has been wreasonable in claiming

Rs . 200 , for which he should have judgment with

costs .

If punishment has not fallen on the post culp

able shoulders, it is at least satisfactory to know

that the plaintiff will be in some wiy ( m ) o sate 1

for the outrage to which he was subjected at the

hands of the law .

Dornhorst, in reply.

Cur . adv. vult .

On September 22 , 1891 , the following ju lgments

were delivered :

BURNSIDE, C. J. --- The district julye has forcibly

shewn how the plaintiff in this Cuse has been the

victim of a harsh law , harshly and illegally enforced

against him . It is much to be regretted that such

a state of things should be possible, but never

theless we must administer the law as we find it

however repugnant it may be to our feelings of

justice or humanity.

The warrant issued against the plaintiff was

grossly illegal, an'l the plaintiff has his remely for

the unlawful art of issuing it. But it was sufficient

to protect the offi :er who, acting uu ler it , arrested

the plaintiff as it directed him to do, iind the plain

tiff's action must fail in respext of the arrest. But

the plaintiff also asks for redress for illegal deten

tion and for being assaulted and handcuffed .

Now, although the defendant was protected by

Dias, J. - The warrant on the face of it is good ,

and will protect the officer executing it ; but the

subsequent assault on the plaintiff is not justifi

able and the plaintiff is entitled to damages on that

account .

Reversed .
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Present : -- Dias, J. servers .

(April 14 , May 5 , and June 2 , 1892. )

D. C. Kandy,

No. 5,380. }
SingHO APPU V. MENDIS.

Practice. --Stamp - Summons Unserved - Reissue of

suminons- - l'iscal - Ordinance No. 3 of 1890 .

Part II.

A suinmons once issued and returned unserved by

reason that the defendant was not to be found does

not require, when reissued , to be stamped anew with

the duty imposed either by Part II. or Part IV. of the

schedule to the Stamp Ordinance, 1890 .

Revision .

The facts are fully set out in the following order

of the District Judge :

“ To a summons issued from this court to which

" the requisite stamps were affixed the fiscal's

“ marshal (using the uncouth words of the Code)

“ reported : “ I certify that the service of the

summons marked A could not have been effected

on the defendant herein named as he could not

• have been found as will appear from the affidavit

of Nicolashamy server marked B. ' The affidavit

“ bore that the process server had proceeded to the

“ defendant's house but he was not to be found ; on

inquiry he found that he had been away from

“ home. On receiving this return, on the motion of

“ the plaintiff, I ordered the summons to reissue

" and the Secretary endorsed on the summons

" « « March 4 , 1892 , extended and reissued returnable

“ March 15 , 1892. No fresh stamp was affixed.

“ The fiscal returned the summons refusing to

“ serve it , on the ground that it was not stamped

" according to law . The plaintiff asked me to in

“ form the fiscal that the summons was sufficiently

* stamped . I gave the fiscal notice of the motion ,

" and he attended court and explained his reasons

" for the opinion that fresh fiscal's stamps were

“ required .

“ It is conceded that a summons which has not

“ been serred by reason that the defendant is not to

" be foundmay lawfully be reissued without affixing

" the stamps exigible under Part II . of the Stamp

“ Ordinance . The question is , whether new stamps

“ exigible under Part IV. and usually called fiscal's

stamps must be affixed ?

“ From the provisions of section 14 , and schedule

“ G of the Fiscal's Ordinance 4 of 1867 , and from

“ section |66 and Part IV . of the schedule of the Stamp

Ordinance 3 of 1890 , it is plain that these fiscal's

stamps are required to defray the expenses to

“ which the fiscal ( or the Government which he repre

" sents and serves ) is put to by paying his process

A fiscal (or Government) is not required

" to serve process at widely separated places at great

distances unless the party, at whose instance the

process issues , pays , in the shape of stamps , the re

quired fee. If the Ordinance does not limit the

“ payment to where service has been successfully

made , there could seem no reason why every request

" to serve should not be accompanied by a pre-pay

“ ment because , of course , it costs as much to a peon

on an unsuccessful as on a successful errand.

" It cannot be said that the legislature require the

payment only when service was made, because it

requires it in advance , and it does not provide that

“ the money and the stamps shall be returned if the

“ fiscal should fail to effect service ; but I am of

* opinion that if the plaintiff has paid the fees exigi

“ ble under section 14 of the Fiscal's Ordinance " for

" the execution and service of process” , and under

“ Part IV. of the Stamp Ordinance for the service of

process , he must pay no more until the service is

made, and that the summons may be extended and

“ re - issued without fresh stamps until the service is

finally effected .

“ I am not dealing with a case in which the plain

“ tiff had misdescribed the defendant and has thereby

“ caused useless trouble ; nor with a case where of

“ several defendants service had been effected on one

“ and not on others . There may arise a case in

“ which the fiscal may properly require fresh pay

ro ment ; but this does not seem to be one of those ,

" and the summons is returned to the fiscal with

“ instructions to serve it.”

On April 14 , 1892, the Attorney -General moved

that the above order be revised , and it was ordered

that the record be sent for.

(May 5. ) Hay, A. S.-G. for the Crown.

Cur. adv . vult .

On June 2 , 1892 , the following judgment was

delivered :

Dias , J.-This is a matter in revision . A sum

mons was issued to the fiscal on a duly stamped

paper for service. He made his return to the effect

that he did not serve the summons, as the defendant

could not be found . Subsequently, on the plaintiff's

application , the district judge re -issued the summons

for service ; but the fiscal refused to serve it as the

re -issuing of the summons was not made on a stamp .

After hearing both parties the district judge held that

an additional stamp was unnecessary.

The Solicitor -General brought the matter before

me in revision , and the question is whether a sum

mons, which had already been issued for service ,
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required another stamp before it could be re -issued . Dornhorst, for appellant. The defendant's leas.is

The Fiscal's contention amounts to this : that a bad as against plaintiff. A lease by a trustee in the

reissued summons is equal to a fresh summons, and , lessor's position only holds good while the lessor con

as such , is subject to the same stamp duty . tinues to be trustee, and does not bind his successor.

Under Part II. of the schedule to the Stamp D. C. Kandy 67,167 , Ram . ( 1877) 325. The plain

Ordinance No. 3 of 1890, no summons which has tiff was therefore entitled to ejectment.

once being issued out of the court , and returned Wendt, for respondent . There is no authority for

by the officer to whom it was directed , shall, saying that a lease by the trustee is absolutely voiil as

on any pretext whatever, be reissued unless any against his successor , and it was not necessary to de

such process has been returned not served cide the point in the case cited , the lessor still being

executed by reason that the party could not be trustee . The true principle, it is submitted , is laid

found, &c . From this , it is plain that a summons down in an older case there followed, D. ( '. Kandy

like the one in question can be issued , i . e . , that 59.767 , Ram. ( 1875) 185 , where it is laid down that

the original summons can be issued and reissued by the validity of every such dispositica of the trust

the court ; and I see no provision in the stamp act property must depend on its own circumstances.

which would justify the court in calling for another
Here the very nature of the building lease necessitated

stamp before reissuing a summons which had already a long term . The lease was a beneficial one to the

been issued .
temple ; and besides it is in evidence that plaintiff

The district judge's order is right , and is affirmed . has himself accepted rent from defendant. He

Affirmed.
cannot therefore now treat defendant as a trespasser.

Dornhorst, in reply.: 0 :

Cur. adv . vult.

Present :-CLARENCE and Dias, JJ .

On November 20 , 1891 , the following judgments
(Norember 10 and 20, 1891.)

were delivered :

D. C. Kandy , GIRAGAMA DEWA NILEME V.

No. 4,288 . I HENAYA. Dias, J.-The plaintiff is the Dewa Nileme of the

Maligawa. He was appointed in 1882 , and his

Buddhist temple-Incumbent—Dewa Nileme - Right predecessor in the office, Dunuwille Dewa Nileme,

to lease so as to bind successor—Building lease. leased the land in question to the defendant's father ,

Mutuwa, for a term of 35 years. The deed bears
The question whether the incumbent of a Buddhist

temple can grant long leases of temple property so as
date 27th May, 1865 , and it is a binding agreement.

to bind his successor must be decided according to the In the plaint the defendant is dealt with as a mere

circumstances of each case, the principle being that

such dealing with temple property shonld be consis
trespasser, but in the replication the plaintiff shifted

tent with the interests of the temple. his position and seems to rely on a breach of the

Where the Dewa Nileme of the Kandy Maligawa agreement between the defendant's father and

granted a building lease for 35 years , Dunuwille Dewa Nileme , though in the first para
Held, that the lease was binding upon the Dewa

Nileme's successor in office, who could not therefore graph he tried to avoid it, on the ground that his

treat the lessee or his representative as a mere tres. predecessor had no right to lease beyond his own

passer but could only seek to terminate the tenancy
for breaches of covenant, if any . life. It appears from the evidence that the defend

ant and his father put up some buildings on the plot

The plaintiff as Dewa Nileme and Trustee of the of land in question , but not such buildings as were

Dalada Maligawa in Kandy sued defendant in eject- | contemplated by Dunuwille's agreement. Dunu .

ment, alleging that defendant was since a certa in wille in his life -time took no steps to eject the

date in wrongful possession of lanıl belonging to the defendant or his father, and when the plaintiff suc

Maligawa . The defendant justified his possession ceeded Dunuwille he recived rent from the defend

under a building lease granted in 1865 for a period of ant for some years . The principle question on

35 years by a former Dewa Nileme to defendant's which the case turned was whether Dunuwille's

deceased father , whose heir he alleged himself to be. agreement of 1865 is binding on his successor the

The plaintiff in his replication admitted the lease , but plaintiff. If this question is answered in the neja

pleaded that it was not binding upon him , and pro- tive , the plaintiff is entitled to succced , subject to

ceeded further to deny that the buildings had been any question which may arise as to the defendant's

erected according to agreement. The district judge right to compensation.

dismissed the plaintiff's action .
The right of incumbents and others in the position

The plaintiff appealed. of the plaintiff to give long leases of temple property

1
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is whether plaintiff should not be allowed to re - enter

because of the ten int's failure to build during the

first five years of the lease, but in :ismuch as the

district julure finds that notonly plaintiff's predecessor

but plaintiff himself bus for some years acquiesced

in this continuance of the tenancy, I assent to my

learned brother's judgment.

Affirmed.

: 0 :

Present : -BURNSIDE, C. J. , CLARENCE and Dias JJ.

(May 26 and June 9 , 1891.)

D. C. Kegalle ,

No. 6,371. í Sella NAIDE V. CHRISTIE .

bas been considered by this court more than once .

There are two cases reported in Ramanathan's

Reports. The first ( 1877 , p. 325 ) is a very short

note of a D. C. Kandy cise , from which it would

seem that an incumbent cannot create a right over

vihare property beyond his own life. The other

Case reported in Ramanathan ( 1875 , p . 195 ) is more

in point. Whether that was in full court decision or

not , I am unable to say, but the judgment of the

court was delivered by Mr. Justice Stewart, and

the supreme court upholding the opinion of the dis

trict court held that a lease for 30 years by a

Basnaike Nileme of a temple is not bin ling on his

sucke - sor or in office , and the concluding part of the

judgment is as follows : " In conclusion, it may

be desirable to point out that the present judg

" ment is not to be understood as declaring that

“ Basnaike Nilames have not the power in any

case of entering into leases binding on their

successors of longer duration than one or two

years. Every case will greatly depend on its own

“ circumstances and the urgency of the need for a

departure from ordinary usage, the guiding

principle being that a Basnaike Nilame should

“ execute his trust , consistently with the interest of

" the dewale, as one terminating with himself,

hampering his successor as little as possible. ”

According to the opinion of the supreme court in

that case , every case must be governed by its own

circumstances. The facts of that case were very

strong against the lease . The Basnaike Nileme

gave a lease to his own servant for 30 years at a

nominal rent of £ 10 a year , when the premises could

have been reasonably let at £ 90 a year, and it is

not surprising that the district court and the

supreme court declined to uphold such a document.

In this case bad faith is not even suggested. The

contract is a binding contract , and from its very

nature requires a longer period of time than a bare

tenancy for rent. No one can be expected to put up

permanent buildings on a lanıl unless his posses.

sion is secreil to him for a reasonable length of time,

and I cannot say that Dunywille Dewa Nileme was

not acting within the scope of his authority when he

gave a building contract to the defendant's father for

35 years. If the defendant's father or the defend

ant himself had failed to fulfil the agreement of 1865 ,

the plaintiff should have proceeded against them or

cither of them on that ground, but hichose to ignore

the contract altogether and sied the defendant as a

mere trespasser. On a careful consideration of the

matter, I am of opinion that the action was properly

dismissed , and I am for affirming it.

Ejectment-- Title --Crown grant- Prescription - Pos

session " previous" to action ,

In an action of ejectment plaintiffs claimed title by

prescriptive possession, and defendant under a Crown

grant. Plaintiffs established in evidence that the land

had for a series of years been cultivated by private

parties, under some of whom they claimed , and that

in Government wattoors dated 15 and 24 years before

action the land had been described as belonging to

private parties.

A judgment in favour of the plaintiffs was affirmed

by the supreme court (CLARENCE J. dissenting) –

By BURNSIDE , C. J. , on the ground that although

it lay upon plaintiffs, suing in ejectinent, to prove their

title as against defendant's Crown grant, they had

established a prescriptive possession even as against

the Crown .

By Dias, J. on the ground that plaintiffs had

proved that the land was their own and not Crown

property at the date of the grant.

D. C. Colombo, 87,427 , 8 S.C.C , 31 considered .

This was an action commenced on November 24,

1889, for ejectment from a certain allotment of land ,

the plaint alleging an ouster 8 months before action .

The plaintiffs claimed title to the land by right of

inheritance, and pleaded that they were in possession

of the land for more than 30 years . The defendant

denied plaintiffs' title and claimed title to the land

through a Crown grant dated October 12 , 1886. The

district ju Ige gave judgment in favour of the plain

tills , holding that the defendant took nothing under

his Crown grant.

The defendant appealed.

Withers, for appellant . There is no proof of any

title by inheritance. At to title by prescription,

plaintiffs must prove , under section 3 of Ordinance

No. 22 of 1871 , uninterrupted possession up to date

of action , D. C. Colombo, 87,427 , 8 S. C. C. 31 ;

D. C. Kandy 40,390 , 1 S. C. C. 11. See also English

cases on 2 and 3 Will . iv, c . 71 , ss . 2 , 4 : Surrey v .

Piggott, Tudor's Leading Cases in Real Property 133 ;

Flight v . Thomas, 8 Clarke and Finally 281. HereCLARENCE , J. - The doubt I have had in the case
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mere

the action is not brought till 8 months after the If that case supports the defendant's contention,

alleged ouster, and it is submitted that the plea of then it would seem to directly conflict with the case

prescription therefore fails . Further, plaintiffs' cited by the plaintiffs' counsel i: Ramanathan (1862)

possession , such as it was, was interrupted by one p. 79 , in which the law has been distinctly laid down

Andris, who 5 or 6 years before action cut a rad that the prescriptive title created by the Ordinance

through the land, and it is submitted that this inter- is not defeated by reason of action not being

ruption, though by a stranger, is a bar to title by brought for an invasion of it at the very moment of

prescription. See dictum of Lord Campbell in time that the cause of action arose .

Davies v. Williams 20 L. J. Q. B. 332.

Dornhorst, for respondent. Title by prescription CLARENCE , J.-Plaintiffs sue to eject from about

against the Crown is established by the evidence.
3 acres of land which the parties agree in styling

It is not necessary that possession should have Horawatte Owitte . Plaintiffs aver an ouster about 8

continued up to the very date of action Rama months before action brought. The plaint avers

nathan (1862) 79 . The authorities to the con title “ by right of inheritance" from some predeces

trary cited from the Circular were , it is submitteri, sor not name !, and by an annendment of the paint

wrongly decided . Besides, those cases are distin a title by prescription is pleided . Dufendant does not

guishable from the present by the period of time deny the alleged ouster, but denies title in plaintiffs

between the ouster and the action . The analogy of and claims title for himself under a Crown grant

the English cases referred to does not apply , because bearing date October 13 , 1886 .

the Act of Will . IV . contains the words • next be- The fourth plaintiff claims as a lessee under the first

fore ” , which do not occur in our Ordinance. The and second plaintiffs. The claim of title “ by right of

opinion of Lord Campbell in Davies v. Williams as inheritance " appears to be as follows : that by in

to the effect of interruption by a stranger is a heritance from some predecessossory not disclosed in

dictum thrown out in argument and has no authority. the plaint , the first and second plaintiffs inherited one

Even if otherwise, it does not apply , because our half of the land and one Dingir Naide (who after

Ordinance specially defines what it means by pres- wards conveyed to third plaintiff) the other half. At

cription , and under it possession against the adverse the hearing the first plaintiff deposed that when he

party in the particular action is all that is required first knew the land in his own infancy his own

to establish title by prescription.
father was in possession of it ; and we may assume

Cur. adv. vult .
that first plaintiff claims some share by inheritance

On June 9, 1891 , the following judgments were from that father . There is no evidence or explana

delivered : --
tion how the shares claimed for second plaintiff and

BURNSIDE, C. J.-We should, I think, affirm this Dingiri Naide devolved upon them .

judgment. The defendant has a Crown grant The main contest at the hearing appears to have

which in my opinion put the plaintiffs, suing in
been directed to the question -- whether or no , when

ejectment, to the proof of their title, and the plain the Crown purported to convey to defendant, the

ciffs have, I think , sufficiently discharged the onus
land was Crown property. For plaintiffs, some wit

which was on them of proving that at the time
nesses were called and gave evidence as to the con

when the grant was made one of the plaintiffs was

dition of the land from the time when they first
in actual possession of and cultivating the land , and

knew it . Defendant contented himself with putting
that for a prescriptive period, touching even the in his Crown grant .

We have not had any argu

Crown, the land was in the possession and occupation
ment in appeal upon the question wooted before

of private individuals , through whom the plaintiffs
the Full Court in a case reported 8 S. C. C. 31 ,

claim. It was therefore incumbent on the defendant,
The evidence is that the land is planted with

who disturbed that title under grant from the Crown, coconuts . The Ratamahatmeya, who is probably

to shew better title in the Crown , and he has not

the most trustworthy among the witnesses, describes
done so .

it as planted with coconuts which , when he first
I must refer to the contention on the part of the knew it, 20 or 22 years ago, were not less than a

defendant by his counsel before us in appeal that year old . There is further evidence, which the dis

the plaintiffs could not rely on prescription, they not trict judge credits , of cultivation with grain prior

having brought their action immediately on being to the coconut planting The first plaintiff says

dispossessed . He relied on a decision of this court that he remembers its being sown with “ Ell-vee" and

D. ( !. Colombo, No. 87,427, 8 S. C. C. 31 , after that with Hee-netti," then 66 Ammu" and

1
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then again “ Hee-netti” . This cultivation , he

says, lasted 2 years. The land then , he says, was

waste for 4 or 5 years. After that the land was

once cultivated with " Ell -vee ” and “ Hee -netti”,

and then came the coconut planting. Ap

parently, therefore, the plaintiffs show culti

vation extending back something like 7 or 8

years before the coconut planting ; and the re

sult seems to be something rather less than 30

years' cultivation before the ouster. It is notice

able, however, that in two Government wattoors

put in evidence by plaintiffs, bearing date in

1865 and 1874, the land is described as " belong

ing to" private parties, viz . , in 1865, Badalge

Naide Ukkurale, and in 1874 , Badalge Sella

Naide and Dingiri Naide. Although the evid

ence seems to fall soniewhat short of proof of

30 years' cultivation by plaintiffs, and although

there is no proof as to what (if any) dues were

paid to the Crown for this land , the evidence,

that for at least over 20 years the land has been

a garden planted with coconuts, and that in 1855

and 1874 the Crown wattoors described it as be

longing to private parties, goes far to show that

when the defendant purported to take possession

under his Crown grant he was taking possession

of land which was not Crown land .

Plaintiffs, however, have elected to sue on the

strength of their own title . The case appears to

have been conducted in the Court below with

no great skill on either side. The evidence ad

duced on plaintiff's side seems to be directed to

the ist plaintiff's title and acts of ownership.

And I cannot say that the title of the other

plaintiffs is madeout. I am of opinion that the

case should go back to the District Court for

further hearing, all costs to abide the event.

Since I wrote the foregoing, we have had the

advantage of a re -argument before the full

Court. No argument was addressed to usupon

the question whether in this Island a Crown

Grant carries with it a presumption prima facie

of title in the Crown, and I desire to express 11o

opinion on the question . We heard also some

argument upon the question , whether in order

to establish for a plaintiffa title by prescription ,

under sec . 3 of the Prescription Ordinance 1871 ,

the plaintiff must prove a possession up to tbe
commencement of his action .

In a case about a right of way reported Rama

nathan (1862) 79, thisCourt held that the words

of the corresponding section of the Ordinance

of 1834, " previous to the bringing of the action " ,

should not be construed as meaning " next be

fore the bringing of the action ” . In a case

which came before my brother Dias and myself,

reported 8 S. C. C. 31 , we affirmed a decision

ofthe District Court ofColombo, which proceed

ed on the opposite construction. The case in

Ramanathan was not cited before my brother

Dias and myself. In the English Act, 2 and 3

Vict. C. 71 , sec. 4 , dealing with easements, the

words " pext before” actually occur, and there

are well known decisions under that Act, to the

effect that the plea of enjoyment for the pur

poses of that Act must come down to the com

mencement of suit, and that the evidence must

show at all events an act of user in the last

year. Inasmuch as I am for sending this case

back to the District Court for further evidence

as to facts, I think it well to express no opinion

on this point at this stage. The point is worthy

of reconsideration whenever it may be definitely

raised . The ruling in the case 8 S. C. C. 31

went further than was necessary for the pur

poses of that case. The plaintiff's claim in that

case was clearly not sustained by a sufficient

period of enjoyment. I do not assent to all the

reasoning in the case reported in Ramanathan ,

but shall be prepared to reconsider the point if

necessary hereafter.

Dias, J.-The four plaintiffs claim the land

Horawatie Owita and complain of an ouster by

the defendant setting up a right on an alleged

grant from the Crown . The defendant justifies

under the grant, and the question is , whether at

the date of the Crown graut the land belonged

to the plaintiffs or their predecessors in title. It

appears from the evidence that about 25 years

ago the land was planted by the 4th plaintiff

with coconuts. He put up a house on the land,

and resided in it till the defendant took poss

ession of it under the grant. It further appear

ed that before the coconut plantation was put

on the land it was cultivated with bill paddy

and other dry grain , and in 1865 and 1874 the

Crown admitted the plaintift's right by taking

the Crown share of the produce. It is quite

clear that when the land was sold by the Crown

it was private property of the plaintiffs, so the

purchaser from the Crown took nothing by his

purchase. The judgment is right, and it is

affirmed .

Affirmed.

: 0 :

Present :-CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ.

( September 11 and 25, 1891.)

D. C. , Kandy, RANGAPPA THEWAR V.

No. 4,169. KUDADUREGE.

Practice - Order upholding claim in execution - Exparte

proceedings - Application to set aside order

Jurisdiction.

An inquiry into a claim to property seized in

execution should be made with notice to all parties

concerned, including the judgment creditor and
judgment debtor.

Where a claiw was made to property seized in

execution, and the District Judge held an inquiry

intothe claim without notice to the plaintiff and
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ordered the seizure to be released

Held , that the District Judge had power upon

application of plaintiff and upou being satisfied of

the want of notice to opeu up the proceedings and

inquire into the claim anew in the preseuce of all

parties.

Appeal froiu an order refusing the plaintiff's

application to " refix ” the inquiry on the ground

tliat it had been made ex porte.

The facts sufficiently appear in the judgment

of Clarence, J.

There was no appearance of counsel in appeal .

On September 25 , 1891 , the following judg.

ments were delivered :

CLARENCE, J.- In this case the plaintiff bad

judgment against his defendant for a sum of

money, and caused the Fiscal to seize ceitain

lands as the property of the defendant . There

after the Fiscal repoted that one Punchi Mali

had preferred a claim to the property . Upon

this report the learned District Judge fixed

the day following for an inquiry into the matter

of the claim . On that day an inquiry took

place . The claimant is noted as having attend

ed ; but there is nothing to indicate that the

plaintiff either attended or had any notice of

the inquiry . After hearing the claimant the

District Judge ordered the seizure to be re

leased . This order was made on May 26.

Thereafter, on June, 6, plaintiffapplied to the

District Judge that the inquiry might be " re

fixed” , on the ground that it had been ex parte.

The learned District Judge seems to have

thought that he had no power to entertain that

application, and, accordingly , refused it , and

plaintiff appeals.

Any inquiry into a claim to property seized

under a judgment should be made in the pre

sence of all parties concerned , including the

judgment creditor and the judgment debtor: that

is to say , all parties should have notice of the in

quiry , so that they may have opportunity of at

tending the inquiry if they desire. In the pre

sent matter we have no positive evidence before

us, by affidavit or otherwise, to show that the

inquiry was held behind plaintiff's back : but it

seems highly probable that it was so held, from

the absence of any record of notice to plaintiff,

such as we should expect to find if plaintiff had

had proper notice . And if that were so, it would

have been proper for the learned District Judge,

upon being satisfied of this , and if there be

nothing further to the contrary, to allow plain

tiff's application and give him and the judgment

debtor due opportunity of being heard .

Under these circumstances, the proper order

to be made in appeal will be, to set aside the

order appealed from , and send the matter back

to the District Court to be dealt with in the Dis

trict Court in due course . We make no order as

to costs, but leave all costs as costs in the matter

of the claim ,

DIAS, J.-I am of the same opinion .

Set aside.

-10 :

Present : -- Clarence and DIAS, JJ .

( November 3 and 10, 1891.)

D. C., Kandy, MATHES APPU v. HABIBU

No. 4,213 MARIKAR.

Minors, action against - Practice - Mortgage- Guard

ian ad litem -- Interest of minors in land- Inheri

tance .

A mortgagor of iand died intestate leaving a
widow and certain minor children . The mortgagee

put the bond in suit, making the widow party to

ihe action " for herself and on behalf of the child .

reu " , and obtained a judguient for wouey aud a

ulortgage decree.

In an action by the children against the pur

chaser under the mortgagee's writ

Held, that the judgment and decree in the

mortgage suit were inoperative against the childreu ,

they not having been represented iherein by a guar.

dian ad litem , and that they were eutitled to a decree

for half the mortgaged property as against the pur

chaser.

The facts material to this report appear suffi

ciently in the judgment of Clarence, J.

The District Judge (Lawrie) disniissed plain

tiffs' action , and the plaintiffs appealed .

Browne ( J. Grenier with him ) for appellants.

Dornhorst (Wendt with him ) for respondent.

Cur. adr . vult,

On November 10, 1891 , the following judg

ments were delivered :

CLARENCE, J. - Plaintiffs sue to reject the de

fendant from a certain plot of land at Gampola ,

and upon the question of title the issue between

the parties is a very simple one .

Both sides claim through one Mohotti, who

bought this land in 1868 , and died intestate

about to years afterwards, leaving him surviving

his widow Christina, and some minor children ,

which latter are the present plaintiffs. Mohotti

was a low -country man who came from the

neighbourhood of Henaratgoda and settled at

Gampola. Consequently the succession to this

land is governed by the Roman Dutch Law, and

on Mohotti's death half passed to the widow and

the other half to the children , subject of course

to any incumbrance which Mohotti might have

created .

In 1880, after Mohotti's death oneWeliappa Chet

tysued thewidowon amortgagepurporting to have

been made by Mohotti in 1877, and had judgment

by default of appearance for Rs. 3,900 and inter

est at 24 per cent. Under that judgmeut a sale
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took plac : in 1881 , at which the present detend- ed fict. But this, with all respect be it said , is

ant was declared the purch iser . Defendant a very dangerous fallacy. The safeguards witli

obtained a Fiscal's conveyance and entered into which the law protects the interest of children

possession of the land in 1881 , and has beeu in incapable of protecting themselves are no mere

possession ever since. The plaintiff-, 'wo of technical matter. If ever there were a pro

whom have now a !tained their majority and two cedure whose observance is to be jealously
are still minors, suing by a guardian ad litem ,

now sue to ejeci defendant, and appeal from a
insisted on , it is this . Nor have we the smallest

judgment of the District Court dismissing their right to assume, as against these minors, that

action willi cost. there was any mortgage debt due . The circum

The defendant's purchase plainly confers title
stance that the Chetty got a ju Igment by

on him to the half share of land, which on default against their widowed mother does not

Mohotli's death passed to his widow , Christina ; touch them . If the District Judge had been

but it remains to see how defendant can make applied to, to appoint a guardian ad litem for

title to the half whiclı passed to the children , them , it would have been the duty of the Dis

the plaintiffs. Defendaut contends that the trict Court to take care that no such appoint

plaintiffs are bound by the judgment in the

mortgage suit, and that under his Fiscal's con
ment was made except of a person capable and

veyance their interest in the land passed to him .
suitable to be entrusted with the protection of

This contention, however, cannot be supported.
the minors' interest. To argue that because the

In the first place ,the plaintiffs were vo parties judgment by default was obiained against the

to the mortgage suit ; and, in the second place, widow , therefore the facts so established

defendant las no convevance of their interest . against her are to be regarded as established

In the suit by Weliappa Chetty there was no against the minor children , is to fly in the face

pretence of making ihe plaintiffs, Mohotti's of both law and equity , We are not now to

minor children . parties to the suit. All that the Speculate what might have been the result if the

they plaintiff did was to file a libel declaring on children liad been properly made parties to the

the alleged mortgage, in the caption of which

the party defeudant is described as :
mortgage suit and represented by a capable

guardian ad litem . It is sufficient to say the

" Christina Hamy of Gampola, for herself proceedings in the mortgage suit do not touch
“ and on behalf of her minor children

them .
" Mathes Appu , Singho Appu, David

* Singho, Cornelis, ad Noua Hany."

lu sequence to this, we may also point out
No guardian ad litem was appointed for the that the defevdant's Fiscal's conveyance

children . The widow allo ved judgment to go

by default , and the then Acting District Judge,
curious document which it would be difficult to

up in a Fiscal's return tha ' she had been served Cullstrue as passing to the purchaser anything

with the summons, entered up a judgment in more than the interest of the widow Christina

These terms: “ That plaintiff do recover from the herself. The operative part of the instrument

defendant (the widow ) out of the estate of the ruus thus :

deceased Mohotti, of which she may be in

possession , the sum of " -so and so— that the " doth sell and assign unto the said”

property specially mortgaged are declared

so and so- " all the right title and interest
bound and executable."

“ of the said Christina Hamina and on be

It is liardly necessary to point out that there " half of her minor children in the said

is nothing here which could bind the children

in any way. No minor can be directly bound
“ properly, to wit,” &c. , &c .

by the proceedings in any suit unless he has

been properly represented in the suit by a duly
It would be difficult to conjecture what, if any .

appointed and selected guardian ad litem . thing, passed through the brain of the person

Tliere is 110 pretence that Moholti's minor liho drifted this .

children were represented in This mortgage

suil , the ouly party defendant was the widow, We may assume that the learned District Judge
and the mortgage decree, such as it could bas satisfied bimself that the minor plaintiffs are

touch only her interest in the land. now properly represented in this suit by the ist

Defendant's counsel, al tlie argument of the plaintiff as guardian ad litem . No suggestion

appeal before us , sought to argue that these are in the contrary is made. I notice that in the

mere technical matters which should not be C.-ption to the morigage suit already referred to

allowed to weigh against what counsel are the childien Moholti were described as five

pleased to term the merits of an established

mortgagedebt; and, indeed , the learned District
in number. In the present suit four plain

Judge appears to assume in his judginent that tiffs only sue as the children of Mohotti , and

The existence of a motgage debt due tothe represent themselves the whole of his

plaintiff in the mortgage suit is an establish- children. This is admited in the defendant's

is a
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answer, and so we need to take no further notice

of this.

If this be all , it follows that plaintiff, as the

children of Mohotti, are entitled to be placed in

possession of half the land in question, on the

strength of their title derived from their father.

A contention, however, is raised by defendant,

that he is entitled to compensation for consider

able improvements made upon the land during

his occupancy Defendant adduced some evid

ence upon that point, but the learned District

Judge, being of opinion (on grounds which we

cannot support) that the plaintiff's case wholly

failed , did not deal with that question.

The plaintiffs are entitled to a declaration of

title to half of the land, but further than this at

present the Court cannot go in their favour.

The defendant's claim to compensation must be

adjudicated upon , and upon that question the

case must go back to the District Court for in

quiry. As the plaintiffs have only partially suc

ceeded on the suit and in appeal , I would give

no costs on either side up to this date.

DIAS, J.-I am of the same opinion . The

four plaintiffs are the children of one Mohotti,

who in 1877 mortgaged the land in question to

a Chetty. In 1880 the Chetty put up the bond

in suit, obtained a decree, and seized and sold

the land to the defendant, who entered into pos

session in 1881. When the Chetty put the bond

in suit, Mohotti was dead and the party defend

ant in the suit was Mohotti's widow. In the

title of the suit widow is described as represent

ing her minor children ; but there is nothing in

the proceedings to shew that the widow was

duly authorized to represent her minor children .

The plaintiffs are the children of Mohotti, and

are not bound by the decree in the mortgage

suit to which they are no parties. All that

the Fiscal could sell under the decree was the

widow's half of the property, and to that extent

the Fiscal's sale will give the defendant a good

title. There is no foundation for the argument

that the matter must be disposed of according

to Kaudyan Law.

Reversed .

room , and having issued writ seized certain property ,
which was claimed by a third party. The Court

having upheld the claim , the substituted plaintiffs

brought the present action under section 247 of the

Procedure Code against the claimant, who in his

answer took exception to plaintiffs' maintaining the

action without taking out administration to tbe

deceased creditor's estate.

Held (reversing the judgment of the District

Court ) that the plaintiffs, having been substiiuter

plaintiffs in the originai action , and having seized

the property as judgment creditors, were entitled
to niaintain this action to have such

properiy

declared executable under their judgment.

Johannes de Silva obtained judgment in DC ,

Galle, 49,689, against the defendant for Rs . 105

witli interest. Johannes de Silva thereafier

died , and by an order of the Distric : Court,

dated August 22 , 1890 , the plaintiffs were

substituted plaintiffs on the record, and judg

ment was revived, and execution issued against

the judgment debtor . Under this writ the Fiscal

seized a certain portion of land, and the same

was advertized for sale. The land was

claimed by the defendants , and the claim was

upheld by the listrict Court. This action was

brought to set aside the claim .

The defeudants in their answer, among otlier

objections , pleaded that Johannes de Silva's

estate being worth over Rs 50,000, the order

made in the case substituting the present

plaintiffs in the room of the deceased was ir

regular, inasmuch as the plaintiffs liad 1100

taken out letters of adminstration , and that the

presents action could not be maintained without

such administration .

The District Judge upheld the defendants'

objection, and dismissed plaintiffs ' action with

costs.

The plaintiffs appealed.

Dornhorst for appellants.

Wendt for respondents.

Cur, adv. vult .

On January 26, 1892 , the following judgments

were delivered :

CLARENCE, J. - We cannot uphold the District

Judge's reasons for dismissing this action . In
1883 Jayewardeue obtained judgment against
Guuewardene for a sum ofmoney. Jayewardene

thereafter died, and, in August, 1890, the present

plaintiffs were substituted on the record as
parties plaintiffs, and the judgment was revived .

The judgment being still unsatisfied , plaintiffs,

in September, 1890 , caused the Fiscal ' to seize

as property of the judgment debtor certain

immoveable property now in question in

the present suit , when the ist defendant on
behalf of the 2nd defendant (I quote from

paragraph 6 of the plaint , which is admit

the answer ) claimed the premises

and stayed the sale. These facts are

0 :

Present : CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ.

( January 19 and 26, 1892.)

D: }WeErakoonNo:4981. , Weerakoon v. NIKULAS.
476

Administration - Substituted plaintiffs - Action to set

aside claim - Civil Procedure Code, section 547.

A judgment creditor having died, persons claim

ing to be his heirs were substituted plaintiff in his

ed ip
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admitted . Plaintiffs further aver that the district

court upheld defendants' claim and released the land,

and plaintiffs now sue to have the property declared

liable to be sold under their writ as assets of their

judgment debtor.

The district judge has dismissed plaintiffs' action,

upholding an objection taken by the defence , that the

action is not maintainable by reason of plaintiffs not

having obtained letters of administration to Jaya.

wardene's estate, which is over Rs . 50,000 in value.

I do not think that under the adınitted circumstances

the action is barrud by sectio :: 547 of the Pro

cedure Code. When the plaintiffs seized this land in

execution of the juilgment in the originil action they

did so as the plaintiffs or the record and judgment

creditors in that action , and it is not disputed that

they were such plaintiffs and judgment creditors.

They were , therefore, under section 247 , if not barred

by lapse of time, entitled to bring suit to have the

property declared liable to be sold in execution of

their judgment.

The judgment of the district court, must be set

aside and the case sut back to the district court to

be proceeded with in due course up ! such issues as

are raised in the pleadingz. Defendants will pay

plaintiffs ' costs of their unsuccessful objection in

both courts.

Dias , J. - The objection on which the case

dismissed is clearly bad . The heirs of the judgment

creditor are the plaintiffs on the record , and they

' bad a perfect right to do all that the deceased judg.

ment creditor might have done to realise the judg

ment. The order is set aside with costs in both

courts.

Set aside.

magistrate remanded him to custody under section

182 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the warrant of

commitment reciting as follows

" And whereas one Ketansiyegedera Rammala, &

material witness for the prosecution of the said case ,

being required to enter into a bond for his appear

ance before the said court to give his evidence, is

unable to execute such bond ; by reason whereof it

has become necessary to remand him to custody."

The Chief Justice having , upon a visit to the

Kandy jail , considered the remand to be illegal ,

caused the committal to be brought up to be dealt

with by the Supreme Court.

Hay, A. S.-G. , for the Crown, intimated he could not

support the commitment.

BURNSIDE, C. J. , held the commitment to be illegal

on the ground that the Criminal Procedure Code,

section 182 , renders only a refusal but not inability

to execute a bond , on the part of a witness, ground

for remand to jail , and thereupon ordered the man to

be discharged.

- : 0 :

Present : -- CLARENCE and Dias, JJ .

( January 19 and 26 , 1892.)

D. C. Trincomalie ,

No. 23,288 . }
ISMALEVAI MARKAR v . KA

THER Saibo .
was

Cause of action - Agreement to sell land subject to an

usufructuary mortgage - Refusal of mortgagee to be

redeemed - Action for damages under the agree

ment --Penalty .

: 0 :

Present : -BURNSIDE , C. J.

(May 3, 1892 )

P. C. ,

No. 6,394 .

Criminal Procedure - Witness - Inability to execute

bond for appearance before court - Remand - Crimi

nal Procedure Code, sections 181 , 182.

By a notarial instrument defendant agreed to sell to

plaintiff a land belonging to him and then under mort

gago to athird party with right of possession , the plain

tiff agreeing to redeem that mortgage and pay certain

other debtsof defendant and to pay the balance purchase

money to defendant. The agreement was to be fulfilled

within one month of its date. The mortgage was, upon

thu terms of it, to be on foot fora period of three years,

which was still unexpired , and the mortgagee upon the

request ofplaintiff refused to be redeemned. Thereupon

plaintiff sued defendant for the damages agreed upon

for non -fulfilment of the contract, the plaint averring

that defendant had " in collusiou ” with the mortgagoo

induced him not to accept plaintiff's tender.

Held, that the mortgagee was not bound to accept

the money and release themortgage till the three years

had expired, and that the plaintiff's action failed inas

much as the plaintiff, having on the face of the agree

ment express notice of the mortgage, must be taken to

have notice of the terms of the mortgage.

The defendant appealed from a judgment in plain

tiff's favour. The facts of the case appear sufficiently

in the judgments of the Supreme Court .

Layard , A. A.-G., for appellant.

Dornhorst, for respondent.

Cur, adv . vult.

Inability of a witness to exocute a bond forappear.

ance before a superior court under section 181 of the

Criminal Procedure Code is not a ground for, remanding

him to jail.

Revision .

One Rammala was a witness in a case committed

for trial before the district court of Kandy, and

being unable to execute a bond for his appearance

before the said court to give evidence the police
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On January 26 , 1892, the following judgments

were delivered

10

CLARENCE , J.-We cannot support this judgment.

Defendant owned a piece of land which he had mort

gaged to a certain mortgagee upon terms that the

mortgagee was to possess the land in lieu of interest

and that the mortgage was to be on foot for three

gears. That term being still unexpired and having

in fact nearly a year to run , defendant entered into

an agreement with plaintiff to sell the land to plain

tiff for Rs. 8,625 . This agreement provided that

plaintiff should within one month from its date pay

off the mortgage, pay a certain other debt of defend .

ant's, and pay the balance of the Rs. 3,625 to defend .

ant ; and the agreement stipulated that , at any time

within the month , when required by the plaintiff,

defendant should accompany plaintiff to the mort

gagee in order that plaintiff might redeem the mort

gage. Plaintiff ( hus having on the face of his agree

ment express notice of the mortgage, must be taken

to have kuown the terms of the mortgage, and that

the mortgagee was not bound to accept his money

and release the land till the three years had expired.

Thus the possibility of the sale within a month of the

agreement depended on the mortgagee consenting to

allow himself to be redeemed . The mortgagee refus

ed to be redcemed b.fore his time, and so the agree

ment fell through, and plaintiff sues defendant for

Rs. 750 , which he claims as liquidated damages

under the agreement. The plaint avers, rather in

distinctly, that defendant “ in collusion ” with the

mortgagee induced the mortgagee not to accept plain

tiff's tender. Defendant was not bound to obtain the

mortgagee's consent, and plaintiff's action entirely

fails. The fuct that defendant, after the month had

expired, eventually sold the land to the mortgagee

does not alter the matter. Defendant's appe: il suc

ceeds, and plaintiff's action must be dismissed with

costs in both courts .

Dias, J .-- Defendant, being the owner of a piece of

land , mortgaged it to one V. S. Odiyar to secure the

payment of Rs. 1,800 . The bond is dated May 8,

1886 , and secures to the mortgagee the right of pos

session of the tportgaged property for a term of three

years, when the debt shonld become due and pay

able. Under this bond the mortgagor was not at

liberty to redeem the mortgagee by paying off the

debt. Two years after, viz . on the 18th June,

1888, the defendaut agreed to convey the land to

plaintiff for Rs . 3,625 on certain conditions ; that is

to say, that plaintiff should pay off the mortgage debt

due to the Odiyar within a month, and after deduct

ing a sum due to the plaintiff himself by the defen .

dant pay che balance to the defendant, who should

then execute a conveyance to the plaintiff. The

plaintiff now sues the defendant for a breach of the

above agreement, and claims Rs. 750 as liquidated

damages. It appears that the mortgagee, the Odiyar,

refused to receive the debt and release the mortgage

before the expiration of three years. The Odiyar

was not a party to the agreement between the plain

tiff and defendant, and he had a perfect right to re

fuse to accept the payment before the expiration of

the three years . The plaintiff knew the condition

of the bond, but nevertheless he took upon himself

to do an act which he could not do without tbe con

sent of the Odiyar ; but it is contended that the de

fendant for his own purposes put up the Odiyar to

object to the payment of the debt. This may or may not

be, but the Odiyar, who had a right to possess the land

for three years, may fairly object to being deprived of

that possession before the expiration of the three

years . The defendant's undertaking in the agree

ment is expressed in the deed in these words : “ When

“ ever he (meaning the plaintiff) sends for me, I

(meaning the defendant) shall go without any

delay along with him to the said Odiyar, and shall

“ be present when he settles that mortgage debt

“ and redeems the aforesaid property." The plain

tiff admits that the defendant accompanied the

plaintiff to the Odiyar, who however refused to

accept the debt.

According to this , the defendant seems to have

done all that which he undertook to do, and the

plaintiff had no right to expect the defendant to

compel the Odiyar to receive the money . I think

the plaintiff has failed to make out a case , and his

action should be dismissed with costs in both courts .

Reversed .

: O

Present : --Dias, J.

( May 19 and June 9 , 1892. )

,

No. 559.

Curim in execution - Claim upheld - Right of execu

tion-debtor to bring action to set aside claim

Civil Procedure Code, sections 241 , 247 .

A debtor, whose property when soized in execution

has been successfully claimed by a third party, is on

titled to maiutain an action against the claimant nader

section 247 of the Civil Procedure Code.

The plaint. filed on December 9 , 1891 , averred title

in plaintiff to certain land , and alleged that the plain

tiff surrendereil the land for seizure and sale in satis

faction of a certain writ of execution, when the

defendant unlawfully claimed the land and opposed

the sale ; that the claim was , on November 27 , 1891 ,
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inquired into by the court issuing the writ, and plain - lutely, the property will be released ; but if, on the

tiff referred to an action to establish his right. The other hand, the debtor was in possession , the claim

plaint concluded with a prayer that plaintiff be will be disallowed. In either case the party aggriev

declared owner and defendant's claim set aside. The ed may institute an action in the usual form within

answer pleaded as matter of law that plaintiff could 14 days ; if not, the finding of the district judge is

not maintain the action , which should have been conclusive,

brought by the writ -holder, and also denied plaintiff's The question turns upon the words “ party against

title, setting up title in defendant. whom an order," &c . , in section 247 — whether they

The commissioner held that only the execution- take in the judgment-debtor, as well as the judgment

creditor or the claimant could institute an action creditor and the claimant. If the judgment-debtor

ander section 247 of the Civil Procedure Code, and is included , he is bound by the 14 day rule, and

dismissed the action . cannot, after the expiration of that time, try the

The plaintiff appealed.
title to the property by action .

The execution -debtor and creditor are parties to
Dornhorst, for appellant. The plaintiff was en

the action , and section 241 puts the claimant in the
titled to surrender, in satisfaction of the execution

same position as regards the investigation of the
against him, this land which was his property. His

claim , and that section and the subsequent sections
right has been interfered with by defendant's clain ,

deal with the three parties to the suit, either of whom
and the execution remains unsatisfied , with the re

can institute an action within 14 days ; and the
sult that his other property may be attached . He is

execution-debtor (the plaintiff in this case ) having
therefore entitled to have his right declared by the

instituted this action within the prescribed time, he
court. He is a “party against whom " the order

is, in my opinion , entitled to maintain it .

upholding the claim was made, within the meaning

The judgment is set aside and the case sent back
of section 247.

for trial on the merits. The appellant is entitled to
Wendt, for the defendant. The action could

the costs of this appeal , all other costs to be costs in

only be maintained under the Code, for indepen. the cause.

dently of the Code's provisions relative to claims,
Sot aside .

the plaint discloses no cause of action . Under the

Code, plaintiff as the judgment-debtor could not

bring such an action as this. The terms of section

247 make it clear that only the claimant or the
Present :-LAWRIE , J.

judgment-creditor can complain by action of the
( Juno 9 and 10, 1892. )

order on a claim. If the former sues, the object of

the action is “ to establish the right which he
No. 11,286 .

claims to the property in dispute ;" if the latter ,

“ to have the said property declared liable to be sold
Criminal Procedure--Compensation --Crown costs

in execution of the decree in his favour " —the last
Evidence - Criminal Procedure ('ode, sections 222 ,

words being inapplicable to a judgment-debtor.
223 .

Dornhorst, in reply.
A police magistrate is bound to hear all the evidenco

Cur, adv. vult. the complainant may offer in support of the prosecution

On June 9 , 1892 , the following judgment was
before he can maks an order for compensation and

crown costs on the ground of the complaint being
delivered : frivolous and vexatious.

Dias, J.—This case involves a point of law of The complainant charged the defendant with
great importance. Plaintiff, being the judgment. theft of coconuts, and with his plaint he filed a list

debtor on a writ of executivn , surrendered the land of witnesses. On the day of trial the magistrare,

in dispute to fiscal for sale , when the defendant after the complainant had given evidence, directed

claimed it . The claim was reported to the court, the interpreter of the court to proceed to and in

when a summary investigation took place under spect the land from which coconuts were said to

section 241 of the Civil Procedure Code, and the to have been stolen , and adjourned the trial. On the

district judge upheld the claim on the 27th of No- day to which the case had been adjourned, the in

vember, 1891 . terpreter gave evidence, but none of the complain .

Under sections 244 , 245 , all that the judge need ant's witnesses were examined . The magistrate

ascertain is, who was in possession at the time of the then discharged the defendant and ordered complain

seizure. If the debtor was not in possession abso- ant to pay compensation and crown costs on the

10 :

P.C.Avisagella,} Paulu v.Daniel..
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ground that the charge was false , frivolous, and

vexatious.

The complainant appealed.

Morgan , for the appellant.

Cur . adv. vult.

On June 10, 1892 , the following judgment was

delivered :

LAWRIE , J.-Section 223 of the Criminal Pro

cedure Code gives a police magistrate power to

acquit an accused at any stage of the case if, for

reasons to be recorded, he considers the charge to be

groundless , but a magistrate may not hold that a

complaint is frivolous and vexatious, nor order a

complainant to pay compensation and crown costs ,

until (in the words of section 222 ) he has heard

all such evidence as may be produced in support of

the prosecution .

Here the magistrate stopped the case , and doubt

less he did right to acquit, but he did wrong to con

demn the complainant before he had heard all he

It is not extravagant to suppose that

if he had heard the complainant's witnesses the

magistrate might have been satisfied that, though

the evidence was insufficient to convict the accused ,

still the coinplaint hall been made in good faith and

reasonable grounds, and that it was neither

frivolous nor vexatious.

The order to pay compensation and crown costs

is set aside .

Set aside.

a testamentary disposition, bnt was à settlement inter

vivos, which took effect at orce , and that on the death

of the donor the value of the property dealt with by the

instrument should be excluded in deciding whether the

estate of the deceased required administration .

One Neina Mohammad , having died , the death

was reported to the district court. The value of

the estate of the deceased having been reported to

be over Rs. 10,000, the district judge directed

notice to be issued to the heirs. Thereupon, Kader

Mohideen, son of the deceased , presented a petition ,

stating that by a deed of gift the deceased had

gifted all his immoveable property to his children , and

that the property left at his de:ith consisted of certain

moveable property which was worth less than

Rs. 1,000.- Hesubmitted that no administration was

under the circumstances necessary. The deed of

gift was in the form above set forih .

The district judge held that as the property did

not pass to the donees until the death of the donor

the estate must be administered . The son , Kader

Mohideen, being unwilling to take out let ers of ad

ministration, the letters were issued to the secretary

of the court.

Kader Mohideen appealed.

Withers, for appellant. It is submitted that letters

of adıoinistration are not necessiry . The deel is net

a testamentary disposition , but a donatio inter vivos

which became operative at once . [ He cited D. C.

Kandy 90,200 , 6 S, C. ( . 15. )

Hay, A. S.-G. , watched the proceedings for the

Crown.

Cur. adv. rult.

On August 28, 1891 , the following judgments were

delivered :

had to say.

on

: 0 :

}

Present : -BURNSIDE, C. J. , and CLARENCE, J.

( August 26 and 28, 1891.)

D, C. Chilaw , ) In the matter of the estate of NEINA

No. A400 . MOHAMMADO.

Administration-Donatio inter vivos - Gift taking effect

after death of donor—Testamentary disposition

Settlement.

A deed of gift after reciting that the donor owned

and possessed certain lands by virtue of deeds herewith

“ delivered " proceeded as follows:- Whereas I do

• hereby determine that all the property aforesaid being

" divided into three. two-third shares thereof should

go to my son KaderMohideen, and one -third share to

my daughter Sego Umma I shall during my lifetime

“ hold and possess the same, and that after my death

" the said lands shall become the property of my said

two children or their heirs or administrators, and they

“ and their heirs and administrators shall divide the

same as herein appointed and uninterruptedlypossess

“ the same for ever as their own * I do here

" by further declare that hereafter I cannot revoke

" this deed .”

Held, that the above instrument did not amount to

BURNSIDE, C. J. - I quite agree that the deed in

question cannot be regarded as a testamentary digpo

sition but a settlement inter vivos of the deceased's

immoveable property, which became operative at the

deceased's death, and administration in respect of it

is unnecessary. The order , therefore, granting

letters in respect of that property should be set aside ,

with the letters which appear to have been already

issued to the secretary of the district court, but I am

not prepared to hold that no administration is neces

sary. The affi Javit of the appellant is a most cau

tious one, and I am by no means satisfied that, apart

from the settled property , the e - tate of the deceased

was only worth Rs . 500. I think we should, in addi

tion to setting aside the present order and letters

of administration , send the casc back that it may be

ascertained whether the estate, apart from the settle

6
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ment, is of sufficient value to render administra- held against the defendant and gave judgmeut

tion compulsory. for the plaintiff. The defendant appealed.

CLARENCE, J.—This is an appeal by a son of
Dornhorst for appellant .

one Neina Mohamado, deceased , against an order
Wendt for respondent.

Cur. adv, vult.

of the District Court, committing administration

of the estate of the deceased to the Secretary of On March 3 , 1891 , the following judgments

the Chilaw District Court. Appellant contends were delivered :

that deceased by a certain notarial instrument DIAS, J.—This is a very simple matter . The

executed by him inter vivos disposed of all bis question is, whether or not Dingiri Menika is

immoveable property in favour of appellant and the adopted daughter of Pulingurala ; if she is,

his sister and that the moveable property is less the defendant succeeds, if not, the plaintiff.

than Rs . 500 in amount. Appellant's conten- The District Judge was against the adoption ,

tion consequently is , that 110 letters of adminis- and he gave plaintiff judgment, and the defend

tration are requisite. The instrument by which ant appeals.

Neiva Mohamado dealt with the immoveable pro- The adoption which the defendant had to

perty is before us . It amounts to a settlement of prove was an adoption for the purpose of

the immoveable property of Neina Mohamado for inheritance . The mere taking and bringing

life with remainder to appellant and his sister in up of a child in the house and settling it in life

shares of two- thirds and one- third respectively, is not such an adoption , and all that has been

and its operation is not deferred till the settler's proved by the defendant was nothing more.

death, inasmuch as the instrument expressly de- This question has been often raised , and was

clares against power of revocation . Therefore it dealt with by the Supreme Court, and we always

appears that Neina Mohimado did dispose of the required strict proof of the adoption by evidence

immoveable property inter vivos, and the ques- amounting to a public declaration of the adop

tion remains, whether the intestate's remaining tion for purpose of inheritance. It is hardly

property is of an amount needing the appoint- necessary to refer to the decisions and opinions,

ment of an adıninistrator. Appellant's affidavit which are many and are the opinions of Judges

is to the effect that, so far as he has been who were well acquainted with the Kandyan Law

yet able to ascertain , the property on the subject. I would affirm the judgment.

is under Rs. 500. This seems to imply some CLARENCE , J.-I agree that this judgment is

doubt , and I agree with the Chief Justice that right .

the case should go back to the District Court Affirmed .

for inquiry as to the value of the estate, the order

from , granting administration to the District

Court, being set aside . There can be no order
Present :-CLARENCE and DIAS , JJ.

as to costs,

Set aside. ( December 4 and 22 , 1891.)

as

10:

Silvav. Perera

}

: 0 : D, C. , Kalutara,

No. 40,428.

Present :-CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ.

Executor - Estate of executor - Will disposing of property
( February 6 and March 3, 1891.) in one district -- Powers of executor as to other

D.C. Kandy, } PUSUMBAHAMY v. KEERALA .
property - Probate - Succession ab intestate - Sale by

No. 2,781 .
executor .

Kandyan law - Adoption - Requisites of - Public
In the absence of any special restriction in a

declaration by adoptive parent.
will excluding from the executor's power any part of

the testator's estate, the executor's power extends

To establish au adoption uuder the Kandyan to the whole of the estate, though if any part of

Law there must be evidence amounting to a public the estate is left undisposed of by the will such

declaration of the adoption for purpose of iuherit. part has to be distributed as under an intestacy.

auce.
Therefore, a purchaser from the executor of

Ejectment. property, uudisposed of by the will, acquires good

title as against the heirs or persous claiming under

The land in question belonged toto one
them.

Pulingurala , who died without issue. The
Partition .

plaintiff asserted title to it through certain
The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the

collateral heirs of Pulingurala, and the defend

ant through one Dingiri Menika, whom he
judgment of Clarence, J.

alleged to be an adopted daughter of Pulingurala. The ist defendant appealed from the

On the question of adoption the District Judge judgment of the District Judge.
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executor, and probate was granted to the widow .

The will directs certainmoney payınents to be

made ; but,asfar as concernis special disposition of

the testator's property, it dealsonly with land in

Galle District. After Gunesekere's death the

executrix purported to sell and convey this land,

which is in Kalutara District , to ist defendant,

and plaintiff has a coveyance of a fourth from two

of the children . The District Judge held that

Ist defendant's conveyance passed nothing to

him , being ot opinion that the will affected only

land in the Galle District, and in that view

directes a partition according to the shares set

out in the plaint .

Dornhorst for appellant . The District Judge

was wroug in limiting the executor's powers to

property specifically dealt with by the will .

The probate vests the entire estate of the testa

tor in the executor ; and if the will is silent as to

any particular properly , he inust distribute that

as in a successioni ab intestato . It has been held

that the District Court within whose limiti a

testator has died his jurisdictio : over all his

property, notwithstanding that suchi pro

perty is situated within the district of several

other Courts . ( In re Awedan Kang iny, 2 S.C.C.

97. ) But it is submitted that probate is not

necessary to validate a conveyance by an

executor. The title vests on the testator's death

alone. ( Pitchay's case, D. C. , Colombo, 2,298 , 1

C.L.R. 94 ; D. C., Galle, 53,941, 8 S. C. C. 192 ;

D. C., Kandy, 3,883 , 1 C. L. R. 101.)

Wendt for respondent. For the purpɔses of this

case it may be admitted that the probate vested

the executrix with the whole estate, and that by

a properly framed conveyance she might have

made good title to the whole of this land . But

it is submitted that the title conveyed to ist

defendant is only good for half the land, inas

wuch as the widow did uot purport to convey

anything as executrix , and all that the convey

ance could pass was her moiety as widow in the

community with her husband .

Dornhorst in reply , referred to D. C. , Kandy,

19,124 , Ram . ( 1843-55 ) 65 .

Cur. adv. vult.

We cannot uphold that decision . In the

absence at any rate of any special restriction in

the will excluding from the executor's power

any part of the testator's estale, the executor's

power extends to the whole of the estate . There

may be parts of the estate as to which the

executor will have to distribute as uvder an

intestacy, but the executor's power of sale ex

tends over the whole estate. The sale to ist

defendant is therefore good . Plaintiff's suit fails,

and must be dismissed with costs ,

DIAS, J. - There is nothing in the will restrict

ing the executor's power to property in any
particular district . The sale to ist defendant

is therefore good .

Reversed .

: 0 :

Present : -LAWRIE, J.

( June 2 and 14, 1892.)

C. R. , Kandy, Kalu v . Howwa KIRI .

} vNo. 1,114.

Kandyan Law - Diga marriage - Forfeiture of rights

of inheritanceUnregistered marriage - Ordinance

No. 3 0f 1870, sec . II .

The exclusion under Kandyan Law of a diga

married daughter from a share in her father's

property still attaches to a daughter who goes out

in diga , even though the marriage is invalid by

reason of its uon -registration under the provisions
of Ordinance No. 3 of 1870.

On December 22 , 1891 , the following judg

ments were delivered :

CLARENCE, J. - Plaintiff sues to partition a

land in Kalutara District, styled Halgama

Parangiawatte.
Plaintiff avers that 4th de

fendant is entitled to two- thirds , and that the

remainder is owned , a fourth by plaintiff, a half

by 2nd and 3rd defendants, and a half by ist

defendant. The ist defeudant answers claiming

the whole land .

The dispute between plaintiff and ist defend

ant turns on the effect of a will made by one

Gunesekere, who died in 1880. It seems to be

agreed that Gunesekere owned the land , or, at

any rate , all but the two-thirty -thirds which

plaintiff allots to 4th defendant. The ist

defendant denies that 4th defendant owus any

share, and claims the whole.

Gunesekere made a will which seems to have

been drawn for him by a very ignorant or care

less notary. The will is signed by his wife as

well as himself. He died leaving him surviving

his wife and four children , two of whom are and

and 3rd defendants and the other two are vendors

to plaintiff. The 5th clause of the will amounts

to an appointment of the surviving spouse as

The plaintiff claimed an undivided share of

land by right of inheritance from her father.

The defendants ,among otlier things, pleaded that

the plaintiff was a diga married daughter and

had forfeited her rights of inheritance . The

parties (who were subject to the Kandyan Law

agreed at the trial that the plaintiff left the

parental roof about 13 years before and lived

with one Bilinda as his wife, but their marriage

was not registered . The Commissioner held

that the plaintiff had no right to her father's

property, and dismissed the action .

The plaintiff appealed .
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Present : -- Dias and LAWRIF, JJ .

( June 10 and 21 , 1892.)

D.C. , Anuradhapura, | DISSANAIKE V. DE ZILVA
No. 54 }

onCivil procedure - Mortgage bond, action

Summary procedure on liquid clainıs - Civil Pro

cedure Code, chap. liii .

Thesummary procedure on liquid claims under

chap. liii . of the Civil Procedure Code is not appli

cable to actions on mortgage bonds.

The plaintiff sued the defendant for Rs. 179,

being principal and interest due on a mortgage

bond . The plaintiff proceeded under chap. liii .

of the Civil Procedure Code. The defendant,

through his proctor contended that an action on

a mortgage bond could not be instituted under

chap. liii . The District Judge over-ruled that

objection , and ultimately allowed defendant

leave to appear and defend the action . At the

trial the District Judge gave plaintiff judgment ,

and the defendant appealed .

There was no appearance of counsel for the

appellant .

De Saram for the respondent.

Sampayo for the appellant. Under the Ordi

nance No. 3 of 1870, which governs in this case,

the validity of a Kandyan marriage depends on

registration, and therefore the plaintiff contract

ed no valid marriage, even if there was a mar

riage according to Kandyan customs, which,

however, does not appear. It is submitted that

the forfeiture of rights of inheritance under the

Kandyan Law is an incident of marriage ; and

there being no marriage in this instance, the dis

ability did not attach to the act of the plaintiff

in leaving the parental roof and living with a

man as his wife . The plaintiff is therefore entitl

ed to the share of land claimed .

Wendt for the respondent. It may be conced

ed thal plaintiff's marriage was invalid for want

of registration . It is , however, submitted that

the forfeiture of the right to inherit proceeded

not upon the ground of a valid marriage , but

of the daughter's quitting the parental roof to

enter another family. Accordingiy, in the case

of a bina marriage, where the daughter conti

nues after a valid marriage to reside with the

parents , no forfeiture takes place. The point

raised appears to be a new one, and no direct

authority is forthcoming.

Cur. adv. vult.

On June 14, 1892 , the following judgment was

delivered :

LAWRIE , J .--- The exclusion by Kandyan Law

of a diga married daughter from a sbare in her

father's property did not rest on any theory of

the indissolubility of her marriage.

In olden times , a Kandyan woman , married in

diga, could leave lier husband's house whenever

she chose, and was liable to be turned out when

ever her husband got tired of her ; but, though

she thus gained only a precarious position by

being conducted from her father's house, the

legal consequences of such a conducting were

fixed . She ceased to be a member of her father's

family , and she did not regain her full rights ,

even though she returned or was sent back in a

few days.

A won an who now lives in diga, but whose

marriage is not registered , is in very much the

samne legal position as a diga married woman

was before the Kandyan Marriage Ordinance

passed . Her position is equally free and equally

precarious.

The Ordinance now gives privileges to those

who register their marriages, and especially to

their children ; but the law as to the rights of

daughters married bina or in diga has not been

changed , and the old disability still attaches to

the act of being conducted from a father's house

by a man and the going with him to live as bis

wife in his house .

Affirmed.

Cur. adv. vult.

On June 21 , 1892 , the following judgments

were delivered :

DIAS, J.- This is an action on a mortgage

bond , and I am not prepared to say that the

plaintiff was right in proceeding under chap.

liii . , which applies to liquid claims other than

those secured by mortgage. For this latter class

of cases provision is made in a special chapter,

viz . , chup . xlvi . After what has already taken

place, I do not think that the proceedings

should be set aside on the ground that the plain

tiff had proceeded on the wrong chapter. The

defendant obtained time to file answer, and filed

it , and the amount due on the bond is admitted .

The defendant consented to judgment being

entered for plaintiff to the extent of Rs . 166, but

without costs, and the plaintiff agreed to accept

the amount offered. The only remaining ques

tion is, who is liable to pay the costs . The de

ſendant did not pay the admitted amount into

Court, and the District Judge , I think, has cor

rectly disposed of the matter of costs. I will

dismiss the appeal witli costs .

LAWRIE, J.-- I ain of opinion that the pro

cedure laid down in chap . liii . is not appli

cable to actions on mortgage bonds, but the de

fendant has pot been prejudiced by the summary

procedure originally adopted . He obtained

leave to file answer without finding security
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He has nothing to complaiu of. He and the that the figures Rs . 217.87 were on the note

plaintiff afterwards agreed on the amount due when defendant signed it , and the learned

on the bond-all that remained was the question District Judge notes that he sees no reason to be

of costs, which was decided. Against this final dissatisfied with the evidence for plaintiff. Cer

judgment no appeal has been taken . tainly the appearance of the note rather sup

This appeal must be dismissed with costs.
ports defendant's contention, that the note was

signed in blauk ; but in my opinion the District

Appeal dismissed . Judge was right in holding that the defence in

volves a variance from defendant's plea , which

simply denies the making of the note .

Present :-CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ.
The Bills of Exchange Act 1882 (sec. 20)

( December 4 and 22 , 1891.) declare that a signature in blank oni stamped

D.C. , Colombo,
paper operates as a prima facie authority to fill

MURUGAPPA CHETTY v.

No, 1,763.
up as a bill for any amount that the stamp will

PERUMAL KANGANY.
cover ; and in that respect tlie Act is merely de

Promissory note - Signature on blank paper claratory of the old law . If a plaintiff declares

Authority tofill up - Plea of non est factum - Evid. in the usual form on a bill or no : e , it is no vari

ence - Variance - Pleading Bills of Exchange Act, ance if he prove that the defendant signed in

1882, sec . 20.
blank and the blank was filled up afterwards.

The signing and delivery of a blank stamp paper See, for instance, Moilny v . Delves, 7 Bing. 428.

in order that it may converted into a promissory Here, defendant, upon his plea that he did not

note operates as a prima facie authority to fill it up
for any amount that may be covered by the staup.

make the note, admits that he signed the paper

in blank (which of itself would be a prima facie

Per CLARENCE, J. - Any agreement restricting

such authority urust be specially pleaded, and is not
authority to fill in for any amount that the

provable under a mere traverseof the making of the stamp would cover) and attempts to prove a
note.

special agreement to fill in for a limited sum

The plaintiff sued defendant as maker of a
only , as well as partial payment. Any such

promissory note for Rs. 21787. The defendant,
special agreement should have been specially

among other things, pleaded that he did not make pleaded, and the alleged payment likewise. I

the promissory note sued upon . At the trial the
think therefore that upou the pleadings as they

defendant led evidence to the effect that he put
stand the learned District Judge was right ; but

his signature to a blank paper with a stampon
in view of the appearance of the note, which

it, and delivered it to plaintiff authorising plain rather goes against the statement of plaintiffs'

tiff to fill it up as a note for Rs . 204 ; and it was
witness, Ramen Chetty , that the amount of the

admitted that the proinissory note now sued on
note was filled in before defendant signed , I

was the document so signed and delivered . The
am willing, if my learned brother prefers, to

document bore a stamp of 25 cents . The District
allow defendant opportunity of amending his

Judge gave judgment for the plaintiff.
plea, on payment of plaintiffs' costs of the trial

already had aud of this appeal .

The defendant appealed.

Browne for appellant.
DIAS, J .-- This is an action by the payee

against the maker of a promissory note .
Canekeratne for respondent.

was a demurrer to the libel , which need not be

Cur. adv. vult.
considered , as the defen laut has answered to

On December 22 , 1891 , the following judg
the merits denying the making of the note and

averring certain payments. At the trial the de .
ments were delivered :

fendant admitted that he signed a blank pro

CLARENCE, J.-I think that upon the pleadings missory note and delivered it to plaintiff, author

this judgment is right. The plaintiff declares izing him to fill up the amount as Rs . 204, being

on a promissory note purporting to have been the amount still due to plaiutiff on anotlier pro

made by defendant in plaintiff's favour for missory note, but the plaintiff substituted

Rs. 217.87 with interest at 25 per cent . Defendant Rs. 217.87 for Rs . 204. The amount in dispute

denies making the note, Atthe trial the defend- between the parties is very small. The signing

ant adduced evidence to prove these facts : - that of the note being admitted, the question is ,

he signed the note in blank upon an agreement whether under the plea of non est factum it is

between himself and plaintiff that plaintiff open to the defendant to make the defence he

should fill up the note for Rs . 204.64 and that he made. The District Judge seems to have mis

paid plaintiff Rs. 150 of that amount. Plaintiff, apprehended the point in the case. Under

on the other hand, called a witness to show see. 20 of the Bills of Exchange Act 1882 the

1
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maker of a bill may affix his signature to a blank by Davit, the first accused . At the close of the case

stamped paper and deliver it that it may be convert- for the complainant he desired to withdraw it be

ed into a bill, and it operates as a prima facie autho- cause an amicable settlement had been arrived at .

rity to fill it up as a complete bill for any amount The police magistrate, for some reason which he has

the stamp will cover. This, I take it , is the rule when not given , refused to allow the case to be compounded

the amount to be filled in is not previously agreed to . or withdrawn, and after hearing evidence for the de

In this case the defendant says he only authorized fence he found the accused guilty and sentenced

the plaintiff to fill up the promissory note for them each to six months' imprisonment. The offence

Rs. 204. This is a question of fact, but there is no of voluntarily causing hurt under section 314 is one

finding on it by the judge. The judgment should which may be compounded by the party to whom

therefore be set aside and the case sent back for fur- the hurt is caused . As I re :id section 355, the

ther hearing, with liberty to the defendant to amend party injured has a right to compound before trial.

bis answer on paying the costs as indicated by my But after the accused pleaded the case was in the

learned brother. hands of the court, and in this case the trial had

Set aside, proceeded so far that the complainant and his wit

nesses had given evidence and had closed the case .

I think that it was within the power of the police
Present :-LAWRIE, J.

magistrate to refuse to allow the case to be with

( June 24 and 30, 1892.) drawn and to call upon the accused for the defence

and to give a verdict one way or the other. But

Louis v . DAVIT. when he was informed that the parties had settled, I
No. 18,078 .

think he might properly have taken that fact into

Criminal Law- Voluntarily causing hurt - Compound consideration , and though he found them guilty he

ing - Withdrawal of case - Power of magistrate to should have inflicted a comparatively slight or

refuse - Ceylon Penal Code , section 314-Criminal nominal punishment. I affirm the conviction, but I

Procedure Code, section 355 .
reduce the punishment of the first accused to a fine

of Rs. 20 and of the other accused to a fine of
A party complainant has a right at any time before

trial to compound an offouce under soction 355 of the Rs . 5 each .

Criminal Procedure Code and to withdraw the chargo;

but after the defendant has pleaded it is competent to

the police magistrate to refuse to allow the charge to

be withdrawn notwithstanding the fact of the offence
Present :-Dias and LAWRIE , JJ .

having been compounded.
(June 10 and 24 , 1892. )

The accused were charged with voluntarily causing

hurt to the complainant. The evidence for the pro APPUHAMY V. LOKUHAMY.
No. 146 .

secution was recorded , and the case was postponed

to enable the accused to adduce evidence for the de- Civil Procedure - Intervention - Adding parties

fence . On the adjourned day of trial , before the Action for title to land - Claim adverse to both par

witnesses for the defence were examined, the com- ties — Civil Procedure Code, sections 18 , 19 .

plainant informed the police magistrate that he

desired to withdraw the case as an amicable settle The plaintiff suod defendant in ojectmont, claiming

title to a half share of the lands in litigation. The

ment had been arrived at, but the police magistrate defendant being in default of answering, the case was

refused to allow the case to be withdrawn , and set down for ex parte hearing on a certain day. In

thereupon proceeded to examine the witnesses for
the meantime certain third persons, who denied plain

tiff's right and alleged title in themselves to the wholo
the defence. At the conclusion of the trial the

of the lands, were upon their application addod ab
accused were convicted and severally sentenced to parties to the action.

6 months' rigorous imprisonment. Held, that inasmuch as any judgment either for

plaintiff or for defondant would not affect the added

The accused appealed .
parties, they were not interested in any question in.

Dornhorst for the appellants.
volved in the action within the meaning of section 18

of the Civil Procedure Code, and ought not to havo
Cur . adv . vult. been added us parties to the action .

On June 30 , 1892 , the following judgment was Per Dias , J. - The application to be added as parties

delivered :
was in the nature of an intervention under the old

procoduro, which was abolished by section 19 of the

Civil Procedure Code.

LAWREE, J. — These four accused were charged with

having voluntarily caused hurt to the complainant. The plaint filed in October, 1891 , averred title in

The only injury of any consequence was that caused plaintiff to an undivided half share of certain lands

: 0 :

D. C. Batnapura,}
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and alleged that, since the death of the owner of the only a small fractional share. In the present in :

other half share, the defendant, who was husband of the stance , the plaintiff and defendant had notice of

deeagd cn-cowner , had kept plaintiff out of possession respondents ' claim , the latter having previously sued

disputing his right thereto, and the plaintiff prayed them both in an action which failed for want of

for declaration of title to an undivided half share jurisdiction . The present would seem to be a collu

of the lands and for possession and damages. sive proceeding between plaintiff and defendant,

The defendant being in default of answering, the which is all the more reason why these parties

case was set down for e.r parte hearin ' on Febru- should be allowed to protect their interests . It is

ary 9 , 1892. In the meantime , on January 16 , not necessary for them to show that the judgment

1892 , certain third persons submitted a pleading between plaintiff and defendant would operate as res

in the form of a petition supported by affidavit, judicata against them.

and applied to be added as parties. They in sub
Cur . adv . vult.

stance denied the title of plaintiff and his alleged On June 24 , 1892 , the following judgments were

co-owner to any portion of the lands and claimed the delivered :

whole of the lands for themselves . The district judge Dras , J. - The provision in the Code as to added

allowed the application, recording his opinion that parties has been entirely misunderstood by res

the presence of the applicants was necessary in order pondents' proctor. His clients are utter strang

to enable the court effectually and completely to ad- ers to the cause . The plaint does not touch them ,

judicate upon and settle the question of ownership to and whether the judgment be for the plaintiff or the

the half share of the lands in dispute.
defendant, the so-called added parties are not bound

The plaintiff appealed .
by it. The proctor was evidently labouring uniler

the idea of the old form of intervention , and bringg

Sumpayo, for appellant . The order appealed
into court a petition in the nature of a petition of

from amounts to an intro -luction of the old prac
intervention on behalf of his clients denying the

tice of intervention, which is expressly abolished plaintiff's right and title . This would bare been

by section 19 of the Civil Procedure Code , and right enough before the Code , which by section 18

therefore was wrongly made. Nor is it justified virtually repealed the old form of intervention, and

by section 18 of the Code , which makes provi instead of it gave the district judge a discretion to

sion for the adding of parties . That section con change parties or add new parties to the record , if

templates parties whose presence is necessary for he should think it necessary. But in this case the

the adjudication of issues already raised in the action . so -called added parties take upon themselves the

In this instance, the added par ies cl im adversely office of the district judge , and add themselves as

to both plaintiff and defendant, and are therefore parties, and file a petition which should not hare

strangers to any “ question involved in the action " . been accepted . I would set aside the order with

It is submitted that these words of the section refer
costs , and send the case down to be proceeded with

only to questions directly arising out of the original in due course.

carse of action . In order to add parties there must LAWRIE, J. - I do not agree with the learned dis

be a substantial question in which they have a com .
trict judge that the presence of the added parties is

munity of interest with one or other of the parties . necessary to enable the court effectnally and com

the object of the enactment being to prevent the same
pletely to adjudicate and settle the questiin of

question being tried twice over . It has been so ownership of half share of the land . Before a third

decided under the corresponding section 32 of the
person can be adiled as a party he must show that

Indian Code of Civil Procedure and under 0. xvi , rr .

he has an interest in the litigation and that he

11,13 of the Judicature Acts. See nores under sec would be prejudiced by & judgment being entered

tion 32 in O’Kinealy's edition of the Indian Code .
either for the plaintiff or defendant. In this case the

Here no such question exists, and the respondents
added parties have no interest in the question whether

were therefore wrongly added as parties . the plaintiff was illegally ousted by the defendant.

Wendt for respondents. The object of the enact- A judgment against the defendant, declaring the

ment in the Code certainly was to prevent the same
plaintiff entitled to , and ordering him to be placed

question , such as title to land, being twice tried be- in possession of, half of a certain land could not pre

tween different s.ts of parties, and section 18 there- judice the added parties ' rights , because it is not

fore permits all parties claiming title to come in . pretended that they are in possession of the land , or

It makes no difference in principle that the respon- that any right of theirs would be interfered with .

dents claim the whole land, alloting no interest to Again , the proposed third parties must show that

plaintiff and defendant. They might have claimed their admission would prevent the same question
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for a'r

thattheland belongedto the childrenof their sister, dec

being tried twice over. The question which the add- defendant ( Wijeyekoon's widow) , and the third defen

ed parties desire to have tried will not be tried in dant (the mortgagee under Wijeyekoon ofan undivid

this case as between the plaintiff and the defendant. ed half of a certain house that had belonged to

In the first place, as between plaintiff and defend- Josephine), to obtain a declaration of his right by

ant there is to be no trial. The defendant has not inheritance from his mother to a moiety of the com

filed answer . The case has been fixed for ex parte mon estate of Wijeyekoon and Josephine, and an

hearing , at which the somewhat complicated ques- account of rents , issues , and profits. The plaint

tions of fact and law, which are raised by the peti- averred that Wijeyek..on and Josephine had been

tion of the added parties , will not be touched on . married in community of property , and that, after

Another reason why the pirties should not be add- the latter's death , Wijeyekoon had continued in

ed is that the subject matter of the action is not possession of the common estate until his death in

the same as the subject claimed by the added parties .
March , 1890. His marrirge with the second defen .

The plaintiff claims only an undivided half of a dant was in May, 1892. The plaint further averred

land . The added parties claim the whole land , a sub
that Wijeyekoon in October , 1889 , had mortgaged to

the third defendant all his " share , right, title , andject of double the size and double the value of the

subjeo! of the original action . interest" in a certain house alleged to have formed

Lastly, persons claiming adversely to both plain
part of the common estate of Wijeyekoon and Jose

tiff and defendant ought not (as a general rule) to phine; that third defendant having obtained judg

be admitter . There may arise cases in which par
ment on his mortgage against first defendant as

ties adverse to both ought to be admitted , but this is executor, lad seized a moiety of the house in execu

not one of them . The proposed added parties claimaim tion and advertised it for sale . The plaintiff prayed

a land of which they are not in possession. They say
account of the said common estate, for a

declaration of title to a moiety thereof, and for a

tbut these children died without issue and intestate,
declaration that the moiety thereof which had

and that their mo her succeeded under the Kandyan
belonged to Wijeyekoon and which first defendant

law of duru uruma, and that on the death of the as his esecutor, or the second defendant, had held or

mother her brothers ( the added parties ) succeeded. taken, and all other property which Wijeyekoon held

They admit that their claim ti possess has been con
or possessed at his death , and all property which the

testel by the plaintiff and defendant. It is a claim
second defendant was entitled to or possessed of,

which can best be tried in an action in which the were subject to a tacit hypothec or mortgage in

added parties are plaintiffs. favour of the plaintiff and preferential to all other

Set aside . claims or inchinbrances to the extent of the amount

which should be found due to plaintiff upon the ac .

counting, and that third defendant's mortgage was

Present : Dias and LAWRIE , JJ . subj ct to such tacit hypothec. The plaintiff also

prayed that the sale in execution of third defendant's

(June 21 and 28, 1892.) judgment might be stayed till plaintiff's claim was

D. C. Colombo, ! WIJEVEKOON v . GOONEWARDENE . satisfied, and the court granted an interim injuno.

No. C 422 . tion in these terms .

Tacit hypothec of children over property of surviving The defendant in answer, among other things,

parent— Jnrriage in community - Continuance of pleaded, as matter of law , that plaintiff was not

community beticeen surriving parent and children- entited to the tacit hypothec claimed , and at the

Roman Dutch Law-The Matrimonial Rights and trial it was agreed by parties that this question

Inheritance Ordinance, No. 15 of 1876 . should first be determined by the court and the

The principle of the Roman Dutch Law, by which the
issues of fact referred to arbitration .

community of property existing between husband and The district judge gave judgment for plaintiff as
wife was considered to continue between the surviving

prayed .
spouse who remained in possession and the children

until a division of the estate was effected, was never The first and second defendants appealed .

adopted in Ceylon, nor was the principle by which the

children were given a tacit hypothec over all the Layard A. A.-G. (Wendt with him) for the appel.

property of the surviving sponse for the share inherited lants . It must be conceded that the marriage of

by them from the deceased spouse .
plaintiff's parents was in community of property,

The plaintiff, as the only child of one Wijeyekoon having taken place two days before the commence

by his first wife Josephine deceased, sued the first ment of Ordinance No. 15 of 1876 , which did away

defendant (executor of Wijeyekoon's will ) , the second with such community. It follows that plaintiff in

: 0 :
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herited from the mother a moiety of the common es

tate as it stood at her death , and is entitled to one

half of the rents, issues, and profits accruing thereafter.

But it is submitted that plaintiff never acquired any

such right of privileged hypothec, as it was the main

object of this action to establish . Even if such hypo

thec was given by the Roman Dutch Law , which

seems doubtful, that principle never was imported into

Ceylon , or enforced in our courts, and no reported

Case can be found in which it was recognised. It

has often been pointed out by this court that the en

tire body of laws of the United Provinces was not in

troduced here by the Dutch, but such portions only

as seemed adapted to the requirements of the country;

and it has been said that even the principle of the

community of property was not so introduced, but

brought in subsequently by decisions of the courts es

tablished by the English. But even assuming the

hypothec to exist , it is clear that the second wife's

property cannot be touched by it, for she was married

after the Ordinance of 1876, and has separate

property. Again , no ground whatever was alleged

or shown for staying the execution sale . It

was a sale of the husband's moiety only ; and if the

alleged hypothec affected it, the hypothec would

follow it into the hands of a purchaser, and could be

enforced when plaintiff got his judgment.

Dornhorst (Van Langenberg and de Saram with

him ) for the plaintiff. The marriage of plaintiff's

parents having been in community, as now admit

ted, it follows that, the husband not having taken

out administration to his wife's estate , but continu

ed in possession of the whole estate, the “ partner

ship " (societas ) continued betweon him and the

child of the marriage. This was expressly decided

in Holland in a case mentioned in the “ Consulta

tions of Dutch Jurists " ( vol . 1 cons. 103 ; translat

ed Vand . Rep. Appendix p . li ) where it was re

solved that the children were entitled to a just half

of the common property as it stood at the death

of the deceased spouse , with a half of the fruits

or profits and rents thereof since the death. This

was expressly accepted by this Court in Colombo

case (reported Vand . Appendix p. xlvi , and follow

ed in Ederemanesingam's case , vand . 26 ). [He

also cited Wesel, De Connub. Bon. Soc. , Tract. 2, cap.

4 , sec . 86. ] For the security of the interest thus

given to the children , they have a preferential tacit

hypothec over the property of the surviving spouse ,

and if he have contracted a second marriage, then

over the community of the second marriage as well.

( Voet ad Pand. 20. 2. 23 , Berwick's Trans. 338 ; Van

Leeuwen's Commentaries 4. 13. 11 , Kotze's Trans .

Vol . 2 , p . 95 ; Burge, Col. and For. Laws, Vol. 1. 329 ,

Vol . 3 , 336; Sande, Decis. Frisic . 3. 12. 23 ; Pothier

ad Pand. 2. 56. 3 , 4 ; D. C. Putlam No. 2,989, Morg.

Dig . 188 : D. C. Kurunegala No. 1,709, Civ . Min . of

1873. ) As regards the stay of sale, it is sufficient

to say that the third defendant, the execution -credit

or, and the only party interested , has not appealed

against the stay.

Wendt, in reply.

Cur. adv. vult.

On June 28 , 1892, the following judgment was

delivered :

Dias, J. - One Wijeyekoon and his wife Maria

married in community of goods on June 27 ,

1877. They had an only son , the plaintiff. The

wife died in October, 1878, and the parents not having

made any testamentary disposition of their property,

the plaintiff, on his mother's death , became entitled

to a moiety of the common estate of his parents,

moveable and immoveable ; but the father continued

in the possession of the whole estate till 1882, when

he married the second defendant. This marriage

took place after the Matrimonial Ordinance of 1876

came into operation , and consequently the second

wife did not take any interest in the husband's half

of the first community. Here I may advert to a

question raised by the defendants as to the date when

the Ordinance came into operation . The Ordinance

had to be proclaimed before it came into operation ,

and accordingly a proclamation was published in the

Government Gazette of June 29 , 1877 , i . e . two

days after the marriage of the plaintiff's parent. The

date of the proclamation was June 29 , though it

was published on June 29 , and it was contended that

the proclamation had reference back to ite date

June 23 , and consequently the marriage took place

after the Ordinance came into operation. I cannot

subscribe to this contention , and it is unnecessary to

discuss the matter further, as, in the 3rd paragraph

of the answer, the first and second defendants

virtually adınit that the plaintiff's parents married in

community of property. Plaintiff's farther died in

1890 , leaving a last will , which was proved by the

first defendant, the executor named therein , and he

was à necessary party to the action ; but what the

plaintiff's step -mother, the second defendant , has to

do with the case is more than I can understand .

The plaintiff's father, after the death of his first wife,

mortgaged an undivided half of a property called

Mango Lodge, which formed part of the common

estate of himself and his first wife, to the third defend

unt, who obtained a decree and a writ of execution
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on the mortgage , and , through the Fiscal , seized the to it to the extent to which it carried him. Accord

debtor's interest in the property, and the plaintiff ing -to Grotius ( Herbert's Trans. p. 117), “ The half

seeks to stay the sale on the ground of a tacit of everything which accrues to the estate after the

hypothec over the property. The above in substance death of the first deceased , as well by inheritance as

are the material facts of the case, and I shall now otherwise, comes to the children , and the children

proceed to notice the several claims set up by the are not to be liable for a share of the losses." I do

plaintiff. not think it necessary to go further into this matter,

as the conclusion of the district judge is right, inas
First, the plaintiff prays for an account of the

much as he does not give the plaintiff anything
common estate of his parents at the date of his

beyond a half of the community and the rents and

inother's death , as also of the rents and profits of his
profits of that half after his mother's death .

half of the property received by his father or his exe

cutor ( first defendant) or his second wife (second The second prayer of the libel involves a point of

defendant ). general importance. The plaintiff prayed for a de

claration of the court that he, the plaintiff, had a right
Secondly , he prays for a declaration that, in res

of legal hypothec over his father's half of the com

pect of his half of the community, he is entitled to a

munity and all property acquired by his father after
hypothec over his father's half of the community, and

his mother's death as also over the property of his
over all tbe property of his second wife, the second

second wife, the second defendant. This prayer
defendant. This prayer is rather confused , but the

was allowed by the district judge to the fullest extent,
above is its substance,

and this opinion cannot be upheld for a moment as

Thirdly, he prays for a declaration of his right of a regards the second defendant, as I fail to see what

legal hypothecover the " Mango Lodge' ' property which right or claim the plaintiff has to the property of his

was mortgaged by his father to the third defendant. step -mother. As to the shortcomings of his father ,

Fourthly, for an injunction to stay the sale of the the plaintiff has his remedy against him or his exe

“ Mango Lodge" property under the third defend- cutor, the first defendant . The second defendant is

ant's writ. altogether an independent party . She married after

At the hearing of the case it was agreed that the
the Marriage Ordinance came into operation, so there

district judge should decide the several points of law
was no community of property between her and her

raised , leaving the questions of fact to be determined
husband , and the plaintiff, as I have already said , has

by arbitration. The right of the plaintiff to half of
failed to satisfy me that he has any cause of action

the common estate of his parents , after payment of against the second defendant, and, as regards her, the

debts, funeral and testamentary expenses , is not
plaint ought to be dismissed with costs.

denied , nor do I think it can be denied that the The next question is , whether a party in the posi

plaintiff is entitled to the rents and profits of his tion of this plaintiff has any hypothec at all over the

mother's half of the estate, which was in his father's property of his father. This I believe is the first

possession after his mother's death , not, however, as time a claim of this kind has been put forward . In

the district judge puts it , on the ground of a con- support of this strong proposition Mr. Dornhorst, for

tinuing community between father and son , but on plaintiff, cited 1 Burge 329. In this page the writer

the broad ground that the father had received what speaks of the Roman Law generally . In the pre

belonged to his son . If there ever was any such ceding page he deals with the constitutions of cer

Dutch law as a continuing community, which is very tain of the emperors, and in the page cited he says

doubtful (see Vand . Rep. xlix) , that law has never " a tacit hypothec was given to the children of the

been imported into this Colony. The whole of the former marriage on the property of the parent who

Dutch law , as it prevailed in Holland more than a married a second time" . In support of this he cites

century ago, was never bodily imported into this the Code which is Roman Law pure and simple, and

country. We have only adopted and acted upon so neither cites a Dutch authority nor says, as he usual .

much of it as suited our circumstances, such as the ly does , that what he stated is Dutch law. The other

law of inheritance in the maritime provinces , com- authority cited from Voet 2. 2. 23, 24 , is more to the

munity of property , law of mortgage, and so forth ; point . But assuming that the Dutch law is as it is

but the Dutch law of continuing community was said to be , the plaintiff is bound to satisfy us that it

never adopted by us ; and, if I remember right, it was has ever been adopted by this country. As I have

30 decided by this court, though I cannot just now already shown, the whole of the Law of Holland was

put my hand on the authority. Though the district never imported into this Colony ; no local decision

judge adopted the Dutch law, he did not give effect has been cited which would furnish some evidence
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that the Dutch law in this respect has been adopt Present :-Dias, J.

ed ; and in the absence of any such evidence I must
(May 19, and June 9 , 1892. )

repel the claim set up by the plaintiff. The so-called

tacit hypothecs or secret mortgages are not in my P. C. Matara,

opinion to be encouraged and given effect to, unless 15041 LEMESURIER V. ABESAKERE.
No.

we are constrained to do so by law. This case is the
15601

best illustration of the mischievous consequences of Criminal procedure - Proclamation - Attachment of

such a law. The third defendant in good faith lends property - Confiscation - Criminal Procedure Cole ,

his money on the security of the husband's half of sections 62 , 63 , 64 .

the community, and the plaintiff springs upon him a

claim which the third defendant could not by any
Before a police magistrate can issue a proclamation

under section 62 of the Criminal Procedure Code there

means discover. must he sworn information before him that the accused

person has absconded or is concealing himself.

The district judge further ordered that the fiscal's When attachment of property is made under section

63 of the Criminal Procedure Code the property be
seizure and proposed sale of half of the “ Mango

comes forfeited to the crown only at the expiration of
Lodge" under the third defendint's writ should be the twelve months mentioned in section 64 , but no order

stayed. This he could not do, even if the plaintiff of court is necessary in that behalf.

had a legal bypothec over the property . The plain- The facts material to this report sufficiently appear

tiff could not prevent a sale under the mortgagee's
in the judgment of the Supreme Court.

decree. All that he might have done was to set up a
There was no appearance in appeal.

preferent claim over the proceels. We have swept On June 9 , 1892 , the following judgment was
away by ordinance the old Dutch law of general delivered :

mortgages, and it is to be hoped that all socret mort

gages commonly called tacit hypothecs will follow Dias, J. - Thirteen persons were charged with an

suit, as they are very much calculated to hamper
unlawful assembly, and some of them appeared an !

purchasers and mortgagees of immovable property. surrendered , but the first accused , Don Samuel , did

not appear.

The best course to follow is to set aside the order The warrants are all to be found in pare 37 of the

and make the following order instead : record . They are printed forms, filled up in Sinha

lese by a person who eviden ly does not knoir bow
1. Declare the plaintiff's right to half of the com

to write legible Sinhalese . So far as I can make out,
mon estate of his parents as it stood at the death of

his mother after paymentof all debts and fun-ral the first defendant. I see no return appen led to
the warrant in page 49 is the one against Do: 1 Samuel,

and testamentary expenses , together with half of the
this warrant, but I see a journal entry , under date

rents and profits of his mother's half which came
November 17, 1891, to the following effect : " First

into the hands of his father or his executor, the first

“ accused the alleged principal culprit is said to be

defendant. In taking this account due allow.ince
“ in conce-ilment and evading arrest. Proclaim him .

should be made to the father's executor for the main
“ Case postponed. Drouville ." Where and how

tenance and education of the plaintiff after his mo
the magistrate got this information I am unable to

ther's death .
say. But, on December 7 , 1891 , a proclamation

was issued , in which the magistrate says : “ Whereas
2. As regard the second defendant, the action is

“ it has been shown to my satisfaction that the said
dismissed with costs in both courts .

“ V. G. Don Samuel is concealing himself to evade

3. If the parties are not agreed on the facts, let “ service,” &c.

the case go down for determination by arbitration , At the date of this proclamation there was no

and the arbitrators will take the account on the foot- sworn evidence before the magistrate that Don

ing above indicated . Samuel was in concealment. All the information then

before the magistrate was the mudaliyar's letter of

4. The plaintiff will pay the costs of this appeal November 14 , and apparently, on the information

and the costs of the hearing in the district court. contained in this letter, the proclamation was issued .
All other costs will be at the discretion of the district

The information was not supported by the oath

judge .
or affirmation of the writer of the letter. Probably

LAWRIE, J.-I agree .
the mudaliyar knew nothing of the matter personally,

and he wrote his letter on information received by

Set aside. bis headman.
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Assuming for a moment that the proclamation ed , and (2) for judgment for the value of half the

was well- founded and duly issued , the next step in plumbago dug out .

the procedure was the attachment of the offender's The district court granted a writ of sequestration ,

property under section 63. I see no such attach
which was forthwith issued , and the lands and all

ment in the record ; but according to the journal plumbago found were seqnestered by the fiscal.

entry some property seems to have been attached , Thereupon the first defendant applied on petition

and the assistant government agent moved for an by way of summary procedure to dissolve the seques

order of confiscation of that property. There is tration , the petition , among other things, alleging

nothing in the Orlinance about confiscation . If the
thit the sale to the plaintiff and defendant had been

goods attached are not redeemed by the owner in cancelled and that the lands had been resold to de

t'ie manner prescribed by section 61 , he forfeits his fendant alone , though he had himself not yet ob

right to them in favour of the Crown, without any tained a grant. The learned district judge disal

order of the police magistrate in thut behalf. lowel the application , holding that the court had

Under that section the owner has 12 months'
inherent power by common law to issue such a

time to redeem , and at the date of the assis ant
sequestration , apart from the provisions of the Code .

government agent's applications for a confiscation The first defendant appealed.

order the twelve months do not seem to bave
Dornhorst ( J. Grenier anl de Saram with him ) ,

expired .

for the appellant. This sequestration is expressly
The proceedings are grossly irregular, and I must

issued under the common law , and is therefore
quash the pr clamation of December 7 , 1891, and all

wrong. If such a remely ever existed under the
subsequent proceedings.

Set aside. common law , it has been done away with by the

Civil Procedure Code, which alone prescribes the

procedure now available in our courts. There is no

Present : --- Burnside, C. J. , Dias and LAWRIE, JJ, question of a casus omissus within seetion 4 , because

(June 10 and 29, and July 1 , 1892.)
there is ample provision for sequestration in Chap

ter xlvii . , and for injunctions (Chapter xlviii . )

D. ( . Galle, I
SEYADORIS V. HENDRICK. and the appointment of a receiver ( Ch: pter 1) . It

No. 1,020. )
is doubtful whether even under the Roman Dutch

Sequestration - District Court- Jurisdiction - Com procedure sequ ::stration would have been allowed in

mon Law – Injunction -Rules and Orders, 1839— à case like the present (Voet od Pand. 2. 4. 18. )

Ordinance No. 8 of 1846—- Ordinance No. 15 of
It has been held by this court that the Code 'enacts

1856, sections 4 and 5-Ordinance No. 11 of 1868,
substantive Tiw to the extent of abolishing certain

scction 24 – Courts Ordinance No. 1 of 1889 , sec
rights well recognised by the Roman Dutch law.

tion 22 - Civil Procedure Code, Chapters XLVII,
( D. C. Trincomalee, No. 23,137 , 9 S. C. C. 203.)

XLVIII , L.
[He also referred to R. and 0. 1839, sec . 1 r. 15. , Or

dinance No. 15 of 1856.] The present is not a case

The power of district courts to issue writs ofseques. for granting this extraordinary remedy, even if it
tration is now limited to cases of fraudulent alionation

of property, as provided by the Civil Procedure Code, exists. The plaintiff shows that he has no title to

and they have therefore no jurisdiction generally to the land , which has since his purchase been resold to

issue sequestration for the protection, pendente lite, of the defendant.

property the subject of litigation.

So held by BURNSIDE, C. J., and LAWRIE, J. , dis- Wendt (Pereira with him) , for the plaintiff. Sec

sentiente Dias, J.
tion 4 of the Code provides that in a casus omissus

The plaint in substance averred that the plaintiff the previously existing proce:lure should be followed ,

and first defendant jointly purchased certain allot- and it is clear this remely was open under the old

ments ofland from the Crown, but that no grant had procedure. Chapter xlvii. of the Code does not

yet been obtained ; that since the purchase the first touch a case like the present. It only provides

defendant, with the aid of the other defendants, sunk sequestration for cases of frau /lulent alienation , while

several pits in the lands and dug out several tons of chapter 1 expressly regards the appointment of a

plombago, which they had removed and appropriated receiver as additional to sequestration ( section 671 ) .

to themselves to the exclusion of the plaintiff, and Even if it should be held that plaintiff's proper

that they were still continuing to dig for plumbago course was to obtain an injunction under chapter

and prevented the plaintiff from entering the said xlviii . , it is submitted that plaintiff has com

lands . The plaintiff prayed (1) that the said lands | plied with all the requisites in that behalf. It

with the pits thereon and the plumbago be sequester- cannot be doubted that the Roman Dutch law
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1

did provide for sequestrations like the present. no authority for the position ; it is not enough to

It must be regarded as a power inherent in every say that because such a right existed therefore a

court to take into its custody and preserve the subject district court had the power to enforce it . The dis

of litigation until the determination of the rights of trict courts are the creatures of the Charter and of

contending parties . The case in 9 S. C. C. 203 was Ordinances succeeding it . There is nothing which

not a case of implied repeal of an existing remedy, for gives them authority , generally, to administer the

the Code (section 19 ) expressly enacted that no per- Dutch Law ; and if anything is to be gathered from

son should be allowed to intervene in an action a careful consideration of the Charter and the Ordi .

except in pursuance of section 18, and the person nances, it is that it was not intended to invest district

then seeking to intervene had not brought himself courts with any such jurisdiction . Care has been

within section 18. The fact of plaintiff not having a taken to define their jurisdiction in other matters

conveyance does not help the defendant. Plaintiff and to regulate with precision the manner in which

and defendant purchased jointly , and, though defend- guclı jurisdiction is to be exercised . Nothing whatever

ant alleges that there was a subsequent resale to is said about sequestration , or any similar jurisdic

him alone, he too has no conveyance . tion , whilst on the other hand the Supreme Court

has been invested with powers of issuing habeas[ Other points were argued, which are not material

to this report.]
corpus, mandamus, and injunctions in the nature of

sequestration to prevent irremediable injury to
Dornhorst, in reply .

property which might become the subject of an
Cur . adr . vult.

action .

On July 1 , 1892 , the following judgments were
delivered : This is a special power , and from the Charter it

wascontinued by the Ordinance 11 of 1868 , section 24 ,

BURNSIDE, C. J. - Whatever jurisdiction may be and from it continued as lately as the Courts Ordi

asserted to have existed in district courts, to protect nance 1 of 1889 , section 22 . Had the district court

by sequestration property the subject of litigation had any such power under the common law, a fortiori

pendente lite, I cannot find it ever even suggested the Supreme Court would have also had it, and as the

that the district courts had authority to order a Legislature has been careful to confer the powers by

sequestration such as that now under consideration , express words on the Supreme Court , the conclusion

which has been granted for an indefinit ; period is unavoidable that the district courts had no such

against property in respect of which no litigation is power. I do not forget that with regard to injunc

pending, nor even is it alleged that any m ney is tions it had been held, even before the passing of the

due , and only upon a prayer that the def.ndants be Civil Code, and accepted as law , that although no

decreed to pay a sum of money alleged to be due special jurisdiction had been granted by legislation to

from the defendants to the plaintiff. The district district courts to issue injunctions, yet that they

court had clearly no right to issue such a seqnestra- possessed the power in right of their general equita

tion , and the order and all proceedings conseqnent on ble jurisdiction . This, after all , amounts to no more

it should be set aside with costs . I might content than a mere assertion , partaking of a judge -made in

myself with saying no more, but as there has vention , out of such material as happened to be readi

been a disagreement between my learned brothers est, to meet a necessity , like much of our laws of that

on the general question of the extent of juris- time, rather than a well founded legal proposition

diction of the district courts in matters of se- founded on admitted principles ; and it is instructive

questration , I would add I cau find no authority to note that it is at the same time asserted that the

for the position that district courts had any juris- Charter itself contemplated the existence of this juris .

diction to issue writs of sequestration as a reniedial diction when it gave the Supreme Court power to

measure for the protection of property , the subject issue injunctions to restrain that which may ensue

of litigation pendente lite . Admitting that by the before the party making application for such injunc

Dutch Law goods concerning which there was tion “ could prevent the same by bringing an action

dispute might , by a decree of the judge, be kept in in a district court " . Surely it is not complimentary

the hands of a third person until the dispute had to the framers of the Charter to assume that it was

terminated and then be given over to the party who in their minds necessary to invest the Supreme Court

should be adjudged entitled to them , it yet must be with an extraordinary power in order to secure the

shown that jurisdiction to enforce this law was readier remedy in the district court , but above all it is

granted to the district courts. I confess I can find significant that care has been taken by the framers of
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the Civil Code to obtain direct substantive and posi- respect have been repealed by the Code, the result is

tive law , giving to district courts the powers which that to the Code anl to the Cole alone must refer

judicial assertion had already assigned to them . ence be had for whatever jurisdiction in respect of

Surely , there could be no necessity for this if the sequestration may be claimed for district courts.

law had really been what it was asserted to be .

However far these assertions may have gone, with Dias, J.—On the 3rd of February 1892 the plain

regard to the powers of district courts in relation to tiff filed a plaint supported by an affi lavit , and

injunctions, I do not find that any similar venture moved for and obtained an or ler of the court to

had been made with regard to sequestration. It sequester certain plumbago dug by the defendants

may be that the familiarity with the well -known froni a land of which the plaintiff and the first

English proceeding by injunction , on the one hand, defendant are joint owners. The plaint sets out that

and the want of acquaintance with the more obscure on the 9th September 1890 two allotments of Crown

and unknown procedure by sequestration, on the land were put up to sale by public auction , and

other, may have led to the result , but it is certainly were knocked down to the plaintiff and the first

corroborative of the contention that no general right defendant, being the highest bidders , that the pur

to grant sequestration which existed by Dutch Law chase money was duly paid to the government agent,

had ever been exercised by the district courts , when but no grant has yet been issued. The above facts

we find that from time to time jurisdiction was given were supported by an affi lavit, and the court issued

by express law to these courts to enforce fragmenta- an ex parte order in the nature of a writ of seques

ry parts of that law, and this leads to the necessary
tration . On the 8th February 1892 , the first defen

inquiry what powers of sequestration have been ex . dant appeared, and filed a petition with an affi lavit

pressly conferred by written law . and two exhibits, and, under section 377 of the Code ,

The first was that conferred by the Rules and
inoved for a dissolution of the sequestration.

Orders made by the Judges of the Supreme Court The matter was discussed on the 19th and 21st

in pursrance of the Charter of 1833. These powers February and on the 26th February the district

were express and applied only to judge declined to disturb the order which he had

( 1 ) Sequestration to compel appearance. already issued, and the first defendant appeals.

(2 ) Sequestration to prevent fraudulent A long string of objections of a very technical

alienation and further litigation . nature was urged for the appellant in the district

It is quite possible, and I think most probable,
court and this court, but I do not think it necessary

that it was discovered that the jurisdiction and to take notice of any of them . Mr. Dornhorst for

powers, which it was then sought to confer by rules the appellant took two objections of a more sub

made under the authority of the Charter, could only stantial character, and I shall now proceed to deal

be created by higher authority , and consequently with them .

the Ordinance 8 of 1846 was passed " for rendering First, that the remedy by sequestration is taken

the operation of rules of court contingent on their away by the Civil Procedure Code, and is otherwise

enactment by the legislature . ” obsolete . It is not denied that up to the passing of

Notwithstanding this Ordinance, however, it was the Code the remedy by sequestration was open to a

not till the passing of the Ordinance No. 15 of 1856 , party litigant during the pendency of the litigation,

ten years after, that even this limited jurisdiction of and the court had power to issue any order, either

sequestration received legislative sanction . By that in the nature of a man latory injunction, or seques

Ordinance the rule which had been framed purport- tration, to prevent either of the parties from impro

ing to give the right of sequestration on fraudulent perly interfering with the subject in litigation. Such

alienation was revoked , and the power conferred was a power is inherent in the court having jurisdiction

that contained in sections 4 and 5 , whereby seques- over the parties and the subject in litigation, as,

tration is made available to prevent fraudulent without it, it is impossible for the court to do justice

alienation after suit brought - a proceeding hedge 1 between the parties. The Code provides for injunc

about with many precautions. This Ordinance has tions in certain cases , but it does not deal with a se .

in its turn been repeale:l by the Civil Procedure Code , questration like the one which was issued in this

and certain new provisions enacted with reference to case , and from this I am called upon to infer that all

the jurisdiction of the district court in matters of the powers of the court to issue sequestration orders,

sequestration, but there is no room for the contention, except in the cases specified in the Code, are abro

nor do I understand it is contended, that the common gated . I can do nothing of the kind , particularly in

law power has been granted by the Code, and as in view of section 4 which provides that, in every case

my opinion all powers granted by written law in that in which no provision is made by the Code, the proce
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On a careful consideration of the whole case I am

of opinion that the order appealel from must be

affirmed .

dure and practice hitherto in force shall be followel.

Secondly, it was objected that the plaintiff's right

to the allotments of land in question is not estab

lished, b'it on the contrary his title by purchase is

not complete oa the face of the plaint and the affila

vit, and on that ground he is not entitled to the

order of sequestration issued by the court. This is a

fair objection on which much can be said on both

sides, and accordingly it was very fully and ably

argued by the learned counsel who represented the

contending parties. It appears that in September

1890 certain Crown lands were put up to sale by the

government agent acting on behalf of the Crown, and

were sold to the plaintiff and the first defendant as

the highest bidders, and, according to the plaintiff,

the purchase money was fully paid. This is a com

plete contract of sale between the Crown and the pur

chasers , as the Ordinance against Frauds and Per

juries does not affect the Crown ( see section 20. )

All that is wanting in the case is the graut, which is

only evidence of the sale, and which the purchasers

may compel the Crown to issue. The first defendant,

in his petition , admits the sale averred by the plain

tiff, but he says that that sale was cancelled by the

government agent, as 9 10th of the purchase money

was not paid. But the first defendaụt does not say

who it was who made the default, and I presume that

it was made by the purchasers. The first elefendant

further avers that the government agent, having can

celled the first sale, made a second sale in Septem

ber 1891 , when the first defendant became the sole

purchaser. According to the above statement, the

issue between the partiez is whether the first or the

second sale is to stan l . This is matter of defence to

be taken by way of answer to the plaint, but not mat

ter on which he man resist tho order of sequestration.

Admitting the first sale , the first defendant avoids it

by matters subsequent which can only be dealt with

by a trial on proper plea linns. In the court below

the plaintiff offered to go to trial at once but the first

defev lant objected to it , probably for very gool rea

According to the plaintiff, the first is a good

sale , inl the plaintiff and the first defendant are

joint owners of the lan is in lispute, an lone of them ,

the first defeu lant in this case , has no right to take

plumbago from the lan ls without the consent of his

co -owner the plaintiff. The ligging of the plumbago

is not denied , and the first defendant's intention to

appropriate it to the exclusion of the plaintiff is

manifest from the line of defence taken up by the

first defendant, and in this state of things the plain

tiff had a perfect right to ask the court for an order

on the first defendant to prevent him from ippro

priating the whole of the plumbago of which , so far

as appears, the plaintiff is entitled to half .

LAWRIE , J.-It is not necessary to enquire whether

prior to 1856 district courts had power at common

law to sequester lands or the rents and profits pen

dente lite , because the Legislature in that year marie

express provision on the subject, and whether the

Ordinance 15 of 1856 gave district judges that power

for the first time, or whether it enlarged or curtailed

existing powers, is of little consequenoe. After the

passing of that Ordinance , the law regarding the

sequestration of lands and rents ceased to be oommon

law and became statute law.

The 4th section of the Ordinance enacted that “ if

“ the property in dispute consists of houses or land

* and the plaintiff shall satisfy the court that seques

tration will tend to prevent new or further litiga

“ tion , then and in any such case such issues, rents

" and profits shall be sequestered . "

The Ordinance 15 of 1856 was repealed by Ordi.

nance 2 of 1889. Parts of the Ordinance of 1856

were re -enacted in Chapter xlvii of the Procedure

Code, but the part of section 4 which I have quoted

was not re-enacted .

The power of a court to secure property pending

a litigation, while it is still undecidel to whom the

property belongs but when it seems necessary

preserve it , is one for which full provision is made

in the Code. Chapter xlvii is devoted to arrest and

sequestration before judgment. Chapter xlviii deals

with injunctions, and Chapter 1 deals with the ap

pointment of receivers.

It is conceded that the sequestration in this case

was not issued in conformity with nor in exercise of

any powers given by these chapters of the Code, and

therefore I am of opinion that it was illegal . I

would set aside the order of the 26th February and

I would dissolve the sequestration with costs .

Set aside .

}

1

1

1

SONS .
10 :

Present :-BURNSIDE , C. J. , and LAWRIE, J.

( June 29 and July 12 , 1892. )

Doc Colorabo.} ANDERSON v . Loos.

Proctor's lien- Title deeds --Mortgage - Action in

detinue.

The plaintiffs,owners of a certain land,having agreed
with F to sell the land to him and to take from him a

mortgage thereof for the purchase money, delivered the

title deeds of the land to defendants as proctors and

notaries of F , for the purpose of drawing the con .

veyance and mortgage bond. The instruments were

1
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duly drawn and executed , and plaintiffs subsequently chased the Estate in execution of a judgment ob

repurchased the land in execution of a judgment on
tained by them against Fyler on the mortgage . The

their mortgage, but the defendants detained the title

deeds from plaintiffs claiming a lien on them for their district judge found for the defendants and dismiss

fees, wlick were to be paid and were due by F. ed the action with costs ,

In an action by plaintiffs against defendants for the
recovery of the sitle -deede The plaintiffs appealed.

Held that, in the absrnce of any special agreement or

of eireumstances indieating a contrary intention, the
Wendt (de Saram with him ) for the appellants.

inference was that the plaintiffs in delivering the deeds It is submitted that defendants have not made out

did not intend to part with the possession of them abso- their lien . The priveiples regulating a solicitor's
lut -ly in favour of F, and no right to such possession

passed to F even on the exention of the conveyance in
lien were long ago clearly laid down by Lord Cran

his favour, and tbat therefore neither did the defendants worth in l'elly v . Wathen, 1 De G. M. & G. at page

as F's proctors and notaries acquire a lien over thetitle 23 : • The general lieu of a solicitor is merely a

deeds for the foes due lay F or any right to detain them

from the plaintiff , right to keep back from his client the deeds and

papers which he holds as solicitor, until his bill of

The two plaintiffs sued the two defendants, a firm
costs is satisfied . It is a right derived entirely

of proctors and notaries, for the recovery of certain
through the client, and therefore , on the obvious

deeds, to the custody and possession of which the
principles of justice, eannot go beyond the right of

plaintiffs, as owners of Kitulgalle Estate, were en
the client himself. If the client's right to the deeds

titlel, viz : a crown grant of the estate to une Fon
which came to the hands of the solicitor is absolute ,

seka, a conveyance by Fonseka to the plaintiffs and a
so will be the right of the solicitor . If the deeds

konveyance (attested by the first defendant as notary
in the hands of the client are subject to any rights

public) by the plaintiffs in favour of one Fyler . The
outstanding in third parties, such rights will follow

deeds were alleged to be unlawfully detained by the
them into the hands of the solicitor.” The plain

defendants. The defendants in answer adnitted

tiffs here had an absolute right to the deeds when
plaintiffs' ownership of Kitulgalle Estate, but denied

they handed them to defendants , and they so hand
their right to the custody and possession of the

ed them, not only in order that a conveyance might

deeds , and justified their detention of them by

pleading that the plaintiffs, being the owners of
be prepared in Fyler's favour (which by itself

the estate , had agreed to sell it to Fyler, and the
would have transferred the deeds to Fyler) but that

there should also be a mortgage executed for the
deeds were delivered by the proctors and notaries

of the plaintiffs, the intending vendors , to the
purchase money by Fyler in plaintiffs' favour. Such

defendants, as proctors and notaries of Fyler,
mortgage was in fact executed , and plaintiffs have

since foreclosed their mortgage and rebought the
the intending purchaser, for the purpose of draw.

land . They are therefore now in as strong a posi.
ing out and preparing for execution the following

tion as at the moment when they gave the deeds to

deeds , for reward to the defendants, viz : a convey
defendants, and are entitled to have them back .

ance by plaintiffs to Fyler, and a mortgage by

Then again, the district judge finds that the defend
Fyler to plaintiffs, an'l the said deeds of conveyance

auts acted for both plaintiffs and Fyler. Acting
and mortgage were subsequently drawn and prepared

for the plaintiffs as mortgagees, it was defendants '
by the defendants as notaries and duly executed by

the plaintiffs as vendors and Fyler as mortgagor res
duty to protect their interests, and not having given

express notice of their lien , must be taken to have

pectively, and thereafter were duly attested by defen
waived it , if it ever existed . Ex parte Snell, 46 L. J.

dants as notieries. The defendants alleged that for
Ch. 627 ; Ex parte Fuller, 50 L. J. Ch 418 ; Ex parte

their fees in respect of the drawing and preparing of
Quin , 53 L. J. Ch . 302. The district judge has not

the and mortgage they were entitled toconveyance

receive from Fyler the sum of Rs . 310-75 , and de
distinguished between the special lien in respect of

tained the said deeds for a lien and security for that
R 310-75 and the general lien in respect of R 359-37 .

The defendants also claimed a right of lien
It is submitted that the latter certainly cannot be

enforced against the plaintiffs .

in respect of another sum of Rs . 359-37 due by

Fyler on general account. They also pleaded that Dornhorst ( Loos with him ) for the respondents.

they detained the deeds as security for the said The argument for plaintiffs proceeds upon the erro

moneys due by Fyler at the request of and with the neous assumption that a mortgagee in Ceylon is

consent of the plaintiffs. entitled to the possession of the title-deeds of the

At the hearing, parties agreed that the court mortgaged lands. He is not, and therein he differs

should determine the right of lien claimed on the from an English mortgagee, who has the legal es

facts disclosed in the pleadings , it being further tate and might recover the deeds by action if they

agreed by the parties that the plaintiffs had repur- were withheld from him . That was the ratio

gum .
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decidendi in Ex parte Quin. The mortgagee in Cey

lon acquires no further right in the property than

that of briuy ng it to a judicial sale for the satis

faction of his debt. If the plaintiffs' claim as mort

gagees were well founded, a man after incurring

costs to his proctor for the conveyance in his favour,

might get a 1.1ortgage executed by another proctor

and so deprive the former of his lien over the deeds .

[ He cited In re Llewellin , L. R. [ 1891 ] 3 Ch . 145 ;

Mackenzie v . Macintosh, 64 L. T. n . s . 331 ; Ex parte

Calvert, 45 L. J. Bank . 134, L. R. 3 Ch . D. 317 ;

Colmer v . Ede, 40 L. J. Ch. 185 ]

Wendt , in reply. This is not a case of a client

seeking to defeat liis solicitor's lien by à mortgage

executed by another solicitor. The defendants them

selves drew up and attested the mortgage in plain

tiff's favour , and that is a strong point against them .

Whatever the difference between the mortgage laws

of England and of Ceylon, the defendants were

bound to protect the interests of plaintiffs, who also

were their clients .

Cur. adv. vult .

On July 12 , 1892, the following judgments were

delivered :

tiffs as owners of the estate were entitled to the deeds ;

what they wished decided , and what perhaps would

have been more strictly an issue of law on the de

fendants' statement of facts, and what the parties

correctly treated as an issue of law , and what the

judge decided as an issue of law, is—On the facts

stated in defendants ' plea, did they get a lien against

the plaintiffs ? Now, what is the defendants' state

ment of facts on which they rely as giving them the

lien ? They say the plaintiffs had agreed to sell the

estate to one Fyler, that the deeds were delivered by

the plaintiffs' proctors Messrs. Julius and Creasy to

them , the defendants, as proctors of Fyler, for the

purpose of preparing for execution a conveyance

from plaintiffs to Fyler and a mortgage from Fyler

to plaintiffs, that these deeds were drawn by the

defendants and duly executed , and that they, the

defendants, were entitled to certain fees for that

work, and that the defendants detained the deeds on

a lien therefor. Apart from any special agreement

between the parties (the defendants allege none) this

statement of facts raises the common sense inference,

of which proof is not required , that the plaintiffs

when they delivered the deeds in question to the

defendants as Fyler's proctors could not have had any

intention to convey to Fyler any right, title or interest

in the deeds in question , or in the land to which they

relate , which was to exist and be independent of the

mortgage which Fyler was to give them over the
pro

perty. If there was such an intention, the burthen

was on the defendants. It is therefore manifest that

Fyler could not have created any lien over the one or

the other as against the plaintiffs, and if Fyler could

not have created a lien, then his proctors upon clear

law could not have acquired a lien which their client

had no legal right to create . It was argued for the

defendants that , as soon as the conveyance to Fyler

was complete , the deeds with the estate passed to

Fyler and from that moment Fyler had the right to

deal as well with the one as the other. This is

BURNSIDE , C. J.-It is scarcely necessary to point

out that this is an action of detinue to recover the

possession of certain title deeds of an estate of which

the plaintiffs are admitted by the defendants to be

the owners and which the defendants admit they re

ceived from the plaintiffs. Plaintiffs allege that they

are entitled to the possession of the deeds by reason

of being such owners ” , which is pleading evidence

and does not estop them from recovering on any

other title to the possession of the deeds, and what

that other title is the defendants have themselves set

up . As I understand the pleadings or perhaps mis

understand them , the defendants do not claim any

right to the deeds as against the plaintiffs, from whom

they admit they received them, except such as arises

in right of a lien which they set up . Looking at the

defendants' plea setting up such lien it seems to me

to be clear that the burden of proving it lies on the

defendants, and if they proved it to the whole extent

to which it goes, I venture to think it would not

show that they had obtained a lien on the deeds as

against the plaintiffs, from whom they admit they

got them . This the counsel at the trial treated as

the issue between them , which the district judge

decided and upon which an appeal was taken and

t'e case argued before us . I do not gather from

the pleadings that the defendants wished to contest

with the plaintiff's the barren issue whether the plain

the clearly fallacious. The inferenceof fact isthatthe
deeds were delivered to the defendants with the ob

ject of making Fyler no further owner of the estate

than the qualified one of mortgaging it to the plain

tiffs, and it would be most unreasonable to assume

that the plaintiffs intended to give Fyler the right to

encumber his estate or the deeds of his estate in

priority to the mortgage : at least , the burthen of such

intention , if it existed , lies on defendants . The defen

dants' contention rists on the fallacy that every

owner of an estate is legally enritled to the owner

ship or possession of the ins -rumnts of title to it so

soon as he becomes owner. That is not so. The
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not to attack the award on its merits but to question its

validity on legal grounds.

ownership of the land and the possession of the

instruments of title may legally exist separately and

depend on the contract and intention of individuals ;

and , in the case before us , I take it to be beyond dis

pute that there is nothing to show or even indicate

that, when plaintiffs handed the deeds to defendants,

they intended to part with the possession of them in

favour of Fyler and of Fyler's limited title as owner .

The defendants nowhere attempt to say that the

deeds came into their hands from Fyler. It was the

plaintiffs who delivered them to defendants. But

assuming me to be even so far wrong in the conclusion

which I have arrived at as to the issue framed in the

action , there can be no doubt that the defendants can .

not claim a lien to the prejudice of a client for whom

they were acting in the very matter in which they

were bound to protect him . Here the defendants ad

mit that in drawing the mortgage deed they acted as

plaintiff's solicitors , although they were to be paid for

their work by Fyler , and they are stopped from in.

terposing any claim of their own which would mili

tate against the absolute security which the mort

gage was intended to secure .

If the defendants could not claim a lien in respect

of the particular items of fees for the conveyance

and mortgage, a fortiori they could not claim for a

general account, and therefore the plaintiff should

have judgment with costs .

With regard to the issue , if issue there was , that

the plaintiffs acquiesced in this lien , I can only say

that there is no proof of it , and I do not see how the

defenlants could have relied on that issue in the

court below when I find that the district judge and

counsel ilirected their attention solely to the legal

questions which I have disposed of.

LAWRIE, J.--The plaintiff's are not entitled to

succeed on the strength of the only title set out by

them , viz . , that they are owners of the estate . The

defendants, however, cured the defects of the plaint

by a statement of the way in which the deeds came

into their hands. On their own showing they have

no right to detain the deeds from the plaintiffs.

Set aside.

The plaintiff suel the defendants on a promissory

note . The defendants in their answer denied the

making of the vote , and alleged the indebtedness of

the plaintiff to them in a certain sum, which they

claimed in reconvention . On August 6 , 1891 , on the

application of the parties , all matters in dispute were

referred to arbitration . The arbitrators, on October

22 , 1891 , filel their awarl which gave judgment for

plaintiff for a certain sum and costs of action . There

after the plaintiff moved that the award filed be made

a rule of court and judgment entered in terms thereof .

At the discussion of this motion , on December 7 , 1891,

the defendants objected that the arbitrators had not

decided the main issue in the case , viz . , the genuine

ness of the note sued on , and that therefore the award

could not be made a rule of court . The district

juilye , however, upheld the award and ordered judg

ment to be entered accordingly.

The defendant appealed from the order of the

district judge and prayed in their petition of appeal

that the same might be set aside and the case sent

back for a new trial .

The case first came on before CLARENCE and Dias ,

JJ . , on March 18 , 1892 , when their lordships reserved

judgment on a preliminary objection taken by

the respondent. CLARENCE , J. , having left the island,

and Dias , J. , having ceased to be a Judge of the Court

before any judgment was delivered , the case now

came on again .

Wendt, for the appellant.

Dornhorst, for the respon lent,took the preliminary

objection that this was an appeal from a judyment in

terms of an award, and that under section 692 of the

Civil Procedure Code no such appeal lay . If defend

ant desired to attack the award , he should have moved

to set it aside , and appealed if his motion was refused .

Wendt, for the appellant. It may be conceded that

when a decree has been entered in terms of an award

the decree cannot be attacked by appeal on its merits

in the way an appellant may attack the judgment of

the district judge in an ordinary case ; in other words ,

he cannot question the propriety of the award on the

materials before the arbitrator. But the court has

recognized the right of a party aggrieved to appeal

against the decree and impeach the regularity of the

award on such grounds as the absence of a proper

reference, the award being out of time , &c .

ruled under the corresponding provision of the Arbi

tration Ordinance No. 15 of 1866 , where the words

(section 28 ) were much stronger- " the judgment

shall be final and shall not be subject to appeal" ,

: 0 :

Present : - BURNSIDE , C.J., and WITHERS, J.

( August 2 , 1892. )

Doc.Kandy Casseem v. Packeer.
No. 4,383 .

This was
Arbitration-- Reference in pending suit - Award - Ap

peal — Civil Procedure Code, sections 687 , 690 , 692 .

No appeal lies from an order entering up judgment

in terins of an award made upon a voluntary reference

in a pending suit, even when the party aggrieved wishes
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( D. C. Galle, No. 42,400, 2 S. C. C. 85 ; C. R. Ratna .

pura, No. 9,727, 7 S. C. C. 99 ; D. C. Colombo , No.

89,476 , 7 S. C. C. 101. ) The appeal here is not so

much against the decree as against the order over

ruling the defendant's objection to the award. The

decree followed immediately on the order, and conse

quently the petition of appeal embraces both .

Dornhorst, in reply. The intention of the Cole

clearly is that objections to the award should be

made before it has been embodied in a judgment.

The objector must come forward by petition with a

substantive motion under section 687 , either to set

aside the award or to have it modified or corrected

or remitted to the arbitrators for reconsideration .

This must be done within fifteen day 3 , after the lapse

of which judgment must go as of course in terms of

the award . The defendants ' objection here was one

falling under head (a) of section 690, as a ground for

remitting the award, and they should within fifteen

days have asked the court to remit it . Not having

done so they have lost the benefit of the objection. It

is not sufficient to urge the objection as a ground for

not entering judgment without a substantive applica

tion under section 687. [He cited D. C. Colombo,

No. 89,848 , 9 S. C. C. 22. ]

The order of the Supreme Court rejecting the ap

peal was delivered by :

Ordinance No. 3 of 1876 , sections 11 and 32 — Civil

Procedure Code , sections 18 and 19 .

In the matter of a reference under the Land Acquisi.

tion Ordinance 1876, to which the only claimants who

appeared before the Government Agent were parties

defendant, and in which the questions submittted were

as to the amount of compensation and the respective

rights of these parties, the district court inquired into

the claims of certain other persons who appeared before

it but who did not regularly make themselves parties

to the record .

Held, that the district court had no authority to in

quire into the claims of persons other than the original

claimants, and the proceedings in that respect were

irregular.

Per WITHERS, J. - Inasmuch as by section 32 of the

Land Acquisition Ordinance 1876 the proceedings are

subject to the practice and procedure in ordinary civil

suits, no person can intervene in any such proceeding

otherwise than as provided in section 18 of the Civil

Procedure Code.

Under the provisions of the Land Acquisition Ordi.

nance No. 3 of 1876 the Government Agent of the

Southern Province acquired a certain portion of land

for Government, and being unable to apportion the

amount of compensation among the four claimants

who appeared before him in pursuance of the notice

published in the Government Gazette , he referred

the matter to the District Court of Galle , stating in

his libel of reference the extent of the land needed ,

the names of the claimants , and the amount of com

pensation which he was willing to give , the libel of

reference naming the said four claimants as parties

defendant. Thereafter certain other persons ap

peared before the district court , and were allowed to

file a statement of claim by which they claimed an

interest in the land adversely to the original claim .

ants . The matter then came on for final determinas

tion , when the listrict judge after inquiry distributed

the amount among the original claimants as well as

those who subsequently appeared before liim .

The first anl second defendants (two of the origi

nal claimants) appealed .

The case was first argued before BURNSIDE , C. J. ,

and CLARENCE , J. , on January 29 , 1892, when the

following counsel appeared : --

Dornhorst , for the appellants.

Layard , A. A.-G. ( Browne with him) , for the fourth

defendant, respondent.

Browne, for the other defendants, respondents.

Cur. adv. vult.

Their lordshsps not being able to agree upon a

judgment, the case was sent down for argument on

July 7 , 1892 , before the Full Court, consisting of

BURNSIDE , C.J. , and LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ. Coun

sel agreed to leave the matter to the Court , on the

written opinions of BurnsIDE, C.J. , and CLARENCE, J.,

without further argurgent.

BURNSIDE , C. J.-We hold that no appeal lies .

There was no motion attacking the award. Plaintiff

comes into court and asks for judgment on the award,

and defendant by way of objection says : I do not wish

judgment entered because the award is irregular.

He does not affirmatively move that the award be

set aside or remitted , as he sliould have done. I was

at first struck by the argument that this is an appeal

against the order overruling defendant's objection ,

but, on consideration , I think it is not . There is no

proper objection. It is an appeal against the decree

in terms of the award . I would add that my brothers

CLARENCE and Dias , before whom this appeal first

came, held the same opinion as I have expressed .

Appeal rejected .

: 0 :

Present :-BURNSIDE , C. J. , Lawrie and WITHERS , JJ .

( January 29 and July 7 and 12 , 1892. )

Die Galle Templer v. Seseviratne .

Practice-- Land acquisition-- Libel ofreference --Claim

ants -- Parties not named in the libel--Intervention-
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On July 12 , 1892 , the following judgments were

delivered :

Burnside, C. J .-- It is not possible to support

these proceedings even if the judgment of the district

judge was proved to do what is called substantial

justice. The proceedings are ultra vires.

The libel of reference under the Land Acqui

sition Ordinance alleged that the Government Agent

had been instructed to acquire certain land for the

use of the public, that after enquiring into the value

of the land he had determined the compensation to

be paid therefor to four named claimants, that as

they could not agree as to their respective rights he

brought the amount into court and prayed that the

court would, pursuant to the ordinance, proceed to

enquire and determine , first, what is sufficient com

pensation to be paid to the parties defendant and

claimant, and, second , to apportion the amount

amongst those claimants .

Upon the libel of reference the learned district

judge seems to have ignored the first point for deci .

sion , and at once entered upon a roving enquiry as to

the rights of a great many people who were no

parties to the record and who have never made any

claim either before the Governmet Agent or district

judge. That the original claimants must be preju

diced is manifest , unless the rules of arithmetic are

fallacies.

There is no authority for the proceedings . They

are ultra vires, and the district judge's judgment is

a nullity, and I would set it aside to avoid the future

litigation and consequent mischief which it may

occasion , and send the case back to be dealt with by

the district julge upon the reference as made to

him ; but I would give po costs , as no one seems free

from the responsibility of having contributed towards

the proceedings.

LAWRIE, J.-I agree . Neither the Government

Agent and the persons interested , nor the court has

by an award settled the amount of compensation , and

until that be done , no apportionment can be made.

WITHERS , J. - This case was not reargued in ap

peal. On November 18 , 1890 , the Government

Agent of the Southern Province referred to the

district court of Galle the matter of a claim to a

parcel of land which appeared to be needed for pub

lic purposes, in pursuance of the provisions of Ordi

nance No. 3 of 1876 , both because he was unable to

agree with the four claimants named in his libel of

reference as to the amounů of compensation to be

allowed for the land, and because on his enquiry into

the claims of those four persons who had attended in

pursuance of the notice duly published by him in the

Government Gazette questions affecting title arose

among two or inore persons ( clause 11 of Ordi.

nance 3 of 1876 ) . There was no indication in his

libel that he had any reason to think that others

than the four claimants were interested in the land .

See clause 13 , letter ( b ) , Ordinance 3 of 1876. The

amount the Government Agent was willing to award

to the four claimants is Rs . 1,138 :36.

I rather from the minutes on page 2 of the record

that the four claimants were agreed that that

amount was sufficient compensation. The only ques

tion , therefore , that had to be triel was the amount

to be apportioned to the claimants or some or one of

them according to their or his respective interests .

According to clause 32 of Ordinance 3 of 1876 the

proceedings of the district court in a matter of the

kind shall be subject to the prevailing rules of prac

tice and procedure. According to clause 19 of Ordi

nance 2 of 1889 , which governed the procedure herein ,

no person can intervene in any action otherwise than

as provided by clause 18 of Ordinance 2 of 1889 .

The intervention of the additional claimants could

not possibly be necessary for the adjudication of the

question raised between the Government Agent and

the four claimants who had attended in pursuance

of the notice.

For these reasons I agree with iny Lord the Chief

Justice that the district judge had no autlıority to

enquire into the claims of the intervenients. I

think his judgment should be set aside , and the

case remitted for the purpose of his adjudicating on

the claims of the four persons named in the libel of

reference .

Set aside.

10 :

Present :-LAWRIE, J.

( June 24 and 30 , 1892.)

P. C. Kalutara, 2

No, 13,205 .
Silva V. Doris .

Rum - Jamaica rum — Imported spirits - Ordinance

No. 10 of 1844 , section 26 .

The provisions of the Ordinance No. 10 of 1844 as to

sale of spirits mentioned therein apply to such spirits

whether inanufactured out of or in Ceylon.

Accordingly, the unlicensed sale of Jamaica rum

imported into Ceylon.

Held , to be an offence under section 26 of the

Ordinance.

The defendant was charged under the Ordinance

No. 10 of 1814 with selling by retail a certain quan.

tity of rum , spirits distilled from the produce of the

sugar cane, without a licence. The rum which was

sold was Jamaica rum imported from abroad .
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The defendant appealed from a conviction .

Dornhorst ( Pereira , with him ), for the appellant.

The scope of the ordinance was to create a mono

poly as regards the manufacture of spirits in Ceylon .

This is apparent from the sections dealing with

distillation , possession , and sale of spirits . The

power of licensing also extends only to spirits manu

factured in Ceylon . This is confirmed by the

preamble to the ordinance, which states its object to

be to amend the law relative to the distillation and

sale of arrack , rum , and toddy within these settle

ments " . It is submitteil, therefore, that imported

spirits , though they may answer in description to the

locally manufactured article, are outside the provi

sions of the ordinance .

Van Langenberg, for respondent . There is no ex

press distinction in the ordinance between importedl

and locally manufactured spirits. Nor can such a

distinction be gathered from the nature of the

provisions . It is submitted that the scope of the

ordinance was , not to create a monopoly as to manu

facture of spirits , but to make fiscal regulations as to

their sale , and the control imposed by it is applicable

to the imported as well as to the local article .

Cur. adv . vult .

On June 30 , 1892 , the following judgment was

delivered :

in due course of administration. The executor's right

to resort to property so devised for payment of debts is

an interest in land, of which he can divest himself only

by deed duly executed .

Per LAWRIE, J. - The title in land specifically de

vised passes, by virtue of the devise, to the devisee, but

that title may be defcated by the creditors of the testa -

tor or by the executor in the course of realizing the

estate for payment of debts. Until thedebts are paid the

devisee may be required either to relinquish the land

or contribute to theextent of its value towards payment

of debts. · The devisee's title may be perfected by se .
curing the executor's assent to the devisee. Such assent

need not be evidenced by notarial deed, and need not

even be express , but may be implied .

Per WITHERS, J. - An executor in Ceylon is a !

different person from the executor under the Roman

Dutch Law, who had no more powers than the will

gave him, and did not represent the testator. An exe

cutor or administrator in Ceylon does represent the

deceased for purpose of administration, and has the

status and powers of a legal representative, and by

probate or letters an estate commensurate with those

powers, sufficient for administration and limited there .

to, passes to him . No assent of the executor or admi

nistrator is necessary to pass title to the heirs appointed

by the will or the heirs-at- law , for they have this title

on the death of the testator or intestate, subject to the
suspension of enjoyment during administration and

subject to the limited estate or title of the executoror

administrator. The executor's or administrator's duties

concluded, his powers and estate disappear, and what

remains after liquidation is left free enjoyment by

the heirs.

Upon a judgment obtained by the first defendant

against the second and third defendants (husban :

and wife) a certain land was seized in execution ,

when the plaintiff preferred a claim hitherto . The

claim after due inquiry having been disallowed , the

plaintiff brought the present action under section 247

of the Civil Procedure Code .

The plaint averred that the land in question was

the property of one Cader Saibo , deceased , who by

his will , which was duly prove:1, and of which pro

bate was granted, had devised half thereof to plaintiff,

burdened with a prohibition against alienation and

incumbrance, that upon the seizure in execution the

plaintiff made a claim to the land , which was dis

allowed , and that " by the said wrongful seizure"

the plaintiff suffered certain damage. The plaintiff

among other things prayed for a declaration of title

to an undivided half share of the land .

The first defendant, in his answer, among other

things, pleaded as a matter of law that " the plaint

disclosed no present interest in the premises , it

being therein nowhere alleged that the executors of

Cader Saibo's will had assented to the devise to the

plaintiff ”. He further averred that under a judg

ment against Cader Saibo's executors the land in

question was sold and purchased by first defendant,

who thereafter transferred it to third defendant, and

put her in possession , and that the seizure in ques

LAWRIE , J. — This conviction and sentence are in

my opinion right, and must be affirmed.

I find nothing in the ordinance which puts rum

made in Jamaica or elsewhere out of c'eylon on a

different position with rum made in the colony .

Affirmed .

: 0 :

Present :- BURNSIDE , C.J. , LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ .

}

(July 7 and 26 , 1892. )

D. C. Colombo, l MOHAMADO CAssim v. Cassim

No.C 1,187 . MARIKAR .

Executor - Estate of an executor in Ceylon - Specific

devise — Title of devisee-- Timeof vesting — Execu

tor's assent- Notarial instrument - English Law

Roman - Dutch Law .

In a question, under a specific devise of land, as to

the necessity of the executor's assent for the validity of

the devisee's title :

Held, per BURNSIDE, C. J. - In Coylon , if a person

dies intestate, all his immoveable property passes to his

administrator; but if he leaves a will, only such property

as is not specifically devised passes to his executor.

Land specifically devised vestsin the devisee immediate.

ly on the testator's death , by virtue of the devise

contained in the will, but the devisee's title is imper.

fect , the land remaining liable for the testator's debts
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tion was made under a writ of execution issued by of the executor to a devise must be expressed by

the first defendant against the second and third . deed . It is true that in England the assent to a

bequest may be by parole or may even be implied byAt the trial the point of law was first argued, and
conduct, but that is because title to moveables

may be
ultimately the plaintiff moved to amend the plaint

passed by mere delivery and no deed is required.
by averring the executor's assent. Thereupon the

But in the case of real property, since title vests in
first defendant further objected that such assent must

the executor , he could not, under Ordinance No. 7 of
• in Ceylon be manifestel by a notarial instrument

1810, direst himself ofthat title except by deed . The
ani that therefore the plaintiff's action could not

gist of the decisions is that the legal estate is in the
still be maintained . The learned district judge up

executor and it must be duly conveyed if not requir
held this contention and dismissed the action ,

ed for payment of debts.

The plaintiff appealed.
[ BURNSIDE, C. J. We have held that heirs could

convey good title as against an administrator subseDornhorst (Weinman with him ) for appellant. It

quently appointed. D. C. Negombo, No. 14,234, 8is submitted that assent to a devise, even if necessary ,

S. C. C. 54.]
need not be by deed . Realty in Ceylon being put on

the same footing as personalt.y, the devisee is entitled It is submitted that that is inconsistent with the

toshew assent in the ways in which a legatee may prove ruling already alluded to as to the title of executors .

it in England. Proof of delivery of possession is evi- Be ides, that is a case of an administrator, in whom

dence of assent. ( Williams on Executors and Adminis- the title would vest only on issue of letters, but in

trators, p . 1,274 . ) It is also submitted that a devise case of an executor it passes directly upon death of

vests in the devisee directly, without any conveyance the testator.

by the executor, subject only to the executor's power

[ BURNSIDE, C. J. That is when there is no specito resort to the devised property for satisfying debts.

fic devise .]D. C. Kandy No. 3,833 , 1 C. L. R. 101. The execu

tor has only a qualified and not an absolute title .
It is submitted that there is no distinction in prin.

Further, it is submitted that the seizure in this in

ciple, as regards the title of the executor , between the
stance was bad , as the judgment on which writ general estate and a specific devise, nor is there such

issued was personally against the executors. Execu- distinction drawn in the decisions cited. In England

tors could not bind the estate even by debts incurred
all personalty passes to the executor, whether

for its benefit . D. C. Negombo No. 15,483 8 S.C.C. specially bequeathed or not, and that being so , in

198, and Farhall v. Farhall, L. R 2 Ch . 124 , therein

Ceylon all realty as well as personalty must pass to
cited . The appellant therefore had a sufficient

the executor.interest in the property to have made the claim .

[ WITHERS, J. Is this not the difference between
Layard, S.-G. (Morgan and Sampayo with him),

English law and our law, that under our law title
for respondent. The title to the property of the es- passes to the devisee subject to a limited estate in

tate vests in the executors. The earliest reported

the executor to sell property for debts ?]
case is D. C. Galle 28,256 , Vani ) . Rep . 2733, in which

it was belu that the English law as to the powers
It is subuuitted under our law as laid down by

and duties of executors and administrators was in prerious decisions the property does not rest directly

force in Ceylon, with the difference that such powers in devisees but in the executor, who must give his as

and duties extend to real as well as personal property .
sent so as to pass title to them. Further, granting

See also Gavin v . Hadden 8 Moore P. C. N. s . 122. that the executor has only a limited estate which en

ables him to sell , then there has practically been a
[ BURNSIDE, C. J.- “ Powers and duties " , but have sale in this case by the executors, for on a judgment

we held that title vests ? ]

obtained against them as executors the property in

If title did not pass , an executor could not dispose question was sold by the fiscal.

of property, which he clearly can . Since the case in Dornhorst, in reply. The Ordinance No. 7 of

Vand. the law has been that title passes to the exe- 1840 itself is in favour of the appellant's contention .

cutor. D. C. Galle No. 53,941 , 8. S. C. C. 192 , ip It enacts what is essential for the validity of a will,

which it was held that immoveable as well as move- and if the will is valid : devise vests in the devisee

able property passed to the executor , and until the by operation of the enactment. It is submitted that

assent of the executor was given a legatee could not an administrator or executor is not a trustee with the

maintain ejectment, but that the executor alone legal estate . D. C. Galle ( Testamentary) No. 2,948 ,

could sue. Clearly the executor could not sue unless 2 C. L. R. 19. The sale by the fiscal is not an act of

he bad title . This was confirmed by D. C. Kandy administration in the same sense as a sale by execu

No. 3,833, 1 C. L. R. 101. It follows that the assent tors themselves, and so the contention of the other

, "
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side that the sale is good as an exercise of the that question had been set at rest, but it would always

executor's power cannot prevail. be open to a devisee to call on an executor within a

reasonable time to make his election , and an executor

Cur. adv. vult. not electing within a reasonable time would be estop

ped from electing ; and it would equally be always
On July 26 , 1892 , the following judgments were

open to a creditor in an action against the executor

delivered : to obtain a decree binding that land to s : tisfy that

debt if he could shew that it ought to be .

BURNSIDE, C. J.- This case is one prime impres

sionis, and we must deal with it on principle rather Applying this law to the case before us, it appears

than on any decided authority . that the land was specially devised , but there is 10

thing before is to show that, when Sadayappa gotjudg
I think we may admit that this court has ruled me :it against the executors, it was liable in due order

that on the death of an intestate his immov 'able
of administration to be sold for the testator's debt to

property passes to his administrator, and I think it
him . No legal presumption can arise, and the mere

only consistent with this principle that in case of fact that it was seized and sold is not sufficient . It

testacy, immoveable property, the title to which is not
may be that there was abundant other prope ty , or

devised or specially appropriated by the will , passes there may be o ' her circumstances shewing that so far

to the executor as against the heir. I myself have as that writ went the property was not subject to it ,

so ruled, and I always understood that was the opinion
and therefore the legal estate acquired by the devise :e

of my brothers ; and until the executor or adminis was in no way affected , andatbe plaiutiff was entitled

trator had legally divested himself of the title so to succeed .

acquired, none other could be asserted against it .

The judgment of the district judge will be reversed
But as regards immoveable property specially de

and judgment entered for plaintiff with costs .vised, and the title to which under the will is dis

tinctly recognised by special statute law, it seems to LAWRIE, J.-I regret that we should attempt to

me that there can be no authority for bolding that do justice between the parties on these imperfect

the executor took the estate notwithstanding the pleadings. The paintiff was allowed by the dis

title already created by the will. This would, in fact, trict judge to amend the libel by averring that the

be to repeal the Ordinance No. 7 of 1840 , clause 3 , executors had assented to the devise . If that amend .

without the intervention of the Legislature . I think ment had been made the defendants would have

such a devise does pass the estate in the land devised been called on to admit or deny the averment of

to the extent of the devise . By English law specially assent . The amendment, though allowed, was not

devised property stands on a different footing to other made, and I do not know whether we are called on

property, and although such a devise does not a to deal with the case as one in which assent was

priori release the property from liability for debt , it or was not given.

postpones its liability in the order of administration.
The devise of this land to the plaintiff was made

So with specially devised land here, whilst it would
by the testator by a will executed before a notary

be available for the testator's debts only in the order
and witnesses. It fulfilled the requirements of the

of administration, the title of the devisee would
Ordinance 7 of 1840. That devise in my opinion

be imperfect only until it had been discharged of that
passed the title to the land to the deviste, taking it

imperfection . How the title is to be perfected in the
away on the one hand from the heirs -at -law and

hands of the devisee is a question which we should
on the other from the executor of the will . Holding

decide . It is only in my opinion when the specially
this Opinion I differ from part of the opinion of my

devised land is required by the executor for the pur

poses of adıninistration that he acquires an interest in
brother Clarence reported in 8 S. C. C. 192 .

it, and that interest is an interest in land which can Put though the title passed to the devisee, the

only be divested in the way the law requires. So land so devised, like the whole property of the tes

that it is always safer that the executor should recog. tator, was primarily liable for payment of his debts .

nise the title of the special devisee and join him in The title of the devisee was liable to be defeated by

any conveyance he may make. Yet, if property he the creditors or by the executor in the course of

not required for the purposes of administra !ion, then realizing the estate for the payment of debts .

the special devisee of it would take aclean title un uUntil these were paid the devisce might be re

burdened by any right of the executor or creditors. quired either to relinquish the land , or , if he pre

may be argued that, pending the decision of the ferred to keep it , to contribute to the payment of

question of fact as to the liability or nou -liability the debts to the extent of its value . As between

of such land for debts, the title would be doubtful. himself and the executor the devisee might termi

No doubt it would , and the title would not be safe till nate the suspense by ubtaining assent to the devise.
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In my opinion such assert need not be signified The learned Solicitor-General , however , contended

by a deed notarially executed ; it need not be an that this has never been our law , and in support of

express assent , for in some cases the assent may be his contention cited among other authorities Gavin

presumed from the conduct of the executor. In v . Hadden 8 Moore P. C. n . s . and a case reported

other cases (and this is said to be one ) the assent in 8 S. C. C. 192. The passage he cited from the

may be expressly given either verbally or in writing. first authority at page 122 runs thus : - “ It is

The que-tion, in what way an exécutor can legally stated in the judgment in Ceylon (and the form
give his assent, is a totally different question from of the probate and all the proceedings in this case

whether, assuming the title to the land to be in the and in the other cases with which they have been

execuor, he can pass that title in any other way furnished show their lordships that it has been

than by not rial deel. It must, at once , be con- correctly stited ) that an exccutor in Ceylon has .

ceded ihatif the title be in the executor , a deed is the same power as an English executor with this

neceessary ; but, as my opinion is that the title pissed addition , that it extends over all real estate just
by the will to the deviset , vo transfer is necessary as in England it extends over chattels personal."

from the executor . I assume then, that the title

I do not think this passage can be construed to
was in the plaintiff

' and that the executor assented.

mean that the title in all property passes to theThe pleading: seen to me to suggest a different

Ceylon executor in the same way as it does to thequestion, viz . , whether the assent of the executor

English executor.
removed the land specially devised beyond the reach

of the first defendant, a creditor of the testator ,
The second of those authorities certainly supports

whose debt was unpaid at dine date of the assent .
the learned Solicitor -General's contention . There is

Here the land was sold by the fiscal in execution no doubt that the Ceylon executor is a different

of a decree against the executors . Presumably the person to the old Roman Dutch Law executor , who

judgment so obtained against them was for a debt had no more powers than the will gave him , and did

due by their testator. I hesitate to say that under not represent the deceased testator. Our Ceylon

such a judgment a creditor may not levy on any executor and administrator do represent the deceased

property of the deceased ; and if he obtains payment for the purposes of administration, the probate and

by the sale of land specially devised, it may be that letters respectively giving to one and the other the

the remedy of the devisee is against the executor or status and powers of a legal representative for that

against the other legatees and devisees for contribu- purpose . There must be , of course, an estate com

tion . mensurate with those powers, and by probate and

let'ers an estate suficient for adıninistration and

I feel that the facts of the case are not sufficiently
limited thereto passes to the Ceylon executor and

before me. The indgment I should wish to give
administrator respectively .

is i sut asive the judy.nent undir review and to

send the case back for amendment of pleadings I see no more difficulty in the conception of a

for trial . limited estate being extracted out of the inheritance

WITHERS, J.-I agree with my Lord in deciding
and given by operation of law to the executor than

I do in the conception of particular estates being
that the plaintiff is entitled to judgment rather than

carved out of an estate in fee simple .

the defendants and that the judgment of the court

below must be reversed accordingly. If this were an By the English law the executor's assent is neces

ordinary case, I should say no more. But as the
sary to give title even to a special legatee ; and if our

grounds of my opinion do not accord with those of
law is the same, the executor's assent, in order to

the opinion of the Chief Justice, andas the questions givetitle toa special devisee, can only be given in
raised are of very great importance, and as the deci.

the way required by our law , that is, by a duly exe

sions of this court regarding them appear to me
cuted notarial instrument ; so it really comes to

irreconcileable, I venture with all respect to state my

opinion at some length .
this, that if a man specially devises parcels of land

to several children and there are no claims against

I certainly thought till recent times that by the the testator's estate, the executor is bound to assign

Roman Dutch Law prevailing in this country the each parcel to a particular devisee by a notarial

property of a testator, whether real or personal , and

whether specifically or generally devised, was trans
instrument. What a burden is thereby laid upon

mitted on death by the will to the heirs therein
the inheritance ! However, if all the property of a

appointed, and that property, both real and personal ,
testatee or intestatee, real and personal, specific and

of one dying intestate descended on death to his general, passes by probate and letters to a Ceylon

heirs according to law .
executor and administrator as moveable assets do to
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an English executor and administrator, let it be so Under Kandyan Law a husband is not entitled to any

clearly understood and this law be once and for ever life interest in the paraveny property of his deceased

wife .

laid down with a precision that can admit of no

mistake . As to the property of a man dying in This was a partition suit, the plaint averring that

Ceylon intestate, it has been laid down : plaintiff and the four defendints were entitled each to

(a ) That a surviving spouse can liquidate the one-fifth of the land in question as heirs of Punchi

deceased's estate for actual debts just as hamy deceased . The defendants pleaded that the

well as a legal representative. 5 S. C. C. 70 . land was the property of Punchinamy and her sister

(6 ) That the next of kin of an intestate , if all join Menickhamy, that first defendant as beir of Menick

in the action , can sue to recover the debts hamy was entitled to one -half of the land , and that

owing to the deceased without a representa- plaintiff and the remaining defendants were exch en

tive . 7 S. C. C. 23 . titled to one-eighth .

( c) That where there are no debts owing to oror | At the trial it transpired in evidence that Menick

by the deceased , the next of kin can distribute hamy and Punclıihamy were married successively to
the property amongst themselves without one Appu Vaidle , who was thus the father of the

representation . 7 S. C. C. 78 . plaintiff and defendants and was still alive. The

(d) That next of kin acquire title on death and district judge dismissed the action , holding that the

can without a representative unite and dis distitle of the parties was subject to a life- interest in
pose of their inheritance to satisfy claims favour of their father and the land could not be par

against the estate of the intestate , and pass a
titioned during his lifetime .

title to the purchasers in spite of representa

tion after the sale in liquidation. 8 S. C. C.
The plaintiff appealed .

54 and 205 .

Sampayo, for appellant, cited Perera's Armour p .

( e) That next of kin of an intestate can recover a
29 and Marshall p . 348 .

judgment for title to land. 98. C. C. 63 .
Van Langenbuig for respondents.

1 ) That next of kin of an intestate can redeem
Cur. adv. vult .

a mortgage without representation . 1 C. L. R. On June 21 , 1892, the following judgmeuts were

36 .
delivered :

I humbly conceive, then , no assent of the Ceylon

executor or administrator is necessary to pass title to

the heirs appointed in the will or the heirs -at-law ,

for they have this title on the death of the testator

or intestate subject to suspension of enjoyment pend

ing administration and subject to the limited estate

or title of the exccutor and administrator which I have

spoken of before, and an executor's duties concluded.

his powers and estate disappear, and what remains

after liquidation is left free for enjoyment by the

þeirs . As to the minor points, I am quite with Mr.

Dornhorst in thinking that his clients have sufficient

interest in the subject matter of this action to entitle

them to bring it , and I cannot say I am satisfied that

the premises herein sought to be recovered were sold

for a bona fide claim against the estate of the ad .

mitted owner.

Set aside.

LAWRIE, J. - By Kandyan law & widower has no

right of life -rent in the paraveny lands of his de

ceased wife.

The judgment is set aside and the case is sent back

to the district court for decision on the issues raised

in the pleadings .

The plaintiff is entitled to the costs of this appeal ;

other costs to abide the final result,

Dias, J.-I agree.

Set aside.

0 :

Present :-BURNSIDE , C. J. , and WITHERS, J.

( August 5 and 9 , 1892.)

P..99,861.; } Abeyawardena V.MariBaR.

0 :

Present :-Dias and LAWRIE, JJ .

( June 14 and 21 , 1892.)

Civil Procedure - Death of sole plaintiff - Substitu

tion of legal representative - Application by way

of summary procedure - Motion -- Civil Procedure

Code, sections 91 and 395 .

D.C.Kesselle, } DingirimaMY V. MENIKA.No. C 85 .

Kandyan Law - Husband and wife - Right ofhus

band in deceased wife's estate - Paraveny property .

In applications under Chapter XXV. of the Civil

Procedure Code the provision of section 405 requiring

such applications to be by petition is restricted in its

operation to cases where the court has a judicial dis

cretion to exercise in the matter of the application , but
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where, as under section 395 , the Court has vo discre. the recovery of the amount of the judgment with

tion, the application should not be by petition by interest and costs. The defendants appeared , and

way of summary procedure , but by motion as direct
the District Judge proceeded to hear evidence ,ed by section 91 of the Code.

mainly bearing on the question whether the judg

Under the Civil Procedure Code the practice of ment should be revived and writs issued thereon .

reviving judgments does not obtain , and such revival The questions, whether the applicant was executor

is not required. or whether he was entitled to be substituted plaintiff

A dual motion to substitute a person in the on the record , do not seem to have been contested

rooni of a deceased plaintiff and to revive judgment by the defendants . The learned District Judge

and issue execution is bad for irregularity, because thereupon made an order that the applicant be made

the applicant must be on the record before he can
a party on the record , and also that the judgment

ask for revival of judgment or for execution .
be revived and that execution do issue thereon . The

In this action the plaintiff having died after defendants appealed against this order . It was urged

judgment , the legal representative of the deceased before us in appeal that these proceedings were

plaintiff applied by motion to have his name en- irregular-that the application to substitute the

tered on the record , and to have the judgment applicant as plaintiff should have been by way

against the defendant revived and writs issued for of summary procedure , and not by way of motion .

the recovery of a certain sum . The ist defendant Section 395 ordains that in case of death of a sole

shewed cause against this motion . The learned plaintiff the legal representative of the decased may

District Judge allowed the motion , and the defend- apply to the Court to have his name entered on the

ant appealed . record in place of the deceased plaintiff, and the

Court shall thereupon enter his name and proceed

Dornhorst (Wendt with him ), for the appellant ,
with the action ; and by section 405 it is required that

contended that the respondent's procedure was
in all applications (excluding that under section 398,

wrong . This was an application under section 395
which does not touch this matter) for the exercise

of the Civil Procedure Code , and ought to be by
of the discretion of the Court under this chapter

way of summary procedure under chap . xxiv .
all the parties to the action or such of them

Section 395 itself does not mention summary pro
as may be affected by the order shall be made

cedure , but section 393 does ; and section 405, refer
respondents on the face of the application . The

ring to such an application , speaks of " respondent” ,
defendants relied on these two sections in sup :

a term appropriate to summary procedure . The
port of their contention . For the application

executor has improperly combined in one motion
respondent reference was made to the heading

what should properly have formed the subject of
of the chapter entitled “ Incidental Proceedings” ,

two separate applications ,

aud to chap . xiii . section 91 , which ordains every

De Saram , for the plaintiff, argued that theappli . application made to the Court in the course of an

cation being under section 395 , under chap . action , incidental thereto and not a step in the

xxv. , headed “ Incidental Proceedings" , and not regular procedure, shall be made by motion , and

being a step in the regular procedure , but only one it was urged that the application now under dis.

incidental thereto , was properly made by motion cussion was an incidental proceeding, and governed

under section 91. The defendant had full oppor. by section 91 just quoted . I am not without my

tunity to be heard , and had suffered no prejudice doubts as to which is right of the two contentions ,

by the form of the motions . but I incline to the opinion expressed by my

Dornhorst in reply . Section 91 applies to pro brother Withers that applications of this kind are

ceedings before judgment ; and even if otherwise, not governed by section 405. Be this however as

is not appropriate to such an important step as the it may, there seems to be a serious objection to

present. this order apart from that already dealt with . It

Cur. adv . vult. is quite clear that the Code makes no provision

for reviving judgments , at least I can find none ,

On August 9 , 1892 , the following judgments were
and it has repealed the sections of the Prescription

delivered :

Ordinance relating to claims on judgments, and the

BURNSIDE, C. J.-In this case the plaintiff died provision for reviving them . It would seem there

after judgment , and his executor applied by motion fore that there is now no provision for reviving judg

to be made plaintiff on the record in lieu of his ments . So far therefore as the order went reviving

testator . His proctor moved the Court for a notice judgment, it is extra vires, and must be set aside .

on the defendants to show cause why he, the exe. Then again , before an application to issue execu

cutor, should not be made a party on record in the tion on the decree could be maintained there must

room of the deceased plaintiff, and why judg. be a plaintiff on the record . Now, before the appli

ment should not be revived and writs issued for cant plaintiff was on the record the motiou was
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made to issue execution at his instance, and conse

quently all the proceedings are valueless . Then

again , the Code requires that the application for

the execution of the decree shall contain many

particulars, none of which are embraced in this

motion for execution in this case . All these reasons

point to but one result , viz . , that the order should

be set aside . I would not give costs to either party,

because neither is free from having contributed to

it . The order is set aside without costs .

WITHERS, J.—The dual motion of a party to be

allowed to come into the record as executor in the

room of a sole plaintiff who has died after judgment

and to revive that judgment is bad for more reasous

than one . In the first place , there is no longer

such a thing as the revival of a judgment ; and in

the second place , if there was, the applicant must

be on the record before he can ask for it . The dual

order allowing that motion is equally bad,andmust be

set aside . Petition by way of summary procedure

is not the proper way for the legal representative to

apply to the Court to have his naine entered on the

record in place of a sole plaintiff deceased . Section

405 of the Code applies to cases in chap .

where the Court has a judicial discretion to exercise

in the matter of the particular application . On the

suggestion of death of a sole plaintiff, of the survi .

val of interest (manifest here), and the status of

the applicant as legal representative , the Court is

bound to enter his name and proceed with the ac

tion . See section 395 of the Code- " sball thereupon

enter ” . As this chapter seems to treat an applica

tion of this kind as an incidental step , I am of

opinion that the application should be made in the

manner indicated in section 91. There will be no

order as to costs .

Set aside.

Code, for resistance to certain officers empowered to

carry out an order made by the Chairman to clean

out and stop up a cesspit privy, and convert it into a

dry earth closet under the provisions of the above

enactment,

Held , that the word " alter” in the above section

of the Ordinance meant varying without effecting

an entire change, and did not cover the conversion

of a cesspit privy into a dry earth closet, and that

therefore the defendant committed no offence in

resisting the execution of an order which the Chair

mau had so wade.

The complainant, an overseer of the Municipal

Council, charged the defendant under section 183

of the Penal Code with having obstructed him in

the discharge of his duties in that the defendant

had prevented the complainant and his men from

entering into certain premises and cleaning out a

privy situated therein upon orders issued by the

Chairman of the Council .

It was proved that the Chairman had issued a

notice to the owner of the premises under section

209 oftheMunicipal Councils Ordinance , 1887,requir

ing him to “ alter the cesspit privy in the afore

said premises by the substitution therefor of a

dry earth closet ” , and giving bim notice that in

default of his doing so the Chairman would cause

the alteration to be effected at the owner's expense,

The owner not having complied with this notice,

the complainant , under the Chairman's order , pro

ceeded to the premises to have the cesspit priry

emptied preparatory to its being converted into a

dry earth closet , and was obstructed by the defend .

ant , who was occupant of the premises.

The Police Magistrate acquitted the defendant,

and the Attorney - General appealed .

Dornhorst for the appellant .

Wendt ( Sampayo with him) for the defendant.

Cur, adv. vult,

XXV.

: 0 :

Present :-WITHERS, J.

( August 4 and 11 , 1892.)

P. C. Colombo, } GUNESEKERA V. MANUEL.

“ Alter'- Construction - Chairman, Municipal Council,

power of - Ordinance No. 7 of 1887, section 209–

Cesspit privy - Dry earth closet .

Section 209 of the Municipal Councils Ordi.

nance , 1887, provides that all draius, privies, and

cesspits within the Muvicipality shall be under the

survey and control of the Chairman, and shall be

altered, repaired, and kept in order at tbe cost of the

owners ; and that if such owner neglects after notice

in writing for that purpose to alter, repair, and put

the same in order in the manner required by the

Chairman , the Chairman may cause the same to be

altered, repaired, and put in order in the manner

required.

In a prosecution under section 183 of the Penal

On August 11 , 1892, the following judgment was

delivered :

WITHERS, J.-In this case the Attorney -General

appeals from an acquittal ,and Mr. Dornborst argued

the case for the appellant.

The accused was prosecuted before the Police

Court of Colombo for the offence, punishable under

section 183 of the Ceylon Penal Code , of voluntarily

obstructing a public servant in the discharge of

his public functions. The chief point, as Mr.

Dornhorst admitted , is , what is the meaning of the

word “ alter” in section 209 of the Municipal Ordi.

nance 7 of 1887 ; and as I cannot agree with Mr.

Dornhorst's contention as to the meaning of this

word , I shall not address myself to the other

grounds urged by Mr. Wendt in support of the

order appealed from . Assuming the requirements

of that Ordinance to have been fulfilled , I am to
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decide whether it was an offence to prevent a public

servant from entering the accused's premises for

the purpose of cleaning out, and I suppose stopping

up, the cesspool of a privy and providing another

necessary in the shape of a dry earth closet .

I do not think it was, because the act interfered

with would be, not to alter a cesspool privy,

but to substitute a different kind of privy altoge

ther. Now, surely , to alter a thing is to vary it with .

out an entire change ; but the intended act of the

person employed by the Chairman was to effect ap

entire change ; consequently , the Police Magis.

trate's order acquitting and discharging the accused

must be affirmed .

Affirmed .

that if the complainant was induced by the promise

of the accused to redeem and give her the thali in

exchange for her jewellery and money, the accused

had the intention at the time he made it of break

ing that promise .

These elements of the offence of cheating in this

case being absent , I do not think that the accused

was guilty of more than a breach of good faith and

of conduct entailing civil liability. The accused is

acquitted and discharged ,

I would point out to the Magistrate that his judg

ment has not fulfilled the requirements of section

372 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The offence

for which a person is coudemned , or of which he is

acquitted , should be carefully specified in the judg

ment itself, and it is not enough to refer in the judg .

ment to the charge ; for if the offence is not care

fully specified in the judgment , a person may be

very seriously prejudiced who may have occasion

afterwards to set up the plea of autre fois acquit or

autre fois convict. The offence so specified must

of course be the offence with which the accused

has been charged .

: 0 :

Present :-WITHERS, J.

( August 4 and 11 , 1892.)

Proc. J.2002;} MURUGASU V.ARUMOGAM.

Set aside.

: 0 :

Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , and LAWRIE and

WITHERS, JJ .

( February 23 and July 7 and 12 , 1892.)

D.C.Badbolla,} Silva v. Ossen SAIBO.

Criminal procedure - Judgment - Ofence - Charge - Cri.

minal Procedure Code, section 372.

The offence for which a person is condemned, or

of which he is acquitted , should be specified in the

judgment itself as directed in sectiou 372 of the

Criminal Procedure Code, and it is not enough to

refer in the judgment to the charge.

The accused in this case was charged by the ma

gistrate with the offence of cheating, in that he had

falsely pretended to the complainant that he would

Sell him a thali which was then in pledge with a

third party, and thereby induced the complainant to

deliver to him a sum of money and certain jewel

lery for the purpose of redeeming the thali.

The judgment as recorded was as follows : — " The

accused is adjudged guilty of the charge laid , and

is sentenced to pay a fine of Rs. 50.”

The accused appealed .

Wendt for appellant .

There was no appearance for respondent.

Vendor andpurchaser - Warranty of title - Sale of land

Covenant to warrant and defend - Implied warranty

-Roman -Dutch Law-Construction of deed — Plead

ing - Demurrer.

Cur. adv. vult.

On August 11 , 1892, the following judgment was

delivered :

WITHERS, J.-I think this conviction must be set

aside . Mr. Wendt, for the appellant ,contended that

the offence of cheating is not made out by the

charge, and I think he is right .

It does not appear from it , or from the evidence

either, that the complainant was induced to deliver

to the accused some jewellery or some money by

the representation of fact, evidently false, that the

gold thali which he promised to give ber in ex

change for that jewellery and money was pledged

with one Sinnatamby Murugasu, nor does it appear

A deed of conveyance contained the following

covenant : — " I do hereby declare that Idid not act

whatever previously to invalidate this sale, and I do

agree to settle all disputes that way arise in respect

hereto ."

Held, that the above covenant was limited to

the vendor's own acts and to disputes arising there

from , and did not amount to a general covevant to

warrant and defend title.

In an action by the vendee against the vendor

under the above conveyance, the plaint averred that

" by the said deed the defendant represented that he

was the owner of the said land , and promised to

warrant and defend the plaintiff's title to it ” . It

then averred that, a third party having ousted

plaintiff from a portion of the land, plaintiff raised

an action and gave notice thereof to defendant and

called upon him to warrant and defend. The plaint

further averred that " in breach of his promise de.

fendant failed to wariant and defend his title” to

the portion in question, and it then proceeded to

state that “ the defendant bad no title what
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ever to the said allotment and bis alleged title

thereto was absolutely defective "

Held, per BURNSIDE , C.J., and WITHERS, J. , that

the above was a declaration on an express covenant

for title , which was not contained in the conveyance ,

and was therefore bad on demurrer .

Roman Dutch Law there is an implied warranty

in every sale , and a vendee can always sue his

vendor for absolute want of title : 2 Burge 554 ;

D.C., Kandy No. 28,383 , 2 Lorenz 120.

[There were other points argued by counsel ,

which are not material to this report. ]

Cur . adv. vult.

This was an action by vendee of land against his

veudor for damages. The plaint, after setting out

that the defendant by a certain deed conveyed to

plaintiff a land consisting ofthreeallotments ,stated ,

" by the said deed the defendant represented that he

was the owner of the said land and promised to

warrant and defend the plaintiff's title to it,” that

thereafter the plaintiff entered into possession , that

subsequently the AssistantGovernment Agentclain

ed one of the allotments as the property of the Crown

and took possession thereof, and that iliereupon the

plaintiff raised an action against the Assistant

Government Agentofwhich he gave notice to defend

ant and called upon defendant to warrant and

defend plaintiff's title to the said allotment . The

plaint further averred , that “ in breach of his promise

defendant failed to warrant and defend his title to

the said allotment,” and it then proceeded to aver

that the defendant bad no title whatever to the said

allotment,and his alleged title thereto was absolutely

defective " .

The appeal first came before Burnside, C. J. ,

and Clarence and Dias , JJ . , on February 23 , 1892 .

But Clarence , J. , having left the Island before the

judgments were delivered , the case was relisted for

argument , and came on before Burnside , C. J. , and

Lawrie and Withers , JJ . , on July 7 , 1892 , when

coupsel agreed to leave it to the Court for decision

without further argument .

On July 12 , 1892 , the following judgments were

delivered :

BURNSIDE , C. J.—The plaintiff in bis libel alleges

that by deed produced with the libel and pleaded as

part of it the defendant sold and conveyed to the

plaintiff certain land ; and by the said deed the de.

fendant represented that he was the owner of the

said land and promised to warrant and defend the

plaintiff's title to it .

The defendant demurred to the plaint, inter alia ,

on the grounds that the plaint disclosed no cause of

action , and that the allegation as to the promise to

warrant and defend title was at variance with the

deed ofconveyance,which contained nosuch promise

or covenant .

The covenant in the deed of conveyance , which

was a Sinhalese document, ran as follows : - " I do

hereby declare that I did noact whatsoeverpreviously

to ip validate this sale , and do agree to settle all dis

putes that may arise in respect hereto.”

The District Judge overruled the demurrer, and

defendant appealed .

Layard , A.-G. (Sampayo with him ) for appellant.

The plaintiff declares upon an express covenant for

title . The deed of conveyance , which is made part

of the plaint , does not contain such a covenaut.

The agreement expressed in the deed to settle all

disputes must be taken to be limited to the vendor's

owp acts . It is submitted that the demurrer should

have been upheld .

I do not think there can be any doubt-indeed it

is not questioned—that the libel referred to an ex

press covenant and one undoubtedly alleged to be

contained in the recited deed . The cause of action

he alleges is, that a certain official on behalfof the

Crown ousted him , that he brought an action to

regain possession , that the defendant failed to de.

fend his title, and that he was obliged to com

promise his action , as in fact the defendant never

had any title to the land , it being the property of

the Crown . To this libel the defendant demurred

or to use the more prolix words of the Code, " an

swered on legal grounds" -alleging that the libel

disclosed no cause of action and that the averment

in the third paragraph of the libel , to the effect that

by the deed of transfer, which is pleaded and made

part of the libel , the defendant promised to warrant

and defend the plaintiff's title to the land conveyed

thereby , was at variance with the said deed , which

contained no such promise or covenant . This ob

jection raised a simple issue of law , one that must be

decided fruin within the four corners of the deed

which was before the Court . By words of express

covenant, which appear in the deed , the defendant

has especially limited the covenant for title to his

own acts. He says : -— " I do hereby declare that I did

no act whatever previously to invalidate this sale ,

and do agree to settle ail disputes that may arise

with respect hereto."

Dornhorst ( Van Langenberg with him) for plaintiff.

It is submitted that the action is not one wholly

based upon an express covenat:. The plaintiff

in effect seeks to recover the purchase money paid

for the land , the defendant's title to which, as the

plaint avers , was absolutely defective. Under the
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I am sure that no lawyer going through the deed implied warranty either by expressly stating that he

would venture to say that it contained any express does not warrant or that he limits his liability to his

contract upon which an action would lie , the cove- own acts or to the acts of some other named prede

nant which I have quoted clearly extending only to cessor in title . Here the vendor was not silent . Ho

encumbrances created by defendant himself. The made an express , though limited , covenant for title,

district judge himself does not venture to say that and it is on that covenant that the action is laid . We

any express covenaut for title is contained in the are all agreed that the case turns on the construc

defendant's contract of sale , but proceeds in an ela- tion to be put on the express covenant iu this deed

borate judgment, theorising about the defendant's of sale .

liability under what is called Roman- Dutch Law, to The libel runs : " By the sai l deel the defendant

hold that there is an implied contract of warranty
represented that he was the owner of the said land

under the Roman-Dutch Law in the defendant's

" and promised to warrant and defend the plaintiff's

contract of sale whereby the defendant was liable to • title to it .” That is not a candid nor correct state

the plaintiff, and he dismissed the demurrer onthat
meut of the covenant in the deel. It runs thus : “ I

ground.
do hereby declare that I did no act whatever pre

Now suppose, for the sake of argument, we follow viously to invalidate this sale and I do agree to

where others have not feared to rush in, and suppose “ settle all disputes that may arise in respect hereto.”

we come to the same conclusion, would that entitle Mr. Justice Clarence, in a draft judgment prepared

the plaintiff to judgment on the express contract before he left the island on leave, wrote, Can we re

which he has set up in this action ? The learned gard these latter words as a covenant for title ?

counsel for the plaintiff himself did not pretend to Although not without some hesitation I think we

contend that the libel could be supported , unless we “ ought to regard them so. If there be a doubt we

were prepared to read it as referring to an implied “ should construe the words rather against than for

contract rather than in its plain and unmistakeable • the vendor, and I think that though the words are

language. “ rather vague the intention is that the vendor should

The practice, which is a growing one, of giving
" by settling all disputes about the land settle them

judgments one side or the other on issues which the
satisfactorily for the purchaser.”

pleadings do not raise, and which neither the parties That was the view taken by the district judge, and I

themselves nor their legal advisers ever contemplated might agree to that construction of the words “ I

or anticipated, however it has been fostered , has no agree to settle all disputes that may arise in respect

doubt given us much legal dicta , dependent on mere hereto ” , if these stood alone and if they were the only

speculations involving more or less bad or useless
covenant for title contained in the deed , but in my

law . The result has been ch :los and confusion . The opinion the clause must be read as a whole and that

plaintiff's libel discloses no cause of action , and the as a whole it contains only a covenant against the

action should be dismissed with costs. vendor's own acts . The disputes which he promises

It will be time enough, when the question of the
to settle are disputes arising from his acts , not from

the acts of others.

applicability of Roman- Dutch Law is properly before

us, to seek to gather some principles which may be On this ground I agree with your Lordships that

practically applied to the affairs of the life of the
the action must be dismissed .

present day ; but I do not hesitate to assert , on the

research which I have made, that this alleged doc
WITHERS, J. This case was not re-argued in ap

trine of implied warranty in every sale, if enforced
peal. The defendant in my opinion is clearly entitl .

in its integrity, would involve results so grotesque
ed to judgment.

and ridiculous as could not be accepted by any one, The plaintiff declared on an express covenant for

who may even pretend to set it up, as touching the title which is not contained in his conveyance.

title to land among the peasantry of this Colony. There is no count on the covenant implied in Roinan .

In my opinion the judgment should be set aside and Dutch Law that the purchaser of land should have

judgment entered for defendant with costs. free and full possession of his property . Even if

there was, it is very questionable whether the plaint

LAWRIE, J.-It is not necessary to discuss or decide discloses a good cause of action for damages for

the question whether by the law of this Colony there breach of such a covenant. It becomes unnecessary

be an implied covenant for title in all contracts of to discuss the points of law elaborated in the judg .

sale in which there is no express covenant. It is ment of the district judge.

certain that a vendor may exclude all questions of Reversed .
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Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , and WITHERS, J.
1

(August 13 and 16 , 1892.)

estate of his father without administration , I know of

no case where a minor has been allowed to sue for

damages to the estate where an adıninistrator should

have been appointed. In this case there does not ap

pear any reason why aduinistration has not been

taken out. The order and proceelings upon which

it is granted are set aside with costs .

In the matter of an application

for the appointment of a next

friend.

FERNANDO V. FERNANDO.

D. C. Kalutara,

No. 68 .

Civil Procedure -Minor, action by - Application to

have next friend appointed -- Plaint - Civil Proce

dure Code, Chapter XXXV.

An application for the appointment of a next friend

under Chapter XXXV of the Civil Procedure Code

must be accompanied by the plaint in the action in

tended to be bronght, in order that the court may

exercise its judgment as to whether it is to the interest

of the minors that the action should be brouglit.

WITHERS, J. - This order must be set aside. The

application should not have been entertained without

a plaint accompanying it, shewiny on the face of it

that there was a good cause of action, that it was a

proper case to dispense with a legal representa ive ,

an 1 that it was to the interest of the minors that the

action should be brought.

Set aside.

:: 0 :

Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. and WITHERS, J.

( August 26 and 30, 1892.)

D.C.Colombo,
PULLENAYAGAM V.

PULLENAYAGAM .

Civil Procedure -- Costs — E.vecution -- Costs due in

interlocutory proceedings - Writ against person --

Decree - Civil Procedure ( 'odo, sections 298, 299,

353 .

This was an application by one Harmanis Fernan

do to be appintel next friend of his two brothers

who were minors . The application set out that the

minors were entitled to a portion of a certain land;

that the respondent had taken possession of the en

tire land whereby it became necessary to institut . an

action against him to recover possession of the same

with damages ; that the petitioner was the brother

and guardian of the two minors and was of sound

mind and full age and his interest was not adverse

to that of the minors and that he was the fittest

person to be appointed next friend. The respondent

appeared and objected to the petitioner being ap

pointed next friend, contending that administration

to the deceased father's estate should first be taken

out. The district judge granted the application and

the respondent appealed.

Dornhorst, for the appellant,

Wendt, for the petitioner.
Cur, adv . vult.

On August 16, 1892 , the following judgments

were delivered :

1

An interlocutory order for costs is an order for the

payment of money within the meaning of section 353 of

the Civil Procedure Code and is enforceable in like

manner as a decree for money , and if the costs exceed

Rs. 2 h in amount, writ agaiust the person may be sued

out for their recovery even before the termination of

the case .

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the

judgment of WITHERS, J.

The fifth defendant appealed from an order of the

district judge discharging the plaintiff from arrest

in execution for the recovery of the costs of a previ.

ous appeal.

1

Burnside, C. J. — The order appealed against in Dornhorst ( Wendt and Sampayo with him )for the

66

this matter must be set aside. It is manifestly an in

judicious order to allow the applicant who owns only

three - fourteenths of the land to involve two minors in

litigation as to the whole land for which the other

owners who are adults are no parties, the minor's

mother being one of them , and it is contrary to prac

tice to appoint a next friend of minors to prosecute a

suit until the libel itself is before the court in order that

the court may excrcise its own judgment on the im.

portant question whether the minors should be ex

posed to the expenses which may be incurred on their

behalf. If it became necessary to institute an action

the administrator is the proper person to bring it, for

although we have held that a minor may obtain a de

claration of his rights as a minor to participate in the

appellant. An order for costs is a derree and is

enforceable as such , It has been held that an order

for costs alone is a decree for a sum awarded ”

within the meaning of section 299 of the Code. D. C ',

Kundy, No. 2,510, 2 C. L. R. 15, and the costs taxed

in this instance being above Rs. 200 , execution

against person was properly issued. It was held in

this very case, reported 9 S. C , C. 122, that a decree

for costs is seizable as a debt under writ against the

party to whom such costs are awarded . Further,

section 353 of the Code expressly provides that every

order made by a court for payment of money, not

being a fine, shall have the effect of a decree for the

payment of money and enforceable in like manner

a decree for woney . It is submitted that an
as
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order for costs is an order for the payment of money out of which the costs in question arose, was one

anl is therefore enforceable by execution against the taken in respect of an attempt on the part of plain

person. tiff himself to enforce a writ for interlocutory costs .

Morgon ( Alwis with bim ) for plaintiff. Apart
Further , section 353 previously referred to is a gen

from
any

consideration of the nature of an order for eral provision and covers orders for costs whether

costs, the ampellant was not entitled to issue execu
interlocutory or final. It is submitted that if an

tion against the person in this instance, because the order for costs can be enforced by writ against pro

anunt of costs does not in fact exceed Rs . 200. perty, as appears to be conceded , there is no reason

The costs in question are those of a previous appeal, why it cannot be enforced by writ against property.

which as taxed by the Registrar are less than Rs. 200, Cur. adv. vult .

but to this the plaintiff has added a separate set of
On August 30, the following judgments were

costs taxed in the district court, purporting to be
delivered :

costs of the appeal. [ BURNSIDE , C. J.-- Did you

ask for a revision of the taxation ? ] No, but all WITHERS, J.-In an appeal from an order in cer

costs of an appeal can only be taxed in the Supreme tain incidental proceedings arising out of an action

Court, and it is submitted that it was open to the in the court below a litigant was so far successful in

plaintiff, in shewing cause against the motion to this court as to secure an order for his costs iu ap

ommit, to object that the writ was for a larger peal . These were ultimately taxed to an amount

amount than was due. [BURNSIDE, C. J. - Your exceeding Rs . 200 , and execution against the property

remedy was to have the bill of costs revised before of the party or lerel to pay the costs in appeal prov.

the writ issued . ] Again, it is contended that al- ing fruitless, his boly was arrested under a writ

though it has been held that an order for costs is against person . Oa June 14, application was made

executable by writ against person , that decision tɔ cuinnit the party arrested. On July 6, cause was

must be limited to final decrees for costs and not for shewn against his committal and in the result the

costs in interlocutory matters, which was the case in application was refused and the man was discharged.

this instance. See also section 209 of the Code The learned district judge has ruled, in short, that a

which provides for the court making orders for costs writ in execution of an interlocutory order for costs

when disposing of any application or action .” It exceeding Rs . 200 cannot be sued out against the

is submitted that writs for costs can only issue att person. The question forustodecide is, is that

the final termination of the action . Otherwise there ruling right ? We think not, and for these reasons .

ipay be many writs against the person and a party By section 353 of the Civil Procedure Code, which

may be arrested many times during the course of an apparently was not brought to the notice of the

action, which is not only intolerable but not contem- learned judge in the discussion before him , it is laid

plated by the law. Even if interlocutory costs can be down that every order made by a court in any
action

recovered pending the action by writ against property, or proceeding between parties for payment of money,

a person cannot be arrested in execution at that stage. not ' eing a fine, shall have the effect of a decree for

Section 298, which provides for the issue of writs the payment of money and in default of payment ac

against the person, speaks of “ judgment creditor" cording to its terms shall be enforceable upon the

and “ judgment debtor" , terms which are inappli- application of the party at whose instance it was

cable in any stage of the case before judgment. inade in like manner as a decree for money. Now,

Dornhorst, in reply . As regards the amount, the the implied terms of an order to pay costs are to pay

question is whether the writ included anything be- the sum duly taxed forthwith just as a decree for

yond “ costs of appeal . ” It does not matter in which money is payable when no time is fixed for payment.

court they were taxed . The portion of the costs tax- Proceeding" in that section clearly takes in inter

ed in the district court was that incurred there in locutory proceedings.

respect of the appeal, such as stamps for the petition Again, by section 209 an order for the payment

of appeal, security bond and notices and for other of costs is a decree for money within the provi

matters incidental to the perfection of the appeal, sions of section 194 as to payment by instal

which must necessarily be taxed in the district court. ments.

These are therefore properly included in costs of A decree, according to the definition of the term

appeal. Again , it is submitted that a party need in the Code, is a final decree in an action, and a final

not wait until the final termination of the case decree for money in an action is enforceable in the

to issue execution for costs, more especially when first instance, (see section 217 (A) , by a writ against

they are appeal costs. D. C. Colombo No. 85,291 , property, and if exclusive of interest after judgment

8 S.C. C. 109. It is noteworthy that the appeal, and costs the sum decreed to be paid exceeds Rs. 200
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it is enforceable against the person in the circum- The Supreme Court, upon appeal by the parties so

added, quashed all the proceedings at the trial as here
stances indicated in section 298 .

tween them and the plaintiff, anirming the decrue

This court has already decided that a final decree againstthe original defendants who had not appealed .

A defendant who claims a judgment in reconvention,
for costs only, if the costs exceed Rs. 200, is enforce

is bound by the provisions of sections 50 and 51 of the
able against the person , and section 353 before re- Code requiring a plaintiff to specify in a list annexed

ferred to sbows that there is no difference between to his plaint and to produce in court the documents ou

which he relies, anda document not so specified or pro .

a final decree and an interlocutory order for pay- duced is not admissible in evidence without the express

ment of money, other than a fine as regards the leave of the court under section 54.

mode of levying execution . Counsel before us argu
This was an action for a declaration of title to land,

ed that items were improperly included in the taxed
and for possession . The plaint averred that thebill of costs so as to make it exceed the amount of

Rs . 200. In this there was an alternative remedy .

plaintiff was entitled to an undivided half share of

the land under a deed of sale executed in September
His client might have appealed from the taxing offi

1888 by one Kiri Menika in plaintiff's favour, and
cer's certificate, or when brought up under writ

that defendants had ousted plaintiff from the land
against person he migbt have paid into court what

and were in wrongful possession. The defendants in
be considered sufficient to satisfy the writ and asked

their answer depied Kiri Menika's right to any share
the court for a declaration to that effect and for his

of the land, and set up title through Kiri Menika's
discharge, on shewing that the difference in the writ

sister Punchi Menika, alleging that she was entitled
was in excess of the order founding it.

to the whole land and that since her death her child.

The order of the court below must be set aside
ren and grandchildren had been in possession of the

with costs.
same ; that Kiri Menika had possessed in lieu of this

BURNBIDE, C. J.-I agree. I did not think a
land another land called Karaude Cumbura ; that

doubt could exist that an order to pay costs was en
the first defendant was the father of Punchi Menika's

forceable as any decree of the court for the payment
children and, most of them being minors, he had

leased the land to the second defendant. The ans
of money might be enforced, if the amount exceeded

Rs. 200. It is possible that section 353 of the Code,
wer also took exception to the plaint on account of

which is conclusive on the point, was not brought to
the non - joinder of Punchi Menika's children , (the

owners , according to plaintiff, of a moiety of the
the notice of the learned judge.

land. ) . The case came to a hearing on November 18 ,
Set aside.

1890, when plaintiff and defendants agreed upon

certain issues which were accordingly framed by thu

Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. and WITHERS, J.
district judge, and the trial adjourned to March 24,

1891. Thereafter, the trial was again several times

( August 19 and 22, 1892. ) adjourned, and ou October 30, 1891, the children of

Punchi Menika were added as defendants, under cir
D. C. Kurunegala, į PUNCHIRALA V. PUNCHIRALA.

No. 20.
cumstances fully set out in the judgment of

WITHERS, J.

Civil Procedure - Intervention - Added parties — Par.
At the trial, and upon the close of the added de

ties improperly added — Admissibility of defendant's fendants' case , their proctur tendered in evidence,

documents — Documents not specified in list -Claim first, certain marriage registers for the purpose of

in reconvention - Civil Procedure Code, sections 50,
proving that Kiri Menika had been married in diga

51 , 52 , 54, 58, 111 , 112 , 113 .
and Punchi Menika in bina ; and secondly, a certifi

Since the Code cameinto operation, intervention in a
ed copy of a lease, in order to show that Kiri

pending action can onlybe permitted in pursuance of Menika when giving evidence had sworn falsely as

and in conformity withthe provisions of section 18. to the payment of the consideration . The admission
Where, therefore, certain parties were added as de.

| fondants to a pending action, upon their own applica
of these documents was objected to by plaintiff on

tion, they not being parties who ought to have been the ground that they had not been included in any

joined or whose presence was necessary to enable the list of documents filed with the added defendants'

court effectually to settle all the questions involved in

the action, and, a trial was had uponissues settled , by answer, and no notice of them had been given to

consent, as betweenthem and the plaintiff and as be plaintiff before the trial. The district judge held

tween the plaintiff and the original defendants, result.

ing in a judgment for plaintiff against both theoriginal
that the combined effect of sections 58 and 113 and

and added defendants Form No. 16 of the Civil Procedure Code was to

: 0
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impose upon a defendant (as well as a plaintiff)

the duty of filing a list of documents on which

he relied , and of bringing them into court upon

appearance to the summons. He therefore re .

jected the documents tendered, holding also that

the lease in question had not been proved.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff as prayed,

with costs against the defendants , both original

and added .

The added defendants appealed.

Dornhorst for the appellants.

Wendt for the plaintiff.

Cur. adv. vult.

On August 23 , 1892 , the following judgments

were delivered :

WITHERS, J.—This is an action by a person

alleging himself to be a co - owner with others to

the extent of an undivided half share of a parti

cular land against two strangers for declaration

of title to an uudivided half share of the land

and for possession, on the ground that three

months before action was brought he,plaintiff,was

ousted from the land by the defendants , who, he

says, have ever since remained in the exclusive

occupation of the land to his damage of Rs . 30 .

The plaintiff discloses a purchase from one

Kiri Menika in September, 1888 ; but what her

estate was in the land he is not careful to state.

In the answer, however, Kiri Menika's title to

any share of the land is expressly denied as well

as plaintiff's asserted possession . These denials

are followed by a very remarkable defence put

into the mouth of the ist defendant, who says

in effect : “ Though the land is not mine, I have

leased the whole of it to the 2nd defendant,

who is in possession of it . The land belongs to

my children , who have been in possession of it

since the death , 12 years ago, of their mother,

Punchi Menika, who owned it at her death . In

bar of plaintiff's claim I plead the prescriptive

title of my children . Plaintiff cannot main

tain this action in the absence of his 'admitted

co-heirs' " , meaning, I suppose (as plaintiff

derives his title , not from descent, but from a

conveyance) the persons named in the third

paragraph of the plaint as his co-tenants .

All this stuff being the plea of a wrong -doer,

if plaintiff proves ouster and anterior possession ,

he is entitled to succeed, for actual possession

as owner is presumptive proof of property, and

avails against a wrong- doer. If the ouster is a

pure fiction, his claim merits dismissal . Ac

tions on sham issues cannot be too rigorously

suppressed : they foster perjury and vexatious

litigation .

On November 18, 1890 , the proctors agreed to

certain issues of law and fact, which were framed

by the learned Judge accordingly. Two of them

briefly stated are as follows

1. Was Kiri Menika co-owner and in pos

session of half the land in question at the date

of plaintiff's conveyance ? Or were Punchi
Mepika and her children ?

2. Did Kiri Menika have and possess another

land called Karende Kumbura in lieu of this

land of Punchi Menika's, if the latter's ?

Now, these issues could only arise out of a

contest between the plaintiff and his vendor Kiri

Menika and the person named Punchi Menika

in the answer ; but at that time there was no such

contest. The issues were quite foreign to this

action , were improperly framed , and should

never have been agreed to.

March 24, 1891 , was appointed for the trial of

the settled issues ; but, owing to the " absence of

plaintiff's proctor from town" , the trial was ad

journed to May 14, 1891. Then followed ad

journment after adjournment till October 30 ,

1891 .

In this month the “ added defendants" came

upon the scene, attracted possibly by the issues

between the two sisters trailed across the plain

path of the record . The ist “ added ” defend

ant (upon what materials I have failed to dis

cover ) is appointed guardian ad litem to two

infant sisters and the infant child of a deceased

brother for the purpose of being " added as par

ties to the case and establishing their right to

the land in dispute"-so runs the order of

appointment.

That was the 2nd of October, 1891 . On

October 19, the guardiau ad litem applies to

have his wards and himself added as parties to

the action ; and on October 30, his application

was granted and the added defendants were re

quired to file answer on or before November 4

next, and the trial of the case was postponed to
December 9, 1891.

The District Judge has not recorded his rea

sons for thinking that the added defendants

ought to have been joined , or that it was neces

sary to have them before the Court to adjudicate

on the questions involved in the action ; and it is

quite impossible to divine those reasons, for the

questions involved in the action touchpo oue

but the parties to it, and are simply : Did the

original defendants oust the plaintiff; and if so,
can he show sufficient title to recover posses

sion of the land he has been excluded from ?

If this was a partition suit , or if the original

defendants had justified under the added de

fendants as owners of the entire land I could

have understood the appellants being let in as

defendants. But the result of the action ,

decided on the simple issues arising out

of it cannot possibly affect the added
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2 .

parties. What answer the added parties could defendant intends to rely if he does not enter

be expected to make to a plaint which does not them in a list to be annexed to his answer, un

aim at them directly or indirectly it is hard to less by express leave of the Court they are

conjecture , and of course the District Judge received in evidence (see sec . 54 of the Code).

could not compel the plaintiff to amend lis A plaint and counter plaint must be governed

plain : so far as to allege a cause ofaction against by the same principles.

new parties when he had no cause of action at

all against them .
It was , however, competent for the added

defendants in this case to lender, after due

On February 15 , 1892 , the trial began . The
proof, documents, if any, produced for cross

olci issues were retained as betweza plaintiff and
examination of plaintiff's witnesses or in answer

the original defendants, and new ones apparen.li
to any case set up by the plaintiff (see the

seitled between the plaintiff and the added de
saving clause of that sec . 54 ), the more so as

fendants and recorded on a paper marked X ,
The adied defendants were not summoned under

which I cannot find . They are , however, re sec . 58 of the Procedure Code to produce docu

cited in the judgment at p . 79 , and are :
mients relating to the merits of the plaintiff's

Case . The Cude unfortunately does not say

Was the land paternal or inalernai pro- what is to happen, if a defendant so summoned
ferty ? ( and he shall be so summoned ) to produce ile

documents mentioned in sec . 58 does not do so

Was Kiri Menika married in diga and and attempts to procure their admission as evid

Punchi Menika in bina, or were they both mar- ence at the trial , unless secs . III and 112 of the

ried u bina ? Pocedure Code go beyond the sc pe of chapter

and preclude their rec ption except for
lu tlie end the learned Judge finds that plain good cause shewu .

tiff was never in possession of the land in ques

tion , but that up to some two years before his It may be that if, having documents of the

purchase from Kiri Menika, his predecessors in kind in his power or possession , a defendant

title , that is , virtually Kiri Menika herself, bad whensummonedto produce thew fails to do so ,

acquired a prescriptive title to an undivided haif he will not be suffered to read them in evidence

of the land, and that plaintiff's vendor, Kiri unless for good cause shewn ; but no such sum

Menika, was entitled by descent from her mother mons was taken out by the plaintiff in this case.

to an undivided half of the land in question , to
The original defendants not having appealed

which accordingly he dec.ares plaintiff entitled . from the decree in plaintiff's favour, that must

stand , but the procedings of the trial between

Had the added defendants been properly joinid plaintiff and the added defendants must be

in this action , I should not be disposed to say quashed, the latter paying their own costs in

this finding was wrong, or interfere with the appeal an 1 in the Coirt below . Decree varied
decree. But if we allow the decree to stand, it accordingly.

seems to me that we shall only be encouraging

litigation on perjured issues and re-introducing
BURNSIDE, C. J .-- I can add nothing.

the license of intervention which prevailed

before the Code. As regards the original action ,

so to call it , it is manifest that the issue of ouster

was a false one ; and on that ground alone, as I
Present :-- BURNSIDE, C. J. , Lawrie and

said before , I think the plaintiff's action against Wuhes, JJ .

the original defendants should have been

dismissed . ( August 30 and Septemler 2 , 1892. )

Theu, if I am right in my opinion that the

added defendants were allowed to intervene

otherwise than in accordance with the provisions

of sec. 18 of the Civil Procedure Code, how Civil procedure - Proctor- Petition of appeal Signa.
can this Court sauction what the law declares ure by one proctor for another - Advocate's signature

shall not be permitted ? i żvil Procedure Code, sec . 755 .

We cannot do so , and must quash all the pro A petition of appeal of a d - fendant, commencing :

ceedings of the trial between plaintiff and aide i
“ The petition of appeal of the defendant by bis proc

tor" who was named –was sigued “ for” that proctor by

parties, making the latter pay their own costs . another and was also countersigued by an advocate --

Held , that the signature of one proctor for the other

The points raised as to the documentary evid was bad, but that the petition of appeal having also beeu

ence tendered by the added defendants are too signed by an alvocate fulfilled the requirements of sec.

important to be passed over in silence .
755 of the Civil Procedure Code .

As these defendants claimed judgment for the
The defendant appealed from a judgment

entire land, that amounts to a claim in recon
given against him.

vention . A claim of the kind in reconvention The facts material to this report appear in the

cannot be supported by documents on which the judgment of Burnside, C. J.

: 0 :

D.C.Colombo, } Assauw v . BILLIMORIA.
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Dornhorst for the appellant.

.

Wendt , for the respondent, took the prelimin

ary objection that the appeal was not properly

before the Court. The petition of appeal was

1100 signed by the defend it's proctor on the

recordi, but “ for” him by another proctor, whose

authority so to sign did it appear, and the peri

tion did not therefore Tulfil the requirements of

sec , 755 of the Code. He also cited D. C. ,

Kegalle, No. 6,299, 9 S. C. C. 65 .

mo

Dornhorst for appellant. One proctor can

always appear and act for another in his absence

or uuder some emergency. In the cise D. C. ,

Kegalle, No. 6,299, the petition of appeal was

that of the party himself, thouzh it was als )

signed by a proctor for lis procior, and was pro

perly rejected as it was not take down biche

Secretary of the Court. Here the pelitian is

that of the proctor of the party, and is signed for

him by a brollier proctor. This court hus laid

down that one proctor may appear for another :

D. C., Colombo, No. 81,616 , Civ . Min . March 29 ,

1887. In that case an objection was taken to

one proctor representing another upon a

tion , and the Supreme Court observed :- This

objection is founded upon a complete miscon

ception No party can change his proctor

without leave of Cout; but there is no reason

why a proctor who for some reason or other is

prevented from attending Court on some parti
cular occasion should uot avail himself of lile

assistance of some other gentleman of his pro

fession in the sanie way that one advocate may

l'epresent another.". The signature for one proc

tor by another, whose status as proctor the

Court must recognise, is sufficient proof of

authority. Besides , the proxy in this case gives

to the proctor the power of substilution .

[ Burnside, C. J. - But this is not nordoes it pur

port to be a case of substitution .] In any case

the signature of the advocate is sufficient as

provided in sec . 755 of the Code .

Mr. Wendt, for the plaintift, objected to the

appeal being received , qu.ting The words of

sec . 755 of the Code as follows : 111 petitions

of appeal shall be drawn and signed by some

advocate or procior or eise ile sale siraii 106

be received .” I presume that wliat the Legisla

lure meant was, that on the face of the petition

it should appear to have been si ned by one or

the other, proctor or advocate, and if it did so

purport it would be sufficient, ih ugh not con

clusive of the fact of " drawing” as well as of

signing, but it would be open to any one assert

ing the contrary to establish that it was neither

signed wor drawn as require l . The important

requirement of the Code is the signature . I do

noi interpret the words “ drawn by” as meaning

that the original conception, as well as manual

draft of the petition should be that of the advo

cate or proctor . If the petition itself bears the

proper signature of advocate or proctor the

necessary presumption would arise that the

proctor had drawn it , or the advocale had

drawn or settled it , and had thereby made it his

owi , in the same way as regards all other plead
ings, with this exception that au advocate

who draws or settles is not required to sign

them , whilst the proctor is. Now, we have held

that the proctor who signs the petition must be

proctor on the record authorised to do every act

in the cause until his authority has been revoked

in the regular way and a new appointment made;

and I pause here for myself to say I repudiate

any suggestion or authority whiclı would give

countenance to the position that one proctor

may sign another Proctor's name for him , and

that his right to do so should rest on the bare

as ertion ove way or the other of the parties

themselves. I cannot conceive anything more

calculated to prejudice and endanger the inter

ests of suitors or to jeopardize the fair fame of
honourable members of the profession and sub

ject it to the acts of others less scrupulous .

Now , whilst in the body of the petition it pur

ports to be by the petitioner's Proctor, John

Neill Keith , it is in fact not signed by him, but

by somebody else , who signs " for" him , and does

not claim to be, and who may or may not be , a

proctor , and there is nothing to show that he

was authorised by Mr. Keith to sign for him .

Such a signature we cannot 'recognise. But the

petition is signed and properly signed by an
advocate.

The Ordinance is satisfied if the

authentication is by advocate or proctor, and I

am prepared to hold that although the authenti

cation by one of them may be bad , yet if that o :

the other is good the Ordinance is satisfied .

The apparent object of the law is to guard

against frivolous or vexatious or insufficient

appeals, and I think that it is sufficiently se

cured under our interpretation of the section il

question.

Cur. adv. vult .

On September 2 , 1892 , the following judgment

was delivered :

FURNSIDE, C. J. --The defendant in this suit

has appealed. The petition of appeal is in this

form : " The petition of appeal of the above

named defendant and appellant by John Neill

Keith his Proctor states as follows," and the

signature to the petition thus :

“ WALWIN LABROOY ,

for J. N. KEITH,

Proctor for defendant.

The appeal should be heard .
WALTER PEREIRA ,

Advocate .

21-4-92. " Lawrie and Wirhers, JJ . , agreed.
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Present :- BURNSIDE, C. J. , LAWRIE and

WITHERS, JJ.

( July 21 , and 26 August30 , and September 2, 1892.)

P. C. Colombo,} FERNANDO 3. IAMPERUMAL .
No.

P. C.,Colombo, SELESTINA v . PERERA.

No. 165 .

Maintenance - Refusal to make maintenance

Appeal - Ordinance No. 19 of 1889, secs. 3 , 14 , and 17.

No appeal lies against the refusal of a Police

Magistrate to make an order for maintenance under

tbe Maintenance Ordinance , 1889.

Each of these cases was an application by the

complainant party under sec. 3 of Ordinance

No. 19 of 1889 for an order on the defendant to

pay a monthly sum by way of maintenance. In

each case the Police Magistrate, after investiga

tion , refused to make the order asked for, and

dismissed the application , holding, in the one

case, that the prosecutrix , the wife, was not

actiug bona fide, and in the other, that it had not

been satisfactorily proved that defendant was

the father of the child in question .

The complainants appealed.

The cases first came before Burnside, C. J. ,

on July 21 , 1892 .

In case No. 3,760 :

Dornhorst for the appellant .

Pereira, for the defendant, took the prelimin

ary objection that no appeal lay.

In case No. 165 :

Wendt for the appellant .

right of appeal is to apply, the Magistrate's

refusal to make an order amounts to au acquittal

( for it is ground for a plea of res judicata, P. C.,

Kandy, No. 10,709, 1 C. L. R. 86), and it is only

the Attorney -General who can appeal .

Wendt for the complainant. Sec. 17 was

intended to give an appeal against every possi

ble order a magistrate might make on such a

prosecution . Sec. 14 deals with the refusal to

issue process after summary examination of the

complainant, while sec . 3 provides for a final

order, one way or the other, after full inquiry.

Such final order need not necessarily be the one

asked for, viz . , an order to pay an allowance,

but may be the contrary order, refusing to

direct such payment. In either case the appeal

is competent. The decision that res judicata

might be pleaded to a second prosecution does

not , it is submitted , give the order the effect of

an acquittal . Proceedings under this Ordinance

are in their nature civil , though instituted in the

Police Court ; and the restriction on appeals , im

posed by the Criminal Procedure Code, is not

applicable .

Cur. adv. vult.

Their Lordships not being able to agree upon

a judgment, the case came on for argument be

fore the Full Court, consisting of Burnside, C. J. ,

Lawrie and Withers, JJ . , when counsel agreed

to take the decision of the Court without further

argument.

Cur. adv. vult.

Dornhorst for the defeudaut .

BURNSIDE, C. J. , reserved the question, whe

ther an appeal lay, for the consideration of a

fuller Bench ; and the appeal accordingly came,

on July 26, before Burnside, C. J. , aud Lawrie IJ .

By arrangement between counsel the cases

were argued together,

Pereira for the defendant, No appeal lies

against an order like the present, where the

Police Magistrate declines to make an order on

the defeudaut to pay an allowance. Under sec.

17 of the Maintenance Ordinance , the right

of appeal is given only against orders made by

a Magistrate under secs. 3 and 14 .

merely gives the right of appeal to the com

plainant against an order refusing to issue sum

mons, while the only order which 3

contemplates is an order on defendant to pay

a monthly allowance. No other appeal is allow

ed by this Ordinance. Even if the general

On September 2 , 1892, the following judgments

were delivered :

BURNSIDE , C. J.-I have no doubt whatever

that this appeal cannot be supported , and I

think there is much reason that it should not be.

The only order which a magistrate is empower

ed to make under sec . 3 of the Maintenance

Ordinance is to " order such person ( father of

child or husband) to make a monthly allowance",

&c. If the magistrate, make such an order then

“ the party dissatisfied with it " has the right to

appeal against it . But if he makes 10 order,

there is nothing to appeal against .

In this case the Magistrate says : " The applica

tion is dismissed .” I construe that tomean : “ I

make no order." Consequently, no appeal lies.

But if it be said the Magistrate's order is a defi

nite order beyond his powers, then I answer , if

an appeal lies , it must be under the general law ,

giving the general right of appeal from Police

Courts to the Supreme Court , and such appeal

must be governed by the general law ; and as

the order amounts to an acquittal , the appeal

must be by the Attorney-General.

Sec . 14

sec.
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ing an application because the proof is insufficient

is as much an order under sec. 3 as a judgment

to make a monthly allowance, because the proof

is sufficient.

WITHERS, J. - This is an appeal from a refusal of

the Magistrate after an examination of the complain .

ant and her witnesses to order the husband to

make his wife, the complainant , a monthly allow .

ance . Can we entertain the appeal ? In my opi.

nion we cannot. The right of appeal is not a right

of common law , but of statute ; and what does our

statute 19 of 1889 say ? It says, in sec . 17, that any

person who shall be dissatisfied with any order

made by a Police Magistrate under sec. 3 or 14

may appeal to the Supreme Court. The order

under section 3 is an order requiring a husband to

make his wife, or a father his child , a monthly

allowance . The order under section 14 is a refusal

to issue a summons after examination of a person

who applies to the Police Magistrate for an order

of maintenance or for a warrant to enforce an

order of maintenance.

Save these two orders , no order in proceedings

under this Ordinance can be appealed from .

Appeal rejected .

of

: 0 :

LAWRIE, J.-In this application under the Main

tenance Ordinance 1889, the Magistrate, after hear.

ing evidence, pronounced the following final order :

--"I do not think that it is satisfactorily proved that

the defendant is the father of the child . The appli.

cation is dismissed . ”

My lord the Chief Justice and my brother

Withers are agreed that the appeal against this

order must be rejected . I am unable to concur.

I would hear the appeal on its merits. For reasons

which I shall afterwards give , I am of opinion that

the right to appeal against a dismissal is expressly

conferred by sec.17 of the Maintenance Ordinance ;

but at present I shall assume that it is not so con.

ferred . The Ordinance 1 of 1889, sec . 39, following

the Charters and the older Ordinances, confeis on

the Supreme Court appellate jurisdiction which

extends “ to the correction of all errors in fact or

in law committed by any Police Court " .

This express enactment conferring jurisdiction

cannot be repealed or even limited by mere impli

cation . Jurisdiction expressly conferred by the

legislature can only be taken away by equally

express enactment.

The Maintenance Ordinance is silent as to the

general powers of the Supreme Court : it reiterates

and emphasizes the right to appeal from certain

orders. Assuming that the order now appealed

against is not one of these , it seems to me that the

omission 10 reiterate the general law, that this

Court has jurisdiction to correct all the errors which

a Police Court may commit, in dealing with appli.

cations under the Maintenance Ordinance, does not

affect nor diminish the powers expressly given to

The rule expressio unius est exclusio alterius

does not, in my opinion , apply .

Another question is, assuming that this Court

has jurisdiction to review in appeal the order, is

this an acquittal of an accused , and as such must

the appeal be at the instance of the Attorney.

General under sec . 404 of the Criminal Procedure

Code ? I think not, because my opinion is,

that the Maintenance Ordinance expressly gives

the right of appeal against a dismissal, and

for this reason it gives a right of appeal against

all orders made by a Magistrate under sec , 3 .

That section gives the Magistrate power, on cause

shown , after due proof, to order a defendant to

make a monthly allowance. Such a power neces

sarily includes the power, on cause shown, after

due enquiry, to refuse to make the order. The

Magistrate is bound to decide one way or the

other. He must dispose of the case . Which

ever way he decides, it is equally a decision under

the section of the Ordivance which gives him power

to decide ; and in my opinion, a judgment dismiss

Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , AND WITHERS, J.

(August 19 and 26 , 1892.)

DC Kondy, } WATSON V. ALLAGAN KANGANY.

us.

Promissory note - Stamp - Note payable on demand

“ Postage Revenue Five Cents ” stamp - Admissibility

of note in evidence - Ordinance No. 3 of 1890, sec . 5–

Proclamation of August 1, 1890.

Since the Stamp Ordinance No. 3 of 1890, and

the Proclamation of August 1 , 1890 , issued there.

under, a promissory note payable on demand, bear.

ing a stamp of the denomination “ Postage Revenue,

Five Cents " is not duly stamped, and is inadmissible

in evidence.

ber

This was an action on a promissory note payable

on demand , and dated October 24, 1890. The stamp

affixed to the instrument was a “ Postage Revenue

Five Cents ” stamp. The defendapt in his answer

took exception to the promissory note as not having

been duly stamped.

The note when tendered in evidence at the trial

was objected to by defendant. The District Judge

overruled the objection as to the validity of the note,

and entered judgment for the plaintiff with costs.

The defendant appealed .

Dornhorst for the appellant. It is submitted that

this document was not duly stamped ,and was wrong.

ly admitted in evidence . By section 5, sub-section i
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of Ordinance No. 3 of 1890, the Governor was em

powered by notification to require special stamps

to be used for particular instruments. The Notifi .

cation of August 1 , 1890 , issued under this section ,

while it permitted certain documents to be stamped

with the “ Postage Revenue" stamp expressly ex

cluded promissory notes from the category . There

fore, it is submitted that this uote was not pro.

perly stamped and was not admissible in evid .

ence.

a postage revenue stamp of five cents . The de.

fendant had warned the plaintiff of the objection in

his answer , in which he pleaded to the sufficiency of

the stamp. Notwithstanding this patent objection ,

at the trial the plaintiff tendered the note in evidence,

and although again objected to , the learned District

Judge admitted it , and gave judgment with costs for

the plaintiff, and the defendant has appealed. I am

sorry that I cannot follow the learned Judge in

treating an objection to the sufficiency ofa stampas

a " petty refinement ” . The law has said , it shall

not be lawful to use stamps other than the special

stamps provided for particular instruments . It has

also declared that po instrument shall be pleaded or

given in evidence , or be good , useful, and available in

law unless it is duly stamped “ in accordance with

law ” . Now this instrument is not stamped in accord .

ance with law. The stamp used on it is a postal

revenue stamp ; and if it had been contended that

There was no appearance for the respondent .

Cur, adv. vult,

On August 26, 1892, the following judgments

were delivered :

BURNSIDE, C. J.—The important question in this

case was , whether the promissory note sued on by

the plaintiff, and tendered in evidence at the trial,

was properly stamped . It was a note payable to the

payee on demand ; and it had been stamped with

• NOTIFICATION.

It is hereby notified for general information that the Governor of Ceylon , with the advice of the Executive

Council , i' pursuance of the power in himn visted by su'v- section 1 of sec. 5 of “ The Stamp Ordinance, 1890 ,"

requires that the special stamps set forth in the left-hand columnu of the Schedule bereto shali be used for the

particular instrumeuts described opposite to the said special stamps in the right-hand coluwu of the said
Schedule :

SCHEDULE.

Description of Stamp. Description of Instrument.

Stanıp with the word " Judiciai” printed For all instruments in respect of which the stimpduty is fixed in Parts

thereon II. , III., and IV. of Schedule B co Ordinance No.3 f 1890 .

Stamps with the words " Warehouse For the Warehouse Warrants and duplicates weutioued in Part V. of

Warrant" printed on them Schedule B to Orrlinance No. 3 of 1890 .

Stamps with the words " Foreigu Bill " For all Foreign Bills in respect of wiich the stamp duty is fixed in

printed on them Part I. or Schedule B to Oidinauce No. 3 of 1899.

For all instrumentsin respect of which stamp duty is fixed by Schedule

Stamps with words " Ceylon Stamp Duty" ,
B to Ordinance No. 3 of 1899 other than those for which spic.al

printed ou them
stamps have been herein before notified and other than those for

wbich stanips bearing the words “ Postage Reveuue Five Cents "

are permitted to be used as hereinafter notified .

It is hereby further notified for general information that the Governor, with the advice of the Executive

Council , has directed that the stamps bearing the worils "Postage Revenue Fire Cents" may be used both for post.

age and for the instruments subject under the Ordinance No. 3 of 1893 to stamp duty of five ceuts specified in the
annexed list.

List referred to.

Acknowledgment of a debt exceeding Rs 20 in amount of value, written or signed by or on behalf of a

debtor in order to supply evidence of such debt in any book ( others than a Bauker's Pass Book ) or on a separate

piece of paper, where such book or paper is left in the creditor's possession.

Inland Bills (other than Promissory Notes ), Drafts, Cheques, or Orders for the payment ou demand of any

sum of money to the party named therein , or the bearer, or to order.
Broker's Notes, each copy.

Cart or Boat Note, for the conveyance of goods for hire, by cart or boat along any road, river, or canal, when

the distance to be traversed by such cart or boatshall exceed ove wile outside tue limits ofany Municipality or
Local Board, - on the original and each copy thereof.

Certificate or otherdocument evidencing tbe right or title of thebolder thereof, or any other person, either

to any share,scrip, or stock in or of any company or association, or to become proprietor of auy share, scrip, or
stock in or of any company or association .

Delivery Order in respect of goods ; that is to say, ang instrument entitling any person therein named to

thedelivery of any goods lying in anydock or port, or in any warehouse in which goods are stored or deposited on

rent or hire, or upon any wharf, such instrument being signed ly or on beba f of the owner of such goods, upon

the sale or transfer of the property therein, when such goods exceed in value Rs. 20.

Receipt or discharge given for or upon payiuent of money amounting to Rs. 20 or upwards.

Shipping Order for the couveyauce of gouds on board any vessel.

By His Excellancy's Command,

Colonial Secretary's Office, E. NOEL WALKER ,

Colombo , August 1, 1890. Colouial Secretary,
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the Governor in Council had , as he may have done ,

permitted postal revenue stamps to be used for

commercial instruments, it was on the plaintiff to

show it . We are bound to take judicial notice of

Proclamations in this respect ; and we find that

although it has been permitted to use postal revevue

stamps for certain instruments , promissory notes

of this description have been expressly excluded

from the list . I think it would be very uv fortunate

iſ in a Colony like this we encouraged or permitted

that looseness in the application of the stamp laws

which has become almost a part of the practice

and procedure of our minor courts ; and I make

bold to say that it is a matter of extreme import

ance if the Legislature says that a blue stamp

sball be used on a particular instrument that we

should not adjudge that a green one will do as well .

Nor can I see thai it is ridiculous that a distinction

should exist in the colour or shape of stamps

indicating particular instruments. On the con

trary , it appears to me to be orderly and sensible ,

and calculated to prevent frauds on the revenue and

in the stamping of instruments. But whatever our

own opinion may be , it is the Legisialure wlio has

prescribed it , and that should be sufficient for us .

The note in this case was valueless , and should

not have been admitted in evidence ; and the

plaintiff's action must be dismissed with costs in

both courts, except defendant's cost of his claim

iu reconvention , which he has not attempted to

prove, and which lie (the defendant) will pay.

WITHERS, J. — This is a class of defence which

may not be very creditable to bim who pleads it ;

but , if it is a legal one , it must be sustained . When

this note was tendered in evidence it was properly

objected to , It cannot avail the holder. If the

officer of the court had brought to the court's

notice the impropriety, so to call it , of the stamp

ou the note when it was produced with the plaint

to be filed , the pote would have been rejected , and

much expense and disappointment saved .

A mortgagor of a certain land , against whom

judgment and mo:i gage dec: ee ball passed in a suit

up 'n the mo tgage bond, by a private conveyance,

in which the morigayee join d to signify his consent,

sold the lavd to an assignier- of the moiigige decree

in satisfaction of the wortg'ge. Pre vious to this

sale the same land liad been sold under a simple

creditor's writ aga nst the moitgagor to a purchaser,

wlio duly Olained a fiscal's irausfer and entered

intopo.session.

In an action in ejectment by the purchaser un

der the private conveyance against the purchaser at
the Fiscul's sale ;

Held, that i he former bad no title to the land as

against the latter.

The ist defendant, by a bond dated July 26, 1882,

mortgagel a certain land to the Oriental Bank

Corporation , who subsequently assigned the boud

to one Dias. Dias put the bond in suit , and , having

obtained judgment on the bond and a wortgage

decree, assigned the same to plaintiff by deed dated

December 16, 1890 .

By deed also dated December 16, 1899 , the ist

defendant , with the consent of Dias , signified by his

joining in the deed , conveyed the land to plaintiff

in satisfaction of the judgment and decree against

him . The plaintiff, averring this title , and also

alleging that the 2nd, 3rd , 4th , 5th , 6th , 71h , and

8th defendants were in unlawful possession of

the land , brought the present action for possession

and for a declaration of title to the land.

The 711 defendant , among other things, de.

nied plaintiff's title , and pleaded that under writ

issued against the ist defendant in a certain

action the said laud was on September 13 , 1888 , sold

by the Fiscal and purchased by one Clara Amara.

singhe, who having obtained a Fiscal's transfer

dated Deceniber 6, 1888, conveyed the said land to

7ıb defeudaut by deed dated January 17 , 1889,

and that he , the 7th defendant, was ever since

in possession thereof.

The other defendants raised various defences,

wbich are not material to this report .

The District Judge gave judgment for the plaintiff

as against the 2nd, 3rd , 5th , and 7th defendants ,

holding that the assignwent of the mortgage de.

cree aud the sale of the land to him by the wort .

gagor gave him a right to it against the 7th

defendant. He disinissed the action as against

the 4th , 6th , and 8th defendants, on the ground

that uo cause of action was proved against tbew .

The 2nd, 3rd , 5th , and 7th defendants as well as

plaintiff appealed .

Reversed .

: O

Present : -BURNSIDE, C. J. , and LAWRIE, J.

( December 1 , 1891, July 26, and August 5 , 1892.)

Dixo:Galle,} SANDO V. ABEYGOONEWARDENE .
Withers for the 2nd , 3rd , 5th , and 7th defend .

ants .

Pereira for the 6th defendant.

Ejectment – Title to land - Mortgage - Conveyance of land

by mortgagor to assignee of mortgage decree - Prior

sale of land against mortgagor under writ- Judicial

sale. Morgan for the 8th defandant.
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Dornhorst (Wendtwith him ) for the plaintiff.

Cur. adv . vult.

a field

July 26, 1892. CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ . , before

whom the appeal was first heard , having directed

that the case should be set down for the Full

Court , the appeal came on for argument this

day before BURNSIDE , C. J. , and LAWRIE , J.

WITHERS, J. , who had when at the Bar appeared at

the first hearing of the appeal , now taking no part in

the case .

J. Grenier (Sampayo with him) for the 2nd ,

3rd , 5th and 7th defendants, cited D. C., Galle,

No. 54,324 . Civ . Min . April 30, 1892.*

Senathiraja for the 6th defendant,

Morgan for the 8th defendant.

Dornhorst (Wendt with him ) for the plaintiff.

referred to are : (a) a garden with certain buildings

and an oil mill thereon called Gederawatte, and (0)

joining called Owita Cumbura.

The 4th defendant did not appear, and the

plaintiff seems content to take no further steps

against him . The 2nd , 3rd , 5th , and 7th joined

in one answer defending the action . The 6th

filed a separate answer disclaiming title. The

8th also filed a separate answer defending the

action .

The learned District Judge has given judgment

for the plaintiff as respects the garden and build

ings and will thereon , with costs against the

2nd , 3rd , 5th and 7th defendants. He has dis

missed the plaintiff's claim in respect of Owita

Cumbura ,and he has condemned the plaintiff in the

costs of the 6th and 8th defendants. The

plaintiff as well as the 2nd , 3rd , 5th , and 7th

defendants have appealed.

I will now deal with the judgment as it effects the

respective appellants .

The 6th defendant by his answer disclaimed

title , and I can find no appeal against that part of

the judgmentwhich awards him his costs . The juig.

went is therefore affirmed , and the 6th defendant

is entitled to no appeal costs .

By his answer the 8th defendant disclaimed

title to the garden and buildings thereou . He

asserts a claim to the Owita derived from

a Fiscal's sale, but he adwits he has

Fiscal's conveyance, and he denies posses .

sion . Plaintiff has proved nothing against

Cur . adv . vull.

On August 5 , 1892, the following judgments

were delivered :

BURNSIDE, C. J.-- This action was originally

brought against eight defendants : the ist and

4th have dropped out of it . The libel prayed

that ist defendant be cited to warrant plaintiff's

title to the premises specially described ; beyond

that the suit takes no further notice of bim ,

and it also prayed that 20d , 3rd , 4th , 5th , 6th ,

7th , and 8th defendants be cited to show cause

why the plaintiff should not be declared entitled

to the premises, and put and placed in quiet poss

ession , and for damages and costs . The premises

no

* Present : -CLARENCE and DIAS, JJ .

(March 15 and April 30, 1889.)

R.C..Galle; } Silva v . NICHOLAS.No. 54,324.

siderations would bave applied . Plaintiffs do not,

however, in their libel aver any facts which clothe

them with any right under the wortgage. They

merely aver that the holder of the mortgage decree

for thepurpose ofhaving the wortgage debt paid

and discharged " caused the defeudant to have

the said share of land &c. , sold by public auction " ,

and they further aver that the purchase money was
appropriated in payueut of themortgage debt. In

point of fact all that plaintiffs purport to show is,

ibat the mortgagor sold and conveyed the land to a

purchaser, the plaintiffs, and that the mortgage was
thereafter paid off and extinguished. There is no

suggestionof anytbing keeping the mortgage alive

in favour of the purchasers and no suggestiou ofany
couditious of sale at the auction , Plaintiffs' efforts

at tbe heariug seem to have been to show some

parol agreement on the part of the lessee.

CLARENCE, J.-The only reason apparent for

any interference with this judgment is , that the

plaintiff's action has not been dismissed, tbeDistrict

Judge having werely entered up a nousuit. The

defendauts, however, bave vot appealed.

In 1883 theowner of this land, Hendo, mortgag.

ed it to plaintiffs, who afterwards got judgment on

their mortgage with the usual mortgagee's decree,

and thereafter assigned the benefit of their judg.

ment to Carol s. For some reason or other the pro.

perty was niever sold by Fiscal's sale in execution of

ihis mortgage decree, but a sale was effected by auc.

tion in September 1887, at which plaintiffs became

the purchasers. Meanwhile Hendo bad made a

lease in favour of the ist defendant. These, omiiting

details which need not be poticed , are the substan.

tial facts ; and plaintiff's complaint is that ist de
fendant isin possession under his lease, and prevents

plaintiffs from getting possession under their

purchase.

Upon the pleadings plaintiff show no right to

eject the ist defendant. Had the property been

sold under the mortgage decree, very different cobe

It is unnecessary upon this appeal to enter into

any consideration of other matters alluded to in the

judgment of the District Judge, as for instance, the
connectiou between ist defeudant's lease and a

previous lease. Nor peed we enter upon any

speculation as to the motives which actuated plain .

tiffs and those associated with them in a somewhat

potably circuitous course of action . Plaintiffs' -ction

fails because plaiutiffs are not clothed with any

right under the mortgage, and this appeal must be
dismissed with costs .

DIAS, J. agreed.
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him , and should not have joined him in the ac- the strength of his own title . Now, whatever

tion. The judgment, therefore, dismissing the rights he may have as mortgagee to obtain a

action in respect of the owita was right ; but the cunveyance to perfect his title, it must not be

8th defendant should have no costs occasioned by disputed that in an action like this the plaintif

his pleas on which he has been virtually beaien . cannot treat the sale by the fiscal as conveying

So much therefore of the judgment as adjudges nothig to the 7th defendant's vendor. It cer

costs to the 8th defendaut wil be set aside lainny couveyed the mortgagor's right, title,

aud the detendant will have no costs in either and interest, subject however undoubtedly to

Court, the right of the mortgagee, and uutit that title is

This brings us to the appeal of the 2nd delcaicu , teie is au malus in the plaintiti s lille .

3rd, 5th , and 7th defendauls. They contest It would have been ditterent bad matters been

the plaintiff's title to the garden and the reverseu and the plaintiff been iu possession, and

buildings on il , and they sel up their litle as che 710 defendant see 18 lu cject him, or

fullows: - The ist defendant owned the whole had tue plavutitt iu this suit prayed for a mort

of the premises, aud w 1882 murtgageu them to gagee's decree, so as to estop the 71 deteud

the Oriental Bank Corporation ,who in April, 1899, aut from selling up the barren legal title

assigned the mortgage to Jacob Dias, who, in wuich is in him , and obtained from the mort

August, 1890, obtained a judgment auu inori. gagur. Here the plantit claims a declaration of

gagee's decree. In December, 1890 , Jacos Dias litie, aud virtually lo eject the 7th defendant,

assigned his judgment to plant.ll, and at the who undoubtedly lias a litle, however barreu it

same time plainuff took a conveyance of the way we, and wabie to be deiealed . It is uot

premises from ist defendant, the mortgagor. necessary that we should touch the question

Paintiff avers that the last seven definuallls keep whether the morigage is werged in the judg

him out of possession since liis purcuase . ment - all we decide, in seitig aside that part of

In April , 1888, the builuings in the garden the ju..gmatul affecting the garden , is that the

were put up to fiscal's auction under a money uitle of the mortgagor bau passed under the

judgment against ist defendant, and 3rd defend- fiscal's sale to the 7th defenuaut's vendor and

ant was deciared the purchaser . The 3rd de . was in him and the plaintitt's title to bring

fendant, however, has obtained no conveyance ; ejeciment is in that respect imperfect , as imper

and , consequently, he has nothing whatever to lect as that of the mortgagor's would have been ,

oppose to the plaintiff's title under his convey for the same purpose, after the fiscal had sold

ance from ist detendaut, whose title has not his right, title and interest in the mortgaged

been divested . So far, therefore, as concerns the premises.

buildings on the garden , plaintiff has established The judgment of the District Judge must there

his right to be put and quieted in possession of
fore be set aside and judguient entered for 7th

them as against the 3rd defendant and as
defendant in respect of the garden , and we would

against the 2nd defendant who claims through
have given him his costs ; but in view of the

3rd defendant. Judgment against them should
answer , charging fraud, which he and others set

lie affirmed , only so far liowever as it affects
up without any attempt to prove it, each party,

the buildings ; and inasmuch as the plaintiff plaintiff and 7th defendant, will pay his own

lias only partially succeeded against these custs ,

tw . ) defendants, he should only have costs to
thal extenl ; but inasmuch as it would be most

With respect to the 5th defendant, why he

difficult to reparate the costs with any degree
was brought into the action is not apparent, aud

of correctuess, ea h party will hear their own
wly he joined in the answer and defended the

action is not manifest, He does not attempt tocosts in botlı Courts.

Then asto the 4th , 51h , and 7th defendants. In justify under the 7th defendant ; and I think

September, 1888 , the garden itself was put
for that and the other reasons already given

up to fiscal's auction in execution of the judg- plaintiff and 5th defendant should also each

ment just mentioned , and bought by one
Lear his respective costs in both Courts .

Clara Amarasinha, who got the conveyance in LAWRIE, J .-- I agree.

December ; 1888 , and in 1889 she conveyed to

7th defendant, and 7th defendant is now in

possession. On these facts, it is plain that
Present :-WITHERS, J.

plaintiff has no right whatever to eject 7th de (August 25 and September 1 , 1892.)

fendant from possession of tlie garden.

The mortgage decree was not binding on

7th defendant, as he was no party to it, and

ihe plaintiff can only recover in ejectment on
Clerk— Wrongful dismissal - Domestic servant - Notice

Action for a month's wages in lieu of notice,

: 0 ;

C. Rim Campola,} Wijeyesinghe v . RYAN .
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A clerk as such is not a " domestic servant" , and Present: - BURNSIDE, C. J. , and WITHERS, J.
is not entitled before dismissal to a month's notice

( August 26 and 30, 1892.)
or a month's wages, unless the terms of his engage.

ment were on the footing of the custom as to D.C.; Colambo, } Meera Lebbe MARIKAR V. BELL.

month's notice or month's wages usualiy governing

contracts of domestic servants with their employers. Landlord and tenant - Lease - Tacit hypothec for

This was an action brought by the plaintiff
rent - Interruption by lessor of lessee's enjoyment - Re

for wrongful dismissal from the defendant's
entry - Cancellation of lease.

Service . The plaint averred that the plaintiff
A lessor bas a lieu for rent due upon the goods

entered the service of the defendant in the capa
of the lessee brought upon the demised premises ;

but he cannot, by way of preventing the reviovai of
city of tea maker and clerk on a monthly salary

the goods and so preserving his lieli , enter the pre

of Rs. 40 ; that he was paid his salary up to mises and exclude the lessee therefrom . Such entiy

December 17 , 1891 , and was then wrongfully Anil exclusion coustitute an interruption by the

discharged without due notice , and that by lessor of enjoyment of the demised pr- muises, dis .

reason of such wrongful discharge he was entitled charging the lessee from liability for future reut,

to receive the sum of Rs. 40 for a month's wages
aud entilling him to annulment uithe lease and to

damages.

from December 17 , 1891. The defendant de

nied that the plaintiff was wrongfully discharged
The plaintiff as lessor sued the defendant as

or that any sum was due to him as wages, and
lessee of a house to recover Rs . 300 rent for the

averred that the plaintiff left of his own free
three months between August 15 and November

will . The Commissioner gave plaintiff judg 15 , 1891 , upon a lease for two years dated August

ment for the amount claimed , and the defend
6, 1891. The defendant in answer admitied the

ant appealed.
rent to be due; and by way of claim in reconven

tion alleged that on November 16 the plaintiff

Dornhorst for the appellant . had unlawfully entered upon and taken posses .

Wendt for the plaintiff. sion of the demised premises and since continued

in such posse - sion. The defendant claimed
Cur. adv. tult .

Rs. 2,000 damages, and a cancellation of the lease ,

On September 1 , 1892, the following judgment and asserted a right to set offagainst the rent due

was delivered : a sum of Rs. 200 paid in advance tu plaint ff as

WITHERS, J.-I do not think plaintiff is enti
rent for the last two months of the term . The

tled to succeed in this action . He claims Rs. 40 ,
paintiff in reply alleged that shortly after in

which was the sum paid him monthly as a tea
stitution of this action (which was commenced

factory clerk, as if he was a menial servant engag
on December 1 ) he found that defendant was re

ed on the customary terms of a month's notice
moving his goods from the premises in or er to

or a month's wages. Now ,he was not a domestic defeat and deprive the plaintiff of the tacit hypo

servant ; and he now here alleges that the terms of thec which in law he had over them ; and the

his egagement as a clerk were on the footing of plaintiff therefore to conserve his liypothec

the custom usually understood to govern the placed extra locks upon the outer doors of the

constracts of domestic servants with their em said premises.
ployers in respect to the determination of serv .

ice. Then , was he kept out of employment in The District Judge held that plaintiff had a

consequence of the alleged wrongful dismissal, right to prevent the removal from the demised

and so deprived of the wages he would have premises of the invecta etillata over which lie

otherwise earned ? He peither alleges that, nor had a tacit hypothec ; that defendant might at

proves it. Again , was he ready and willing to
any time have got permission to remove by pay

continue in defendant's service after December
ing down the arrears of rent , and was therefore

17, 1891 , in the same capacity and on the same

terms as theretofore ? He does not allege this, nor
not entitled to damages. He gave judgment for

to my mind does he prove it . Defendant, in
plaintiff as prayed , and dismissed the claim in

paragraph 5 of his answer, says in effect that reconvention .

plaintiff took umbrage at the measures defend The defendant appealed
ant was taking for the protection of his interests,
and said he was unwilling to remain any longer van Langenberg for the appellant,

in his service, and asked to be paid up and dis- Dornhorst (Loos with him) for the plaintiff.
charged . The evidence satisfies me that this

was the case , and that is quite fatal to plaintiff's
van Langenberg in reply,

claim. Cur. adv. ult.

For these reasons the learned Commissioner's On August 30 , 1892, the following judgments

judgment must be set aside and plaintiff's action were delivered :

dismissed with costs.
BURNSIDE, C. J.-This is an action for three

Set aside. months' rent payable on a lease for two years, in
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which is contained a clause of re- entry in these

words : “ If the said monthly rent or any part

thereof shall be in arrear and unpaid for the space

of ten days after any of the days on which the

same shall become due, it shall be lawful for the

said lessor to caucel and determine these pre

sents and eject the tenant from the premises."

1

The defendant admitted that the rent was due,

and be pleads that the plaintiff unlawfully enter

ed upon and took possession of the premises and

kept the defendant out of possession , and he asks

tor cancellation of the lease and for damages in

reconvention , and also to set off Rs. 200 , which

he had paid in advance for the reut of the two

muths at the end of ibe term , against the rent

admitted to be due . The plaintiff replied deny.

ing that he took possession or is in unlawful

possession of the premises. He alleges that the

defendant being indebted to him for re : t as

claimed in this action was removing goods from

the premises in order to defeat and deprive the

plaintiff of the tacit hypothec which the plaintiff

had over the goods on the premises, and in fraud

of the plaintiff's rights the defendant continued

to remove the goods and the plaintiff believes did

actually remove al or the greater part of his goods ,

and the plaintiff therefore to conserve his said

hypothec placed extra locks upon the outer doors,

The plaintiff also denied the right of the defend

ant to obtain a cancella ion of the lease or to set

off the rent paid in advance . These are the

pleadings ; and upon the face of them it cannot

fail to strike one's curiosity to discover how the

plaintiff could conserve a hyporhec over goods

by locking up the room from which they had

been in his own belief previously removed . I do

not believe such a power is given by Roman

Dutch Law. The facts, as disclosed in the evid

ence , are substantially those alleged in the

pleadings ; and the District Judge gave judgment

for the plaintiff for the rent due, and dismissed

the defendant's claim in reconvention , holding

that the plaintiff had a right to prevent the re

moval of any property from the demised premises

till the arrears of rent were paid. The defendant

has appealed . Wi.hout going into the recondite

mysteries of Roman - Dutch Law, and theorising

about the jus retentionis under a tacit hypothec,

it may be freely admitted that in this case the

landlord had a lien for rent due and a right to

distrain on the property of his tenant on the de

mised premises-quite as extensive a lien or

right to protect it as any claimed for the landlord

under the imperfectly understood mediæval theo.

ries which have been invoked ; but he has no

right whatever to lock up the house of his tenant,

and exclude him from the beneficial enjoyment

of the leased premises, either to euforce his lien

or to prevent the tenant from removing the goods

from the premises , nor can beif he makes a distress

for rent exclude the lessee from any part of the

demised premises. Granted therefore that even

to enforce his jus retentionis and to maintain his

tacit hypothec he had the right to distrain these

goods, it remains to be shown by what law he

miglit lock up the house and keep the tenant

dispossessed and evicted . The learned counsel

who argued this case for the respondents, with

his wouled earvestness and ingenuily, urged that

the plaintiff had the right under the coveuaut

to re - enter and terminate the lease as the cove

nant for payment of rent had been broken. I

would be prepared to grant bim that right, al

though it is said that by the aforesaid Roman

Dutch Law he cannot do so except by judicial

process . I would prefer to adhere to the English

Law by which the people themselves believed

that they were bound. But if I assented to that

proposition, then the re -entry of the landlord, no

doubt, terminated the lease, and the plaintiff has

asserted in his pleadings that the lease has not

been , and that the defendant has no right to have

it terminated . The clear law on the matter is

that The defendant owes the plaintiff three

months' rent, that the plaintiff, in entering upon

the premises and excluding the defendant there

from , committed an eviction which justifies the

defendant to claim damages, and a declaration

that the tenancy and the right to rent has termi

1a ed , and that the plaintiff had received from

the defendant Rs . 200 as reut which he is not

entitled : o retain . Under all the circumstances

I do uot think defendaut is entitled to any ex

emplary damages. Heshould have paid his rent :

I would give him Rs . 25 damages, and I would

decree that the tenancy had terminated and no

right to further rent exists ; and I would decree

that the plaintiff pay the defendant the sum of

Rs. 200 already paid by the defendant to plaintiff

in lieu of rent. Afier deducting tlie sum of Rs. 225

in reconvention, judgment would therefore be

given for plaintiff forRs. 75 , each party paying

his own costs in the Courl below, and the plain

tiff paying the costs of appeal .

WITHERS, J - Whether a local landlord can

re - enter on demised premises under a proviso for

re -entry, and without judicial sanction, or

whether, will:ont such sauction , he can distrain

rent on the premises, are questions which it

is unnecessary to discuss , because in my opinion

the conduct of the plaintiff in this action was not

in exercise of either right.

I have no doubt that by our lawa substantial in

terruption by the landlord ofthe enjoyment of de .

mised premises discharges a lessee from any liabil

ity to pay rent (except of course what hasaccrued
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C. R.Colombo, BABAPULLE V. DOMINGO.

due) and entitles liim to claim an anuulment of appeals from judgments of Courts of Requests."

the contract of lease and damgaes, if any , for the This, it is submitted, brings in the provisions of

interruption . It cannot be conteuded that the Sec . 754 of the Civil Procedure Code, which now

padlocking of the doors by the landlord, in the regulates appeals from Courts of Requests ; and

manner described , was not a substantial inter- if the computation therein prescribed be adopted,

ference with the lessee's ordinary and lawful en- the present appeal is just in lime.

joyment of the demised premises.
[ Counsel also argued as to the sufficiency of

For this reason I concur in my lord's judgment.
the notice to quit.]

Varicd .
Cur, ady. vult.

On September 22, 1892 , the following judgment

Present: -- LAWRIE , J. was delivered :

( September 8 and 22, 1892.) LAWRIE, J.*_The first question is, whether

this appeal is out of time.

No. 616.

It is out oftime unless the day when the decree

Appeal- Order under Small Tenements Ordinance, was pronounced and the day when the petition

1882 – A1pealable time - Mode of reckoning - Practice was presented be counted . Sec. 754 of the Code

-Notice to quit - Ordinance No. 1 of 1882, sec. 8–
enacts that the petition of appeal, wliere the

Civil Procedure Co.de, sec . 754.
court is a Court of Request", " shall be presented

An appenl ngainst an order innile under the Smail witliiu a period of seven days from the d : te when

Tenements Ordinance, 1882 , must le lodged withi'! the decree or order appealed against was pro.
five day ; of the o :der, and such time must be reckoni

nounced exclusive of the day of that date itself,
ed in the manner prescribed for appeals from Curts

and of the day wlien the petition is presented ,of Requests by sec. 754 of rlie Civil Procedure Code .

and of Sundays and public holidays ."
In the case of an ordinary mon'bly ten wes from

month to month , a notice given on January 30 and It is conceded that this sec . 754 did not repeal
requiriug tlie tenant to quit all the end of February or alter sec . 8 of the Small Tenements Ordinance
next",

No. 11 of 1882 , which provides that appeals shall

Held , a good notice. be Gled within five days (exclusive of Sundays

Application under the Small Tenements Or
and holidays) of the orderorjudgment complain

ed of and be governed in all other respects by
dinance, 1882 .

The same rules as are applicable to appeals from

The landlord appealed arainst an order dis- judgments of Courts of Requests. With some

charging his rule, on the ground that the tenancy hesitation , I hold that these last words bring in

had not been legally determined, inasınuch as the provision of the Code as to the day of the

the notice to quit was defective for not fixing the judgment and the day of the presenting of the

date on which the tenant wis tn quit. Tlie facts appeal as an extension of the more limiied words

are sufficiently disclosed in the liead- note and of the Small Tenemen's Ordinance, so that the

the judgment. only difference as to time between an appeal

The order was pronounced on July 2 , and the from an ordinary Court of Requests judgment and

petition of appeal was lodged on July it , which one under the Small Tenements Ordinance is

was the fifth day if the day of the order and of that in the latter the appeal must be presented

filing the petition and Sundays and holidays within five, in the former within scrien, days, the

were excluded . rule as to calculating when these days begin and

Wendt for the landlord, the appellant. end being the same in both . I therefore hold

th it this appeal was in time.
van Langenberg, for the tenant, took the pre

liminary objection that the appeal was out of The remaining question is on the merits . This

time. Sec. 8 of the Ordinance No. 11 of 1882 re- was a case of monthly tenancy. The è efendant

quired the petition of appeal to be filed within was entitled to a month's notice. On January

five days (exclusive of Sundays and holidays) of 28 , 1892 , the landlord gave the tenant written

the order. So reckoning, this appeal was pre- notice to quit and deliver possession of the house

sented on the sixth day, and was therefore too at the end of February next.

late.

The Commissioner discharged the rule, l1olding

Wendt for the appellant. Sec. 8 after limit
that the tenancy was not legally determined, inas

ing the five days' time, enacts that appeals under

this Ordinance shall be " governed in all other
His lordship intimated that he liat consulted

respects by the same rules as are applicable to WITHERS, J. , who coucurred in his judgment.
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: 0 :

much as the notice did not specifically fix the date on his failure to bring an action under section 247 of

on which the tenant was to quit. I am unable to the Civil Proce lure Code, and that the order bound

sustain this order. The end of a month means the the plaintiff who claimed under Ramen Chetty.

end of the last day, until then the month is not out .
The plaintiff appealed.

The notice is unambiguous: the tenant was to quit

on February 29. Van Langenberg, for the appellant. The question

I set aside the judgment and send the case back to
is whether, when an order is made under section 245

the court of requests for judgment on the merits.
disallowing a claim and the claimant does not bring

Set aside. an action within 14 days as required by section 247,

he is precludel ever after from bringing an action in

Present : -BURNSIDE, C.J . , LAWRIE and WITHERS.JJ.
ejectment against the purchaser at the fiscal's sale.

It is submitted sections 244 apd 245 are clear that

( September 2 and 9. 1892. ) the only issue at a claim investigation is, who was

in possession at the date of the seizure ? The
D. C. Ba lulla ,

No. 246.
Menachy V.GNANAPRACABAM . order made is open to review in the action contem

plated by section 247 ; it is conclusive, subject to

Claim in execution --Order conclusive to what extent the result of such an action . If no action is brought,

-Claim disallowed as too late -- l'endee oj claim- then it is not open to the clainant to question in any

ant-Civil Procedure Code, sections 242, 243, 244, future action the finding of the court as to who was

245 and 247 . in possession at the date of the seizure . For ing

Au order m de under section 245 of the Civil Proce
tance , it might prevent him from pleading a pres

dure Cude, disallowing a claim to land seized in execn . criptive title . But the question of title as distin .

tion , is conclusive against the claimant, not only as to guished from possession can be raised in any subse-.

possession but as to title, unless within foneteen days

he iustitutes an action to establish his right to the land . quent action. A further question arises, whether

Such order is equally conclusive against any subsequent the particular order in this case is the order allowed

transferee froin the claimant, and is a bar to any action
by section 245. It is argued that the order here is

by such transferee for the recovery of the land .

So held by BURNBIDE, C. J., and WITHERS, J.
practically an order rejecting the claim and refusing

I er LAWRIE, J. - The order is conclusive only in
to investigate. There has been no investigation as

respectof the particular seizure made,and as between required by section 244. The district judge said

the claiinint and the purchaser under such seizure . the claim was not made in time, and he therefore

If such seizure bo releised , the order will not estop the

claimant from again asserting a right against a new
refused to go into it . It is submitted that the con

seizure. clusive effect provided in section 247 does not attach

to this order.

This was an action for the recovery of certain land

and damages. The plaintiff claimed the land by Sampayo, for the defendant. Possession is not

right of purchase from one Riemen Chetty under deed the only question involved in a claim : the court has

dated February 26, 1891. The defendant in his also to be satisfied that the claimant had an interest

answer averre1 that the land was his own property, in the property at the time of seizure (section 243 of

he having purchased it at a sale in execution against the Code ). The plaintiff's vendor had claimed under

one Rumasamy under writ issued in D. C. Badulla, the very title which he subsequently transferred to

No, 28,794, and having been put in possession by plaintiff, and the estoppel under section 247, which

the fiscal on October 2, 1891 . He further pleaded operated against the claimant, was equally effective

that the plaintiff could not maintain the action inas- against his privy the plaintiff. It is submitted that

much as the plaintiff's vendor, Ramen Chetty , had the conclusive effect of an order under sections 244

unsuccessfully claimed this land as his own when it and 245 is not as to the fact of possession at the

was seizel un ler the writ issued in D. C. Badulla , time of seizure, but as to the liability of the property

No. 28,794, and had not brought his action within in dispute to be sold in execution as against the

fourteen days after the dismissal of his claim . claimant. Where a claim is rejected , that is con

It appeared at the trial that Ramen Chetty's claim clusive that the property is that of the execution

in the Badulla case ha l been entertained by the court debtor and not of the claimant. If, as is contended ,

and a day fixed for inquiry into it . On that day the an unsuccessful claimant who has not brought an

clainant was not ready to proceed, and the court dis- action within fourteen days of the order on the claim ,

missed his claim without inquiry. can still being an ordinary action in ejectment

The district judge dismissed plaintiff's action against the purchaser in execution , the whole object

holding that the order disallowing Ramen Chetty's of the provisions of the Code with regard to claims

claim was one which became conclusive against him will be defeated. As to the particular order in this
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instance , it is submitted that the order neel not be notwithstanding the order, the party against whom it

made after investigation so as to bring it umder the is passed may institute an action to establish the

operation of section 247. The court, under section right which he claims to the property in dispute, or

242 , need not investigate a claim if made too late, and , to have the property declared liable to be sold in exe

when a claim is rejected on such a ground , the order cution of the decree , and , subject to the result of

must necessarily be made under section 245 and such action , the order shall be conclusive.” The

therefore is one within the operation of section 247 . answer to the question of what it shall be conclusive

is -- of that which otherwise the action would disturb ,

Van Langenberg, in reply.
viz : the claimant's right to the land or the execu

Cur. adv. vult.

tion creditor's right to sell it as the property of his

On September 9 , 1892, the following judgments debtor. I therefore conclude that the order is more

were delivered :
than a mere judicial declaration as to possession , but

BURNSIDE , C. J.- Several questions arise on this
that it is a judicial finding of the right of property in

appeal which we must dispose of.
the thing claimed to the extent of it being liable in

The first is one of fact , viz . , was an order made
execution to be sold as the property of one person

such as is contemplated by the Code under the provi- against the otherclaiming property in it . Applying,

sions relating to claims to property seized." I take
therefore, the law as I have stated it to be to the case

it that from the record we must conclude that the
before us , the order of the district judge was an order

vendor of the plaintiff in this action did put in a claim
on the merits, and it operated as res judicata against

to the property, the subject of this action which had
the claimant, that the execution debtor had such pro

been seized by the plaintiff in execution in another
perty in the laud as rendered it liable to be by the

action against the defendant in that action , and that
plaintiff sold as his property, and that such sale con

did

make no investigation into the merits of the claim ,
same effect as against the present plaintiff who was

holding that the claim had been unnecessarily delay.
his vendee and privy in estate .

ed and passed an order disallowing the claim . The The judgment of the district judge must therefore

first question of law arising on the fact which we have
be affirmed with costs .

thus found, is , was that an order having the same
WITHERS, J. concurred .

effect as an order adjudicating on the claim after in

vestigation under sections 244 and 245 ? I do not
LAWRIE , J.-The property in question was seized

think we should hold otherwise . The object of sec
in execution under a writ against Ramasamy at the

tion 242 evidently is to prevent frivolous claims for instance of Gnanapracasam on September 25, 1890 .

the purpose of vexation or delay being made and then It remained under seizure until January 10 , 1891 ,

abandoned with no other result than the obstructive
when Ramen Chetty claimed it . The claim was

one which the claimant intended . An order, there
disallowel on January 26, 1891 , because the claim

fore , made without investigation on default and per- ant was not ready on that day and the district judge

mitted by section 242, must be treated as an order on refused to give a postponement, because the claim

the merits and having the same effect. ant had delayed so long to make his claim . The

The next question is, what is the effect of an order claimant Ramen Chetty did not institute an action

on the merits and whom does it affect as res judicata ? within fourteen days, and I agree that the order dis

I am free to confess that the wording of sections 244 allowing the claim became conclusive as between

and 245 of the Code gives strong grounds for the Ramen Chetty and his privies on the one part, and

contention which was so ably urged on us by Mr. the execution creditor on the other, so far as regard .

Van Langenberg, that the order itself only affected ed the seizure and the title to be acquired by the

the question of possession and was conclusive only in purchaser at the fiscal's sale following on that

respect of the possession of the property at the tine seizure .

of seizure , and that an order releasing property from I do not feel it to be necessary to decide that the

seizure or disallowing a claim in no way operated on order had a more extended effect. If , after seizure

the right of property in the thing claimed. To give and after an unsuccessful claim , the judgment

the Code this restrictive operation seems to me to creditor relinquishes the seizure, or if for some

deprive the summary process, which it provides, of cause no sale takes place under it , I am not at

auy usefulness, and in fact to introduce rather a pro- present prepared to say that on a fresh seizure a

cedure of delay and obstructiveness which it was in- claimant may not again come forward and make a

ten led to avoid, besides standing in direct contrast claim. If between the two seizures circumstances

with the provision of section 247. B; that section , had changed, if the claimant bad meauwhile cured
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1

D. F.Kella,

the defect in his title or had acquired a new title by On August 30, 1892 , the following judgment was

purchase or if he had meanwhile got into undoubted delivered :

possession, I am not sure that the Ordinance pre

vents him from making a new claim . His right to
WITHERS , J. - In my opinion the mere act of re

do so might seem equitable , if his claim had been
moving timber does not constitute the offence of

disallowed without any investigation having been
which the accused have been convicted . There must

made. be evidence of the land being crown or private from

which the timber has been removed without a permit ;

Here, however, the land was sold by the fiscal

under the same seizure which the claimant had
! it may be the land where the timber was felled or

stacked or where the tree was blown down. Here it
sought unsuccessfully to set aside. The present

would appear that the timber was river drift and that

contest is between the purchaser at that sale in exe
the accused hauled it out of the water to land , no

cution and a purchaser from the claimant. It is not
doubt intending to appropriate it.

said which of these two sales was prior, and nothing

But " land" in section 46 of the Forest Ordinance
turns on priority of registration . It is also not said

that the seizure was registered under section 238 of
means a more or less defined space of land and not a

the Code so as to make the private alienation void .
river -bed or a high road .

Set aside.

The plaintiff who purchased in February, 1891 , 10 :

from Ramen Chetty seems to have got into posses

sion and while in possession the defendant the pur
Present : - BURNSIDE, C. J. and WITHERS, J.

chaser at the fiscal's sale was put in possession by a
( August 26 and 30 , 1892.)

fiscal's officer in October , 1891. The plaintiff was

then ousted . Hence this action to eject the defend.
D. C. Kegalla , 1

SIRIWARDENE V. Banda.
No. 128.

ant and for damages. The claim for damages was

not dealt with by the Jistrict judge and as no special
Practice -- Action ordered to abate --- Case “ struck off

point was made in the argument by the appellant, I -Res judicata - Lis pendens - Minor, conveyance

conclu le that we need not disturb the ju lgment on
of land by - Repudiation - Prescription - Interrup

that ground. The defendant purchased at the fiscal's
tion by previous action - Civil Procedure Code,

sale , though I must note that he does not allege nor
sections 402 , 403 .

prove that he has obtained a transfer. The order

An action , instituted before the date when the Civil

disallowing the claim of the vendor to the plaintiff
Procedure Code came into operation, was after that

is conclusive as between him and the defendant date “ struck off , no steps having been taken for more

who clainis under the judgment-creditor. than a year and a day.'

A subsequent action having been brought on the

I agree to affirm the judgment under review. same cause of action

Àfirmed. Held, that the " striking off” of the previous action

did not amount to an order abating tho action , under
- : 0 :

section 402 of the Code, and was therefore no bar,

under section 403, to the new action.
Present :-WITHERS, J.

The owner of certain land gifted it by deed to his

minor gon B, and died in 1873, when administration was

( August 25 and 30, 1892. ) taken out to his estate . The administrator sold and

P. C. Panadura , ASSISTANT GOVERNMENT AGENT,
conveyed the land to the defendant in 1876 and put him

as }
in possession. B, still being a minor, in 1881 conveyed

No. 7,214. Kalutara v. AARON . the land to defendant in confirmation of the administra .

tor's conveyance, but in 1884, after attaining majority,

Timber—River drift-- " Land " — Forest Ordinance conveyed it to the plaintiff, without however executing

No. 10 of 1885 , section 46.
any express repndiation of his previous conveyance. B's

condnet in the administration proceedings, during his

The term “ land" in section 46 of the Forest Ordi. minority , was such as in the opinion of the court estop

nance, No. 10 of 1885, means a defined space of land
ped him from questioning the administrator's title.

and does not include a river -bed or a high road . In an action of ejectment

Appeal against a conviction on a charge of remov
Held, that B’s conveyance of 1881 was not void, but

voidable only by B by express repudiation after attain .

ing timber without a liceuse , in breach of section 46 ing majority, and that the mere execution of the con

of the Forest Ordinance, No. 10 of 1885 .
veyance to plaintiff did not amount to such repudiation,

The facts material to this report appear in the
and plaintiff's title therefore failed.

Action in ejectment.

judgment.

The facts -sufficiently appear in the judgment of
There was no appearance of parties upon the

ap
BURNSIDE , C. J.

peal.
The district judge dismissed the plaintiffs' action

Cur, adv, vult . with costs, and the plaintiffs appealed .
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Wendt, for the appellant. The district judge has other grounds which were dealt with and the accounts

decided against the plaintiff on two grounds, both of passed, and the sale was not in any way questioned.

which cannot be sustained, viz., that the order Wendt, in reply . It is sufficient to say, in answer

“striking off ” the old action was a bar to the to the argument of lis pendens, that there is no such

present action , and that Punchy Bandara , plaintiff's plea on the record . The plea is a special one ex

vendor, hal divested himself of title ( prior to his pressly based on the terms of section 403. The title

conveyance to plaintiff in 1881) by the deed of June in this land never passed to the administrator. The

6, 1881 , in favour of his brother. As to the first deed of gift of 1865 operated immediately to vest

ground, it is submitted that even if the proce lure title in the donee ; and, indeed , the administrator

of the Code applied to the old action, the order did himself only dealt with the property in ignorance of

not purport to be made under section 402, that the the deed of gift , which he subsequently discovered

action do abate . Such an order is not an order of among the donor's papers . The proceeds sale may

course, but one in the discretion of the court, and have appeared in the administrator's accounts, but

the order striking the case off ' has no meaning the district judge expressly finds that the objections

under the Code. As to the second ground, the deed never were finally disposed of or the accounts passed .

on which defendant relies does not avail him . It is As to the prescriptive title, it is averred in the plaint

not in his favour, but in favour of Ban lara's brother, and not traversed , that in 1876 Bandara was 14

who is no party to the action , and who so far as years of age. He would therefore not attain majo

appears makes no clain whatever upon it. It is , rity till 1883. No mere recital in the deed of 1881

moreover, void as against plaintiff's conveyance from could make him a major if he was not one in fact,

andara , which was for valuabe consideration and and if he was in fact a minor, the recital even cannot

has the advantage of prior registration . In addition bind him . The present action has therefore been

to these grounds, Bandara was a minor in 1881 , brought in time, even leaving the abortive action of

and his conveyance to plaintiff amounts to a repudi- 1889 out of consideration ,

ation of that to his brother if repudiation were ne
Cur. adv. vult.

cessary

On August 30, 1892, the following judgments were

Dornhorst (Van Langenberg with him) for the de
delivered :

fendant . As to the order in the old action , it is

submitted that though the district judge employed BURNSIDE, C. J. — This is an action of ejectment

the phraseology adopted in practice anterior to the brought by the plaintiffs to recover from the defend

Code, the intention clearly was that the action should ant certain land of which the plaintiffs almit the

not be further proceedel with . The order is there- defendant to have been in possession since 1876 , up

fore a bar. The appellant is on the horns of a wards of sixteen years. These are the short facts.

dilemma : if the old action abated, he is estopped The land was the property of one Mudianse Rate

by section 409 ; if it did not, it is still pending, and mahatmeya. He died in 1873, having, as it is said ,

lis pendens could be pleaded in abatement. As to previously gifted the land to his then minor son

the title , it must be taken that upon administration Bandara who, it is alleged, then succeeded his

being taken this property vested in the adıministra- father in title and that this son in April, 1884, sold

tor, and his sale in 1876 makes good title for, the the land to the wife of the plaintiff. The defendant

defendant. The defendant has ever since been in says that on the death of the Ratemahatmeya admin

possession adversely to plaintiff and his vendor and istration of his will was taken out, that this land had

has thereby matured a prescriptive title too. Bandara not been specifically devised , and that the adminis .

in a deed of May 3, 1881 , to which he was a party, trator with the leave of the court sold it to the de.

recites that he had then attained majority, and the fendant, who entered upon and ever since has been

present action was not brought till July 1891 more in possession, and that in the year 1881 Bandara

than ten years later. There bas never been a formal himself sold the land and made a conveyance to him

repudiation by Bandata of his conveyance of 1881, on June 6, 1881. The facts of the above transac

Bandara and his vendoe the plaintiff cannot, after tions are not so much in dispute, as the legal bearing

the former's conduct in the testamentary proceed- of them . The defendant also pleads prescription

ings, question the title passed by the administrator, and claims by adverse possession since the sale to

The proceeds of the sale to defendant were shown him by the administrator for the full period of ten

in the administrator's acuvunts, to wbich Bandara, years iminediately preceding this action which was

appearing by a curator, took parious objections on commenced in March, 1891. The determination of
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this issue must depend on the date on which Ban- contested that he had the right to do so in the regu

dara came of age, if the property did really pass to lar course of administration, Of course if Bandara

him from the father . For the plaintiff it was arged took direct from his father, it was quite competent

that the land had become the property of Bandara for him to have executed the deed to the defendant

but that the deed from Bandara to the defendant in ' in 1881 , and such a deed would not have been void as

1881 was void and passed no title, as he, Bandara , was contended for by the plaintiff but only voidable, adn

then a minor and that the deed from Bandara when it could have been avoided only in the regular manner.

he became of age to the plaintiff in 1884 was opera- But I do not think that the mere execution of the

tive to convey the title which remained in Bandara second deed in 1884 to the plaintiff de juio avoided

potuithstanding the deed of 1881 , but in any case the first. I can find no expression of such an inten

that the deed of 1884 took priority to that of 1881 tion ( anything beyond the mere disposal of the

by reason of previous registration,
same property as giving colour to this contention , and

I must regard the two deeds simply as conveying an
It appears that previous to bringing this ac

adverse interest under the Registration Ordinance.
tion the plaintiff had brought another action to

the same effect in this court, which not having might be effectual, the prior registration of it gave it
For whatever purpose, therefore, the second deed

been proceeded with the district julge ordered
priority over the defendant's deed . I have no hesita

to be struck off the roll, and the defendant alleg.
tion in ruling that Bandara took no estate which could

ed that the action thereby abated , and he plead

defeat the title which the administrator dealt with as
ed it as res judicata to this action . There are

incidental points in the case which will appear
in him as administrator in 1876, and that the two

deeds of 1881 and 1884 from Bandara to the defend
anit be dealt with as I go on . The learned district

ant and the plaintiff respectively were not worth the
judge has given judgment for the defendant and the

paper which they spiled, and the defendant's pos
plaintiff appeals .

session under his title in 1876 enured to him to give

On the point lastly mentioned the learned dis him a good paper title , and he had obtained as well

trict judge holds for the defendant, and that the a title by prescription under it at the time this

order of the district judge in the previous suit action was brought in 1891. I take no heed of

barrert this action . I cannot agree with that the bringing of the other action . Whatever of inter

holding. The order was a worthless one, having no ruption it created could only avail in that suit and

effect whatever. The Code gives no power to a dis have no relation to this..

trict judge in default of proceedings for a year to The judyment of the district judge should

order a case to be “ struck off ”', as was ordered in this affirmed .

case . What the Code directs is that an order may WITHERS, J.- I agree in affirming the judgment

pass that the action shall ' abate" and nosuch order

and I think it a sufficient ground for my concurrence
was passed . The defendant's plea of res judicata

with the Chief Justice to say that Punche Banda wastherefore fails. It was , however, urged for defendant

estopped by his assent to the administrator's disposal
that if the action had not abated by the order, it was

of the land in question from denying his right to do
pending , and, therefore, was an answer to this action

so , that assent not bing followed by an act of repu
as lis pendens. To which the reply is that the de

tation upon his coming of age , when he was of
fendant has not pleaded it as lis pendens but as

course fully aware of the circumstances of that dis

res judicata .

position and his own confirmatory disposition to

The crucial question seems to me to be whether the defendant at a later period in June, 1881. The

the sale and conveyance by the administrator conveyance in 1884 to the second plaintiff was no

such act of repudiation ,
in 1876 was good and valid to pass the property

which it purports to dispose of. I cannot see why Afirmed.

it did not. If the deed to Bandara be regarded as

á deed of gift and not a testamentery instrument, Present:-- BURNSIDE, C. J. , LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ,

there is the fact that adininistration was duly granted

upon it and that Bandara , plaintiff's vendor, had ( September 2 and 9, 1892.)

recognised and dealt with the administrator as such , D. C. Colombo,

LENOHAMY V. SAMUEL .
and the plaintiff is estopped from contesting the bona No. C 1,250.

fides of this administration in the same way that his

vendor was estopped. If the deed be a testamentary
Cause of action - Declaration of title to land - Ouster

- Pleading - Evidence..
disposition, cadit quæstio. Wether this was a special

device or not, the administrator took the estate and Where an action for declaration of title to land is

dealt with it in administration , and I do not find it based upou an ouster, and both the title and the ousters

are put in issue-

0 :

}
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Held, that the action must fail unless the ouster is
that the plaintiff may have averred an ouster and

proved , and that it is not competent for the court, upon failed to prove it. ( D. C. Matara, No. 85,494 , 9

a fictitious cause of action, to decide the mere question
S. C. C. 7. )

of title.

[Other points were argued , which are not meterial

In this action the plaintiffs, claiming title to an to this report. ]

in livided half of a certain land and assigning the Cur. adv. vult.

ther half to the defendants , alleged that the defend

Ants had ousted them from the land and were in On September 9, 1892, the following judgments

were delivered :

exclusive possession thereof since the ouster, and

prayed for a declaration of title and for damages, WITHERS, J. - The plaintiffs, alleging that they are

The defendants, admitting the plaintiffs' title to cer
the tenants in common with the defendants of a

tain fractional shares of the land , denied that they certain land to the extent of a moiety thereof, say

were entitled to balf as claimed and they also denied
that they entered into possession of the land qua

the alleged ouster .
their said shares, and that after entry the defendants

ousted them from the land some three years before
The plaintiffs' claim to half depended upon the

action brought and have ever since then been in
question whether they were the children of one

exclusive possession of the preinises.
Appuhamy and his wife Bachcho. The evidence

led at the trial was directed to this question , the The defendants almit the right in plaintiffs to cer

issue of ouster being ignored . Upon the evidence taiu fractional shares of the land , i . e . , first plaintiff to

the district judge held that the plaintiffs were entitled one -sixteenth, third plaintiff to one -thirty seconds ,

to the half they claimed , and gave judgment accord- four, five, seven , eight, and nine plaintiff to one- one

ingly hundred and sixtieths each , claim the remaining

The defendants appealed .
interests themselves and expressly deny the plaintiffs’

entry into possession of the land and their ouster of

J. Grenier, for the appellants. The plaintiff's have the plaintiffs therefrom

failed to prove the cavse of action alleged by them ,

and their action must therefore fail. They alleged
To the principal issue of ouster or no , no one paid

the slightest attention, judge or counsel. The learn .
that three years before action the defendants had

-unlawfu! ly and wrongfully ousted them from the
ed judge himself makes bold to say at the com

mencement of his judgment that the only question
said premises" , and they prayed for a declaration of

their title to an individed half share . The evidence
in this case is whether the first plaintiff and her

does not establish any such ouster , and the judgment
sister Ketcho were children of Appuhamy and

Bachcho or of Baba Appu and lachcho, quite ignor

bettling the title as between the parties cannot there

fore be supported.
ing the main question of ouster .

At the trial , devoted exclusirely to the question of
Wendt, for the plaintiffs. There is sufficient

title , there was no suggestion of evilence of entry by

evidence in proof of the disturbance of plaintiffs ' plaintiffs and ouster by defendants. Th: first plain.

possession alleged . But if that evidence is want tiff at the close of the examination in chief says : " I

ing . it is because parties in the court below
go occasionally to the land in dispute to get my share

confined their attention to the dispute as to title , of the produce.” If she receives it , where is her

which was raised on the pleadings . The issue as to cause of action ? If she does not receive it , where

dispossession was not pressed , because perhaps the is her entry ? It is only too clear that this was a

defendants, baviug claimed the whole land for them
purely fictitious cause of action , and this being so

zelves , were not prepared to deny that they took pos- plaintiffs' action failed .

session of the whole land . And the district judge

says in his judgment that the only question in
This court has repeatedly laid down that it will

the case was one of title . Where parties have thus
not entertain speculative actions based on fictitious .

by consent parrowed the grounds of the contest be
issues which only encourage perjury and litigation.

tween them it is submitted a court of appeal will not
If a party has never been in possession of land to

go beyond those grounds and decide on a matter
which he claims title with right of immediate posses

which , though formally in issue on the pleadings ,
sion , he should only say so , and he must state his

was not contested at the hearing. This court has
title clearly and prove it accordingly .

moreover held that in an action of ejectment , to The plaintiff's proper remedy was, no doubt, to be

which the present action is similar in principle , sought in a partitiou suit, which, though hehadnever

a plaintiff may, upon proof of title in himself and been in possessiou , he had a perfect right to institute,

ponsession by defendant, recover judgment if defend- if he was a co-owner with right to immediate posses

ant fails to prove a superior title , notwithstanding sion of his share . For my part I decline to discuss;
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the so-called issue of title in this action . I think the

judgment onglat to be set aside and the plaintiffs:

action dismissed with costs .

LAWRIE, J. - The district judge records that the

only question which he tried in this case was whether

the plaintiffs were the descendants of Appuhamy and

Bachcho. The other issues raised by the pleadings

were not tried . All concerned seem to blame for

this ; and instead of disinissing the action I would set

aside the judgment under review and send the case

back for a ne trial , pointing out to the district court

and the parties the mistakes which they respectively

have made.

Prescription - Adverse possession - Interruption by

pending action - Kandyan Law - Revocability of

deed af gift-- Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 , section 3 .

The institution of an action for the recovery of land

against a party in adverse possession does not if un.

successful, interrupt such possession. During the

pendency of the action such possession is in suspense,

and time is not gained by the occupant against his

adversary. But if the action is abandoned or lost , the

period of its pendency ensures to the benefit of the

party in possession .

BURNSIDE , C. J.-It is not open to legitimate con

test that, before any question of title could be raised

in the form of action which the plaintiffs have elected

to bring, the plaintiffs were bound to prore that they

had been in possession and that the defendants had

co :umitted some act of trespass on them , be it ouster

or otherwise. The plaintiffs do not bring ejectment

and thereby say,-- you are in possession of our land,

land to which we have good title , and you keep us out

of it . They say,—we were in possession, and you disturb

ed that possession . Thedefendantssay, you were not

in possession , and we never disturbed you . Before the

plaintiffs can touch the defendants'admitted possession

and put the defendant to proof of title which they have

asserted in defence, the plaintiffs must show that the

possession was obtained as against them , the plaintiffs,

by the means asserted , trespass or ouster. It is pain

ful to feel that the interests of suitors are jeopardized

by the want of professional knowledge on these pri

mary matters, but a greater evil results from admit

ting questions of title to land being disposed of on

fictitious causes of action or by some haphazard pro

cedure, on the specious ground that it leads to sub

stantial justice . If litigants appeal to the law , their

disputes should be settled by recognized rules, or what

is the use of trained judges ? . What is called sub

stantial justice on one side too often inflicts most

substantial injustice on the other . The plaintiffs

have disclosed no cause of action. If they simply

desired a declaration of their interest in the land and

the ossession of it , ample mean s are provided for

that purpo e in a partition suit.

The plaintiffs' action must be dismissed with costs.

Ejectment.

The plaint averred that Ratwattewalat we Meddu .

ma Kumarihamy was the original owner of the land

in question , and by her deed of April 8 , 1869, con

veyed it by way of gift to her son Wagodapola Tikiri

Banda, and subsequently by her deed of December

19 , 1872 , revoked the gift. Thereafter, the Kumari

hamy, by deed of October 9 , 1875, sold and conveyed

the land to plaintiff. The plaint further averred that

one Abeyratne Ratwatte had been in possession at

the date of plaintiff's purchase, and plaintiff having

instituted an action No. 90,146 against him to re

cover possession , compromise was effected in 1895 ,

whereby Ratwatte yielded up possession to plaintiff.

The defendants were a'leged to have ousted plain

tiff in 1889. The defendants pleaded that the

Kumarihamy's deed of 1869 was a deed of sale and

not of gift and was therefore irrerocable. They de

nied any possession on plaintiff's part and set up a

sale in execution against Tikiri Banda in November.

1880, at which Ratwatte had pnrchased and subise.

quently mortgaged the land to one Fraser. Ratwatte

having been adjudicated insolvent , his assignee sold

the land and conveyed it to the mortgagee , Fraser, in

1887. The defendants justified their possession

under Fraser. Fraser was subsequently added as a

party defendant to the action, and, besides relying on

the title above set out, set up a title by prescription .

The district judge held the deed of 1869 to have

been revocable and to have been properly revoked ,

following the decision of the Supreme Court dated

July 4 , 1878 , in D. c . Kandy, No. 68,449 , which

was an action by the present plaintiff in respect of

other lands conveyed by the deeds of 1869 and 1875.

On the question of prescription the district judge

( A. C. Lawrie) held as follows:

" The defendants have not led evidence to prove

S. Buch possession as would give them a prescriptive

“ right to the land , apart from the title , the root of

which had been declared by the Supreme Court to

be bad . The defendants, perhaps, trusted to the

" admission in the plaint as to the possession , which

" admission they thought shifted the burden to the

" plaintiff. The plaintiff alleges that the defendants'

“ predecessor in title was iu possession from at least

.

Set aside.

:

Present :-BURNBIDE, C. J. and WITHERS, J.

( September 9 and 13 , 1892. )

D. C. Kandy ,

No )}
URAMBUWE V, JUNGHAMY.
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“ 1875 till 1885 , but the plaintiff says he then inter- to be a sale and not a mere donation . The judgment

“ ruptel that possession by raising the action No. declaring it to be revocable did not estop the appel

“ 90,146 against Ratwatte in 1882, and that in 1885 , lant, and it certainly went much further than any

by an arrangement between him and Ratwatte, the previous decision of this court. In any case , the

" plaintiff obtained the possession. That the plain- added defendant was entitled to judgment on the
" tiff did raise the action No. 90,146 is proved by the ground of prescriptive possession . The institution of

" prodnction of the record , and on that the plaintiff the action No. 90,146, did notbar prescription , it not

“ relies as proof that the defendants' possession having culminated in a juryment for the plaintiff.
" though continuous was not undisturbed and unin A merely abortive action could not avnil as against

“ terrupted . The plaintiff has not proved the ar the party in possession . The district judge should

" rangement in 1885 , nor has be proved that he then therefore have given effect to his own opinion .

" entered into possession . It seems indeed almost

“ certain that he did not then get possession. The Wendt, for the plaintiff. The judgment in No.

“ defendants are now, and have probably beeu in 68,449 is at least a very strong authority as to the

“ possession all along . So far as appears, the pos . revocability of the donation , having been pronounced

" session has been undisturbed and uninterrupted by in respect of the same deed . The deed , althongh

a title adverse to the plaintiff, but it has not been purporting to he a deed of sale, was in reality a deed

" undisputed. The action No. 90 , 146 raised the ques. of gift, as the purchase money was remitted to the

** tion of right. grantee in the deed itself . As to the appellant's

" It was decided as long ago as 1854 (D. C. Kuru
prescriptive title , it is badly pleaded, the plea not

" negala No. 12,911 , Rami . ( 1854) 54) that the rais
alleging that his possession was undisturbed and ad

verse . The district judge's ruling us to the interrup
* ing of an action interrupts prescription, and this

tion was right. [ In addition to the cases mentioned

decision was followed in 1856 in a C. R. Chavaka .
in the district judge's judgment , he cited Marshall's

" chcheri case (Thomson, vol. II . p. 187 ; Nell's

“ Courts of Requests, 263). In 1877(Ram. p. 133)the Judgments
, title Prescription, 3, 9; Burge, Col.and

For. Laws, vol . Ilk pp. 24 , 26. ]

" Supreme Court, Clarence and Dias, J. J. , observed

" that the court had repeatedly held !that the institution
Dornkorst, in reply .

Cur. adv. vult .

" of a suit is an interruption . I do not know of any

• later decisions on the point . It is therefore settled On September 18 , 1892, the following judgments

" law that the raising of an action interrupts pre- were delivered :

" scription . I venture to think that these decisions WITHERS, J.-The decisions relating to the revocabi

"are wrong. They may be according to Roman lity of Kandyan deeds of gift are too hard for us, and

" Dutch Law , but our law of prescription rests on I fear we must subscribe to them . The custom most

" ordinances which abrogated and repealed the unreasonable now, whatever it may have once been,

" Roman-Dutch Law, and our ordinance speaks of of revoking deeds of gift which do not contain an ex .

" andisturbed and uninterrupted possession. It does press power of revocation and which do contain

" not speak of undisputed possession . In my opi
covenauts for everything which make for good title

" nin, if the possession has not been interrupted or
and quiet possession and absolute freedom of disposi

“disturbed , the possessor acquires a right notwith
tion, deeds too which are not retained by the donors

standing any number of abortive law suits. I do but are handed to the donees with possession of the

" not wonder that Creasy, C. J. , in D. C.Jaffna, No. lands granted in them , has been converted into law

" 9,601 ( Rain . ( 1862) 189) said this was a question by this Court. I am ashamed to think I must hold

“ on which he entertained great doubt. But while this to be a revocable deed of gift ; and what the con

“ I am respectfully of opinion that the decisions are sequences may be of this legalised custom are exhi.

" wrong, I am bound by them in holding that the bited in this case –the possible defeat of dispositions.

• title of the defendants is bad, and that their long of property bought and sold in good faith at public and

** possession does not avail them because of the private sales, after a course of expensive litigation .

“ institution of the action No. 90,146 . I must give
Happily in this case, I think we can assure to the

“ judgment for the plaintiff for the land with costs."
defendant, who was properly added herein, the title he

The added defendant appealed.
has acquired by possession according to statute. It

Dornhorst, for the appellant, contended that the is true that his plea on this behalf was not good and

deed of gift of 1869 was not revocable. It purported | might well have been demurred to, but a defective
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statement in a pleading, if not otherwise excepted to, Present ;-BURNSIDE , C. J. , and WITHERS, J.

may be cured by verdict, andI think the added
( October 11 and 13, 1892. )

defendant is entitled to a verdict of possession under

the statute. The plaintiff admits that the added D. C. Colombo, In the matter of the estate and

defendant's predecessor in title , Abeyratue Ratwatte,
( Testamentary ) effects of LANSEGEY ANDRIS PERERA

was in possession of the land in dispute at the date
No. 5,001. DHARMAGUNEWARDANE, deceased .

of his purchase from Kumarihamy in October, 1875,
Civil Procedure- Testamentary action - Judicial

that Ratwatte was still in possession of the land in settlement Administration of estates of persons

February, 1882 , when plaintiff brought his action of
dying previousto the Code-- Civil Procedure Code,

ejectment and after be , Ratwatte, had acquired the
Chapter LV . sections 725 , 726.

land in November, 1880, at a judicial sale in execution The provisions of Chapter LV . of the Civil Procedure

of a judgment against Tikiri Banda, the donee under Coole relative to the judicial settlement of an executor

the revoked deed of gift.
or administrator's' account do not apply to the estates

of persons who died previous to the Code coming into

operation .

The plaintiff's alleged entry into possession after a

compromise of his case against Ratwatte in 1885 was
Semble, per WITHERS, J. , that under the Code one

of several joint administrators, who is slso ởne of the
expressly denied by the added defendant, and no

next of kin of the deceased , may petition for the
attempt to prove it was made by the plaintiff. The judicial settlement ofaccounts by the other administra

learned judge would himself have given judgment for tors as well as himself, but where the joint administra

the defendant on this plea but for the opinion which tors have filed their final accounts, one of them'cannot

to his mind was forced on him by judgments of this
compel them to exhibit their accounts overagain ,with

out disclosing material prima facie probative of errors
Court to the effect, as he seems to interpret them , that in those accounts .

an action of ejectment against a person in possession

interrupts that possession and snaps the continuity
The facts previous to the order appealed from

of it. But I do not understand any decision to go sufficiently appear in the judgment of WITHERB, J.

that length. Possession is interrupted, i. e ., held in The three administrators in this matter were (1)

suspense, by an action, and so long as that action sub Siman Perera Dharmaganawardane, (2 ) Don John

sists time is not gained by the occupant against his Goonewardane, and (3) Don Carolis. The adminis

adversary pending the same. But if the action is trators having filed their final accounts , and certain

abandoned or lost, and the defendant remains in pos - proceedings had in reference thereto, Siman Perera

session , the temporary gap of time opened during the Dharmagunawardane (one of the administrators )

proceedings closes again and the period of interruption applied for an order for the judicial settlement of the
by the suit enures to him for whom time and adverse administrators' accounts. The “ application " , which

possession are creating a prescriptive title. named him as applicant and the administrators

including himself as respondents, stated that tlse ap

I think the judgment should be set aside and plicant was son of the de :easerl and wis entitled to

judgment be given for the added defendant with costs . one-third share of the estate , that the respondersts, the

administrators, had disagreed and were acting one

Burnside, C. J. - I desire to say one or two words against the other , and that there was in the hands

whilst agreeing with my brother WITHERS, that the of Doo John Goonewardane, the first respondent to

added defendant should have judgment on the issue the appliation, a sum of Rs. 1,877.09 , which he had

of prescription. Had it been necessary in this case to account for. The applicint prayed that in tenns

to review the decisions on the law of the Kandyang of section 725 of the Code the court should coinpel

as to the revocability of deels of conveyance of lands, a judicial settlement of the administrators' accounts .

I shoutil not have hesitated to submit the question An oder nisi having been made on this application,
again for the consideration of the Full Court, to decide Don John Gooneward ine, the first respondent, in

whether some of those decisions, and particularly shewing cause took exception to the procelure . Birt

that relied on for the plaintiff in this case , had not the court made an order requiring the administrators

gone too far, aud secondly , it is not because prescrip- to file accounts and attend a judicial settleinent

tion may have been interrupted by a suit that thereof on a day named .

therefore its continuity is entirely broken and adverse

possession must begin afresh from the interruption,
Don John Gonewardane, the first respondent to

in order that prescription may be perfected. The
the application , appe: led .

suit only affects prescription so far as the suit itself Dornhorst ( Sampayo with him ) for the appellant.

is concerned , and the interruption is only available It is submitte : that letters of adıninistration having

with respect to it , been granted under the old procedure no priceedings

Reversed . could be taken under the Code, and that therefore the
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order directing the appellant to have his accounts filed his final accoant, and on this day the three ad .

jullicially settled under Chapter LV. of the Code was ministrators, who had evidently fallen out, were

wrong . It has been alrea’ly decided (D. C. Trinco- required to examine each other's accounts and accept

malee 134 , 9 S. C. C. 179) that proceedings under or contest each other's accounts, as the case might be.

Chapter XXXVIII . of the Code do not apply to persons

who have died before the Code came into operation.
On November 16 , 1891 , one of the respondents

Chapter LV., it is submitted, is auxiliary to Chapter herein lodged some objections to the accounts of

XXXVIII. , and consequently no proceedings could be the other two. Thereupon the secretary of the

taken under it. He also cited D. C. Colombo No. district court was directed to enquire into these objec .

63, 1 C. L. R. 99. ] tions and to examine the several accounts . He report

ed his inability to comply with these directions for
Sir Samuel Grenier, A.-G. (Wendt with him ) for

want of dates in the accounts and vouchers in support
the appellant , Chapter LV . of the Code has merely

of payments, and he further required an explanation
altered the procedure for settling an executor's anc

of the nature of the objections lodged by the ad.

count, and has not introduced any new liability on an
ministrator above -mentioned . This was on December

executor's part. It cannot be said that the immunity | 21,1891, on which day the district judge ordered

from a judicial settlement was a “ right” saved by
one of the respondents herein to bring into court

section 2 of the Code . The Trincomalee case cited
without delay a sum of Rs . 1,877.09 (a requirement

only ruled that the substantial rights involved in the
which had been moved for on behalf of one of the

grant of letters of administration must,in the case of other joint administrators) on the curious ground
persons dying before the ( 'ode, be governed by the old

that, as this administrator's account as compared with

law ; but the same principle does not apply to a
the accounts of his joint administrators shewed that

matter of mere procedure like the present.
he had that amount in hand, he had no right to detain

Dornhorst, in reply. it . That order was appealed against, and naturally

Cur. adv . vult. discharged by this court.* Then, after a skirmish

about a sum of Rs. 150 , the applicant herein applied ,

On October 13 , 1892 , the following judgments on July 23 , 1892 , for a citation in terms of clause

were delivered : 726 of the Civil Procedure Code on the two other

administrators and respondents herein and himself
WITHERS, J.-On June 30, 1890, letters of adminis

as administrator, to show cause why all three

tration were granted to three persons jointly to
administrators should not be compelled to havo

administer the estate of one Lansegey Andris Perera
their accounts judicially settled . The joint adıninis

Dharmayunewardene, Muhadiram , who appears to
trators appeared to the citation , and after hearing

have died in Colomlo, but when I have failed to dis
argument the court ordered all three to account

COV 1 ', though it must have been before the Cole came
at the cost of the respondents herein . From this

into operation . A son and two daughters were the
order the appeal with wbich we are concerned was

sole next of kin of the intestite . The son and the
taken . It was contended for the appellant that

husbands of the two claughters are the joint adminis. the principle of the decision of this Court in 9 S.C.C.

trators. Pursuantly to a conditional order for the
179 , applied by the Chief Justice to the case reported

issle of letters, those three persons, on June 4. 1890, in 1 C. L. R. 99, governs this case, and I think

exronted a bond with the conditions of rendering into that it is a right contention , for Chapter LV. of

Court a complete inventory of the estate and a true the Code is ancillary to Chapter XXXVIII. , which

account of their administration . The times fixed in
was held in the former case not to be retrospective as

the bond and in the final order for a grant of letters
regards the estates of persons dying intestate before

for rendering inventory and final account were July
the Code came into operation .

4 and August 4 , 1890 , respectively .

It is almost needless to say that all three adminis .
Under the old practice there was no right to compel

trators violated the engagements in their joint oath

a judicial settlement of an administrator's account.

of administration and bond and failed to render their
In the ordinary course of testamentary proceedings

accounts within the time prescribed , which

if a question arose of a character unfit to be , settled

certainly a narrow one. On December 11 , 1890 ,

therein , the interested party was referred to his remedy

all three were “noticed for default” in filing their
by administration or other appropriate suit where the

accounts. On September 24 , 1891 , two of them ,

court could deal with and decide the question involv

the appellant and one of the respondents herein ,
ed . The motif for this application for a judicial settle

filed their final accounts. On October 29 , 1891 ,
ment is on the face of it the apparent balance iu hand

the third administrator, the other respondent herein , * Reported ante, p . 9 .
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of oneof the respondents of the sum of Rs. 1,189 odd, remedy sought for, which applies only to cases in

which the applicant wants to reach and for which he which estates of persons dying after the Code came

may have a just claim for all that I know, and this into operation are being administered.

under the old practice was a question which could

not have been settled in the matter of these testamen
BURNSIDE , C. J. - I have nothing to add to the

tary proceedings but would have required a separate
opinion of my brother WITHERS. I adhere to my

suit or action .
previous ruling, that the provisions of the Code are

not retrospective as regards the rights of persons in

It was further contended that the proceedings respect of estates of persons who died before the Code

under sections 725 and 726 of the Code were irre- came into force, and this is sufficient to support the

gular. The application should have been by peti- appeal.

tion , and should have been entitled as of the
I agree that the order appealed against must be

action in which the joint grant of administration
discharged with costs.

issued . This was not quite strictly observed, for the
Set aside.

application is not a petition and is not entitled as of

the action as numbered on the court files, but this

defect of form is not sufficient to imperil the appli Present : - LAWRIE , J.

cation , and we cannot forget that the applicant is not

only one of the next of kin but a joint administrator.
( October 6 and 13 , 1892.)

The Code does not provide for the petition from joint D. C. Trincomalee,

administrat rs for the judicial settlement of accounts (Criminal ) QUEEN V. KRISNEN .

by the other administrators, but on principle I do
No. 2.353 .

not see why a person in the position of the applicant
Criminal Procedure - Probation of First Offenders

should not present a petition for that purpose, as he

is interested in the estate and has asked that the
Ordinance, 1891 – Offence punishable with not

more than three years'imprisonment-- Voluntarily

order for a judicial settlement do pass against him causing grievous hurt - Power of court to release

self as well as his joint administrators. This Chap
on probation - Ceylon Penal Code, section 316---

ter has been taken from the New York Code, Criminal Procedure Code, Schedule II. - Ordi

but the forms of oath and bond required in the old nance No. 6 of 1891 , section 1 .

practice of our ourts have been substantially re

introduced into the Code (see Schedule II. forms 88
The Ordinance No 6 of 1891, which empowers a

court to release on 'probation of good conduci a person

and 90 , pages 541 , 542 of the Civil Procedure Code) convicted of an offence, is expressly applicable only to

while the bond in the New York Code is at large, offences “ punishable with not more than three years'

conditioned for the due administration of the estate imprisonment " .

and effects of the decedent. An administrator does
Held, that the words “ punishable with not inore than

not bind himselt there, as here, to render a final
three years' imprisonment" mean “ punishable before

account by a given date. He can , after a certain any court” , and not merely “ punishable by the court

time had e apsed from the date of his letters, ask
before which the conviction was obtained " .

that his accounts be judicially settled . Now the three
Revision .

administrators in this matter have filed their final The defendant was indicted under section 816 of

accounts as they engaged theinselves to do by oath the Ceylon Penal Code for voluntarily causing griev

and bond, though not within the time prescribed by ous hurt. At the trial the defendant pleaded guilty,

their outh and bond. In these circumstances, can and the district judge proceeded to deal with him

a joint administrator compel the other administra
under Ordinance No. 6 of 1891 , section 1 , and ordered

tors to exhibit their accounts over agair without
him to be rele: sed on his entering into a recognizance

disclosing material primafacie probative of errors in
with sureties to appear and receive judgment within

two years when called upon and in the meantime to

those accounts ? A judicial settlement under the
keep the peace and be of good behaviour. The

New York Code presupposes either the non-existence
district judge held that the words “punishable with

of any account or the existence of an interim
not more than three years' imprisonment before any

account which an administrator is at liberty for his court" in section 1 of Ordinance No. 6 of 1891

own protection to file in certain circumstances pre- applied to the court trying the offence, and not the

paratory to an account to be judicially settled there- maximum punishment prescribed by Ordinance No.

after. I confess this question embarrasses me, but I
3 of 1889 , Schedule II .

am disposed to answer in the negative. However, I The record having been sent for upon the motion

would set the order aside on the ground previously of counsel for the Crown ,

indicated, that the applicant is not entitled to the Cooke, C. C. , moved that the Supreme Court do
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revise the order of the district court contending that quisites of - Investigation of claim - Civil Proce

the offence of which the defendant had pleaded guilty dure Code, sections 325 , 326 , 327 .

was “ punishable " with seven years' imprisonment
A petition , presented under section 325 of the Civil

and the Ordinance No. 6 of 1891 was therefore Procedure Code, complaining of resistance to a pro

inapplicable.
prietory decree, although it is required by section 327

to be registered and numbered as a plaint in an
Wendt, for the defendant, contra . action, need not contain all the requisites of a plaint,

Cur. adv. vult.
such as disclosing a cause of action against the res

pondent. No formal pleadings need be filed, but the

On October 13 , 1892, the following judgment was court should, upon the petition being presented , pro

delivered : ceed to investigate the respondent's claim as if an

action had been instituted against him by the decree.

LAWRIE, J. - The Ordinance No. 6 of 1891 , section holder.

1, enacts that in any case in which a person is con
Petition under section 325 of the Civil Procedure

victed of any offence punishable with not more than
Code, complaining of resistance to the execution of a

three years' imprisonment before any court, and no

previous conviction is proved against him , the court

proprietary decree.

may release upon probation of good conduct instead In August, 1889 , the Right Reverend Theophilus

of sentencing to imprisonment. Melizan and another instituted action No. 8,061 in

the district court of Mannar against one Santiago
Muruken Krignen was committed for trial before

Mottam Savery Pariyari and five others praying for
the district court of Trincomalee, and he pleaded

a declaration that they were entitled to the church
guiltyto an indictment charging him, under section

called Koottattu Mathavin Covil, and that the

816 of the Penal Code, with having voluntarily caused
defendants be restrained from interfering with the

grievous heart. Before sentence was passed, witness

es as to the accused's character were examined and
management of the said church. The district judge

gave the plaintiffs judgment, and the defendants

the learned district judge holding that this was a
appealed . The Supreme Court, in April , 1890, set

case which might be dealt with under the Ordioance

No. 6 of 1891 , released the accused on his entering
aside the judgment and dismissed the action with

costs . The defendants, in March, 1892, obtained
into a recognizance of Rs. 400 and two sureties of

from the district court an order directing them to be
Rs. 200 each for two years, to appear and receive

judgment when called upon, and in the meantime to
put in possession of the church . The execution of

this decree was resisted by one Father Sandarasekera,

keep the peace and be of good behaviour. On the

motion of the Attorney -General the proceedings were
who claimed to be in possession of the property and

brought before me in review. I am unable to give
in charge of the church at the request of the con

to the Ordinance the construction put on it by the gregation and not under the plaintiffs in the action .

learned district judge.
The third and fourth defendants thereupon presented

a petition , under section 325 of the Civil Procedure

I hold that indulgence is extended only to com
Code, complaining of the resistance, alleging that

paratively lenient offences which are not punishable Father Sandarasekere was in possession as the agent

in any court with more than three years' rigorous and subordinate of the plaintiffs, and praying that he

imprisonment. Those who are guilty of offences of be dealt with under sections 325 , 326, and 327 of the

a graver kind for which the code provides a higher Code. After an interlocutory order made on this

maximum punishment than three years do not benefit
petition and inquiry held , the district judge found

under the Ordinance No. 6 of 1891 .
that the resistance was occasioned by Father Sandara

I must set aside the order and remit the case to sekere, a person other than the judgment debtors ,

the district judge to sentence according to law . claiming in good faith to be in possession of the

Set aside. property on account of persons other than the judg.

ment debtors, and directed the petition to be num

Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ. bered and registered as a plaint in an action between

defendants , the decree holders, as plaintiffs, and the
( September 16 and 20 , 1892.)

claimant, Father Sandarasekere, as defendant. The

court also fixed fourteen days' time within which to
No. 8,231 .

receive pleadings from either side. Father Sundara

Civil Procedure — Decree for possession of property sekere filed an " answer" , among other things taking

Resistance to execution - Resistance by person other exception to the petition as disclosing no right to

than judgment debtor-- Petition of complaint, re- relief.

0 :

D.Co.Mannar;}Domingu v. SANDARASEKERE.
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The district judge, on the day fixed for trial, held cree -holder who is prima facie entitled by virtue of

that the petition was defective and disclosed no right the decree. Even adınitting the soundness of the

in the petitioners as against the claimant, and he respondent's contention, there was sufficient material

dismissed the petition with costs . before the court to enable it to frame an issue

between the parties which it should have proceeded to
The petitioners appealed.

do. ( He referred to O'Kinealy on the Indian Civil

Procedure Cole, notes to section 381. ]
Dornhorst (Weinman with him) for the appellants.

' It is submitted the district judge was wrong in re
Cur. adv, vult.

quiring pleadings to be filed upon this inquiry exactly
On September 20, 1892, the following judgments

as if a regular action had been instituted . Section

were delivered :
327 merely directs that the investigation into the

claim , which the court has already had sufficiently WITHERS, J.On March 15, 1892, the following

disclosed to it, should be in the same manner as if an order was made in the matter of an application

action had been instituted , and with like powers to by the successful defendants in district court case

the court. The proceedings are merely incidental to No. 8,061 , of the Mannar court for the restoration to

the original action and to the execution of the decree them of the fabric of a church by the plaintiffs in

therein , and the Code merely requires the petition of that action- It is ordered that the plaintiffs and

complaint to be numbered and registered as a plaint their workmen , labourers, servants and agents and

on grounds of convenience. Instead, therefore , of each and every one of them be removed from and

dismissing the petition , the district judge should have the defendants be replaced in possession of the

inquired into the claim of the respondent to retain Roman Catholic Church called Koottattu Mathavin

possession against the decree -holder. Covil & c ."

Wendt, for the respondent. The use in section 325 On the 18th of that month, according to his return,

of the term " petition," in which " respondents" are the officer entrusted with the mandate to execute

named , with an interlocutory order under section 377 that order was prevented by a certain person called

(6) , indicates that the procedure is to be that laid the Revd. Father Sandarasekere from putting the

down by Chapter XXIV and described as " Summary applicants into possession of that church . The

Procedure.” In this procedure the party plaintiff next day, it would seem , & petition was pre

must not only make averments entitling him to relief sented to the court complaining of the resistance

but he must support them with prima facie proof made to the execution of the mandate by the officer

(section 376) . The decree-holder complaining of re entrusted with it, and it was eventually found by the

sistance must contemplate the case provided for by court ou enquiry that the resistance complained of

section 327. viz . , the court's finding that the party was occasioned by a person on account of some one

resisting claimed bona fide independently of the judg other than the plaintiffs in No. 8,061 ; for the first

ment-debtor , and he should therefore plead matters minute on the first page of a record devoted to this par

entitling him , even in such an event, to the relief he ticular matter is to the effect that the petition by the

prays. If he fails to do so , he takes the risk of his mandate holders is registered and numbered as an

pleading being held insufficient when his petition action between the petitioners as plaintiffs and the

becomes an " action " under section 327 ( see conclud- third respondent, i.e., the said Revd. Father Sındara

ing words of section 328) . The present petition sekere, as defendant , agreeably to the provisions of

merely prays that if the court should hold that the section 327 of the Civil Procedure Code. On

respondent's resistance was under the judgment- the same day as this minute was made, parties

debtors , he should be punished for contempt of court, were informed by the court that pleadings would be

but omits to deal with the contingency provided for received within fourteen days, and the next day peti

by section 327. Seeing this , the district judge, in tioners' counsel actually applied to the court for a

holding the resistance to be bona fide, expressed his notice on the third respondent to file his answer

willingness to allow further pleadinys on either side , before the expiration of that time, and it was allow

but the appellants refused to avail themselves of this ed . On April 27 , " answer" was filed by the

epportunity, and the court had no alternative, when Revd. Father Sandarasekere tiking exception on

objection was expressly taken by the respondent, lega ! grounds to the petition as if it was a bad

(who was in no way bound by the original decree) but plaint. These exceptions were discussed, and after

to dismiss the action . hearing argument, the learned district judge dismiss

el the petition , or, as he styles it " action " , with

Dornhorst, in reply . The onus lies on the claim- costs, on the ground that as the petition was to be

ant to shew a right to possession as against the de- | registered and numbered as a plaint it was a plaint,

an
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but that as it , in short, disclosed no cause of action , No appeal lies from a decree nisi for default of ap

it was a bad plaint and must be rejected accordingly.
pearing or answering, nor from any order inaking such

decree absolute on the grouud either of defendant's

All this is strangely misconceived . So far from
failure to appear to shew cause against it or of his not

shewing sufficient cause . If such decree be made abso
anything being said in section 327 about the lute on the former ground , the defeudant may within a

necessity of formal pleadings consequent upon com- reasonable time move the court to set it aside on proof

plaint made of resistance to the execution of a pro
that he was prevented from appearing to the decree nisi

prietary decree, the court is required at once to in
hy reason ofaccident or misfortune, or by not having

received due information of the proceedings, and upon
vestirate the claim just as if an action had been

refusal of his application may appeal . But if thedefend

instituted by the decree - holder against the claimant . ant appear in due time and shew cause against thedecree

The claimant, being treated as a respondent to a nisi and the same be made absolute , the defendant has

petition, on which an interlocutory order has been no further remedy by appeal or otherwise.

nade in accordance with alternative (6) section 377,
The plaintiff sued by way of regular procedure on'a

should be required to appear on a certain day to promissory note and obtained a decree nisi for default

show cause wliy the mandate should not beenforced. of appearance of the defendant on the day fixed in

On that day he opens his case, states his objections, the summons for appearance and answer . The de

and supports them by affidavit. In the end , the
fendant , on the returnable day of the decre nisi, moved

court either stays execution of the proprietary order that it be discharged on the ground that he had not

or directs its enforcement. Again, so far from the
been served with the summons, and evidence was led

petition disclosing no ground for relief, it disclosed by both parties touching the service of summons .

the only ground for relief under this chapter of the The district judge, after hearing the evidence, held

Code, viz ., a resistance to the officer charged with that the snminons had been duly served or the defen .

the execution of the writ. The order must be set dant and that there was no excuse for his non

aside and the case remitted for enquiry into the appearance in due time, and accordingly made the

respondent's claim . He must pay appeal costs . decree absolute .

LAWRIE , J.- I agree that the district court having
The defendant appealed .

found that the resistance or obstruction was made,
Wendt, for the appellant .

that it was occasioned by a person other than the

judgment.debtor, that that person claimed in good VanLangenberg, for the plaitniff.

faith to be in possession of the property on his own Cur. adu. vult.

account or on account of some person other than the

judgment-debtor, the court did right to number and
On October 11 , 1892 , the following judginents

register the petition of complaint as a plaint between
were delivered :

the decree- holders as plaintiffs and the claimant as WITHERS, J.-Section 87 of the Code takes away

defendant , and that it was therefore bound to investi.
the right of appeal against a decree nisi for default.

gate the claim.
Section 86 gives a remedy , in case the decree has

been improperly obtained , by showing cause against

It would be premature to form an opinion on
it in the court below on the motion to make it abso

whoin the burden of proof now lies , and I have not
lute ; but if it is made absolute there is no appeal

had the advantage of hearing argument from counsel
against the decree absolute (section 87) .

on that point. If the petitioners are to be treated in

the same manner as if they were the plaintiffs in an Nor can any appeal against the order making it

action for the property, they must accept the burden absolute lie , except it be obtaived for default, when

of proving their own title . the defendant may review it before the court below

on the ground that he had no information of the
Set aside.

proceedings or was prevented by reason of accident

& c . from appearing &c .

Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ. It thus appears that the only appeal against an

order making a decree absolute must be on the

( September 30 , and October 11 , 1892.)
ground that the defendant had no information of the

D. C. Badulla, | NACHCHIAPPA CHETTY V. MUTTOO
proceedings or was prevented by accident & c . from

KANKANI . appearing. If a defendant appear and contest a do

cree nisi and it is made absolute, no appeal lies against .
Civil Procedure-- Decree nisi - Decree absolute for the order making it absolute. The learned judge's

default-- Appeal---Civil Procedure Code, sections attention is invited to the printed form of decree nisi

86 , 87 , adopted in his court with the absurd and erroneous

v .
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CAPPEN V. NALLAN .

heading under the royal arms " DISMISSING the do pay to the plaintiff Rs. 53:50, witli furtlier inter :

Action in default of appearance of defendant." est on Rs. 40 at 37} cents per Rs. 10 per month

Judgientitfirmed with coste . from July 12, 1892, with costs of this action

(Rs . 13.25 ). On August 17 , it would appear that onLawrie , J. , concurred .

the ex parte application of the firsi defendant, the fis
Afirmed cal, who had charge of the writ under this decree,

o :
was directed to levy this sum in monthly instalments

Present :- WITHERS, J. of Rs. :2.50 from first defendant's salary. And on a

similar application of second defendant on August 19,
( October 20 and 27 , 1892. )

similar directions were given to the fiscal to levy

C. R. Kandy , similar instalments out of second defendant's salary .

No. 1668 . These two orders after hearing the parties to the

action , were confirmed by an order of August 30.
Practice - Decreefor immediate payment of claim

It is fiom this confirming order that the execution

Subsequent application for payment by instal creditor appeals.
ments --- Civil Procedure Cođe, section 194.

Such an order' cannot stand . Final decree havingWliere a decree has been once entered for the pay

quent of a suur of money, it is not competeut for the once passed for the full amount could not be after

court to vary the decree by subsequent order' allowing wards varied. Where a judge thinks that payment

the a:bount of the decree to be paid by instalments .. by instalments is the proper order to make in the

The two defen :lants were sued on a promissory circuinstances, such an order should be embodied in

note for Rs. 40, payable in three instalments, with a the decree .

provision that in default of payment of any of the
The other point urged by Mr: Wendt need not be

instalments the whole debt should become recover
discussed now . On account of its importance, I hope

able , All three instaments were overdue and

it will be raised on the first opportunity that presents
unpaid. On August 1 , 1892, the day fixed for ap

itself.

pearance and anawer, the second defendant appeared Set aside.

and admitted the debt, the first defendant being in

default and a decree was entered in plaintiff's favour

for Rs. 53-50 debt and Rs. 13.25 costs . The subse
Present :-WITHERS, J.

qnent proceedings in the action are sufficiently set

out in the judgment. ( October 20 and 27, 1892.)

The plaintiff appealed against an order confirming P. C. Gampola, PIETERSZ v. WIGGIN .

No. 12,946. Wicaintwo ex parte orders made on the application of the

respective defendants and directing the fiscal to Criminal law - Misconduct in a " public place "

levy the amount of the decree by monthly instalments while intoxicated -- Police station Place to which

of Rs . 2-50 out of the salary of each defendant .
public have access - Ceylon Penal Code, sections

343 , 488.
Wendt, for the appellant. The court could not

alter the absolute decree once passed, and make the A police station is not a public place” within the

judgment amount payable by instalments. Section weaning of section 488 of the Ceylou Penal Code.

194 of the Code contemplates an order made at the The defendant was charged under section 488 of

time of recording judginent. LAWRIE, J. so ruled in the Ceylon Penal Code with having, while in a state

C. R. Colombo 3,282 (S. C. Civ. Min. September 16 , of intoxication , appeared in a public place, to wit, the

1892. ) Further , this was not a case in which the Gampola police station , and there conducted himself

court would make such an order. The obligation on in such a manner as to cause annoyance to the com

which the action was brúught having been itself pay- plainant (au inspector of police), a police sergeant,

able in instalments , and defendants having made and tbe members of the Gampola police force. The

default in paying them, they were not entitled to a police magistrate convicted the defendant, holding

further indulgence of the same kind. Ragho Govind that the police station was a public place within the

Paranjpe v . Dipchand, I. L. R. 4 Bom. 96.
meaning of the section .

Cur. adv. vull.

The defendant appealed.On October 27, 1892 , the following judgment was

delivered :
Wendt, for the appellant.

Cur. adv. vult.WITHERS, J.-On August 1 , 1892, it was ordered On October 27 , 1892, the following judgment was

and decreed by the commissioner that the defendants delivered :

0 :
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WITHERS, J.-I cannot agree with the law laid ing clause of the Code. Even supposing the Code

down by the police magistrate, that the inside of a be held to apply to such cases, the judgment was

police station is a public place within the meaning of not barred , as ten years had not elapsed since the

those words in section 488 of the Penal Code. I levy in September, 1883 ,

should have thought a police station was essentially
The defendant did not appear upon the appeal.

a private place, and none the less so because mem

bers of the public can enter it for a limited purpose.
Cur. adv. vult .

It might as well be argued that the office of the head

On October 11 , 1892, the following judgments
of a public department was a public place.

were delivered :

In my opinion a public place in the said section is

a place to which and from which the public have
BURNSIDE, C. J.-The decree in this case had been

ingress and egress and regress as of right and without obtained before the passing of the Cole, and more

reference to any particular purpose, as a public
than ten years had elapsed, when the present motion

thoroughfare, square , &c.
was made under the provisions of the Code to execute

the decree . The decree itself had not been prescrib
The conviction must be set aside and the defendant

ed under the Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 , section 5 ,

acquitted and discharged .

Set aside,
because intermediate steps had from time to time

been taken to keep it alive ; but the district judge

hield that the decree itself being more than ten years

old, section 837, of the Code prevented any order

Present :- BURNSIDE ,C. J. , LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ.

( October 7 and 11 , 1892.)

being made to execute it, and he disallowed the

motion and the plaintiff has appealed.

D. C. Kalutara, WIJESEKARA V. JAYASURIA. I do not think that section 387 , on the question of

No. 36,247 .
prescription, was intended to apply to decrees which

Civil Procedure - Dormant judgment -- Revival
had been obtained before the passing of the Code .

Judgment entered before the Code came into and to which a particular law of prescription was

operaton - Prescription -- Ordinance No. 22 of applicable. I think as a matter of procedure, the

1871 , section 5 - Civil Procedure Code, sections 2 ,
clause governs and must be held to apply to every

837 , 347.
thing done under the section , i . e ., where there has

been an application to execute the decree. This

Judgments passed before the Civil Procedure Code
would be governed, no donbt, by the prescription and

came into operation are not governed, on the question

of limitation , by section 337 of the Code, but by the
other provisions of the section , but with ngard to

previously existing law
decrees obtained before the Code they must still be

governed by the provisions of section 5 of the Ordi.

This was an application by way of summary proce- nance No. 22 of 1871 , which, although repealed, still

dure by the plaintiff for execution of the decree applies to rights, obligations or liabilities acquired

entered in the case. The judgment was obtained in under it which have been specially conserved .

January, 1882 , and some recoveries were made in

September, 1883. In June 1892, the plaintiff maile

We must set aside the judge's order and send the

the present application, which was discussed inter case back in order that the learned district judge may

partes on August 29. The defendant objected to the

deal with the other question raised and which he ab

allowance of the application as the writ had been

stained from deciding, because he considered that the

wholly satisfied , but the district judge refused to go
point which he decided defeated the whole motion .

into that question , holding that, as the judgment
The appellant will have his costs of appeal.

was ten years old , he was precluded under section LAWRIE , J.–The repeal of section 5 of Ordinance

337 of the Code from entertaining the application . No. 22 of 1871 on Augrist 1 , 1890, did not affect the

The plaintiff appealed. presumption that all judgments , which at that date

Wendt, for the appellant. It is submitted that

were more than ten years old , were satisfied .

section 337 of the Code is here inapplicable. This But on Angust 1 , 1890, the judgment in this case

was a judgment which had been obtained before the was only eight years old and it was not yet of an age

Code came into operation , and plaintiff's right to to be deemed to be satisfied. When the judgment

execute it and defendant's liability to satisfy it were subsequently attained the age of ten years it did not

a " right" and a " liability " conserved by section then fall under the presumption, because the section

2 of the Code and therefore unaffected by the repeal- creating the presumption was by that time repealed
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and, though rights, privileges , obligations, or liabili
Present :-WITHERS, J.

ties accrued and incurred on August 1 , 1890 , were un

affected by the repeal, the presumption of satisfaction
(October 27 and November 4, 1892.)

was not extended to judgments which had been pro

nounced within ten years of that date.
No. 16,869 .

SNOWDON y. RODRIGO.

The defendant in this case cannot claim any bene

fit from section 5 of the Ordinance No 22 of 1871 . Nuisance - Barking of dogs - Ordinance No. 15 of

It seems to me that the procedure should be governed 1862 , section 1 , subsection 4 - Interpertation.

by section 347 and not by section 337 of the Code.
Ordinance No. 15 of 1862 section i enacts (subsec

The restrictions on the re - issue of execution contained tion 4) “ whosoever shall keep in or upon any house ,

in section 337 apply only to cases where an applica- " building, or land occupied by him, any cattle, goat,

tion to execute a decree has been made under Chapter " swine, or other animal , so as to be a nuisance to or

“ injurious to the health ofany person, shall be liableXXII anil has been granted. The section directs the
“ to a fine."

curts how to deal with subsequent applications. This

Held, that the generic term “ other animal” in
is the first application which has been made under cludes a (log, and that permanent interference with

Chapter XXII, and so the rules regarding subsequent comfort, such as occasioned by dogs which being tied

applications do not apply. and kept in a neighbour's compound bark with little

or no intermission during the night, is a nuisance

The district judge is untrammelled by presumptions within the purview of the Ordinance and punishable

of satisfaction or by restriction as to re -issue. He is as such .

free to decide whether the judgment is satisfied (as The defendant was charged with keeping on land

the defendan ', says it is ) or whether there be a balance

occupied by him dogs so as to be a nuisance to the
still due, and, if so , what tbat balance is .

complainant, thereby committing an offence punish
I agree that the order must be set aside with costs.

able under section 1 of Ordinance No. 15 of 1862.

The police magistrate found the defendant guilty ofWITHERS , J.- This was not an application under

the nuisance complained of, and sentenced him tosection 3:37 of the Civil Procedure Code as the learned

judge seems to have treated it , for that section applies pay a fine of Rs. 1. The defendant appealed .

to cases where application to execute a decree for the Dornhorst, for the appellant.

piym'nt of money has been madeunder Chapter XXII

of the Cole and granted . Now, no such application Cur, adv. vult .

had been made and granied in this action under this On November 4 , 1892, the following judgment

chapter. The petition w.is to revive a stale judgment
was delivered : --

for the purposes of execution , and I know of no

pro isions in the Code for reviving stale judgments. WITHERS, J.-I think the conviction is right and

An order abating dormant proceedings can be set should be affirmed .

aside.

Upon a charge of keeping on land occupied by him

The judgment sought to be revived was long ante dogs so as to be a nuisance to the complainant the

rior to the time when the Civil Procedure Code came accused has been convicted of an offence under sub

into operation, and the procedure adopted was the old section 4 of section 1 of the Ordinance No. 15 of 1862

one in a new guise . and sentenced to pay a fine of Rs . 1 .

In brief , the evidence discloses that for more than
Had this been an application under section 337 of

& year past the repose of the complainant has beenthe Code, I do not think the judge would have been

precluded from entertaining it by the provisions of
disturbed by the continuous barking and howling

thnt section. The right (on good cause shown) of during the night of three dogs which the accused
kept tie l in his compound, and one or two recent inprojecuting a judgment pronounced before the Code

stances are given. The complainant depose that
caine into operation within the time limitel by the

there have been few nights on which his repose has
repealed section 5 of Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 is a

not been disturbed and his comfort seriously inter
right , I take it , especially conserved by section 2 of

fered with for want of sleep. It was contended forthe Civil Procedure Code ,

the appellant that a dog is not an animal ejusdem

The order appealed from must be set aside and generis with cattle, goat , sheep, or swine in the sub

the case sent back for the learned julge to hear and sec'ion of the Ordinance referred to. The old and

determine the application on its merits. The appel fast rule that a general word following specific words

· lant will have his costs, must be construed as of ejusdem generis with these

words has been considerably modified by modern de

Set aside. cisions according to which words in a statute must be
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construed in their ordinary sense and effect given to
Per LAWRIE . J.-The warrapt did not expire on

their returnable dates, the authority of the officer en

them within the purview of the statute . trusted with them not being limited by those dates.

If a dog is kept on premises so as to be a nuisance He was siauply requires to certify on those dates what

he had done by virtue of the warrants. The sale of

to any person within the sense of the word nuisance the rents issues and profits conveyed to the defendant

as used by the statute I take it that it is covered by the right to demand these from the owner or his tenant

the generic term “ other animal" . Now, the word
in possession, and the defendant having got into peace

ful possession ouglit not to be ejected until the owners

* nuisance” in the expression “ in such a state as to tendered or secured to him a fair rent for the four

be a nuisance to or injurious to the health of any years.

person ” has been interpreted in the case reported in

52 L. J. M. C. 38 , as the Bishop of Auckland Sanita
Ejectment.

ry Authority vs. The Bishop oi Auckland Iron and
The plaint averred that one William Goonetilleke,

Steel Company, to muan something which inte feres
the original owner of the house, had mortgaged it to

with comfort and not the same as nuisance injurious
the pliintiffs in 1886, ani that in execution of a

to health .
decree passed upon the mortgage the plaintiff's had

Permanent interference with comfort such as the themselves purchased the house in December , 1889.

complainant has deposed to in this case is distinctly The plaint further averred that the defendant hud

á nuisance, and if occasioned by dogs tied in biz . been since September 1 , 1890, in the waliwful

neighbone's compound and which being kept there possession of the liouse . The defendant answered

bark with little or no intermi- sion during the night admitting plaintiffs' title to the house, but averred

is , I take it, & nuisance within the purview of the in his answer that the land had been taxed under

Ordipauce under which the accused has been con- the Municipal Councils Ordinance, 1887 , and ruted

victed . under the Kandy Waterworks Ordinance, 1-84, where

Affirmed. by the plaintiffs bad becoine liable to the Mowicipal

Council of Kandy in certain sums on account of

taxes and water -r..te, that they had failed to pay the
Present : - BURNSIDE, C. J. , LAWRIE and

suid suns, that in pursuince of a warrant of distress

WITHERS, JJ .
issued in couformity with the ordinance the rents

( October 4 and 18 , 1892.)
and profits of the house and the right to hold and

D. C. Kandy, THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE LOAN possess the same for a period of four years had been

BOARD V. RATWATTE . sold and purchased by the defendant on september

1 , 1890 , aud that under that purchase the defendant

Ejeciment— Sale of rents issues and profits — Right to was entitled to the posse - sion of the land and build

possession - Assessment for rates— Failure to pay ings . The plaintiffs replied, denying defendant's

tro:res - Legality of warrant of distress --Ordinance averdients :: s to the sale for ilefault of paying taxes

No. 6 of 1873 - Ordinance No. 18 of 1884 -- Ordin and contesting the Council's right to sell . At the trial

ance Vo. 7 of 1887 , sections 127 , 133 , 139 , 151 , the district judge held that the sale by the Municipal
159 .

Council was good and that the purclase of the rents

For default of payment of certain municipal taxes and profits of the land by the defendant entitled him
and rates two warrants were issued for their recovery to the possession of it, and dismissed plaintiffs'éction

under the provisions of the Municipal Councils Ordi with costs.

nance, 1887, on January 29, 1890, returnable on March
The ficts proved re'ative to the sale of

15 ; two others on May 20, returnable o : July 1o ; au : the rei is issues and profits are sufficiently disclosed

two others on July 23. returnable on September 15 . in the judgmenis in appeal.

Under these warrants the plaintiffs' house in respect of

which the taxes and rates were due was seized on July 9, The plaintiffs appealed.

and on September i the “ rents issues and profits” of

the house for a period of four years were sold and pur- Wendt (de Sarım with him) for the appellauts ,

chased by the defendant, who entered into possession of contended that the seizure and sale on September
the house .

1 were invalid, the warrants under which they
In an action of ejectment against the defendant

Held, by BURNSIDE, C. J., and WITHERS, J. (dis
were made having previously expired. Even if there

sentiente LAWRIE, J. ) that the sale was invalid, the existed a legal authority for it sale , the sale of the

warrant having expired on their returnable dates, and “ rents issues and profits" of the house gave the

it being essential to a valid sale that both the seizure
purchaser no right to pissession as against the owna

and the sale should take place before such returnable
dates ; and further that a sale of the rents issues and ers, but only a right to take such rents issues and

profits of land conferred on the purchaser no right to profits as might from time to time accrue. [ Не

possession as against the owner or any person holding referred to Ordinance No. 6 of 1873 , Ordinance No.

under him , but merely the right to recover any rent

accruing froin a tenant or occupier, or the value of any
7 of 1887 , sections 133 , 151 , and Form F. , D. C.

profits derived from the land. Kondy No. 97 , 544,8 S. C. C. 69. ]
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Dornhorst, for the defendant , contended that the

returnable date of a warrant was not the date on

which it expired , but merely a direction to the

officer entrusted with it , requiring him to inform

the authority issuing it of what he had done in pur

suance of it . The rents, issues, and profits were

clearly saleable before the land itself , under the

Ordinance No. 6 of 1873 , the provisions of which

were by section 151 of the Municipal Councils Orji.

pance made applicable. The effect of such a sale

was to create a lease for the term by operation of

law, and to give the purchaser the right to possession

even as against the owner. ( He referred to Ordi .

Dance No. 7 of 1887, sections 127 , 139. 159. ]

Wendt, in reply .

[Other points were argued by counsel, but as the

decision did not turp upon them they are not re

ported .]

Cur. adv . vult.

Ordinance , the defendant has to my mind quite

failed to prove it. On the contrary his evidence

discloses just such substantial defects as section

159 of the Municipal Councils Ordinance

was not intended to save, namely , a sale of the

premises, either under warrants which wuld not

operate hy reason that the time named in them for

execution had expired or under warrants without any

seizure thereunder preceding the sale.

As to the issue taken on the allegations in para

graph 4 of the answer. I entertain no doubt what.

ever that the sale of the rents and profits of the

premises conferred no right on the purchaser to

enter and occupy the house during his term of four

years .

Rents and profits (i. c ., in the nature of rent) are

what is payable in money or kind or services certain ,

either as compensation for the occupation of land, or

tenements or in recognition of fealty or tenure to the

owner of the land or tenement . They issue ont of

the land or tenement and are not the land and tene.

ment itself or any part of it .

The right purchased by the defendant in this case

a right to demand , take , and recover the rents

and profits of the house from any one competeut and

oumpellbale to pay or render them, but not a right to

the use and occupation of the liouse itself,

The right to hold and possess" the land and

building which is introduced into the certificate is a

gloss of the chairman , unwarranted by law and quite

ineffectual for any purpose whatever.

The plaintiff B ard must have judginent for the

recorery of the premises and there must be an

enquiry into da :nages.

Set aside the decree and order accordingly .

was

WITHERS, J.-Had the defendant contented him

self with justifying his occupation of the premises

sought to be recovered herein under the certificate of

sale of the chairman of the Municipal Council of

Kundy, that judicial sale would not have been illa

peached unless the plaintiffs had in their replication

alleged and proved facts showing that the directions

of the Municipal Councils Ordinance or any by-la w

thereunder had not been in substance and effect com

plied with , and the only question in issue would have

been whether the sale of the rents and profits of the

premises for a term of four years passed to him , as

the purchaser, the right to occupy the house as he is

admittedly doing. But the defendant did not confine

himself to thio simple defence . He expressly averred

that the premises were taxed under the Municipal

Councils Ordinance of 1887 and the Kiindy Water

works Or Jinan e of 1884 , that the plaintiff Board bad

become liable to the Municipal Council of Kandy on

account of taxes and water - rate in the sum of Rs. 20.25

inclusive of costs , and that thereafter, in pursuance

of a warrant of distress issued in conformity with the

Buid Ordinance of 1887 , the rents and profits of the

premises in question were sold on September 1 , 1891,

when the defendant became the purchaser, &c . These

averments were expressly denied by the plaintiff

Board in their replication , and it became incumbent

on the defendant to prove them quite independently

of the presumption, which, in the absence of these

averments, would have attached to the certificate of

the said sale. I will say no more of the evidence in

support of the first arerment than that I am doubtful

if it is sufficient, but as to the averment that the

rents and profits were sold in pursuance of a warrant

of discreos conformably to the Municiral Councils

LAWRIE , J. - The Commissioners of theLoan Board

purchased a house in Kandy at a fiscal's sale on

December 21 , 1889 , and obtained a transfer on

February 29 , 1890. The house was inoccupiel, the

taxes were in arrear . The commissioners did not

enter into possession , nor did they pay the taxes for

the ensuiny quarters and warrant of distress issued on

January 29, 1890, for the taxes due for the list

quarter of 1889. These warrants contained a direc

tion to the officer to certify on or before March 15

wbat he had done by virtue of the warrant. So far

as appears the officer took no steps on these . Again ,

two warrants of distress were issued ou May 20,

1890 , to, enforce payment of the taxes due for the

first quarter of 1890. These contained a direction

to certify what had been done on or before July 10.

On July 9 the officer seized the house in question.

On July 23 two warrants were issued for the re

covery of the taxes due for the second quarter of
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1890 . The officer was directed to send in bis that I am unable to agree with the rest of the Court.

certificate on or before September 15. On August I venture to think that this litigation is discredit

19 the secretary of the Municipal Council gave able to the Loan Board.

public notice , published in the Ceylon Independent I would affirm the judgment of the district judge.

of August 21 , that the house in qaestion

would be sold on September 1. During these BURNSIDE, C. J. - This case was exceedingly well :

months the commissioners of the Loan Board took argued before us lvy Mr. Wendt for the appellunt

no steps, they did not attend to any notice , they did and Mr. Dornlıorst for the respondent , and if I do

not pay the taxes which amounted to the small sum not express an opinion on all the ina : erial questions
of Rs. 20.25 . On September 1 , 1890 , pursuant to submitted for our consideration it is because I can

notice , the sale took place , and Ratwatte Basnaike give my judgment irrespective of those to which I do

Nilame becaine the purchaser of the rents and profits not refer. I gather the facts from the proceedings

of the house for four years . He obtained from the before us . The action is by the Commissioners of

chairman of the Kandy Municipal Council & certifi.
the Loan Board against Ratwatte, described as

cate of sale on November 25 , 1890. The house was
Basnaike Nilame. They pray ejectment, alleging that

then unoccupied and in bad repair . The purchaser
the defendant is in the unluwful po session of the

entered into possession without objection or let or

hindrance from the commissioners. The commis
plaintiffs ' land and buildings des ribed in the plaint

sioners awoke to a sense of their responsibility
and for costs and damages. The defendant admits

regarding the house, and in January , 1892 , they
the plaintiffs' titie iis owners of the land, but venies

instituted this action against Ratwatte for ejectment
that he has been in the unlawful possession , alleging

and for damages. that the lan :] and buildings were taxed under the

Municipal Councils Ordinance, 1887 , which tax the

In my opinion the warrants of distress did not plaintiffs failed to pay and that in pursuance of a

expire on the day on which the officer was required warrant of distress issued in conforinity with the

to certify what he had done . They seem to me to
said Ordinance for the sum of Rs . 20.25 inclusive of

be continuous warrants, which remain alive until costs the rents and profits derivable from the land

they are executed . I do not say that they would and buildings and the right to hold and possess the

not at length become stale from efnx of time, but same for a term of four years was sold on September

I find nothiuy in them which limits the power of the 1 , 1890 , when the defendant became the purchaser

officer to execute them before the date when he is of the said possessory right and interest , as shewn

required to report. It was the duty of the officer to by the certificate filed with the answer, &ild by sucb

certify from time to time what he had done , and the purchase the defendant became entitled to hold ana

proper certificate due on March 15 was that the possess the lands and buildings for a term of fur

commissioners of the Loan Board had not paid and years . The plaintiff replied taking issue on all these

that the bouse had not yet been seized . The pro- allegations. Such is a short statement of the plead- ·

per certificate due on July 10 was that the house
ings, sufficient however to show the real and import

had been seized on July 9 , and the proper certifi
ant issues between the parties , upon which the

cate due on September 15 was that the house had

been sold on September 1 .
district judge has giren judgment for defendant.

The plaintiff has appealed . The learned district

judge has gone very fully into many. If the points

I'am of opinion that the sale on September 1 which were raised on the part of the plaintiffs on

was regular and valid under the warrants of dis. the facts developed in the case . It is not necessary ,

tress issued in May under which the house bad been as I have already said , to follow the district judge

seized in July and under the warrauts issued in July through them all. There are two most material

which were in full force at the date of the sale.
points going to the rights of the parties , which I

shall dispose of, viz . , first, was the sale on September

I am further of opinion that the sale of the rentsand profitsconveyedto the purchaser the rightto 1 under the warrant froin the chairman of the

demand these from the owner
Municipal Council , sufficient to vest the property in

or his tenant in

possession and that the purchaser having got into
the defendant ? And secondly, what was the nature

peaceful possession ought not to be ejected until the
and extent of the property so sold , and in what

owner tenders to him a sum equivalent to the value relation did the purchaser, the defendant, stand , and

of the rents or profits or contracts with him to pay what rights were thereby create i with regard to the

regularly a fair rent during the four years. I regret owner ? As a general proposition it is safe to say
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that a certificate of sale in the form contained in ever seizure had been made had been previous to

schedule F would be prima facie evidence that their being issued and before the rate and tax were

everything had been legally done which should dụe , and therefore those warrants were po authority

have been done leading up to such certificate for the sale of the house until it had been seized .

for the purpose of vesting the property embraced The defendant has therefore himself negatived the

by it in the purchaser. Omnia presumuntur rite presumption on which he may have relied, and bas

esse acta, and the person challenging the cer- given direct evidence of such defects as go to the

tificate would have the burtben of establishing the very existence of his certificate of sale. These de

contrary. In this case the defendant has produced fects are not cured by section 150 of the Ordinance.

with and pleaded as part of his answer a certis That section applies only and in so many words to

ficate which upon the face of it recites that the sale " mistakes" in " the name of a person ” liable to

of the property took place under " a warrant of dis- pay a rate or tax, or in “ the description of pro.

trees issued in comformity with the Ordinance. " , and , perty ", or in the amount of assessment ” , or in

apart from the distinct traverses of the plaintiffs at • the mode of seizure or sale ” . There was no mis

the close of the plaintiffs' case, the defendant could take in the “ mode" of seizure. There was no

have relied on his certificate as sufficient to show seizure at all . And even with regard to these mis

gooil title for the rents and profits of the land with. takes , it is required that the directions of the Ordi

out going into the details how that certificate had nance be in substance and effect complied with. Mark

beed obtained . But the express traverses put him to that it is not substance or effeet, but substance and

the direct proof of his allegations to support his title, effect. The defendant has therefore failed to show

and he proceeded to open up his title and lay bure any authority for the sale of plaintiffs' property .

the proceedings under which it was obtained, thereby Notwithstanding, þowever, our ruling on that point,

calling on as to decide on the plaintiffs' objection to which goes to the entire defence, " 28 the district

them as to any defects which were disclosed and how judge has expressed & very strong opinion in his

far they affected the certificate itself. The officer of judgment that the sale of the rents and profits of

the Municipalty who carried out the seizure and sale immoveable property under the Ordinance entitles

was called as a witness by the defendant , and this is the purchaser to the possession of the property itself

the material part of liis evidence : “ I received a war. for the period sold , I think it right to say that I can

“ rent to distrain on that house for the fourth quarter not agree with the district judge. I hold that the

“ 1889 and first and second of 1890. [Original of K1 sale of rents and profits of immoveable property

" to K6 shewn him. ] Those are the warrants, I gives to the purchaser no right of occupation or

“ seized the house on July 9 , 1890.” Now , the do possession of the property to the exclusion or evic

cuments Ki to K6 are the warrants under which the tion of the owner, but only the right to receive and

officer says he seized the house, and I necessarily recover at Jaw, from whomsoever may be liable, any

turn to those warrants, and this is what I find . Two reut which may be accruing from a tenant or oczų

of them are dated January 29, 1890, returnable on pier of the property, or the value of any profits which

March 15, 1890. It is needless to say that on July 9 ,
may come into the possession of any one or to which

1890, when the alleged seizure was made, they had
he would otherwise be entitled. If there be no rent

expired and were valueless for every purpose. The
accruing, the purchase does not authorize the par

Ordinance requires that these warrants should be re
chager to let the premises so as to get rent. If there

turned on a particular day, and I need not repeat the
are no profits, the purchase does not authorize him

well -known doctrine that a warrant must be executed to enter and create profits. This construction is sup

before it is returnable . The next two, one for water ported by the form of certificate of sale provided by the

rate Rs . 3.30 , and the other for assessment tax Rs.
Ordinance, which requires that the property sold

2.25 , bear date on May 20, and are returnable on
shall be described , and the vesting words of the

July 10 , 1890. Now, these warrants justified the
certificate extend only to the “property above dles

cribed " . In this case the form of the certificate of
seizure of the premises on July 9 , and , had a sale

taken place under them , they would have justified it,
sale to the defendant has been materially and un

and any mere informality in such seizure and sale justifiably altered, for, while the property sold has

would have been protected by section 159 , but in truth
been rightly described as “the rents and profits deriv

the seizure had become ineffectual because no sale able from the premises" and vested in the defendant,

had followed it and the warrant had expired and had a further clause hivs been added , not to be found in

ceased to be in force . Then , the next two warrants the form provided by the Ordinance, vesting the

are dated July 23,and were returnable on September possession of “ the premises” 18 well in the defend

15 , and no seizure took place under them , What. ant. There is no authority in the Ordinance for this.
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The judgment of the district judge must therefore Attorney -General file a petition of appeal by merely

* be set aside and judgment entered for the plaintiffs forwarding it by post to the judge of the court ? The

as prayed for in the first and second paragraphs of Solicitor-General says that such has always been the

the plaintiffs' prayer , and the case go back for custom and practice. I think it was a most conveni

enquiry as to the damages under the third prayer, ent practice, and no reason has been urged for

and judgment be entered for the plaintiffs for the challenging it by the court itself. As it has been

amount 80 found to be due with costs in both challenged, I must say that it does not satisfy the

- courts. strict requirements of the Code, which require that

Set aside. the petition should be lodged in court by the person

appealing. There should therefore be, in cases

where the Attorney -General appeals, the manual act

of lodging the appeal in the court by the Attorney
Present :-BURNSIDE, C, J.

General or by some one whom he may authorise to

( October 13 and 18 , 1892. )
act for him.

As the petition of appeal was not thus lodged it

D. O. Kurunegala, must be rejected.
Criminal THR QUEEN V. HERAT.

No. 2,450.
Appeal rejected.

Criminal Procedure - Appeal by Attorney-General

-Petition, how lodged - Forwarding by post- Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J , and LAWRIE , J.

Practice.

( September 13 and October 11 , 1892.)
The petition of appealof the Attorney -General in a

criminal case must be lodged in court by the Attorney.
D. C. Colombo

General or by some person authorised by him, and the JAIN CARIM V. RAHIM DHOLL,

requirements of the Criminal Procedure Code are not
No. 98,202.

satisfied by the transmission of the petition by post.

Prescription - Adverse position , requisites of
The Attorney -General appealed against the ac Acknowledgment of title - OrdinanceNo. 8 of1834 ,

quittal of the defendants, and his petition of appeal section 2 - Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 , section 3–

was forwarded to the district court by post address
Burden of proof - Evidence.

ed to the district judge. The district judge accept

ed the petition and forwarded the case to the Observations by theSupreme Court on the requisites

of adverse possession necessary under the Ordinances

Supreme Court.
for acquiring title to land by prescription .

Templer, C.C. , for the Crown.
The pluintiff claimed title to a certain land by pur

Dornhorst, for the defendant, took the preliminary chase from one Hassim Jaldeeu who derived title

objection that the petition of appeal was irregularly from one Cuppe Tamby, and sued the defendants in

admitted . ejectment alleging that they had taken forcible

Cur. adv. vult. possession of a bouse standing on the land . The

defendants pleaded that Cuppe. Tamby liad verbally

On October 18, 1892 , the followiny judgment gifted the house in question to one Sailo Uroma, the

was delivered : mother of the second defendant, and they claimed

title by prescription. On the evidence the district

BURASIDE, C. J.-Two questions of some import judge gave judgment for the plaintiff, and the de

ance arise here. First, in what relation does the
fendants appealed.

Attorney -General stand with regard to criminal

prosecutions ? There is but one answer. All crimi. Dornhorst, for the appellants.

nal prosecutions are at the instance of the Sovereign,
Wendt, for the plaintiff.

although her royal name or title may not appear

on the record , and the Attorney -General represents
Cur. adv. vult.

the Sorereign in her executive capacity in all Her On October 11 , 1892 , the following judgments

Majesty's courts . His commission confers that were delivered :

authority on bim . It does not require the authority

of the Governor and Legislative Council 10 empower BURNSIDE , C. J .-- In my opinion the district judge

the Queen tu create the office of Attorney-General has mis: pprehendeil the la .. The learned district

and invest him with the exccutive functions which judge has founl that the possessing" of (lefnd .

by right and law are inherent in the ( 'rown and ants' mother was One by sufferance, the right

which by her commission she may delegate to her ang title to the house remaining in Coppe Tainly,

Attorney-General . The second question is , can the and therefore be holds that such possession cold
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not be considered as giving her a right adverse verbal acknowledgment is not sufficient to arrest it.

to and independent of the owner so as to obtain It must be a substantial act of acknowledgment to

title by prescription. With due respect to the learned prevent the entire possession from being adverse as

district judge I must differ from him. The learned defined by our Ordinance. In the present case, the

district judge has perhaps gone wrong by endeavour- evidence leads to no other conclusion than that the

ing to follow the English law of adverse possession , defendant's mother entered into possession of the

one of the least settled heads of English law as tenement out of the charity of the owner her brother,

it existed previous to the passing of the Prescription that she possessed it by residing in it with her family

Act 3 and 4.Will iv. c . 27 , and overlooked the fact alone without interruption or disturbance from him

that what is “ adverse possession " hss received an for long over the prescriptive period, perhaps out of

express definition in the Ordinance of prescription his sheer benevolence, which he might have termi

itself, a definition which has found place throughout nated at his pleasare, and during that period she

all our ordinances-the Ordinance No. 3 of 1822 , never paid rent, nor performed service to him , nor

Ordinance No. 8 of 1834, and the present Ordinance did she do any act by which his ownership was ac

No. 22 of 1871. This is the definition— " a possession knowledged . I take it as beyond doubt that she ae

unaccompanied by payment of rent or produce or quired prescriptive title as against him and those

performance of service or duty or by any other act claiming under him. Mere occupation such as that

by the possessor from which an acknowledgment of of an agent or servant or guest of another would not

a right existing in another person would fairly and in my opinion amount to possession under the Ordi

naturally be inferred .” I have in vain endeavoured nance, but on this point, I take it, the evidence is clear

to discover the origin of these words , whether they that herg was not a mere occupation such as I have

have been taken from any English statute, or are due referred to, and that she lived in the house as the

to the wit of the colonial draftsman ; but, however
head of her family exercising independently acts of

that may be, this court has already decided , over .
ownership by repairing the house at her own expense.

ruling a previous decision to the contrary, that the She was married in it, was divorced in it , and still re.

words contain a definition of the words previously mained in it , and she received into the house

made use of, viz. , possession by “ adverse title ” . The inmates at her discretion, and it is beyond doubt that

judges in the case overruled regarded them as being her seperate possession was regularly recognised by

introduced only by way of illustration and explana- Cuppe Tamby the owner as well as by the plaintiff's

tion and as containing only certain examples of the vendor, who says : “ I never gave plaintiff possession

kind of possession intended by an " adverse posses- of the house where Saibo Umma lived ." But there

sion ” . This interpretation , says the judgment from can be no doubt on this point , for the pleadings treat

which I am quoting, appears to do violence to the the property in dispute, although part of the same

words “ that is to say" , by which the definition is curtilage with others, as an independent tevennent

introduced, which do not mean the same as the in the sole possession of the defendants, of which the

words “ as for instance " , or " by way of ex- plaintiffs in their libel pray to be restored to pos.

ample”. And we can sce no reas n or necessity for
se -sio . The judgınent should be reversed and

unierstanding them in any but their literal sense
judgment entered for defendants with cost.

or connecting the equivalent and co -extensive propo
LA SVRIE, J.- I agree. Although our Ordinances

sitions. See C. R. Batticaloa 9.653 , Vand. 44. This regul: ting prescription have not expressly so declared ,

is a biniling decision , and I moreover agree with it . I take it that the uridisturbed and uninterrupted

Such being the effect of the words of our Ordinance , possession with entitles the possessor to a decrec in

the material question to be determined is whether his favor must be a possession ut dominus.

there has bưen a de facto possession upon which the

claiın of prescription is based . The district judge has The possession of a usufructuary mortgagee , of a

distinctly found that the defendant's mother " was in tenai: t, of a planter, of an agent, of a trustee, of an

possession”, but as that possession had been obtained inc
incumbent of a temple or the hilder of an office, of

by leave and retained without disturbance by the tacit a person standing in loco parentis to the owner, and in

acquie-vence of the owner, he holds that prescription some cases even the possession of near rela ires,

could not run with it. I desire to poin : out that have been held not to entitle the possessor t , a decree

such possession , if not accompanied by payment of as against the original owner , although in ti ese cases

rent or performance of service or some act from the possession was unac'ompanied by payment of

which an acknwledgment of title in another may be rent or produce ( or performance of service or duty or

inferred , and if it so cootinues for the prescriptive by any other a t by the possessor from wisich an

period, gives a good title by prescription , and a mere " acknowledgment of a right existing in another
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" person would fairly and naturally be inferred ." he uses “ occupy" as meaning " possess person

When, however, the bare fact of possessioni unat: ally ”. He speaks of Cuppe Tamby and his wife

companied as aforesaid is proved, the party claiming oecupying the premises

adversely to the possessor must allege and prove that If I am right in holding that Saibo Umma's pog

the possession was not ut dominus. If lre succeeds session must be presumed to have been ut domina,

in proving that the possession began otherwise than unless the contrary be shown, and if it be the case

ut dominus, then the burden of proof is shifted , and that the contrary has not been shown , then

to use the words of Rough, Chief Justice, which have she acquired by possession a prescriptive right for

often been quoted with approval in this court, “ it there is evidence that she possessed for more than

“ being sbewn that the possession commenced by

“ virtue of sume other title,such as tenant or planter, of rent, & c.

ten years without interruption and without payment

" the possessor is to be presumed to have continued

“ to hold on the same terms until he distinctly

If it be the fact that when she began to possess she

“ proves that his title has changed " .

lived in a room not separted or distinct from but a

part of the premises occupied by her brother Cuppe

In the case before us it is proved that Cuppe | Tamby, it is clear from the proof that at some re

Tamby became owner of the premises by deed mote time this mode of possession changed and that

dated 18th December, 1888, that some time between her room or rooms were separated from the rest of

1855 and 1865 (I do not think that the proof the house in which Coppe Tarby and his family

fixes the date more precisely ) Saibo Umina, a sister lived. When this separation took place her pusses-

of Coppe Tamby, began to possess a part of the sion must have become markedly ut domina .

premises and that she coutinued to possess

the part now in question

Further, if I take the facts of the charitable act and

death
in question until her

in 1885 , and that her daughter, the second defendant,

of the license to occupy as proved , I arrive at a differ

is now in possession . In the answer the defendants

ent result to that which the learned district judge

allege that Saibo Umma's title to possession was a

reaches. If Cuppe Tamby was charitable enough to

verbal gift by the owner Cuppe Tamby. That alle.

permit his sister to possess , if he was good enough to

gation is not traversed in a replication, nor was issue

give a license to occupy, the charity and the license

taken on this at the trial . No evidence was adduced

whenfollowed by possession must be presumed to be

of this verbal gift, either because the defendants as

a permissiou to possess ut domina, not in any other

sumed that it was admitted because not denied ,

capacity. It is true that Cuppe Tamby could have

or because they had no proof to offer.

recalled the license within ten years, hut if he allowed

(and I think it is proved he did allow) Saibo Umma

The learned district judge says on this point : to possess ut domina for ten years she acquired a

“There is not evidence in supportof the defendants' al right against him .

• legation that thehouse in question was verbally gifted

" to Saibo Umma" . The learned district judge so ex

The plaintiff has not proved by production of the

presses himself that it is plain that he did not beliere

decree or by other suficient evidence that he obtained

that there was a verbal gift. He holds it proved that judgment against Saibo Umma or that by that or by

Cuppe Tamby “by way of charity " allowed Saibo any act of her own she acknowledged his right.

Umma to “ occupy the house which at that time was I agree with the Chief Justice that the judgment

“ not a separate or distinct house but formed part of under review must be set aside and the action dige

" the premises occupied by Cuppe Tamby and his missed with cysts .

wife ” , and the district judge adds : “ it was a mere Reversed .

license to occupy."

I have read the proof with some care , and I con

fess that if there be eridence of this act of charity Present : BURNSIDE, C. J.

or of this license to occupy, it has esca ped my notice

and I find no proof of these staternents. The entry (October 13 and 21 , 1892.)

of Saibo Umma into possession was about 30 years

ago, and none of the witnesses profess to remember the C. R. Batticaloa ,

fact, nor can any tell what Cuppe. Tamby and Sailo No. 977 .

Umma then did or said . Cause of action - Money paid - Implied promise

The learned district judge uses the word “ occil- Sale of paddyfield by Government - Payment of

py” ' instead of the word “ possess" , but I take it that grain tax br mortgage - Liability of owner,

: 0 :

| VELAITHER V. NallataMBY.
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The owner of a paddy field gifted it in 1885 to defen- On October 21 , 1892, the following judgment was

dant subjectto an already existing mortgage. The delivered :
field having been seized and sold by Government for

the grain tax due for the year 1887, the plaintiff, an

assignee of a decree obtained upon the mortgage, paid BURNSIDE , C. J.-The cause of action alleged in
to Government the amount for which the land was sold

the plaint in this case is that the plaintiff is the
and had the sale cancelled, and brought the present

action to recover the amount from defendant, holder of a mortgage over certain land of which the

defendant is the owner, and that the plaintiff obtain .
Held , that the circumstances diselosed a good cause

of action,asthe law implied a promise on defendant's
ed a mortgage decree declaring the land bound and

part to reimburse plaintiff the amount of the tax. executable for the debt , that the deferdant , as owner

of the land , was legally bound to pay the commuta

One Kumaravalve, being the owner of a certain tiction tax due on the land and which accrued subse

field, gifted it in July, 1885, to the defendant, subject queut to the mortgage, but fuiled to pay it. The
to a mortgage created by him in favour of one Karthi.

Government seized the ļand and sold it , but , as the

gasoe. Subsequently Karthigasoe sned upon his plaintiff came forward and paid the tax, the Govern .

mortgage and obtained judgment for a certain amount ment cancelled the sale and the defendant was re

and a mortgagee's decree, which he thereafter assign- leased from the liability to pay the tax, and the

ed to plaintiff. In 1889 the Government seized and plaintiff claims the sum so paid , as “ money paid "

sold the land to a third party for default of payment by the plaintiff for the defendant at his request on

of the grain tax due in respect of the field for 1887 . the promise implied by law , where one person is

Thereupon the plaintiff paid to Government the compelled to pay money which another person is

amount for which the land was sııld and had the sale | legally compellable to pay, that the latter will repay
cancelled , and now brought the present action to it.

recover from defendant the amount so paid.

To this plaint the defendant answered on legal

The defendant among other things pleaded as a grounds, that the plaint discloses no cause of action

matter of law that the plaint disclosed no cause of in that the payment was made voluntarily and under

action on the ground that the payment was volun- the circumstances raises no promise on the part of

tarily made by plaintiff and raised no promise in law the defendant to repay the plaintiff. The learned

on defendant's part to reimburse plaintiff. commissioner disposed of this legal point in these

The commissioner upheld the defendant's conten
words : “ As the plaint discloses no cause of action I

tion and dismissed the action , and plaintiff appealed.
dismiss plaintiff's action with costs," and the plain

tiff appeals. I wish I could deal thus summarily

Wendt, for the appellant, contended that the with this most important question of law. I have

circumstances prored raised an implied promise on
no doubt I should have derived raluable assistance

defendant's part to repay the amount paid by plain- in disposing of it if the learned commissioner had

tiff. The plaintiff's security would have been wiped favoured the court of appeal with the reasons by

out by the sale, which would have passed the lanù which he was enabled to dismiss the plaintiff's claim

free from encumbrance, and he was therefore entitled in the emphatic terms of his judgment, but without

to make the payment and recover it from the owner , that assistance I must approach the consideration of

to whom the land w : s now restored . C. R. Batti the law on the subject with some diffidence in

caloa No. 129 (1 C. L. R. 73) , cited below , was in view of the decided opinion of the learned com

point. (He also referred to Exall'v . Partridge, 8
missioner, Had the plaintiff been the mortgagee

T. R. 308 ; and Johnson v. Royal Mail Steam Pack
and the defendant the mortgagor, I think I might

et Co., L. R. 3 C. P. 88.]
have ventured on good authority to differ at once

Sampayo, for the defendant, argued that the sale with the learned cornmissioner and hold that the law

of the land had realized sufficient to wipe out the did imply a promise from the mortgagor to repay

debt for taxes due by the owner, and that therefore money which subsequent to the mortgage the mort

there was not at the date of the payment by plaintiff gagee had been compelled to pay and which the

any existing debt due by the defendant such as mortgagor was compellable to pay . The case of The

would entitle plaintiff to recover from the defendant Orchis, 59 L.J.P. & M. 81 (for the reference to which

the amount paid . Further , the law would imply a
I am indebted to my brother Withers) is an authority

promise only if the plaintiff had been compelled to directly in point. The plaintiff in that case was
pay as a matter of legal obligation . Here the pay

ment was made voluntarily. Be ides, the plaintiff

mortgagee of a ship of which the defendants were

is an assignee of the murtgage decree, and this dis
owners . Subsequent to the mortgage the captain of

tinguishes the present wage from those cited .
the ship incurred liability in respect of the ship and

binding on the defendants. The ship was arrested

Cur, adv . vult. for this debt and in order to obtain her release and

5%
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get possession of the ship the plaintiff came forward right to the possession of the mortgaged property as

and paid the debt and then brought an action against against the defendant, which gave him the right to

the defendants to recover the amount, and Butt, J. , pay to secure that possession.

in the court below held , the court of appeal affirming, The commissioner says that the case decided by

that the action well lay. Butt, J. , said : they (the
Mr. Justice Clarence, reported in 1 C. L. R. p. 73 , is

plaintiffs ) paid the money “ without any express
not parallel, but again he gives no reason for the

" authority from the defendants and they base their
dictum, and but for it I should have said it is exactly

" claim to reimbursement upon a promise which the

“ law implies, and implies under the circumstances,
The plaintiff will have judgment with costs on the

" by the defendants to pay them , they being compell legal issue, and the case be sent back in order that

"ed to pay a sum to pay which the defendants were
the issues of fact may be disposed of.

Set aside,
“ legally compellable . " This authority is direct and

settles the question as between mortgagor and mort

gagee, but I have been a little embarrassed by the

particular circumstances of this case. The plaintiff Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. and WITHERS, J.

is not the actual mortgagee but an assignee of the

mortgagee, and the defendant is not the mortgagor
( August 28 and 26, 1892. )

but the owner claiming title from the mortgagor, and PALANIANDY V. RANGASAMY.

the question which suggested itself to me was, D. C. Badulla, F. C. FISHER, Fiscal of the Province
No. 899.

whether the implied promise grew out of the con of Uva, appellant.

tractual relations previously existing between parties

by which the one may have agreed to guarantee and
Practice- Process- Returnableday - Timo within which

indemnify or contribute to the other , or simply from process should be returned ---Fiscal, liability of.

the relations in which the parties might find them The fiscal entrusted with theservice ofa process has

Belves with respect to particular property, one party the whole of the returnable day to make return to the

being compelled to pay money in respect of it which
process and is not in default until the expiration of

that day.

the other was primarily compellable to pay . I have

satisfied myself on the point by reference to all the In this case original summons was issued to the

authorities — particularly those like that of the owner fiscal for service, returnable on July, 1892. On

of a coach distrained on for rent due by the coach- that day , at the time the court began its sitting and

maker on whose premises it was standing, and who the case was called , the fiscal had not yet made his

paid the rept to obtain the possession of the coach- return to the summons. The district judge thereupon

and I have arrived at the cenclusion that the promise directed a summons to be issved to the fiscal to ap

which the law implies is jpdepeudent entirely of any pear on a certain day and “ to shew cause why he

express contract of the parties by way of guarantee, should not be fined for failing to return the process

indemnity, contribution, or otherwise Lindley, l .. J. on the returnable date.” It appeared, however, that

in Edmunds vs. Wallingford, 54 L.J.Q. B. 805 , says : the fiscal's return to the suicinons reached the court

“ The right to indemnity or contribution in these later in the day , i. e. , about 12 noon or 12-30 p. m . of

" cases exists although there may be no agreement the returnable dav .

" to indemnify or contribute, and although there The fiscal appeared to the summons issued against

“ may be in that sense no privity between the plain
him and shewed cause , but the district judge held

tiff and defendant ;' and Lord Esher in the case of
the fiscal to be guilty of contempt of court, being of

The Orchis said : “ The case is therefore brought opinion that it was the duty of the fiscal to make his

" within the common law rule laid down in Ed . return to a process at least before the usual hour for

“ munds v . Wallingford, that if by reason of the de. the sitting of the court , and he accordingly imposed a

“ fault of one person the property of another be- fine of Rs. 5 on the fiscal.

comes subject to detention by law, and the person The fiscal appealed.

whose property is so detained pays the debt, the
Wendt, for the appellant.

“ law implies a promise from the one whose debt is Cur. adv. vult.

" paid to repay it to the person who has paid it."
On August 26 , 1892 , the following judgment was

It may be here orged that the plaintiff was not the
delivered :

owner of the property : neither was the plaintiff in

the case of the “ Orchis,” but as against the defen- BURNSIDE , C. J.-The fiscal bad all the last day of

danis in that case be was entitled to the possession of the returnable time to make return to the process ,

the property ; and so in this case the plaintiff had the and he was not in default until the expiration of that

1
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day . This is a sufficient ground toset aside these the 20 days (if security has been found and accepted )

proceedings, without reference to their irregularity be issued by the court to the fiscal for service on the

and want of conformity to the provisions of the Code. respondent or on his proctor.

The order fining the fiscal and all proceedings If the appellant has not within the time specified

leading to it are set aside. -14 or 20 days - deposited a sufficient sum , & c ., the

WITHERS, J. , concurred . Ordinance enacts tbat the petition of appeal shall be

Set asido.
held to bave abated . The objection to the appeal

on the failure of the appellant to deposit within the

20 days must be sustained , and the appeal is re

jected .

Present:-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ.

WITHERS, J.-I agree. The deposit of a sum of

(November 8 and 22, 1892.) money to cover the expenses of serving notice of the

appeal on the respondent must be made within 20

D. C. Colombo,
days from the date when the decree or order appealed

against in a district court was pronounced and is

Civil Procedure - Appeal- Deposit of costs of serving
a condition precedent to the right of prosecuting an

notice of appeal- Limit of time for making such appeal.

deposit - Civil Procedure Code, section 756 . That requirement being unfulfilled, the petition of

appeal shall be held to be abated ” .

The deposit of a sum of money, under section 756 of
the Civil Procedure Code, to cover the expenses of

Appeal rejected .
serving notice of theappeal on the respondent, must

be made within 20 days and, in the case of a court or
requests, within 14 days from the date of the decree of

order appealed against, and such deposit is a condition

precedent to the rightof prosecuting an appeal.
Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , and LawRIE, J.

In this case judgment was pronounced against the
( July, i and 12, 1892. )

plaintiff on July 6, 1892 , and the plaintiff appealed

from the judgment, the petition of appeal being filed D. C. Tangalle, DISSANAYAKE .

on July 19, 1892. On July 21 the plaintiff obtained
No. 80.

& notice on defendant to shew cause why a certain
Husband and wife - Separate estate — Mortgage of

sum of money should not be accepted as security for

costs of appeal. On returnable day of the notice,
separate property by wife— Written consent of

husband— Validity of bond - MatrimonialRights
i.e. , July 29, the security tendered was accepted and

Ordinance , 1876, section 9 .

the security bond was perfected on the same day.

But it was not uutil August 3 , 1892 , that the costs A mortgage created by a woman, married after the

of serving notice of appeal was deposited. The
proclamation of the Ordinance No. 15 of 1876, over

immoveable property belonging to herseparate estate,

appeal, however, was duly forwarded to the Supreme amounts to an act “disposing ofand dealing with ” such

Court.
property within the meaning ofsection 9 ofthe Ordinance,

andrequires the written consent of her husband for its

Morgan, for the appellant. validity.

J. Grenier, for the respondent, took the prelimi- When such consent has not been given, the creditor

nary objection that the appeal was irregularly before
cannot even recover thedebt due on the bond, inasmuch

the court, inasmuch as the costs of serving notice of
as the general personal incapacity of a married woman
to bind herself by contract renders the instrument

appeal was not deposited within 20 days of the judg. inoperative even as a simple money bond .

ment appealed against.

The first defendant was husband of one Ceciliana
Cur. adv. vult.

Manikhamy, to whom he was married in September,
On November 22 , 1892, the following judgments 1881, and the seeond and third defendants were their

were delivered :

children . Ceciliana Manikhamy in June, 1890 ) , execut

LAWRIE, J. - The 756th section of the Procedure ed a bond in favour of plaintiff, by which she bound

Code provides that every appellant within 14 or 20
herself in the sum of Rs. 522.50 and as security

days from the date of the judgment appealed therefor mortgnged certain lands belongind to her

against shall deposit a sufficient sum of money to as her separate estat.e Ceciliana Manikhamy having

cover the expenses of serving notice of the appeal died intestate, the plaintiff brought the present action

on the respondent and shall furnish to the court a against the defendants upon the bond. The defen ..

copy of the petition of appeal which with the notice dants, among other things, took exception to the

of the appeal shall immediately after the expiry of action on the ground that the boud was invalid,

SILVA V ,
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So that , whether the bond be lokel on as a simple

money bond or as a mortgage, the plaintiff creditor is

not entitled to recover.

Affirmed .

ioasmuch as Ceciliana Manikhamy was a married

woman at the date of the bond and had not obtained

her husband the first defendant's consent in writing

for the execution of the bond .

The district judge dismissed the plaintiff's action ,

and the plaintiff appealed .

Dornhorst for the appellant.

Wendt for the defendants.

Cur. adv . vult.

On July 12, 1892, the following judgments were

delivered :

Present :- BURNSIDE, C. J.

( November 16 and 18 , 1892.)

D. C. Galle }
ISMAIL LEBBE V. MOHAMADO Casim.

No. 55,354 . S

D. C. Colombo, JACKSON V. THE COLOMBO Com

No. 1,251 . MERCIAL CO.

}

BURNSIDE, C. J. — The judgment of the district

judge is clearly right. The woman had no right to

deal with her sole property otherwise than with the

written consent of her husband , and she had no right

to enter into an engagement whereby she incurred

personal liability on a bond.

Civil procedure - Appeal to Privy Council - Appli

cationfor Certificate - Security forcosts of hearing

in review— When and how given — Civil Proce

dure Code, section 783.

.

LAWRIE, J. - Dona Ceciliana Manikhamy, a Sin.

balese woman , resident in the district of Tangalla,

and subject to the law in force in the maritime pro

vinces ofCeylon , was owner of several lands. In 1881

she was married to a low - country Sinhalese , also sub

ject to the same law . In 1890 she executed a bund

in favor of the plaintiff, in which she acknowledged to

have borrowed and received from him Rs. 522.50

and she as security for repayment mortgaged certain

lands belonging to her. She died in the same year

1890, The creditor instituted this action against hier

surviving husband and her children praying for

judgment on the bond.

The nature, amount , and sufficiency of the security

for costs to be given by an appellant, upon his applica

tion for a certificate under section 781 of the Civil Pro

cedure Code preparatory to appeal to the Privy Council,
must be determuined by the Supreme Court upon the

appellant's petition after due notice to the respondent,

andthenere deposit of asum of money with the Re
gistrar by way of such security is ipsufficient, unless it

be received with the consent of the respondent.

Applications for certificates under section 781 of

the Civil Procedure Code, preparatory to appeal to

the Privy Council .

By the law of the maritime provinces prior to the

passing of the Ordinance No. 15 of 1876 a married

woman had no power to enter into any description of

contract on her own account during the coverture .

That disability still exists except in so far as it has

been removed by the Ordinance No. 15 of 1876 .

A married woman now as before the passing of

Ordinance cannot bind herself by executing a money

bond .

In the Galle case , the Supreme Court on August

16, 1892 , affirmed the judgment of the district court

dismissing plaintiffs' action, and plaintiffs within two

months from that date filed a petition praying for

certificate under section 781. and also deposited with

the Registrar a sum of Rs . 200 by way of security for

the costs of the hearing in review. Plaintiffs after

wards seryed notice on the respondent of such

deposit, but there was no petition or determination

by the Court thereon , as required by section 783.

In the Colombo case (the Tea - Roller Patent case )

a sum of Rs. 250 had within the two months been

deposited with the Registrar by the appellants and

received with the consent of the respondent as necu

rity for costs of the review hiearing.

If she has immoveable property, the Ordinance de

clares that shall belong to her for her separate estate ,

and she “ sh : !l....... have as full power of disposing

• of and dealing with any sich property by any

• lawful act inter vivos with the written consent of

• her husband but not otherwise.........as if she were

• unmarried ."
Dornhorst, for the appellants in the Galle case .

Browne (Dornhorst and Loos with him) for the

appellants in the Colombo case.

The learned district judge has beld , and I agree

with him , that the execution of the mortgage by this

married woman was an act “ disposing of and dealing

with ” ber immoveable property, and that as she did

not obtain written consent of her husband the mort

gage is not binding on her heirs or executors.

Wendt, for the respondent in each case , took the

preliminary objection that the applications could not

be entertained, the security required by section 780

not having been determined by the court and perfect
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ed within the two months in the manner prescribed with the consent of the other side, but without any

by section 783 . intervention of the court, also made a deposit in

court of the costs of hearing in review . Mr. Wendt

Browne, and Dornhorst, were heard contra.
properly admitted that, the plaintiff having consented

to this , the defect of securing the authority of
Cur. adv. vult.

the court had been avoided , or at least the plaintiff

was not in a position to take the objection . Therefore
On November 18 , 1892, the judgment of the court

the defendants' motion was in order, and must be
was delivered by heard .

BURNSIDE, C. J. - In both these cases applications
The costs of this preliminary objection will depend

were made to bring a judgment in review , in order to on the order ultimately made.

an appeal to the Priry Council, under section 780 of

the Civil Procedure Code.

Mr. Wendt look a preliminary objection that the
Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , LAWRIE and

security wbicb was required by section 780 for
WITHERS, JJ .

the payment of the costs of hearing in review , and,
( November 22 and 29, 1892.)

under section 788 , of the hearing before the Privy

Council, had not been given. The 783rd section of

the Code provides that the nature , amount, and suffi.

ciency of the security to be given by the appellant

under section 780 , as well as that to be given under
Civil Procedure — Replication, necessity for — Plead

section 783, " for the prosecution of the appeal and ing - Settlement of issues — Civil Procedure Code,

sections 79 , 813
for the payment of all such costs as may be awarded by

Her Majesty in Council to the party respondent " , Under the Civil Procedure Code there is no neces.

shall be determined by the Supreme Court upon the șity fora replication toanynew matter in the answer,
but such new matter will be taken as denied, or if the

motion of the appellant made by petition, of plaintiff desires to question its sufficiency as an answer
which notice shall be duly served on the respondent. to the declaration he may at the trial have an issue

settled by the court on the point.
I confess, on first reading these two sections together,

the inclination of my opinion was that the giving Ejectment.

security for the costs of the hearing in review and of
The plaintiff claimed title to a certain land by right

the costs of the hearing in the Privy Council were to of purchase upon a certain deed . The defendant in

be by simultaneous process determined by the his answer " denied the validity" of the deed under

Supreme Court on petition under section 783 when the
which plaintiff claimed , and he also among other

desire to appeal was asserted under section 780 and things pleaded that he was in possession of the land

within two mouths of the judgment sought to be under a license granted to bim by Government to

reviewed, as required by that section . However, my asweddumize the land . The plaintiff did not file

attention was called to that part of section 783 which any replication .

requires that the security for the costs of hearing in At the trial the plaintiff did not adduce any evi

thie Privy Council shall be given within three months dence to prove the execution of the deed pleaded by

from the date of judgment in review , and consequently laim , and the defendant objected to its reception in

it is clear that the proceeding to give security for evidence. The license pleaded in the answer was

the hearing in review and for the hearing before the tendered in evidence by the defendant and was ob

Privy Council đepended on the dates of thejudgment jected to by the plaintiff. As regards the admissibili

below and of the judgment in review ; but the nature, ty of the latter document, it was contended for the

amount , and sufficiency of the security to be given in defendant that there being no replication the docu

both cases shall be determined by the Supreme Court ment required no proof, and must be taken to have

upon motion on petition with notice as provided by been admitted ; but for the plaintiff it was argued

section 783. Applying this law, then , to the motions that no replication was necessary and that defundant

now before us , it must preclude the plaintiff from his must prove all the material allegations in his answer.

motion, because he has simply paid into court a sum The learned district judge upheld the plaintiff's

of money without petition to the Supreme Court or contention, but on the whole case he held against

notice to the other side as to the nature, amount, or the plaintiff aud dismissed the action .

sufficiency thereof . His petition for hearing in The plaintiff appealed .

review must therefore be dismissed with costs . J. Grenier, for the appellant.

Then with regard to the other case (the Tea-Roller Wendt, for the defendant.

case) the defendants , the proposed appellants, had Cur, adr. vult.
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On November 29 , 1892 , the following judgments learned judge, I think it well that it should be once

were delivered : , : and for all authoritatively settled , in view particularly

of the conflict of opinion of members of this Court

BURNSIDE, C. J.-The learned dis ' rict judge bas
on the question of the necessity of a replication to

gone wrong on the point of law that the deed in
new matter pleaded by way of defence. Nor is it too

question had been denied by the defendant. The
late in the day to alter a practice under the new

deed was not denied by the defendant so as to pot Code, which to my knowledge has in the district

the plaintiff to the proof of it. The d'fendant sim
court of Colombo been recently shaped on dicta of

ply denied its validity, setting forth nothing as con- former members of his Court. For my part , I con

stituting it invalid , and , if this denial raised any issue fess that it always seemed to me that the dicta as to

at all , the burthen of it , whatever it inay be, was on the requirements of a replication to new matter

the defendant. In this view my inclination was to pleaded by way of defence rendered nuga :ory the

send the case back in order that the judgment of the provisions of section 79 of the Civil Procedure Code,

district judge might turn on whatever value the which to my mind aimed in this respect at the

deed might posses ; but when I come to examine the simplification of pleadings so as to avoid delay as

deed itself carefully, it seems to me that it cannot
well as expense to suitors. Mark the imperative

possibly help the case for the plaintiff. She pleaded
nature of the language of that section , which says

that no pleading after answer (not being a claim in
the original deed as conveying to her title to the land ,

reconvention) shall be filed except by order of court

giving certain abuttals which she says are from memo on special motion after due notice to the other side,

ry. The defendant has specially denied that it did , and and no such order shall be made (except as aforesaid)

the production of the deed wonld certainly entitle the unless the court is satisfied on suçb motion that the

defendant to the judgment of the court on that issue. real issues between the parties cannot be conveniently

On the issue, therefore , that plaintiff derived no title raised without such further plealing. Remembering

by deed from Dingiria she must have been defeated .
that one of the ordinary offices of a replication is

either to demur to or traverse new matter pleaded by

Then , assuming that the plaintiff had properly
way of avoidance, if this is insisted on as a matter of

pleaded a prescriptive title, has the evidence come up
course in every case where new matter is so pleaded,

to the requirements of section 3 of the Ordinance ?
section 79 of the Civil Procedure Code is virtually ·

I think not . The occupation by Kankani, her agent, blotted out of the statute . I think it was the inten

was at most of an exceedingly interrupted character , tion of this section that new matter pleaded by way

and it is by no means clear that even that possession of avoidance in an answer should be taken as denied

had existed for ten years before he died . The judg. (unless of course aclmitted by a plaintiff) in the way

ment must be affirmed . more particularly provided for in the chapter relating

The learned district judge has expressed a desire
to courts of requists, and that in consequence there

is no necessity for a replication to an oruiu ly answer

for some direct and binding ruling on the effect of
containing a plea in bar by way of confession and

section 79 of the Code, where po replication has been
avoidance .

filed . As the point has arisen in the case , I think

we may decide it authoritatively, and for myselfI It will be undoubtedly open to plaintiff, if so id
adhere to my ruling in Weerawago v . Bank of vised , to press the court on the day fixed for trial to

Madras, 2 C. L. R. 11 , that where there is new settle as one of the issues in the case that of a matter

matter pleaded in the answer by way of defence, of law on the point whether the new matter pleaded

and there is no replication, every material allegation by way of avoidance is , if true, an ' answer to the

shall be deemed to have been denied, and the burthen. declaration or no . Cases are quite conceivable where

of proof of such new matter shall lie on the party a replication would be properly applied for and

asserting it . This practice will secure a joinder of allowed , as , for instance, where a plaintiff while con

issue at least in every issue tendered in answer by fessing the new matter pleaded in bar is able himself

way of defence , and , besides, will secure uniformity of to plead new matter going to avoid the effect of what

practice and procedure in district courts and courts is pleaded in the answer, or , in other words , a repli

of requests (section 813 of the Code) . cation by way of confession and avoidance on bis

LAWRIE, J.-I agree.

part . But how rarely does occasion for this further

pleading arise , when the material facts are well

WITHERS, J.-I agree in affirming the judgment pleaded in the first instance by plaintiff and defend

of the court below . ant ? I am decidedly for ruling that a replication is

As to the important point of practice raised by the not necessary in our courts to an answer which in
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common parlance would only require to be traversed

or demurred to, if not admitted outright .

Affirmed.
0 :

ed slightly on the street, and had been undisturbed

for a long period , should be summarily prosecuted

under section 175. Where that had happened, the

Municipal Council should properly proceed by a

civil action . As to section 283 , it was the Municipal

Councils Ordinance that created the offence, and if a

person was not punishable under it he was not

punishable at all .

Present:- BURNSIDE, C. J.

(November 17 and 22 , 1892.)

MAC Colombo, Akbar v. SLEMA LEBBE.
Wendt, in reply .

Cur. adv. vult.

Criminal Law - Encroachment on street- Continu

ing offence -- Institution of plaint- Limitation

Ordinance No. 7 of 1887, sections 175 , 283 .

On November 22 , 1892, the following judgment

was delivered :

The offence, created by section 175 of the Municipal

Councils Ordinance , 1887, of erecting an obstruction

or encroachment on a street , is a continuing offence so

long as the encroachment is maintained, and a prosecu

tion is not barred by section 283 if not instituted within

three months from the date wheu the encroachment

was first made.

BURNSIDE, C. J.—The judgment of the munici

pal magistrate in this case must be set 'aside, and

the case sent back for adjudication on the merits.

The offence charged is a continuing offence, and

the period , within which the complaint must be

made, did not commence the day on which the

erection was completed. See The Metropolitan Board

of Works vs. Ahthony & Co., 54 L. J. M. C. N.s. 39,

which is directly in point.

Set aside.

: 0 :

Present:-BURNSIDE, C. J. , and LAWRIE, J.

Or. September 2 , 1892, defendant was charged

with having erected in August, 1890 , an enclosure

or obstruction in Third Cross Street , Pettah , and

having thereby encroached on the street, and with

having continued up to the date of the filing of the

plaint to maintain the said encroachment , in breach

of section 175 of the Municipal Councils Ordinance ,

No. 7 of 1887. It was contended on behalf of the

defendant that the complaint not having been pre

sente i within three months from the date of the

first erection of the obstruction , the prosecution was

barred by Section 283 of that Ordin : ince. The

municipal magistrato upheld the objection and

acquitted the defendant.

(November 18 and 25 , 1892.)

D. C. Colomho, JACKSON V. THE COLOMBO COM
No. C 1,251 . MERCIAL Co.

The Attorney -General appealed .

Civil Procedure - Appeal to Prizy Council - Final

or definitive judgment - Amount involved-Civil

right- Decree for damages not yet assessed - Ordi

nance No. 1 of 1889 , section 42 - Civil Procedure

Code, sections 780 , 781–Inventions Ordinance No.

6 of 1859, section 34.

Wendt, for the appellant, contended that the

offenes charged was essentially a continuing offence,

the gist of it being that the high way was obstructed ,

and so long as the obstruction was maintained the

statutory bar did not attach . The terms of section

283 were noticeable : they did not declare that no

prosecution could be instituted or maintained after

the three months, but that no person should be

liable to fine or penalty under that Ordinance. He

might possibly be punished under section 289 of the

Penal Code, for breach of the statutory provision of

section 175 .

By section 52 of the Charter of Justice, 1833 , re

enacted in section 42 of the Courts Ordinance, 1889,

an appeal to Her Majesty in Her Privy Couucil is

given in any civil suit against any final judgment,

decree , or sentence ofthe Supreme Court, or againstany

rule or order having the effect of a final or definitive

sentence, subject to the following rules : first, that such

judgment, decree, sentence, rule, or order shall first be

brought by way of review before the Supreme Court

collectively ; secondly, that any such judgment, decree,

sentence, ororderin review shall be given or pronounced
for or in respect of a sum or matter at issue above the

amount orvalue ofRs. 5,000, or shall involve directly

or indirectly the title to property or to some civil right

exceerling that value; and thirdly, that the person

aggrieved by such judgment, decree, order, or sentence

in review shall within 14 days apply to the Supreme

Court by petition for leave to appeal.

Chapter lxiii. , section 779, of the Civil Procedure

Code enacts that, subject to the provisions ofthe Courts

Ordinance, 1889, a party may appeal against any final

judgment, decree, or sentence of the Supreme Court, or

against any rule or order having the effect of a final or

definitive judgment, decree, or sentence ; and (section

Dornhorst, for defendant, relied on the language

of section 175 ( whoever builds any wall or erects or

sets 1p any fence , rail , post, or other obstruction or

encroachment ") as evidencing an intention to make

penal the first act o ? encroachment. It would be

manifestly unfair that a person who had , perhaps

unwittingly , built an expensive house that encroach
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780) that whoever desires to appeal under this Chapter decree appealed against is conclusive and definitive

must apply within two calendar months by petition
of the rights of the parties in relation to the patent

to the Supreme Court to have the judgment, decree ,
which is the sole subject of suit . No subsequent

sentence, rule , or order against which he is desirous so

to appeal brought before the Supreme Court collective proceedings in the action can possibly alter or affect

ly by way of review , such petition (section 781 ) stating those rights as so settled . Assistance may be deriv

the grounds of appeal and praying for a certificate ed from the English decisions on the words “ final

either that, as regards amount, or value, and nature,
judgment" in the Bankruptcy Act, 1883 (46 and 47

the case fulfils the requirements of section 42 of the

Courts Ordinance 1889, or that it is otherwise a fit one
Vic . c. 52 , s . 4 ) . In Exparte Moore (L. R. 14 Q. B.

for appeal to Her Majesty in Council. The person D. 627) it was held that a decree for an injunctiou

aggrieved by the judgment, decree, order, or sentence restraining a solicitor froin practising and directing

in review shall (section 783 ), if she desires to appeal,
an inquiry as to damages, with costs which liad been

apply by petition within fourteen days for leave to

appeal.
taxed and partly paid , was a "final judgment" ( see

Held, by BURNSIDE , C. J., and Lawrie, J. (du- Lord Selborne'sdefinition). And the ratio decidendi

bitante LAWRIE, J. ), that the limitations as to finality on this point was explained and approved (although

and value imposed by the above provisions applied as on another ground the judgment was held not to be

well to the original judgment of the Supreme Court as “ final" ) in Ex parte Strathmore (L. R. 20 Q. B. D.

to that pronounced in review .
818) . In a local case , Carfrae v. Delmege (8 S. C.

In an action for the infringement of a patent, a

judgment oftheSupreme Court, holding that plaintiff's
C. 170) , where a partnership was declared dissolved

patent had been infringed and granting an injunction , and an account ordered to be taken , leave to appeal

but directing an enquiry as to damages, which had not to the Privy Council was given against the substan

yet been assessed tive part of the decree, although the order for an

Held , not to satisfy the requirements of the above account was held not appealable. Next, as to the

enactments either as to finality or value, and to be

therefore not appealable.
value involved : Section 42 (2) requires that the

Per BURNSIDE, C. J.-The words in section 781 ,
decree shall be given or pronounced for or in respect

“ or that it is otherwise a fit one for appeal to Her of a sum or matter at issue above Rs. 5,000 in value,

Majesty ', have probably crept into the Code through or shall involve directly or indirectly the title to

inadvertency, and not through any deliberate intention property or some civil right exceeding that value.

to confer on the Supreme Court an unlimited discretion

to allow such appeals.

Now , though the proceedings have not ascertained

the money value of the interests here involved, it is

Application for a certificate under section 781 of submitted there clearly is a “ civil right” involved

the Civil Procedure Code, preparatory to appeal to ( that is, the plaintiff's patent right) worth more than

the Privy Council. Rs. 5,000. It may even be that, by reason of the

This was an action for infringement of a patent action having been promptly brought upon. the first

relating to tea- rolling machinery , the plaintiff claim suspicion of infringement the damages actually sus

ing an injunction , and an inquiry as to damages,

which were not laid in the plaint at any specific sum .

tained may be assessed at a smaller suim , but it is

The district court, on May 2 , 1892 , dismissed the

submitted the whole question of plaintiff's right is

action , bolding that there had been no infringement.

“ directly or indirectly " involved, and that makes

The Supreme Court in appeal, on September 13 ,
the matter appealable . But even taking the actual

1892 , reversed the district court decree, and directed money value to be the criterion , a much larger sum

the issue of an injunction , and an inquiry as to is here involved and will be assessed as damages.

damages, decreeding the defendants to pay the costs If the value of the civil right involved be regarded

of appeal. as still unascertained , it is open for this court to

A preliminary objection to the present application direct an inquiry on that point, as has previously

having been overruled ( reported ante, p. 124) it been done : D. C. Kandy No. 646 , Morg. Dig . 57 .

now came on for hearing. It ought to be noticed that the Stamp Ordinance,

Browne ( Dornhorst and Loos with him), for the 1890, requires patent actions to be stamped as of the

appellants. The defendants are entitled to a certifi. value of Rs. 5,000 , apparently fixing that valne so as

cate under section 781. The decree of this court is

both final in its nature and also involves a greater

to allow of an appeal to the Privy Council . Where

value than Rs . 5,000 . First , as to finality : Section

the value of the rights involved is incapable of

42 of the Courts Ordinance , 1889 , requires that there

ascertainment in money, as in matrimonial. actions,

shall be a final judgment , decree, or sentence , or
an appeal has been held to lie : D. C. Colombo No.

a rule or or ler having the effect of a final or 11,016 , Morg. Dig . 77. (He also referred to the

definitive sentence . It is submitted that here the St. Coombs case , 1 S. C. R. 1. ]
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Wendt, for the respondent. It is submitted that representation , and this Court affirmed the total

there is here no “ final judgment” in the sense which disinissal of the action on the grounds on which it

entitles a party to appeal to the Privy Council. was brought, but (the partnership having been

The practice of the Judicial Committee has been to dissolved , pending the action , by the death of

discourage intermediate appeals , and to require partner) ordered the usual account to be taken : and

parties to wait until a definitive decree, capable of the plaintiff was properly permitted to appeal

final execution, has been entered up . Upon appeal against the dismissal of his action . Then as to the

against such a devree, the Court will review all pre- amount involved : non constat that when the in

vious orders and judgments affecting the rights of quiry is concluded the damages will be found to

parties. This was lail down in Cameron v. Fraser exceed Rs. 5,000 . If the district court had found

( 4 Moo . P.C. 1 ) where an order was made referring for the plaintiff originally, and had assessed the

it to the accountant of the Court to adjust a balance damages at less than Rs. 5,000, it is perfectly clear

and report to the Court, and it was held that the no appeal could have been preferred. The sole test

appellant was entitled to wait until the report had of the right of a defendant to appeal to an action

been made and a decree passed thereon, and then ap like the present in which damages have been decreed

peal against the decree. So that, in an action like the is the amount awarded as damages'; Allan v. Pratt

present, the appealable decree is the final adjust- | (57 L. J. P. C. 104) . This Court cannot entertain the

ment of the rights of parties, which only leaves exe- consideration of plaintiff's and defendants ' patent

oution to be carried out. If the present appeal were rights being worth vastly more than the sum of

permitted and dismissed by the Privy Council, there money representing the partioular injury done to

would be nothing to prevent a second, appeal after those rights, which was the subject of this action .

assessment of the damages, if they should happen To admit such a principle would be to open a door

to exceed Rs. 5,000. The question of a “ final to appeals in almost every case. The words " oivil

judgment" under the Bankruptcy Act is not the right" , it is submitted , were intended to cover, not

same in principle as the present question . In Ex rights like those dealt with in the present action ,

parte Moore, the order for costs was held “ final"

in the sense that it ascertained a sum of money to be

which are readily assessable in money, but such as

involve questions of status or office ; for instance,

due by the defendant, which he could be called upon the right to practise as a barrister, which has formed

by a jndgınent-debtor summons to pay or be regarded the subject of appeal; or matrimonial suits mention

as having committed an act of bankruptcy. The order ed on the other side. The process of holding a

for costs , when liquidated by taxation , has accord supplementary inquiry, in order to ascertain the

ingly been held “ final" in miny cases where there value involved - adopted in 1835 in the old case

was no final or definitive judgment on the rights of cited - has never been adopted in practice. That

the parties involved in the suit . The decree now was an action for land, the value of which would

under consideration has doubtless settled the not ordinarily be inquired into in the action , while

question of infringement finally so far as this Court here the injury done will in due course be ascertained

is concerned , but this Court has accompanied that in the assessment of damages. The provisions of

finding with a direction that the relative money
the Stamp Ordinance are immaterial to the present

claims of the parties on that footing be ascertained
question . Actions relative to patents being nearly

with a view to the pronouncement of a final decree,

always actions for unliquidated damages, the Ordi

nance has fixed their value at an arbitrary sum in

and until that has been done no appeal can be taken . order to obviate the inconvenience of an inquiry in

In Corbet v . The Ceylon Company this Court on each instance.

April 5 , 1887 , refused leave to the defendants to

appeal. There the mortgagor-plaintiff had ob
Browne, in reply.

tained leave to surcharge and falsify the defendants'
Cur. adv. vult.

accounts rendered and this Court ( preparatory to On November 25, 1892 , the judgment of the

referring the accounts to an accountant) held the Court was delivered by

defendants not entitled to charge several classes of

items. Each of these classes involved over Rs. 5,000,

BURNBIDE, C. J.-This was an application by the

and were finally disallowed, yet it was held that un- defendants praying for a certificate under section

till the accountant had reformed the account and a

781 of the Civil Procedure Code for hearing in

definitive decree had been passed thereon the defend- review previous to appeal to Her Majesty in Council.

ants were not entitled to go to the Privy Council . The plaintiff shewed cause against the granting of

In Carfrae v. Delmege the action was for a rescission the certificate. The action is in the district court

of a partnership agreement on the ground of mis- of Colombo by the plaintiff against the defendants,
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alleging an infringement of a patent, and the prayer is sought by a party or parties to a civil action (1)

was for ( 1 ) an injunction to restrain the infringemuut; against any final judgment , clecree , or sentence, or (2 )

(2 ) for an ac ount of all gains and profits derived against any rule or order made in any such civil suit

by defendants from importing, use, and sale of in- or action having the effect of a final or definitive

fringements of plaintiff's patent, and a decree for the judgment, decrec , or sentence ; and by section 42,

amount of such gains and profits accruing from such sub - section 2 , of the Courts Ordinance every such

infringement ; (3 ) for costs ; ( 4 ) for further relief.
judgment, decree , sentence, or oriler (1 ) shall be

Tbe : efendants traverse : the in ringement, and at given or pronounced for or in respect of a sum or

the trial on the merits in the court below the learned matter at issue above the è mount or value of Rs. 5 000 ,

district judge dismissed the plaintiff's action with or (2 ) shall involve directly or indirectly the title to

costs on his finding of fact that the defenjants had property or to soine civil right exceeding the value of

not infringed the plaintiff's patent, and the plaintiff Rs. 5,000.

appealed to this Court. On the appeal the district

judge's finding of fact was reversed and the judg. It is not possible to read the Courts Ordinance and

ment of the court below was set aside , this Court the Civil Code on this subject together without, I

hulding on the facts that there had been an infringe- admit, encountering some, if not considerable, confu
ment by defendants of the plaintiff's patent . The sion ; but I think it is clear that both provisions

following is the decretal order which the defendants contemplated that the judgment to be appealed

desire to appeal from : - " It is ordered and decreed against must satisfy the material requirements which

" that the decree made in this action by the district I have just quoted . But whether it is the judgment

"court of Colombo and dated the 2nd day ofMay,1892 , in review which is the matter of appeal or the judg

" be , and the same is hereby, set aside, and in lieu ment reviewed , is certainly not clear, and both

" thereof it is decreed and declared that the plaintiff Ordinances leave it quite open that it may be both

" is entitled to, and it is accordingly ordered that the judgments.

" district court do issue, an injunction restraining the

" first defendant and the second defendant company ,
Section 42 of the Courts Ordinance refers to

" and their servants, agents, andw orkmen severally,
the desire, in the first place, to appeal against the

" from importing into, using, selling, or procuring to
judgment at first pronounced , and the first proviso

“ be imported, used, or sold in Ceylon any tea -leaf
declares that before any " such appeal" shall be

" rolling machine possessing the arrangement oftrans
" so brought" such judgment shall, &c . The plain

“ mitting motion to the top rolling surface through the
meaning of this is th it, whatever occurs subsequently,

" case vr jacket surrounding it as described in the
that is the judgment to be appealed against. Then

• plaint and in the specification therein mentioned , and
the second proviso refers to " such judgment, &c. ,

" claimed by the plaintiff as nove ! and original, and in review ” , clearly referring to the judgment in

" for her from infringing the plaintiff's grant of es
review which , uuder the latter part of the previous

clusive privil.ge and invention in manner aforesaid ; proviso, the court hart had authority to pronounce,

" and it is further ordered and decreed that the case and it is to this judgment in review only that the

· be , and the same is , hereby remitted to the said
provision as to value , finality, &c . , attaches, and it is

the third proviso which gives direct authority to ap

district court in order that the district judge may
peal against such judgment. But when we come to

" deal with the plaintiff's prayer for an account of all the Code, we find that , precisely as in the Courts

" gains and profits derived by each of the defendants Ordinance, it refers to the right to appeal to Her

" from the importing into , use , and sale in i'eylon of Majesty against any final judgment, de ree , &c. ,

" tea-leafrolling machines infringing 13 aforesaid , im and the desire to appeal against such judgment,

" ported into Ceylon, or used or sold here by the &o. It is therefore the originaljudgment against
defendants, or either of them , or by any person which the desire must exist to appeal , and it is

this judgment , by section 780 , that he must apply by

" or persons by the order or for the use of the
petition to have brought in review and against

" defendants or either of them , and that thereafter
which he must state his grounds of appeal , and he

" the defendants be severally ordered to pay to the must pray for a cerificate that as regards amount, or

" lintiff the amount of the gains or profits so derived value, and nature, the case fulfils the requirements of

" by them , and it is also further ordered and decreed section 42 which I have just quoted, or that it is

" that the defendants do pay the plaintiff the costs of otherwise a fit one for appeal to Her Majesty in Coun

“ this appeal." By the Courts Ordinance and by the
cil . I will dispose of this latter exception directly.

provisions oftheCivil Procedure Code, Chapter LXIU .,
Here then , by the Code, with regard to the original

the power of this Court to grant leave to appeal to the judgment, as by the courts Ordinance with reg.ird to

Privy Council is restricted to cases in which an appea the judgment in review , finality and value are essen .
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tial ingredients ; and th :it this was distinctly contem- L. J. P. C. 104 that thejudgment is to be looked at as

plated is made clear by the subsequent section 782 , it affects the interests of the party who is prejudiced

which declares that the judgment, decree, order, or by it, and who seeks to relieve himself of it by appenl .

sentence , of the Supreino Court after such hearing If there is to be a limit of value at all , that seems evi.

in review shill be pronounced in accordance with dently the right principle on which to mea - ure it, and,

the rules hereinbu !ore prescribed for the judgment looking at ibis case upon that principle , I cannot see

and decree in appeal ; and then comes section 783 , how it can be that the value of any right or pro

which says :- " The person feeling aggrieved by such pergy affected by it exceeds Rs . 5,000, Coming to the

judgment in review shall , if he desires to appeal question as to the finality of the judgment, I am also

there from , apply" , &c . I lo not, therefore , think, it of opinion that the partial decision of the action by

possible to successfully contend that no conditions our decree is not final, so as to bring it within the

attach to the judgment at first pronounced , and that category of judgments or orders upon which we are

any such judgment must be heard in review if a permitted to allow an appeal . There can be but one

desire to appeal is asserted .
final decree in an action, and this is certainly not

the final decree . No final decree can be made till the

The question , therefore, for us to decide is, does district court has adjudicated on the matter remitted

this judgment or decree in question come within the to it, and which involves the decision of the general

category of those above enumerated, and against question of costs. As the decree in respect ofwhich

which only we are empowered to grant a certificate
the certificate is required now stands, it is final on a

thatit may be heard in review previous to an appeal question offact,but notfinal regarding the objectof
to Her Majesty in Council ? I have most carefully

the guit, viz. , damages for the infringement of the

considered it withont any reference to my own feel
plaintiff's patent.

ings or inclinations, except so far as they would
I am now brought to the words to which I have

naturally lead me to grant leave, if I thought we bad

the power to do so, and I can arrive at no other
promised to refer, and which find place in the Code

conclusion than that we have no power to grant the
with respect to the original judgment, but are not to

be found in the Court Ordinance, or in the Code in

certificate asked for. In disposing of the question ,

it is proper to deal with the provisions of the
relation to the judgmentin review ; ' or that it is other.

Code as to the value of the judgment. Till that
wise a fit one for appeal to Her Majesty in Couccil " .

Beyond the fact that these words have been taken

point is settled , it is immaterial whether the judy
from the Indian Code, I cannot find any authority

ment, decree, or order be final or not, and this
as to their intent and meaning. I am disposed

brings us to decide at once whether the judgment is
to think that they have found their way into our law

given or pronounced for or in respect of a sum or
rather through inadverteney than from any deliberate

miatter at issue above the amountor value of Rs. 5,000 .
intention to confer on a single judge of this Court an

For myself, I have no hesitation in saying it is not.
uulimited discretion to grant a certificate in any case

It is on the contrary as yet , and so far, only a judy

ment giren and pronounced upon the bare question of
which one judge of this Court may consider a fit one

for appeal . Looking at the source from which the
fact of infringement or no infringement, and involves

words cime, I think they must be construed to refor
no definite sum or matter at issue of any definite

to those cases peculiar to India in which the particu
value, save and except the costs of appeal .

lar laws and customs and social life of the people

often call on the local courts of law to decide large
Ther, does it involve directly or indirectly the title

questions involving, not merely rights of property,
to property or to a civil right exceeding the value of

but of personal status and of caste, affecting as well

Rs. 5,000 ? It was not denied at the hearing that

upon the face of the proceedings it was not easy to
Imperial interests and rule as the interpretation of

gather what was the value of the pr.perty, the right to many systems of law. I have carefully examined

which was affected by the judgment ; but it was sug. the reports of all the cases dealt with by the Privy

gested that this Court might order information to be Council for the last 30 or 40 years, and I can find

obtained y enquiry, in accordance with some none in which an appeal has been taken by leave of

dictum , based on circumstances only , which is to be
the local court on principles analogous to this

found in the older authorities of this Court, in which
case. The defendants have the right to go to the Privy

it was assumed that a money value could be attached
Council for special leave to appeal, and , looking to the

to a decree for a divorce upon a fiction as to the value

of every marriage. It is scarcely necessary to say
practice of the Council not to grant special leare in

that these dicta are of little or no value in the light of those cases in which the court below has improperly

decidled authorities by which we must be governed . granted leave which has been set aside, I feel it

Lord Selborne laid down the rule in Allan v. Pratt 57 the safer course , and more in the interests of the
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defendants, to refuse a certificate, and so leave them sory note and in October, 1890 , obtained judgment

free to go to the Privy Council for special leave , and by virtue of the writ issued thereunder seized

wbich will certainly be granted if we are wrong, several parcels of land , which constituted “ acquired

without the preju lice against granting special leave, property ” of Kathargamasigara Mudal yar and the

if without authority we grant leave improperly. I defendant. Thereupon the defendant claimed a half

would add that my brother LAWRIE, whilst concurring share in all the lands seized and after enquiry the

in this judgment, has had some difficulty in arriving district court allowed the claim . The plaintiff

at the conclusion that it is requisite that the judg. accordingly brought the present action under sec

ment sought to be appealed fron should, in the first tion 217 of the Civil Procedure Code to have it

instance , and before the certificate is granted , dis- declared that the whole of the said lands were

close the money value referred tointheOrdinance. lia
liable to be sold in execution in satisfaction of the

His opinion was that it was only the judyment in judgment obtained by plaintiff against Kathargama

review to which the value qualification applied , and sagara Mudaliyar.

in agreeing with this judgment he lias done 80 more

in deference to the strong opinion which, as head of The defendant in her answer , a mong other things,

the Court, I have expressed ; and I may say here with denied that there was any consideration for the

regard to the Inventions Ordinance, which contains a promissory note, and alleged that it was granted by

clause giving a right of appeal to the Privy Council, her husband and judgment was obtained thereon

that that clause requires that the appeal should be by plaintiff fraudulently and collusively with intent
governed by the same rules as those laid down in the to injure and defraud the defendant. The defend

Charter. The Charter has since been repealed and ant further pleaded that at the institution of the

the terms of it re -enacted in section 42 of the action on the promissory note and at the date of

Courts Ordinance, so that our judgment applies as the decree therein the defendant and Kathargama

well to the rightof appeal as given by the Inven . sagara Mudaliyar had been judicially separated and

tions Ordinance. that they then and still possessed separately the

property which had belonged to their joint estate .

The district judge dismissed the plaintiff's action ,

Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , and WITHERS, J.
and plaintiff appealed.

( August 23 and 26 , 1892. ) Dornhorst for the appellant.

Wendt for the defendant.

No. 22,887 .
Cur. adv. vult.

Husband and wife - Thesawalame - Debt incurred
On August 26, 1892 , the following judgments

by husband during marriage — Divorce a mensa et were delivered :

thoro - Liability of acquired property to satisfy

such debt- Claim in execution --Rights of wife. BURNSIDE, C. J.-- This judgment is wrong , as far as

I am able to decide by the aid of the authoritieies which
Theproperty acquired during marriage by a husband I have consulted . I do not find that the Thesawala

and wife, who are governed by the Thesawalame, re

mains liable for debts iucurred by the husband during
me deals directly with the principle of the case . Tbe

marriage, notwithstanding a subsequent decree of principle that man and wife are to be regarded as

divorce a mensa et thoro between the husband and wife. separate individuals with regard to property does not

extend to acquired pro perty during the existence of

Action under section 247 of the Civil Procedure the inarriage, with wbich the husband may deal and

Code by an execution creditor against a claimant. which he may dispose of at will , and which is liable

for the payment of debts during the marriage. It is

The defendant and one Kathargamasagara Muda- no test of the liability of the property that the wife

ligar,who were Jaffna Tamils and were governed by could not be sued for the debt jointly with her hus

the Thesawalame, were married to each other in 1871 . band. Applying that principle to this case, the

Kathargamasagara Mudaliyar in 1886 granted a plaintiff bad a clear right to seize this land in satis

promisssury note to the plaintiff for a certain sum of faction of his judgment, and the decree of divorce

money. In May, 1890, the defendant obtained a could not affect his rights. It was competentſto the

decree of divorce a mensa et thoro from her husband. court, in the divorce proceedings, to have compelled

In a previous action the plaintiff in August , 1890 , the husband to make any settlement on the wife

sued Kathargamasagara Mudaliyar on the promis- / which did not affect the rights of third parties, and

Dato: 22,887. } KATHARUVALOE V.NENATCHIPILLE .
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1

the statement in the avswer, that, on the separation,

each of the parties was entitlel to their separate es

tates accorling to law, cannot be regarded as a cou

clusion of law and, in any event, can only apply to

their separate estates . This land was not heli in

separate estate . The case must go back in orler

that the issue of fraud may be disposed of. So far

as I see , I do not understand why the defendant is

in this suit suel alone , unless the decree of the di

vorce court place l her in the position of a feme sole,

of which there has been no proof. Her husband

ought to have joined her in the claim and been

joined in this action , and that in itself would indi.

cate that she had no locus standi in respect of a se

parate share in the land .

I do not think we should deal with the question of

costs in the present phase of the case , but simply set

aside the decree, and send back the case . All costs

reserved .

WITHERS , J. - I have no doubt that the acquired

property is liable for the debts incurred by the bus

band during coverture, and this liability could not be

affected by a simple sentence of divorce. The case

must go back for the other issues to be determined .

Set aside.

: 0 :

Present :-WITHERS, J.

the proper party but on a third person who falsely

personated him and who was wrongfully pointed out

as the party to whom the notice w.ls intended. The

complainant alleged that then the accuse l interfere 1

and told him not to make the complaint and threat

ened that if he did so , he, the accused , would see him

sent to jail for at least two months . The complain

ant then instituted this prosecution , an i stated in his

evidence that he was afraid that the accused would

falsely charge him with some offence .

The police magistrate, after heuring the evidence

for the prosecution, called upon the accuse l for bis

statement and the evidence for the defence and then

framed a charge under section 435 of the Penal

Cole. The accused was found guilty of the charge

framed and was sentenced to imprisonment .

The accused appealed .

Wendt, for the appellant.

Cur. adv . vult .

On September, 16, 1892, the following judgment

was delivered :

WITHERS, J. - This conviction cannot stand for

more than one reason .

In the first place, the accused was charged and

convicted uno flatu after evidence had been heard

on both sides. The charge should have been at the

close of the prosecution, but instead of that, when

the prosecution was closed, the accused was called on

for a statement and for any evidence in his defence.

At that time he did not know what he was charged

with . The language of criminal intimidation cannot

be too precisely charged as well as the intent with

which such language is used, so that the accused

may if possible be able to contra diet or explain the

one or the other .

Nowon the part of the prosecution there was very

conflicting evidence as to the nature of the so-called

intimidation, the inatter to which it referred, and

the intent with which it was addressed, and it there

fore was incumbent on the learned magistrate then

and there to specify the nature of the threat and of

the intent in a charge before he called upon the ac

cused for his defence . This conflict of testimony was,

indeed, another reason , why the accused should have

had the benefit of the doubt and been acquitted.

Lastly, the threat of procuring the complainant's

imprisonment is not a threat with an injury such as

is contemplated by the Penal Code. Injury under

the Code denotes any harm whatever illegally caused

to any person in body, mind, reputation or property

etc. Imprisonment by a competent court of justice

is not harm illegally caused to the person under

going it .

The couviction must be set aside .

Reversed .

( September 15 and 16, 1892.)

P. C. Mannar, } Casim v . Kaliva.

a

Criminal law -- Criminal intimidation - Injury -

Threat of procuring imprisonment - Ceylon Penal

Code, sections 43, 483, 486 - Charge - Criminal

procedure.

Section 483 of the Ceylon Penal Code enacts :

Whoever threatens another with any injury to his

person , reputation or property .. with intent to

cause that person .... to omit to do any act which

that person is legally entitled to do, as the means of

avoiding the execution of such threat, commits criminal

intimidation ."

Section 43 defines " injury” as any harm whatever

illegally caused to any person, in body, mind, reputation

or property . "

Held, that a threat of procuringby means of a false

case a person's iinprisonment if heshould make a certain

complaint was not a threat of an injury contemplated

by the Penal Code, inasmuch as imprisonment by a

competent court of justice is not harın illegally caused

to the person undergoing it .

The complainant was a party in a civil suit in the

district court of Mannar, in which a notice was issued

to the fiscal to be served on another of the parties .

The notice having been served by the process server,

the complainant came up to the court with a petition

to complain that the notice had been served not on
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Present :-WITHERS, J. commissioner has held . All that a tenant requires

is a reasonable notice , the principle being that he
( December 8 and 15, 1892.)

must have such votice as would enable him to secure

C. R. Kalutara,
another house within the time. Here it is submitte 1

FONSEKA V. JAYAWICKRAMA.

No. 840, the notice given was ample for that purpose. Fur

ther, this case comes withiu the decision in ('. R.

Landlord and tenant - Notice to quit - Monthly ten
Colombo, 87,694, 2 Grenier ( 1873 ) 23 , where Creasy

aney --Requisite length of such notice - Double
C. J. held that the notice must be one " expiring at

rent .

the expiration of a current month after the date of

To terminato a monthly tenancy there must be a the notice." The use of the word current shews that

complete calendar inonth's notice ; that is to say, the the date of the notice may be in the expirivg month

notice must be given before the commencement of the

month at the expiracy of which the tenancy is to deter ,
of the tenaney determined by the notice. Besides,

mine. " month " in this connectiou must be taken tu mean

Accordingly, in the era of a monthly tenaney eom. a lunar and not a calendar month . Rogers v . King.

mancing from the first day of the month, a notice to

quit given on the first day of month requiring the
ston -upon - Hull Dock Co. , 34 L. J. Cb . 165. So the

tenant to quit the premises at the end of that month , notice in this case must be held to be good. In any

Held, to be a bad notice. eyept the order for costs is wrong .

The plaintiff, who was owner of a certain house Sampayo, for the defendant. The action is not

which he had let to defendant on amonthly tenancy one iv ejectment but one for double rent, to which it

commencing from the first day of the month at a has not been argued that the defendant had assente 1,

rental of Rs . 20 per mouth wrote to the defendant so that plaintiff's action must fail apart from the

on July 29, 1992 , a letter which , stating that he question of potice . It is submitted further that the

required the house for the accommodation of some first letter contains no notice to quit at all . A notice

visitors atthe end of August, ran as follows : " will should be imperative and distinct, but the letter in

you kindly make other arrangements to allow us this instance amounts to a inere inquiry and at most

the use of the said premises from the 1st September gives an option to defendant . As to the second letter

next. A reply per bearer please ". Receiving no it is submitted that the commissioner was right in

reply to this letter, the plaintiff again wrote on the holding that it was given a day too late. This court

August 1 , 1892, as follows : " I have to give you has recognised the principle , and the very case cited

notice to quit the sail premises on the 31st instant, on the other side from Grenier ays down, that " the

and to inform you that in failure of your doing so, notice must be one commensurate with the term for

I shall hold you liable to pay me Rs . 40 per mensem which the letting was, that is , a month for a month , "

as rent from 1st September next.” Now, it is alleged in the plaint itself that the month.

The defendant not having quitted the house in ly tenancy in this instance was one commencing from

compliance with the above notices, the plaintiff on the first day of the month, and therefore a full

October, 4 , 1892, brought the present action against month's potice is required in order to determine it :

the defendant for the recovery of Rs. 40 as rent But a notice given on the first day of the month to

for the inonth of September 1892. The defendant expire on the last day is not a clear month's notice ;

pleaded as a inatter of law that the notices were in- nor does the argument from convenience urged on

sufficient and bad, and almitting his liability to pay the other side hold good, because a tenant cannot

Rs. 20 for the inonth of September, being the rent reasonably be expected to secure another house with

originally agreed upon, brought this sum into court in a month . This court has always been very strict

and prayed for disinissal of plaintiff's claim in in the construction of notices to quit . See , for ips.

excess of that sum . tapce, C. R, Colombo No. 36,729 1 S, C, R. 61. The

The commissioner upheld the defendant's plea meaning put upon the expression “ current month ':

and gave him judgment with costs, and the plaintiff in the judgment of Creasy C. J. , is untenable, because

appealed. “ a current month after the date of the notice," can

Ramanathan (Browne and Wendt with him) for the ouly mean “ a month running after the date of the

appellant. The letter of July 29 concludes by say. notice," and as so construed the decision is against

ing ' ' will you wake arrangements to quit the house,” the position of the appellant rather than in his

which is only a polite way of requiring defendant favour. Nor does the word “ mopth " in this con ,

to do so, and it therefore contains a sufficient notice nection or in the language of our law generally

to quit . But even if otherwise, the second letter of mean a lunar month. Such a meaning is opposed

August 1 is nndoubtedly a good notice, and it is to the sense in which the word is employed in

submitted that it was not giyen too late, as the a long series of local decisions on questions of
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tenancy . Besides, if as conceded , the notice must be The lefendant was charged under section 391 of

commensurate with the tenancy, the notice in this the Ceylon Penal Code with breach of trust in res .

case inust be for a calen -lar month , because it will pect of a sum of Rs. 180-30 aol was summarily tried

not be contended that the tenancy was for other and convictel, the police magistrate having overrule 1

than calendar month. As to costs, it is submitted an objection to his juris liction . Ta defendant

that the order is right. The defen lant brought in- appealed .

to court the sum legally due from him, and the plain .
Dornhorst, for the appellant.

tiff having got ja lgınent for nothing more was
Cur. adv . vult .

rightly condemned in costs .

Cur, ailv. vult. On December 13, 1892, the following judgment

On December 15, 1892, the following judgment was delivered

was delivered :

WITHERS, J.-On the point of juris liction the

WITHERS, J .-- I think the judgment is right and magistrate is right. I think , however, that it would

be discreet in a magistrate, where the valne of proshould be affirmed . As the learned commissioner

says, the first letter was in good time but was a bad perty in cases of criminal breach of trust exceeds

Rs. 50 or at the most Rs. 100, to refer for instruc.notice, while the second letter was a good notice but

tions to the Attorney -General's department beforegiven too late . A notice to quit cannot be too clear

and distinct in its terms, but the first letter was committing for trial or undertaking a trial. The

offence is a particularly serious one, while the classambiguous and optional. The law laid down by the

of case often presents features of great difficulty
late Sir Elward Creasy in the case cited to me

( 2 Grenier ( 1873 ) 23 ) I understand to be as follows which require the most careful managemunt, whether

and as so understood I a lopt it. Io the case of
regard be hal to the protection of the innocent or

the interest of the public in having the guilty exmonthly tenancies either party must have a complete

calendar month to find a new house or engage a new posed and punished. The charge against the accus

ed is, in briet, that in his capacity of clerk to thetenant. To ensure this a notice to quit must be

firm of Buchanan Frazer and C). he was entrusted

given before the commencement of the month at the

with that firm's petty cash and on or about Novem
expiry of which the tenancy is to determine , so that

ber 1 , 1892, at Colombo, coin initted criminal breachthe party noticed sha ! l have from midnigbt of the

of trust in respect of a sum of the petty cash solast day of the month immediately preceding the

entrusted to him amounting to Rs. 180 :30.mnth at the end of which the tenancy is determined

This is not a simple case of a particular sum ofby the notice to midnight of the last day of the ex

piring month of the tenancy as thus determined for money being entrusted to a clerk, which he dishou

the purpose of making fresh arrangements. If I estly converts to his own use or dishonestly uses for

am not mistaken , this law expresses the prevailing some other purpose than that for which he re

custom of the country. ceived it and for which he was in duty bound to

Affirmed . apply it. This is a case in which a clerk on the last

: 0 : day of his term of employment, when called upon to

give up his books, render his accounts, and pay overPresent : -WITHERS, J.

any money in his hands, fails to account to his em

December (8 and 13, 1892.) ployers for a sum of money which his own books

shew to be standing to his debit.

Mr. Buchanan and his head clerk differ as to the

tine at whieh the accused was einployed as the firm's

Criminal law - Breach of trust -Clerk or Servant petty cash keeper. The latter says that accused's

General deficiency in accounts - Charge --- Ceylon duties as petty cash keeper commenced on July 2,

Penal Code, sections 388, 391– Evidence. 1892, while Mr. Buchanan says that he was petty

cash keeper from September 23, sucoceling his head
Mere failure ' o pay over sunis received by a clerk or

servant for the employer does not in itself evnstitute the clerk ---- first witness -in that capacity, and this of
offenee of criminal breueh of trust under the Ceylon course must be taken to be the true state of the case .

Penal Code ; and in a charge of breach of trust against The two books of accounts kept by the accused from

a clerk or servant, it is not suffieient to prove a general

deficieney in accounts, but there must be evidence of that date were one styled a “ Petty Cash Book, " and

some specific sun having een misappropriated or con- the other a “Cash Account D. R. B. and G. F."

verted io the defendant's nse.

This particular “ Petty Cash Book” was opened on
The faets of tha case fully appear in the judgment April 9, 1892, with credit and debit balances carried

of the Supreme Court.
forward in pencil of Rs. 335.25 credit, Rs. 695.93

P. C. Colombo, Bochanas v . CONRAD.
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debit , and it contains entries, on one side of a page, that he had taken no money-a statement be repeated

of cheques of varying amounts --the debit side, and when Mr. Buchanan observed to him that he had

on the other, payments to various people and or a handed the chief clerk Rs . 160.30 instead of Rs. 340

great var'ety of accounts — the credit side . The en- which his book showed to be due, this sum of Rs .

tries all through the book are in ink . The credit 340 being the difference of the October debit sums as

sides are totalled during each month at infrequent entered in the petty cash book and the entries of that

intervals except in the last month , October, where, month on the disbursements side and of payments

with few exceptions, the items on the credit side are to Messrs . Buchanan and Frazer in the other book.

totalled daily, and from October 20, the petty cash The statement of the accused is as follows : - " The

book shews the initials of Mr. Buchanan put there “ additions in both books are not in my handwriting

day by day. The former book again is balanced in “ and when I left the firm I handed over every thing

pencil except the final monthly totals which are correctly . Mr. Buchanan asked the head clerk if

written in ink . The monthly credit balances are everything was correct and he said 'yes ' and 1

carried forward in pencil and on the 1st October this left." Cross-examined.— " The head clerk told me

petty cash book shews a debit balance carried for- there were 340 odd rupees .” Unfortunately, the

ward of Rs . 101 : 25 .
question in cross -examination to which this answer is

The “ Cash Account D. R. B. and G. F.” book given was not recorded as it should have been , and

coutains entries of payments to Mr. Buchanan and
without it the answer has no significance. It might

Mr. Frazer, each of wbich entries is initialed by those
have thrown light on what is a significant sta’ement

gentlemen respectively . This book was opened as of the accused who says “ when I left the firm I hand

regards Mr. Bacbanan in July 1891 , and as regards ed over everything correctly" but I cannot charge

Mr. Frazer in August, 1891 , but the entries in it in myself as jury that that, as it stands , is equivalent

accused's handwriting are from 23rd September last. to saying " I admit I had 310 rupees in hand of my

employers' money on the 21st of October but I de.
The prosecution led evidence of the accused's ca

livered the full sum to the head clerk ." Had he

pacity as a clerk in the aforementioned firm , produ
said so in so many words and had I disbelieved his

ced these two books, proved the entries in them to
statement, I should have had no hesitation iu con

be in accused's han lwriting from the 23rd Septem
victing him .

ber last , and provel that on the 1st November the
There is no evidence as to whose handwriting the

head clerk was ordered to take over accused's books
balances totalled from time to time in pencil are .

and balance . The books were handed over by the
The head clerk , however, swears that the total, i . e .

accused to the head clerk with a balance of Rs. 160-25 .

This cash was counted over in accused's presence ;
final total on page 50 , of Rs . 1370. 15 (crelits) in

ink (apparently over pencil ) is in accised's hand.
on the same day Mr. Buchanan had both the accused

writing, and the final total Rs . 2271.31 in ink (also
and his chief clerk before him and asked them both

apparently over pencil) is in his handwriting also.
if “ the cash was all right” and both replied in the

If the pencilled balance on page 49 on the credit

affirmative and the accused went away. On the
side of Rs. 2051 :31 is in accused's handwriting, it is

following day, the 2nd of November, the chief clerk
so placed over the receipt of 200 Rupees cheque en

says that he made the discovery of an incorrect

tered just underneath it — thus 2051-31—that, though

computation on the last page of the book, Rs.2,071-25 te

having been brought forward instead of the correct carelessly, it might naturally be carried forward

amount Rs. 2,251 :31 on the debit side , so that a 2071 instead of 2251 , but again there is a pencilled

further sum of Rs . 180 odd had to be accounted for. bulance carried forward on page 50 of the correct

Mr. Buchanan then balanced the October account amount 2251 which stands just over the incorrect

himself and verified the incorrectness . Mr. Bucha- balance and remains untouched-thus 2251. —but
2071.31

nan says he thereupon wrote to the accused inform- there stands the erroneous computation. It is to

ing him that his balance was wrong and asking for be noted that the receipts are all duly entered : it is

an explanation but the accused did not come . How only the calculation that is wrong.
A child could

the letter was sent or whether it reached the accus. add up the receipts and expose the error.

ed does not appear.
As to the evidence of the books against the accus

After the called Was instituted the accused went to ed , I think thc pencilled balance in his handwriting

Mr. Buchanau who asked him to explain the defi- on the 1st October of a debit of Rs . 101.25, in view

ciency but he offered wo explanation : his answer was of entries on that very day on tho credit side nearly
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exliausting it , is proof that he had that sum in his Conviction set aside and the accused acquitted and

h ud that day as clerk , and as to the debit entries discharged.

Reversed .
they are evidence that he received the cheques-all

receipts were by cheque-but no more.

It is upon his evidence that the accused has been
Present :-WITHERS, J.

convicted of dishonestly converting to his own use

petty cash to the amount of Rs. 180-30 , the eficiency ( October 20 and 27, 1892. )

that is shewn by his books. I think the evidence is

C. R. Galle, Don Louis v . Bastian .insufficient to bring the charge home to him .

}No. 1 , 183 .

To begin with , there is no evidence what the duties

Civil Procedure - Death of sole plaintiff - Substituof the petty cash keeper in general were, and of this

tion ofminor heirs Application for appointmentaccused as petty cash keeper in particular.

of nextfriend, requisites of - Irregularity.

There is nothing to show when the firm's petty

In the case of the death of a plaintiff in an action ,
cash keeper or the accused had to settle accounts

the application for the substitution of the next of kin
and pay up balances in hand . To judye from the

as plaintiffs in the room of the deceased plaintiff and

petty cash book itself, it would appear indeed that for for the appointment of a next friend of the next of kin,

the first time on 1st November, 1892, the petty cash being minors, may properly be made in one petition.

keeper had heen required to account to his employer

The plaintiff in this action having died during its
in the strict sense of the term for his receipts.

pendency, the heirs of the deceased plaintiff made

It is not proved that the cheques admittedly an application by petition to be substituted as plain

received by the accused were cashed and the proceeds tiffs on the record and to have a next friend appointed

received by him, and at least as regards the last over two of the heirs who were minors. The defen

cheque entered by him on the debit side of his dants who were made respondents to the application

account evidence on this point was of consequence. took exception to the procedure . The commisssioner,

however, allowed the application, and the defendants

I do not see how the Code as to criminal breach of appealed.

trust varies from the law as to embezzlement in

Sampayo, for the appellants, cited D. C. GalleEngland in certain of its aspects. It may be said , I

No. 49,861 , 2 C. L. R. 76.think , here as there, that the mere failure to pay

over sums admittedly received by a servant from Morgan, for the applicants.

his master or a clerk from his employer is not in
Cur. adv. vult.

itself embezzlement or breach of trust : that alone

On October, 27 , 1892, the following judgmentargues no more than a civil liability (see R. v. Hodg

was deliveredson , 3 C. & P. 422), and that it is not sufficient to

prove at the trial a general deficiency in account.

WITHERS, J. - This order must be set aside, not so
Some specific sum must be proved to be embezzled, much on account of irregularity of procedure as for

as in R. v . Lloyd , 8 C. & P. 288 , or dishonestly

want of sufficient material to justify the order.converted to the clerk's use.

I see no objection to the petition embracing theFurther, the fact-if it be one-that the wrong two objects of being substituted as plaintiffs and

computation was designedly entered to cover a deficit

being represented by a next friend . A minor canfor which the accused could not account, does not carry only make an application of this kind by a next

the case further as a dishonest conversion of the defi

friend, and when the object is to have a next friendciency. It may be or not a criminal offence in itself,

for the purpose of instituting or continuing an action ,but it is not this offence and not necessarily proof of it. I see no reason why leave to the minor to take action

If done, it was a very stupid , a very wrong, and perhaps and to be represented for that purpose by a compe

even a criminal - though I do not impute the latter- tent friend should not be given on one application .

attempt to conceal a deficiency for which the accused

Rather, it seems to me a proper thing to apply forcould not account. He simply says : I did not take the leave and the appointment of & next friend in

the money. He may not have entered certain pay

ments--there is slight evidence in bis October one petition.

account of his having omitted to put any sum opposite The case , cited in argument, of Abayawardene vs.

a credit item -- but, to return to what I observed at Marikar, 2 C. L. R. 76 , is not in point. There the

first, there is no proof that he received the money steps of coming in as executor and applying for exe

which he is convicted of having converted to his own cution of a stale judgment were distinct in kind and

use dishonestly

one had necessarily to precede the other. The ob.
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jects of the present application are on the other This was an actiou by one Ranmenika suing as

hand difficult to dissociate . The application for the administratrix of the estate of her husband Arach

appoina: ment of nex frieal must be by petition byfriendl must be by petition by chilaye Appulami for the recovery of Rs . 325, bring

way of summary procedure. See section 481 of the her husbaud's share of the ainount due on a mortuige

Civil Procedure Code. The defendants to the action lound executed by one Loku Banda in favour of her

are the proper respondents. But the two prints in husband and one M. id . Appulami, the fourth defen

which the material is letective are the advantage to
dant in this case . The righ ' of the plaintiff to sue

the minors to carry on this action and the fact of for only a part of the delit was contested . The

their being the legal representatives of the deceased district judge gave judgment for the plaintiff, and

sole plaintiff. the defendants appealed.

The legal representative in section 395 of the Browne for the first defendant.

Civil Precedure Code is the administrator of one Dornhorst for the second and third defendants.

dying in testate , and before the court could give a
Wendt for the fourth defendant.

minor leave to institute an action or continue one, it

must be satisfied that it is to the minor's interest he Grenier (de Saram with him ) for the respondent.

should embark on the proposed litigation , that he is
Cur. adv. vult.

the next of kin of the deceased, that the estate of

On December 15, 1892, the following judgmentsthe deceased is below the value of Rs. 1,000, and

were delivered :
that a8 next of kin he has adiated the inheri

tance. Nor is it at once apparent how a minor
WITHERS, J. - This is an action to recover & sum

can adiate an inheritance except by a testamentary
of money by the sale of fourteen lands specially

guardian or a ourator appointed by the court, but this
bypothecated by one Loku Banda to the fourth de

is a point which the commissioner will have to decide
fendant and one Appnhamy to secure the repayment

should the question ever come before him . The
of a principal sum of Rs . 650 under a inortgage bond

commissioner's attention is invited to the decision of
bearing date January 9, 1878. The co -mortgagees

the Chief Justice reporied 2 C. L. R. 82. A petition by

by way of summary procedure which may be made
of interest and accordingly they took possession

orally in the court of requests must contain full
of the fourteen lands as usnfructuary mortgageeg.

particulars. See the earlier sections of Chapter
The plaintiff is the widow and administratrix of the

XXIV.

co -inortgagee Appuhami who died in July, 1880.

The date of the death of the sole plaintiff and the The first defendant is sued as the adminitrator of

ages of the children should be more clearly proved the estate of the mortgagor Loku Banda who died

than they are here , and there is nothing to show that in April , 1892. The seconil and third defendants

the proposed next friend is a proper and competent are sued because they bare been in exclusive poss

( competent as to his means) person as well as a ession of three of these mortgaged lands since Janu

disinterested one . It is safe to require his express ary, 1888 , under pretence of title , but whether they

couisent in writing. See section 19 of the Civil are joined because they are in legal or illegal pos

Procedure Code.
session is not easy to determine as their acts are

described as wrongful and damages are asked againstOrder set aside . No costs can be decreed.

them , and in consequence I must take it that they
Set aside.

are sued as trespassers. The fourth defendant is sued

on the ground that he has refused his consent to

join the plaintiff in this action though as a co -obligee

Present :--LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ .
he should have joined in the action , and this course

December 9 and 15 , 1892. ) is permitted by section 17 of the Civil Procedure

Code .
D. C. Kegalla ,

No. 108 . Rasmenika V.VANDERPUT .
The plaint is curiously defective because it is no

Civil Pri durc - Co -creditors - Bond in favor of where alleged therein that at the date of this action

several persons - Action by one to recover his share any sum was due to the plaintiff or the co -obligee

of the debt - Plaint. - Civil Procedure Code, sec- under the bond , but no point of law was taken by

tion 17 . any of the defendants that the plaint was a vicious

one on this ground . On the contrary, the second ,,
It is open to one of several joint mortgagees to sue

on the bond for his share ofthe amount due, by making third, and fourth defendants pleaded payment of the

his co -mortgagees defendants to the action, if they money due under the bond and allowed the issue

refuse to join him as plaintiffs.
raised by the plea to be settled as one proper to

D. C. Galle No. 253 , 1 C. L. R. 85 , followed . be tried .

: 0 :
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As to the fourth defendant, his case may be dis- proveri as alleged nor could more than the payment

pos .d of it once . He has al tempted to excuse his of Rs . 500 have been admitted in proof because the

obligatioa to join the plaintiff in this action under a agreement as set ont ly the fourth defendant relating

plot of payment, which if true will excuse him and to the balance limiting the right of the co -obligees to

throw the costs of bis defence nihe plaintiff Asts holil the three lan : s named in paragraph 6 of the

the third ud fourth defen lants , it is not asked that plaint as usufructuary murgagees for six more years

they shall be required personally to pily the damages in full siztisfaction of the debt was a new agreement

alleged to have been c.1nseil to the plaintiff by the releasing the hypothec of the renaining lands and

unlawful ocvupation of the prernises charged to them . substituting a new mortgage over the remaining three

Nor can the mortgaged lan.is alleged to be unlawfully for the balance and in the absence of a notarial

occupied by them be judicially sold in satisfaction of wri'ing this agreement was of no binding force.

those damages,

But for the admission in the answur of the third

A point was taken that in any event a co -mortga- and fourth defendants that they are in possession of

gee cannot sue for his share only of the principal and the three lands named in paragraph 6 of the plaint

interest due under a bond made to two or more per- as purchasers from the heirs of the deceased mort

sons jointly, and in support of this contention was gagor, I should have felt some difficulty in declaring

cited to us the case reported in 1 C. L. R. 85. That that these lands were liable to be judicially sold in

case, however, is precisely similar to this, and accord . satisfaction of the debt due to the plaintiff, but their

ing to that a plaintiff in similar circumstances was answer has removed that difficulty. As for the first

entitled to sue for a share of a joint debt . The Su- defendant's plea ofpleneadministravit, he has wholly

preme Court of Indiana, according to a valuable Ame- failed to maintain that plea. As this, however, is a

rican text book, Bliss on Code Pleadings, has held suit against him as administrator he can only be

in regard to a rule of law in that state similar to ours adjulged to pay the debt due under his intestate's

that one may sue for and recover his share of a sum mortgage bond out of assets presently in his hands,

or money due to him and another jointly by making if any.

bis co-obligee defendant if he refuses to unite as

plaintiff. I venture to consider such a ruling right The cloud in the shape of an alleged sale to a son

in principal. It was, however, urged that to autho- of the late co - mortgagee by a son of the deceased

rise one of two or more joint promisees to bring an mortgagor of his one-fourth share of the three lands

action against the will of the others would change in possession of the second and third defendants is

rights on the one side and obligations on the other ; also removed by the second and third defendants

would convert, in other words , a joint into a several who in their answer state that the vendor to the late

right whenever those who possess it disagree as to its co - mortgagee's son was a minor when he sold his

enforcement. I do not think so. A debt must be paid interest in the lands, and that when he came of age

by the debtor . A co -obligee his a right to an aliquot he repudiated that disposition and joiner with his co

part of that debt . If he sues for that aliquot part, it beirs in the sale of their common interest therein to

is no plea in bar that the other co-obligees are not themselves (second and third defendants ). In fact the

joined . His right to claim that aliquot part could at pliintiff was in continuous possession of the three

common law be resisted by such a plea for the reason lands now possessed by the second and third defen

that to suffer one out of several joint creditors to dants till the end of 1887 ; of that there can be no

bring an action would subject the defendant to more doubt . In law she was in possession as administra

than one action and hence all were required to join . trix of the deceased co -mortgagee during that time,

It was to obviate the injustice of this requirement in for the new agreement pleaded by fourth defendant

cases like this that courts of equity demanded that all and taken up by the second and third was , even if

who were united in interest should be made defend . true, not bindicg upon her.

ants if they refused to join as plaintiffs. Once before

the court , any binding decree could be rendered in
I would vary the learned district judge's judgment

reference to all the parties which was warranted by
as follows :—Declare that the plaintiff as administra

trix of the late A.ppuhamy is entitled to recover from
the facts. I have taken much of my language from

the first defendant as administrator of the estate of

the text book referred to because it is clear and I
the late Loku Banda the sum of Rs . 325 with

adopt the reasoning. Our Code rule expresses the legal interest thereon from date of action till date of

well known rule of equity, and is exactly applicable payment. Declare that all the lands in schedule A

to this case . are specially bound and executable under the mort

gage bond declared on by plaintiff for the payment of

I am entirely at one with the learned judge on the the said principal sum and interest, and all the said

facts . I hold with him that payment has not been lands except 1 , 2 , and 3 in the said schedule execut
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able for plaintiff's costs of this action 43 well . to two of the daughters of Hendrick Silva and his

Direct the first definding as administrator as wife and were entitled to and lawfully in possession of

aforesaid to pay the said principal sum of Rs. 325 certain shares in the land .

aud interest and plaintiff's taxed costs as aforesaid

on March 1 , 1893 .
It appeared that the alleged will of Hendrick

Silva and his wife, which was dated September 8 ,

In default, sell all the said scheduled lands in pay.
1855 , was not proved in any testamentary proceed

ment of the said principal sum, interest, and costs,
ings or probate thereof taken , but the plaintiffs at

sa ve and except as regards costs , the said 1 , 2 , and 3
the trial of this action called the attesting notary

lands in the said schedule .
and witnesses to prove its execution . The docu

Order the first defendant as administrator as ment, however, when tendered in evidence, was

aforesaid to pay any balance unsatisfied by said sale. objected to by defendants on the ground that a will

The defendants will severally bear their own costs. could not be proved incidentally in an action or

otherwise than in the testamentary side of the

LAWRIE , J. , concurred .
court. The district judge overraled this obejction

Varied .
and upheld the will and the plaintiff's lessors'

title thereunder, and on the evidence as to prescrip

Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ .
tive possession he held also in plaintiffs' favour and

gave them judgment .

( December 20 and 22 , 1892.)
The defendants appealed .

D. C. Kalutara ,
Silva v . GOONEWARDANE,

Layard, J. G. ( Dornhorst and de Saram with

No. 514.
him) for the appellants, contended that the will

could not be received in evidence unless it had been

Will - Proof of execution - Probate - Practice.
admitted to probate, and cited Stone v. Forsyth , 2

The question whether a will which has never been Dong. 707 .

adınitted to probate can be proved incidentally in an

action in support of title to property discussed.
Ramanathan , S. G. ( Wendt with him ) contra ,

cited D. C. Badulla , No. 20,703 .*

Ejectinent .
Dornhorst, in reply.

The plaintiffs as lessees of a certain land sued the
Cur. adv. vult.

defendants in ejectment. They pleaded title in On December 22 , 1892 , the following judgments

their lessors as devisees under the joint will and were delivered :

testament of one Hendrick Silva and his wife, and

they also averred prescriptive possession on the part LAWRIE, J. -On the production of a will and on

of the lessor's . The defendants denied the title of proof of its execution , or even without proof if it be

the plaintiff's lessors to the whole land and pleaded thirty years old, the fact of execution may be held

that Hendrick Silva and his wife died intestate, to be established, valeat quantum . But that fact is

leaving certain children as their heirs, and that the not conclusive in favor of any one who founds on the

defendants were married in community of property will as affecting a valid bequest or devise in his

}

}

Present :-PHEAR, C. J. , CLARENCE and Dias, JJ.

(March 5 , 1878.)

D. C. Badulla, ) PUNCHI MENIKA V. UKKU MENIKA..

No. 20,703.

The judgment of the Supreme Court was delivered

by :

PHEAR ,. Ç. J. - Iu this case the plaintiff claims the
lands, which are the subject of suit, as devisee under

her late husband's will , and the question has arisen at
the trial in the district court whether she can be allowed

to prove the will , as evidence of her title in this suit, by

any other nieans than by the production of probate.

In Englaud the ecclesiastical courts fornierly had , and

the probate courts now have, exclusive jurisdiction to

authenticate the authority of the executor to adininister

his testator's goods and chattels, and therefore whenever

the executor's title is in question in any other court, it
can only be established there by probate issued by the

probate court, or by some othersufficient evidence ofthe

will under which he claiins his right having been authen

ticated by that court, so far at least as concerns the

appointment ofthe executor. But the seal of the court

impressed on the original will would be sufficent for

this purpose, or even the Act Book containing an entry

of a will having been proved and of probate having been

granted to the executor therein named. (Cox y. Alling

ham , Jacob 514.) The procedure by which the act of

authentication was arrived at is certainly unimportant to

the court where the suit is being tried, which only needs

to be certified of that authentication .

In the case before us, however, the district court is in

the situation of the English court of probate itself, and
not of the courts external thereto ; it is itself the court

which has authority to authenticate the will , and there

is nothing to limit the exercise of that authority to a par
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favour. As a will is revocable by the execution of the estate devised to him or her - in the absence of

a subsequent will , the mere proof that the testament- such proof, and it is here absent, I regard this will

ary document was executed by a deceased will not as of no effect. I could deal with the plaintiff's case

prove that it was his last will , · The proper proof only on the evidence of prescriptive possession .

that a deed (the mere execution of which is admitted My brother Withers has analysed the proof. He

or proved ) is the last will of a deceased is probate finds, and I have confidence that he is right, that the

by a competent court,and I doubt whether any other plaintiffs have not proved a prescriptive title .

evidence than probate is sufficient to establish that In dismissing the action I do not doubt that the

a testamentary writing is the last will . Here the plaintiffs' lessors (except perhaps the wife of the

fact that the deceased did execute this deed may be man in jail ) had a right to the shares in the land

taken as proved . Without clear proof afforded by which they leased to the plaintiffs. The action is

probate that this was his last will , that it was acted dismissed, because the plaintiffs have not proved their

on by his widow and heirs , that each devisee enjoyed cause of action against the defendants .

ticular course of procedure, except that doubtless the

district court cannot regularly by virtue of that authority

direct the issue of probate otherwise than in the method

of proceeding, if any, which is prescribed for that purpose

bythe Rules and Orders. There seems therefore to be

no occasion arising out of analogy withthe English prac

tice and the rule of comity between English courts to

prevent the district court in this case from allowing the

plaintiff to prove the will in the usual way as a document

of evidence in the present trial .

The Ordinance of Frauds and Perjuries, however, en

acts (clause 8 ) : - " Every will, testament, or codicil

“ executed in manner herein before required shall be valid

“ without any other publication thereof, provided always

“ that every such will, testament, or codicil shall , after

“ the decease of the testator or testatrix, be duly proved

" and recorded in the district court empowered by the

"charter to grant probate or adıninistration in such case

according to such general rulesof practice as may now

or hereafter be made by the judges of the Supreme
“ Court.”

And this proviso amounts to making it a condition

precedenttothe validity of a will that it should be proved

and recorded in the district court according to the rule

of practice made by the Supreme Court and applicable

thereto .

The existing “Rules and Orders” made by the Su

preme Court are unfortunately, not very precise or very

complete. Those strictly bearing upon this point seem

to be the 1st and 2nd rules of section 4 of the Rules for

regulating the proceedings of the district courts. They

are as follows :-(1) “ When any person shall die leaving

a will, the person in whose keeping or custody it shall

“ have been deposited, or who shall find such will after

“ the testator's death, shall produce the sametothe court

“ of the district in which such testator shall have been

“ last domiciled for the space of one year or more, or to

" the court of the district in which such testator shall

“ have died, if he be a stranger, or if his lastplace of

domicile be unknown, within fourteen days after such

decease , on pain of being prosecuted and punished for

the concealment thereof, besides being civilly liable for

' any damages which shall have been occasioned by

the delay. And he shall also make oath, or produce

an affidavit ( Form No. 1) verifying the time and place

of the death, and stating that, if such be the fact, the

" testator has left property within the jurisdiction of
“ the Court."

( 2 ) “ The will so produced shall be proved by the wit

nesses thereto (if any) on oath (Form No.2) in open

court, if they be at or near the place where the court is

4 holden, or by affidavit, sworn before a person duly

" authorised to take the same, if at a distance. If there

be no witnesses to such will , then by the proof of the

* handwriting of thetestator, if written or signed by him

" self, or if neither written nor signed by the testator,

" then by the person who wrote it. Provided the law by

which such will must be governed will admit of such

proof.”

The remaining rules of the section seem to apply to

the issuing of probate and granting of letters of adminis

tration . And there appears to be no good reason why a

will should not be proved and recorded under the prac

tice laid down by (1 ) and ( 2 ) without the further steps

being taken which are rendered by the following rules

necessary for the purpose of proving probate.

It can hardly be the meaning of these rules that a

will shall not be proved and recorded for the purpose oven

of the Ordinance of Frauds and Perjuries by any other

proceeding than one in which probate is asked for and

işsued , because it has been judicially held by the Supreme

Court that there is nothingin the law to compel adininis

tration to be taken out in the case of small estates where

there is no will. ( Lorenz 92. ) And if there is no such

legal obligation in cases where there is no will to which

the Ordinance of Frauds and Perjuries does not apply,

such obligation is expressly imposed by that Ordinance

where there is a will, and no power seems to be given

by it to the Supreme Court to create the obligation through

the machinery of its Rules and Orders in cases where

there is a will.

It seems on the whole, to be sufficient under the Rules

and Orders to satisfy the provision of clause 8, Ordi

nance No. 7 of 1840, if the will be admittedby the district

court on reasonably sufficient proof and be filed of record .

This can be donevery much more satisfactorily on the

footing of evidence taken in a trial between contending

parties,such as the present trial is, than upon the ordi

nary laffidavit of course. That it has not been done in

the present instance within the time prescribed by the

Rules and Orders for the purpose, may have the conse

quence, so far as regards tho plaintiff, of her being liable

to a criminal charge, but if so, the fact is not material to

the question which is now before us for decision.

We are, therefore, of opinion, that if the will be proved

by evidence and be duly recorded in the district court in

the ordinary course, and as the result of this trial, it may

rightly be considered and dealt with as part of the evid

ence in the suit between the parties.

The judgment of the district court is consequently
affirmed .

CLARENCE, J.-I agree.

DIAS, J. , agreed .

66

66
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have elapsed since the death of those who made it .

it should be proved in the strictest manner possible.

The evidence here falls far short of being strict.

The deaths of the attesting witnesses are not duly

verified . Indeed , the due execution of the will las not

been proved by the witnesses who spoke to it . The

one attesting witness who is called does not swear,

for instance, that the parties making this will

signed it in the presence of the attesting notary , him

self, and the other witnesses present at the same time.

In view of this finding , it becomes unnecessary for

us to discuss the case cited by plaintiffs' counsel to

this court, which I confess surprises me and upsets

the idea I had always entertained that , in pleading a

will as a source of title to property a plaintiff seeks to

recover, a plaintiff is bound not only to allege that the

will relied on was duly executed , but was duly proved

in the court competent to admit it to probate .

It was, of course, an error on the learned district

judge's part to adjudge the plaintiffs ' lessors

absolute owners of the land , for they are no parties

to the suit . For the reasons I have given, I think

he was also wrong in decreeing to the plaintiffs' pos

session of the entire land as lessees.

I would set aside the judgment and dismiss plain

tiffs' action with costs .

Set aside.

as

: 0 :

WITHERS, J. - Notwithstanding the strong words

of the learned judge's finding that the evidence of ex

clusive possession was overwhelmingly in plaintiffs’

favour, it was warmly contended by appellants'

counsel that there was not the slightest evidence of

any probative force of such possession on the plain

tiffs' side . I think that both the language of the

judgment and of the argument against it may be

characterized as somewhat exaggerated . The evi

dence is not limited to the usual statement, which

only begs the question , of “ I possessed the land ” .

The plaintiff, for instance, in answer to a ques

tion in cross-examination , describes the mode of

possession . Whenever the nuts were plucked , he

says , his brother Sidoris took one-third of the pro

duce , while the remainder was divided between

himself and two other brothers. Again , Udaris

says that, while her husband was in jail where

he was sent seven years ago , a third of the

produce of this land was brought to her house for

and on account of her husband's share . None of the

plaintiffs' lessors , however, say when their exclusive

possession commenced. The parents of plaintiffs'

lessors no doubt died some years ago - according to

the first defendant , eighteen years ago , but the

plaintiffs' lessors do not say that their exclusive

possession commenced from the death of the parent

who died last . Again , we know nothing of the ages

of the children to help us in deciding whether the

male children could commence to prescribe against

their sisters immediately upon the death of their

mother .

In my opinion the plaintiffs do not establish any

prescriptive title in their lessors to the land in dis

pute . When the defendants laid claim to two

sevenths of the land in virtue of their wive's shares

as next of kin to the parents of plaintiffs' lessors ,

they are met by an amendment to the libel setting out

a will of which it is alleged that it purports to con

tain a special devise of this land to three of the

children named in the will . It is very significant

that this will was never pleaded , as it should have

been, in the first instance , if the plaintiffs were going

to rely upon it as a source of title in their lessors,

and why it was not pleaded in the first instance is

not explained .

The proof in support of this will was admitted and

accepted as good and sufficient by the learned judge .

I presume the paper sworn to and admitted in evi

dence is the original joint will of the parents of the

plaintiffs' lessors, though nothing is said about the

custody it comes from .

Again, if a will can be admitted in evidence with

out probate on the testamentary side of the court,

especially in a case like this when so many years

Present : BURNSIDE , C. J.

( November 17 and 29 , 1892.)

P. C. Matara ,
Dissan V. SUBEHAMY.

No. 17,279 .Pin C. 17o2av }

Criminal law - Mischief — Wrongful loss — Intent

Proof - Ceylon Penal Code, section 408.

In a prosecution for mischief it is not incumbent on

the prosecutor to prove that the accused intended to

cause or knew that hewas likely to cause loss or damage

to any known individual, provided the act complained

of was a wilful act committed in respect of property

of which there would naturally be some owner.

The defendant appealed from a conviction .

VanLangenberg for the appellant .

Cur. adv. vult.

On November 29 , 1892 , the following judgment

was delivered :

BURNSIDE , C. J. - The only point on this appeal

which required consideration is this in a prosecu

tion for mischief, is it incumbent on the prosecutor

to show that the accused intended to cause or knew

that he was likely to cause wrongful loss or damage

to any particular known individual, or is it enough to

show that wrongful loss or damage to some indivi.

dual even unknown to him would in all probability

result from his act ? The pointi s not by any means
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RAWAGO .

one easily determined , but after much consideration . under section 217. Yet it does not seem that the

I have arrived at the conclusion that where the act Code has provided against it . In this case it appears

complained of is a wilful and deliberate act com- that the plaintiffs as claimants offered no evidence

mitted in regpect , of property of which in all natural on their claim , and an order having passed against

probability there would be some owner, it is sufficient them brought this action and have obtained judg

to establish those facts to throw on an accused the ment in their favour with costs . I think we should

bürthen of rebutting the inference of the intent or speak authoritatively on the point , and if necessary

knowledge which the law requires. In this view lay down a rule that in every like case the plaintiff

the conviction must be affirmed , should pay the defendant's costs . This judgment

Affirmed. seems right on the merits and should be affirmed ,

-: 0 : but the plaintiffs should pay defendant's costs at least

in the court below . Plaintiff will have costs of

Present : - Burnside , C.J. , Lawrie and WITHERS , JJ .
appeal. Defendant should not have appealed.

(November 25 and 29, 1892. )
LAWRIE, J.-- I concur.

D. C. Galle, WITHERS, J.-I agree .
Silva V. WIJESINHA.

No. 1,172 .
Affirmed .

Civil Procedure -- Claim in execution - Order dis 10 :

allowing claim - Claimant not leading evidence

Action brought to set aside order on claim- Prac- Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , and WITHERS , J.

tice--Costs-Civil Procedure Code, section 247 .

( October 25 and November 8 , 1892.)

A claimant, although he has not appeared or led

any evidence at the investigation in support of his
D. C. Colombo , ? ARUNASALEM CHETTY V. VEE

claim , can, in the event of the claim being disallowed, No. 0509 . }
bringan action under section 247 of the Code to es .

tablished the right which he claims to the property. | Promissory note - Granting of a note on account of a
But in such a case the plaintiff, alth ugh successful,

debt-- Satisfaction - Extinguishment of debt - Re
must pay the defendant's: costs .

medy - Composition --- Pleading.

This was an action under section 247 of the Civil

Procedure Code to set aside an order disallowing a
The taking of a bill or note on account of a debt

claim . The claimants did not appear at the investiga
does not extinguish the liability for the debt but only

suspends the remedy, which revives if the bill or note

tion into their claim or adduce any evidence in sup is dishonoured ; but where the bill or note is taken ex

port thereof, but the district judge adjudicated
pressly in satisfaction of the debt, the debt is extin

guished and the only remedy thereafter is on the
upon and disallowed the claim. Subsequently they instrument.

brought this action under section 247 of Code .

The district court gave plaintiffs judgment with
The plaint alleged that the plaintiff sold to defend

costs and the defendant appealed.
ant certain goods and also paid to the chetty firm of R.

M.M.S.T. at the defendant's request a certain sum of
There was no appearance of counsel upon the

money, that in respect of the goods sold and money
appeal.

Cur. adv. vult.
paid the defendant was on March 5 , 1889, indebted

to plaintiff in a certain amount, that subsequently

On November 29 , 1892 , the following judgment
“ in part satisfaction of his said debt" the de

was delivered :
fendant paid certain gums of money and also

BURNSIDE, C. J.-A point of much importance
endorsed and delivered to plaintiff certain promis

arises out of these proceedings, and that is -can a sory notes " and the plaintiff thereupon credited

claimant abandon his claim and leave the court
defendant in reduction of his debt with the amount

without any evidence in support of it, and thereupon
of the said notes” . The plaint then proceeded to

if the court proceeds to adjudicate against him , then allege dishonour of three of the said notes and the

may he bring an action under section 247 to set non -payment thereof by defendant though he had due

aside such order ? This court has already held that notice of such dishonour, and it averred that there.

the mere fact that a claimant abandons his claim upon the plaintiff debited the defendant's account

does not prevent the court from dealing with it and with the amount of the said notes. . So, deducting the

making an order , but it seems to me that it is con- sums of money paid and the amount of the promis

trary to principle and is certainly most inconvenient sory notes that had been duly paid from the defendant's

and oppressive to permit the claimant after such an whole indebtedness, the plaintiff claimed the balance

order against him to seek to set it aside by an action sum due.
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The defendant admitted the purchase of the goods, claims the value of the rice sold by him as agent of

but denied that plaintiff paid to the chetty firm of R. R. M. M. S. T. to the defendant, ag money paid by

M. M. S. T. the sum alleged at defendant's request .
him to defendant's use . It is perfectly clear that he

As to the promissory notes , the defendant denied the cannot recover it in that form of action , as there was

notice of dishonour, or that “ plaintiff was or is cn- no authority either express or implied from the defend

titled to debit defendant's account with the amount ant to the plaintiff to pay the money, but there was

thereof" . The answer then averred an agreement for nothing that we see to have prevented the plaintiff

composition upon certain terms between defendant from recovering that money as the price of goods sold

and his creditors , including plaintiff, and fulfilment and delivered , if he had so claimed it . He has, how

of the terms of the composition, ever, not done so. His particulars limit the item to

The plaintiff in his replication admitted the agree- " money paid ". Jndgment must, therefore , pass for

ment for composition, but denied its performance on the defendant with regard to that item .

defendant's part, and pleaded that in consequence of Then , on the second question , the law is clear that

such failure the plaintiff'was released from his obli- the mere taking of a bill or note on account of a debt

gation under the composition and was entitled to does not extinguish the liability for the debt , but only

maintain the present action . suspends the remedy, which revives , if the notes are

At the trial it appeared , as to the money alleged dishonoured , but there is nothing to prevent a creditor

to have been paid to R. M.M.S.T. , that this was the from taking a bill or note in satisfaction and dis

value of rice sold by plaintiff as agent of that chetty charge of the debt , in which case the debt is extin

firm to defendant and subsequently paid by plaintiff guished and the only remedy is on the bill or note .

to the firm , but no request on defendant's part Now, it is most curious that in the plaint of the

was proved. The district judge also held on the plaintiff it is alleged roundly that the plaintiff took

evidence that the defendant did not perform the the bills in " satisfaction " of his said debt and

terms of the agreement for composition. credited the defendant in “ reduction of his debt"

Judgment was given for plaintiff, and the defend- with the " amount of the said notes ” . Not content

ant appealed . however with thus fixing the transaction on the notes

Layard S.-G. ( Sir Samuel Grenier A.-G. and Sam- as one in “ satisfaction ” of the debt, in his replica :

payo with him) for the appellant . tion the plaintiff claims the amount of the notes

Dornhorst ( Wendt with him ) for the plaintiff. as money paid to the defendant's use " . It is clear

Cur. adv. vult. that if he took the notes in satisfaction of the debt ,

On November 8 , 1892 , the following judgment was as he alleges , his remedy is on the notes only , and it

delivered : is equally clear that he cannot, as indorsee of the

BURNSIDE, C. J.-I am afraid that in deciding this dishonoured notes which he had negotiated and taken

case , as we are bound to do , upon the pleadings , up, recover the amount as money paid . So that ,

substantial justice will not be done between the with respect to these two questions , the plaintiff has

plaintiff and defendant from the arguments addressed put himself out of court by his pleadings .

to us on this appeal . There were , as it seems , three In this view of the case we need not deal with the

legitimate questions which had to be determined issue which the district judge has decided in plaintiff's

between the plaintiff and defendant. The first was :
favour. It may be useful to say that the plaintiff has

could the plaintiff recover from the defendant the
admitted the effect of the agreement of composition

price of the rice which he had sold , as an agent for as alleged by the defendant, and it is , to say the least ,

an undisclosed principal , to the defendant ? The questionable whether it was of any importance

second was : did the plaintiff by taking certain bills whether the defendant performed it or not . The

from defendant for the price of goods then due to him defendant's allegation on the pleadings was that the

from the defendant lose his right to sue for the price plaintiff had joined in an agreement of composition.

of the goods when the bills were subsequently dis- The plaintiff admits this, and there seems to have

honoured ? The third was : did the agreement for com- been no issue to try, for the plaintiff nowhere travers

position release the defendant from all liability on the es the effect of the agreement , as alleged by the de

previous transactions, and leave the plaintiff to his fendant, to release the original debt . Neither as an

remedy on the agreement ? issue of law por of fact is this point raised.

Now, if we proceed to decide these questions upon
The judgment must be reversed , and defendant

the allegations of the pleadings, the plaintiff is out of
must have judgment with costs.

court. The plaintiff by his plaint and particulars WITHERS , J.-I agree.
Reversed .
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Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ.

( December 2 and 6, 1892.)

DAC. 5,684 !!} Menika V.HAMY.

Civil Procedure - Resistance to execution of proprie

tary decree— Writ of possession - Party put in

possession under writ subsequently dispossessed

Civil Procedure Code, sections 325 and 3264

Jurisdiction .

Section 325 of the Civil Procedure Code enacts that

if the officer charged with the execution of a writ for

delivery ofpossession ofproperty is resisted or obstruct.

ed by any person , “ or if after the officer has delivered

possession the judgment creditor is hindered by any

person in taking complete and effectual possession " , the

judgment creditor may complain of such resistance or

obstruction by petition, and section 326 and the follow

ing sections provide for dealing with the matter of such

petition.

Where a judgment creditor, who had been duly put

in possession of certain land under a proprietary decree

on June 3 , 1892, and had subsequently on September

21 , 1892, been dispossessed again by the judgment

debtor, complained to the court by petition

Held, that the judgmeut creditor was not entitled to

proceed under the above sections of the Code.

Per LAWRIE, J. , on the ground that although in case of

disturbance shortly after delivery of possession the

court has the power to deal with a complaint under the

above sections with the viewofcompelling complete and

lasting obedience to its decree, yet where, as in the

present case, the disturbance takes place several weeks

after, the only remedy is by a new action .

Per WITHERS, J. , on the ground that the hinderance

in taking complete possession contemplated by section

325 is one occurring at the time of andnot at any time

after delivery of possession , and should at all events

follow as instantly upon delivery of possession as the

circumstances of the case will permit.

WITHERS, J.-I do not think sections 325 and 326

of the Civil Procedure Code apply to a case like

the present, where some three months and three

weeks after an execution creditor has had a decree for

the possession of land duly executed by being put into .

possession of 't under & writ in execution of the

decree the judgment debtor and others at his instiga

tion hinder the judgment creditor in the exercise of

his rights over the land .

What is meant by “ taking " possesion of a thing

after it has been “ delivered " to you is not quite ap

parent, but anyhow I think that the attempt to take

complete and effectual possession " of that which has

been “ but imperfectly " delivered to the execution

creditor (a state of things I repeat not very intelligi

ble) should follow as instantly upon the so -called

delivery as the circumstancesof the case will permit

and that the hinderance is contemplated as occurring

at that time and not at any time after the delivery of

possession. " Taking” cannot mean keeping possession,

In this case I should say the execution creditor had

bad complete possession given to him, but he was in

terrupted in the exercise of his proprietary rights.

LARWBIE, J.-I agree . I understand from my bro

ther Withers that he prefers to rest his judgment on

the grounds given by him rather than on those which

I give in deciding the case reported in 1 S.C. R. 257 .

For myself, I adhere to that decision, and in agreeing

with my brother Withers in this case I do not find

anything in his judgment which conflicts with my

former one .

With regard to the r « fusal of the learned district

judge to issue the writ of pessession, I am not pre

pared to disturb his order . At the same time I feel

that it is a question of some difficulty and importance

whether a court is functus officii on receiving from a

fiscal a return to a writ of possession that he has put

in possession the party declared entitled to possess

My own inclination is to extend the power of our

courts to enfrce their decrees; anil when the obe

dience shown to the order of a court is proved by

the subsequent conduct of the party to have bren a

pretended and not a reil obedience, I would reissue

the writ - when , for instance , the man against whom

a decree in ejectment wis given and who makes

no appearrince on the day when the fiscal's officer

goes to put the successful man in possession , after

wards resumes possession in defiance of the

decree. I am much inclined to the opinion that a

court ought to have power to compel complete ani!

lasting obedience to its decree, and that on due

proof of dispos: e:sion a fresh writ of posseseien ouglıt

to issue . I am aware that that is opposed to the prac

tice in England, where it has been held in Pate v . Roe,

The plaintiffs were put in possession of certain

land under a writ of possession issued on April 25,

1892 , and return of the fiscal to the writ was to the

effect that he had put the plaintiffs in possession of

the land on June 3 , 1892 . On October 18 , 1892, a

petition was filed by the plaintiffs complaining that

the defendant and others who were made respondents

on the petition had turned them out again and re .

taken possession of the land on September 21 , 1892 ,

and praying that the respondents might be dealt with

under sections 325 ani 326 of the Civil Procedure

Code. The district judge refused the application,

holding that he had no power to grant the applica

tion . The petitioners appealed.

Dornhorst, for the appellants.

There was no appearance of the counsel for the

respondents upon the appeal.

Cur . adv. vult.

On December 6 , 1892, the following judgments

were delivered :
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1 Taunt. 55 , that after possession is once given under

a writ the plaintiff cannot sue out another writ of

possession even though he be disturbed by the same

defendant.

The only decision in our own Ceylon law reports

which I have found is one of this Court delivered by

CARR, C. J. , on October 20 , 1846 ,* where he said that

the general practice in Colombo, when a party has

once been put into quiet possession by the fiscal

under a decree and a subsequent trespass occurs, is

to seek redress by instituting a new action in which

the plaintiff has only to plead his having been put

into possession under the former decree and the

defendant's subsequent disturbance and the defend

ant must join issue on these points and could not

be allowed to enter into further proof of his claim

set up in the former suit.

In cases where the decree holder is ejected very

soon after the fiscal has put him in possession, he

might, I think, complain without delay to the

fiscal in order that his complaint might be reported

to the court in the return ; but when , as in the

present case, the disturbance or ejectment complained

of occurred several weeks after the plaintiff was

put in possession, the only remedy may be the very

insufficient one of a new action. I am inclined to

treat with disfavour any rule of practice which

assists parties to render judgments of courts in

effectual.

Affirmed.

Wendt, for the appellant. The commissioner's

ruling as to the effect of registration was wrong.

The competition is between the two deeds executed

by the admitted owner of the land, that is , the mort

gage to plaintiff and conveyance to second defendant,

and as between these the prior registration of the

mortgage renders the conveyance void as against

it . (Ordinance No. 14 of 1891 , section 17. )

Dornhorst, for the second defendant. The plain

tiff is not entitled to rely on the priority conferred by

registration, not having pleaded it. Even if other

wise, it is submitted that the prior registration does

not avail plaintiff. At the date of the mortgage to

plaintiff the first defendant had no interest whatever

left in him , having previously conveyed all his in

terest to the second defendant. Plaintiff had therefore

nothing to register.

Wendt, in reply.

Cur. adv. vult.

On January 26 , 1892, the following judgment was

delivered :

0 :

Present :-WITHERS, J.

( January 19 and 26 , 1893.)

C. R. Kandy,
No. 1,93.1. } SaiBoo V. SiriyALE.

Registration - Deed affecting land - Pleading-

Practice - Ordinance No. 14 of 1861 , section 17 .

WITHERS, J. - I think the judgment should be

affirmed, though for other reasons than those given

by the commissioner. I am of opinion that Mr.

Dornhorst's contention is right , and that he who

relies on the registration of his instrument to give

support to his claim thereunder to an interest or

charge on land should, in his plaint of convention or

reconvention , allege the fact and date of registration.

It gives a defendant the opportunity , not only of

compelling proof of the registration, but to elicit

evidence in cross -examination or produce positive

evidence to satisfy the court that the priority in time

of the registration relied on will not avail the party

pleading it , because of the absence of valuable con

sideration for his instrument or the presence of

vitiating circumstances or fraud . I therefore affirm

the judgment, because plaintiff has not alleged and

proved priority of registration so as to defeat defend

ant's earlier conveyance . Second defendant will bave

her costs in appeal .

Affirmed

A party, who has not specially pleaded it, is not

entitled to rely on the priority conferred by the Regis

tration Ordinance on deeds affecting land.

: 0 :

The plaintiff, who held a mortgage of certain land

from the first defendant with the right of possession

in lieu of interest , sued the defendants for trespass ,

and the second defendant ( wife of the first defendant)

justified under a conveyance on sale from the first

defendant, The mortgage to plaintiff was dated

March 29, 1892 , and registered on March 30, 1892 .

The conveyance to second defendant was dated

August 29 , 1887 , and registered on March 31 , 1892 .

The commissioner dismissed the action , lolding that

second defendant's title prevailed over plaintiff's

mortgage. The plaintiff appealed.

* Queen v. Abraham . D. C. Galle, No. 8,827 , Ram .

1813-55 , p. 79 .

Present:-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ .

( October 14 and November 4 , 1892. )

D. C. Colombo,

No. 2,222 .

DELMEGE y . FREUDENBERG.

Warranty - Sale of oil in pipes - Warranty as to

pipes - Construction of contact - Action for breach

of warranty as to pipes.
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A contract in writing for the sale of "100 tons good “ in pipes, with small packages to suit 'stowage.

" merchantable coconut oil , in pipes, with small packag.

• Delivery in November - December, 1890, at" es to suit stowage. Delivery in November-Décem.

ber, 1890, at Rs. 330 per ton in good merchantable “ Rs. 330 per ton in good merchantable condi

“ condition f. o . b. Ship named by buyers." “ tion f. o . b. Ship named by buyers .

Held , to contain an express warranty that the pipes

and packages as well as the oil were in good merchant. • Payment against mate’s receipts , but in event

able condition and fit for shipment at the time of “ of shipment being in any way hindered by buyers

delivery under the contract. "payment shall be made not later than three days

" after notice has been given buyers that oil is ready

The plaint , after setting out that by an agreement
" for shipment, due notice being given buyers when

in writing the defendants sold to plaintiffs 100 tons
" it is ready for inspection .

of coconut oil in pipes and packages to suit stowage,
“ Sea risk from shore to ship is to be borne by

averred that by the said agreement the defendants

warranted the same pipes and packages to be in good
.buyers."

merchantable condition , that relying on the said
The case having been fixed for trial , the plaintiffs

Warranty the plaintiffs purchased the said oil in the

moved for a commission to be issued to New York to
said pipes and packages, and that thereafter on the

examine certain winesses there and for postponement

day of delivery of the said oil the plaintiffs relying on
of the trial until return of the commission . Both par

the said warranty shipped the said oil to New York

ties then agreed that the court should first hear argu
in the said pipes and packages , destination of the said

ment and decide the issue as to the warranty or no
oil veing well known to the defendants at the time of

delivery. The plaint then proceeded to allege that
warranty and as to the effect of the defendants ' plea of

custom in the sixth paragraph of the answer . These
the said pipes and packages were not in good mer

points were accordingly argued before the district

chantable condition , but on the contrary were made
judge, who ultimately held that the agreement did

of green unseasoned timber, in consequence whereof
contain a warranty of the pipes and packages as

there was a leakage of oil in the course of the voyage
well as of the oil , and, as to the custom pleaded, he

in excess of ordinary and natural causes, to the plain

tiffs' damage of Rs. 30,23.62, which they accordingly deciding on the point
. He accordingly postponed

considered that evidence should first be heard before

claimed from defendants in this action.
the trial of the action and condemned the defendants

in the costs of the argument before him .
The defendants admitted the agreement, but denied

that thereby they warranted the pipes and packages The defendants appealed.

to be in good merchantable condition, and that

plaintiffs in purchasing and shipping the oil relied Sir Samuel Grenier, A.-G. (Loos with him ), for

on any such warranty . They further denied that the appellants . The action is clearly based on an

the pipes and packages were not in good merchant express warranty alone, and such warranty if it

able condition or were made of green unseasoned tim exists must be gathered from the terms of the con

ber, and that at ibe time of entering into the contract tract itself. It is submitted that the warranty in the

they were aware of the destination of the oil . They contract is strictly limited to the oil , and does not

then in the sixth paragraph of their answer stated extend to the packages containing it . The case of

that in terms of the said agreement and of the Gower v. Von Dedalzen (3 Bing. N.C. 117) is exactly

usual custom of the oil trade defendants gave plain- in point. That was a sale of a " cargo of good

tiffs due notice that the oil was ready for inspection, merchantable oil " then being the cyrgo of a certain

that at such inspection the plaintiffs were at liberty vessel and consisting of so many casks; and it was

to reject any portion of the oil or pipes and packages held that there was no warrant that the casks were

tendered , tliat plain iffs inspected the oil and pipes fit and proper for the purpose of containing good

and passed the sime, which then were delivered to merchantable oil . If it be contended that a sale of

and accepted by plaintiffs, and that defendants' res “good merchantable coconut oil in pipes," &c . , im

ponsibility thereafter ceased, plied that the pipes shoull be of a particular quality,

and they were not, then the action sbould have been

The plaintiffs by their replication joined issue with as upon a failure to deliver “ good merchantable oil

the defendants on their statement of defence . in pipes, " &c . ' The sale was of the oil, the price was

the price per ton of oil , nothing whatever being

The contract of sale was effected through a firm of charged for packages, and the accident of the oil

brokers, whose bought note was as follows : being contained in certain packages did not make it

“ We beg to advise sale this day on account of any the less a sale of oil alone. Then as to the

" Messrs. Freulenberg and Company to your gool custom : the fact of the cusiom has not been travers

“ selves of 100 tons good merchantable coconut oil , ed , and it affords a complete answer to the action .
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According to the facts pleaded in paragraph 6 of the and packages were to be af any particular kind of

answer the plaintiffs had the opportunity of rejecting material , nor that they were to be of intrinsic value

these packages, but deliberately accepted them , after or merchantable apart from the oil . From the nature

inspection, and it would be monstrous to allow them of commodity, wil is not merchantable, nor can it be

now to set up that they were insufficient. said to be in a conlition fit for shipment, unless the

casks or bottles in which it is held be sound and

Wendt ( Dornhorst with him ), for the plaintiffs. It
strong

is submitted that the warranty expressly relates to

the packages as well as the oil . The contract de- The decision in Gower vs. Von Dedalzen , 8 Bing.

scribes the oil as good merchantable oil in pipes , and N. C. 717 , turned on ancient niceties of pleading.

provides for delivery in good merchantable condition Tindal, C. J. , intimated that the decision would have

f . o . b . , this description of the condition covering the been the other way had the defendant pleaded that

whole subject of sale , both oil and packages. The the oil was not in a merchantable state not because

case of Gower v. Von Dedalzen is distinguishable, for the oil was bad but because the casks were insuffi

there the sale was of oil already existing as a separate cient. In this case the parties are at issue whether

corpus and identified as suchi, and the contract was the pipes and packages were delivered in good mer.

solely directed to the oil. But in the present case chantable condition fit for shipment. That issue

neither oil nor packages were in existence at the date must be tried. The sixth paragraph of the answer

of the contract so far as appears , and the parties dis- raises other questions of fact which may form matter

tinctly contemplated that the packages should be fit for other issues .

for shipment. Even if there be no express warranty,

there is an implied warranty of the fitness of the I would dismiss this appeal with costs and would

packages for shipment for which they were intended. remit the cause to the district court to be proceeded

As to the custom pleaded, the plaintiffs in replication with according to law.

have taken and joined issue with the defendants on

their statements of defence " (besides objecting that
WITHERS, J.-Having been of counsel for the

the plea in paragraph 6 discloses no defence) , and this plaintiffs up to but not in the proceedings before the

is sufficient according to the English rules to cast lower court , I was reluctant to take part in the hear

the burden of proof on defendant, while no replication ing of this appeal, but being pressed to do so I could

not very well decline jurisdiction. I shall say as
at all would appear to be necessary under section 79 0
of our C.de of Civil Procedure. The plea is bad little as possible. What came up for determination ,

· because it does not show that the def -ndants ' freedom as I understand the matter, was the learned judge's

from further responsibility after the acceptance of
ruling on the two following issues. The first issue

delivery aroge under the alleged custom ; and so far
was whether the agreement for the breach of which

as the mere examination of the packages was con
the defendints are sued in this action contained

cerned, the acceptance of them did not debar plaintiffs
an express warranty that the oil packages were

from suing for a breach of warranty upon defect sub
equally with the oil itself in good merchantable con

dition at the time of delivery under the agreement .
sequently developed.

The learned district judge bas found in plaintiffs'

Sir Samuel Grenier, in reply. favor on that point . Different persons read lauguage

in such different senses that you can rarely predicate
Cur. adv. vult.

of the language of any given contract that it will be

On November 4 , 1892 , the following judgments construedin exactly the same way by tivo persons.

delivered

In this case, had my learned brother found himself

LAWRIE , J.-I read the contract 10/243 as binding
unable to read in this contract any warranty relating

the vendors to deliver good merchantable oil in pipes
to the oil packages as well as the oil itself, I should

have in deference to his expressson of his yielded
and packages in good merchantable condition f. o. b .

my judgment to his . I will say no more than that I
ship named by buyers.

read this contract as he reads it . The case of Gower

Bad oil may be delivered and shipped in good vs. Von Dedalzen so earnestly pressed upon ng by the

casks and good oil in bad casks ; but here the vendors learned Attorney -General appears to ns not in point,

expressly warranted that the oil should be good for the simple reason that the contract there was not

merchantable oil and that the casks should be in
expressed in language identical with that before us.

good merchantable condition fit for shipment. I
As for the other issue of law assumed to arise ut

do not read the contract as meaning that the pipes of the matter of defence pleadeil in paragrap !: 6

were

.
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of the answer the learned judge has ruled as I under

staud him, that if that defence be a good one it raises

a question of fact rather than of law , or , at all events,

of mixed fact and law , and he expressed himself un

able to determine the matter at that stage of the case .

In conclusion , I agree with my brother Lawrie

that the case should be remitted to the lower court

for trial in due conrze.

Affirmed.

- : 0 :

did the defendant commit the offence of using crimi

nal force to the complainant ? Did he intentionally

use force to him without his consent, intending ille

gally by the use of such force to cause injury , fear,

or annoyance to that person ? What does the com

plainant himself say ? " I, the creditor, and debtor

“ went inside the house and made an inventory.

“ The accused ran up and told us not to make

an inventory and pulled me by the hand to the

outer verandah ; that is all ; we went away." The

defendant, it must be remembered, claimed the

house and moveables in it . His intent was to pre

vent the seizure of his property rather than to

injure the complainant in any way. One must not

forget section 88 of the Code, which enacts that

nothing is an offence by r-ason of its causing harm

so slight that no person of ordinary sense and temper

would complain of such harm , and I think that

defendant's conduct may be fairly said to be of that

character. Even the magistrate describes it as a

“ technical assault” though he imposed a rather

heavy fine of rupees five for a “ technical assault " .

For the reasons above given I hold that the defendant

was not guilty of an offence. The conviction is

set aside and the accused acquitted.

Set aside.

0 :

Present : -- WITHERS, J.

(January 18 and 26 , 1899.)

P. C.Galle, | GOONEWARDENE v . KADER.

}

Criminal law - Using criminal force - Intent- Act

done in defence of property_Pub
lic

servant

Ceylon Penal Code, sections 88 , 90, 92, 313.

The coinplainant, a fiscal's officer charged with the

execution ofa writ against a certain person , came to

the defendant's house and was proceeding to seize cer .

tain moveable property as belonging to the execution

debtor, when the defendant ran up and claiming the

property as his own prevented seizure by pulling

the complainant by the hand to the outer verandah .

Held, that the above facts did not disclose any in

tent on defendant's part to cause injury, fear, or annoy

ance to the complainant, and the defendant therefore

did not commit the offence of using criminal force

under section 343 of the Ceylon Penal Code.

The complainant charged the defendant with in .

tentionally obstructing him as a public servant in

the discharge of his public functions under section

183 of the Ceylon Penal Code. The police magis

trate acquitted the defendant of this charge, but

convicted him of using criminal force under section

343 of the Code.

The defendant appealed.

Sampayo for the appellant.

Cur. adv. vuilt.

On January 26 , 1892 , the following judgment was

delivered :

Present :-WITHERS, J.

( January 20, and February 2, 1893.)

P. c. Pangal. Lewis V. SENANAYAKE.

Forest Ordinance- Removingtimberwithout permit

-Breach of rules under Ordinance - Rules pub

lished in Goverment Gazette - Pr00f - Presump

tion in favor of Crown - Conviction , form of

CriminalProcedure Code, section 372 - Ordinance

No. 10 of 1885 , Chapters II . and III. , and sections

41 and 46_Ordinance No. 1 of 1892, section 27 .

The judgment of a police magistrate should specify

the offence of which, and the section ofthe Penal Code

or other law under which, the accused is convicted .

In a prosecution for breach of rules prescribed under

secticn 41 of the Forest Ordinance, 1885, it must be

shown that the land in question is not included in a .

reserved or village forest .

WITHERS, J .-- It was urged by Mr. Sampayo, that

inasmuch as a fiacal's officer is not a public servant,

bis client's " technical assault " in defence of his

property was justifiable. But section 92 of the

Penal Code does not apply to public servants exclu

sively : it einbraces the acts of others done by their

direction . Again, a person has only & right to

defend his property or that of another against cer

tain offences or attempts to coinmit them - see section

90 of the same Code. It can hardly be said here

that the prosecutor had ever attempted to commit

an offence of the description therein mentioned . But

The defendants were charged in that (1) they did

on or about June 14 , 1892 , at the Crown jungle

called Vilekulekande fell and cut reserved trees,

to wit, hora trees, without obtaining a permit from

the Government Agent of the Proivnce and thereby

commit a breach of rule 14 made under Chapter IV.

of Ordinance No. 10 of 1885 and published in the

Government Gazette of February 10, 1887 , and ( 2)
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- : 0 :

Perera v. Silva.

they did on the same day remove timber without a which the trees are alleged to have been felled is

permit. In his judgment the magistrate said " I find land at the disposal of the Crown is mengre in the

the accused guilty on both counts " , and sentenced last degree. The place is generally referred to as

them to pay certain fines. The defendants appealed. “ Crown forest," a mere assumption of the fact to

Dornhorst, for the appellant. be pruved . In view of the presumptions in favour

Cur. adv. vult. of the Crown there can be no difficulty in shewing

On February 2, 1893, the following judgment was
that any particular land is at the Crown's disposal

delivered ;
in the sense of the Ordinance, if it really be so .

WITHERS, J. - The conviction on the second count
Again , I can find no evidence that the defendants

felled hora or other trees in any forest, or, for tho
for reinoving timber in breach of section 46 of

matter of that, removed any hora trees, to which
No. 10 of 1885 must be quashed in view of the fact

that that section has been expressly repealed by
kind of trees the magistrate's charge is restricted .

Ordinance No. 1 of 1892. ( See section 27.) Lastly, I think the evidence for the prosecution

The magistrate has not been careful to observe the
too tainted with suspicion to make it safe to convict

the accused of the offences with which they have
requirement of section 372 of the Criminal Procedure

been charged in the first count. Convictions on
Code, so obviously a proper requirement, of specify

that count set aside and the accused severally
ing in his judgment the offence and section ofthe tha

acquitted.
law of which he has convicted and for which he bag

Set aside.
sentenced the accused ,

Now the information charges the accused with the

Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J., LAWRIE, and
offence of breaking rules prescribed in the Govern

ment Gazette of June 15, 1888 , under section 41 of WITHERS, JJ.

Ordinance No. 10 of 1885. I can find no rules relat

( January 20 , and February 14, 1893.)
ing to the Western Province in the Government

Gazette of that date. The magistrate has charged
D. C. Colombo,

No. C 715 .

them with an offence in breach of rule 14 published

in the Government Gazette of February 10 , 1887 . Administration - Marriage in community - Admi

This, however, is doubtless & slip for Februray 11 , nistrator of deceased husband'sestate - Powers over

1887, in which rules affecting the Wertern Province entire matrimonial estate— Widow -administra

and made under chapter IV of the Ordinance No. 10 trix.

of 1885 are published , and ruic 14 therein is to the
A widow who had taken out letters ofadministration

effect that “ no person shall fell , cut, saw or convert to her deceased husband's estate—the marriage having

any reserved tree or the tinber of any such tree or been in the community of property.

any unreserved trec or timber of any unresurved tree Held , entitled in her capacity of administratrix to

without a permit from the Government Agent of the maintain an action in respect of theentirety of a lease

Province or the Assistant Government Agent of a
hold interestwhich had belonged to the common estate ,

potwithstanding her own right to one-half of such

district for his district, except as hereinbefore provid . interest as surviving spouse .

ed for in regard to clearing and burning of chenas and Pe; BURNSIDE, C. J.-Upon the death of one of

hereafter provided for in regard to timber required loy the spouses the entire common estate vests , in the first

inbabitants of and shareholders of fields in villages
i:istance, in the adıninistrator of the deceased, far.

disposal among the persons legally . entitled to

surrounded by jungle” for certain purposes . individual shares of it .

The first general observation that may be made in
Per LAWRIE , J.-Au executor or administrator can

administer and realise only such estate as the deceased

regard to rules prescribed under section 41 of chapter had testing powers over.
The administrator of a

IV of ordinance No. 10 of 1885 is that they can only deceased spousecannot, therefore, deal with the entire

cominon estate , but only with the half to which the

apply, within the limits marked out in a , b, c , d , e , f, heirs or legatees of the deceased have right.

g , h, to forest land not included in a reserved or

village forest, which latter two classes of forest are
The plaintiff, as administratrix of her husband , to

treated in their respective chapters II and III, save
whom she had been married in community of pro

in particulars which do not bear on the present case ,
perty and who had died in December, 1884, sged the

and it is incumbent on the prosecution to show that
defendant for an account of a moiety of the plumbago

the particular forest land is not included in either
dug and removed by defendant from certain land,

class .
aveiring that the deceased had been lessee of a

moiety of the land under a lease dated march , 1882,

There was no attempt to do so in this case, and * WITHERS, J. , took no part in the decision , having

indeed the evidence of the fact that the land from been of coursel for the plaintiff whez at the bar.
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for a term of eight years commencing from January

17, 1885 , and that the defindant, the owner of the

other moiety , had since the commencement of the

lease, with the permission of the plaintiff as such

administratrix, retain the exclusive management

and working of the plumbago pits on the land . The

defendant, besides takiny other defences, pleaded

that one-half only of the lease - hold interest had

vested in the plaintiff as administratrix of the lessee

and that she could not therefore call upon the

defendant to account for any more than one - fourth

share of the profits ; ard at the trial, this point was

argued 48 a preliminary question. The district

judge upheld the plaintiff's right, and the defendanı

appealed .

Layard, A.-G. (Wendt with him) for the appellant.

Dornhorst ( de Saram with him) for the plaintiff.

Wendt, in reply

of kin ; and it secins to me that we are only walking

abreast with the law as it now exists, in holding that

the whole estate of the deceased should in the first

instance vest in the administrator for disposal among

the persons legally entitled to indiviilual shares of it .

It certainly would be a gross anomaly if the adminis

trator, although subject to be sued for the deceased's

debts , could not realize the property liable for them .

Looking at the decision primæ impressionis, its conve

nience, the avoidance of multiplicity of suits and

divided administration, which English Law abhors, I

cannot doubt that the ruling of the district judge is

sound and should be accepted. This very case proves

the soundness of the position. The widow is always

preferred in granting administration and if the con

tention of the defendant were allowed to prevail the

property of her intestate would be subjected to the

expense of several suits by and against the same

individual in different capacities--the wife as surviving

spouse and the wife as administratrix. This alone

would seem to be a good reason to reject the defend

ant's contention . It is not therefore necessary to

refer to the contention of the plaintiff that even if the

defendant's objection were well-founded it would

only be matter of misjoinder to be rectified by

amendment.

[ The following cases were cited in the argu

ment :-Ederemanesingam's case , Vand . 264 ; D. C.

Matara No. 31,076 , 5 S. C. C. 70 ; D. C. Kalutara

No. 35,985 , 5 S. C. C. 162 ; D. C. Colombo No.

89,039 , 7 S.O.O. 82 ; D. C. Batticoloa No. 23,770,

8 S. C. O. 27 ; D. C. Colombo No. 2,298, 1 C. L. R.

94 ; Corner v. Shew, 3 M. & W. 350.)

Cur. adv. vult. The judgment is affirmed with costs in both costs.

On February 14, 1898, the following judgments

were delivered :

LAWRIE, J.-I would sustain the order in the special

circumstances of the case .

BURNSIDE , C. J.-In my opinion the judgment of

the learned district judge of Colombo is eminently

sound and should be affirmed . Undoubtedly by the

Roman -Dutch Law the surviving wife acquired a

right to one-half of the property held in community

during the marriage , but this general proposition is

materially qualified by the fact that the surviving

wife's estate thus acquired is liable in all respects to

the payment of the debts of the husband, as is the

husband's half of it ; and also there was this further

qualification , that in case the property was naturally

indivisible it would be to the value only of such pro

perty that the widow's right extended . We have

already held that the right of the executor to the im

moveable property of the deceased , is, for the purpose

of administration , co -extensive, with his right to per

sonal property, for the payment of debts. The

Roman -Dutch Law as a mere inatter of procedure

rendered the wife liable to be sued, in respect of the

liability of her share of the intestate estate . Our

statate law has engrafted on the Roman - Dutch Law

the law of administration providing for the appoint

ment of administrators for the purpose of securing a

responsible person liable at law for the due disposal

of intestates' estate, both among creditors and Dext

The plaintiff obtained administration of the intes

tate estate of her deceased husband Eusebius Perera .

I understand that it was stated by the widow in the

affidavit of the extent and value of the estate and in

the appraisement and in the inventory that the

deceased was the sole lessen under a lease which did

not commence until some months after his death . It

is by no means certain that this lease in favour of a

man and his heirs, executors administrators and

assigns, of which he had no enjoyment or possession

during his life, fell under the community. His

widow hus not chosen to claim any rights under it,

and in the absence of any other claim it seems to me

that the right of the administratrix of the lessee to

administer it is undoubted. I dissent from the

general proposition that the administrator of a de

ceased spouse who was married in community (the

other spouse surviving) has right to administer the

whole estate which was in communion. On the death

of either spouse, the other has right to half of the pro

perty lately the subject of the marriage community.

All that the heirs or legatees of the deceased have

right to is the one -half to which the deceased was

entitled . The executor of one spouse cannot realize

the whole property for the purpose of paying legacies
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or for distribution among the heirs of the deceased ,

and if an executor cannot do bo , neither oan an

administrator.

In my opinion it is well - fixed law that the adminis.

trator or executor can administer and realize only

such estate as the deceased bad testing powers over.

Here, however, we have to deal with an estate which

was not in possession of the spouses at the daie of

the death, an estate which the surviving spouse who

has taken out administration has been content to

treat as the exclusive property of her deceased hus

band . I shall not decide that the widow has right

to half when she herself does not claim it. I regard

her dealing with the interesi created by the lease as

practically a l'enunciation of any right which she

had or might have claimed in it , because she has

deliberately chosen to treat it as her husband's

property.

I see no reason to disturb the order .

Affirmed .

: 0 :

Present :- BURNSIDE , C. J. , and WITHERS, J.

(October 21 and 25, 1892.)

D. C. Galle,

No 1,038. ELLIOTT V. PODIHAMY.

Landacquisition - Libel of reference - Award -- Ten

der of amount of compensation -- Parties unable to

agree as to respective interests--Pleading - Prac

tice - Irregularity - Ordinance No. 3 of 1876,

Sections 8, 9 , 10 , 11 , 13 , 34 , and 86.

This was a proceeding under the Land Acquisition

Ordinance No. 3 of 1876. The libel of reference of

the plaintiff, the Government Agent, after setting out

the preliminary steps taken for the purpose of ac

quiring a certain land in the district of Galle, stated

that the defendants appeared before him as claimants

and that he after a summary inquiry determined the

amount of compensation at Rs . 48 , and it proceeded

to state " but as the said claimants could not agree

among themselves as to their respective rights, the

plaintiff was unable to record any agreement in writ

ing and make bis award in pursuance thereof, and

does hereby in conformity with the provisions of

section 11 of Ordinance No. 3 of 1876 refer the said

matter to the determination of the district court of

Galle " . The libel further averred that "the

amount of compensation teudered by plaintiff for the

said land and premises under section 8 of Ordinance

No. 3 of 1876 was Rs . 48 ind was sufficient and

proper compensation to be allowed for the acquisition

of the said land and premises, but the first claimant

declined to accept the award as sufficient and proper

compensation to be allowed for the said lanil " . The

libel concluded with the prayer that the court should

determine “ what is sufficient and proper compensa

tion to be allowed for the acquisition of the said

land " and further should " enquire and determine

the apportionment of such compensation amongst

the respective claimants " . The district judge inves

tigated the matter and determined the amount of

compensation at Rs. 48, and appointed another date

for the apportionment of the amount among the

claimants. The first defendant appealed.

Dornhorst for the appellant.

Templer, A. S.-G., for the plaintiff.

Cur. adv. vult.

On October 25 , 1892, the following judgments

were delivered :

In proceedings under the Land Acquisition Ordin .

ance 1876, the Government Agent, after he has made

his award as to the amount of compensation , should

tender the amount to the claimants, and such tender

is a condition precedent to any reference to court and

should be averred in the libel of reference.

Ifthe Government Agent agrees with the claimants

as to the amount of compensation, he cannot, in making

a reference by reason of the claimants not being agreed

among themselves as to their respective interests in

the land, re -open the question of the amount of com

pensation, and the sole matter which he can refer and

which the court can adjudicate upon is as to the appor

tionment ofthe amount determined by the Government

Agent among the claimants.

If, however, the Government Agent does not agree

with the claimants as to the amount of compensation,

then in referring that matter to the court he cannot

refer with it any question as to the respective interests

of the claimants in the land. But the court may, if

dispute arises among the claimants after it has deter

mined the amount ofcompensation on areference solely

as to compensation, adjudicate upon the respective

rights of the claimants to the amount so determined.

BURNSIDE, C. J. - These proceedings purport to be

a reference of the Government Agent under the land.

Acquisition Ordinance No. 3 of 1876, but they are

80 grossly irregular that we cannot support them .

The libel of reference recites that, the Governm : nt

Agent of the Southern Provinee having taken the

usual steps on a direction to acquire a particular

piece of land and having noticed all persons to

appear, etc., the claimants appeared , and he then and

there determined the compensation, viz ., Rs. 48 ,

but, in the words of the libel, “As the said

“claimants could not agree among themselves as

" to their respective rights, the plaintiff was unable
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“ record any agreement in writing and make his

“Award in pursuance thereol" and again , to quote

the words of the libel “ in conformity with section

" 11 of Ordinance No. 8 of 1876 ," hedoes refer “ the

" said matter to the determination of the district

court ." What is “ the said matter" which is referred

to ? Manifestly, that the claimants could not agree

among themselves as to their respective rights to the

amount determined on . The libel does not state as

a preliminary to the reference that the plaintiff ten

dered the aipount of compensation to the claimants.

Now, the first step preliminary to a reference , after

the government agent has determined compensa

tion , is to tender the amount to the persons interest .

ed who appear ( see section 8) . Till he has done so ,

he has no right to refer, and the fact of the tender

should be stated as a condition precedent in the libel.

( See sub -section (c) of section 18) .

sation, nor can the district judge adjudicate on it .

On the other hand, if the compeusation is not

accepted and the matter is referred on that ground ,

the government agent has no authority to refer with

it any question as to the division of the amount

among the claimants. It is only if a dispute arise

among the claimants after the judge has awarded

compensation on a reference solely as to compensa

tion that he may ajudicate on the respective rights

of the claimants to the amount which he awards.

I am satisfied that all this disorder and these abor

tive proceedings have been occasioned by the proctor

who signed the proceedings endeavouring to utilize for

the libel of reference the printed form which he has

filled up, and which I see is issued by authority, but

which I am sure could not have been prepared by

any one who had any claim to be an authority on

the matier.

The reference and all proceedings on it are quash

ed with costs .

WITHERS, J.-I agree. A libel with such con

flicting elements in it as this is no better than wasto

paper for the purpose of a judicial enquiry.

Set aside.

: 0 .

Present :- Bursside C. J. and WITHERS, J.

( February 1 and 10, 1893. )

D. C.Negombo, NoNovamy v. Perera.

Then again , having put himself in a position to

refer, the goveromenų agent may do so , inier alia,

on the following two events : if he is unabè to

agree with the persons interested or any of them as

to the amount of compensatiou to be allowed or if

any question as to title or of the rights thereto

or interests therein arige between the parties

therein . Now the reason given by the plaintiff in

referring is, as I have shewn, the question between

the parties themselves as to their respective rights

which prevented the plaintiff making an award.

This then being what he should have referred, all that

the district judge could decide was “the proportion

" in which the persons interested are entitled to

share in the amount " . See section 34 and 35).

But, when we go a little further into this libel of

reference, we find it alleged that the amount of com

pensation tendered by the plaintiff was sufficient, but

the first claimant declined to accept the award as suffi

cient and proper compensation for the land. In one

paragraph the libel says the parties were agreed as

to the sufficiency of the compensation but disagreed

23 to their respective rights and to prevented an

award ; in the other, it says one claimant declined

to accept the award as sufficient and proper compen

vation for the land. The district judge has treated

the reference as one on both grounds and has fixed

the compensation and apportioned it among the

claimants, which the Ordinance does not permit him

to do. For it is ooly after the claimants shall have

accepted the amount which the government agent

shall determine as compensation that a dispate can

arise as to their respective rights to it , and if having

accepted the amount a dispute does arise as to the

disposal of it, the Government Agent cannot in re

ferring sach dispute reopen tbe question of compen

Administration --Rightofheirs of deceasedmortgage

to sue- Necessity foradministration to whole estate

--Practice

A mortgagee who was married in the community of

propertydied leaving a widow and children surviving,
who sued on the mortgage as his legal representatives,

averring that the deceased's moiety of the common:

estate was worth Rs. 700 only, and the plaintifie

were therefore entitled to sue without taking out letters

of administration.

Held, that in determining whether administration

was necessary , regard should be had to the entire estate

(and not to the deceased's moiety only) and as this

exceded Rs. 1000 in value, administratios could not be

dispensed with .

This was an action brought by the widow and heira

af a deceased mortgagagee, for the recovery of the sun

of Rs. 170 and interest due on a inortgage executed in

the deccased's favour by the defendant. The plaint

averred that the mortgagee died intestatė on March

30 , 1892, leaving the plaintiffs as bis heirs and legal
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r presentative in possession of his estate which was

of the value of Rs. 700. The defendant in his

answer denied that the intestate's estate was worth

only Rs . 700 , and averred that it was worth over

Rs. 1,500 , and that letters of administration of the

intestate's estate were necessary for the maintenance

of the action . At the trial it was admitted that the

whole estate was worth about Rs. 1,400, but it was

contended that as the widow represen : ed one half of

the estate by virtue of her marriage in community of

property, only the other half must be considered in

determining whether the estate was a small estate "

or required letters of administration . The District

Judge upheld the defendant's objection and dismissed

plaintiffs' action.

the marriage, as the case might be. That ruling,

however, it seems to me is just and convenient, even

if it is not the expression of what lias been the lair

uniformly laid down by this Court . I should be sorry

to say that it is not . I have once before had with

regret to confess my ignorance of the exact st:ite of

the law in Ceylon in regard to execntors and admin

istrators, and I repeat what I said before , that for the

sake of the community I am ready to subscribe to any

proposition of law on this important matter which is

clear and precise and cannot be poseibly mistaken, 80

long of course as I do not think it to be fundamentally

vicious as law .

I therefore humbly agree with my Lord's judgment

in this case.

The plaintiffs appealed.

Affirmed.

Wendt for the appellants.
: O

Dornhorst for the defendant .
Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ .

}

Cur. adv. uult,

( February 10 and 14, 1893.)

On February 10, 1893 , the following juluments

D. C. Kegalla, DINGIRIHA II . v . Kalu Menika.were delivered :
No. 85.

BURNSIDE, C. J.-For the reas ins which I have Practice - Costs of appeal- Taxation .

already given in a case Colombo District Court No.

C 715*, I am of opinion that administration is
Costs of appeal include costs incurred in the court

below for the purpose of forwarding the appeal to the
necessary on the whole estate of which an intestate

Supreme Court, and which costs the taxing officer of
may die possessed and not simply on the value of the the court below is competent to deal with .

deceased's share in the community.

This case had come up in appeal a first time , and

The appeal will be dismissed with costs . the Supreme Court had set aside the judgment of the

District Court and remitted the case to the lower

WITHERS , J.-I understand the Chief Justice to court for decision on the issues raised in the plead

have ruled in the case referred to that on the death ings. The order as to costs was to the following
effect :

of it husband , who was married in community of
“ The plaintiff is entitled to the costs of this

goods, intestate the whole of the common effects
appeal." * When the case was sent back the Secretary

taxed the costs, but the defendants objected to the
ves's in the surviving spouse if she takes out letters

of administration to his estate, or indi ed in any one taxation on the ground that the decree being for

to whom they may be committed , for the purposes costs of appeal the bill of costs must be taxed by the

of administration . This is consonant with the Registrar of the Supreme Court and not by the

tendency of decisions of this Court in later days, and Secretary. The District Judge set aside the taxation

not inconsistent I believe with modern practice . It of costs by the Secretary holding that the order of

cannot, I venture to think, be reconciled with the Supreme Court referred to appeal costs only and

Roman -Dutch Law pure and simple, according to that they should be taxed by the Registrar. The

which the community of estate between two spouses plaintiff appealed.

was dissolved instantly upon the death of either of Grenier for the appellant.

them , and upon such dissolution the common estate
There was no appearance of counsel for defendants

was equally apportioned between the heirs of the
upon the appeal.

deceased and the survivor, with the consequence that

Cur. adv. vult.
after the apportionment the creditor could sue the

husband and his heirs for the whole, or the wife and On February 14 , 1893 , the following judgments

her heirs for the half of the debts contracted during were delivered :

* Ante, p. 150. * Ante, p. 76 .
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Present : WITHERS, J.

(March 9 and 14 , 1892.)

LAWRIE, J.-In an appeal by the plaintiff against

a judgment dismissing the action , counsel appeared

for the plaintiff appellant and for four defendants

respondents. On June 21 , 1892 , the judgment of

the court below was set aside and the case was sent

back for trial and it was ordered th : t the plaintiff do

have bis costs of the appeal.

P. C. Puttalam ,

No. 1,959 .

SALT INSPECTOR OF PUTTA

LAN V. Nonis .

Salt Ordinance- Possessing salt without license-
The Secretary by order of court issued a notice to

Possession contraryto tenorof license-- Weighing
the defendants tbat he would on September 1 , 1892 ,

Ordinance No. 6 of 1890 , sections 5 , 6 , 16 , and 17 .

tax the plaintiff's bill of costs payable by them . Ou

taxation a few charges were struck out.
The res.

pondents then filed an objection to the taxation ,
Upou a charge of possessing 54 cwts. of salt without

a license under s. 16 of the Ordinance No. 6 of 1890 ,

from which it appeared that they did not object to
it appeared that the defendant had lawfully purchased

the charges but that they maintained that the decree
a quantity of 280 cwts. for the possession of which a

of the Supreme Court casting them in costs referred license was issued to him, and that upon the salt being

only to costs in the Supreme Court which by use re-weighed shortly afterwards there were found 2851

and wont are taxed by the Registrar. The plaintiffs
cwts. , the charge being laid in respect of the excess

maintained that all the items in the bill of costs
Held, that the offence disclosed was not that charged,

taxed on September 1 were costs of the appeal--- Costs but the offence of possessing salt contrary to the

incurred subsequent to the judgment appealed from license .

-and that the bill did not include any costs except

those of the appeal . The learned District Judge did Defendant was charged with unlawfully possessing

not deal with the items of the bill . He held that
a quantity of 57 cuts . of salt without a license in

the words of the Supreme Court " costs of this breach of sections 5 and 6 of the Ordinance No. 6

appeal" meant only the costs incurred after the case
of 1890 , being an offence punishable under sections

reached Colombo including counsel's fees . In this

construction of the decree of this court I cannot
16 and 17. The evidence disclosed that the defend

ágree. The costs of an appeal include the costs of
ant had purcha elfrom the Government salt store

ibe petition of appeal , of the finding security, notices at Puttalam a quantity of 280 cwts . of salt for the

to respondents, etc., and all the stamps which an removal of which he had obtained a license . Short

appellant is required to furnish with and subsequent ly after the issue of the salt to the defendant it was

to the filing of the petition . These costs having
seized in his possession by the Assistant Government

been incurred in the Disirict Court were properly
Agent, who cansed the salt to be re -weighed , when

taxed by the Secretary of the court . The learned

District Judge further held that the decree of this
there were found, it was alleged, 285} cwts., and the

court was bad from uncertainty as against whom it
charge related to the excess of this quantity over the

was directed. There is no dubeity,the respondents 280 cwts. covered bythe license. TheMagistrate
to the appeal, the four defendants, were decreed liable convicted the accused and sentenced him to pay a

to pay the cosis . fine of Rs. 300 or in default to undergo six months'

rigorous imprisonment , and also confiscated the

The order of the learned District Judge setting padda boat in which the salt had been found .

aside the taxation cannot be supported and it is set

The defendant appealed .aside. The costs of this appeal to be paid by the

first, third , and fourth defendants and the case sent
Dornhorst for the appellant.

back to be proceeded with according to law.

Cur. adv. vult.

WITHERS, J.-I agree . Costs in appeal mean

costs of and incidental to the appeal , and naturally On March 14 , 1892, the following judgmeut was

include those incurred in the court below in laying delivered :

the foundations of the appeal which only the taxing

officer of that court is competent to deal with . The
WITHERS, J.-- I might in a few worde set aside

this conviction on the simple ground that the accused
order appealed from must be set aside with costs .

bas been convited of no offence whatever. But this

Set aside. is too important a case to deal with so summarily.
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(as the same scales appear to have been used) was

the salt put in the opposite scale to that in which it

was put when the salt was weighed out ? Were the

atmospheric conditions later in the day different

from those earlier in the day ?

The accused was charged with possessing a quan

tity of 5} cwt, of salt without due authority by li

cense , contrary to sections 5 and 6 of Ordinance No.

6 of 1890. This is an offence, but he has not been

found guilty of that, nor could lie have been found

guilty of possessing that quantity without license,

when it appears that he had authority to possess at

least 280 cwt, of salt. The offence which the evi

dence pointed out was possession of a certain quantity

of salt, otherwise than in accordance with a lieense

or permit on that behalf granted, and if I thought

the evidence warranted the charge of such an offence,

I would content myself with quashing the conviction,

and remitting the case back for the accused to be

charged with , and tired for, that offence.

I observe that one witness de poses to the fact

that a man named Paolis de Silva declined to bare

his salt weighed that day because it was a rainy day.

Now , if the interval between the first and the

second weighing the air became charged with mois

ture that would at once account for the difference

in weight.

Those who took part in the actual weighing in of

the salt were not called to prove that they took all

pains possible to see that there was no disturbance

of the scales during the process.

The license to possess salt, granted to the accused ,

should have been proluced or proved by the prosecu

Fir my purpose I take it as assumed that the

accused had a license to buy and remove , under cer

tain conditions a quantity of 280 cwt. of salt from

the Puttalam stores .

tion .

It appears that on December 19, last salt was is.

sued to the accused from the Puttalam stores in 161

bags, purporting to contain 280 cwt. of salt which

were removed to his padda boat. Later on the same

day, in consequence of information received , the local

authorities caused those bays to be taken out of the

accused's boat and reweighed . On being rı weighed

it is said the bags were found to contain 2854 cwt .

i. e. , 54 cwt. in excess of the permit.

It is in evidence that gross carelessness or

irregularity marked the issue of salt from the

stores, and for the prosecution it was attempted

to make out that this accused had bribed the cangany

employed in the weighing to manipulate the scales in

his favour. Whatever truth there may be in the tes..

timony of the man Abdal Cader, I do not believe a

word of his evidence against this particular accused .

If, in fact, 51 cwt. were issued in excess, from the

carelessness of those who issued it, is the accused to

be punished ? His account of the possession of the

salt is prima facie quite satisfactory. “ If I had that

" quantity in excess of what I should have, you gave

it time.” If he was unconscious of the excess until it

was disclosed at the second weighing, then he cannot

be pronounced guilty. Of course if he procured the

excess by a bribe he deserves the atmost punishment

under the Ordinance quite apart from what he should

receive for bribery. But of this there is no sort of

evidence.

Now , considering the smallness of the difference

between the quantity of salt weighed out in the

earlier part of the day, and weighed in later in the

day ; considering the peculier circumstances under

which the authorities were moved to take this 18.

usual course ; considering the grave nature of the

penalties which properly attach to the deliberate

violation of the revenue laws, it became incumbent

on the majistrate to require the very strictest proof

of the conditions under which the weighing out and

the weighing in of the salt was conducted, so that he

might be satisfied that every reasonable precaution

had been taken to guard against the risk of error.

I would go further and say that if he was present

at the weighing and saw and approved of the care

lessness which would give him an advantage and

took and kept what he gained by the carelessness,

then he should be guilty of an offence under the Or

dinance . I am so little satisfied that there was an

excess, in point of fact, and more than satisfied that

the accused is not accountable for the excess, if any ,

that I set the conviction aside, as well as the order

of confiscation of the property and acquit the accused .

Now, we have no information on such elementary

points as these : Were the scales tested on the two

occasions to see if they were nicely balanced ? Were

the same weights used on the second occasion as

on the first, and were the scights according to the

standard required by law ? On the second occasion
Set aside.
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D.No: utara,}

Present : LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ.
when the plaintiff, the defendants, and the added

( February 10 and 14 , 1893.)
parties were present. But the defendants objected

that the case had been irregularly fixed for trial, 4s

D. C. Kalutara, the added parties had not been served with summonsWIRARATNE Y. ENSOHAMY,
No. 521 .

or copies of any amended plaint.

Civil procedure - Action in ejectment - Adding of The learned district judge considered that he was

parties - Adjudication ofquestions involved in the
bound by his previous order which had not been

action -- Irregularity - Form of order to add vacated or appealed against and that the plaint

parties -- Practice - Appeal- Revision - Civil Pro
should be amended and copy thereof serred on the

cedure Code, sections 18 and 19.
defendants and added parties, and as in his opinion

In an action in ejectment, where the defendants the case had been irregularly fixed for trial he order

pleaded title in themselves and others whom they refer- ed plaintiff to pay deferdant's costs.
red to in the answer, the court when the action came on

for trial considered that the presence of the persons The plaintiff appealed.

nained in the answer was necessary to enable the court

to adjudicate upon all the questions involved in the Sampayo, for the appellant, cited D. C. Kurune
action and ordered the case to be struck off the trial roll

gala No. 20, 2 C. L. R. 84 .
for the purpose of adding them as defendants:

Held, that no parties other than the original parties Cur. adv. vult.

were necessary to enable the court effectually and com

pletely to adjudicate upon and settle any questions in
On February 14 , 1893 , the following judgments

volved in the action, and that the order to add the were delivered :

persons named in the answer was improper.

WITHERS, J. - The plaintiff in this action appeals
Held further, that, when an order is properly made to

add nen ' parties as defendants, the forin of such order from an order of the learned judge minuted on

should be one directing the plaint and summons to be December 16 , 1892 , condemning the plaintiff to pay

amended by the addition of their names as defendants the defendants' costs of the day for which the trial

and directing the plaintiff to cause those parties to be had been fixed “ irregularly ", as the order pro

duly served with copies of the summonses and of the

plaint further amended as plaintiff might be advised
nounces . I take leave to doubt whether such an

within a certain time from the date of the order, and order is open to appeal and I should be inclined to

that it is irregular to order the case to be taken off the reject it , though not of course without hearing

trial roll for that purpose.
counsel on that point, but we cannot close our eyes

The plaintiff averring title to a certain field sued to a wrong and embarrassing order of the learned

the defendants in ejectment, complaining of a tres judge which has brought the action more or less

pass committed by the defendants. The defendants, to a deadlock and has been the occasion of the

while denying the plaintiff's title and the alleged particular order complained of.particular order complained of. The respondents to

trespass, in the sixth paragraph of their answer the petition of appeal are the four original defen
averred title in themselves and certain others whom dants, and they were not represented before us .

they named as their co -heirs. On June 13 , 1892, I propose to deal with the case as if it were before

when the case first came on for trial, the learned us in revision, in order to reinove what may be called

district judge ex mero motu recorded the following blot upon the record and reforın the record for the

minute : - " To enable the court effectually and sake of justice to all the parties concerned, though in

completely to adjudicate upon and settle all the doing so I recognise a source of possible mischief in

questions involved in the action , it is necessary that expanding our ordinary powers in appeal in cases

those persons designated as co-beirs of defendants in which have not been brought before us in revision

the sixth paragraph of the answer should be made
in due course.

added parties. The case is therefore taken off the
I think it , however, just and convenient to take

trial roll for that purpose ."
this exceptional course in this case. The order

The persons in question being minors, the plain- which I have termed a blot upon the record was the

tiff took steps to have a guardian appointed over embarrassing order made without motion on June 18,

them and subsequently on bis application they were 1892 , bringing in third parties as defendants whom

added as parties defendant on the record. The the learned district judge advised himself to be

plaintiff , however, did not make any amendinent in necessary parties. The order unfortunately was

tbe plaint, but on his motion the case was entered not a proper one to be made, all the necessary

on the trial roll and was fixed for hearing on & parties to the suit being at that date before the court

certain day, of which notice was given to the defend- and the one stop required to be taken being to fix &

ants and the added parties. The case ultimately day for trial. The form of the order was moreover

came on for trial accordingly on December 16, 1892 , faulty. It should have named the parties to be

a
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added by directing the plaint and summons to be

amended by the addition of their games as defend

ante ; it should bave directed the plaintiff to cause

those parties to be duly served with copies of the

Sun monses and plaint further amended as plain

tiff miybt be advised within a certain time from the

date of the order ; and it certainly should not have

directed that the caso be taken off the trial roll for

The defen.lant appealed against a conviction.

There was no appearance of counsel pon
the

appeal.

Cur, adv. vull.

On March 7, 1899 , the following judgment was

delivered :

that purpose.

Plaintiff, who now complaing of the order, subinitted

to it and took no steps to have it vacated. I propose

to vacate it now and to restore the action to the state

it was in at the date of that order.

The record will pow he returned to the court below

for the court to appoint a day for the hearing and

determination of the action , giving notice thereof to

the original parties therein . I do not koow why the

plaintiff was condemned to pay the defendants ' costs

of the day - December 16, 1892 -- for which day the

trial of the case had been fixed by the court-See

minute of November 11 , 1892. Further, on October

3 , 1892, the case had been restored to the roll and

set down for trial on November 11 , with the express

sanction of the court on plaintiff's motion . I set

aside the order in appeal of December 16 , 1892, con

demning plaintiff to pay defendants the costs of that

day, and direct that the costs of that day be costs in

the cause. Vacate the order of June 13, 1892 , mi.

puted in these terms : - " To enable the court effectu

ally and completely to adjudicate upon and settle

“ all the questions involved in this action, it is ne

“ Cessary that those persons designated as co -beirs

by defendants in paragraph 6 of the answer should

“ be made added parties, and the case is therefore

" taken off the trial roll, for that purpose .” Remit

the case to the lower court for trial in due course

RO oosts in appeal.

LAWBIE, J. - I agree.

Set aside.

LAWRIE, J. - The conviction could not stund even

if I had been of opinion that the evidence was suffi

cieni to warrant a charge being framed. I should

have been obliged to have quashed the proceedinge

subsequent to the closing of the evidence for the

coinplainant and to have sent the case back because

the police magistrale did not frame a charge. But I

think it unuecessary to send the case back. The

prisecation has not made a prima facie case against

the :iccused . The man was accused of removing

eleven pieces of timber without a pass. It is not

alleged that the timber was forest produce or that it

had been grown on crown land . For ought that

appears, it was timber that was grown on the ac

cused's own land or it was foreign timber from

abroad . Section 45 of Ordinance No. 10 of 1885

prohibited the removal of timber, but that section

was repealed by section 27 of Ordinance No. 1 of

1892. The regulations which the Governor and the

Executive Council have power to make and publish

under section 44 , and which when published have

the force of law , are regulations regarding forest pro

duce . Any doubt on this point is removed by tho

amending Ordinance No. 1 of 1892 , which is careful

to substitute forest produce" for “ timber " when

ever the word “ timber" occurred alone in section

44. It is my opinion that since the passing of the

Ordinance No. 1 of 1892 " timber" as contradistin

guished from “ forest produce ” may be removed

without a pass , and though the regulations of 1887

may not have been amended they must be read in

conformity with the amended law . The prosecutor

has not proved that the accused was guilty of an

offence .

I set aside the conviction and acquit the accused .

Set aside.

0 :

Present :-LAWRIE, J.

(March 2 and 7, 1893. )

P. C. Gampola, \ MARIKAR v. Dias .

Dras.
:: 0 :

Present :-BURNSIDE, C. J. , LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ :

Forest Ordinance - Removing " timber " without a

pass - Forest produce - Ordinance No. 10 of 1685 ,

sections 44 , 46 - Ordinance No. 1 of 1892,

section 27.

( January 24 and February 28, 1893. )

D.X. God.. } Upuma LEBBE V.Sego MOHAMMADO.Since the passing of the Ordinance No. 1 of 1892

removal of timber without a pass as distinguished from

forest produce is not an offence.

The facts material to this report sufficiently appear

in the judgment of the Supreme Court.

Registration-- Usufructuary mortgagee - Lease

Mortgagee's interest seizedin satisfaction ofprevious

judgment- Fiscals conveyance - Priority in regis
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tration - Real property, conveyance of by fiscal- create them? ' ' are of such varying authority and effect

Ordinance No. 8 of 1863, sections 38 and 39 . as in my opinion not to be binding except as to the

isolated proposition that a deed prior in registration
A mortgagee with right to possession of the mortgag .

voids a deed prior in date by the same party and of the

ed land in lieu of interest can legally lease the property

to third parties.
same estate, they being deeds which , it is said , embrace

the ideutical estate and consequently real with adverse

Where an usufructuary mortgagee leased the mort. interests . However I may have dissented from this

gaged property to a third party for a certain terni, and
decision I am bound by it . Beyond this I can find

subsequently his right title and interest in the property

as such mortgagee was seized under writ against him
no sufficient authority that a lease can be held to be

and sold to a purchaser who registered the fiscal's traps. an interest adverse to the title on which it is certain .

fer prior to the registration of the lease ly dependent and out of which it is created. This

court has beld that where the manifest intention of

Held (BURNSIDE, C.J. , dissentiente) that the purchaser

at the fiscal's sale, by reason of prior registration of the the party executing a second conveyance is to create

transfer to hini, had a right to the possession of the an estate subject to an existing interest the Ordinance

property preferent to that of the lessee. does not apply, although the instruments purport to

create adverse interests, and the second interest can

Ejectment.
not be extended by the mere fact of registration.

The plaintiff was the purchaser at a fiscal's sale of It seems to me that this is sound and good law, and

the right title and interest of one Kadija Umma at the same time it reasonably conserves the object

upon a mortgage bond granted to her by one Hami- and intention of the Ordinance, which were, by giving

doo Umma. Kadija Umma, who under the bond had priority to registered deeds, to meet adverse interests

right to the possesson of the mortgaged premises in when they could not exist together and one would be

lieu of interest, had leased them to the defendant, & fraud on the other. I am sure the Ordinance

who registered the lease on December 7 , 1891. The could never have been intended to facilitate the com

conveyance to the plaintiff by the fiscal was register- mission of fraud by means of registration . The

ed on June 12 , 1891. In an action brought by the lease in this case was a good one for valuable con

plaintiff against the defendant the learned district sideration , it bound Kadija Umma in contract and in

judge gave plaintiff judgment on the ground that bis estate and her right title and interest was in all

conveyance being prior in registration was entitled respects subject to it. The two estates, those of lessee

to succeed over the lease to the defendant which and lessor, could and could only exist together. The

though prior in date was registered after the convey. fiscal could sell no more than the right title and

The defendant appealed.
interest of Kadija Umma, and the plaintiff, on the

Dornhorst, for the appellant.
other band , could get no more than what the fiscal

sold, viz . , an estate on which the lease was depend

There was no appearance of counsel for the ent and which secured to him any benefits to which

respondent. Kadija Umma was entitled . He certainly was not en

titled to say “ I will accept the tenancy" or " I wil}
Cur. adv. vult.

defeat it . ” It is said that had Kadija Umma created a

On February 28 , 1893 , the following judgments second lease which had been registered it would have

were delivered : def ated the defendant's lease. I may grant that pro

position and yet it does not affect the question before
BUBNSIDE, C. J. - I do not think any doubts exist

Such a second lease would be decidedly adverse
that an usufructuary wortgagee, having a right to the because it affected the same estate, and the deeds.

possession of the mortgaged estate, has the power being fraudulent the one to the other the law gives

su ! or a ssign such rigbt to a third party. My effect in the interest of registration to prior registra

brother Lawrie bas shown that by express Civil and

Roman -Dutch Law such power does exist, but the
tion . But there can be uo fraud as against this

important question for our decision is whether
plaintiff. He should on the one hand have guarded

Kadija Umma's lease to the first defendant of her himself by covenant or otherwise against undisclosed

usufructuary possession in the mortgaged premises, encumbrances, and if he bought with full knowledge

heing unregistered, was defeated by the subsequent of this encumbrance intending to defeat it by regis

purohase of her right title and juterest as mortgagee tration he would make this court a party to bis in

in the mortgaged property, and for myself I am of tended fraud .

opinion it clearly was not. The decisions on the

effect of the Registration Ordinance on the question, In my opinion judgment should be for the

" what are such adverse interests as obtain priority defendants, reversing the judgment of the district

by prior registration of the instruments intended to | judge with costs in both courts.

anoo .

US .
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LAWRIE , J. - Kadija Umma was the creditor on a veyance having been registered wag entitled to prior

mortgage bond aver a garden and eight boutiques. ity over an unregistered lease . It was held by

T'lon bond gave her the right to possess in lieu of Dias , J. , and by myself iu D. C. Chilaw , No. 23,614 ,

interest for six years . Being in possession she leased reported in 7 S.C.C. 111 , that the vendee's interest

the land and boutiques for a term of four years. is adverse to a lessee's. I adhere to that judgment.

I think that it is not doubtful that she had right I keep in inind the judgment of PhEAR C. J., and

to lease.
Dias J. , in D. C. Kandy, No. 70,020, reported in

2 S.C.C. 79 , which affirmed a judgment of mine in

In treating of antichresis (which is the same as a the district court of Kandy; but in that case there

usufructuarymortgage) the Digest ( Dig. 20. 1. 11. 1. ) was no question of registration. In my opinion the

says of the creditor 6 cum in usuras fructus perci- lease is an interest adverse to an owner of land inag

piat, aut locando aut ipse percipiendohabitandoque" much as it prevents his having possession of it and

and Voet ( Pand. 20. 1. 23. ) recognises the right of full rights over it. If the lease did not exist the

the mortgagee to lease to others : sive ipse ades purchaser would have right immediately to turn out

inhabitando seufundo colendo percipere fructum aut all squatters and tenants-at-will and thereafter to

utilitatem velit seu aliis elocare." occupy personally or to choose tenants on his own

terms . I conceive that a tenant under an unregis

In this case a special right to lease might be in
tered lease is with regard to a purchaser who has

ferred from the nature of the subject mortgaged. It registered his deed in no better position than a ten

is impossible for one person personally to occupy ant-at - will.

eight boutiques. The lessees from Kadija Umma

paid three years' rent in advance and entered into It has been argued that if the interest created by a

possession . After this leaseAfter this lease a judgment passed
lease be adverse to that created by a subsequent sale

against the lessor and in execution of that judgment
and is made void by the prior registration of the sale ,

her right title and interest in the mortgage bond then the converse is true, that a lease granted by one ,

was sold and was purchased by the plaintiff. He who has previously sold the land makes the prior

registered his certificate of sale . He then instituted sale void, if the lease be first registered . This is

this action in ejcetment against the lessees. In this not , to my mind, a sound argument. A lease is ad.

case I apprehend that the plaintiff who purchased verse to a sale because it prevents the purchaser

Kadija Ummas' interest at a judicial sale is in the froin having complete possession ; bat a sale is not

same position as if he had purchased from Kadija adverse to a lease , because it mer:ly changes the

Umina herself, with this difference , that in a sale party to whom the rent is to be paid. The estate

Or assignment by her she would have warranted her of the tenant is unaffected.

title and the purchaser would on that warranty have

hail an alternative right to sue her for damages.

I do not attach importance to the fact that the

it the date of this sale to the plaintiff Kidija

lessees have paid a part of the rent in advance,

Umma had already parted with valuable
because, I take it , if the unregistered lease tere bind

part of the rights given to her by the mortgage.

ing on the poruhyser, he would not be round by the

She had leased the land for four years . That
payment of rent in advance because such payment is

in law only a lo :: n by the tenant to the lessor , d ; was

lease was binding on her, but as the lessees

hud not registered she might have defeated it by
decided in Nicolls v . Saunders, L. R. 5. C.P. 58 .

giring a gecond lease to third parties, provider they On the ground of the prior registration of the sale

took the lease and registered it without fraud. or assignin -nt of the mortgage bond I am of opinion

The continuance of the lessees' rights under the that the plaintiff is entitled to prevail and I would

unregistered lease dependerl on whether a party affirm the judgment with a slight variation , referring

apper ead claiming an interest adverse to their to the mortgage as his title .

le :ise on valuable consideration hy virtue of a
subsequent deed which had been duly register . WITHERS, J. - If this was a case of first impression

ed , The plaintiff alleges he is such a party. I am certainly not prepared to say that I should pro

He holds a registered assignment of the mortgage pose to affirm the judgment. But the previous

bond which gives a right to posse88 . The question decisions of this Court on the policy of our Registration

seenis to be : Has a purchaser of lands and interest Ordinances are too hard for me. They have

adverse to those who hold a lense from the vendor ? established a principle, if I may so call it , which has

It was held by CAYLEY, J. , in C. R. Negoinbo, been recognised and acted upon too long for us to

No. 23,748 , Gren. Rep. ( 1874) p. 29. that a con- disturb .

я
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The principle I refer to is this , that the policy of the police magistrate investigated the case and, holding

our Registration Ordinance requires that the estate that though the defendant did cause the hurt com

plained of he acted in self-defence, recorded an order
of a person in immoveable property affected by an

of acquittal
instrument of the kind aimed at in secti in 38 of

Ordinance No. 8 of 1863 , whether executed by that Held, that the police magistrate had no power to deal

person himself, his assign in law, or the fiscal , shall, with the question of self defence and determine the

prosecution , for in a case pot summarily triable though
if not otherwise expressed, be deemed to be the

he might discharge an accused person if he considered
higliest estate which at any time during his owner- there was no evidence to go to a jury, yet if he found

ship the owner was capable of alienating, so that the there was such evidence he could not adjudicate upon

instrument first and alone registered, thongh last in the worth of any suggested defence but should proceed

date , which purports to dispose of the right title and with the case with a view to committal to a higher

court.

interest of the party affected , shall , if for value and

without taint of fraud , prevail over all prior unregis- The police magistrate investigated a charge of

tered instruments aff -cting the same immoreable voluntarily causing grevous hurt under sestion 817

property , whether they purport to dispose of the same of the Ceylon Penal Code, being an offence not

interest or create in incumbrance or carve a small summarily triable in the police court. The defend

esiate out of a fee simple , and shall, like Aaion's rod, ant in his statement said " I am not guilty”, bat

swallow them up w th their charges, incumbrances, called no evidence . The police magistrate held

lenses ard interests whatsoever affecting the pro
that the defendant did voluntarily cause the hurt

perty . This interpretation of the Ordin:ince seems charged (a stab with a knife , falling within the des

to drown alınost every question is to what adverse cription of " grievous hart" under the Code) but

interests are in section 39 of the Ordinance.
" acquitted " him on the grouud that he acted in

self -defence . Against this acquittal the complainant
According to those decisions the dispositions of a appealed .

person's interest in immoveable property by an instru

ment, however otherwise well executed is but con Wend !, for the appellant. It is submitted that,

ditional on the party who takes the instrum :nt being although the magistrate's order púrports to be an

first at the registry. All virtue by no means goes "acquittal, " against wlich an appeal lies only at

out of the executant, who signs away his property for the instance of the Attorney -General, the order is

valuable consideration , if the instrument is not in effect a discharge from the prosecntion under

registered . I am too much impressed with what has section 168 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the

gone before to do otherwise than affirun the judgment magistrate not having had the jurisdiction to acquit.

of the court below . It is therefore appealable. The order is wrong on

the materials before the police magistrate. He has
As to Mr. Dornhorst's point about the character of found that defendant inflicted the injury charged,

the fiscal's assignment, I think the judyment- debtor's but has held a defence established , viz . , that the inct

right to hold and enjoy the mortgaged premises in was done in self -defence, which only a court compe

lieu of interest was a real right and appropriitely tint to convict or acquit could adjudicate n . The

assigned , to say nothing of the contract of lıypothec. defendant should have been committed for trial by

the district court or supreme court.
Affirmed.

Cur. adv. vull.

Present :-LAWRIE, J. Ou Mirch 7, 1893 , the following judgment was

delivered :

Narch 2 and 7, 1893.)

LAWRIE, J.-The police magistrate investigated a
P. C. Hatton ,

complaint that the accuse ! had voluntarily causedNo. 12,011! } Matues V. SAMSEEDIN.
grievous hurt with a knife , an offence punishable

Criminal procedure - Charge notsummarily triable under section 317 of the Penal Code.

-Acquittal - Powers of police magistrate - Ceylon

Although he hari no power to try the accused sumPenal Code, section 317 - Criminal crocedure

marily, the magis rate acquitted him . Against an
Code, section 168 .

acquittal no appeal lies except it the instance of the

In a case not summarily triable an order of acquittal Attorney -General, but this appeal may be entertained

recorded by a police magistrate amounts only to a because the order is not and cannot be an acquittal,
discharge under section 168 of the Criminal Procedure but only a discharge under Bction 168 of the Crimi.
Code and is appealable.

nal Procedure Code ; and an order of discharge in a

On a complaint against a person for committing case not triable summarily is an appealable order.

grievous hurt under section 317 of the Penal Code, P. C. Galle, No. 7,195 , 8 S.C. C. 136. In the present

: 0 :
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case the magistrate has, I think , exceeded his powers .

He finds it proved that the accused voluntarily

caused hurt with a knife, and his reason for not

charging him is that the accused used the knife in

self -defence. The accused did not say so to the

magistrate. He only said : “ I am not guilty ."

But even if he had put in the plea of private

defence, such a plea when stated in a case not triable

summarily cannot be dealt with by the magistrate.

A magistrate does right to discharge a man when he

thinks that there is no evidence to go to a jury ; but

if he finds there is abundant evidence to go to a jury,

he may not adjudicate on the worth of a probable

defence which he has not yet heard. He is bound

to frame a charge, to inform the accused of his right

to make a statement, and to take the evidence the

accused may adduce.

that section means " cutting" simply and not

" cutting down " .

The second charge is that the accused removed

the said tree and other timber from the said land

without a permit, etc., whereby they committed an

offence punishable under section 45 of Ordinance

No. 10 of 1885. Section 15 , however, merely says

that the breach of a regulation made ander Chapter

V. shall constitute an offence, but what rule , if any,

has been offended by these accused is nowhere

disclosed in the proceedings . The language of the

charge suggest that section 45 is a mistake for

section 46 , but then section 46 of Ordinance No. 10

of 1885 has been repealed by soction 27 of Ordinance

No. 1 of 1892 .

In the result I must set aside the first conviction

and quash the second .

Set aside.

0 :

I set aside the order and remit the case to the

police magistrate to proceed with it according to

law.

Set aside.

Presnt : LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ.

( February 17 and 21 , 1893. )

In the matter of the application of Alor

WELEATCHARIGEY DON ELIAS DE Silva.

: 0 :

Present :- WITHERS, J.

(January 26 , and February 2 , 1893.)

P. C.Rabwana, MaduwanwALA V. FREDERICE.No. 7,984 .

Forest Ordinance— " Cut"-Felling and removing

trees - Ordinance No. 10 of 1885 , sections 40, 45 ,

and 46 - Ordinance No. 1 of 1892, section 27 .

Insolvency - Lying in jail for debt- Residence pre

vious to petition for sequestration-Jurisdiction

-Application for order to prosecute petition in a

particular court - Procedure - Ordinance No. 7 of

1853, sections 16, 17 , 20, and 26.

In section 40 of the Ordinance No. 10 of 1885 the

word “ cut” means the act of simply cutting and

not actually cutting down , and therefore evidence

proving the felling of a tree will not support a charge

of cutting the tree.

Section 16 of Ordinance No. 7 of 1853 directs the

petition for the sequestration ofthe estate ofany person

as insolvent to be made to the district court of the

district in which the debtor shall have resided or carried

on business for six moths next immediately preceding

the time of filing such petition .

Section 17 empowers the Supreme Court to order any

such petition to be proseruted in any District Court

without reference to the district in which the debtor

resided or carried on business .

Charges under sections 40 and 46 of the Ordinance

No. 10 of 1885 .

The defendants appealed against & conviction .

Dornhorst for the appellants.

Drieberg for the complainant .

Cur. adv. vult.

On February 2 , 1893 , the following judgment was

delivered :

WITHERS, J. — The accused are charged firstly with

cutting a reserved tree, namely a kina tree , on land

at the disposal of the Crown, in breach of section 40

of Ordinance No. 10 of 1885. It is a nice point

whether that section was not virtually repealed at

the date of the alleged offence, namely, July 4 or 5 ,

1892 ; but it need not be considered, as the evidence

goes to show that this kina tree was felled and

removed and not merely cut . The word " cut” in

In an application to the Supreme Court under section

17 of theOrdinance for an order to prosecute a petitiou

in the District Court of Kandy by a person who had

resided in Kandy but who had been arrested uuder a

civil writ issued from the District Court of Colombo

and had lain in jail in Colombo upon committal there

under for over 21 days,

Held, that the proper court for a petitioner, who has

lain in prison formore than 21 days under a writ in

execution of a judgment, to submit a petition for the

sequestration of his own estate, is the court of the dis

trict in which he resided or carried on business for six

months immediately prior to his incarceration, aud

that, the District Court of Kandythus already having

jurisdiction , the application could not be entertained .

Held further, that to an application under section 17

of the Ordinance must be annexed the petition, the

declaration of insolvency , the account and affidavit,

intended to be submitted by the petitioner for the

sequestration of his own estate, so that the Supreme

Court inight be satisfied of the bona fide iutention of

the petitioner to inititate insolvency proceedings.
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The petitioner in tbis matter, who was a resident

of Kandy, was arrested in Kandy on December

12 , 1892, under & writ against person issued from

the District Court of Colombo in execution of a

judgment. Having been produced before the District

Court of Colombo, he was on December 13 , 1892 ,

committed to prison, and he lay in jail at Hultsdorp ,

Colombo, under that commitment until the date

of the present application, wbich was made on

February 17 , 1893 . The petitioner, setting out

the above facts, which were supported by an affidavit ,

and stating his desire to perition for the seques

tration of his own estate and for bis adjudication

as insolvent, prayed for an order under section 17

of the Ordinance No. 7 of 1853 allowing him to

prosecute such petition in the District Court of Kandy,

the ground of his application being that the District

Court of Kandy would not otherwise have jurisdiction

in the matter inasmuch as he, having been in jail in

Colombo since December 13 , 1892 , would not have

resided in Kandy for six months next immediately

preceding the time of the filing of his intended

petition,

Present :- BURNSIDE , C. J. , and WITHERS , J.

( October 25 and November 8, 1892. )

D. C. Chilaw , MOHAMMADO UMMA CADER

No. 401 . MORIDEEN .

Civil Procedure - Action by minor - Appointment

of next friend— Application by way of summary

procedure-- Defendant to the action - Respondent

-Civil Procedare Code, sections 375 , 377, 478,

481 , 492 , 494 , and 502 .

In an application for the appointment of a next friend

of a minor for the purpose of instituting an action on

behalf of the minor, the intended defendant need not be

made respondent to the petition, notwithstanding the

provision to that effect in section 481 of the Civil

Procedure Code, which only applies to cases where a

petition for a minor to be represented by a next friend

is made in the course of or as incidental to an action .

When an action is brought on behalf of a minor with

out the due appointment of a next friend, the proper

course for the defendant is not to file answer but at

once to move the court to have the plaint taken off

the file .

This was an action in ejectment by a minor repre

sented by Tangachchi Umma as next friend of the

minor. There did not appear to have been any

appointment of Tangachchi Umma as next friend

for this particular action , but with the proceedings

was filed an order on a petition entituled in another

action - D.C. Chilaw, No. 25,641 — whereby Tangach

chi Umma had been appointed next friend of the

present minor for the purpose of instituting an

action to set aside the decree in that action on the

ground of fraud .

The defendant filed answer in the present action ,

and at the same time moved that the plaint be taken

off the file on the ground that the provisions of section

481 of the Civil Procedure Code had not been

complied with , there being no application by way of

summary procedure for the appointment of the next

friend , naming the defendant as respondent. The

district judge disallowed this motion and fixed a day

for the trial of the action.

Sampayo for the petitioner,

Cur. adv. vult,

On February 21 , 1893, the order of the Supreme

Court was delivered by :

WITHERS, J.-If we had advised ourselves that we

could entertain this petition , we should have felt

bound to reject it for want of sufficient material . It

wanted proof of incarceration in a prison for more

than 21 days under a civil writ against person in

execution of a judgment, and to it should bave been

annexed the petition, declaration of insolvency , the list

and affidavit intended to be submitted by the peti

tioner in a District Court for the sequestration of his

own estate, that we might have been satisfied of the

bona fide intention of the petitioner to initate in

solvency proceedings. But we do not think we can

entertain this application.

The defendant appealed.
Our opinion , after perusal of the Insolvent Estates

Ordinance No. 7 of 1853, and more particularly

sections 16 , 20, and 26 of that Ordinance, is that the

proper court for a petitioner, who has lain in custody

in pri.on for more than 21 days under a writ against

person in execution of a judgment debt in the civil

courts, to submit a petition for the sequestration of

bis own estate, is that in which he has resided or

carried on business for six months immediately prior

to his incarceration in any local prison.

Wendt for the appellant. The order appointing

a next friend in D. C. Chilaw , No. 25,611 , was

irregularly accepted here. There must be a special

application for the purposes of each particular case ,

which must be accompanied by the plaint in the

action intended to be brought (D. C. Kalutara ,

No. 68, 2 C. L. R. 82) . Under section 481 of the

Civil Procedure Code, application for the appoint

ment of a next friend must be by way of summary

procedure to which the defendant must be made a

respondent. By “ defendant” . in section 481 must..

be understood , it is submitted , the defendant in the

LAWRIE , J. , concurred .
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intended action . The defendant is of course inter- the learned judge , and it is from his order of

ested in having a solvent person as next friend , who September 6 , that this appeal is taken .

will be liable for the defendant's costs. There being
Section 481 was not brought to our notice during

no proper appointinent of a next friend , the defend

the argument of the case reported in 2 C. L. R. 82
ant rightly moved under section +78 to have the

before referred to , and though we think the plaint
plaint taken off the file, and his application should

must be taken off the file for the reasons hereinbefore
have been allowed .

indicated, it behoves us to deal with this particular
There was no appearance of counsel for the

point.

plaintiff,

The sections in Chapter XXXV. of the Civil Pro
Cur, adv . vult.

cedure Code , with the exception éf sections 492, 491,
On November 8 , 1892 , the following julgments

and 502 and the section in question, 481 , are bor
were delivered :

rowed from the Indian Civil Procedure Code. Sec

BURNSIDE , C. J.--The order of the district judge tion 481 , down to the words “ in the action " with

in this case must be set aside. Our ruling in the which the fourth line commenres, corresponds with

case reported in 2 C. L, R. 82 governs the case . the provisions of section 445 of the Slidian Civil

Procedure Code ; the rest is eutirely new matter,

I incline to the opinion of my brother WITHERS
and very embarrassing matter too .

as to the practice which should be observed on appli

cations for the appointment of a next friend to This section provides that the appointment of

enable a minor to institute a suit. The Code is cer- the next friend of a minor shall be made after

tainly perplexing on the question, and it is as well application by way of summary poocedure, supported

that some indication of our opinion should be given by affidavit showing the fitness of the persou pro

for the guidance of practitioners pending an authori- posed , and also that he has no interest adverse to

tative decision if it should become necessary. the minor, and thit to such application the defendant

shall be made respondent.

WITHERS, J .--According to the plaint this pur

ports to be an action in ejectment by one Mohamalu
In Chapter XXIV, relating to summary procedure,

Umma a minor, by her next friend Tangachchi
is laid dowo how a petition by way of summary pro

cedure shall be fiamed . Such a petition has to contain ,

Umma. The plaints itself purports to be that of the
inter alia , the name, description and place of abode

plaintiff by her proctor James Lemphers.
of the respondents, and thereupon the court is

The plaint was improperly accepted by the court
empowered to make an alternative oriler of the

and would , no doubt, not have been accepted if atten
nature indicateil in section 377 of the Code.

tion had been called to our judgment reported 2 Now , the word “ defendant" implies its co -rela'ive

C. L. R. 82. Not but that the acceptance of the
plaintiff ", but in a case like the present where

plaint at all is matter for great surprise, for there is
there is no action instituted and the object of the

really no order herein sanctioning the appointment petitioner is to obtain leave to institute one by a

of a nextfriend. Thereis an order on a petitionat ne
next friend, there can be no plaivtiff at the viine the

petition is presented, and consequently no defendant.
page 22 of this record allowing the application

therein , but that petition is entituled in a separate
It was suggested by Mr. Weudu that to meet such

guit -- No. 25,641 of the District Court of Chilaw a case a defendant must be taken to mean an intended ,

--and the grounil in that petition for the appointment as well as an existing, defendunt. To make the

of a next friend was the intention to justitute an new and added matter in this section sensible, citlier

uction on behalf of the present minor to set aside that suggestion must be given effect to , or we must

the judgment in No. 25,641 is one recovered by hold that this sctiou is intended only to apply to

deceit against the minor and others, whereas the cases where a petition for a minor to be represented

object of this guit, as I have said before, is to eject by a next friend is made in the course of an action ,

certain people from certain lands. or as incidental to an action , to adopt the language

The defendants in the present action appeared and
of section 375 of the Civil Procedure Code.

by thưir proctor filed answer on August 18 , and then Hitherto, avd as I believe it is still the practice in

and there moved the court to take the plaint off the our courts at home, an applicatiou hy i minor for

file, for the reason , aming others , that the provisions the appointment of a next friend to instiinte a suit

of section 481 of the Civil Procedure Code bad not on his behalf has been made ex parte on the usual

been complied with . The motion was disallowed by well -known materials, it being open to a defending

1

!
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to apply to have the order vacated on the ground and that that same oil was after wards taken out

that the proposed next friend is not a fitting and of the plaintiff's possession by the police ; that

competent person . For my part I think that that it was sold by order of the police court and that

practice should still be maintained, section 481 not- that court refused to give the proceeds of sale to the

withstanding plaintiff but awarded these to Mr. Dias who, the

plaintiff says, was the true owner of the oil . The
In any event , this order must be set aside with

costs arising out of and incidental to the application. plaintiff prays forrepayment of the price as for money
The defendant must pay the costs of and consequent had and received by the defendant to the use of the

on his answer which he filed in bold disregard of the plaintiff.

judgment of this court reported in 2 S. C. C. 43 . In the answer the defendant is silent as to the

Adjudged and ordered accordingly .
alleged representation, and it must be taken that he

Set aside. admits that he represented to the plaintiff that he

was the lawful owner. He denied that the oil he

sold to the plaintiff belonged to Mr. Dias or that thePresent :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ.

police magistrate had jurisdicion to dispose of the
(March 7 and 16 , 1893. ) proceeds of the sale .

D. C. Colombo, The learned district judge (Mr. Templer) sustain
ABDUL ALLY V. CADERAVALOE .

No. C 868 ,

ed the action as one for repetition of money had and

received by the defendant to the use of the plaintiff
Sale of goods , Warranty , Misrepresentation

as fir a consideration that failed , and he gave
Eviction - Repetition ofprice.

plaintiff judgment on the ground that there was a
By Roman Dutch Law there is implied in every total failure of consideration for the payment of

contract of sale of goods a warranty by the vendor that Rs. 499 31 made by the plaintiff to the defendant for

: the purchaser shall have the absolute and dominant

the oil in question . Assuming that there was a,enjoyment of the goods. But before the purchaser can

recover damages for breach of such warranty, or claim failure, we must determine who was to blame ; who

back the price, he must suffer eviction by thejudgment is responsible for that failure of consideration. The
of a competent court that the goods were the property action in my opinion cannot be maintained on the

of some third party. Such judgment is not binding on

the vendor unless he is called upon to warrant and allegation of representations because it is not

defend the purchaser's title. alleged that these representations were false to the

knowledge of the defendant who made them . IThe plaintiff sued to recover a sum of Rs . 499.31 , apprehend that it is well settled law that injury

being the price paid by him to defindant for a quan- caused by a statement false in fact, but not so to the

tity of cocoanut oil sold by defendant to plaintiff, who

averred that at the time of sale the oil was not deren knowledge of the party making it or made with

dant's but the property of a third person . The addi intent to deceive , will not support an action . (See

tional district judge gave judgment for the plaintiff. Evans v . Collins: Shrewsbury v . Blount : Raw

The defendant appealed. lings v. Bell : Ormrod v. Huth : and other cases

collected in 2 Sm. L. C. p. 97. )

The facts are fully set out in the judgment of Then, I hesitate to say that this can be regarded as

LAWRIE , J.

an action on the warranty of title implied in every

Ramanathan S.-G. (Grenier with him ) for the sale of property of which the vendor was in possession

appellant, cited Clarke v. Dickson , E. B. &. E. 140 ; at the time of the sale. In the first place, the action

27 L. J. Q. B. 223 . is not laid on warranty. The plaintiff does not de

clare on a contract express or implied—that he was
Wendt (Loos with him) for the plaintiff, cited bound to do, if he relied on it , and that he did not rely

Eichholsz v. Banister, 34 L. J. C. P. 107 .

on or found on the warranty is further shown by the
Ramanathan , in reply. absence of a prayer for damages for breach of war.

Cur. adv. vult . ranty ; but if it be an action for damages for breach of

On March 16 , 1893 , the following judgments were warranty it was brought too late, more than two years

delivered :
after the alleged eviction. It may be that, in addi,

Lawrie, J.-A contract of sale was perfected tion to an action for damages for breach of warranty,

between the plaintiff and the defendant. The oil the purchaser on eviction had a legal claim for resti

tution of the price. This claim was not prescribed ,
was deliverid and the price was paid. The plain - being of the nature of an action for money bąd and

tiff alleges that he purchased that oil because the received . Now , in considering this aspect of the case ,

defendant represected that he was

it is most important to remember that the plaintiff
the true owner,
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......an action

does not charge the defendant with any fraud or de- seized belonged to Mr. Dias. It is impossible to

coit . In considering i heir respective positions we are import into this the evidence and verdict in the

bound to hold that the defendant, if mistaken in fact, criminal case . Further, the police court prohably

was innocent of any deceit and intention to deceive. exceeded its powers in ordering that oil to be

The cases of Robinson v . Anderton , Peake p. 94 , and seized and sold . It certainly exceeded its power in

Cripps v . Reade, 6 Term Rep . 606 , may be in ordering the price to be paid to Mr. Dias. The

point, and to quote the words of Lord Kenyon in plaintiff here sibmitted to what appear to have

the foriner cage, “ though the action imputes nothing been orders and proceedings ultra vires of the

criininal to the defendant, his title is disaffirmed , police court , and if f:om Want of skill he failed to

for it appears that he received money which he had convince the police magistrate that the oil ought to

Do right to and which he must therefore return" ; be restored to him or that the price ought to be paid

or from Lord Kenyou's judgment in the latter case, to him , the loss must rest on him and not on the

the money was paid under a mistake .... defendant.

for money had and received will lie to recover it back ” .

I would set aside the judgment and dismiss the

Those decisions are in conformity with the general action with costs .

rule that an act done or a contract made under a

mistake or ignorance of a material fact is , to use the WITHERS, J. — This may be briefly described as an

words of Story (Equity Jurisprudence, section 140), action for the breach of warranty of title to oil sold

voidable and relievable in equity. He illustrates this
and delivered by the defendant to the plaintiff at

thus : “ A buys an estate of B to which the latter is
Colombo in January, 1889:

supposed to have an unquestionable title. It turns

out, upon due investigation of the facts unknown
As an action on an express warranty, namely, that

at the time to both parties, that B has no title
at the time of the contract of sale and delivery the

(as if there be a nearer heir than B who was sup
defendant warranted the oil to be his, it quite fails ;

posed to be dead but is in fact living ). In such a
there is no evidence to that effect. And as to the

case equity would relieve the purchaser and rescind
allegation that the plaintiff was induced by this

the contract" ; and Story adds (section 142): "In cases representation to buy the oil , that is pure fiction .

of mutual mistake going to the essence of the con
By Roman Dutch Law every contract of goods

tract it is not necessary that there shall be any pre
sold and delivered implies a warranty from the vendor

sumption of fraud ; equity will often relieve, however

innocent the parties may be."
to the purchaser that he shall have the absolute and

doininant enjoyment of the goods. Before, however ,

Indeed , no proposition seems capable of being
a purchaser can recover daniages for a breach of such

more amply illustrated and supported than that
Warranty or for the recovery of the price paid with

money paid in ignorance of the facts is recoverable
interest, he must be evicted therefrom by the judg.

Kelly v . Solari 9 M.& W. 54, Townsend v . Crowdy
ment of a competent court , in an action between h m.

8 C. B. N. S. 477 . 'This is certain , that before and a third party , that the goods belouged to that

the plaintiff can succeed on the ground of mistake
third party. Nor is a judgment of that kind binding

on the grounds of breach of warranty or of against the vendor unless he is called upon to war.

representation he must prove ( 1) that the oil
rant and defend the purchaser's title .

which he purch sed from the defendant did not
I confess I think that on the pleadings the de

belong to the defendant but did belong to Mr Dias,
fendant was really entitled to judgment. The

( 2 ) that bo (the plaintiff) was deprived of that oil,
circumstances alleged in the libel do not disclose

was evicted from possession by the order or decree
such an eviction as will support the plaintiff's action .

of a court of competent jurisdiction in that behalf,

To my mind the evidence led to identify the oil sold

Now , it may be taken to be proved that on
and delivered by the defendant to the plaintiff with

January 11 or 12 , 1889, Mr. Inspector Jonklaas
the oil taken from the plaintiff's stores and ultimately

received instructions to search for two tons of oil
disposed of by an order of the magistrate is quite

and that he seized two pipes containing oil in the insufficient. The identity unproved, the whole case

plaintiff's store. The proof that the oil which was
for the plaintiff falls to pieces.

then seized was the oil which the defendant sold to

the plaintiff depends on the oredit to be attached to the I am for getting aside the judgmentand dismissing

testimony of Suppaya. I shall only say that the evi plaintiff's action with costs.

dence is open to doubt. But it is not proved by

evidence recorded in this civil case that the oil 80
Reversed .

or
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D. C. Gole. Sovadoris v.HENDRICK.

Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ. The present application for the appointment of a

receiver was made on October 4, 1892 (summons not
( December 16 and 20 , 1892. )

having yet been issued to defendant), the plaintiff

alleging that the defendant had resumed the mining

No. 1,020. operations in August, 1892, and was digging plumbago

Receiver - Civil Procedure-- Appointment of receiver
from the pits in question and daily removing the

plumbago so dug without giving any share to plaintiff,
-Action for land between co- owners — Right to or

interest in land - Preservation of property -- Pro.
and that defendant was preventing the plaintiff from

entering upon the land . The plaintiff further allegedtection of pecuniary interest of owners — Civil

Procedure Code, section 671 . that by the time the transfer was granted by the

Crown the plumbago in the land would have been

Plaintiff and defendant became purchasers of a dug and removed by defendant and the land

crown land at an auction sale. After the purchase the

defendant dug certain plumbago pits in theland and
which was rich in plumbago would then become

began to take outplumbago, and the plaintiffinstituted useless to the plaintiff, that the defendant was under

this action, claiming his share of the plumbago and
agreement to sell his share in the land to a third

praying for a writ of sequestration . Subsequently,
but before the summons was issued to defendant, plain- party as soon as the Crown grant was obtained, that

tiff applied under Chapter 1 of the Civil Procedure defendant was not possessed of property to enable

Code for the appointment of a receiver, alleging that

defendantwas continuing the mining operations and plaintiff to recover the value of his share of the

appropriating the plumbago to himself and that the plumbago, of which a quantity to the value of about

defendant not being possessed of property the plain

tiff would not be able to recover the value of his share Rs. 96,000 had already been dug, and that unless &

of the plumbago. The court granted the application. receiver was appointed the plaintiff would suffer great
At thedate ofthe action the crown had notmade any

and irremediable damage and loss.
grant to either plaintiff or defendant, but at the date

of the order ofthe court appointing a receiver a grant

had been made out in favour of the plaintiff and The circumstances of the sale of the land by the

defendant, though not delivered. Crown and the purchase of the same by plaintiff

Held that the order appointing a receiver was im and defendant are fully set out in the judgment

properly made of WITHERS, J.

By LAWRIE, J. , on the grounds ( 1 ) that summons The district judge allowed the plaintiff's applica
not having been issued the action had not com

menced at the date of the order and therefore the tion and by his order of October 26 , 1892, appointed

laud iu question was not the subject of an action , in a receiver. The defendant appealed .

respect of which a receiver could be appointed under

the Civil Procedure Code, (2 ) that a receiver could be Ramanathan, S :-G . (Dornhorst with him ) for

appointed for the protection of the property itself and

not of the pecuniary interest of the applicant, and it appellant.

not being shown that the defendant was mismanag. Wendt, for the plaintiff.

ing the property , the reason for the appointment

of a receiver did not exist , and (3) that in the case of Cur. adv. vult.

co-owners a receivership ought not to be allowed any

more than an injunction, except in the case of waste,
On December 20 , 1892, the following judgments

which was not shown here .
were delivered :

By WITHERS, J. , on the ground that the application LAWRIE, J. - I am of the opinion that the order

being one incidental to the main action and not a
of appointment must be set aside. In the first place ,separate independent matter of summary procedure, it
the land was not then the subject of an action.

was incumbent on the plaintiff to shew that not inerely

at the date of the order but at the date ofthe institution True it is that, more than ten months ago, the

of the action lie had a right to or interest in the land plaintiff filed a plaint, but on October 28 , when
within the meaning of section 671 of the Civil Proce- this order for a receiver was made, sommons had

dure Code, and as at the date of the action the crown not issued . Section 671 of the Code gives juris

grant had not been made the plaintiff had then had no

diction to a court to appoint a receiver only in the
such right to or interest in the land.

course of an action, and there is no action until som

On the filing of the plaint on February 5 , 1892 , mons is issued . See D. C. Kalutara No. 34,092, 8

the plaintiff obtained a writ of sequestration ander S. C. C. 158 and D. C. Matara No. 32,282 , 6 S.C. C.

which the plumbago dug out by defendant was

sequestered. Thereupon the defendant made an Bat in view of the opinion of the Chief Justice

application to dissolve the sequestration , which the in the case last referred to, this first ground on

district judge disallowed . Upon appeal, however, the which I rest my judgment may be doubtful , and I

order of the district judge dissallowing the application rely, secondly, on this, that the plaintiff has not shewn

for dissolution of the seqnestration was set aside by that the appointment of a receiver is necessary for

the Supreme Court on July 1 , 1892, by its judgment the " restoration, preservation, or better custody or

raported supra p. 63. management of the property " . It is not alleged

93 .
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either in the plaint or in the application for a plain that the plaintiff desires that the plumbago

receiver or the affidavit thereto annexed, that be dug and sold . He does not complain that such

the first defendant is mismanaging the land. So digging and selling is waste. It is, according to him ,

far as appears, he is carrying on the same a proper management of the estate, the only question

operations in the same way as a receiver would do. is as to his share of the profits, and for the reasons

There is here no question as to the restoration , pre- I have given I think he is not entitled to remove his

servation , better custody or management of the co-owner at this stage from managing the common

property. The reason , why a receiver is asked for, is property in a way which, both are agreed, is the

to protect the plaintiff's pecuniary interests, to en right way.

sure that half of the profits derived from the digging

of pluinbago shall be reserved for him in neutral I would set aside the appointment with costs .

bands. As I read section 671 , the court is not
WITHERS, J.-- As it is a condition precedent

authorized to appoint a receiverto protect the pecu- required by section 671 of the Civil Procedure Code
niary interests of one of two joint owners but only

that a party to an action who applies to the court for
to protect the property itself, and when there is no

the appointment of a receiver of property, the subject
reason to think that the property is in danger or

of that action , shall establish a prima facie right to or
that a receiver would deal with it otherwise or

better than the co -owner in possession , then the
interest in such property before he can secure the

desired order , the first and principal question for us
court ought to refuse to interfere . The observa .

to decide is whether the plaintiff has shown himself
tions of Clarence , J. in the Corbet case, 4 S. C. C.

entitled to the order he has obtained . The subject

147 , are in point: “ It is not shewn in sup
of the action , which was instituted on February 5 ,

" port of the application, and in fact there
1892, is two parcels of land in which plumbago has

“ has been hardly the attempt to shew-that
been found , and though the prayer of the action as

" the estates are being impaired or mismanaged originally framed was limited to an order of " seques

« ad interiin

" receiver *** does so upon the merits ofhis tre
tration ” and jadgment for damages against this ap

pellant and others it was extended by leave of the

" case and nothing else , and to ask the court to court on September 28, so as to embrace a declar::

“grant a receiver upon such grounds is in effect to tion of title in a moiety of the two parcels and a

“ ask the court upon a motion for a receiver, an decree for possession .

“ interim matter, to prejudge the whole.case.”

These are the facts upon which the plaintiff

Lastly, assuming the defendant to be what the bases his alleged " prima facie right to or inter

plaintiff alleges he is (and the plaintiff cannot ask est in " the two parcels of land : The parcels

us to regard the defendant in any other way), the were crowa lands. On September 9, 1890 , the

defendant is jointly entitled to the property with plaintiff and first defendant signed printed forms

the plaintiff. The relative rights and remedies of conditions of sale acknowledging , in the one,

of co -owners of land from which one is remov- to have that day purchased one parcel for

ing plumbago were fully considered by this court Rs . 60 , and, in the other, to have purchased the

in D. C. Galle No. 41728 reported 2 S. C. 0. 166 . other parcel for Rs. 205 . A condition of both

There Sir John Phear held that if one co -owner purchases was that one- tenth of the price should be

was wasting the common property in paid the day of purchase and the balance ( sic) within

of his co -proprietary rights the proper course one month from that day. That condition unfulfilled,

for the injured co -proprietor was to ask for an the terms were that " the purchase shall be consider

injunction and for an account of the plam bago ed void " and the one-tenth deposit and certain sums

already raised and if he desired it , for a partition of and fees forfeited . In neither case was the required

the land. Injunction would be granted only to restrain condition fulfilled. Accordingly, so the learned

Wilste or the exercise of powers in excess of the co- judge finds, the parcels were advertised for re - sale on

owner's rights. An injunction , I apprehend , would September 1 , 1891 , but they were not put for sale a

not be granted to restrain one co-owner from the second time. What happened instead was this . On

exercise of the usual rights of ownership, but only to September 16 , 1891 , the Government Agent of the

prevent destruction or waste . In the present case, Southern Province caused this, amongst other entries,

from the application for a receiver and from the to be made in his register of Government land sold in

excess

powers grantedtohimby the district court onthe the district of Galle in thecolumn entitled “ nameof
motion and with the approval of the plaintiff, it is purchaser"' : “ Let original purchaser pay balance with
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" interest up to date ; Siyadoris ( i. e . plaintiff) to executed will followed by the death of a testator or

“ waive his rights in favour of Hendrick ( i. e. defend- an intestacy with next of kin in a recognised degree.

" ant) --present the otherman." Hendrick according- I say it with diffidence, and should prefer not to say

ly did pay up the balance with interest due on the eri- so at all for fear of prejudging the case, but I feel

ginal sales . Previously to this record in the register bound to express an opinion on the point, that at the

just referred to Crown lands sale slips N and 0 in the date of the order the plaintiff had disclosed a prima

said Government Agent's office relating to the parcels facie interest in these two parcels of land and my

in question were filled in on September 1 , 1891 , with autbority for this opinion is the judgment of the

the numbers of the lots and the name of W. A. Hen- Privy Council in Hutton v. Lippert, 52 L. J. P.C.54.

drick as purchaser. On October 11 , 1892 , two grants

This, however, by no means concludes the matter.
of these two lots were made out in favour of plaintiff

In the first place it is to be remembered that this
and defendant jointly, but they have never been de

application is one incidental to the main action and
livered to the grantees therein named because, accor

not a separate independent matter of summary pro
ding to Mr. Macleod , the grantees have not attended

cedure, and before this application could be allowedto receive them , as , he says, they should do. The

I think it was incumbent on the plaintiff to show thatappellant appears to have paid the deposit money on
at the date of the institution of his action he had aaccount of both parcels at the date of the original

sale. Neitherwasletinto posession of the parcels rightto or interest in the property in question. In
the absence of the completed crown grants at that

by competent authority. The appellant says he was

date I cannot say that he has established as at thatput into possession but he does not say by whom ; su

time a primafacie right to or interest in the lands,
I suppose it was by himself, not that I wish to imply

and I can only repeat my regret that I feel bound tothat he did so mala fide, for I think he had fair

ground to consider himself the sole purchaser of the express any opinion on the matter at all.

two parcels in September, 1891 ,
For this reason , I am of opinion that the order

appointing a receiver should be set aside and the
It may be as well here to answer the appeal made

to us to interpret the words— " on the application of plaintiff's application dismissed with costs in both

courts .

any party wbo shall establish a primafacie right to

or interest in such property,” which are introduced Set aside.

into Chapter L. of our Civil Procedure Code ,

which , with the exception further of section 672
Present :-WITHERS, J.

in the same Chapter, are borrowed from the pro

( January 19 and 26, 1893.)visions of Chapter XXXVI . of the Indian Civil

Procedure Code . The words just recited were , P. C. Galle, Tatiam v . UGA.

I imagine, put in pro abundanti cautela , for no party No.

to an action could very wellapply for the appointment
Criminal law — Unlicensed digging for plumbago

of a receiver who had no right to or interest in the

Forest Ordinance No. 10 of 1885 — Breach of rules
property which is the subject of the action .

framed under section 41-Mens rea—Bona fide

mistake - Crown land- Evidence.I presume that , at the time when the order is asked

for, a party must have a right to the immediate pos- Section 41 of Ordinance No. 10 of 1885 provides for

session of the particular class of property or a vested the making of rules, inter alia for regulating or

interest in it sufficient to entitle him to have it pro prohibiting the digging for plumbago in any forest

not included in a reserved or village forest.
tected in circumstances which appear to the court

A rule framed under the above section enacted thatto necessitate the protection of the property by an “ no person shall dig plumbago on any land at the

independent and competent person. A party may disposal of the Crown except on permission granted

have a right to the immediate possession of property under licence" in a prescribed form .

without any estate in or title to it, or he may have Held that the condition of the mind of the accused

person is not an element in the offence created by thean estate in or title to property without the right to above enactments, and therefore a bona fide mistake

immediate possession of it, such as a usufructuary
that a Crown land in which plumbago is dug is private

mortgage or lien -holder on the one hand, or property affords no defence.

remainderman on the other.
Held also that in a charge for breach of the above

rule it must be proved that the land is forest land at

Again, whether the party has such a present right the disposal of the Crown and not included in a re

served or village forest, and that the deposition of a
to or interest in any particular kind of property will witness that the land is “ Crown land” does not amount

depend on the nature of the property. If immove to such proof.

able property, there must be a crown grant, notarial Three defendants were charged in this case with

instrument of agreement or assigment or a duly having " dug plumbago on land at the disposal of the

10 :

} .Uos
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Crown without permission in breach of rule 47 of the documents-- Civil Procedure Code, section 51

rules passed under the provisions of Chapter IV. of Pleading — Action in ejectment - z'articulars of

Ordinance No. 10 of 1885 , and published in the Gov
title - Plaint.

ernment Gazette on January 28, 1887, and thereby
The list of documents relied on by a plaintiff in an

committed an offence punishable under section 42 of
action and required to beannexed to the plaint by sec

the Ordinance No. 10 of 1885 " . tion 51 of the Civil Procedure Code should succinctly

state the namesof the parties , dates, and nature of the

Their defence was that they bona fide believed that instruments and other particulars sufficient to enable

the defendant to understand what is going to be proved
the land belonged to one Kadiravaloe, whose permis and to makenecessary inquires relating to them , and

sion they had to dig. The police magistrate, however, there must also be shewn a clear connection of the die

convicted them, and they appealed.
cuments with the plaintiff and the subject matter of the

action. Otherwise the documents referred to in such

list are not admissible in evidence.

Dornhorst, for the appellant.
So Held by LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ.

Nell, C. C. , for the Crown. In an action for title to land and recovery of poses

sion
Cur. adv. vult.

Held by BURNSIDE, C. J. , and WITHERS, J., that

On January 26 , 1893, the following judgment was where the plaintiff has a present fee simple absolute in

delivered :
the premises it is sufficient to state that fact in the

plaint and it is not necessary to plead all the steps in
the title.

WITHERS, J.-The defendants have been convicted
But Held by WITHERS, J. , that if a plaint allegesthat

of the offence of breaking the following rule the estate once in another has now vested in the plain.

tiff, it must state the name of that other and the date
prescribed under section 41 of Ordinance No. 10 of

and nature of the conveyance . If the plaintiffhasonly

1885 :- “ No person shall dig plumbago on any land a particular estate as distinct from one in fee simple, or

“ at the disposal of the Crown except on permission
if in the case of an estate in fee simple it is not yet in
possession, the steps in the title must be indicated and

“ granted under license in form G annexed . ” The the nature of the instruments passing it must be stared.

main defence was, that it was a bona fide mistake : D. C. Batticaloa, No. 108, 9 S. C. C. 185, 1 C. L. R. 75,

that the defendants believed they were digginy plum- referred to and commented on.

bago on one Kathiravalu's land, for which they sail
Ejectment.

they had bis license. Granted that it was a bona fide
Plaintiff sued the defendants in respect of two

mistake, the condition of mind is not an element in

allotments of land . With regard to one he pleadeil :
this offence, and, in my opinivn, this plea would not

“ On or about the 10th day of February , 1883 , by
avail them . But, in this case , there is a defect of

proof in an essential matter of a negative character ,
virtue of a fiscal's conveyance dated the 10th day of

February, 1883 , the plaintiff became the lawful owner
which the prosecution is bound to adduce . The rule

in question could only apply to forest land not includ
and proprietor and was put in possession of the fol

ed in a reserved or village forest, and it should have lowing property,” which he described. With regard

to the other , he pleaded : “ On or about the 16th

was dug was forest land at the disposal of the Crown

and not included in a reserved or village forest. As
owner and proprietor of the land [which was describ

Mr. Dornhorst observed , there was really no evidence ed ] by virtue of a notarial instrument of transfer No.

of the nature of the land led by the prosecution, and
1,911 dated 16th May, 1885, made in his favour by

the defendant's witness nearly but not quite supplied
Mahallum Ibrahim Saibo Alim Saibo Ahamado, who

the defect. He deposed that the land on which the

was then the lawful owner of the said land." He

plumbago was dug was Crown land , but that is not
also pleaded prescription and complained of a trespass

enough.
committed by the defendants.

The conviction is set aside and the accused
To the plaint was annexed a list of documents

acquitted.
relied on by the plaintiff, which was as follows :

Set aside. “ 1 A ficsal's conveyance dated 10th February,

1883 .

2 A notarial instrument date 11th December,

Present : - BURNSIDE, C. J. , LAWRIE and 1856 , in favour of Ossen Lebbe Audou

WITHERS , JJ. Lebbe Markar and attested by F. J. de

( March 3 and 24, 1893. )
Saram of Colombo , Notary Public .

A notarial instrument bearing No. 28 , dated

D. C. Colombo , 24th August , 1852 , in favour of M. L. M.

Cassim Lebbe Markar.

Civil Procedure - List of documents relied on by a A fiscal's conveyance bearing No. 3043 and

plaintiff -- Requisites of such list-- Admissibilityof
dated 16th June, 1852 .

been shewn that the land from which theplumbago day ofMay, 1885, the plaintiff becamethe lawful

10 :

1
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5 Fiscal's conveyance bearing No. 202 dated

20th November, 1838 .

6 A notarial instrument bearing No. 2,153

dated 20th April, 1830 , and attested by G.

J. J. Stork.

7 A writing bearing No. 137 dated 9ch Octo

ber, 1805 .

8 A writing dated 5th October, 1805."

&c. &c. &c.

first defendant entered on a portion of these lands ,

for which act he brought an action , and that in the

month of June, 1889 , these defendants entered upon

other portions of A and ousted him and have remain

ed in possession , and that in February , 1891 , the

defendants ousted the plaintiff from the lot B. This

plaint seems to me to be singularly clear and well

pleaded . The plaintiff prays ejectment and damages.

The answers of the defendants categorically denied

the averments in the plaint as to title , and also denied

the plaintiff's possession and the alleged trespass.

The second defendant claimed the lands himself.

At the trial the plaintiff tendered in évidence the

documents referred to in the list annexed to the

plaint . But the defendants objected to their recep

tion, and the learned district judge relying on the

authority of D. C. Batticaloa, No. 108, 9 S.C.C. 185,

1 C. L. R. 75 , rejected the documents, except those

pleaded in the body of the plaint, on the ground that

no title was set out in the pleadings to which they

were shewn to have any relation. Upon the evidence

the district judge dismissed the plaintiff's action .

The plaintiff appealed.

Layard, A.-G. (Ramanathan, S.-G. , and Wendt

with him ) for appellant.

Dornhorst, for first defendant.

Now, how have the defendants answered this libel ?

As to lot A , the first defendant denies that the plain

tiff became owner of the lot A, he denies the plain

tiff's possession of it, he says that the second

defendant is the owner of lot A , he denies the ouster,

the retention of possession , and the damage. As to

lot B, he denies that the plaintiff was owner or that

he and the second defendant trespassed. The second

defendant, as to lots A and B, denied that the plain

tiff became the lawful owner of A or of B, or that

the plaintiff was ever in possession of either A or B,

or that he took unlawful possession , and he claims

to be the owner by paper title and prescriptive title .

De Saram , for second defendant .

Cur, adv. vult.

On March 24, 1893 , the following judgments were

delivered :

BURNSIDE , C. J.-If this case is to be decided on

the pleadings and proofs in support of them the

plaintiff is in my humble opinion entitled to

judgment.

The action is one in ejectment. The plaint

alleges that on February 10, 1883 , the plaintiff was

lawful owner and in possession of lot A , I will say

for brevity , and he says this was by virtue of a

fiscal's conveyance of that date. Secondly , that on

May 16, 1883, he was also the lawful owner of lot

B , by virtue of a notarial transfer No. 1,911 dated

May 16 , 1883 , made in his favor by Mahallum Ibrahim

Sajbo Alim Saibo who was than the lawful owner of

the said lot . Thirdly, that the plaintiff and his

predecessors in title had been in quiet and undis

tarbed possession of those two lots by adverse title

for a period of ten years and had acquired a prescrip

tive title thereto when the acts of which he

complains were committed by the defendants. He

complains that in the month of March , 1887 , the

The learned district judge in stating the issues for

decision omitted the crucial issue raised by the plead

ings, viz . , who was in the actual possession of this

land when the ouster complained of took place. If

the plaintiff was in actual possession , that was suffi

cient to support the action irrespective of the question

whether the plaintiff bad acquired prescriptive

title or not . If the plaintiff had not been in

actual possession , then of course no question of

prescription could arise , and before the plaintiff could

recover he would have been compelled to prove his

right to the possession by good paper title , but being

in actual possession put the defendants to the proof

not only of better title than his but of good and

sufficient title . Looking at the evidence in the case ,

it is beyond doubt that the plaintiff was in the actual

possession . The learned district judge has put it

thus : - " The second defendant has been asserting

rightfully or assuming wrongfully title to the lands

which the plaintiff tried to bold and enjoy.” This

holding puts the defendant out of court. If the

second defendant had rightfully asserted title he was

bound to prove good title , and he has not done so ;

if he had wrongfully assumed title, he committed a

wrong ; and in neither case was he justified in disturb

ing the plaintiff's possession of the lands which the

plaintiff was holding and enjoying. There will , I

presume , be no doubt in this point. Our time was

unnecessarily consumed at the argument with the

construction which the learned district judge has

placed on a judgment of this Court by my late

brothers CLARENCE and Dias . I confess I am not able

to follow the ratio decidendi of the learned district

judge or of its applicability to this case.
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LAWRIE, J.-I am of opinion that the district judge only a particular estate as distinct from one in fee

was right in refusing to admit the title deeds tendered simple or where the latter estate is not yet in pos

in evidence.

session , the title must be fully and particularly

alleged - the steps in the title must be indicated

In the first place, the list appended to the plaint and the general nature of the instruments passing

did not sufficiently disclose the nature and contents of
it must be stated .

these deeds . Take the first as an example : “ A fis
This is not a well drawn plaint, and as to the

cal's conveyance dated 10th February, 1883." Which
fiscal's conveyance under which plaintiff claims title

fiscal ? Under what writ ? Of what land ? Ofwhose
to one of the premises, it no doubt should have been

interest ? In whose favor ? And so ou through the list .
stated in the plaint whose estate and what estate

A few are more fully, but some are even less fully ,
was thereby conveyed to the plaintiff by the fiscal.

described than the first , such as : “ A writing dated 5th
The answer , however, cures that defect.

Octuber, 1805 ” , “ A notarial instrument bearing

2055 dated 14th April , 1850. ” The list does not
If a plaintiff intends to rely on a document in

fulfil the requirements of section 51 of the Code. I support of his title to property which he is not

bound to set out in his plaint, he may do so only
agree that it must be treated as worthless.

if he gives the defendant due notice of it by describ

In the second place, the list was meaningless ing it in a memorandum at the foot of his plaint.

because of the absence from the plaint of averments The names of the parties, dates , and nature of the

disclosing that the deeds in the list refer to the
instruments so relied on should be succinctly express

plaintiff's alleged title . ed , so that defendant may understand what is going

In the third place, the documents could not have to be proved and be able to make such enquires and

been received in evidence at that stage . They were investigations relating to them as he may be

not produced by the plaintiff or his witnesses at the advised . But a document or documents relied on must

trial. Not one of them (except perhaps No. 9 , dated not only be clearly indicated in the memorandum :

May 26, 1885) was proved or admitted in accordance they must also show a clear connection with the

with the law of evidence under section 114 of the claimant and the special subject matter of the action .

Code. They were all properly rejected . I doubt if this is more than what was laid down in

WITHERS, J.-The contest of counsel was mainly the decision of this Court before referred to.

over the question whether the learned judge was The list at the foot of this plaint of documents in

right in rejecting the documentary evidence relied on

in support of plaintiff's title to the premises which

tended to be relied on gives no sort of information of

he claims by this action to recover.

their contents or of their connection with the claim

ant and his claim , and should be treated , I think, as

The decision of this Court , reported 9 S. C. C. 185 ,
worthless. This memorandum , it must be remem

was pres.ed upon us in support of the learned judge's bered , is not a part of the plaint and is not like a

refusal to enter:ain that evidence. The English
schedule of particulars required to complement a

case therein rrofi-rred to of Philipps v . Philipps, L. R. plaint , so that it is not . open to the defendant

4 Q.B.D. 127 , a. I understand it, relates to a state of to apply for further and better particulars or to

things quite dissimilar to what is presented here .
have the memorandum otherwise amended . The

The principle of the English decison seems to me
conclusion I come to is that the documents referred

to be this, that in an action for recovery of land of to at the foot of the plaint were properly rejected

which the plaintiff has never been in possession the by the learned judge.

statement of claim must allege the nature of the

various instruments on which he relies in deduc discussed , but on the merits I am for setting

ing his title from the person under whom he claims. aside the judgment and decreeing the plaintiff

It is a well known rule in cases relating to the owner- possession of the premises. I may say at once

ship of property that “ pleadings must show title ” . that he has shown no legal title in either land. He

Butnot every case requires the same degree of parti : has failed to establish any interest in the premises

cularity . If the plaintiff has a present fee simple
either in the execution -debtors under the fiscal's

absolute in the premises, he need say no more. If transfer or in the vendor under bis private conveyance.

he
in his plaint that the estate once in On the other hand , the defendants have not at

another has now rested in him, he must state in bis

plaint the name of that other and the date and

tempted to justify their occupation of the premises.

They are mere wrong -doers. If then the plaintiff can

naure of the conveyance . If the party pleading has prove prior actual occupation of the two premises, he

he The facts of the case were hardly,if at all,

says
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is in my opinion entitled to a decree of possession lands numerated therein to Loku Menika' and the

against them . I do not understand the learned judge defendant, and it then provided that the donees

entirely to disbelieve what the plaintiff has said about " are hereby empowered to posges the above men

his entry and occupation of the premises under his tioned high and low lands, houses, and plantationg

two purchases. At page 41 plaintiff deposes that from this day up to the end of their lives" , that after

after his purchase he lived on one of the lands ; that the death of the donees “the heirs, descendants,

after that one M. M. Meera Lebbe occupied both pro- executors , and administrators of both of them are

perties for two years and paid rent to him as a tenant ; empowered ' to possess all the abovementioned for

that after that again his father - in - law took possession ever and do anything they please with them ", and

of the property under plaintiff's power of attorney ; that the donors, “ or their heirs, descendants, ad

then some five or six years before action brought ministrators, or executors cannot bereafter exercise

began a steady interruption of plaintiff's proprietory any power or lay any claim with respect to the above

rights on the part of these defendants which led to mentioned high and low lands, houses, and plan

this action and a previous one now pending. The tations " ,

pluintiff further declares that ever since these pur
Loku Menika died intestate and without issue on .

chases be has paid tax to the municipality on account

of these properties. January 25 , 1886. The plaintiff in this action

having taken out letters of administration to her

In the face of this evidence I do not see why he estate sued the defendant to recover an undivided

should not recover judgment for the premises. half share of the lands and mesne profits, alleging

Reversed .
that the defendant had remained in possession of

the entirety of the lands since the death of Loku

Menika. The defendant pleaded that he was entitled

Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ. to the lands jointly with his wife Loku Menika under

the deed of gift, that on her death her interest
( December 9 and 15 , 1892.)

survived to him , and that the plaintiff as administra

D. C. Kandy, ) KEPPITIPOLA V. BANDARANAYAKB. tor of her egtate had no right to the possession of

No. 5,312 . any share of the lands .

Settlement- Fidei.commissum - Deed of gitt - Life The district judge gave judgment for the plaintiff,

rent - Joint property - Survivorship - Ordinance and the defendant appealed.

No. 21 of 1844 - Construction of deed .

Dornhorst for the appellant.

A deed of gift granted by owners of land to their

daughter and son-in-law by way of dowry on the occa. Seneviratne ( Wendt and De Saram with him) for

sion of their marriage purported to " giſt and make the plaintiff.

over to the said two persons in paravani” certain lands
Cur. adv, vult .

and houses. The deed proceeded to provide that the

donees " are empowered to possess up to the eud of On December 15 , 1892, the following judgments
their lives" and that after the death of thedonees “ the

were delivered :
heirs, descendants, éxécutors, and administrators of

both of them are empowered to possess for ever and LAWRIE, J .-- I construe the deed as giving to each

do anything they please with them ” , and that the
of the two donees no more than a life - rent of one-halfdonors, their heirs, descendants, administrators, or

executors cannot hereafter exercise any power or lay of the lands with remainder to the children to be

any claim with respect to ” the lands gifted . born of the marriage . On the death of the wife her

lite-rent came to an end, and she had no esuate inHeld, that under the above gift the donees took only

a life estate in severalty with remainder to the children
these lands which she could have dealt with by will ,

to be born of the marriage.
and no estate in them passed to her heirs ab intestato

The daughter, one of the doneees, having died intes.
on her death or to the administrat'ır of her intestate

tate and without issue of the marriage estate when he obtained letters of administration .

Held , that on her death a half share of the property
Whatever be the rights of her surviving husband

reverted to the donors, and that neither her adminis .
and of the donors respectively, it is, in my opinion ,

tråtor nor the surviving donee had any interest in that

half. olear that on Loku Monika's death all her interest in

the land came to an end, and that the admiaistrator

Keppitipola Ratemahatmaya and his wife on the
has no title to possession or to a declaration of title,

occasion of the marriage of their daughter Loku and that this action by the administrator must be

Menika with the defendant settled on them a num
dismissed.

ber of lands as dowry. The deed , which was in the

Sinhalese language and bore date - June 2, 1885, The question, whether the deed of gift provides that

purported to " gift and make over in paravani” the the suryiyor of the spouses shall bave a life -rent of the

66
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whole of the lande , is probably one of more difficulty

than I feel it to be. My construction of the deed is

that there is no gift of the life - rent of the whole to the

survivor. I read the deed as providing that on the

death of either spous : without issue of the marriage

the right to posses that half of the lands life-rented

by the deceased reverted to the donors , who then

became entitled to posses jointly with the survivor,

and that when in course of years the survivor bim

self shall die the half now possessed by him will also

revert to the donors or to their heirs, executors, or

administrators.

The “summary procedure” provided by Chapter

XXIV. of the Civil Procedure Code cau only be

adopted in cases to which it is expressly inade appli

cable by the Code.

Au application by an executiou -creditor for an order

confirming a sale, ander section 58 of the Fiscals Ordi

nauce, 1867

Held to have been properly made by motion, under

section 91 of the Civil Procedure Code.

The defendant appealed against an order confirm

ing, on plaintiff's motion , an execution sale of

defendant's land held on December 2, 1885. The

application was made on December 19, 1892 , by

motiou supported by affidavit, and was allowed by

the district judge, after hearing the defendant.

I am of opinion that the Ordinance relied on by the

learnod district judge is not applicable. The Ordi.

nance No. 21 of 1844, section 20 ( repeated in No. 10

of 1863 , section 18) , refers to property which shall

belong to two or more persons jointly. Here the

lands did not belong to the husband and wife jointly :

they had but a life-rent with remainder to the

children .

Whether the life -rent of either spouse survived to

the other must depend on the terms of the deed of

gift, and after repeated consideration I cannot read

it as expressly enlarging the gift of a life -rent of a

half to the gift of life -rent of the whole to the surviv

ing spouse, nor do I find words which imply that

such was the intention of the donors.

Peris ( Bawa with him) , for the appellant, contend

ed that the application should have been by petition

of summary procedure under chapter XXIV . of the

Code. ( D. C. Colombo, No. 56,886 , 1 S.C. R. 187.)

They relied on the analogy of an application under

section 282 of the Code to set aside an execution sale,

and argued that the mention in that section of a

“ petition " , in which “ respondents ” were to be

named - terms proper to " summary procedure " -in

dicated an intention that the procedure provided by

Chapter XXIV . should be followed.

Wendt (VanLangenbergwithhim) , for theplaintiff,

submitted that the application had been regularly

made by motion. Wherever the Code intended that

the “summary procedure” should be followed , it was

careful to say so, as in section 478 , 481 , 491 , 493,

524 , 530, 637, and manyothers ; and the mere men

tion of a “ petition " and " respondents " did not

render the really cumbersome process of the " suromary

procedure” obligatory .

Cur. adv. vult.

On the ground that the administrator of the

deceased Loka Menika has no title to the lands,

I would set aside the judgment and dismiss the

action with costs.

WITHERS, J .-- I agree that the action should be

dismissed , on the ground that plaintiff as administra

tor has no locus standi. As my brother points out,

the plaintiff as administrator is pursuing a shadow ;

for , with the death of the intestato, her interest in all

the lands perished . Hers at the most was an estate

for life , and assuming the estate for life to be a com

mon estate in Loku Menika, the fee at the expiration

of that estate , dying as she did without issue of the

Marriage, reverted to the settlers .

On March 22 , 1899 , the following judgments were

delivered :

Reversed.

0 :

Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ .

LAWRIE, J .-- I think the order confirming the sale

is right. While I am of opinion that it was compet.

ent for the plaintiff to make this application under

section 91 , I think it would have been better had he

proceeded ly summary procedure under Chapter

XXIV. and had in a petition set forth the facts on

which he based his application . The motion of

December 19, 1892, was bald and unsupported by

statement or affidavit, but these defects were cured

by the subsequent proceedings, and the district judge

ultimately had now sufficient materials before him

to justify the order which he made.

WITEERS, J.-- I think the order declaring plaintiff

entitled to the fiscal's conveyance is right and should

be affirmed. As to the murits, the defendant has

shown no good cause why such an order should not

(March 14 and 22 , 1893.)

D. C. Badulla,

No. 27,776 . Pirow Bawa v.Mesra LEBBE.

Civil Procedure— " Summary procedure” -Petition
-Civil Procedure Code, sections 91 , 282 .
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be made. As to the procedure, that was in accord- LAWRIE, J. - Section 175 of the Ordinance No. 7 of

ance with section 91 of the Civil Procedure Code, 1887 enacts, “ whoever after this Ordinance comes

which I think applies to a case of this kind . Peti- into operation builds any wall or erects or sets up any

tions by way of summary procedure are proper only fence , rail, post , or other obstruction in any street

in cases expressly provided for by this Code. *** wall be liable to a fine not exceeding one

hundred rupees " .

Affirmed

The charge against this accused is that “ he did

in or about the mouth of August, 1890 , in the Pettali ,

Present :-LAWRIE, J. Colomio, within the Municipality of Colombo , orect

(March 16 and 23, 1893.)
or set up an enclosure or obstructiou in the street

called Third ( 'ross Street, Pettah, and adjacent to

Municipal Court premises Nos . 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 in the said road , and

Colombo, AKBAR V. SLEMA LEBBE .
thereby encroached on the said street to the extent of

No. 5,101 .
83 perches and thereby committed an offence panish

Public street - Encroachment - Obstruction in street
able under section 175 of Ordinance No. 7 of 1887 " .

-Verandah--OrdinanceNo. 7 of 1887, section 175 The proof led in support of this charge by the com

-user by public - Evidence - Survey - Ordinance plainant is meagre. However, I think I may take

No. 4 of 1860 , section 6 . the following facts as established : That the houses

The Municipal Councils Ordinance No. 7 of 1887,
Nos . 1 , 2 , 3, and 4, Third Cross Street, Pettah, belong

section 175, makes it an offence to set up any obstruc to the accused, that the roof of these houses always

tion or encroachment in any street. extended some distance beyond the wall, and that the

In a charge under the above enactment against the space between the wall of the houses and the outside

owner of a house by the side of one of the streets in

the Pettah of Colombo, where the alleged obstruction
pillars is ander a roof, which the accused keeps in

consisted in the defendant having closed up with walls repair, and that he maintains the space below it

the two sides of the verandab along the side of the between the walls and the road. Mr. Martinus, a

street

witness for the prosecution, says, “ to all appearance

Held that, the verandah prima facie being private the verandah is private property". It seems that
property, no obstruction to a streetwithin themeaning about five years ago the accused built a low wall at

of the Ordinance was proved in the absence of evidence

of the user of the verandah by the public as a
either end of this space, and that in or about August,

thoroughfare.
1890, he raised these low walls and converted the

An old survey of 1844 wade by a person described
space under the roof into rooms.

as Towu Surveyor and since deceased , in which the This is the obstruction complained of. The accus

veraudah in question was marked as an encroachment, ed's defence is that the walls are built on his own

baving been received in evidence
ground . The complainant says they are built on the

Hold that, even if the survey was admissible street. It lay on the conplainant to prove that the

without proof of its genuineness or correctness , under walls were an obstruction to the street .

section 6 of Ordinance No. 4 of 1866, though it did

not purport to be signed or made by the Surveyor. I do not believe that the Municipality ordered this

General or an officer acting on his behalf, it did not prosecution without having at command ample evi

prove that the verandab was an encroachment on the dence, that up to a comparatively recent time the
street, inasmuch as a survey, though it might prove

public used this verandah space as a thoroughfare .
the position and size of roads, buildings, and other

objects delineated thereon , was not proofofany matters
With such a use of verandahs we are familiar in

beyond the special skill or knowledge of the surveyor , Coloubo, especially in the Main Stret of the Pettah ,

such as that any particular part was a “ reservation " and evidence of members of the pullic that they had

or an " encroachment " , constantly waiked over and used this particular veran

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the
dah would not have been rejected its improbable.

judgment of the Supreme Court . But the Municipality did not adduce this kind of

evidence of user by the public . It prefirred to rest
The defendant appealed from a conviction .

the prosecution on proof of a survey and of the extent

Dornhorst for the appellant. of the land conveyed by the accused's title deeds,

whereas the real question was-Had the accused

Wendt ( De Saram with him ) for the complain

obstructed the public in the use of part of oneof the
apt.

streets of the town ? Only one witness gave evidence
Cur. adv. vult.

as to any user by the public of this space. Mr.

On March 29, 1899 , the following judgment was Martinus said that he uad known Third Cross Stroet ,

delivered : Pettah , from his childhood ; that in 1886 the veran
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dah opposite Nos. 1 , 2, 3 , and 4 was open-it is now Presen ! :-WITAIRS, J.

enclosed. He said he recollected the time when the

( February 9 and 16, 1893.)
whole verandah was open to foot passengers. Coun

sel for the accused cross-examined Mr. Martinus, and P. C. Kandy, RANGHAMY V. BODIA .

}
the witness said : “ About five years ago the verandab

opposite Nos. 1 , 2 , 3, and 4 was open to the public, Criminal law ~ Mischief - Cutting and wounding a

and I have walked through." No oce else says trespassing animal - Ceylon Penal Code, section

that he ever walked in or over that verandah . 408_Evidence
.

There is no other evidence of this apparently pri
Cutting a bull with a katty while trespassing on a

vate property having been used as the street. man's land, even when coupled with the fact of ill

The Municipality founds on a survey said to have feeling existing between the accused person and the

been made in 1844 by Mr. Pickering, Town Surveyor.
• owner of the animal

It is not necessary that I should reject that survey
Held , not necessarily to amount to the offence of

mischief within the meaning of section 408 of the
as inadmissible, though I find no proof of its Ceylon Penal Code.

genuineness or of its correctness, which warrants its

admission. The surveys, which are admissible in
The facts of the case are sufficiently disclosed in

evidence, if signed by the Surveyor-General, under
the judgmentof the Supreme Court .

the Ordinance No. 4 of 1866, are surveys made by The defendant appealed from a conviction.

the Surveyor-General or his officers. The survey Wendt for the appellant.

does not bear that Mr. Pickering was a member of
Cur, adv . vult,

the Surveyor -General's Department. On February 16, 1893, the following judgment

was delivered :

Assuming that the survey is admissible, it may
WITHERS, J.-The evidence for the prosecution

prove the position and size of the roads and buildings discloses thefact that plaintiff's bull was trespassing:

delineated thereon , but it does not prove matters
in accused's garden ; that he chased it to drive it

beyond the special skill or knowledge of a surveyor.
out of his garden ; and that he made a cut at it with

If on & survey I find certain conventional figures,
his katty as it jumped over the fence into the

such as a circle filled with blue, or a number of dark
adjoining garden. Even the additional fact found by

lines or parellel lines red or blue, and if I find on
the magistrate, that the accused at the time was on

the margin that the surveyor states that be means
bad terins with the complainant, does not necessarily

thereby to represent a well or a marsh or a rock or a
prove that he committed the offence of inischief.

road or a river, I take the survey to prove that the
The cut either maimed the animal or rendered it

well or marsh , the rock , the river or road , was there
useleggs no doubt, but it does not follow that the

when the survey was made ; but if I find such notes accused slashed at the animal with intent to cause

as " East, Don Joba's property ” or “ reservation" or knowing that he was likely to cause damage to

or "encroachment” , the survey does not prove the
any person .

trath of these allegations. These are not records of

the observation of the surveyor. They are state
This case falls within the principle of a class of

cases which have come before this court for decision .

mounts of bearey or the results of calculations made

by him , and until we know the grounds for his
In Grenier's Police Court Reports there are at least

three cases where it was held not to constitute the

opinion we cannot take that opinion as of probative

value.
offence of cruelty, under Ordinance No. 7 of 1862 , to

severely cut an animal which was trespassing on the

Even if we admit not only the surveyor , but Mr. land of the person charged with the offence. * Again,

Pickering's opinion as to encroachment , it would
it was held in P. C. Chilaw , No. 1,307 , 9 S.C. C.

appear that as early as 1844 he thought that the
109, that to shoot a cow trespassing on your land is

verandab opposite Nos. 1 and 2 , Third Cross Street,
not necessarily mischief. I do not of course mean

was an encroachment, and if the owners of these
to say that in no circumstances could a man not be

houses have successfully encroached for the 46 years found guilty of cominiting mischief to a trespassing

from 1844 to 1890, the Municipal prosecutor ig a
animal. I do not think it proved in this case . The

little out of date. I acquit the accused , because
conviction must be set aside and the accused acquitted.

there is not suiticient evidence that the verandah of Set aside.

the house was ever used by the public as part of
* P.C. Galle, No. 82,377 , Gren. ( 1873) p. 4 .

the street.
P.C. Panwila , No. 14,454 , Gren. (1873 ) p. 62 .

Set aside. P.C. Galle, No.85,328, Gren . ( 1873) p . 85.-ED.
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Preseni :-LAWRIE AND WITHERS, JJ . Here the learned District Judge has given a reason

for refusing to substitute the applicant, which I

( March 7 and 14 , 1893. )
venture to think is a bad reason . It is that he en

tertains doubt whether the summons and notice of

decree nisi were served on the defendant. It is not

D. C. Gallo ,
Punch1 APPU V. BABANCHI .

disputed that a judgment was pronounced, that

No. 549. the judgment-creditor assigned that julymeat to the

applicant, and that the judgment is not yet satisfied .

Civil Procedure - Assignment of judgment--Substi- It is not said that the judgment is : tale or that the

tution ofassignee asplaintiff- Discretion of Court assignee c . mus too late. There is no avermeut of
-Non -service of summons - Practice - Civil

fraud i: taking the as ignment, and no equitable con

Procedure Code, section 339 . sideration has been submitted to the Court which

would lead to the conclusion that the defendant would
Under section 339 of the Civil Procedure Code the

Court has a discretion to grant or refuse the application
be prejudiced by the substitution of the one judgment

of an assignee of a decree to have his name substituted creditor for the other. All that is stated against the

in the record ofthe decree for that of the original application is that the debtor received no notice of
plaintiff and to have the decree executed, but such

the proceedings which preceded the entering of judg.
discretion should be exercised reasonably and on suffi

cient material.
ment ag.inst him . If that be go, be has his remedy

under section 87. This is a good decree , but being a

Non - service ofthe original summons and decree nisi decree by default the defendant has right to apply to

on the defendant is not of itself a good cause for dis
have it set aside. Clearly the burden of showing

allowing such an application .
that he was prevented from appearing to shew cause

In this case judgment by default had been entered against the notice for making the decree absolute lies

against the defendant for a certain sum of money. on him and not on the judgment-creditor or his

Afterwards, one Babanis de Silva as assignee of the assignee. This case differs from one which we de

judgment applied by petition , under section 339 of cided a few days ago, in which we refused execution

the Code, to have his name substituted as plaintiff on a decree though the decree still subsisted and had

on the record and to have the decree executed . An not been set aside . There, on the face of the judg.

interlocutory order appointing a day for the considera- ment itself, it was a bad decree. It expressly stated

tion of the application having been made, the de
in gremio that it had been pronounc d on a public

feodant opposed the application on the ground that holiday, and it reserved a right to the defendant to

he had not been served with the original summons or
appear and be heard without affidavis. Here the

the decree nisi and that he had no information of judgment is on the usual terms and contains no in

the pendency of the action till service of the inter. ternal defects. It is assignable, and ihe luw permits

locutory order in the present proceeding . Evidince
the assignee to enjoy the rights ofthe assigpor . And

was thereupon heard in support of the defenılant's just as I would say that it is no nuswer to an applica

allevations, and the District Judge not being satis
tion for execution by a judgment- creditor of a sub

fied that the summons and decree nisi hart been sistiny judgment, that the defendant had received 110

served refused the application of the assignee, who
process , so I hold that it is no better answer to this

thereupon appealed.
application by an assignee .

Dornhorst for the appellant.
I would set aside the order and send the case back

Cur. adv. vult. to the District Court with lirerty to the defendant,

within ten days after the receipt of the record by the

On March 14 , 1893 , the following judgments were District Court , to move to set aside the decree in the

delivered : manner provided by section 87. If the c!efendant

fails to mºke or to succeed in such an application, the

LAWRIE , J.-A District Court has a discretion to
District Court will thereafter of new consider the

grant or to refuse a motion by an assignee of a juilg- application of the assignee.

ment to be substituted plaintiff in lieu of the origival

judgment-creditor, the assignor. This was the law

prior to the passing of the Procedure Code ( see D.C.,
The appellant is entitled to the costs bitherto in

Galle, No. 53.288, 8 S.C. C. , 100 ) and it still remains
curred by him , both in the District Court and this

Court.

the law . Section 339 of the Procedure Code provides

that the motion shll be allowed only if the Court

thinks fit . But this exercise of judicial discretion \' iTHERS , J. - I agree. I think it a proper discre

must be founded on ufficient material and on sound tion in this case to let the assignee's dame be substi

and intelligible reasons. tuted as plint.ff on the record . If defendant fails -
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to avail himself of the liberty allowed him or, exercis. Seizure of a debt is not “ realisation " of it , as cortom -

ing it , fails to induce the court to set aside the decree, plated by section 352 of the Code , and the debt

the plaintiff -assignee will take out execution in the cannot be said to be realised until the amount is

usual course. received by the Fiscal or paid into Court . The plain

Set aside.
tiff is therefore entitled to share in the amount seized ,

and his application for concurrence should have been

allowed .10 :

Sorza v . .

" the

Present :-LAWRIE , A.C.J. , AND WITHERS, J. Sampayo for the decree -holder in C. R. No. 1,004 .

In the case of a distinct sum of money in the hands

(May 26 and 30, 1899.)
of a third party seizure amounts to realisation , aud

D. C. Ratnapura , SOYZA V. WIRAKOON.
is covered by the expression “ or otherwise ” in sec

No. 267 . tion 352. If, however, the asset in this case was not

thus realised , then the plaintiff?s application was

Civil Procedure - Realisation of assets — Seizure of | premature, because a claim in concurrence can only

money due to judgment-debtor -- Several decree- be to funds in Court or under the control of the

holders - Claim to concurrence - Civil Procedure Court. This is also shewn by the expression

Code, section 352, and sections 280, 279 . Court by which such assets are held " . The asset in

this instance is not yet held by the Court . Further,
The mere seizure by the fiscal of money due to a

the execution of the plaintiff's writ bad been suspend
judgment-debtor in the hands of a third party is not

“ realisation " of the asset within the meaning of section
ed by Court, and this application being one in

352 of the Civil Procedure Code, and it is open for process of execution the plainiff was out of Court.

other creditors who have applied at that stage for

execution of money decrees against the same judg. Dornhorst in reply.

ment-debtor to claim in concurrence.

Cur. adv. vult,

The defendant in this action was also defendant in

action No. 1,004 of the Court of Requests, Ratnapura,

in which one Wickramasinghe obtained judgment
On May 30 , 1893, the judgment of the Court was

delivered by :
against him for a sum of Rs. 35.14 , issued writ, and

on December 2, 1892. seized in the hands of the

Government Agent of Ratnapura a sum of Rs . 85:14
WITHERS, J. — The judgment-creditor in C. R.

out of a larger amount due from the Government
Ratnapura No. 1,004 was summoned herein to

Agent to the judgment-debtor. The plaintiff in
shew cause against the claim of the District Court

this action obtained judgment for Rs. 146-50against judgment-creditor to concurrence in a sum ofRs.

the defendant on December 12, 1892 , and issued
35.14 seized apparently under both writs (see Fiscal'a

writ to the Fiscal for execution on December 13,
return to opponent's writ in the C. R. case No. 1.004)

with intructions to seize the same money in the
in the hands of the Government Agent. He succeeded

hands of the Govenment Agent. On December
in opposing the District Court execution -creditor's

14 , on the application of the judgment- creditor in
claim on the ground that this asset had been already

some other action , the Court ordered the execution
realised and that consequently the aggrieved claimant

of the writ in this action to be suspended, but was too late in preferring his claim . But in what sense

can this asset be said to have been realised ? It is

in the meantime the Fiscal appeared to have also
seized the money under this writ. On January 28, only prior to realisation of assets " by sale or other.

1898, neither writ having been proceeded with
wise ” , according to section 352 of the Civil Procedure

further, the plaintiff obtained a notice on the judg
Code, that a chain in concurrence can be preferred .

ment-creditor in the C. R. case No. 1,004 to shew It certainly has not been realised by sale in the

cause why be should not be allowed to cuncar in the
manner in which choses in action of this pature are

amount seized under writ in the latter The to be sold according to section 279 of the Code ; nor

has it been realised in the way prorided by section
matter having come on for consideration , the District

Judge dismissed the plaintiff's application, on the
230 of the Code. To shut out a judgmeat-credicor

ground that the asset bad been realised before the who applies to the Court by which an asset is held

plaintiff applied for execution of his decree . for execution of a money decree against & common

judgment-debtor (to use the words of section 352

The plaintiff appealed. before referred to ) realisation must have reached

the stage of appropriation to another decree -holder,

Dornhorst for the appellant. The 9889t in ques- a stage which has clearly not been reached bere ,

tion , viz . , the debt due to the common judgment. The parties cannot have this asset divided because

debtor by the Goveroment Agent, was not realised it is not realised . Regarding this as a contest about

when plaintiff applied fer execution of his deeree. the right to claim a share of the asset when realised,

case.
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I think the District Court executor- creditor has what security should be given by the person who

proved as good a right as the Court of Requests might ultimately be appointed administrator, and

execution -creditor, thereafter framed issues as to whether the property

I would set aside the order appealed from and
in question belonged to the deceased or to his two

declare the District Court execution -creditor epiitled
sons , and evidence was beard accordingly. In the

to a share pro rata as between him and his oppo
result the District Judge held that the property in

nent when the time is come for the amount to be
question did belong to the deceased, and tuing of

divided on realisation . He will have his costs in
opinion that the widow had sought to deprive the

appeal .
estate of this pr perty in order to benefit her sons,

the second and third respondents, at the expense of

LAWRIE, A. C. J. , concurred . her minor children the other respondents, ordered

letters of administration to be issued to the original

Set aside. petitioner, and condemned the widow as well as the

two sons to pay the petitioner the costs of the

Present : LAWRIE , A.C. J. , AND WITHERS, J.
enquiry.

(May 26 and 30, 1893.) The widow and the two sons appealed .

Dornhorst for the widow.

In the matter of the estate of S.

D ).C . Colombo ,
L. M. AHAMADO LEBBE MARKAR

Testamentary ,

VanLangenberg for the sons.

No. C 213 .
deceased . Wendt (Morgan with him) for the petitioner.

MAHAMADO ALLI V. SELLA NATCHIA.

Cur, adv. vult.

Civil Procedure Administration -- Rightsofwidow
On May 30, 1893, the following judgments were

to administration -- Nextofkin - Conflict of claims delivered :--

-Enquiry as to assets - Costs — Civil Procedure

Code, section 523 . LAWRIE , A. C. J. - The reasons given by the

learned District Judge for refusing to give letters of
A widow is, under section 523 of the Civil Procedure

Code, entitled to letters of administration to her de. administration to the widow are insufficient. By law

ceased husband's estate in preference to the next of she is to be preferred to the next of kin , much more

kin , notwithstanding that the Court is satisfied, on a is she to be preferred to a son -in -law , a stranger in

conflict of claims to administration between her and
blood and estate to the deceased .

one of the next of kin , that she has been a party to an

attempt to deprive the estate of some of its assets. I am of opinion that it was prematuro to enquire

Any enquiry as to whether any particular asset is and to decid whether the shop goods and fittings

part of the estate and as to the conduct of the widow in No. 20 , Main Street , and the horse were part of the

with reference thereto is premature at the stage at assets of the deceased . These questions can satis

which such conflicting claims to administration are

considered.
factorily be tried only between the administrator and

those who may hereafter shew au interest to object
The petitioner in this matter, who was son - in -law

to the manner in which she may deal with that pro
of the deceased , included in the list of property at

perty.

tached to the petition certain goods and fittings in a

shop and a horse and carriage as property belong- I would set aside the order of the District Judge

ing to the estate . Order nisi declaring biin entitle }
and the decree absolute . I would find the petitioner

to administration having been issued , the widow of Mohamed Ismail Mohaniedo Alli liable in all costs

the deceased , who had been named as first respondent hitherto incurred by the respondents, and I would

in the petition , appeared to show cause and objected remit the case to the District Court to appoint the

to grant of adminis: ration to the petitioner , and filed widow administratrix on her finding security and

a counter petition for a grant of administration to taking the orith of office.

herself. The deceased and all the parties were WITHERS, J.-I too think that the widow has a

Mohammedans. In the affidavit in support of her bett r claim to be declared entitled in take out letters

petition the widow denied that the shop goods and of administration to this estate, and that the order

fittings and horse, referred to in the original making the order nisi in respondent's favour abso

applicant's petition , belonged to her husband and lute should be dismissed with costs . And so let it be

alleged that they were the property of two of her declared

sons , Samsi Lebbe and Abdul Hamid, who were the

secord and third respondents to the original petition. Before letters are actually committed to her she

Upon this the District Judge ordered an enquiry as will have to take the oath of office and file an inven

to the value of the estate, in order to determine tory of the effects verified on oath or affirmation .
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Chetty the sum of Rs. 3,000, due on his promissory

pote dated 4th July , 1892 , with interest thereon at

the rate of 12 per cent . per annum from 4th July,

1892 , until payment in full, and cost of suit ."

The asset so hotly fought over she omits at her risk,

but I venture to think with the Chief Justice that all

the evidence on this point was taken in vain because

it was not a proper time to determine the question ,

I fin i there is a decertal order directing the

second and third respondents to join with the wilow

in paying the petitioner's costs of this contentious

enqairy . It cannot be said for a moment that this

was an ex parte order, and in any event it would be

wrong to saddle them with the costs of an enquiry

which they never asked for .

The order directing them to pay costs must be set

aside, with costs.

The defendant appeared to the summons by a

proctor, who mored for and obtained 8 days time

to file answer. Subsequently this proctor's proxy

was withdrairn and a new proxy given to another

proctor, who appeared on the last of the 8 days

originally allowed for filing answer and moved for

a notice on the plaintiff to shew cause why the

money count in the plaint should not be struck out

on the ground that the proctor who filed the plaint

had no authority to sue on such a cause of action .

The learned District Judge disallowed the motion ,

and the defendant appealed.

Wendt ( Sampayo with him) for the appellant.

Dornhorst for the plaintiff.

Set aside.

0 :

Present :-LAWRIE , A.C.J. , AND WITHERS J.

(May 26 and 30, 1893.)

Cur. adv. vult.

Dic.Colombo, } MUTTIAE V. PERUMAL CHETTY.No. C 3,677 .

Civil Procedure - Appeal - Motion to strike out a

count in the plaint - Proxy - Proctor's authority

to sue.

On May 30 , 1893 , the following judgments were

delivered :

An order disallowing a motion with liberty to renew

it at a future time is not an appealable order .

Where a proxy authorized the proctor to sue on a

promissory note , but the plaint, when filed, also con

tained a money count for the consideration of the

note

LAWRIE, A. C. J. - The defendant, on February 22 ,

moved for a notice on the plaintiff to shew cause why

the fourth paragraph of the plaint should not be

struck out and for eight days ' time to file answer .

The Court took time to consider, and on February 24

io refused in hoc statu to allow the motion , but the

District Judge intimated that the defendant might

renew the motion at the expiry of a week . Ayainst

this order the defendant appealed .
Held, by Wrthers, J. , that the proxy was a suffi .

cient authority to introduce the money count in the

plaint .

The plaintiff in this action declared upon a

promissory note dated July 4 , 1892 , for Rs . 3,000 ,

payable on dem ind with interest at 12 per cent.

The plaint also contained a count as follows : " The

defendant is likewise indebted to the plaintiff in the

sum of Rs . 3,000 , being money lent by plaintiff to

defendant at Colombo on the 4th July , 1892 , which the

defendant promised to repay on demand with inter

est thereon a 12 per cent." The plaint then alleged

demand of payment and default thereof, and pro

ceeded to state : There is now due from defendant

to plaintiff the sum of Rs . 3.206 , to wit, Rs . 3,000 )

being principal and Rs . 206 being interest thereon

from 4th July, 1892 , to 30th January, 1893." The

plaint concluded with a prayer for jungment for

“ the said sum of Rs. 3 206 , with further interest

on Rs. 3,000 , & c .”

The material portion of the proxy granted by

plaintiff to his proctor was as follows : " and by

virtue hereof to sue and recover from Ana Perumid

This is not an appealable order. Let the appeal

be rejected and let the case go back. Defendant to

pay costs of the appeal.

WITHERS , J.-In my opinion this is not an appeal

able ord : r . Further, I think the motion was made

too late . It is notion that ought to have been

ma'le at the very first possible opportunity, an oppor

tunity which had gone by before the change of

proctors.

I found and find it difficult to follow the argu

ment addressed to us that the proxy does not 41-

thorise the intr.duction of this count in the fourth

paragraph of the plaint. It is the ordinary common

money count for the consideration of a bill or nite

which forms the subject of the special count and

which may fail by reason of some defect in the note

itself, or otherwise.

I quite agree that the appeal should be dismissed

with costs .

Appeal dismissed.
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VS.

Prescnt :-LAWRIE, A. C..J . , and WITHERS, J. costs . gainst this order the respondents appealed.

The appeals and the records having been forwarded
( May 26 and 30 , and June 2 and 6 , 1893.)

to the Supreme Court in due course , the petitioner,

D. C. Colombo, ) In the matter of ihe estate and the respondent on the appeal in D. C. Colombo, No.

( Testamentary ) { effects of ALEEMA UMMA veceased . 285 C , acting under the provisions of section 772

No. 284 C. NEYNA V. NEYNA..
of the Civil Procedure Code, served the appellants

proctor with the foll:)wing notice :
In the matter of the last will

D. C. Colombo , and testament of FERNANDO de

( Testamentary) In the Supreme Court of the Island of Ceylon ,
ceased .

No , 285 C.
FERNANDO V. FERNANDO. In the matter of the Last Will

D. C. Colombo, and Testament of HEWADEWAGE

Civil Procedure - Probate - order nisi - Costs - Ap Testamentary, Rengixa FERNANDO late of Fourth

peal - Form of objection to decree by respondent- No. 285 C. Cross Street in the Pettah of

Civil Procedure Code, Chapter XXXVIII . and Colombo deceased .

sections 758 and 772 .
Manenadewage Magiris Fernando

of Fourth Cross Street in the
A respondent to an appeal , who wishes under section

772 of the Civil Procedure Code to take an objection
Pettah of Colombo.

to the decree which he might have taken by way Pettioner and Respondent

of appeal must furnish to the Supreme Court before

the dav of hearing a statement of the grounds of
1. Hewadewage Theodoris Fer

objec'iou , set forth in duly numbered paragraphs. It

is not sufficient merely to serve on the appellant notice
nando of Regent Street, Cinna

that certain specific objections will be taken .
mon Gardens.

2. Hewadewage Denis Fernando
Upon the day for shewing cause against an order

of the Pettah, Colombo.
nisi made under section 526 of the Civil Procedure

Code, the respondent shewed as cause that no copy of
3. Hewadewage Welo Fernando

the petitivn had been served together with the order wife of R. J. Fernando of

nisi as required by section 379. The District Court Peliagodde.

held that the petition should have been soserved, but,
4. Hewadewage Siman Fernando

without discharging the order, enlarged the time for
of Galkisse .

shewing cause and directed the petition to be served

in the meantime, making each party bear his own costs , 5. Hewadewage Manuel Fernando

as the practice of the court had been not to serve the of Galkisse .

petition , and the question was now raised for the first
Respondents and Appellants .

time.
To

Held that the court had a discretion to enlarge the CHARLES PERERA, Esquire,

timie instead of discharging the order, and that such

discretion had been properly exercised .
Proctor for the first, second , third , and fifth

a ppellants abovenamed .

Hel:d also that the respondent having successfuliy

resisted making the order absolute, was entitled to his Sir, - Please take notice that upon the hearing of

costs, and there was no sufficient reason for departing the appeal filed by your clients lerein on the 22nd
from the rule that costs follow the event.

day of February, 1893, against the order of the

('olombo District Court mide in this case on the 17th

These were applications under Chapter XXXVIII .
February 1893, the petitioneer respondent will

of the Civil Procedure Code. In D. C. Colombo, object to the order appealed against so far as it decides

No. 284 C , the application was inade by the father for thatit is necess.ıry in an application like that of the

letter of administration to his deceased daughter's 1
etitioner to serve upon the respondents copies of

estate , and in D. C. Colombo, No. 255 C , the appli
the petition or application, and will contend that

catiou was for probate , the petitioner being the
the petitioner had fully complied with the require

husband and executor. Order nisi under the provi- application.
ments of the Civil Procedure Code in respect of his

sions of the Code was issued and served in both cases
Yours faithfully,

on the respective respondents. On the returnable day JNO . CADERAMAX .

of the order nisi the respondents in the respective
Proctor for Magiris Fernando,

cases appeared and shewed cause against the same the abovenamed petitioner respondent .

being made absolute, and among other objections

contended that the procedure was irregular inasmuch
Colombo, May 4th , 1893.

as copies of the petitions had not been served with
A similar notice was served on the other appellant

in the case ,
the respective orders nisi, as required by section 379

of the Code, relative to summary procedure. The The appeals came on for argument on May 26 .

District Judge uplield the objection, but extended the Dornhorst (Vorgan with him) for the appellant in

time for shiewing canse and ordered copies of the D. C. Colombo, No. 284 C.

petitions to be served on the respective respondents, There was no appearance for respondent on this

and a1: 0 ordered that each party should bear his own appeal.
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statement to be set forth in duly numbered paragraphs

distinctly written in the English language upon goout

and suitable paper. We cannot hear Mr. Wendt

because no such statement lies before us .

Dornhorst ( Sampayo with him) for the first,

second, third , and fifth appellants in D. C. Colombo,

No. 285 ( ! , after arguing their appeal, objected to the

respondent being heard on the points raised in the

notice which had been served on the appellants, and

submitted that the requirements of section 772 of

the Civil Procedure Code had not been complied

with . That section enacted that the objection should

be in the form prescribed under head (e) of section

758 , which dealt with the requisites and form of a

petition of appeal . The notice must therefore take

the form of a petition embodying in it the require

ments of head (e) of section 758 , and must be a

matter of record in the Supreme Court and served on

the appellants through the Court. These require

ments not being complied with the respondent could

not be heard on bis objection.

WITHERS , J. - On the point reserved for our con

sideration I am against Mr. Wenilt. I have no douht

that the " objection " in section 772 of the Code

should take the substance of paper and wear the

form prescribed for it .

On June 2 the case came op for argument on the

appeal of the respondents.

Grenier (de Saram with him) for the fourth

respondent took the same objection.

Durnhorst ( Sampayo with him ) submitted that

the District Judge had no power to enlarge the time

for sbewing cause . The petitioner'8 procedure having

been irregular, and good cause having been shewn

agaiost making the order nisi absolute, that order

should have been discharged . Even if the order

had been properly made, the respondents having

successfully shewed cause should have got their costs,

which should have followed the event (D. C. Colom

bo, No. 491 C, 9 S. C. C. 126) . The defect in the

procedure was one for which the petitioner was dis

tinctly responsible. (Landars v . Allen , 6 Sim. 620.)

Grenier ( Pereira with him ), for the other appel

lapt, relied on the same grounds.

Wendt(Morgan and Seneviratne with him) , for the

petitioner, contended that no petition was necessary .

All that section 772 required was that a notice in

writing of the objection should be given to the appel

lant or his proctor, and that the objection should be

in the form prescribed under head ( e) of section 758 .

Head ( e) of the latter section made no mention of a

petition but only of a plain and concise statement of

the grounds of the objection, and he submitted that

the notice in question did contain a plain and concise

statement of the points intended to be raised .

Further, the section required the notice to be given

to the party , intending merely to warn him that

points of which he had already had full notice in the

court below would again be pressed in appeal. Tbere

necd, therefore, be nothing filed of record in court

or served through the court.

Dornhorst in reply. Section 772 of the Civil

Procedure Code corresponds to section 561 of the

Indian Civil Procedure Code, and it has been held in

India that such an objection should be in the form of

a memorandum of appeal and should bear the proper

stamp.

Wendt (Morgan and Seneviratne with him ) con

tended that the court hal power to make the

order enlarging the time and giving leave to serve

the petition . The Code nowhere required the order

nisi to be discharged on any little defect of procedure,

but only where the prima facie proof of material

allegations of the petition had been rebutted (section

534). The order for costs also was right, as the

petitioner had only followed a practice obtaining in

the court since the introduction of the Civil Pro

cedure Code , und had only done what was expressly

directed by the order on the petition , viz . , that the

order nisi alone should be served . In D. C. Colombo,

No. 491 C , there bad been no settled practice that

had been followed . Landars v. Allen did not apply.

as there it was a question of the form of an order of

court, which it was said the party should have seen.

properly drawn up.

Dornhorst in reply.

Cur. adv. vult.

The court took time to consider this preliminary

point, and on May 30, 1893 , the following judgments,

dissallowing the respondent to be heard on his

objections, were delivered :

LAWRIE ,A.C.J.- A respondent who intends to take On June 6,1893, the following judgments were
delivered with regard to the appeal in D. C. Colombo,

No. 285 C :

an objection to the decree which he could have taken,

but has not taken , by way of appeal, must before the

day of hearing furnish to this court a plain and con .

cise statement of the grounds of objection to the

judgment, decree, or order appealed against, such

—LAWRIE, A.C.J.-I am of opinion that the District

Judge exercised a right discretion in extending the

time for shewing cause and in allowing a copy of the
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pelition to be served on the respondents rather than ombo, No. 491 C and No. 492 C (9 S.C.C. 126) dors

discharge the order nisi. ( am against the appel- not appear to be in point. There the motion for

lants on the first ground of their appeal. I am with judgment was successfully attacked. Here there was

them on the second ground . I think they were no direct attack upon the order nisi which prima

entitled to the costs of the discussion in which they facie had been properly made. The objection was

successfully resisted the making absolute the order limited to this , viz. , that the order nisi had not bren

nisi. properly served . This is not the same as attacking

the order on the ground either of a better claim to

I would vary the order of February 17 by finding letters of administration on the part of the respondent

the respondents entitled to the costs of that discuz- or on the ground that the order was irregularly mode

sion . No costs of this appeal. in the first instance. Affirmed , costs according to

order in D. C. Colombo, No. 285 C.
WITHERS, J. - Agreed .

LAWRIE, A. O. J. - Agreed.

On the same day the following judgments with

regard to the appeal in D. C. Colombo, No. 284 C ,

were delivered : Present :—WITHERS, J.

: 0 :

( September 15 and 22, 1592.)

C.R.Panadura,} FERNANDO V. THEMABIB.

Immoveable property - Interest in land - License 10

draw toddy-- Possession- Notarial instrument

Ordinance No. 7 of 1840 , section 2 .

WITHERS, J.-An order nisi granting petitioner

letters of adminis : ration to the estate of one Aleema

Omma deceased was passed subject to the usual

condition that it should take effect in the event

of the respondent not slewing cause against it on

the day appointed by the order for that purpose .

The day originally appointed by the order was

January 26, 1893, and on that day This respondent

put in an appearance by his proctor stating that he

had cause to shew against the order. The matter

Wis adjourned to February 9 , and then February 16

followiig. The cause shewn on this ay was that a

copy of the petition had not been served on the

respor.dent. Whereupon the learned judge made

order suspending the order nisi by extending it time

for service on the respondent of copy of the petition

on which the order was founded , in accordance with

the requirements relating to matters of summary

procedure, and he refused to direct the petitioner to

pay this respondent's costs.

An agreement, by which an owner of land lets the

cocoanut trees standing thereon for drawing toddy and

which involves a license to enter upon the land for

that specific purpose only, is not one affecting an

interest in land and need not therefore be contained

in a notarial instrument.

The facts are sufficiently disclosed in the judgment

of the Supreme Court.

The defendants appealed from a judgment entered

against them .

Peiris for the appellants.

Cur, adv. vult.

On September 22 , 1892, the following judgment

was delivered :

It is from this order that appeal has been taken .

I very much question if this is an appealable order,

but as counsel's attention was not directed to this

point I shall say no more about it . I think the

order was right and should be affirmed . The order

nisi not having been duly served on this respondent,

he was not bound to appear on the day appointed to

shew cause against the order. He elected, however,

to appear on that day , and having so elected he was

bound either to shew cause against the order being

made absolute on its merits, or to satisfy the court

that the order nisi had been improperly granted in

the first instance, He did neither the one nor the

other, and the utmost indulgence he could expect was

to have the service duly completed and time given

him to shew cause thereafter. This is in effect what

was done.

The case oiced by respondent's counsel, D. C. Col.

WITHERS, J.-This is an action for treepass to

land , and the defendants attempt to resist the claim

for damages arising out of the alleged trespass by

saying that they coupled twenty- five cocoanut trees

on plaintiff's land under an agreement by which

those trees were let to them to be tapped for toddy.

The commissioner has held thut this defence is not

available in law to the defendants, becaase the

agreement pleaded is one affecting an interest in

land and was hit by our local statute of frauds. If

the agreement was for the exclusive possession of

the land , on which the trees stood, to enable the

defendants to enjoy this profit a prendre, I should

be disposed to agree with the commissioner. If,

however, the license to enter this land is to extend to
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the purpose of drawing toldy from a certain nmnbir

of coconut trees growing on it , thien I think this

license does not pass an interest in land. See this

principle discussed in C. R. Ratnapura, No. 1,056 ,

Ram . ( 1860-62 ) 102 .

The judgment is therefore set aside and the case

remitted for trial in due course . The defendants

must have their costs in appeal .

Set aside.

: 0 :

Present :-LAWRIE, A.C. J. , and WITHERS, J.

(May 9 and 16 , 1899. )

D. C. Colombo,

No. 2,533 C. Stork v.Orchard.

Landlord and tenant - Action for rent - Misdescrip

tion ofland demised - Representation as to acre

age - Fraud - Reduction of rent - Reform of the

instrument of demise - Defence- Counter- claim

Remedy.

say that previous to and at the time of the execution

of the said indenture tl.e plaintiff represented to the

defendants that the extent of tea under cultivation

in the said estate was 80 acres and the plaintiff

purported by the said indenture to lease to the

defendants 80 acres of growing teil on the said estate ,

and the rent which the defendants agreed to pay to

the plaintiff was calculated and agreed upon on the

representation of the plaintiff and belief by the

defendants in consequence of such representation , that

there were 80 acres of growing tea on the said

estate , but the defendants subsequently disc.vered

that the extent under tea cultivation was not 80 acres

but only 47 acres 3 roods and 18 perches". They then

alleged that on this discovery they applied to plaintiff

to reduced proportionately tbe rate of future rent

and to make a proportionate refund of the rent

already paid , that plaintiff offered to reduce the

future rent by Rs . 300 per annum but refused to

refund any portion of the rent paid, and that they

therefore declined to accept the offer and, as they

lawfully might, refused to pay the rent reserved by

the lease for the three quarters in question . They

further averred that they were entitled to a refund

of the excess of rent already paid , amounting to

Rs . 1,200, and to be credited with a sum of Rs. 200 a

quarter on the rent now claimed by plaintiff and that

there would then be due by plaintiff to defendants a

sum of Rs. 300. The answer concluded with the

following prayer : - " That plaintiff's action may be

dismissed with costs, that it be decreed that defend

ants are entitled from the date of the said indenture

until the detarmination thereof to a prop rtionate

reduc!ion of the rent payable under the said indın

ture , that this court do after due inquiry fix the am aunt

of such proportionate redne ion if the ( fen lants'

estimate thereof be found to be rong, and that the

court do or ler an account to lie taken in the above

footing of the rent reserved from March 1 , 1890 , to

May 31, 1892 , and defendants be credited with the

said sum of Rs. 300), or such other sum as may be

found due to them , as ag: inst the rent falling due

for the quarter from June 1 to August 31 , 1892, or

the plaintiff condemned in reconvention to pay the

said sum of Rs . 300 " .

In a question as to the defence to an action of

covenant for rent arising out of the acreage of land

demised being found to be less than that stated in the
instrument of demise

Held, per Lawrie, A. C. J. - Where there is no fravd

on the part of the lessor and the lessee gets the whole

estate or corpus which he meant to take on lease , an

error in the description of the property as consisting

of so many acres does not entitle the lessee to a

reduction of the rent. But where the lessee does not

get the whole estate , he may claim either aproportion

ate reduction of the rent, or a recision of the contract

as fouuded upon an error in essentialibus.

Per Withers, J ., - Irrespective of fraud, where a

lease is ad quantitatem and the extent of land is found

to be less than the lease purported to demise, the

lessee is entitled to a reduction of the rent. He must,

however, claim this relief by bringing the actio locati

himself , or if he is sued by the lessor, he must affirm

atively demand, by way of counter -claim , a reform of
the instrument of demise as to the quantity of land

and as to the amount of rent payable thereunder, and

a diminution of the past and future rent . But in the

absence of such counter-claim and the instrument

standing unreformed , he has no defence to an action

on the part of the lessor for payment of arrears of rent

or for re-entry .

The plaintiff, as lessor to defendants of a coconut

and tea estate known as Commilla Estare under

an instrumentof demise dated March 7 , 1890 , sued

defendants for arrears of rent due for the quarters

ending September 1 , 1891 , December 1 , 1891, and

March 1 , 1892, and for declaration of forfeiture of

the lease under the conditions of the instrument of

denrise .

1

The plaintiff in his replication denied the alleged

representation , and said that before the agreement

for the lease lie bad put the defendants on inquiry as

to the acreage of tea , &c . , and that they had inspected

the estate and satisfied themselves thereof before the

lease was entered into .

The defendants , admitting the non - payment of the

rent claimed , pleaded as fillows :- The defendants
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as

At the trial there was a conflict of evidence as to the lessee having received the whole estate which he

allered representation , but the District Judge came to meant to take on lease, be is not entitled to abate

the conclusion that , during the negotiations for the inent from the price on account of a mere error in

lease, acreages were mentioned but only approxiin itely setting forth the property, by way of description, as

and without any assurance of their accuracy. It consisting of so many acres or yielding such an

also appeared that while the deed was being drafted amount of rental. On the other hand, when the

by the notary one of the defendants wrote to the lessee does not get the whole estate, he may eitlier

notary that the acres of land under different kinds of claim a de laction in respect of the part of the subject

cultivation shouid be put in the lease, but he men- thus withhell, wherever it is so distinct that its

tioned no figures himself. In reply the notary wrote : value my be separate l, or insist, on the ground of

“ Dr. Stork (plaintiff) has given me the approximate error in essentialibus, apon a restitutio in integrum .

exterit of the several plantations on the estate , as hº The latter remedly is available in all cases where the

is not in possession of a general plan shewing the contract can be shewn to have proceeded in total

exact extent of each plantation. The extents given, misconception, and is available to the lessor equally

he assures me, are as ne irly accurate as possible.” with the le -see. I am of opinion that the lesseus

As a result of this, the property was described in the here got th : whole esta'e which they meant to take

schedule to the lease as “ all that coconut and tea on lease . They had seen it more than once ; it lay

plantation comprising twelve allotments all lying within a riug fence ; they got all the land they expected

contiguous to each other and now forming one pro- to get. If there was an error in the description,

perty called and known the Comila Estate , the doctrine of caveat emptor applies ; but I think

containing in extent 310 acres more or less, and that there was not an error in essentialibus, and the

consisting of about 180 acres under coconut error in setting forth , by way of description , the

cultivation, about 80 acres under tea, about 20 acres manner in which the land was planted , the extent

of paddy land , about 15 acres reserve forest, and under one cr ip, the extent under another, the quantity

about 15 acres chena land." of woodland , did not give them a right to abatement

or to restitutio in intergrum . I would therefore

The District Judge considered that under these give judgment for plaintiff with costs.

circumstances there was a representation by plaintiff

as to the acreage under the various kinds of cultiva
WITHERS, J.-By an indenture made between

tion , and notwithstanding that one of the defendants

had visited the estate and informed himself of parti
him and the defendants on March 7, 1890 , the

culars, as the plaintiff suffered the representation to
plaintiff deinised and leased to the defendants what

is described in the plaint as “ all that coconut and
appear in the agreement, the learned Judye relying

upon Voet 19. 2. 26 and 18. 1.7 ,

tea plantation called and known as Comilla Estate"
the case of

Smith v . Land and House Property Corporation , 51
for a term of five years from March 1 , 1890, at a

Law Times 718 , held that the defendants were
yearly rent of Rs . 2,000 payable quarterly on the first

entitled to a refund of all overpayments and to a

day of March, June, September, and December in

reduction of future rent. He fixed the amount of
each and every year. The payment of rent as

aforesaid was covenanted for by the defendants. There
reduction at I and upon a calculation of the gross

yield of all the plantations he reduced the rental by
is a stipulation in the ins rument of demise that if

the rents thereby reserved shall b: behind and unpaid
Rs. 525 a year, and as on this basis the defendants

for thirty days after any of the days or dates on
had paid all rent due at the date of the action he

held they had not forfeited the lease , and dismissed
which the same shall become due and payable, it

shall be lawful for the lessor to cancel and determine

plaintiff's action .

the leise and to re-enter and take possession of the

The plaintiff appealed . premises and to recover the arrears of rent.

Layard, A.-G. , (Morgan with him) for the

appellant. The plaintiff under this stipulation claims to

Dornhorst (Grenier with him ) for the defendants. recover the premises as well as arrears of rent which

Cur. adv. vult.
were behind and unpaid for thirty days on three

successive quarters, i.e., September 1 and December 1,

On May 16 , 1893 , the following judgments were 1891 , and March 1 , 1892 , the breach of covenant

delivered :
to pay rent in terms of the demise being plain

LAWRIE, A. C. J.-I take the law to be that, in tiff's cause of action . The answer to this claim

the absence of fraud on the part of the lessor, where commences with an admission of the plaintiff's

lands are leased and there is no dispute as to the legal right to have what he is here suing for, and is

and upon
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followed by what is intended as an equitable defence. extent short of enormis laesio, and the authority

The second paragraph of the answer contains the was cired of Voet 18. 1. 7. On the contrary,

case of the defence, the nature of which is not, to my this very chapter of Voet is an authority for the

mind , very clear. However, I take it to be this :- statement that this contract of lease w: 18 at least as

"you, the plaintiff, represented that the estate you let much ad quantitatem as ad corpus, and the discrepan

to us for a term of years comprised within its boun- cy being & " notable " one, the price should be pro

daries a block of 80 acres in tea which induced us to portionately reducer . Purchases and sales are there

offer to you th: rent appearing in the executed lease ; being discussed , but letting and hiring was in

as & m:itter of fa :1 there was a deficiency of mure this respect governed on the same principles.

than 80 acrt's 118 regards the block of tea , and we are See the authority cited to us in Voet 19. 2. 26 ;

entitled to liave the rent reduced proportionately : and “ If the lessor 2.18 made out the property to

when what we have overpaid you is set off against be much larger than it is actually found to be, the

the reduced rents admittedly in arrear, it will be rent must also be reduced in propriion to the smaller

found that we owe you nothing on account of rent, extent of ground ." The rendee in the ove case had

and you are therefore not entitled to eject us." his relief under the actio empti, and the lessee under

the actio locati. I conceive, then, that in the circum.

What is not quite clear to me is whether the stances the defendants were entitleu to a diminuion

defendants intend to allege in the second paragraph of of runt in view of the deficiency of the acreage under

their answer that the calculation of rent was with tea, but the question remains, to what relief, if any,

the knowledge of the lessor principally and mainly does this detence set up by the defendants en : itle

based on the extent of land under tea and that the them ? It appears to me that the equitable defence

bum eventually offered , and accepted, was settled by set up grows out of a right of counter-claim and

and because of the representation that as much 23 exists only because of the right in the defend

80 acres of the land demised was under tea. If ants to claim a diminution of the rent, past, pres

this is what is meant by the defence, I will dispose of ent and future, a reform of the instrument of

it at once by saying , as the learned District Judge deinise as to the quantity of land unler tea and as

finds, chut the facts proved do not support the sug. to the amount of rent payable thereunder in conse

gestion , to put it briefly, that the Comilla Estate was quence of the diminution they prove themselves

Jet and hire i as a tea estate und little or nothing entitled to. They must, in my opinion, successfully

more. If it is meant as I should construe it , viz . , " our establish this afirmative demand to justify the

offer of rent was as high as it was because of the judgment herein dismissing the plaintiff's claim
representation that 80 acres were in tea and we with costs. On the lease as it stands oureformed ,

must have our rent reduced proportionately as 30 they have no defence to the claim for re-entry or the

acres and odd were not under tea” , that is another

matter.
payment of arrears of rent. They do not allege

What demised according to the

their readiness to hold to the lºase, with a rent
instrument of demise was “ all that coconut and tea

plantation und estate comprising 12 allotments
diminished by the amount found in their favour. It

of land all lying contiguous to each other and now
was, be it remembered, open to the defendants, on

forming one property called and known as the discovery of the difference of extent of land ander

Comille Estate .........containing in extent about tea, to have brought an actio locati to have the lease

810 acres more or less and in the schedule hereto reformed, the rent diminished proportionately, and a

declaration that the excess overpaid should go in

reduction of the rents accrued due. They did no : do
during the negotiations for the lease, the following

particulars were added : - " and consisting of about
80 ; they held to the land and refused to pay the

150 acres under coconut cultivation, abont 80
arrears of rent; they tendered nothing in the way of

acres under tea , about 20 acres of paddy land,
rent; they have brought nothing into court in satis.

ubout 15 acres of reserved forest, and about 15 acres faction of rent accrued due, and no doubt they justify

of chena land." this to themselves on the ground that so far from

their having anything to pay they are entitled at

It ie admitted that the plaintiff's misrepresent- the date of action brought to recover something

ation as to the acreage under tea was quite innocent, from the plaintiff. To my mind the only defence

80 that no question of deceit is bere raised. It was which could extinguish plaintiff's right of action as

contended, but I think unsuccessfully, that as this herein instituted would be a countı r-cliim of the

was a lease of premises ad corpus, fraud must be nature of the claim I have just indicated . I consi.

alleged and proved against the lessor before the der the defence a mutilated one, so to speak, and of

prico coald be reduced on account of a diminished Do avail against plaintiff's legal rights. And for

was

more particularlydescribed" -a scheduletowhich, de
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this reason I would set aside the judgment and give del vered by plaintiff to defendant on October 10,

plaiutiff judgment as prayed for with costs. 1891.” This amendment was made on October 18,

1892. To this the defendant pleaded prescription.

My inclination would hive been to follow the law The comissioner considered that the facts constituted

relating to the actiones redhibitoria et quanti minoris an unwritten promise contract or bargain within the

for the recision of contracts of sale or a diminution meaning of section 8 of the Ordinanc No. 22 of 1871

of the price on account of defec's ( vitia ) in the sub.
and held that the action was not barred and gave

ject matter, which did not avail the buyer who had judgmeut for the plaintiff.

every opportunity, as these defendants had before

lease executed, of discovering the defects before The defcudant appealed.

buying the article, if I could have found an authority

for doing so , but according to Voet 21. 1. 11 . Wendt, for the appellant contended that the claim

neither remedy appliel to the contract of letting on the money count was distinctly an action for

and hiring . I cannot help expressing an opinion goods sold and delivered and came within section 9

that the learned Julge in the court below has of the Ordinance . The amendment amounted to the

found his estimate of the diminished rent on an er- instirution of a new action , and at that date more

roneous basis. We are not informed what the 3V odd than a year had elapsed from the sale, and the action

acres con sisted of, whether of soil under jungle, or was therefore barred.

paldy or chena, or bare svil, but I take it, the

difference would have to be found in the letting value Loos, for the plaintiff. The action had commenced

of the estate with the soil of 30 oild acres under at the original institution of the p'aint, and the

jungle or paridy or chena or bare soil, as the case amendment of the plaint by adding a new count for

may be, and 30 odd acres uuder tea . the cousideration of the promissory note did not

consitute a new action. At all events the claim on

Reversed . the money count must be taken to relate back to the

original filing of the plaint.

::0 :

Cur. adv. vult.

Present :-WITHERS, J.

On May 25, 1893, the following judgment was

(May 18 and 25 , 1893.)
delivered :

C. R. Colombo, WITHERS, J. - In this action , instituted on July
No. 4,126. ,} Morais v. Dras.

15 , 1892 , the cause of action arose on a promissory

note , but that was thrown out. The plaint was

amended on October 18 , 1892 , by adding this para .
Prescription - Amendment of plaint - Addition ofa

new cause of action - Relation back to writ ofsum
grapb ---“ That defendant is likewise indebted to

mons - Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 , sections 8 and 9 .
plaintiff in Rs . 100, being balance due for valne of

a pony sold and delivered by plaintiff to defendant at

his reqnest at Colombo on October 10, 1891." Thia
Where after the institution of an action on a pro

missory note the plaint was amended by the addition
was met by the defence that this cause of action had

of an alternative count for goods sold and delivered- not accrned to plaintiff within one year of the date

of the claim made by plaintiff, viz., October 18 , 1892 .
Held, that this new cause of action related back

But section 9 of Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 , which
to the date of the original writ of summons and the

period of limitation in respect thereto should be
applies to the case, enacts that no action shall be

reckoned up to that date and not up to the date of the
maintainable for goods sold and delivered unless

amendment of the plaint. the action be brought within one year after the debt

shall have become due. The amendment was allowed

The plaintiff in his plaint, dated July 15, 1892,
and entered on October 18 , 1892. This new cause,

originally declared upon & promissory note for
however, relates back to the date of the original writ

Rs. 100. The defendant took exception to the note in July 1892, and is therefore not barred , as the

on the ground of its being insulliciently stamped, original writ was within one year from October 10,

and this ol jection having bern uphe'd, the plaintiff 1891 , when the debt became due.

was allowerl to amend his plaint by adding a money

count, which the plaintiff accordingly did by plcad
For this reason the judgment must be affirmed ,

ing that defendant was indebted to plaintiff in the

aum olaimed for “ bulance value of a pony sold and Afirmed .
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Present :-LAWRIE, A. C. J. , and WITHERS, J. claim on the ground of their own title under the

Fiscal's sale , and pleaded other defences wbich are

(May 30 and June 6 , 1893.) not inaterial to this report.

D. C. Colombo,
At the trial , the District Judge tried as a prelimi

nary matter of liw going to the root of the action

Mortgage - Mortgagee's decree - Seizure - Claim
the question whether the mortyage decree in No.

Action to set aside claim— Validity ofmortgagce's
2,938 was good and valid , or obtained wrongfully

ani exparte. It appeared that the mostyagor alone
decree as against claimant - Rules and Orders of

1833 — Civil Procedure Code, section 247 .
was sued in that action , which was cominenced on

December 5 , 1889 , and which comprised a prayer

In an action to recover a mortgage debt, instituted that the mortgaged property might be declared spe

prior to the enactment of the Civil Procedure Code, the cially bound and executable for the judgment prayed

plaint prayed for a mortgagee's decree declaring the

mortgaged land specially bound aud executable for the for ; that the summons to defendant called upon

debt. The suminous to defendant, and the rule nisi for him to appear and answer the “ claim of the plaintiff

default of appearance to the summons, onlycalled upon

defendant to answer the money claim on the bond, but
to recover Rs. 755.61 due and payable under his

did not mention the prayer for a mortgagee's decree. bond dated December 14 , 1876, and interest thereon

Judgment was passed by default of appearance, with a ar, & per cent. from November 23 , 1888 , till payment

special mortgagee's decree as prayed.
in full and costs" ; that upon defendant's failure

Held, that the mortgagee's decree was regularly

obtained , and so long as it remained ofrecord bound the
to appear a rule nisi had issued calling upon him

land and could notbe questioned by any party claiming to shew cause why judgment should not be entered

the land by title acquired subsequent to such decree. against him for default of appearing to the summons ;

and that defendant not appearing to this rule it was
Action under section 247 of the Civil Procedure

made absolute on February 12, 1890 .
Code to have certain land declared executable under

plaintiff's judgment. The district judge held that the mortgage decree

was good and valid and bad not been obtained

The plaintiff as mortgagee, having on Februiry wrongfully or ex parte.

12 , 1890 , obtained judgment in D. C. Colombo. No.
The defendanta appealed.

2,938 against his mortgagor for a balance sum , with

à declaration that the mortgaged land was specially Dornhorst ( Bawa and Loos with him) for the

bound and executable on the footing of the mort- appellants. The plaintiff's action is misconceived .

gage, which was dated December 14, 1876, seized He should have proceeded by the ordinary hypothe

that land (the Galla Estate ) in execution, when it cary action on his mortgage against the defendants,

was claimed by the defendants, who were in posses- as parties rightfully in po- session by title acquired

sion by virtue of a Fiscal's sale of the esi ate held ou subsequently to the mortgage . The true scope of

January 3 , 1891 , on the footing of a mortgage to wine an action under section 247 is to have it declared ,

Siman Fernando dated January 23, 1888. The as against a party whose possession and claim of

claim having been upheld and the land released title were wrongful, that the land is executable. The

from seizure, the present action was brought. The possession of the defendants here was perfectly law .

defendants in their answer " denied that the judg. ful, and the mortgage-decree could ouly be made

ment entered in case No. 2,938 , declaring the Galla effectual as against them by suing them afresh and

Estate specially bound and executable for the establishing a valid encumbrance on the land. (D.

amount in the said case , was a good and valid decla- C. Matara No. 29,149 , 2 8. C. C. 80. ) This con

ration , and said that the said declaration was obtain- struction of section 247 was pressed upon this

ed wrongfully and ex parte ". They justified the court in a recent case* and not adopted ; but

1

* Present :-LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ .

(March 17 and 22, 1898.)

D. C. Negombo

No. 574.

The plaintiff, holding a primary mortgage from second

defendant dated April 21 , 1884, obtained a mortgagee's

decree against him , issued execution on June 26, 1891, and

} ARNoыв v. Aыв.

in July, 1891, seized in execution the land wortgaged,

whenit was claimed by first defendant and the claim

upheld by the court. The first defendant made title

under a secondary mortgage dated December 24, 1888,

upon which he had obtained judgment (prior to the

institution of plaintiff's mortgage suit) and bought the

property in execution on May 19, 1891.

The District Judge held that plaintiff had failed to es

tablish his mortgage right as against the first defendant;
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we would ask the Court's reconsideration of the Wendt (de Saram with him) for the plaintiff.

point. Then plaintiff's mortg ge decree was iin- The contention as to the proper construction of

properiy obtained and do's not bind the land in section 247 has been expressly overruled in the

defendants' bands. A mortgage bond comprising in Negombo case cited , and it is submitted will not now

on instrument two different and distinct contracts, be re-opened. Besides, it makes a difference that

the one the debt, the otver the cbarve on the land ; the defendats' title was acquired subsequently to

and this has been recognized both in the Privy the decree in plaintiff's favour on the mortgage.

Council and in this court . (Lindsay v . The Oriental They could not have been made parties to the mort.

Bank Corporation, 13 Moo . P.1 , 426 ; D. C. Jaffna , gage suit, and cannot go behind the decree therein .

No. 5,156, 2 S. C. C. 5. ) Now , the summons to the This also touches the 8: cond point made on the

defendant in action No. 2,9 :38 merely called upon
appeal. It is submitted the mortgagee's decree was

bim to answer a claim for a small balance of the rigularly obtained. It is the debt that is the prio

debt and give him no notice of a prayer for a inort
cipal matter , the security on the land is merely an

gage decree ; vise (esp cially in view of the facts accessory. The defend :unt was cited to answer to

p'eaded in our answer ) be would have appeared and the hinn for the debt as due on the lond, and that

objected to that part of laintiff's prayer. His non- mus be taken to give him notice that plaintiff

appearauce c uld only be construed as a consent to woull avail himself of the security created by the

the plaintiffs obtaining the specific relief named in boul. The very motion of the bond was sufficient

the summous and rule nisi. It would have been to put the defendant upon inquiry , if (is now alleged )

different under the present ( odle roc dure, where the bon i had been discharg d by the arrangement

the deled ut is served with the plaint as well as plea led . The summons and rule nisi were in

summons, and so has ample notice. The defendant
the form usually adopted unler the Rules and Orders

inight liimself have had the mortgage decree expung .
of 1833 , which merely required that the " cause of

ed as passed without notice t ) bim , and it is sub. action ” set forth in the libel should be intimated to

mitted the pr sent deſenlants, third parties purchas. defendant. But even putting the preserit defendants

ing withont no.ie, are in no worse position . Failing in the position of the mortgager, it is not sufficient

the montage decree, plaintiff's whole action fails , for them to point to the defect in the summons.

as def'ndants were the lawful owners of the land The decree may have been entered up wiih the full

and in possession at the date of seizure.
knowledge and concurrence of the mortgagor. Had

a stranger, not having averred or proved that there was

co : sideration for the mortgage, or any part of the debt

subsis: ing. He therefore dismissed the action. The

plaiutiff appealed.

Dornhorst ( Wexdt with him ) for the appellant.

Fernando for the defendant.

Cur. adv. vult.

On March 22 the following judgments were delive

ered :

plaintiff's decrec now sought to be enforced. Heaverred

that the decree was a covinous decree obtained by con

sent of parties with intent specially to defraud him , the

defendant. He further alleged that the second defen

dant was not the owner of the premises at the date ofthe

alleged mortgage to the plaintiff, and lastly he put in , or

rather suggested, a well known equitable defence to the

effect that the priority of plaintiff's mortgage could not
avail him in the circuinstances of the case. The latter

plea is too shadowy to be taken into account, and may

be dismissed from consideration.

WITHERS , J.-1 was not able to appreciate the dis

tinction which Mr. Dornhorst drew between an action

by a mortgagec under section 247 of the Civil Procedure

Code to have property successrully claimed by a third

party sold in execution of a decreein his favour and an

ordinary hypothecatory action against a stranger in pos.

session of a inortga eit property, as regards the require

ments of proof of matter in support of either claim

requirements to be found in many decided cases, such as

IS. C. C. 83, 2 S. C. C. 80, 35. C. C. 99. &c . As at p.e.

sent advised, I think the allegations aud proof should be

tue same in both cases.

Theplaint was a compendious statement of the fact

that plaintiff had a subsisting debt originally created by

a mortgage which had passed into a decree against the

seconddefendant and which he sought to satisfy out of
the property secured to him therefor. That is the claim

iu substance. In point of form the plaint is bad, but,as

I said before, the defendant did not object to it as he

well might have done for its defect of form . He took it

as he found it, and he answered it. He knew well

enough what he was answering. He endeavoured to

resist the plaintiff's claim on various grounds, which
have failed .

So far then I agree with the learned judge in

his construction of plaintiff's plaint in this action ,
but his dismissal of the action in consequence, a

step which would deprive the plaintiff altogether of

bis security for wilat is prima facie a just claim , is
another watter. It was open to the defendant in his

answer to object to the detective character of the plaint

on the grounds specified by the learned judge and so
euforce au amendinent or withdrawal. He did notchoose

to do this but set up a defence in the nature of a con.

fession and avoidance. He said he was waster in law of

I would set aside the judgment and give judgment
for plaintiff declaring that an undivided half of the

premises described in his plaint and claimed by the first

defendant herein is liable to be sold in execution of the

decree in his ( plaiutiff's) favour in the suit against the
second defendant therein referred to. Thatwas what

he shouldhave prayed for, and by a careless piece of

pleading did not. His prayer can easily be amended.

Set aside with costs.

LAWRIE, J. , concurred .

Set aside.
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he himself moved to set aside the decree, he surely

must have negauved this . The defend :ints have not

called the mortgagor, nor have they submitted any

other material in this behalf. They merely print to

the decree purporting to be pronounced by default of

appearance . It is submit'ed that is not sufficient.

Further, this point does not dispose of the whole

action , for plaintiff has pleaded matter in ihe nature

of an estoj pel against defendants, and that has still

to be determined .

and odd with interest at 8 per cent. due and

payable under defendant's bond of December 14 ,

1876. Drieberg did not appear to that summons,

whereupon a rule nisi was taken out by the plaintiff

requiring him on Fibruary 12 , 1890 , to slow cause

why judgment should not be entered against him

for defanit of appearing. A cipy of this rule nisi

was served on the defendant, and in consequence

of the defen -lant not appearing to the role nisi it

was ordered that the rule should be mad : absolute

and that judgment should be entered against the

defendant in terms of the libel . Then followed

the decrie for the payment by defendant to plaintiff

of lis . 750 odd with interest and costs and a decree

deciaring Galla Estate specially found and executable

for the money decree on the footing of the mortgage.

in

Dornhorst in reply. The mortgaged decree pur

ports on its face to be one by default, and the record

therefore excludes any suggestion of consent. The

defendant ne ver appeared at all .

Cur, adr. pull.

On June 6 the following jnilgments were de

livered :

WITHERS, J. - This is an action within the purview

of section 247 of the Civil Procedure Code to have

certain property successfully claimed by the defend .

ants declared liable to be solil in execution of a

decrre recovered by the plaintiff against one John

Frederick Drieberg on February 12 , 1890. One of

the grounds on which this action is resisted is that

the judgment referred to in the third paragraph of

the plaint declaring this property, which then

belonged to the said judgment-debtor Drieberg,

bound and executable for the money recovered on a

bond in the action in the District Court of Colombo

No. 2,938 , was invalid and wrongfully obtained.

This plea was not taken exception to by the plaintiff,

and issue was joined upon it , and this matter of law

was isolated froin other issues and tried and deter

mined by the District Judge on the day fixed for the

trial of the action . The issue so tried was settled

by the learned judge as follows : - " Whether the

declaration in the action No. 2,938 of this court

that the Galla Estate was specially bound and

executable therefor was a good and valid declara

tion .” The issue is really a compound of fact and

law ; and of the facts which entered into it these

are proved—the action No. 2,938 against Drieberg

was to recover the balance of a principal sum of

money and interest due upon a bond and to have a

judicial sale of property specially mortgaged in the

same bond in satisfaction of the debt due thereunder.

Such was the object of the action , and such the

prayer for relief.

It was contended on this state of ficis that it

judgment on a cause of action against a person who

has not been cited to answer that cause is so palpably

wrong that it cannot operate. No one can have

a decree signed against him behind his back without

in oppor. unity of being lieard . It was argued that

such a mortgaged bond as that on which judginent

was recovered against Driebeg comprises two distinct

causes of action , one on the dest and one on the

contract of hypothec, and reference Wils made in

support of this distinction to Lindsar v . Oriental

Bank Corporation, 13 Muo . P. C. 420. Also refer

ence was made to well - known decisions of our courts

holding that a simple money decre obtained in an

action instituted both to recover a mortgage debt

and realise the security does not bind the security as

a special mortgage for the debt, so that a purchaser

of the security after that decree would by unbarmed

by the decrec.

It is clear from the summons and the rule nisi

thit no express intimativi was given by either to

Drieivery of his creilitor's intention to foreclose the

mortgage as well as recover the debt due by it ; but

was there not sufficient intimation ? The securities

of bond and mortgage were in one instrument, and

if the mortgage simply secured the payment of the

debt due under the bond, was not the debt the

one cause of action which gave the creditor the

right both to pursue the debtor and his mortgage,

and not the reference to the bond in

the sumipons a sufficient intimation of the cause

of action on the mortgage as well as on the

bond ? I cannot help thinking so. This being so,

as long as the mortgage decree stood in the record

it bound the land and those purcbasing it subsequent

ly to the decree. The bond is not before us , and

we do not know its nature, but was it not for Mr.

Dornhorst to prove that no cause of action ha

WAS

The Rules and Orders of procedure in force at that

time ( 1889) required the summons which issued

on the filing of the libel to “ intimate the cause of

action set forth in the libei” . Now, the summons

issued in case No. 2,938 required the defendant

Drieberg to answer tlic claim to recover Rs. 755
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being in writing as required by the Ordinance No. 7

of 1810 , t . e action was not misintainable . The

coinmissioner held that plaintiff could recover the

money actually paid by him , and as he found on the

evidence that plaintiff ' had prid only Rs . 52 , he gave

bim judgmı nt for that amount and interest as claimed.

accruell on the contrict of mortgave ? I can well

und rstand a conduional mortgage co -existing with

a simple bond . The debtor might acknowledge the

sum to be clue, l : ut it might be agreed that the secu

rity should not be liable to be judicially suld until

some condition precedent had been fulfilled. This

state of things would be much more in Mr. Dorn

liorst's furrour, but there is no prooi of this state of

things. Holding as I do that Drieberg's summons

was sufficient to give him intimation of the two- fold

claim arising out of the mortgaye bond, I am bound

to hold that the mortgage decree remained operative

until reversed , and bound the land in the hands of

the purchasers who bought it subsequently to the

decree.

The defendant appealed.

Grenier for the appellant.

Sampa yo for the plaintiff.

Cur, adv. vult.

On April 25 , 1893, the following judgment was

delivered :

This being so , it becomes unnecessary to touch

other points raised in the interesting argument on

this question. I am for affirming the judgment on

this issue with costs of the trial thereof in the court

below and of the argument in appeal.

LAWRIE, A. C. J.-I agree .

Affirmed

0 :

Withers, J .-- I think the judgment must be aftirm

ed except in so far as it allows plaintiff interest on

the sum of money he has recovered by the judgment.

I ll cline to give him interest by way of damages,

for he himself clearly failed punctually to execute

his part of the contract referred to in his plaiut.

I was ceituinly under the impression that payment

made by a person under a contract with which he

could not be charged for want of evidence to satisfy

our statute of frauds should be regarded as a volun

tary payment and therefore not recoverable in a

court of law . Such I understand to be the tenor of

English decisions. However, it has beed ruled

otherwise by this court. C. R. Panwilla No.

3,713, Gren . ( 1873-74) Po . II . , p . 3f . Sitting alone

I follow that decision .

Julgment must therefore go for plaintiff for

Rs , 52 without interest but with costs,

Affirmed .

Present :-WITHERS, J.

(March 9 and April 25, 1893. )

C.N..), bem,} Grigoris v . TILLEKERATNE.

Frauds and perjuries— Verbal agreement for lease

Refund ofmoney paid on such agreement- Nota

rial instrument - Ordinance No. 7 of 18 10.

-10 :

Money paid in pursuance of a contract , which is

void under the Ordinance No. 7 of 1840 for want of a

110tarial instrument but which is not performed , is

recoverable by action .

C.R. Panwilla No. 3,713, Gren . ( 1873-74 ) Pt. II . ,

p. 34, followed .

The plaintiff agreed with defendant by parol to

take on lease from defendant a piece of land for a

term of 4 years at a rental of Rs. 210 , of which the

plaintiff alleged he was to pay Rs. 100 in advance

and the balance amount at the execution of the deed

of lease . He alleged that he paid to defendant a

sum of Rs. 82 , that he subsequently tendered a fur

ther sum of of Rs . 18 , and required defendant to exe

cute and grant a deed of lease, but that defendant

refused and failed to do so , and he now claimed a

refund of the sum of Rs. 82 paid in advance with

interest thereon from the date of payment. The

defendant, among other things, pleaded that plaintiff

had paid him only Rs . 52 and denied the tender of

Rs . 15, and at the trial lie further took the

ubjection that , the agreement for the lease uot

Present :-LAWRIE , A. ( . J., and WITHERS, J.

( June 6 and 13 , 1893. )

D.C. Kalutara ,

No. 626 . } MORAES VEDRALE V. ANDRIS APPU.

Civil Procedure - Claim in execution - Mortgage

decrce, enforcement of - Claimant's title acquired

subsequent to mortgage - Action under section 247

of the Civil Proccdure Code - Hypothecary action

-Roman Dutch Law - Practice.

In the case of a mortgage, where a person in pos.

session of the property upon a title acquired under the

mortgagor subsequently to the mortgage is not made

a party to the mortgage suit, such person can right

fully claim the property when seized in execution

under a mortgage decree obtained by the mortgagee

agaiust the mortgagor.

Au action under section 247 of the Civil Procedure

Code, so far as regards an executiou -creditor, is limited

to the purpose of having it declared that the property

seized is liable to be sold in execution of his decree .

Consequently, such action is not available to the holder
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of a mortgage decree against a successful claimant, He ad nits th :it the third defendant was entitled to

whose title , though derived from the mortgagor, is not the premises described in the eighth paragraph of
subject to or affected by the mortgage decree , but in

order to realise the mortgaged property in the hands
the answer of the appellants and he admits that

of such claimant, the decree -holder inust bring a dis The third defendant's wife died intestate leaving

tinct and separate hypothecary action as contemplated tiec clil 1 n . He does not deny the arerment

by the Roman Dutch Law. that third defindant's wife died about one year

before answer tile l . He il loniti so that the share

Action under section 217 of the Civil Procedure
claimed by the appellants was included in the shares

Cole by the holder of a m rtgage decree.
moito geri to him and devre dd 10 be judicially sild

The facts of the case are fully set out in the in satisfaction of the debu for which he rocovered

judgment of WITHERS, J.
judymut on his mortg ige.

The defendanis appealed froin a ju Igment pro- The app :llants having denied the money - mn'rtgage

nounced ngainst them . obligations to plaintiff of the third def -ndant, the

Pieris for the appellants .
decree on the mortgage bind, and the debt due

under the decree , ihe plaintiff was bound : o prove
Sampayo for the plaintiff. his allegations about them . But apart from those

Cur, adv. vult. issues , the vitiil issue ( not ve y explicity stiited by

the judye) was wliether appellants' purchase of the
On June 13, 1893, the following judgments were

son's one-twelfth part of the mortgiged premises

delivered : released that twelfth from the operation of the

WITHERS, J.- This is an action under section
mortgage decree obtained agiinst the father. It

is clear from the admitted ficts that appellants'
247 of the Civil Procedure Code to have it claim

execuvion -debtor b :came entitled, on his mother's
order set aside with dainages and for a declaration

d'ath intestate , to one -third of one -half of the con

that three- sixteenths of i gar.len calle Kongaha
mon estate of the third defen(lant and his wife ia

watte are liable to be sold in execution ofthe mey.
Kongah..watte. Woat the exa : t valu e of that es : ate

mortgage decree obtained by him against the third

was is not so clear. Writ was purchase: at the
defendant in a mortgage suit on March 25 , 1592 .

The first and second defendants objected to the sale
fiscal's sale by the appellants was , a :cording to the

fiscal's conveyance, oue- twelfth of a specific portion
of three - sixteenths of the garden on the ground

of Kongaliawaite within cert in bounds in extent

that at the date of the said decree they owned
three rouds and nineteen percles, and the question

twelfth part of that garden and that thatt welf:h
really for us to decide is whether the claim to have

part was included in the three -sixteenths wliich

that sha : e released from seizure under plaintiff's
the plaintiff had caused to be seized in execution

of his decree . The execu ion-creditor, as the party
writ is a good and valid claim .

against whom that order was made, seeks , as I As the fi cal's sale purports to be confirmed by

said before, in this action to have that order the court and the conveyance to be executed in

set aside and the three -sixteenths of Kongaha pursuance of the sale , the appellants, being grantees

watte declared liable to be sold in execution of in the conveyance, are to be deemed to have been

his decree. By way of answer to this clain the vested with th : legal estate from the time of the

first and second defendants aver that on January 30 , sale (see section 289 of the Civil Procedure Cole) .

1892, one -twelfıh of this girden was sold by the Now , the date of the sale was January 30 , which

fiscal in execution of a judgment recovered against was a little less than two months before the date

the son of the third defendant (the plaintiff's ex cu- of plaintiff's mortgage decree, and this being so ,

tion -debtor) and that they purchased it , and obtained can we declare that the appellants' share in Kongaha

a fiscal's conveyance of that share on June 15, Watte is liable to be sold in execution of that decree ?

1892. The defendant's said son G. M. Moraes Kap

purlae, according to the answer , succeeded to a un rd In these circumstances it was contended by Mr.

of one -half of his mother's interest in the premises Pieris that judgment should have b en entered for

through the death of his mother who, it is said , his clients, inasmuch as it Wiis proved that bis clienis

was married to the third defendant in community of had a legal title to one-twelfth of the premises

property and died intestate about one year before through the son of the third defendant and his wife.

action brought. In reply to this answer the plain - The judge before whom the objection to s izure and

tiff does not deny that there was community of sale of this one-twelfth of the premi-i8 was mule

estate between the third defendant and his wife . had found his clients to be in possession thereof
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and for that reason had ordered its release from

seizure and sale.

The point counsel pressed upon us with force was

that a material distinction is to be obserred between

an action under section 247 of the Civil Procedure

Code , whereby a plaintiff seeks to have certain pro

perty declared liable to be seiz : d and sold in execu

tion of the decrce held by him , and an action by a

person who is owed a sum of money secured by a

contract of mortgay- or by a decree in which that

contract is merged and who desires to realise the

mortgag d property in the possession of third

parties.

to him at the date of the mortgage decree : it then

belonged to those wbo had purchased his son's rights.

I assume that the purchasers bought a land validly

mortgaged and that in a suit properly directed against

them they could not resist a mortgage decree declar.

ing the land bound under the mortgage ; but until

such a suit be brought and until such a decree be

pronounced I fail to see how the land purchased by

first and second defendants can be sold on the foot

ing that it belongs to some one else .

Set aside.

: 0 :

Don Siman v . Singo Appu.

I reminded counsel of our decision in D. C. Present:-WITHERS, J.

Negombo, No. 574*, which appears to intiinate that

( February 23 and March 2 , 1893.)
this is a distinction without a difference . If that

decision can be fairly construed to have that effect, P. O. Panadure,

then I can only say, and I take the first opportu- No. 8,845 .

pity of doing so, that I think that decision is

erroneous, du to the fact that I did not see the Gaming - Betting - Acts of gaming - Betting for a

point then so clearly as I do now. It seems to me stake - Evidence - Charge - Ordinance No. 17 of

that the object of an action by a decree -holder under 1889, sections 3 and 4.

section 247 is to satisfy the Court that property suc
To make an act of betting " unlawful gaming " under

cessfully held by a claimant who opposes the execu- section 3 of Ordinance No. 17 of 1889 the betting must

tion of a decree is liable to be seized and sold in be for a stake.

execution of that decree. If he cannot show that, In a prosecution for unlawful gaming under the

his action fails. The action is limited to that Ordinance the act or acts on the part of the accused,

particular purpose. If the property has been acquired
alleged to constitute unlawful gaming, must be parti.

cularized in the evidence and should be specified in
by the claimant subsequent to that decree or subject

the judgment of the Court.

to that decree, or the defendant be estopped from

denying that the property is subject to that decree , The complaint against the defendants , of whom

then only can the plaintiff succeed in such an action. there were four, was that they “ had engaged them

It is not enough to show that the claimant is privy selves in a game of chance with dice and money" in

in estate and that the property which has come to breach of sections 4 and 5 of the Ordinance No. 17

him is burdened with a debt due and payable which of 1889. The Magistrate, after hearing evidence,

can be liquidated by the sale thereof in an appro- which was directed to show that gaming with dice

priate action . was going on in a certain shed, at which the defend

Here the plaintiff has failed to show that the

ants were present, acquitted the other defendants,

one -twelfth of themortgaged premises presently owned
and framed a charge against the first defendant in

the form B in the schedule to the Ordinance . The

and enjoyed by the appellants is liable to be seized

and sold under his decree. Consequently, in my
Magistrate convicted the first defendant in the

following terms: - " I am convinced the accused

opinion ,the present action fails.
Sinno Appu was there and convict him of unlawful

The judgment must be set aside and plaintiff's gaming and order him to pay a fine of Rs . 20.”

action dismissed with costs .
The first defendant appealed .

LAWRIE, A. C. J.--I agree. It seems to me im
Wendt for the appellant .

possible to grant either of the prayers of the libel. Cur. adr. vull.

On March 2 , 1893 , the following judgment was

delivered :

The order upholding the claim of the first and

second defendants was a good order. The land was

their own , and they had a right to prevent it being

sold . Then , we cannot declare that the land now

belongs to th : thirl d fendant or that it did belong

* Sue ante p . 188 , note.—ED.

WITHERS, J. - The appellant K. Sindo Appu las

been convicted of the offence of uplawful giming

op a charge expressed in the form prescribed by the

Ordinance , as to which I cannot help observing that
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it is as unhappy a form as could well be conceived .

The question , however, is , —does the evidence justify

the conviction ?

To sustain the charge in this case it must be

proved that the appellant was engaged in the act of

betting or of playing a game for a stiske at a com

mon gaming place, that is , a place kept or used fr

betting or the playing of games for stak -s to which

the public may have access with or without payment.

ing ” must be particularised. No one says that this

accused or any other person at the shed depositel a

stake or pledged to be handed to another in the event

of something happening or not happening, or that

he and another laid a wager to be forfeited in such ,

an event by one to the other.

Playing a game with dice is not itself unlawful

gaming : there must be a game for a stake. What

was the game played ljere, and what was the stake

for lich it was played ? I can find no answer to

this question in the proceedings. Throwiny dice for

a stake to be lost or wou on the fall is of course un

lawful gaming. The accused was not seen doing

this or abetiing by his presence and encouragement

those who were doing it .

The conviction must be set aside and the accused

acquitted.

Set aside.

: 0 :

Present :-LAWRIE, A. C. J. , AND WITHERS, J.

(May 19 and 30, 1893. )

D.NC. Celkobo, } Ramen Cherry V. FERDINANDS

Notwithstanding what the witnesses called by the

appellant deposed to , the Magistrate expresses so

strong a belief in the presence of the accused at the

place of the alleged unlawful gaming that I will not

venture to say he is wrong as to that. But he con

victs the accused of unlawful gaming. It is only

right and fair that the Magistrate in cases under

the Ordinance No. 17 of 1889 should specify in his

judgment the act the accused was engaged in , which

constitutes in the Magistrate's opinion “ unlawful

gaming".

There are three 'acts which separately constitute

this offence : one is cock -fighting anywhere , the

other two are betting or playing a game for a stake .

In this connection I wish to say that as at present

advised I think betting under this Ordinance means

betting for a stake, for there is no break by comma

or otherwise in the sentence “ the act of betting or of

playing a game for a stake” , and all know that

there are two kinds of betting, one on credit , the

other for a sum of money or pledge deposited to

abide the result of a wager. Now, what is the

evidence of unlawful gaming against this particular

person ? I give extracts :

“ On that day there was betting and gaming with

dice , and on the former days it was the same.

four accused were there. I saw the accused all

there on previous days, and so can indentify them

well.” “ 1st accused gamed three days.” “ The

accused ran out of the shed .”

Limitation - Bondpayable after notice - Breach of

condition - Assignment - Power of assignee to sue

-Ordinance No. 22 of 1871 , section 6 .

ona

19

Another witness says :- “ Before approaching the

shed I heard betting : " you will win , I will lose' ,

and so on . I heard also the rattling of dice , and

there was a great noise going on . "

By a bond dated April 29, 1878, the obligors declar

ed themselves " held and firmly bound unto [the

obligee) in the penal sum of Rs. 44,000 , for the pay

ment whereof we bind ourselves our heirs executors

administrators and assigns, " and the condition of the

bond was as follows : " that if we (the obligors) shall

and will well and truly pay or cause to be paid unto

[ the obligee] and his aforewritten the sum of

Rs. 22,000 , receiving from (the obligee) or

his aforewritten three months' notice iu writing

desiring repayment of the said sum and interest

thereon at the rate aforesaid ( such notice however

not to be given until twelve months after the date

hereof), then this bond to be void ,” &c.

By deed dated July 7, 1882 , the obligee assigned

the bond to two other parties, who were thereby con

stituted and appointed “ my true and lawful attorney

and attorneys in the name of me (the obligee) and my

aforewritten to ask demand," &c .

No part of the principal or interest having been

paid the assignees of the bond sued the obligors there .

ou in their own names, alleging that they had on

January 19, 1889, given notice in writing to the obli

gors requiring payments three months thereafter.

The libel was filed on April 24, 1889, and summous

issued on April 25, 1889.

Held that the bond was one with a condition to pay

on three months' notice in writing, that limitation

began to run only from the breach of that condi.

tion , viz . , failure to pay on three months' notice iu

writing, and that therefore the present action was not

barred by the provisions of section 6 of Ordinance

No, 22 of 1871 .

It seems that a very large number of people were

in the shed , sitting, standing, ard stooping, and that a

bamboo box and two dice wire foun at the spot.

I mention these latter facts Ouly to observe that

the case does not furnish any presumptive proof

either of the accused having unlawfully gamed or of

the shed being a common gaming place. Now, this

evidence about betting and gaming is of much too

general a character to be of any value . The acts

which the law says shall constitute “ unlawful gam
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.... and on non -payinent thereof to commence

and prosecute with effect any actions or suits,” &c .

Held , by WITHERS, J. , that, notwithstanding the

absence of words in the bond making it payable to the

assigns of the obligee , the bond was assignable, and

the assignees could by our law sue in their own namies,

the power given to them in the deed of assignment to

sue in the name of the original obligee being only

pro abundanti cautela .

The defendants in this action granted the following

bond, which was dated April 29 , 1879 :

“ Know all men by these presents that we .

are held and firmly bound unto Sayna Soona Sup

pramanian Chetty in the penal sum of Rs . 44,000 ,

for payment whereof we bind ourselves our heirs

executors administrators and assigns.

The plaintiffs, on January 19 , 1889 , gave notice

in writing to defendant; demanding payment three

months after receipt thereof, and now sued the

defendants on the bond alleging the giving of the

said notice and the non -payment of any part of the

principal or interest . The libel was filed on April

24 , 1889 , and summons issued on April 25 , 1889 .

The defendants, among other things, pleaded ( 1)

that the plaintiffs could not maintain this action in

their own names upon the deed of assignment, ( 2 )

that the plaintiff's could not sue for the principal

amount of the bond as the said principal sum was

not assigned to them , and (3 ) that the action could

not be maintained as it was not commenced within

ten years of the date of the bond,

" Whereas we . have this day purchased

from the said Sayna Soona Suppramanian Chetty

the Yakdessa Coffee Estate, and we have agreed to

grant him a bond for Rs . 22,000 , being the balance

purchase money of the said escate , and we have

agreed to pay the said sum of Rs. 22,000 , with in

terest thereon at 8 per cent . per annum from this

date in manner hereafter stated .

These preliminary objections were first discussed

at the trial of the action , and the District Judge

having upheld them dismissed the plaintiffs' action ,

whereupon the plaintiffs appealed .

Layard, A.-G. (Ramanathan , S.-G. with him )

for the appellants.

Dornhorst ( Weinman with him) for the de

fendants.

Cur. adv. vull.

On May 30 , 1893 , the following judgments were

delivered :

" Now the condition of the foregoing bond or obli

gation is such that if we ........shall and will

well and truly pay or cause to be paid unto the said

Sayna Soona Suppramanian Chetty or his afore

written the said sum of Rs . 22,000 on receiving

from the said Sayna Soona Supparamanian Chetty

or his aforewritten three months' previous notice

in writing desiring repayment of the said sum and

interest thereon at the rate aforesaid ( such notice ,

however, not to be given until twelve months after

the date hereof ), then this bond or obligation to be

void , otherwise to remain in full force and virtue .

Provided always that it shall be competent for the

said ........ to pay to the said Sayna Soona Sup

pramanian Chetiyor his aforewritten the said

sum of Rs. 22,000 or any part thereof at any time

previous to the time of payment mentioned afore

said , notwithstanding anything berein contained to

the contrary.

" In witness whereof " &c .

Suppramanian Chetty, by deed dated July 7 , 1882 ,

assigned to the plaintiffs “ all that the above recited

bond or obligation , and all moneys hereafter to

become due and payable thereupon, and all the

rigit title benefit advantage claim and demand what.

soever of me the said Suppramanian Chetty of and

in the said premises and every or any part thereof” .

The pla nriffs were also thereby constituted and

appointed his “ true and lawful attorney and attor

neys in the name of me the said Suppramanian

Clietty and my aforewritten to ask demand and

receive all and every the sum or sums of money

WITHERS , J. — The principal question to be decid

ed is, whether or not the plaintiffs can maintain this

action , and the answer to it must be found in section

6 of our statute of limitations ( Ordinance No. 22 of

1871 ) which runs as follows : — " No action shall be

maintainable for the recovery of any sum due

upon any hypothecation or mortgage of any pro

perty, or upon any boni conditioned for the

payment of money, or the performance of any

agreement or trust, or the payment of penalty,,

unless the same be commenced, in the case of an

instrument payable at , or priviling for the per

formance of its condition within, a definite time ,

within ten years from the expiration of such time,

and in all otier cases within ten years from the

date of such instrument of mortgage or hypotheca

tion , or of last püent of interest thereon, or of

“ the breach of the condition ” . Two classes of

securities are here aimed at : first hypothecations

or mortgages to secure the repayment of money ;

secondly, bonds securing the repayment of money ,

the performance of any agreement or trust , or the

payment of penalty. I will parapbrase the section

to show how I construe it.
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any.

If the instrument of hypothec or mortgage secures runs from the breach of the condition, i.e. , failure

the repayment of money at a certain and definite to pay on three months' notice in writing, and the

time , time begins to run from that date . If it action is accordingly maintainable.

secures the repayment of interest, then time begins

to run from the last payment of interest. As to I think the bond was well assigned to the plaintiffs,

tlie first, if no interest has been paid , and no certain and that as such assigns they could by our law sue

time has been fixed for the repayment of the money
in their own name. The power to sue in the assigo

secured by the hypothec or mortgage, then time runs
or's nam ; was given pro abundanti cautela . Be

from the date of the instrument of bypothec or mort- sides, in my opinion , assignment was contemplated

gage. As to the second , if the money for which the by the bond . To the words “ bis ( i. e. the oblig -e's )

bond is conditioned is to be paid at a certain date , or af rewritten ” some meaning must be given , if

the agreement or trust is to be performed at a possible . They surely mean his (as our ) aforewiitten ,

certain date, time begins to run from that date . If the i. e . heirs, administrators, and assigns.

bond obliges the payment of interest as well as

principal and no time is fixed for the obligation to Set aside with costs, and remit case for trial on

pay, time runs froin the date of the bond or payment
tbe merits .

of interest, if If it is a conditional bond and

no time is fixed for what is conditioned, then time LAWRIE , A. C. J. - This is a bond conditioned for

runs from the breach of the condition . the payment of money. The condition was one fa

vourable to the debtors . It postponed the date of

payment. The creditor at the earliest could not

One cannot forget the well -known distinction in recover the money acknowledged to be due to him
English law between singlo and conditional bonds

until fifteen months from the date of the bond, and

and the law there regarding the limitation of actions only then if he gave three months' previous notice

thereon . A bond wherein the obligor acknowledges
in writing. This action was commenced within ten

himself to be bound to another in a certain sum of
years of the earliest date at which the creditor could

money is a single bond. If this acknowledgment is have enforced payment. I am inclined to hold that

accompaired by a condition that upon the perform- there was a definite time at which the bond was

ance of a certain act the bond is to bo void or other
payable, viz . , fifteen months after its date . I draw a

wise to remain in full force it is a bond with a
distinction between the obligation to pay and the

condition. In the case of a single bond time runs right of the creditor to enforce payment.

from the execution of the bond, the cause of action

being then complete. In the case of a conditioning
It is consistent with the spirit of our limitation

bond, time runs from the date of the breach of the
ordinance to oblige creditors to bring actions within

condition which constitutes the cause of action .
a definite time from the date when they could first

have enforced payment or performance. Here, the

I venture to think that it cannot be said that any plaintiffs did not exceed ten years from what, I am

time was fixed for the payment of the money for inclined to hold , was the definite time when the

which the obligors bound themselves . A time was instrument was payable, viz . , the date when first

fixed within which the obligor could not recover by they could have put the bond in suit.

legal process. I regard this as a bond with a condi

tion , the ten years commencing from the breach of
I admit that this is a ground of judgment of

that condition which alone constitutes a cause of the soundness of which I am diffident, because it

action . was not pressed by the Attorney-General in appeal,

nor does it commend itself to my brother Withers .

It was urged that a creditor could lie by with an I agree on the otlier ground on which my brother's

instrument of this kind for any number of years, judgment rests. The defendants themselves intro

and that this could never be intended. It is purely duced the condition that there was to be no breach

a matter of contract, and , besides, this objection is
of the bond unless they failed to pay within three

not so serious as it appears at first sighi . It is open
months after receiving notice, and it is consistent

to the obligor to pay and discharge his obligation on both with law and justice to hold them to the conse

a bond like this at any time, and if a creditor keeps a quence of that condition and to sustain an action

written obligation for many years without payment against them commenced within ten years of the

of interest or demand, he runs the risk of a presump
breach of the condition.

tion that his debt has been satisfied. See In re

Rutherford, 49 L. J. Ch . 654. In my opinjon , time Set aside.
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Present : \ 'ITHERS, J. of the accused ( save the first) to be tried by him, the

(May 25 and 26 , 1893. ) magistrate makes this note :

“ The instructions of Crown Counsel do not direct

P. C. Nuwara Eliya, Cristian v . Pedris AppC.
• what course I am to pursile. Return the case to

“ him . Accused to renew bail.”Criminal Procedure - Charge for an offence not

summarily triable - Trial for a lesser offence- On Ipril 24, on page 22 of tłie record, this minute

Riot-1ffray - Powers of Police Magistrate appears to have been made :

Consent of defendant-- Ceylon Penal Code, sections
“ Accused present. They are informed that the

145 , 157 – Criminal Procedure Code, section 242 .
" charge against them has been altered . They are

Where after evidence an accused is charged by a now formally chargeil under Section 157 of the

police magistrate for an offence not summarily triable " Penal Code. ”

and is not discharged from the matter of the charge, it

The followed the trial, which , I presume, isis not competent for the police magistrate, while such

charge is still pendiug, to formulate another charge for recorded from pages 17 to 20 of the record , and

a lesser offence arising out of the same circumstances which ended in the cavictions of appealed from .

and to try the accused summarily thereon .

I think the appeals are entitled to succeed, andThe facts sufficiently appear in the judgment of

that these convictions must be quashed. The police
the Supreme Court.

magistrate, having advised himself that there were
The accused appealed against a conviction for the sufficient grounds for committing the accused on the

offence of affray under section 157 of the Ceylon charge of riot . frawel a charge gainst the accused

Penal Code .
and forwarded the proceedings taken by him to the

Dornhorst for the appellants . Attorney -General for instructions as to the court to

which such commitment should be made. tremained
Drieberg for the Crown .

then for the Attorney -General either to make an

Cur. adv. vult. order in writing directing the accused to be discharged

from the matter of the chirge of riot isee section 212On May 26 , 18 :3, the following judgment was

delivered : of the Criminal Procedure ( 'ode) or by his fiat

to designate the court before which they should be
WITHERS, J. - The following persons : ( 1 ) Pedris placed for trial on that charge .

Appu alias Poli Sinno , (2) Palaniandy Cangany The record discloses no order in writing or a fiat

alias Arumugam , Conductor, (3 ) Perumal Cangany, of the kind , and I adhere to the opinion I expressed

( 4) Govinden, (5) Peris Baas alias farmanis Peris , in the course of argument, ihat while the charge of

have been convicted of the offence of affray , and sen- riot was pending against these accused it was not

tenced cach to pay a fine of Rs. 20 or in default one competent for the magistrate to try them on the

month's rigorons imprisonment each .
lesser offence of affray arising out of the same

They have appealed on a point of law, which is, circumstances. The conviccions are accordingly

that they have been tried and convicted of the lesser quashed.

offence of affray while they stand undisch :rged of the Convictions quashed .

more serious offence of riot arising out of the very

same circumstances as the affray. Present:- BURNSIDE. ( .J ., LAWRIE and WITHERS, JJ.

( December 18 , 1892, and January 24, 1898. )On March 20, according to page 16 of the record,

these persons were charged with the offence of riot. D. C. Colombo, ) SANDORIS SILVA V. VOLKART

The first accused was also charged with riotiny with No. 119 0 . BROTHERS .

deadly weapons in breach of section 145 of the Ceylon Sale of goods-- Contract-- Firm ofer ---Right of pur

Penal Code. On that day witnesses entered into chaser to accept part.-- Wriling, construction of.

bonds securing their attendance before the Supreme

Court or District Court, when summoned, to give A writing in the teruis -- " I agree to sell to .

“ the plumbago now at their mills at the followingevidence both for the prosecution and the defence. On prices, viz . , lumps at Rs. 145 per ton, chips at Rs. 75,

April 18 following these accused were present and “ and dust at Rs. 50 ,” aud signed by the owner of the

goods.appeared before the magistrate and , with the exception

of the first accused , said they were unwilling to be tried Held (LAWRIE , J., dissenting) to contain a complete

contract of sale and not a vere offer to sell .

by the police magistrate for the offence of rioting.

Held also that, even if it were an offer only, the partyThe second count against the first accused , I may to whom the offer was made could only accept or reject

here observe, could only be tried by the Supreme
the goods as a whole, and it was not competent for him

Court. On that day, below his record of the refusal to accept partof the goods and compel the owner to

receiveback the rest .

10 :
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The plaintiff was a trader in plumbago and other Browne ( Layard, A.-G., and Leos with him ) for

produce, and the defendants were a firm of merchants the defendants.

and mill-owners . The plaintiff, who had delivered Cur. adv. vult.

to defendants a certain quantity of plumbago to be

cured at their mills and with whom the defendants
On January 21 , 1893 , the following judgments

subsequently negotiated for the purchase of the
were delivered :

plumbago, signed at their request the following
BURNSIDE , C. J. - The judgment of the learned

document , which the defendants retained, and which
district judge has gone wrong with regard to the

was marked A in the present proceedings :
plaintiff's claim for the price of the plumbago, more

‘ Colombo, 9th April , 1890 . perhaps as a matter of law than of fact. He charac

“ I agree to sell to Messrs. Volkart Brothers the terizes the document A, upon which much stress was

plumbago now at their mills at the following laid at the trial, as merely a mem ) . of the price which

prices, viz. : the plaintiff desired to get for his plumbago. This is

“ 0. Lumps at Rs. 174 per ton cured . certainly not so . The wording of the document

“ Chips at Rs. 75 repels such a construction . It begins : “ I agreed to

“ Dust at Rs. 50 sell ," not “ I will agree" to sell : the aggregatio

[ Signed ] SANDORIS SILVA . " mentium necessary to constitute a perfect contract is

, , de
definitely asserted . “ I agree” to that which another

On April 29 , 1890 , the plaintiff, refrring to his
party as well is proposing or consenting, or has

“ coutract ” of April 9 , demanded from defendants already agreed. But even granting that it did not evi .
payment of the money due " in terms of the

dence the aggregatio mentium , it certainly operated

contract" , to which the defendants wrote in reply that as a binding offer of the plaintiff to sell to the defen

they had entered into no contract with plaintiff for dants the quantity of plumbago to which it related ,

the supply of plumbago but that “ agreeably with and the moment the defendants iny word or deed and

your offer of the 9th instant to sell the plumbago " within a reasonable time indicated an acceptance of

they had taken over the lumps , and that they had no that offer, the writing became the best evidence of

use for the chips and dust , which they accordingly the contract between them . Now, what is the best

requested him to remove. By letters of May 2 and evidence in this case that the defendants accepted

of subsequent date the plaintiff insisted that the that offer ? The offer was one as a whole and pot iu

defendants had purchased the whole lot and requested parcels. The defendant could not pick out such part of

them to pay the price or to return the whole. The the “ effer" as suited him and then reject the rest .

defendants ultimately accounted to the plaintiff for He was bound to reject or accept the proposal as made.

the value of all the qualities of plumbago, but at Three weeks after the offer had been inade, and after

reduced prices as regards the chips and dust, which the the plaintiff had called on the defendants to pay for

defendants alleged in this action the plaintiff had the plumbago in accordance with “ my contract dated

agreed to . the 9th instant" , that being the day on which the

The plaintiff sued the defendants in this action on plaintff's offer to sell was made, the defendants reply :

the plumbago account as well as other accounts, and “ We entered into no contract with you for the supply

claimed the original prices for the plumbago as upon of plumbago." Nothing had been said as to “ sup :

a sale constituted by the document A of April 9, plying" plumbago , but the writing goeson : Agree

1890 . The defendants denied the contract as set out
ably with your offer of 9th instant , to sell the plumbago

by plaintiff, but admitting that in aprilandMay lying at our stores, we have taken over the cwts. 270

1890 they bought the whole quantity of plumbago,

they alleged that the chips and dust were bought at
-8-20 at the price stated by you . The chips and

the lower prices which they stated .
dust however we have no use for." From the mo

ment this letter was written it was no longer open to

The remaining facts appear in the judgments of
the defendants to contend that they were at liberty to

their Lordships.
accept the plaintiff's offer to the extent to which they ,

The district judge held that the document A of the defendants, had attempted to limit it . They say

April 9, 1890, was not a contract of sale , and " agreeably with your offer we have taken over" .

sustaining the defence as regards the prices at which Had they written " we are prepared to take over"

the plumbago was purchased, gave judgment for the
it might have been different ; but having admit.

defendants accordingly.
ted that it was upon the plaintiff's " offer"

The plaintiff appealed. that they had taken over part of the goods , they

Dornhorst ( Wendt and Sampayo with him) for are bound by that offer in respect of the whole. It

the appellant. would be a most dangerous doctrine to perwit wer
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cantile transactions evidenced by such direct written memory some time after the events have happened.

proof to be determined nevertheles3 by parol testimo- Mr. Scott says he believes that it was the next day

ny , however prejudiced we may be in favour of (the 10th of April ) that he told the plaintiff the

individual or racial truthfulness . The plaintiff should defendants would take the lumps at the price named ,

have judgment for the amount claimed in respect of but he does not say that the defendants then and

plumbago. there declined to take the other two parcels at plain

tiff's prices. Besides, plaintiff's offer -- if an offer

His Lordship ther: dealt with other points in the
only-was not to sell his plumbago piecemeal, but

case , which are not material to this repurt . ] en bloc at certain prices for each of three parcels of

which the lot was composed .

LAWRIE , J.-I woull affirmed the judgment. In my

opinion the document A was an offer by the plaintiff Later on Mr. Scott says he vever agreed to buy

to sell plambago of three sorts at a different price for the chips and dust , but that is not enough . If letter

tach sort. I think it is proved that Mr. Scott on 10:h A was an offer , it was for the defendants to accept

April , the day after the document A was writtten , or reject it as a whole, or else they must distinctly

accepted only the offer for the lumps, and that he prove soparate contracts in regard to each of the

thought bis silence regarding the chips and dust left three parcels. Mr. Scott admits that A was written

the defendant firm free to purchase or to refuse these . after a conversation with plaintiff. Mr. Rommers

Mr. Remmers says he too told the plaintiff that he says that some two or three weeks after letter A was

could take the lumps only and not the chips and dust. signed by plaiotitf at the office he had an interview

witil the plainriff, and deposes to this effect : “ I

On 29th April the defendant firm by letter A2
I purchased the chips and dust from the plaintiff at

refused to take the chips and dust . I yield to the
the prices marked in the answer. *** After I agreed

opinion of the rest of the court that this refusal to
to purchase the chips and dust I sent in an account

take the chips and dust came too late , and that on
with my letter of 15th May to the plaintiff."

29th April the sale of the whole of “ plumbago" was

completed . But it takes two to make a contract, and nothing

positive is said about the plaintiff having been a

[ His Lordship then dealt with other points which
consenting party to this agreement, and Mr. Remmers

are not material to this report . ]
confesses that he did not require of the plaintiff

WITHERS, J. - This judgment cannot , in my opi his consent in writing, which with letter I in the

nion , be sustained . As regards the first cause of
office would have been a proper precautiou . As to

action , I cannot agree with the learned judge in his
Mr. Dº Abrew's statement that he acted as broker

estimate of letter A of the 9th April signed by between the parties and settled the prices for the

the plaintiff at the defendants' office. I hold it other two parcels, I can only say that I prefer to

to be a contract of sale at the prices named in
believe the plaintiff on this point, a belief that is

it of the plumbago then in defendants ' stores and inpressed on me by the sibsequent correspondence.

not a mere offer to sell the parcels of plumbago at On April 29 plaintiff wrote letter Al to the

those prices. In his letter of the 2nd May the
defendants asking them not to delay longer the pay

plaintiff says that those prices were named to meat of the balance due him for the prices of the

hion and that he agreed to them with great reluctance
three pareels mentioned in his “ contract of the 9th

and the correspondence between the parties impresses
April inst.” On the same day he receives an answer

me with the truth of his story. If letter A was a
from the defendants which looks like an approbation

mere statement of what the plaintiff was prepared to
and reprobation of the terms of the contract, as

take for the different parcels of plumbago, why plaintiff calls it, and of the offer, as defendants call it ,

was the transaction entered in defendants' books
of the 9th of April . “ We have taken over, " they

and a press copy of the letter formally han led to the write, " the cwts . 270—5—20 at the price stated by

plaintiff ?
you - the chips and dust, however, we have no use

for, and we must ask you to remove them . Copy of

If it was a mere offer to sell the parcels at the account will be handed you in a day or tw .).” Not

prices indicated, why was not the offer at once rejected a word about the agreement to take the chips and

or closed with, or counter proposals made ? It dust at the lower prices : this is quite ignorid on

may be answered that the oral evidence lel for the

defence shows that the terms of letter A were not

accepted . To my mind this evidence does not On May 2 the plaintiff writes a letter of re

satisfactorily answer that question . On occasions of monstrance to the defendants , and insists on pay

this kind, what is written at or about the time of ment of the whole lot , which he points out was pur.

events is to be preferred to what is spoken of from chased by defeudants at his prices. Defen : lanis ,

that day .
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angwer to this letter of the 5th of May again ignores question before the court and was therefore appealable.

any contract as to the chips and dust , and requests Hled also that the company's application and the

him to remove barrels containing these two parcels . proxy to their proctor not having been taken off the

On May 9 plaintiff sends letter A5 to the defendants file or revoked, such appeal was properly filed by such

relating to their account in A4 for the lumps and
proctor.

some yarn , and maintaining his right to be paid for This was an action against the defendant company

the whole lot of plumbago . Then, for the first time for an injunction and for damages. The injunction

in writing ( 1- tter A6 of the 15th May) the plaintiff prayed for was to l'estrain the defendant coinpany,

is charged as it were on a contract for the chips and their agents, servants, itud workmen from continuing

dust at the lower prices indicated in the account to use and maintain suspended on their place of

which accompanies that le : ter, an account which business a certain signboird which the plaintiff

plaintiff declined to accept as correct.
company alleged was calculated to deceive, and had

With this the correspondence on the plumbago in fact deceived , persons desirous of purchasing the

closes, and rot a word in it on defendaunts' part to machines of the plaintiff company into the belief

suggest a binding contract for the sale of the parcel
that there was an agency of the plaintiff company

of chips and dust at the prices put ayainst them in at the defendant company's slop . The District

their memo. A6. On this count, plaintiff, in my

Judge upon ex parte application granted an interim

opinion, is entitled to the judgment he claims . injunction for the same purpose until the hearing of

the action. Mr. Frank Liesching thereafter presented

[His Lordship then dealt with the other poi .ts in his appointment as prostor for the defendant

the case .) company, which appointment was signed “ Sewing

“ Machines Co. , Ltd. , by their recognised Agent and

Present :-LAWRIE , A. C. J. , and WITHERS , J. “ Manager, J. K. Hurmusjee.” He afterwards, on

( June 9 and 13, 1893.)

that appointment , signed and presented a petition

for a dissolution of the interim injunction . The

The SINGER MANUFACTURING Co.
D. C. Colombo ,

petition was supported by an affidavit of J. K.

No. 3,762 C.
THE SEWING MACHINES CO., LTD.

Hormusjee, who, among other things, swore that

he was the only agent and inanager of the defendanú

Civil Procedure - Action against company - Recog- company in Ceylon. Tre District Judge made an

nised agent - Power of manager to appoint interlocutory order appointing a day for the determi

proctor - Authority of proctor to sign petition on nation of the matter of the petition . On that day it

behalf of company - Appealable order - Authority W.18 objected on behalf of the plain: iff company that

of proctor to sign petition of appeal - Ordinance Mr. Lieschiog's appointment was bad, inasmuch as it

No. 22 of 1866 - Civil Procedure Code, sections was not under seal , and that, though signed by

24 , 25 , 27 , 470 , 471 , 755 . Hormusjee, there was nothing to show that

A joint stock company, as a corporation aggregate, Hormusjee was authorised by the company to appoint

cannot appear in an action , and is consequently not

entitled to take advantage of the provisions of section

a proctor. The District Judge upheld the objection ,

24 of the Civil Procedure Code as to “ recognised
but allowed Hormusjee to sign the petition without

agents” , but its plaint or answer must (under section prejudice to the defendant company's right to appeal

470) be subscribed on belialf of the company by anymember,director, secretary ,manager,or other princi against the order as to the sufficiency of Mr.

pal officer thereof who is able to depose to the facts
Liesching's appointment . Hormusjee accordingly

of the case . Where such company appears to anaction signed the petition, and counsel on behalf of defen

by an attorney, such attorney inust be appointed under

its scal , or be appointed by an agent empowered under

dant company then cross- examined a witness who

the company's seal to bring or defend an action .
had made an affidavit filed by the plaiutiffs.

A joint stock company was sued as defendant in an

action, and an interim injunction obtained which the
The defendant company appealed against the

company applied to dissolve. The application was District Judge's ruling as to the sufficiency of Mr.

made through a proctor appointed by a person profess

ing to be the recognised agent and manager of the

Liesching's proxy, the petition of appeal being signed

coinpany. The District Court ruled that the recognised
“ F. Liesching, proctor for defendant company ," and

agent could not appoint a proctor, whereupon the
also “ Sewing Machines Company, Limited , by their

agent himself signed the petition , which was then manager J. K. Hormusjee . "
partly heard .

The company appealing against the above ruling
Grenier ( Sampayo ard Bawa with him ) for the

Held, that such ruling once and for all terminated the appellants .

PRINTED AT THE "CEYLON EXAMINER " PRESS, No. 16 , QUEEN STREET, FORT, COLOMBO.
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Layard, A -G . ( Dornhorst, Wendt, and de Saram plaint and answer . The proceedings here have not

with him ), for the respondents, took the preliminary yet reached the latter stage , and therefore the appli .

objections that no appeal lay and that the petition of cation under section 24 by the recognised agent of

appeal was not that of the defendint company.
As the company through a proctor duly appointed by

to the latter point, section 755 of the Civil Procedure such agent to represent the company, “ a party to

Code requires all petitions of appeal to be drawn and an action ” , was a good appointment. It cannot be

signed by some advocate or proctor ; and if a party said that a corporation when suing or being sued is

wishes to appeal in person , the grounils of appeal pot “ a party to an action ” , and, therefore, that it

must be taken down in writing by the secretary of cannot have a recognised agent, for such a contention

the court and signed by the party and attested by the would result in placing corporations in an altogether

secretary. It is submitted that “ proctor " in that uniqne position in regard to their rights and liabilities ,

section means frictor on the record (D. C. Colombo, for if they are not regarded as “ parties to an action”

No. 2 , -73C ,2 C. L. R. 86 ) . Mr. Liesching's appoin :- it would be difficult to determine their true legal

ment being held to be insufficient, he had no right to position when suing or being sued . The remedy

sign the petition . Again, the petition of appeal not souglit in this case is an extraordinary one , and

Heing taken down by the secretary , the signature of as the summons and injunction were both served

Hormusjee cannot be accepted as that of the party on Hormusjee as the recognised agent of the

appellant himself. company, he had the right to appoint : 1 proctor on

behalf of his principals.

Grenier, contra . It is submitted that the appeal

is regularly before the court . The petition of appeal
Dornhorst for the respondents. The question is

is signed by Mr. Liesching, who appears on the record
whether Hormusjee can be regarded as the recognised

as the defendant company's proctor. Whether
agent of the defen: laut, company. The defer -lants are

lie had the authority to represent the defendant
a limited company, ind it is submitte l that section 25

company in the action is the very question raised by
of the Co le is inapplicable to them . The defendants

woull then come under section 470 of the Code.

this appeal , which has not yet been op 'ned , and it

Under that section the ansier may be subscribed on
is submitted the court will not dispose of the matter

behalf of the company by any member, director, secupon the preliminary obj.ction .

retary or manger, but it nowhere says that the

The Court intimated that they would hear the minager can appoint a procʻor to sign the answer.

appeal argued. The proctor's appointment must be under tlie seal of

the corporation ( D. C. Colombo No. 85,191, 4 S.C.C.

Grenier for the appellants. The question whether 159 ) or by an agent specially authorised under a

the defendant company was properly before the Dis . power of attorney under seal to su appoint. Eevn

trict Court upon their application to dissolve the assuming Hormusjee was the recognised agent, his

injunction depends upon the capacity in law of Hor- affidavit is insufficient, for he does not say that there

musjee to appoint a proctor for them . It is sub. is no other agent expressly authorised to appear for the

mitted that Hormusjee is the recognised ageat of the defendant company ( subsection ( c ) section 25 of the

defendant company, for his affidavit shews that he is Code ) . Again, assuming Hormusjee was the recognis

the only agent and manager in Ceylon of the com- ed agent, the appointment is bad . If a recognised

pany, which has its registered office in Bombay, and agent acts under section 25 , he must sign the appoint

so he comes ivithin subsection (c) of section 25 of

the Code. Hormusjee, as the recogoised agent both
ment in his own name and not in the name of the

in fact and in law of the defendant company, was company (section 21). Mr. Liesching's appuintment

entitled to appoint a proctor for the company. purports to be made by the company, and not by

Section 24 of the Civil Procedure Code must be con Hormusjee acting under section 24 . Hormusjee

strued so as to include the appellants in the descrip- professes to act under a power of attorney , but that

tion " party to an action ", thus entitling their " re- power is not filed . Under section 24 the law in

cognised agent” to appoint a proctor in their behalf. respect of corporations is expressly saved- " except

On any other construction of section 24 a company when by any such law otherwise expressly provided ” .

suing or being sued would under no circumstances

be a party to an action. Besides, section 24 is very If the appointment in favour of Mr. Liesching is

comprehensive in its terms, and embraces " any given by the company, where is the seal ? It is

application admitted that section 470 cannot be availed of
appearance or act” made or done by

party to an action or appeal” ; whereas section 470, because this is not an answer ; then under what

on the provisions of which the other side rely,relates authority does Mr. Liesching appear ? It is sub

exclusively to two distinct stages in an action- mitted that section 470 was expressly enacted fur

a
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corporations, and under that section only can the code. This difficulty was met in this way. This curt,

present application be made.
it was urged , has lail it down that a pe :i: ion of

Grenier in reply . The case cited from 4 S. C. C.

appeal must be signed by a proctor on the record. The

Judge having found that the company, as regards the

159 does not apply , as it was decided before the Code,

which introduced the principle of representation hy

application referred to, was not properly represented

a recognised agent.

by an attorney in Mr. Liesching, it could not be said

there was any proctor on the record, and the petition

Cur, ada. vult. of appeal in consequence could not be received .

On June 13 , 1893 , the following judgment was
There is , however, herein filed of record a prosy by

delivered :
which the defendant company purports to empower

WITHERS , J.--This is an action , by an American

Mr. Liesching to make the application to dissolve

the injunction and to appeal from any order of

company carrying on business in Colombo against a the court thereon . The learned Judye did not think

joint stock company registered and incorporated in

India and also carrying on business in Colombo, in

fit to take the application and the proxy off the

which it is sought to restrain the defendant company

court's file . For the purposes then of this cont.ntion ,

I take it , we must consider the appointment of Mr.

by a perpetual injunction from continuing to use and Lieschicg as proctor to be in force in view of the

maintain on their premises in Colombo a sign board

which , it is alleged, is calculated to deceive persons

provisions of section 27 of the Cole. Hence this

objection likewise in my opinion fails.

desirous of purchasing sewing machines manufactured

by the plaintiff company into the belief that the

defendant company are authorised agents of the

As to the merits, it was strenuously contended by

Mr. Grenier that the proxy which vouched the

plaintiff company to sell such machines in Coloinbo. defendant company's application to dissolve the in

It appears that soon after the plaint was filed the junction was a good proxy to Mr. Liesching for that

plaintiffs applied for, and obtained, an interim purpose, because it was signed by Horinusjee ( the

injunction against the defendant coinpany requiring person before referred to as the recognised agent of

the company, its agents , and workmen to remove the the company, and as such agent was empowered to

sign board complained of. On the 9th March last appoint Mr. Liesching the company's pructor for the

the defendant company purported to present a purpose of the application . Fo : his capacity in law

petition to the court applying for a discharge of the Mr. Grenier relied on section 21 ofthe Civil Procedure
interim injunction. This petition purports to be Code, and for his cipacity in fact be relied on the

signed by “ F. Liesching, proctor for the petitioning affidavit of Hormusjee to be found at page 71 of the

company”, and one J. K. Hormusjee. After hearing record, and more particularly in the first paragraph

counsel for the two companies the learned District thereof in which Hormusjee deposes as follows :

Judge disallowed the application as made by Mr. “ I am the only agent in Ceylon of the Sewing

Liesching as attorney of the company, on the ground Machine Company Limited, the defendant in this

that the company had no status to make such an case , and have been so sir.ce its formation , and am

application tlırough Mr. Liesching.
carrying on business for and in the name of the

The company appeal from that order. At the

said company, which was formed about 13th Febru

ary, 1893, and whose registered office is at Bombay."

hearing of the appeal a preliminary objection was

taken to the appeal by respondents' counsel on the

ground that the requirements of section 755 of the It was contended on the other side that Chapter V.

Code have not been complied with . It was also
of the Civil Procedure Colle relating to recognised

urged that the order complained of was not an agents and proctors does not apply to joint stock

appealable order.
companies, inasmuch as company law is governed

As to the second point, I may as well say at once

by Ordinance No. 22 of 1866 , except where provision

that I think the order was an appealable one.

is expressly made by local law on the subject , and

instances of such provisions in the Civil Procedure

The question before the court was once and for all Code , to which I shall presently refer, were men

terminated by the decision of the court , that the
tioned to us .

defendant company as represented by Mr. Liesching

had no locus standi. It was also argued that even if Chapter V. of the

As regards the other point , the attention of respond- Civil Procedure Code did apply to this case , flor

ents' counsel was invited to the fact that the petition musjee could not be considered in law and fact the

of appeal from the order complained of purports recognised agent for the defendant company for the

to be drawn and signed by a proctor, and so fulfils purposes of this applicatioil, inasmuch as it is

the requirements of section 755 of the Civil Procedure nowhere stated in Hormusjee's affilavit that there
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was no prison in Ceylon expressly authorised by the For this reason I would affirm the learned judge's

refen liut c'mpany to m :ik : such appearance and order disallowing the application on behalf of the

itppli . ion herein as the la iv require l or authorised company by Mr. Liesching to dissolve the interim

to be made or done luy al party to an action in the injuuction grantel to the plaintiff company. No

court blow - the absence or presence of such a con- custs .

dition of things being peculiarly within the know- LAWRIE, A. C. J., concurred .

leage of Hormusjeu. Further, there is no proof of

4 fumad.the said J. K. Hormusjee's appointment as agent at

- : 0 :
Colombo of the defen: lant company.

Present :-LAWRIE, A. C. J.
In my opinion the contention of respondents'

counsel must prevail. A joint stock company is a (July 6 and 13 , 1893.)

corporation aggregate which cannot appear in an P. c . Colombo,

action , and is consequently outside the provisions of ( kitional) ANDREE V. COOREY.

No. 490 .section 2t of the Civil Procedure Coie. Its very

composition renders its appearance in person is an Criminal law - Criminal trespass - Charge - In

ordinary party to an action impossible .
tent to commit an offence - Mischief - Evidence

Ceylon Penal Code, sections 38, 409, 427, and 433.

Tv obviate difficuivies occasioned by its constitu
In a prosecution for criminal trespass under sectiontion the law has provi led , for instance , th it a joint

427 of the Penal Code, where the offence consists in
stock company may be compelled to answer in

an entry upon property with intent to commit an
terrogatories by a member or officer of such company offence, the offence which the defendant is alleged

( section 97 of the Civil Procedure Code) . The law to have intended to commit must be specified in the

thereby creates a mouthpiece for it . Section 470 of charge.

the Cole creates a han for it by allowing the plaint The plucking of such fruits as cocoanutsor jak from

or answer to be subscribe i on behalf of the company trees does not amount to the offence of “ mischief" as

defined in section 408 of the Penal Code, inasmuch asby any member, director, secretary , manager , or other
such plucking does u ot cause the destruction of the

prin ipal o : fi cer ther :of wlio is able to depose to the
trees or fruits or auy such change in them or in their

facts of the cre. By section 471 it provil's for a situation as destroys or diminis hes their value or utility,

particular mo le of service on the company and for or affects them injuriously.

coinpellin the secretary or other principal officer of
The complainant was in possession of a garden asthe company to appear and answer any materiali

lessee under certain parties. The defendant also
questio :is relating to the action if so required by

helil a lease from a third person who claimed title to
summous or special order of the court. By sec

a share in the gar.le n, and it was alleged against the
tion 65) , where an action hs been institutel by

defend in that lie together with seven or eight others
a coupiny, it permits the principal officer of a com

ente red the garden with sticks and kuives and usedpany to make affidavit in support of the motion

for the arrest of the defendant's person or the seques. threats to complainant, and forcibly plucked and

remorel a number of coconut, some of which wer e
tration of his property before judgm :nt .

green , and some jak fruits . The defendant justified
under the lease which he held , alleging that be

Even if sections 24 and 25 of the Civil Procedure

Cole do apply to the case of a joint stock company entered u ; 0.1 the land and plucked fruits bona fide

which I have taken leave to doubt, I think J. K i and in assertion of his rights as lessee.

Hormusjee's affidavit is insufficient : on the positive
The Police Magistrate after hearing evidence

side, as to his being the duly appointed agent in
framed two charges against the defendant, viz. , for

Ceylon of the defendant company ; and on the nega
criminal trespass and mischief under sections 433

tive side, as to there being no other person in Ceyloa,

and 409 of the Ceylon Penal Code respectively . He

competent to appear anl make application for the
convicted the defendant on both charges and sen

company in a civil suit .
tenced him to one month's rigorous imprisonment.

I take the law to be now as before, that except as The charges were as set out in the judgment of the

specially provided — and I know of no such provision Supreme Court.

--1 corporation aggregite like the defendant com
The defendant appealed .

pany can oniy appear to an action by an authority

under its seal or (see vase ciel in US . C. C. 158 ) by Pereira for the appellant. The first charge is

an attorney appointel in writing by an agent em- bid , as it does not set forth the offence which the

powered under the company's seal to bring an action defendant is alleged to have intended to commit.

' or defend one .
Besides, the evidence negatives the allegation of
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intention to commit any offence, for it is provel and word “ offence" in sevii.in 427 , which defines “ cri .

held by the police magistrate that the defendant minal trespass ” , means not only a thing punishable

acted in assertion of his rights as less e. Entry by the Penal Code bu: also a thing punishable under
1

npon land in such circumstances does not cons itute any law other than the Corle, with impriso :ment

criminal trespass (P. C. Matara, No. 1,590 , 1 S. C. for a term of six months or upwards whether with

R. 76 ) . As to the charge of mischief, the conviction or without fine ; and section 435 and subsequent

is equally bad, because the mere plucking of fruits sections of the Penal Code show that the punish :

cannot be said to be destruction of property: it is ment of criminal hou - e trespass varies according as

on the contrary only a mode of enjoyment, and it the accused is convicted of intending to commit one

is submitted that the charge of mischief altogether crime or another.

fails.
Further if , as is alleged , the defendant entered

I think it is essentiel that the charge should

upon the land armed and accompanied by seven or state what offence the complainant charged accused

cight others with criminal intent, these facts disclose
with intending to commit. If the intended criine

an " unlawful asseinbly " , and the magistrate had
was murder or any crime punishable by long

no jurisdiction to try the defendant for any losser
imprisonment, the Police Magistrate would not have

offence .

jurisdiction to try the charge of crimina! trespass.

Dornhorst ( Wendt and Sampayo with him ) for
Apart from a question of jurisdiction, the charge

should give the accused reasonably sufficient notice
the complainant. It is sutlicient if a charge contains

of the matter with which he is charged. In this
the designation or specific name of the offence. See

respect I hold the charge of criminal trespass was
section 196 of the Criminal Procedure Code . Here

defective .
the charge states that the defendant committed

" criminal trespass ”, and as the evidence supports the The second charge is that you did commit mis

charge, it is submitted that the conviction on that chief, to wio, by forcibly plucking and removing

count is good. The evidence also shews that the Herenty -five king cocoanuts and eight green cocoanuts

defendant intended to intimidate and
annoy

the
and two jak fruits, value Rs . 9. fruits of the irees

complainant, and if it were necessary, this Court standing on the land Katupelall. watte in the posses

could alter the charge so as to include such an intent. sion of Hugh Andree, knowing it to be likely

The allegation of bona fides is negatived by tlie that you would cause wrongful loss to i he said Hugli

evidence. As regards the offence of mischief, the Andree, and hare thereby committeil an offence

magistrate holds that the defendant stripped the trees punishable under section 109 of the Ceylon Penal

of their fruits, young and green as well as ripe. This Code " .

is doing wanton damage and comes within the
If this charge discloses and se's forth any offence

description of mischief. The facts as found by the which I doubt, it certainly does not set forth the

magistrate do not amount to proof of an unlawful offence of mischief. Taking cocoanuts or jak from

assembly, and the defendant has no reason to complain trees is not a destruction of property or any such

of being tried for a minor offence .
change in the property or in the situation thereof as

Cur, adv. vult. destroys or diminishes its value or utility or affects

it injuriously. Neither the trees nor the fruits were

On July 13, 1893 , the following judgment was destroyed , nor by the removal was their value or

delivered :
utility diminished , nor were they injuriously affected .

LAWRIE, A.C. J. The police magistrate has given

leave to appeal against the conviction and sentence .

The first charge iramed by the magistrate was

that the accused “ diel commit criminal trespass

by entering upon land Katupelallewatte, then in the

possession of Hugb Indree, with intent to commit

an offence, and that you have thereby committed an

offence punishable under section 433 of the Ceylon

Penal Code ” .

The circumstances with which the removal occurred

did not reasonably give rise to the belief that the

accused committed theft. I find in the evidence

sufficient material upon which to amend the first

count of the charge by deleting the words to commit

an offence" and by substituting the words “ to

intimidate, insalt, and annoy the said Hugla Andree " .

This was a bad charge, because it did not set forth

what was the offence the accused intended to

commit. Section 38 of the Penal Code enacts that the

I find the accused guilty on the first count and

sentence him to one month's rigorous imprisonment.

I set aside the conviction on the second count and

acquit the accused of the offence of mischief.

Varied .
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C.R. Trincomalee,} Arumokam V. TAMPAIYA.

Present :- LAWRIE , A. C. J. Hichens, 6 Q. B. 606. If a fisherman goes to fish in

the high seas and another fisherman comes and

(June 1 and 8 , 1893.)
fishes beside him and with tempting baits draws away

the fish from the lines and nets of the first comer

No. 723 . with a view of catching them himself, damage may

be done, but there is no tort or wrong, for the one had
Fishing - Right of exclusive fishing - Sea - Custom

-Cause of action .
as much right to fish and to use fair and reasonable

means to catch fish as the other. But if the rival

No right of exclusive fishing in any particular part fisherman lays hold of the nets of the first comer,

of theseaor at any particular time can be acquiredby
violently disturbs the water, and drives away the fish

any custom among fishermen regulating the times and

places of fishing. and prevents the latter by force or violence from

But where a fisherman has actually begun fishing exercising bis occupation and calling, there is then

operations and is prevented by force or violence from a wrong done to him and he is entitled to compensa

exercising his occupation or is disturbed therein by
tion in damages.

another, then an action accrues to him to recover

compensation.

In a case reported in 2 Lorenz 115 , it was decided

The plaintiff alleged that according to the custom that a fisherman who had enclosed fish in a madella

and usage regulating fishing at Trincomlee it was his
had sufficient possession to entitle him to maintain

exclusive right to cast nets for fishing in the sea near trespass against one who entered within the circle of

Back Bay on November 19 , 1892 , that in pursuance the net and disturbed the fish . The decision in

of such right he on that day cast his net and enclosed Vanderstraaten 247 is to the same effect.

a shoal of fish , and that then the defendants , who

were also fishermen , forcibly and in violation of the
Here the learned commissioner has not given any

said custom assaulted the plaintiff and prevented him opinior or judgment on the evidence on the third

from drawing his net and securing the fish . He and fourth issues, whether plaintiff had enclosed fish

claimed Rs. 98 as damages . The defendants, among
within liis ret and wliether the defendants wrongfully

other things, denied the right ciaimed , the fact of prevented the plaintiff from drawing his net and

plaintiff having cast his net and enclosed any fish securing and landing the fish . The evidence on

and the assault alleged .
this point is very conflicting.

One of the issues framed by the commissioner was The plaintiff and several of his witnesses swear

as to the custom regulating fishing at Back Big and that the plaintiff's net was cast and had enclosed a

as to whether according to such custom it was the large shoal of fish , and the defendants and their

plaintiff's turn to fish on the day in question . Much witnesses say that the quarrel took place before the

conflicting evidence was adduced on both sides on plaintiff had cast his net and that he did not either

this issue , and the commissioner expressing himself cast it or enclose any fish that day.

as unable to come to any conclusion as to the exact
On carefully considering the evidence I hold that

nature of the custom dismissed the plaintiff's action .
the plaintiff has not proved that he was prevented

The plaintiff appealed . by the defendants from drawing the net and securing

Wendt for the appellant.
any fish therein, and I affirm the judgment with costs.

Sampayo for the defendants . Affirmed .

Cur. adv. vult.

On June 8 , 1893 , the following judgment was
Present : Withers, J.

delivered : ( June 15 and 21 , 1893.)

LAWRIE , A. C. J.--In my opinion this case does D.C. Crim. Puttalam , | The Queen v. Costa.
not turn on the alleged custom regulating fishing

but on the averment in the third paragraph of the Criminal breach of trust – Public servant - Duty
plaint that the plaintiff's net bad been cast and a Implied contract - Head clerk of theDistrict Road

shoal of fish had been enclosed when the defendants Committee - Ordinance No. 10 of 1861 - Ceylon
unjustly and forcib'y and with intent to cause plain- Penal Code, sections 388 , 389, 391 , 392 .

tiff wrongful loss and damage assaulted the plaintiff The offence ofcriminal breach of trust by a public

and some of his men and prevented the plaintiff from servant and punishable under section 392 of theCeylon

drawing his.net and securing the said shoal of fish , Penal Code is not committed in respect of monies

received by the public servant on account of his

to the plaintiff's damage of Rs . 93 . employer and misappropriated by him unless it is his

duty in his capacity as such public servant to receive
The law applicable is that laid down in Young v. such monies.

: 0 :
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But where money is actually received by him there nition of breach of trust in section 388 of the Code.

is an implied obligation on his part to pay it, and If necessary , the charge may be amended so as to

misappropriation thereof by him comes within the
definition of the offence of criminal breach of trust make it an ordinary charge of criminal breach of trust.

under section 388 of the Ceylon Penal Code aud is

punishable under section 389 .

Cur. adv. vult.

In this case the defendant was charged under
On June 21 , 1898 , the following judgment was

section 392 of the Ceylon Penal Code with baving delivered :

committed criminal breach of trust in his capacity WITHERS, J. - The accused had been convicted of

of public servant, he being head clerk of the District
committing criminal breach of trust in respect of

Road Committee of Puttalam , in respect of three sums of money entrusted to him on three occasions

sums of money belonging to the sirid Committee.
in 1892 in his capacity of a public sirvant, viz . ,

The monies were amounts paid by a resthouse
clerk of the District Road Committee, Puttalam .

kecper as collections made by him . The course of These sums were collections of money recovered by

the
business appears to have been for the resthouse- resthouse-keeper, Puttalam , as resthouse

keepers to take their hooks to the defendant, who charges, for which he had to account to the District

would examine the books, note the amounts due, Road Committee.

and give a slip stating the amounts to the resthouse The District Judge believes that the restlouse

keepers, who would take the slip to the head clerk keeper, Puttalam , did deliver to the accused a sum

of the Kachcheri. The head clerk of the Kachcheri
of Rs. 13.75 on the 2nd of February , 1892 ; a sum of

would then enter the amounts in the “ Receipt Order Rs . 22-87 on the 4th of April , 1892 ; and a sum of
Book” and forward the same to the shroff, whose Rs . 9:37 on the 3rd of May, 1892 ; collections which

duty it was to receive tle money. he the resthouse-keeper had to account for to the

Committee .
It was not shewn that it was defendant's duty as

bead clerk of the District Road Committee to receive If that be so, the accused received this money in

monies from the rest house -keepers, but it was trust from the resthouse-keeper under an implied

alleged that he in fact received the three sums in obligation on the part of the accused to pay it to

question from a resthouse -keeper and did not pay the shroff of the Kachcheri, the proper officer to

them in or account for them . Opposite the totals receive those monies according to the evidence .

in the resthouse -keeper's book entries were made This was an implied obligation not only to pay the

by the defendant as follows : - " Examined and monies to the shroff, but to pay them then and there.

found correct. Credited. " It does not appear that those sums have ever been

paid by the accused in accordance with this implied

The District Judge convicted the defendant for the obligation , and is a reasonable presumption that

ofl'ence as laid in the indictment. The defendant
he converted them to his own use .

appealed.

Dornhorst for the appellant. The head clerk of a

The learned judge, however, has found that he

District Road ( 'ommittee is not a public servant"
received those sums in his capacity as a public

as defined in section 19 of the Penal Code. Even if servant . There is, perhaps, just sufficient evidence to

he was , be did not receive the monies in bis capacity support the finding that he was a public servant at

of public servant, as it was admittedly not his duty the time of the alleged offences, for his duty was to

to do so , and he could not be said to have committed keep books relating to the pecuniary interest of

breach of trust in such capacity. The charge there- Government. The finding that he received these

fore failed , and it is submitted that the defendant was monies in his capacity of a public servant is clearly

entitled to an acquittal.

against the weight of evidence . As clerk of the

District Road Cummittee it was not his duty to

Ramanathan , S.-G., for the Crown. It is sub receive those monies, nor was he at any time permit

mitted that the defendant came within the definition ted or required by his superiors to receive those

of “ public servant” in subsection 11 of section 19 monies . The resthouse -keeper remained just as

of he Penal Code. Even if otherwise, the charge liable after paying those monies to accused as before .

may be amended so as to bring the case under This is what appellant's counsel contended , and I

section 891 as breach of trust by an ordinary clerk , think rightly.

the resthouse -keeper being regarded as the agent
of the District Road Committee in paying in the But it was argued that, if the accused did not

money . In any case , the defendant, having in receive these monies in the capacity of a public

fact received the money , impliedly contracted to pay servant, he was , if guilty of an offence at all , guilty of

it in , and the case is therefore covered by the defi- conspiring with the resthouse- keeper to defraud
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the true owner of those monies , or of theft, or criminal

misappropriation.

But I think , in the circumstances found against

hiin , he was guilty of dishonestly using monies

entrusted to him under an implied obligation to apply

th - m to a particular purpose which he has not done.

He has committed, in my opinion , a breach of section

388 of the Penal Code.

I set aside the judgment of the learned judge, and

in lieu thereof piss the following judgment :

The accused Simon Leonard De Costa is found

guilty of having dishonestly converted to his own

lise the sum of Rs . 13.75 on 2nd February, 1892 ,

entrusted to him at Puttalam by Amat Pakir, the

resthouse- keeper at Putralam ; and having dis

honestly converted to his own use a sum of Rs . 22:27

entrusted to him at Puttalam on 4th April, 1892 , by

the aforesaid person ; and having dishonestly con

verted to his own use a sum of Rs . 9:37 entrusted to

bim at Puttalam on 3rd May, 1892, by the aforesaid

person .

I wish to point out the convenience of setting out

a conviction in terms of section 372 , paragraph 2 , of

the Criminal Procedure i ode, and then setting out

the facts and reasons for the judgment.

Varicd.

In action No. 61 of the District Court of Kalntara

one Adrian Sirimane , in December, 1890 , recovered

judgment upon a mortgage bond for a certain sum

of money and a mortgage decree against the defend

ants. On May 20 , 1891 , Adrian Sirimane assigned

this judgment to one Namasivayam Pulle , who was

on his application substituted plaintiff in the said

action in the room of Adrian Sirimane on September

15 , 1991. By deed datı d October 28, 1891 , Nama

sivayam Pulle in his turn assigned the judgment to

the plaintiff in this action . On November 30 , 1891 ,

the plaintiff in this action applied in the said action

No. 61 to be substituted plaintiff. The defendants

opposed this application on the ground that the

alleged deed of assignment in plaintiff's favour was a

furgery. The District Judge in the exercise of the

discretion which he held to be vested in him dis

allowed the application. The plaintiff ' then brought

the present action against the defendants to recover

the amount of the assigned judgment and for a

mortgage decree . The defendants, among other

things, pleaded the order in action No. 61 , disallowing

the plaintiff's application for substitution , in bar of

the action .

The learned District Judge ultimately gave judg .

ment for the plaintiff, and the defendants appealed.

Fernando for the appellants. The plaintiff can

only proceed in the original action and cannot sue

again for the same debt . Ram Bakhsh v. Panna

Lal, 1. L. R. 7 Allah . 457. It is submitted there

fore that this action is not maintainable . Even if

an action does lie on the assignment of a judgment,

the paintiff having applied under section 339 of the

Code to be substituted as plaintiff in the original

action is concluded by the order made therein .

Dornhorst (Sampayo with him ) for the respond

ent . An action can always be brought on a judgment.

( See, for instance, D. C. Galle , 53,288 , 8 S.C. C. 100.)

An action , it is submitted, is the ordinary remedy,

the procedure by way of substitution in the original

action being only cumulative . The order in the

previous case being due to the defendant's own

opposition, there was no alternative for plaintiff but

to sue on the judgment. The Indian case cited is

ir self an authority in plaintiff's favour, for there a

regular action was allowed under similar circumstan

ces to those of this case .

: 0 :

Present :-LAWRIE , A.C. J. , and WITHERS, J.

( June 30 and July 4, 1893.)

D. C. Kalutara,} WeerawaGoE v. Fernando .

Civil Procedure - Assignment of judgment

Action on assignment - Application for substitu

tion of assignce as plaintiff - Cause of action-

Civil Procedure Code, section 339.

A judgment obtained against the present defendants

in a previous action was assigned to the present plain

tiff by the judgment-creditor. An application by the

assignee to be substituted plaintiff in the original

action , which was opposed by the defendants on the

ground ofthe deed of assignment being a forgery, was

disallowed by the court, whereupon the assignee

brought the present action on the assignment to

recover the amount of the assigned judgment.

Held that the action was well brought

By LAWRIE , A. C. J. , on the ground that although

the assignee of the judgment could not in the first

instance bring a separate action on the assignment, yet

he could do so when he had been prevented by

defendant's opposition from deing substituted plaintiff

in the original action and proceeding to execution

therein .

Cur. adv . vult.

On July 4 , 1893 , the following judgments were

delivered :

By WITHERS, J. , on the ground that the assignee

could sue in a separate action for the judgment delt,

subject only to his being deprived of costs or having

to pay costs if such action was unnecessarily or vex

atiously brought.

LAWRIE, A. C. J.- The plaintiff prayed for judg .

ment for a sum of money and interest, and that

certain lands be declared liable bound and executable
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1

1

in satisfaction of the amount. His cause of action question tried. He brought this action for that

against the defendants was that Adrian Sirimane purpose . Parties went to trial on the issue whether

obtained a judgment against them , and that Adrian the assignment was a forgery, and whether the

thereafter assigned that judgment to him , and that judgment had been satisfied by payment to the

the defendants having notice of the assignment had assignor. On both issues the District Judge has

not paid the amount due . found against the defendants .

There is no reason to disturb that verdict. In these

In my opinion the plaint set forth no cause of

action against the defendants, nothing which gave the
circumstances the plaintiff is entitled to judgment

with costs.

plaintiff the right to sue them . According to the

plaintiff's statement one judgment for this debt had WITHERS , J.-I am unable to follow Mr. Fernando's

already passed against the defendants, and that contention that plaintiff having, as he put it , elected

judgment was still subsisting . As be did not aver to apply to be substituted in place of his assignor

facts which took the case out of the operation of the on the record of the case in which the assigned

fundamental rule founded on the maxims Nemo debet judgment was recovered against the defendants, and

bis vexari pro cadem causa and Interest rei publice having failed in his application, and not having

ut sit finis litium , his demand for a second judgment appealed from the order of the District Judge in that

for the same debt against the same defendants case , is thereby estopped from seeking as assignee of

seemed unwarrantable. However , instead of standing the unsatisfied balance of the judgment debt to

on the defence of want of cause of action , the defend
recover that debt from the judgment debtors.

ants in their answer supplied the defect by founding A person may sue for a judgment- debt (see 8

on an order of the District Court of Kalutara in the S. C. C. 100) , but his right to recover costs in the

action

action in which judgment was given against them .
may , I take it , be defeated by an admission of

the judgment debt and the defence that there is a

Froin that order, dated 25th January, 1892, it judgment of record for that debt which the plaintiff

appears that the plaintiff had a good cause of action has not attempted to recover by due course in

against the defen lants. He had filed his assignment, execution . He may indeed, I also take it, have to pay

and had moved to be subtituted plaintiff in the the costs of an action which can only be considered

rvom of his assignor. It appears that the defendants
as vexitious. Here the defendants actually succeeded

opposed the inotion , and that the District Judge on grounds, which they have quite failed to justify,

refused to substitute . The answer in this case dis in preventing the plaintiff from taking out execution

closes the ground of the defendant's opposition al for the unsatisfied balance of the judgment debt

the reason why the plaintiff's motion was refused . It
found to have been duly assigned to him .

was that the defendants alleged that the assignment

founded on by the plaintiff was a forgery. I am of
What alternative this plaintiff had but to bring

this action on the judgment debt assigned I fail to
opinion that the learned District Judge was right in

refusing to try that question incidentally on

motion to substitute, but the assignee could not be I would affirm the judgment with costs .

without a remedy. He had a right to have that Affirmed

see .

END OP SECOND VOLUME .
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